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Introduction 

THIS record of four years in Germany is written in 
the hope that it will contribute to a better under

standing of the German problem. We are well on the way to its solu
tion within a framework acceptable to the free countries of Europe. 
We have not reached the goal. A self-supporting and self-responsible 
Germany is essential to the restoration of stability, and without a 
~table Europe lasting peace is impossible. 

The American people have a huge stake in peace. Twice within 
the century, still only half run, we have given of our lives and our re
sources to prevent the domination of Europe by force. We recognize 
that a threat to freedom anywhere is a threat to our own freedom. 
We remain determined that free people shall not be enslaved by 
alien dictatorship. To this end, in time of peace we are giving sub
stantially of our own resources at real sacrifice to rebuild a Europe 
in which the economic and, we hope, the political co-operation of 
the independent and peace-loving countries will soon make the threat 
of aggression remote. Meanwhile we have declared our intent to 
share in the common defense in our support of and adherence to the 
North Atlantic Pact. 

Solving the German problem will be a major constructive step 
toward peace. It is a complex task. A new political and economic life 
had to be reconstructed from the chaos of total defeat. Under these 
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Introduction 

conditions the administration of the American Zone of Occupation 
alone was a difficult undertaking. The establishment for the four 
zones of occupation of a government responsible to the people, and 
the rehabilitation of economic life sufficiently to promise them a 
reasonable standard of living under security measures which would 
make future aggression impossible, would have taxed the competence 
of the Allied Control Council even if there ~d been full co-operation 
among its members and between it and the German people. 

Unfortunately there was never full co-operation. Three of the four 
occupying powers had signed the Potsdam Protocol which formed 
the directive for the occupation. France was not a party to this under
standing and therefore did not feel bound by its provisions. But 
French unwillingness to abide by the Potsdam decisions was the 
major cause for dissent within the Control Council for only a few 
months. It soon became apparent that the Soviet Government in
terpreted the decisions very differently than did the British and 
American governments. The Russians wanted to create conditions 
that would provide opportunity ·for Communist penetration and 
domination of German political life and economic resources. 
· Thus the effort to rule Germany by unanimous agreement of the 

representatives of the four occupying powers failed. As this failure 
became evident, .vital decisions had to be made in Germany. The 
American and British zones of occupation were merged into an 
economic unit to facilitate and expedite the industrial activity which 
was required for recovery in Europe. While the French had stood 
firmly with us and with the British in resisting the Soviet effort to 
build a Communist Germany, they were not satisfied with security 
measures and therefore did not join. their zone with the bizonal area. 
Although plans to this end were laid, they did not become a ~eality 
until the North Atlantic Pact united the Atlantic countries for the 
common defense. Then France agreed to the setting up of a \Vest 
German Government, elected by the people and given a large meas
ure of responsibility for internal affairs and the development of 
e-conomic self -sufficiency. 

The success of the European Recovery Program and the planned 
formation of West German Government led to the Soviet blockade 
of Berlin, a ruthless attempt to use starvation to drive out the West
em Powers, thus re-creating in Europe the fear which favored Com
munist expansion. The airlift prevented the blockade from accom-
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plishing its purpose. There were risks involved in our determination 
not to be driven out of the former German capital. We understood 
and accepted these risks as my story will show. To do so was essential 
if we were to maintain the cause of freedom. The firm stand of the 
Western Powers in undertaking the airlift not only prevented terror 
from again engulfing Europe but also convinced its free people of 
our intent to hold our position until peace is assured. . 

Western Germany is a reality. It is amember in its own right of 
the Organization for European Economic Co-operation and is learn
ing to work with others in a common cause. Its people have lived 
next door to Communism for four years and have decided that they 
do not want to live under Communist domination. Its government 
has been given only limited responsibility. It has not been received 
back in the comity of nations. Germany remains divided. Even when 
it is united security measures, if enforced, will suffice to pre\·ent it 
from again becoming a threat. The German people also have a right 
to security, and it remains to be determined how this \\ill be pro
vided. Germany's free neighbors, who have suffered much from 
German hands, must be willing to accept its return to a free and 
independent status. This is the German problem which must be 
solved finally and fully before we can be certain of lasting peace. 

Time, patience, and understanding are required, for we must find 
the right answer. American policy, taking into account the views of 
Germany's neighbors, is proving successful in clearing the way to 
solution. This policy must be continued in the months and perhaps 
years ahead until full success is achieved. It will be continued if it has 
the firm support of the American people. It will receive that support 
if they are fully informed and understand the problem in its many 
aspects. 

This understanding cannot come about merely from a study of our 
administration of German affairs. During the past four years many 
international discussions have been devoted to the attempt to recon
cile the con.B.icting \iews of the four governments and, when it be
came apparent that this was impossible, to bring the three Western 
governments together. Quadripartite conferences broke down be
cause the earnest effort of the Western representatives to reach· 
accord failed to prevent Soviet representatives from using the meet
ings for invective and propaganda purposes. E'-ch of these inter
national gatherings immediately affected relationships among the 
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occupying powers in Germany, and thus at least indirectly the ad
ministration of their separate responsibilities. 

Therefore, to understand the situation it is necessary to know some
. thing of the task of administering military government, the influence 
of international conferences, the difficulties encountered in political 
and economic reconstruction, and the security measures effected so 
that a revived Germany will not be a threat to peace. 

I had not planned to write of my four years in Germany, and in 
fact for three years intentionally avoided keeping a record so that I 
would not be tempted. In January 1948 a draft of the official history 
of Military Government, prepared in the Historical Section of the 
Military Government staff, was placed on my desk. It was an ad
mirable compilation of important documents combined with an 
accurate chronology of major events. It did not record the many dis
cussions and exchanges of cables which led to major decisions, and 
thus it lacked spirit and animation. These cannot be provided from 
files. After reading the official draft I began to dictate from memory 
the incidents and discussions which preceded the principal decisions 
so that I should have a record of my participation if only for my own 
use. My associates, who had access to this record, urged that it be 
used as the basis of a book which might prove helpful to those in
terested in the German problem. 

During my four years in Germany I served as deputy military 
governor to Generals Dwight D. Eisenhower and Joseph T. Mc
Namey for two years, and as military governor for two years. In 
these capacities I served under three Secretaries of War (Army)
Henry L. Stimson, Robert P. Patterson, and Kenneth Royall; and 
under four Secretaries of State-Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Justice 
James F. Byrnes, General George C. Marshall, and Dean Acheson. 

With my political adviser, Robert D. Murphy, I attended two four
power conferences in· Paris, one in New York, one in Moscow, and 
one in London, at which the United States was represented by the 
Secretary of State. I also attended six conferences in London, Paris, 
and Washington which were held to resolve .differences among the 
Western Powers. Ambassadors W. Averell Harriman and Walter 
Bedell Smith from Moscow, and Ambassador Lewis W. Douglas 
from London visited Berlin frequently to keep abreast of current 
developments. Each day in Germany significant events were reported 
by radio to both the State and War (Army) Departments. 
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Of course in these four years many different American viewpoints 
bad to be reconciled. They resulted from the h()nest thinking of able 
and sincere officials, and were presented and argued vigorously in 
sound democratic tradition, until agreements were reached or de
cisions made by the responsible authorities. Except for occasional 
flare-ups which quickly died out and made it possible for us to work 
more closely together, they created no personal antagonisms among 
the group which worked together for so many months in the endeavor 
to find a solution to the German problem. Some familiarity With the 
causes of these differences is necessary to a full underStanding of 
how our policy developed and was reconciled with the policies of 
the other countries interested in Germany. . 

It is difficult to select from an eventful period of four years the 
significant events, items, and discussions which convey the magni
tude of the task and the spirit in which it was executed. It is, how
ever, the only way to tell the story, and it should be told so that in 
future the mistakes of the past may be avoided and the s·.Jccesses 
continued in application. 

Having taken part in these events and discussions, I have formed 
deep convictions and can write of my experiences only with them in 
mind. I do not claim to be dispassionate in my recording of these 
years. 

We have created a West German Government which has asstimed 
major responsibility for the internal affairs of 45,000,000 persons. 
They form a force which must be duly considered if we want a stable 
Europe with an economy which offers the promise of reasonable life. 
They are separated from 20,000,000 Germans in the Soviet Zone. No 
lasting stability may be expected as long as 65,000,000 persons in the 
heart of Europe are divided against their will. Their natural desire 
for a unffied country will remain until east and west Germany are 
reunited. Extreme nationalism is certain to develop from this division. 

Of .utmost importance to the future of .the world are the questions 
of how and when West Germany is readmitted to the fellowship of 
nations and how and when it may reunite with eastern Germany, 
from which is it separated now by the barrier of Communism. In 
executing the measures which guarantee that Germany will not again 
become an aggressive threat we should not forget that there must 
also be security for its people, and that security against Germany 
must be considered in its relationship to world security. Now that we 
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have created a partial government we must determine its place in 
world affairs, and in this determination lies the hope of peace. 

Since this is largely a record of events in which I participated and 
as I remember their occurrence, it has been impossible to avoid the 
use of the personal pronoun. I am convinced that the small group of 
devoted and able Americans who were my close associates in Military 
Government will understand that its use does not in any way detract 
from their contribution, individually and collectively, which made 
possible any accomplishments Military Government may have 
achieved. It is because of my faith that their work was well done, 
and that consistent adherence to the established program for Ger· 
many will prove of lasting value in its contribution to peace, that I 
have written this book. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Occupation and l\filitary 
Government Begin 

0 N May 12, 1949, at 12:01 A.M., our trains and truch, 
carrying food and coal, crossed the boundaries be

tween the Anglo-American zones and the Soviet Zone en route to 
Berlin. The steady drone of the airlift planes was still heard over
head. They had broken the Soviet attempt to drive the Western 
Powers from Berlin by denying them access by land and water. That 
same morning I flew to Frankfurt to join my British and French col
leagues in approving the Basic Law which would bring into being 
the federal state of West Germany. 

For four years we had struggled for understanding among the 
four occupying powers and found that it would result only from 
acceptance of the Soviet will to dominate Germany. We were forced 
to combine the American and British zones to achieve economic 
progress and subsequently to include the French Zone to form a 
West Germany in which 45,000,000 German people are separated 
from 20,000,000 German people by the Soviet-constructed "Iron Cur
tain." 

How had this come about? Why was it impossible for four coun
tries who had fought to victory in a common cause to co-operate in 
peace? \Vhy had the Soviet Government imposed a blockade on Ber
lin? \Vhy was it necessary to create a West German Government? 
Neither these questions nor the decisions which they made necessary 
occurred to me in the spring of 1945. 

In late March I was occupying an office in the Reconstruction Fi· 
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nance Corporation Building as deputy to Justice James F. Byrnes, 
who was then director of War Mobilization and Reconversion. My 
secretary announced that a Mr. Murphy was waiting to see me. Al
though I had heard much of Robert D. Murphy and the work he had 
accomplished in North Mrica in saving many American lives at the 
expense of much unwarranted criticism, I had not met him person~ 
ally. I did not identify my visitor until he introduced himself as Gen
eral Eisenhower's political adviser. He told me that he was briefly 
visiting Washington to report to the State Department and had 
dropped in to congratulate me on my coming assignment as deputy 
to General Eisenhower for Military Government. I replied somewhat 
to his amazement that he must be mistaken as I bad beard nothing 
of it. 

My denial to Mr. Murphy held valid for only a few minutes. He 
bad hardly left the room when I received a telephone call from Jus
tice Byrnes asking me to come over to his office in the White House. 
There he told me that Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson had just 
telephoned him that I was to be immediately designated as deputy 
military governor to General Eisenhower. Now it was my tum to be 
amazed because the limited discussion I had beard of this appoint
ment had pointed to the selection of a civilian; Under Secretary 
Robert Patterson and Assistant Secretary John J. McCloy were both 
mentioned frequently. 

My assignment in late November 1944 to work with Justice Byrnes 
as lis deputy had also come as a surprise. In October, at General 
Eisenhower's request, I bad been sent to France on a four-month 
loan by General Brehon B. Somervell, commanding general of the 
Army Service Forces. When I reported to General Eisenhower he 
told me that my first job was to take over the Normandy base, includ~ 
ing Cherbourg and its port activities, a bottleneck in the shipment 
of supplies to the front. It was at Cherbourg that I had my first expe
rience with civil affairs, as I found on my staff a Civil Affairs Section 
primarily engaged in the maintenance of good relations betwec:1 the 
French civil authorities and our Arn1y administration. Fortunately I 
discovered that the bottleneck in Cherbourg was mainly due to the 
fact that the efficient port director was receiving too much super
vision. By the simple process of giving him the authority he needed I 
was able to eliminate it very quickly, and in fact received undue credit 
for the remarkable improvement he achieved within a few days. 
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There were more than 200,000 troops under my command in Nor
mandy. It was a staging area through which the combat divisions 
passed on the way to the front. Thousands of tons of supplies were 
stored in open fields adjacent to the beaches over which they had 
been unloaded and from which they were moved forward to meet 
requirements at the front Ships were unloaded in the dry docks and 
locks of the French naval yard, inside and along the breakwater, and 
from harbor anchorages by lighters and amphibious trucks. While the 
scene may have appeared confusing to the casual obserirer, it was my 
command and I was certain of my responsibility. The bureaucratic 
struggle for jurisdiction in war production and procurement which 
never ended in Washington had no parallel in Cherbourg. I was 
happy in my work, which lasted only three weeks, when General 
Eisenhower sent for me to say that my mission was accomplished. He 
wanted me to visit our Army groups with one of his staff directors, 
General Harold R. Bull, to make an accurate appraisal of the need 
for heavy ammunition, after which we were to go home to convince 
the War Department of its urgency. When I told General Eisenhower 
I was apprehensive that my trip to Washington would lead to my 
retention there, he promised me he would send a personal letter to 
General Marshall which would assure my prompt return. 
· When General Bull and I reached Washington we reported imme

diately to General Marshall, who was worried that the ammunition 
shortage might delay the final assault. Our competent ordnance 
officers met with me to develop the possibility of making additional 
ammunition available by compressing the pipe line. Our calculations 
proved we could deliver enough so that the final assault could be 
staged, provide~ production-line output was increased promptly to 
insure an adequate future Bow. We reported back to General Mar
shall on the day after our arrival, Friday afternoon. He was pleased 
with the result and both General Bull and I were cheerful over the 
report we could now take back to General Eisenhower. 

We planned to leave on Sunday. Thus for the first time since the 
beginning of the war I had a free Saturday on my h::mds, which just 
happened to be the day of the Army-Navy football game in Balti
more. I managed to obtain seats and stopped by the Pentagon early 
that morning to finish up last-minute chores. Hardly had I sat down 
at my desk when I received a call from Justice Byrnes advising me 
that he was requesting my services as his deputy for War Production 
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and that it would be my particular mission to see that more heavy 
ammunition was produced quickly. I rushed to my chief, General 
Somervell, to ask his assistance in securing my return to Europe, and 
I told him of the letter General Eisenhower had written to General 
Marshall. Somervell remarked that this would be easy and that he 
would see General Marshall immediately. However, whatever be 
may have said to General Marshall or General Eisenhower may have 
written in his letter had little effect, as I was shortly told to report 
for duty to Justice Byrnes on the following day for an assignment to 
last four months. I am afraid that I falled to appreciate fully the 
achievements of Blanchard and Davis as they led the Army football 
team to victory that Saturday afternoon. 

The four months were drawing to an end when Justice Byrnes 
told me that I was to go to Germany as deputy mllitary governor. 
Immediately after receiving this information I drove to the War 
Department to ask both General Somervell and Assistant Secretary 
:McCloy to try to find someone else. I did so because it looked then 
as if the Japanese war would last for some time and I hoped for a 
tour of duty in the Pacific which would carry with it some combat 
experience. I had been a soldier in two wars, and like any other pro
fessional soldier, I believed that my career would be a failure with
out combat experience. My plea was ineffective. 

After seeing General Somervell I had another talk with Justice 
Byrnes, who recognized the difficulties which would confront me in 
Germany and felt strongly that my responsibilities must be clearly 
defined. He said that I should be General Eisenhower's deputy in 
fact, reporting directly to him and not through the General Staff. 
He was insistent that my appointment be announced from the White 
House by the President, and Secretary Stimson agreed. 

On the following day, when the appointment was to be announced 
(I believe it was March 31, 1945), Justice Byrnes took me to see 
President Roosevelt. On the way over he told me that I should be 
prepared to answer a test question which the President would put 
to me but which he did not feel that he could disclose. But the Presi· 
dent never asked the question. When we left, Byrnes told me that 
the President had indicated that he would inquire what action I 
would take if there should be a series of murders of American sol
diers by unknown hands in one of the occupied cities. I still do not 
'mow what my answer would have been. (Some wee~ later 1 was to 
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hear staff discussions over the actions we might take if we met with 
resistance. Suggestions ranged from the destruction by fue of the 
block or blocks of buildings in which gunshots originated to the 
seizure, imprisonment, and even execution of hostages. I became 
convinced that advance planning was of little value, since the action 
to be taken would be dictated by the circumstances, the extent and 
kind of resistance, and the.temper of the population. In any circum
stances there had to be prompt, firm action justified by events and 
not ruthless and oppressive beyond need.) 

Actually President Roosevelt spoke of his youth in Germany, where 
he had attended school and had formed an early distaste for German 
arrogance and provincialism. He spoke particularly of the need for 
developing a more inquisitive mind in German youth, and at some 
length of Europe's need for hydroelectric power. He believed that 
a huge hydroelectric power development serving several of the 
European countries-a sort of international TV A-was essential to 
economic rehabilitation and would lead to better co-operation among 
the participating countries. While the President was most gracious, 
I did not have an opportunity to say very much, for which I was 
thankful, because I was so shocked at his physical appearance that 
I found it difficult to say anything. I remarked as we left that the 
President was a dangerously ill man, and I remember well that 
Justice Byrnes replied that my comment worried him, as perhaps he 
and the others who saw the President daily did not realize how ill 
and worn he looked. Two weeks later he was dead. 

When we returned to Byrnes's office I said good-by to him and his 
associates and went to the Pentagon to collect my thoughts and to 
select some competent personnel to assist me in the task ahead. I had 
very little time, because the War Department wished me to report 
to General Eisenhower within a few days. My first action was to call 
on General John H. Hilldring (later Assistant Secretary of State), 
director of the Civil Affairs Division of the War Department. He told 
me, to my astonishment, that my appointment as deputy had not 
been made known in advance to General Eisenhower, who had re
quested me to be director of the Civil Affairs ( G-5) Division of his 
General Staff, a status quite different than reporting directly to him. 
I was certain that a staff division would not prove the proper pbc:: 
to put military government responsibility. I was not at ill sure th::t 
General Eisenhower's General Staff would agree with me. Shortl) 
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afterward, when I reported to Assistant Secretary McCloy, I found 
that he shared my apprehension, because he brought up the subject 
and said that he proposed to visit General Eisenhower soon after my 
arrival to discuss the problem. 

Before my departure I reported to Secretary Stimson. His long 
experience with government had given him a clear view of the 
difficulties and responsibilities ahead and he told me that he knew 
of no more difficult task than that which confronted General Eisen
hower and me. He gave us both his full confidence and assurance of 
support. When I left his office I called to say good-by to General 
Marshall _Although he was still beset with all the problems of war, 
he gave me much of his time on a busy day. In assuring me of his 
interest and continuing support he urged me to write him at any time 
that I needed his assistance. 

I used the three or four days at my disposal to persuade General 
William H. Draper, Jr., to become my economics adviser and to fol
low me to Germany within a few weeks after he had recruited some 
key personnel to assist us in the establishment of military govern· 
ment. 

As I look back I find it amazing that I did not visit the State 
Department or talk with any of its officials. Nor was it suggested that 
I do so. No one at that time advised me of the role of the State 
Department in occupation matters or of its relationship to military 
government, and I am inclined to believe that no one had thought 
it out. Fortified by the support which I had received from my chiefs 
and by the assurance which came from General Draper's agreement 
to serve as my economics adviser, I left New York by air on April6, 
1945, to land in Paris the following day. I had said good-by to Mrs. 
Clay in our quarters at Fort Myer, Virginia, which she would now 
have to leave to seek an apartment in crowded Washington. 

In the Army one becomes accustomed over many years to new 
assignments and, having no say in them, takes them in stride without 
anxiety or exultation. In my civil work with the Corps of Engineers, 
in my responsibilities for war production, and in my four months 
with Justice Byrnes I had learned enough about government to 
realize that the task ahead would be filled with perplexing problems 
and difficulties. I had served in the Philippines and had become 
sufficiently interested to read of our experience in occupying these 
islands. My responsibHity for procurement had given me some 
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knowledge of the supply problem involved in the maintenance of 
civilian populations in the wake of battle-as in Italy, where it had 
been necessary to sacrifice badly needed war cargo to deliver food 
to sustain the Italian population behind our advancing armies. 

When I left Washington I knew nothing of JCS (Joint Chiefs of 
Staff) 1067, the top-secret policy directive which was to be my guide 
but which was then still in preparation. Nor did I know anything of 
the policies and agreements which had been established in· inter
national conferences with Russia and the United Kingdom prior to 
the surrender of Germany. As I sat in the plane B.ying across the 
Atlantic I had time to wonder whether the task ahead could be ac
complished and what e:%:perience, talents, or training that were mine 
could give me any hope of confidence. I was thinking of the task as 
an administrative problem and little did I realize what decisions 
would result from international differences and misunderstandings 
and what firmness of purpose would be required to carry them out. 

I found that General Eisenhower was spending most of his time 
in his headquarters at Reims, where I reported to him on April 8. I 
also reported to his chief of staff, Lieutenant General Walter Bedell 
Smith, and learned from this forthright officer that he was not par
ticularly favorable to the designation of a deputy to General Eisen
hower for Military Government. General Smith had valid reasons 
for his views, as civil affairs were then under the supervision of an 
integrated group of American and British officers which was a part 
of the staff he directed for General Eisenhower. This group, known 
as G-5, one of the five divisions of the General Staff, was establish
ing policy guidance for military government in Germany, which was 
administered in the rear areas by trained teams under the Army 
commanders. 

I could not help but agree with the logic of General Smith's posi
tion. Divided responsibilities were unthinkable at the moment and I 
did not even take up the question with General Eisenhower. I felt 
certain that with his good sense and sound judgment he would see 
the wisdom of separating military government responsibility from 
direct military command as soon as the war ended. But in those last 
rushing days of victory his problems were too great to add another. 

A few days later McCloy arrh·ed to discuss the problem with 
Eisenhower and Smith. I was not present at these talks. On Aprill7 
the order designating me deputy military governor was issued, al-
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though it was then a title without a job. Military government re· 
mained a combined Anglo-American responsibility under the SHAEF 
Civil Affairs Division. I was placed in command of the United States 
Group Control Council, the nucleus for the American delegation in 
the Allied Control Council, which was to govern Germany under an 
agreement reached in London between the Russian, British, and 
American governments. 

In addition I was made deputy chief of staff for the United States 
Forces, European Theater, with the redeployment of troops for the 
Pacific war as my special responsibility. In this capacity I hoped to 
relieve General Smith from a small part of the heavy burden which 
rested on his shoulders. I also received notice from the War Depart
ment of my promotion to a lieutenant generalcy. 

When I arrived in Paris I had heard only vaguely of the U. S. 
Group Control Council which was now under my command, and 
knew little of its functions. I did know that, while the actual super
vision of military government was a staff function of Supreme Head
quarters, there was an American group planning our participation 
in military government after the defeat of Germany and the dissolu
tion of combined command. I had heard that this group had pre
pared a manual for military government that aroused indignation in 
Washington because allegedly it proposed a liberal treatment of 
Germany, which was displeasing to those who were preparing a 
much more drastic policy directive. Our government ordered the 
suppression of this manual with consequent devastating effect on 
the morale of the U. S. Group Control Council, although reading it 
now will show that it deviated little from the American policy which 
was to develop for Germany and to be proclaimed first by Secretary 
of State Byrnes in his Stuttgart speech. 

When I assumed command I found that this group had been in 
existence for many months under the able and personable Brigadier 
General Cornelius Wickersham, in civil life a well-known lawyer in 
New York City. It had its headquarters in Versailles and its tail
and a substantial tail indeed-just outside London. It was composed 
of several hundred officers and a few civilians selected as experts in 
specific fields of government. 

It was organized into divisions paralleling the German ministries 
which were to be seized on surrender and continued in operation 
under Allied control. I was certain the German Government was 
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already so scattered that complete collapse was inevitable. Thus the 
concept of finding and utilizing working ministries had ceased to have 
reality. The group had studied German government carefully and its 
accumulated knowledge and considered planning were to prove of 
great and lasting value to our work. For the moment I felt that these 
experts were badly needed in the practical task of military govern
ment and, moreover, that experience in the field would prove of 
benefit to our future task, so I arranged with the chief of the Civil 
Affairs Division for substantial numbers to join the Military Govern
ment teams working in the field. 

I found also that corresponding British and French groups had 
been organized and had their headquarters in Paris under Generals 
Stanley Woodburn Kirby and Louis Marie Koeltz respectively. The 
three groups could thus form committees to discuss subjects of 
mutual interest. 

I was sitting in my office in Versailles in the late afternoon of May 
6 when General Bedell Smith telephoned me to come to Reims at 
once. I knew something was about to happen and I rushed to a 
nearby airport to get a ride. When I reached the school building 
which served as headquarters I went immediately to my office, which 
was in a wing set aside for General Eisenhower, General Smith, and 
the secretary of the General Staff. As I passed the guard I noticed he 
was smiling. I opened the door to my office and to my surprise saw 
sitting at my desk an immaculately turned-out general officer of the 
German Army. Not knowing what this meant, I backed out quickly. 
General Smitlis secretary advised me that in my absence my office 
had been loaned to General Jodi, who had come to negotiate sur
render. The next morning the German officials had surrendered un
conditionally and were waiting in a small anteroom for their return 
transportation. 

There was little outward celebration of victory in General Eisen
hower's headquarters. Rather, there was a quiet satisfaction that 
one phase of our war effort was ended. We were still at war with 
Japan, and already orders were being issued to transfer troops and 
supplies to the Pacific. We did not then e>.pect the Japanese collapse 
would come so soon. General Eisenhower had his close associates, 
British and Americans, join him for lunch at his residence. There 
little was said as his guests realized this would be the last official 
gat~ering for many of those present. 
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SHAEF had already planned its forward move to Frankfurt, and 
I had arranged with General Smith for the U. S. Group Control 
Council to move forward at the same time to the nearby industrial 
suburb of Hoechst, where accommodations were available in the 
office buildings of a large I. G. Farben subsidiary. This move was 
started in late May and completed in early June. At last the U. S. 
Group Control Council was assembled in one place. That place was 
in Germany and adjacent to Supreme Headquarters. 

Its future was by no means certain. General Eisenhower had 
favored the continuation of SHAEF in an integrated joint occupation 
of western Germany. This would never have been acceptable to the 
Soviet Government, which was even then suspicious of the forma
tion of a 'Western bloc." Churchill was alleged to favor both the 
continuation of SHAEF and the joint occupation of all the territory 
held by our armies, rather than withdrawal to the agreed boundaries 
for occupation purposes. None of the occupying powers appeared 
willing to make the initial overture toward establishing four-power 
government. Since I was not a part of SHAEF I knew nothing at first 
hand of these matters but I had been too long in the Army not to 
discount the rumors which were flying thick and fast. 

I did know now of the international agreements which were to 
affect our occupation of Germany and I had received JCSj1067, the 
document which was to be our policy guide in administering the 
American Zone of Occupation and in negotiating with the other 
members of quadripartite government. 

A knowledge of these agreements and documents is essential to 
an understanding of the negotiations which were shortly to take 
place in Berlin. In fact it may well be said that the German problem 
as it then stood originated in international conference and finally 
it was already becoming evident that it could be resolved only in 
international conference. While much was written at the time about 
United States policy, based on expediency, being improvised in 
Germany, this appeared to be the case only because the international 
discussions had been held in secrecy and neither the resulting agree
ments nor the basic policy directive had been or were to be published 
for some time. A study of these conferences reveals the degree to 
which they influenced and molded our early German policy. While 
the full story of all these conferences is still not available, the pub
lished record suffices to show their import and to e:,:plain many of 
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the administrative actions and decisions which were taken in Ger
many. 

The first of these conferences was the meeting between President 
·Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill "somewhere in the Atlantic" 
which resulted on August 14, 1941, in the Atlantic Charter. This 
document in its sixth point formulated a policy for the re-establish
ment of a German nation in- the words: 

After the final destruction of the Nazi tyranny, they hope to see 
established a peace which wiU afford to aU nations the means of 
dwelling in safety within their oum boundaries, and which will 
afford assurance that all the men in aU the lani/s may live out their 
lives in freedom from fear and want. 

The Inter-Allied Declaration of London, January 5, 1943, served 
warning to the German nation that it could not expect to hold the 
loot of war and expressed the intent of the Allied Nations "to reserve 
all their rights to declare invalid any transfers, or dealings with, 
property, rights and interests . . . of open looting or plunder, or of 
transactions apparently legal in form." 

It is understood, although no record is available, that in the second 
Quebec Conference of September 11-16, 1944, attended by President 
Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, we gave up our previous 
insistence on American occupation of northwest Germany and ac
cepted an occupation of south Germany in exchange for the United 
Kingdom's acceptance in principle of our proposed policy for the 
treatment of Germany. This was the policy advocated by Secretary of 
the Treaswy Henry Morgenthau, Jr., who had been at Quebec, and 
was subsequently expressed with some mod.iflcation in JCSf1067. 
In any event it is certain that the occupation areas of the United 
States and the United Kingdom were deB.ned at this time. 

Tl:..! major presurrender conference affecting Germany was at
tended by President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill, and 
Generalissimo Stalin at Yalta on February 3-11, 1945.1 I was deputy 
to Justice Byrnes at the time and I know of his concern with some 
of its provisions. It was agreed at Yalta that the forces of the three 
powers should each occupy a separate zone of Germany. It was 
further agreed that co-ordination and control should be exercised 
through a central Control Commission, composed of the supreme 
eommanders of the three powers, with 'headquarters in Berlin. The 
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Soviet Government also agreed that France, if the French Govem
ment should so desire, could have a zone of occupation provided it 
was made available from the British and American zones, and could 
participate as a fourth member of the Commission. Thus Yalta 
confirmed the pattern of occupation which had been worked out by 
the European Advisory Commission in London, and unfortunately, 
as it turned out, laid the basis for a split Germany. 

It was at Yalta that the Allied Powers formulated their purposes 
with regard to Germany: to destroy Nazism and militarism to ensure 
that Germany would never again disturb the peace of the world, to 
disarm and disband Germany's armed forces, to break up the Gen
eral Staff, to remove or destroy all war equipment, to eliminate or 
control industry having war potential, to punish war criminals, to ex
act reparations in kind for the destruction wrought by the Germans, 
to wipe out the Nazi party, laws, and institutions, and to remove 
Nazis and militaristic influences from public office and from cultural 
and economic life. 

It was at Yalta that the eastern frontier of Poland was fixed and 
that Poland was promised, in exchange for the territory thus trans
ferred to Russia, compensation in the form of "substantial accessions 
of territory in the north and west," This led to the present Polish
German boundary which has still not been accepted by the Western 
governments as complying with the terms of the Yalta Agreement. 

The Yalta Conference also arranged to establish a Commission for 
Compensation of Damage to determine the amount and kind of 
reparations to be exacted, the Commission to meet later in Moscow. 
It was at this conference that the Soviet Government first announced 
its claim for $10,000,000,000 in reparations. Because the British and 
American representatives were willing to consider this in relation 
to other claims, the Soviets later asserted again and again that it had 
been accepted at Yalta. 

Although it does not appear in the agreement, I am of the opinion 
that it was also here that we accepted the principle later formally . 
agreed at Potsdam of the expulsion of persons of German origin from 
the areas outside postsurrender Germany and their resettlement in 
Germany.2 This led to a substantial increase in the population of 
western Germany and created a new and difficult problem of 
absorption. 

However, the Yalta Conference was not devoted entirely to puni-
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tive and security measures. It reaffirmed the principle of the Atlantic 
Charter in declaring that it was not the Allied purpose to destroy 
the German people and that they could hope for a decent life and 
a return to the family of nations when Nazism and militarism were 
extirpated. 

The influence of Yalta cannot be overemphasized. It formed the 
basis for such joint Allied policy as did result and, while the dif. 
ferent interpretations subsequently given to its provisions by the 
signatory powers showed how different were their purposes and 
understandings, each of the powers did claim that its policy ,,·as 
based on its announced understanding of the Yalta Agreement. 

In many respects the Yalta Conference affirmed the agreements 
and understandings reached in London, where the European Ad
visory Commission had been meeting for some months to formulate 
a written agreement for the control of Germany. On this Commission 
we were represented by Ambassador John G. Winant, the British 
by Sir William Strang, and the Russians by Mr. F. T. Gusev. On 
November 14, 1944, the Commission agreed to three documentss 
which were to be issued by the three commanders in chief in Berlin, 
and on a map which defined the boundaries between the zones of 
occupation with Germany and the sectors of occupation in Berlin. 
\\'hen this was affirmed in principle at Yalta with provision for 
French participation, it became necessary for the Commission to 
meet \\ith the French representative, Rene Massigli. An amended 
agreement was signed on May 2, 1945, with a re,ised map to indicate 
the French Zone of Occupation. This was drawn to meet French 
desires on the one hand and military requirements on the other and, 
in spite of specific protest by Mr. Murphy, resulted in the di\ision 
of the traditional states of Wuerttemberg and Baden behveen the 
American and French zones. The French Sector in Berlin was not 
yet defined, although it was understood that it would come from 
either the British or the American Sector. 

The three documents agreed on by the European Advisory Com
mission have been made public. Since they are not readily available 
and their context is essential to an understanding of the German 
problem as it existed at the time military government was estab
lished, it seems desirable to summarize them. 

The first of these docun1ents was the "Declaration Regarding the 
Deft"at of Gennany"' and was to be si~£-d and issued in Berlin in 
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the name of their governments by the four commanders in chief. 
In the preamble the four governments assumed supreme authority 
in Germany by virtue of its unconditional surrender and the absence 
of competent authority which resulted. The four governments an4 
nounced their intent to establish the boundaries of Germany. They 
required the transfer of all war equipment, aircraft, and merchant 
vessels, the remaining in place of all German armed forces, the pro
vision of labor and services necessary to disarmament, the furnishing 
of any information and records which might be requested, and the 
provision of adequate transport facilities. The declaration provided 
for the immediate release of all prisoners of war, nationals of the 
United Nations, and persecutees, although this had been accom4 
plished in fact by the victorious Allied armies prior to its issue. It 
required German authorities to turn over to Allied representatives as 
requested any Nazi leaders, suspected war criminals, or officers. Ger
man authorities were required to furnish information of mines and 
mine fields and to retain for Allied use all property, records, or 
archives. Communications facilities were taken under Allied con
trol. Provision was made for the stationing of Allied forces and 
civil agencies in any or all parts of Germany and for Allied repre
sentatives to impose any additional political, administrative, eco
nomic, financial, military, and other requirements which might arise 
from the complete defeat of Germany. The German authorities and 
people were charged with the unconditional execution of Allied 
requirements. Thus, in this declaration, the four occupying govern4 
ments eliminated the last vestige of national government in Germany 
and replaced it with four commanders in chief. It was a fateful 
decision which can be judged fairly in its effect only by time and 
history. 

The second proclamation,5 which was to be issued simultaneously, 
carried the disintegration of Germany a step further by establishing 
in each zone the commander in chief as the supreme authority subject 
only to the four commanders in chief acting in unanimous agreement 
in matters affecting Germany as a whole. This was the veto which 
blocked our efforts for four years. Each commander in chief was to 
be assisted by a political adviser. They were to meet at regular 
intervals in the Allied Control Council, which would establish a 
permanent co-ordinating committee composed of the deputies to 
the commanders in rhief and a control staff of military and. civil 
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personnel to form twelve directorates. The Control Council was to 
arrange for liaison with other United Nations governments. It was 
charged with the administration of "Greater Berlin" under the im
mediate direction of the four commandants, who would rotate 
monthly in the chair. This proclamation established the life of its 
arrangements as the period in which Germany was meeting basic 
requirements and until arrangements were reached for the sub
sequent period by separate agreement of the four governments. 

The third proclamation8 announced the boundaries of the four 
zones of occupation and the occupation of Berlin by the troops of 
all four powers. 

It is interesting to note that all of these documents accepted a com
mon occupation of Berlin and yet no one of them contained any 
guarantee of access or specific provision for truck, rail, and air 
right of way. This omission was not accidental and had been dis
cussed with our representative on the European Advisory Commis
sion by Mr. Murphy. Ambassador Winant believed that the right 
to be in Berlin carried with it right of access and that it would 
only confuse the issue to raise it in connection with the agreement. 
He felt strongly that it would arouse Soviet suspicion and make 
mutual understanding more difficult to attain. He believed it possible 
to develop a mutual friendly understanding in which differences 
would disappear. 

To judge the full effects of these international agreements, it is 
necessary to visualize the Germany whic~ resulted from total defeat. 
All central and state government had collapsed; county and city 
government no longer existed. Mail service had stopped; com
munications were taken over completely for security and for the 
use of the invading armies. More than 3,000,000 American troops 
were in Europe, mostly in Germany, and these troops and their 
equipment were to be moved rapidly to the Pacific war areas. In 
fact more than 2,000,000 of these troops were out by November, a 
rate in excess of 400,000 per month. Seven million German prisoners 
had surrendered to the Western armies, and almost 5,000,000 were 
to be processed for discharge by our forces. Perhaps 1,500,000 more 
were held in France, England, and the United States for return to 
and discharge in Germany. 

In our zone alone more than 2,000,000 displaced persons had been 
repatriated by November 1945, while more than 500,000 remained 
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in our care. Meanwhile additional refugees from Poland (German 
refugees and the expellees from Poland), Czechoslovakia, and Hun
gary poured into west Germany to augment its population by almost 
4,500,000 persons by the end of 1946. The scenes on highway and 
railway were indescribable as these huge mass migrations took 
place. Transport was never sufficient to meet the demand and the 
roads were filled with destitute human beings searching desperately 
for a place to live. 

Hundreds of thousands of tons of German war material had to 
be guarded and destroyed while more than 8,000,000 tons of our 
own equipment were moved into Germany from the liberated areas 
for disposal or for utilization by our occupation forces. Navigation 
on the Rhine and its auxiliary canals was impossible until sunken 
barges and tugs and destroyed bridges were removed. Normal high
way and rail facilities were usable only in part because of the 
destruction of innumerable bridges. 

In July 1945 we estimated that only 1200 of the 12,000 plants in 
our zone were in limited production. Many school buildings had 
been destroyed or were occupied either by our troops or by dis
placed persons. Only our own press and radio were in operation. 
Hospitals everywhere were filled with wounded German soldiers. 

In looking back, I think that if we had then realized the confusion 
and chaos which existed we would indeed have thought ours a hope
less task. Certainly the authorities in Washington who had prepared 
our policy directive did not visualize these conditions. They did 
not know of the heavy burden performed so well under the circum
stances by the Military Government teams which accompanied the 
combat troops and were engaged even before the surrender of 
Germany in re-creating some form of local administrative machinery 
at the city and county level and in re-establishing at least locally law, 
order, and public services. 

Our policy directive, which was to guide us for many months (ex
cept as modified in the Potsdam Protocol) in our deliberations with 
our Allies and in the administration of our zone, was distributed 
to key personnel on May 21. It had been issued as JCS 1067 j6 on 
April 26, amended on May 10, approved by President Truman, and 
issued finally on May 14, 1945, classified as top secret.' Thus for 
some months we were carrying out a policy whose existence we 
could not even admit. It was difficult indeed to make our press 
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representatives in Gennany believe that we were not conducting 
our administration on a basis of expediency but frequent requests 
for the removal of the security classification were refused and the 
policy directive was not made public until October 1945. 

While this document was intended as a guide only for the initial 
postwar period rather than as an ultimate statement of policy, it was 
not replaced in full until 1947. For many months we were to urge the 
adoption of its principles by the Allied Control Council. JCS jlOfJl 
authorized the assumption of sovereign power by our commander in 
chief, based upon unconditional surrender and his participation in 
the Allied Control Council. It required the decentralization of the 
Gennan political and administrative structure and the complete 
severance of all ties between Gennany and Austria. This became 
the expressed objective of all four powers and yet determining what 
it meant became a principal controversial issue between the Western 
Powers and Russia, and then among the Western Powers. Consist
ently we supported a structure which gave adequate but limited 
powers to a federal government. 

By the provisions of JCSjlOfJ'/ Gennany was to be occupied as a 
defeated nation under a just, firm, and aloof administration which 
would discourage any fraternization. The Gennan economy was to 
be controlled only to the extent necessary to meet the needs of the 
occupation forces or to produce the goods which would prevent 
disease and unrest, which might endanger the occupying forces. The 
Nazi party and its affiliates were to be dissolved, Nazi laws and 
regulations annulled. Members and associates of the party who had 
been more than nominal participants in party activities were to be 
excluded from places of prominence in public and private life, and 
party property and records were to be taken into our custody. The 
German anned forces were to be disbanded and arms, ammunition, 
and implements of war were to be seized and destroyed. War 
criminals and persons suspected as dangerous to the accomplishment 
of our objectives were to be arrested. To broaden the effect of this 
provision, the document listed a large number of organizations such 
as the Nazi party, Nazi youth and women's groups, the Gestapo, the 
SS, the SA, the police, the General Staff, the ministries, and less im
portant groups whose key officials, officers, and non-commissioned 
officers were to be seized and held in internment because of the 
positions which they had held. 
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While political activities to include parades of any kind were 
prohibited, freedom of speech, press, and religious worship were to 
be permitted so long as the exercise of these freedoms did not 
prejudice military interests. Educational institutions were to be per
mitted to reopen when Nazi personnel was eliminated. 

JCS/1067 gave only limited authority to Military Government. It 
specifically prohibited us from taking any steps to rehabilitate or 
maintain the German economy except to maxiinize agricultural 
production. Land reform was to be effected. Trade unions were to 
be encouraged and social insurance and poor relief to be continued. 
Patents and trade processes were declared subject to seizure. Pro
duction in war plants was to be stopped and plants equipped for 
such production were to be removed without awaiting action by the 
Allied Control Council. Until agreement was reached in the Council, 
there was to be no production of iron, steel, chemicals, machine tools, 
radio and electrical equipment, automobile., or heavy machinery. 
Only the production of light consumer goods and the mining of coal 
were to be encouraged. Large concentrations of economic power 
were to be broken up, and all cartels and cartellike organizations 
disbanded. We were permitted to undertake such fiscal measures as 
seemed essential to prevent or restrain inflation. 

When I was sent to Germany I had been fortunate in securing 
with Justice Byrnes's help the services of Lewis Douglas as my 
financial adviser. My work in production had brought me into fre
quent touch with his work in the Maritime Commission, and I had 
formed a great admiration for his ability. I was relieved of much 
anxiety when he joined me shortly after my arrival in Paris. He and 
I had been shown a draft of the proposed directive in late April. We 
were shocked-not at its punitive provisions but at its failure to 
grasp the realities of the financial and economic conditions which 
confronted us. Like the four basic documents which directed Allied 
policy, it had been drafted before Germany surrendered and without 
knowledge of the conditions we should find. 

It seemed obvious to us even then that Germany would starve 
tm!ess it could produce for export and that immediate steps would 
!~ave to be taken to revise industrial production. Since there was 
no German Government to initiate these steps, Military Government 
perforce would be responsible. Nevertheless, we were not only pro
hibited from taking such steps but were also requird to stop produc · 
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tion in many fields until agreement could be obtained in the Control 
Council, and such agreement could be blocked indefinitely by a 
single veto. The original draft also prohibited financial controls, 
although the inflation of currency within Germany was already ap
parent. 

At my request Douglas made a hurried trip to Washington. to 
report our fears to McCloy and to attempt to obtain modification 
of the directive sufficient to permit the exercise of economic and 
financial controls. His efforts to this end were successful in limited 
degree only; all that he could accomplish was to have added the 
authority to exercise financial control if essential to prevent inflation. 
One of the results of this directive was that Douglas soon resigned. 
I am sure his feeling that our economic efforts would be futile in 
the economic field under the restrictions led to his early return home . 
. , Fortunately the provisions of JCS j1067 were in some respects 
general in nature, so that the degree of application was left to the 
judgment of the military governor and some of its more drastic 
economic and financial provisions were tempered by the agreements 
reached in Potsdam. Still, there was no doubt that JCS jl067 con
templated the Carthaginian peace which dominated our operations 
in Germany during the early months of occupation. 



CHAPTER 2 

Commanders in Chief 
Meet in Berlin 

1-x TE took off from Frankfurt by air on the morning 
Y l' ~f June 5 for Berlin to sign and issue the three 

documents prepared by the European Advisory Commission. The 
date for a meeting of General Eisenhower, Field Marshal Sir 
Bernard Montgomery, Marshal Grigori Zhukov, and General Jean 
de Lattre de Tassigny was fixed in an exchange of communications 
between governments through diplomatic channels. We traveled 
in several planes. General Eisenhower planned to return the same 
day, while Mr. Murphy and I were prepared to stay if it proved 
possible to negotiate our entry into Berlin and the start of quadri
partite government. We carried with us radio transmitting equip
ment and operators which we proposed to use to maintain com
munications with Frankfurt, with or without Russian concurrence. 
When we climbed into the planes we remembered Soviet reluctance 
to participate in the first surrender ceremony in Reims and Soviet 
insistence on a second ceremony in Berlin, and we could not but 
wonder at what might lie ahead. The delay in arranging this meet
ing and the realization that previous international agreements did 
not suffice had already resulted in diplomatic exchanges which were 
to lead to the Potsdam Conference. 

The three Western commanders in chief arrived in Berlin sep
arately in the forenoon. The signature ceremony was scheduled for 
twelve o'clock noon. Although SHAEF was still in existence, the 
French and British commanders in chief were there as representa-
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tives of their respective countries and not as a part of the SHAEF 
Command. 

\Vhen we landed at Tempelhof airport General Eisenhower was 
received with appropriate honors by a Soviet contingent of troops 
roughly corresponding in size to one of .our battalions, about 800 
men. It was the first Soviet military unit I bad seen. \"Vhile it was 
evident that their uniforms and equipment were war·wom, they 
were clean and tidy. The men appeared to be in splendid physical 
condition and well disciplined, and I was impressed. 

After General Eisenhower inspected the guard of honor we were 
escorted to waiting cars which, paced by motorcycle escort, led 
us through Berlin to Karlshorst in eastern Berlin, where Marshal 
Zhukov had his headquarters. This ride passed quickly for us as we 
were having our .first view of the city. A few of our senior officers 
bad visited Berlin for the signing of the second surrender document 
on May 8 and bad reported on their return the almost complete 
destruction of the city. Later I found the report exaggerated, but 
I could well understand why they reached such a conclusion. \Vhera. 
ever we looked we saw desolation. The streets were piled. high with 
debris which left in many places only a narrow ona.way passage 
between high mounds of rubble. and frequent detours bad to be 
made where bridges and viaducts were destroyed. Apparently the 
Germans along the route, which was lined with Soviet soldiers, had 
been ordered to remain indoors, and it was only at the intersections 
that a few could be seen on the streets which crossed our route. 
They seemed weak, cowed, and furtive and not yet recovered from 
the shock of the Battle of Berlin. It was like a city of the dead. I 
had seen nothing quite comparable in western Germany, and I must 
confess that my exultation in victory was diminished as I witnessed 
this degradation of man. I decided then and there never to forget 
that we were responsible for the government of human beings. 

As soon as we arrived at Karlshorst we were taken to a residence 
which had been prepared as a billet and were served an e."tcellent 
lunch by Red Army women. So far only minor Soviet officials had 
greeted us and if they knew anything of the ceremony which was 
to take place they were unwilling to impart their knowledge to us. 

Shortly after lunch, and already well past the hour scheduled for i:he 
signing ceremony, Montgomery and De Lattre de Tassigny walked 
over from their nearby billets. All three commanders in chief were 
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now irilpatient with the delay and with the unexplained lack o! 
courtesy. We discovered that the trouble came from a clause in the 
agreement which would have required the Soviet Government to 
place Japanese citizens in Russia under arrest. Obviously this was a 
mistake, since the Soviet Government was not at war then with 
Japan and the Western governments would never have asked that 
this provision be applied. Nevertheless, it was an early example 
of the meticulous care with which Soviet representatives scrutinized 
the exact wording of each document. 

Although the agreement had been confirmed by the four govern
ments, I accepted responsibility for the deletion of ~is provision 
and assured the Soviet representative, V. S. Semeonov (who was 
later to become political adviser to the Soviet commander in chief 
in Germany), that General Eisenhower would initial it. British and 
French representatives also agreed, so it looked as i£ the way was 
now clear to proceed with the signing. This proved not to be the 
case, perhaps because of the usual desire of Soviet representatives to 
obtain the approval of the next higher authority. In any event it was 
several hours before transportation and guides arrived at approx
imately five o'clock in the afternoon to take us to the building where 
the declaration was to be signed. Marshal Zhukov, Andrei Vishinsky, 
and a small group of service officers met us on the porch .. The officers 
were in field uniform and the diplomatic representatives in the gray 
service uniform of the Soviet diplomatic corps. They were smiling 
and affable and noticeably enthusiastic in greeting General Eisen
hower. 

Inside, a large round table had been set up with places marked 
for the four delegations. In the glare of flashlights and with photog
raphers everywhere, the documents in English, French, Russian, and 
German were signed without further delay, and the formal ceremony 
was concluded in a few minutes. 

Marshal Zhukov then led the three delegations back to the porch, 
where wine and vodka were served, after which he invited us to be 
his guests at a banquet. General Eisenhower reminded the marshal 
that he had been in Berlin many hours for a simple ceremony and 
that while he would be glad to attend the banquet it was necessary 
for him to leave at six o'clock as he had to return to Frankfurt that 
day. He said further that he would like to leave a small staff in 
Berlin to arrange the details of our entry into the city. It was ap-
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parent that Zhukov did not have the Kremlin's answer to this request, 
because he replied that he did not believe it would be useful, since 
such arrangements could be made only when the troops were in the 
prescribed occupation areas. At this time troops under SHAEF 
were not only occupying the three western .zones but were also well 
into Saxony and Thuringia. General Eisenhower said he understood 
that the withdrawal of occ1,1pation troops to prescribed areas would 
be concurrent with our entry into Berlin. He did not press the issue 
since it was obvious that Marshal Zhukov was not prepared to dis
cuss it. 

After a few minutes on the porch we proceeded to the br.nquet 
table. A large soldier chorus was on an improvised stage at one 
end of the hall, and it thrilled us with the fine quality of its singing. 
Choral singing is a field in which the Russians excel, and this chorus 
had been assembled without doubt from a large group, as it was 
unusually good. The banquet table was filled with caviar, smoked 
salmon, cold fish, and cold cuts, and several bottles of vodka and 
wine stood in front of each plate but we had time for only a few 
bites and, with the urging of the Soviet l1osts on either side, a few 
drinks of vodka. It was my initiation into the Soviet custom of 
frequent toasts throughout the meal. I must confess that if the 
ability to enjoy vodka comes from experience :i never passed the 
first stage. In addition to the toasts between those sitting next to 
each other, formal toasts were also started by Marshal Zhukov, who 
soon after we sat down raised his glass to the four heads of state, 
extending a welcome to the three Western commanders in chief. 
He spoke briefly and warmly. General Eisenhower in response also 
spoke warmly of the victorious Red Army and its accomplished 
military leaders, and expressed his satisfaction that the four powers 
which had worked so successfully together in war were now to work 
together in peace. However, he remembered the hours of delay 
which he did not believe conformed to the dignity of his position 
as a representative of the United States. Therefore he closed his 
response quickly, expressing regret that the long delay had pre
vented an earlier start as he now had to thank his hosts and say 
good-by. I am sure the Russians did not expect him to leave on 
schedule and that it proved an effective lesson. Henceforth their 
appointments with him were kept as sedulously as he kept his 0\';11 

appointments. 
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When we returned to Frankfurt we still did not know when the 
Allied Control Council would be established and when our troops 
would move into Berlin. A further exchange of messages between 
governments resulted in a second talk with Marshal Zhukov at his 
headquarters in Berlin on June 29, 1945. I represented General Eisen
hower at this meeting to which I was accompanied by Murphy and 
by Major General Floyd Parks, who had been designated to com
mand the contingent of troops which was to form our Berlin gar
rison. The British representative was my newly designated opposite, 
Lieutenant General Sir Ronald Weeks. He was accompanied by Sir 
William Strang and by the British troop commander for their Berlin 
garrison. General Weeks had been deputy chief of the Imperial 
General Staff and in that capacity had participated in several mili
tarv Lend-Lease conferences which I too had attended. He was an 
able industrialist brought into military service by the war and I 
welcomed his appointment. Although French participation in quad
ripartite government had been agreed to, there were no French 
representatives present in these early discussions, since Marshal 
Zhukov was unwilling to meet them until the French Sector of 
Berlin had been determined. 

While this meeting of June 29 was to result in agreement on our 
entry into Berlin, two subsequent meetings were required to effect 
the arrangements for four-power control. All three of these talks 
were held in Zhukov' s headquarters. Although we had met him on 
June 5, this was the first time that we had been with him long 
enough to appraise his personality. He was below medium height, 
heavy-set but powerful rather than fat, and his bearing indicated 
that he had become accustomed to wield power and authority. It 
was largely the bearing of a professional soldier who has exercised 
high command with perhaps a little more consciousness of position 
than would be normal with us. He was polite, even affable, with a 
sense of humor and with the obvious desire to seem friendly. I liked 
the marshal instinctively and never had reason to feel otherwise. 
He had with him his deputy, General of the Army Vassily Soko
lovsky, and his political adviser, Arkady Sobolev (later a deputy 
to Trygve Lie, secretary general of the United Nations); he con
ducted the negotiations personally and appeared to be in !ull control 
of the Soviet position. · · 

The discussions were directed principally to the taking over of 
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Berlin and the withdrawal of Allied troops to their agreed occupation 
zones. We fixed quickly the number of troops to be quartered in 
Berlin at approximately 25,000 each. We had previously discussed 
with Soviet field commanders the time required for the withdrawal 
of our troops and the movement of Soviet troops to replace them, 
and had agreed tentatively to accomplish it in a nine-day period. 
Zhukov believed this much .too long. I agreed with him, particularly 
because I knew we could certainly move as rapidly as he could. 
Therefore we arranged for a four-day period starting July l, which 
would enable our men to enter Berlin on the Fourth of July. Soviet 
troops were to follow our withdrawing troops at intervals of not 
less than one kilometer. Liaison representatives were to be ex
changed directly between the field commanders responsible for the 
movements. Soviet reconnaissance parties were permitted to enter 
the areas to be occupied by Soviet troops at once, and our recon 
naissance parties were permitted to enter Berlin. 

Arrangements were made for the armies to take with them all 
German prisoners including the wounded and all displaced persons 
who desired to move, other than Soviet citizens. I refused to require 
the movement of displaced persons who wished to remain and I also 
made it clear that our use of the term "Soviet citizens" applied only 
to those our government so recognized and not for example to 
citizens of the Baltic States, which we did not recognize as a part 
of the Soviet Union. General Weeks agreed with me. Neither of us 
was willing to leave five days' food supply for the displaced persons 
who elected to remain but, recognizing the justice of the Soviet 
contention that some time would be required to arrange this supply, 
we did agree to leave enough for two days. It was an academic 
argument as few if any displaced persons failed to leave in front 
of our withdrawing troops. 

The remaining matters we discussed were not so easy to resolve. 
We had explained our intent to move into Berlin utilizing three 
rail lines and two highways and such air space as we needed. 
Zhukov would not recognize that these routes were essential and 
pointed out that the demobilization of Soviet forces was taxing exist
ing facilities. I countered that we were not demanding exclusive 
use of these routes but merely access over them without restrictions 
other than the normal traffic control and regulations which the Soviet 
administration would establish for its own use. General Weeks sup-
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ported my contention strongly. We both knew there was no provision 
covering access to Berlin in the agreement reached by the European 
Advisory Commission. We did not wish to accept specific routes 
which might be interpreted as a denial of our right of access over 
all routes but there was merit to the Soviet contention that existing 
routes were needed for demobilization purposes. We had already 
found transport a bottleneck to our own redeployment. Therefore 
Weeks and I accepted as a temporary arrangement the allocation of 
a main highway and rail line and two air corridors, reserving the 
right to reopen the question in the Allied Control Council. I must 
admit that we did not then fully realize that the requirement of 
unanimous consent would enable a Soviet veto in the Allied Control 
Council to block all of our future efforts. While no record was kept 
at this meeting, I dictated my notes that evening and they include 
the following: 

It was agreed that all traffic-air, road and rail, • . • would be 
free from border search or control by customs or military authoriti~s. 

I had no way of knowing that Soviet insistence on border and 
customs control would serve as the excuse for the initial imposition 
of the blockade of Berlin. • 

I think now that I was mistaken in not at this time making free 
access to Berlin a condition to our withdrawal into our occupation 
zone. The import of the issue was recognized but I did not want an 
agreement in writing which established anything less than the right 
of unrestricted access. We were sincere in our desire to move into 
Berlin for the purpose of establishing quadripartite government, 
which we hoped would develop better understanding and solve 
many problems. Also we had a large and combat-experienced army 
in Germany which at the moment prevented us from having any 
worries over the possibility of being blockaded there. However, I 
doubt very much if anything in writing would have done any more 
to prevent the events which took place than the verbal agreement. 
which we made. The Soviet Government seems to be able to find 
technical reasons at will to justify the violation of understandings 
whether verbal or written. In any event General Eisenhower had 
delegated full authority to me to conduct the negotiations and the 
responsibility for the decision was mine. The die had been cast and 
for better or worse the Western Allies were now committed to with· 
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draw to their separate zones of occupation and to start the move 
into Berlin on July 1. The first step toward four~power government 
had been taken. 

During this meeting we discussed and reached agreement on 
communications from Berlin, which included the assignment for our 
use of certain main cables which traversed the Soviet Zone and the 
use of the Berlin airports. We made arrangements also for certain 
specific facilities to be made available during the Potsdam Con~ 
ference, which had been announced by this time. 

Two major questions were left unsettled: the provision of food 
and of coal for the city of Berlin. Before joining' Marshal Zhukov 
for refreshments we agreed to meet in a few days to resolve them. 
We returned by air to Frankfurt, leaving Major General Parks in 
Berlin as chief of our liaison group to arrange for the entry of our 
troops, and for the accommodations of the American delegation, 
which we knew would include the President, at the Potsdam Con-
ference. · 

Before our second meeting, which took place with Zhukov at his 
headquarters on July 7, 1945, Mwphy and I had moved a small staff 
into Berlin and had established temporary billets and offices. A 
reconnaissance group from my headquarters in Hoechst was search
ing for adequate office space and billets to permit the early move
ment of our section of the Allied Control Council. We had only two 
phones connected with Frankfurt, one in my office and the other 
in Murphy's office. This made it a very simple matter to keep in touch 
with the progress of arrangements, as almost everyone who called 
our Hoechst office had to do so from my telephone. On July 4 the 
leading elements of the 2d Armored Division arrived and paraded 
in honor of our national holiday, thus announcing publicly not only 
their arrival but also the assumption of American responsibility. For 
the first time we felt established in Berlin, with equal rights and 
responsibilities for its government. 

The July 7 meeting was devoted mainly to a continuation of the 
discussion concerning the supply of food and fuel for the city and 
the establishment of the quadripartite government of Berlin. Zhukov 
insisted that the Western Powers bring in food to support the pop
ulation of the western sector. He said that there was a shortage of 
food not only in eastern Germany but also in Russia, and that the 
Soviet Government could no longer continue to feed the whole city 
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of Berlin. He maintained that supplies had been furnished from Soviet 
Army reserves and that they would last for only five to seven more 
days. I suspected then and found out later that while the food 
being sent to the city did come from their Army stocks, it had been 
requisitioned in eastern Germany. General Weeks and I both in
sisted that Berlin should continue to receive the bulk of its food 
from the surrounding country since it had depended on eastern 
Germany in the past. Marshal Zhukov pointed out that the eastern 
German farm belt had been reduced substantially by the cession 
of territory to Poland and to the Soviet Union. Moreover, food was 
not available for Berlin from eastern Germany and it was impossible 
for the Soviet Union to make any supplies available since its people 
were already on a minimum sustaining ration. Weeks and I knew 
there was a definite shortage in both eastern Germany and the Soviet 
Union. Fighting between the ground forces in eastern Germany had 
gone on for a much longer period than in western Germany and was 
certain to have cut down its resources. We could not expect the ill
nourished Russians to eat less in order to feed Berlin. Therefore, 
subject to the establishment of a common ration in all sectors of 
Berlin and with the understanding that the Control Council when it 
was established would arrange for the exchange of food between all 
zones of occupation to equalize the ration throughout Germany, I 
accepted the responsibility for bringing in the food necessary to 
support the population in the American Sector. 

Again I did not realize how futile our efforts to arrange for the 
exchange of food on an equal basis throughout Germany would 
prove. This was later to become one of the major disagreements 
with Soviet representatives on the Allied Control Council. General 
Weeks agreed with me tentatively, though he wished to consult his 
government before giving a final reply. . 

Zhukov also insisted at this meeting that coal for Berlin be made 
available from the Ruhr. Since there was only a negligible amount 
in our zone of occupation, this was principally an argument betwee? 
Zhukov and Weeks. Weeks urged that coal be provided from Silesia. 
Zhukov rejected this proposal, insisting that Silesian production now 
belonged to Poland and that the Soviet Government had no jurisdic
tion whatsoever over how it was allocated. Mter long discussion it 
was agreed that a fair proportion would be provided from the Ruhr, 
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with some brown coal and hydroelectric powGr to come from eastern 
Germany. 

At this meeting we also agreed to the formation of a Komman
datura, to be composed of the four Berlin commandants with the 
chairmanship rotating each mouth, to serve as the top Allied govern
ing body for the city. W'hile the French bad not as yet been assigned 
a sector in Berlin, their troops bad entered with us and their partic
ipation in the government of the city was recognized. It was agreed 
that French representatives should attend further meetings. On the 
date that the Kommandatura was established the responsibility of 
each commandant for his sector was to begin, subject to his com
pliance with its general instructions. We suggested that the Komman· 
datura be instructed to meet immediately to organize the several 
departments necessary to govern the city and that each of these 
departments-including utilities, public safety, food distribution, 
public health and welfare, and such others as appeared necessary
be supervised by a quadripartite committee of e:\"Perts responsible 
to the Kommandatura. Transportation and movement within the 
city were to be unrestricted between the sectors. Zbukov was fully 
in accord with my proposals but be wanted them embodied in a 
\\Titten document which he agreed to prepare for our signature at 
a meeting to be held on July 10. 

I have described these two meetings with Marshal Zhukov in 
considerable detail because they illustrate the difficulties we were 
to face in negotiating with Soviet representatives and which became 
apparent in these first talks. Thus we were ~ntering into the Allied 
Control Council with no illusions and we ):new that the path ahead 
would be filled with obstacles. Our government bad accepted the 
principle of four-power control and we bad determined on our part 
to try in every way to allay Soviet suspicion, to create the mutual 
understanding that might make it successful. It is possible that this 
desire to make a success of quadripartite government led us in the 
early months to take compromise positions which merely deferred 
the real issues that finally forced the bre.akdown of the effort. I still 
feel that we bad no alternative other than to attempt wholeheartedly 
to work in the four-power harmony to which as a nation we bad sub
scribed at Yalta and in the European Advisory Commission. 

I bad prepared a paper which contained our general proposal for 
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the organization of the Control Council including the establishment 
of the German administrative departments which were provided for 
in the agreement setting up the Council. I presented it to my col
leagues in the hope that it would obtain their approval when we 
met on July 10. While we were quickly able to confirm the establish
ment of the Kommandatura and to approve the paper which Zhukov 
had prepared so that it could hold its opening session the next day, 
we were not able to give formal approval to the proposal for 
organizing the Control Council. Zhukov said he was satisfied with 
it but would have to withhold his concurrence until it had been re
ferred to his government. He would notify us promptly when he had 
heard so that the Control Council could hold its first meeting. He 
further agreed that our responsibility for providing food and fuel 
for Berlin would start on July 15. 

Before these three talks with Zhukov and during the period in 
which we were arranging for our entry into Berlin and the establish· 
ment of quadripartite government, the French, British, and American 
deputy military governors met regularly at intervals of two weeks. 
In these conferences we arranged for the co-ordination of transport, 
the release of grain from SHAEF reserves, the allocation of coal 
from the Ruhr, and similar measures which were of mutual benefit. 
Their value lessened when the Potsdam Conference convened with
out French representation. Moreover, as we were apprehensive that 
their continuance would be viewed with suspicion by the Russians, 
we discontinued them when the Control Council was established. 
They were not to be resumed until 1948, after the London meeting 
of the Council of Foreign Ministers had adjourned without agreeing 
to meet again. 

In the few days between our July 7 and 10 meetings with Marshal 
Zhukov, Mr. Murphy and I were to have our first real opportunity 
to look at Berlin where we were to live for· almost four years and 
where we were to strive so hard to develop a working four-power 
government. Even the start was not auspicious. In placing under 
way the movement of troops to Berlin on July 1, General Parks sent 
in his advance reconnaissance party a day early. It included his 
deputy for Military Government, then Colonel (later Brigadier 
General) Frank Howley, and a selected Military Government team 
composed of approximately 500 officers and enlisted men. They had 
hardly got under way when they were hllted at the Dessau bridge 
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across the Elbe by the Soviet outposts with the demand that their· 
number be reduced to 37 officers and 175 enlisted men. Where these 
figures came from was always a mystery; it was another early inci
dent of arbitrary action. After much argument Colonel Howley 
separated this number from the party and. the smaller group con
tinued to Berlin. 

In his report Howley st~tes that he passed several "Red Army 
supply trains reminiscent of our Civil War." He was not accustomed 
to seeing horse-drawn supply trains. He found the country largely 
deserted, with fields unattended and very few Germans in sight, and 
was shocked even then at the difference from conditions in west 
Germany, where every effort was being made to maximize agricul
tural activity. 

His men did not reach Berlin that day, although it was only a short 
journey. Without explanation they were halted and forced to spend 
the night in Babelsberg, a Berlin suburb just outside the city limits. 
The following day, July 1, they continued to Berlin and pitched 
camp in the Grunewald Forest. They were ready to assume responsi
bility for the government of the American Sector. Although Soviet 
representatives had already agreed to withdraw, conferences to 
arrange for this brought no results, and on July 4, General Parks 
instructed Colonel Howley to take over in our sector, adding "but 
don't get in too much trouble." The next day Howley moved his 
Verwaltungsbezirk (borough) commanders ·and their detachments 
into offices requisitioned on the spot in each of the boroughs in our 
sector, raised the American flag before each office, and announced to 
the German borough officials that henceforth they would receive 
their orders from the American representatives. Soviet representa
tives, who rise late in the day, rushed to protest, but as usual the 
fait accompli was accepted and we had learned our first lesson in 
how to obtain Russian consent. 

Mter Howley and his men had taken over we had our first real 
look at Berlin. Three million people were packed into the remain
ing buildings of a city which had suffered frightful destruction. Their 
meager official ration of 1240 calories a day was being met by only 
hvo thirds that amount. Workmen whom we employed to rehabilitate 
the buildings selected for Military Government offices fainted from 
exhaustion on the job until we brought in sufficient food to provide 
them with hot noon meals. Shortage of fuel had stopped the wheels 
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of industry. Suffering and shock were visible in every face. Police 
and fire protection had broken down. The city was paralyzed. 

Perhaps the picture can be shown by a few statistics. There were 
only 20 fire deparbnent stations in operation compared to a normal 
total of more than 80. Almost 3000 breaks in water mains were still 
to be repaired and gas was available to only a small portion of the 
city. Hospital beds were limited in number and far below demand. 
Medical supplies were scarce and many of the hospitals were com
pletely out of narcotics. Motor ambulances were not available and 
transport of the sick and the dead was by hand stretcher or by cart. 
Dead bodies still remained in canals and lakes and were being dug 
out from under bomb debris. It was a common sight to see a head
stone of wood on top of a mound of debris with flowers placed at its 
foot. Large quantities of untreated sewage had to be discharged in 
the canals, creating an additional health hazard, and only 23 of 84 
sewage pumping stations were in operation. In the borough of 
Steglitz it was estimated that out. of 14,000 homes 3260 had been 
destroyed, 3200 uninhabitable, and in the remaining 7500 which 
were considered habitable 10,000 out of 43,000 rooms were seriously 
damaged. In the borough of Schoeneberg, 45 per cent of the housing 
was completely destroyed, 15 per cent heavily damaged, and only 
5 per cent undamaged. 

Often I wondered how Howley and his team accomplished so 
much, how they maintained the courage to go ahead. Several years 
later Howley was to be criticized by some for his forthright denun
ciation of communist tactics in Berlin. Perhaps his language was not 
always diplomatic, certainly sometimes it was not timely, but I had 
only to think back to the successful effort he had made, working day 
and night, to bring order out of chaos, to relieve human suffering 
beyond reason, and to bring the humanitarian touch of America 
to the stern task of occupation. Then it would seem to me that he 
had well earned the commendation not only of Americans but of his 
fellow men. 

This was the city in which we had established temporary advance 
offices on June 25 and to which we were to bring our element of 
the Group Control Council on July 10. We had to move slowly. The 
offices we were to occupy were badly bomb-damaged; and while our 
billets were more than ample in number, there were few which did 
not require extensive repairs to be habitable_ with any degree of 
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comfort. I cannot say too much for the willingness of our personnel 
in those early days to accept inconvenience and discomfort cheer
fully. In spite of these conditions we were prepared for the initial 

. meeting of the Allied Control Council which took place on July SO. 
In August, when we received visits from Assi,stant Secretary ~lcCloy 
and General Hilldring, they were surprised and commented favor
ably that we had been able to establish working machinery for our 
part in quadripartite government so quickly. 

The date of July SO for the opening of the Control Council was 
arranged as soon as Marshal Zhukov had received the approval of 
his government, in an informal meeting of the deputies held in my 
office. It is interesting to note that the Soviet delegation insisted that 
the headquarters of the Allied Control Council be in the United 
States Sector, which was accepted by all of the delegations. The 
discussion as to who should be the first chairman ended quickly 
when General Sokolovsky stated with considerable emphasis that 
it was the view of the Soviet delegation that this honor should go to 
General Eisenhower. 

Thus the Allied Control Council was formally convened in the 
main conference room of our Berlin headquarters. General Eisen
hower was in the chair with me on his right and Ur. Murphy on his 
left. General Parks, the Berlin commandant, and the senior staff 
secretary also sat with us at the table. The British were represented 
by Field Marshal Montgomery; his deputy, General Weeks; his 
political adviser, Sir William Strang (now permanent Under Secre
tary of the British Foreign Office); and General J. F. M. Whiteley. 
The Soviet representatives included Marshal Zhukov; Mr. Vishins:k7 
(who was not present for later meetings); Mr. Sobolev, the political 
adviser; and General Sokolovsky. The French were represented by 
their deputy military governor, General Koeltz; as the French com
mander, General de Lattre de Tassigny was not assigned to the 
Control Council and General Pierre Koenig, who was to be the 
French military governor, had not reported for duty. 

General Eisenhower and each of the other three commanders in 
chief expressed their pleasure briefly in the opportunity that the 
Allied Control Council would give them to work together. General 
Eisenhower then presented for the consideration of the Council the 
paper which would establish it and its machinery.1 Action on this 
paper was deferred until the next meeting. However, agreement~ 
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was reached that the Control Council should meet thereafter three 
times monthly on the tenth, twentieth, and thirtieth, except as these 
dates fell on Sunday, when the meetings would be held on the 
following Monday. It was decided also that the chairmanship should 
rotate monthly and that the Co-ordinating Committee of deputies 
should meet informally to prepare the agenda for the next meetings, 
but that its formal meetings should await ratification of the Control 
Council paper. General Eisenhower, in a gesture of good will, then 
extended the welcome not only of the United States Sector in Berlin 
but also of the United States Zone to members of the other occupy
ing forces at all times. It is interesting to note that he received no 
reciprocal offer. 

As soon as the Council had adjourned the four commanders in 
chief, their deputies and poJitical advisers sat down around the 
same table for refreshments. This became a custom with much 
merit, since the heat of argument which developed around the 
council table was usually dissipated in the friendly conversation at 
the refreshment table. We were careful to provide only light food 
and drink at this first meeting but later gatherings tended to become 
more and more elaborate with each rotation of chairmanship. Both 
General Eisenhower and I felt that these hearty refreshments were 
inconsistent with conditions in Germany and with the work we had 
before us, so we persuaded our colleagues to limit them to sand
wiches and drinks. In spite of this agreement, time and time again 
the same tendency developed, although usually our month in the 
chair served to bring about a return to simplicity. 

Prior to the second session of the Control Council, which was to 
be held on August 10, the deputy military governors met four times 
as an informal Co-ordinating Committee to prepare for the future 
meetings of the Council. These informal discussions arranged for 
the formal establishment of the office of the Council in our sector, 
in an Allied building to be administered by one of our representa
tives under the Control Council. Nominations were made to the 
directorates, committees, and subcommittees provided for in the 
paper to be considered by the Control Council, so that with the 
approval of the paper the personnel would likewise be approved 
anft the real work of the Council could get under way. 

Meanwhile our engineers made heroic efforts to prepare the 
conference room of the building selected for the headquarters of 
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the Control Council so that it would be ready for the meeting of 
August 10. We chose a 546-room German court building known as 
the Kammergericht (Appellate Court) and located at 32 Elscholz 

~ Strasse in the borough of Schoeneberg. Although it had been 
damaged considerably and was bomb-scarred everywhere, it had 
dignity, particularly when the park in which it was located had been 
landscaped beautifully. Each day until the Soviet representatives 
broke up the Control Council and shortly thereafter pulled down 
their flag, the four national colors were raised high on four identical 
flagstaffs in front of the building, the colors on the right being those 
of the nation which was in the chair at the moment. The conference 
room itself had been the scene of the notorious People's Court in 
which the fiendish Nazi judge, Dr. Roland Freissler, had sentenced 
to death after a travesty of a trial the leaders in the July 20, 1944, 
effort to kill Hitler. Later it seemed fitting-and I am sure that the 
Germans who gave their lives in the July putsch would have felt 
likewise-that it was in this same room that final judgments of the 
International Tribunal sentencing the Nazi leaders were approved. 

At its meeting of August 10 the Control Council approved the 
paper establishing its organization.3 This had been prepared care
fully and in detail by my staff under the direction of Lieutenant 
Colonel Robert Bowie. It provided for the Co-ordinating Committee, 
composed of the four deputy military governors, to have broad 
delegated powers which included the supervision of the Allied 
Secretariat, the Liaison and Protocol Section which would serve the 
foreign missions accredited to the Council, the Administrative 
Bureau, the directorates of government, and the Berlin Kommanda
tura. The functions of the governmental directorates were indicated 
by their designations: :Military, Naval and Air, later to be combined 
into a single Combined Services Directorate; Transport; Political; 
Economic; Finance; Reparations, Deliveries and Restitutions; In
ternal Affairs and Communications; Legal, Prisoners of War and 
Displaced Persons; ~lanpower; and German External Property. 
The American delegation proposed that the Transport, Economic, 
Finance, Internal Affairs and Communkations, and Legal direc
torates proceed forthwith to establish German administrative agen
cies in Berlin under German state secretaries to have jurisdiction in 
their respective fields throughout Germany under Allied supervision. 
This proposal was made in anticipation of the Potsdam Protocol, 
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which had been signed but not yet transmitted to us officially. It 
was taken under consideration by the Council for future action. 

We had the form and, we thought, the substance for the exercise 
of four-power government. We did not foresee the long hours of 
wrangling ending in deadlock which would characterize the work 
of the committees and directorates. 



CHAPTER 3 

Heads of State 
Meet in Potsdam 

PRESIDENT TRUMAN and the American delega
tion flew into Berlin to land at Gatow airport in the 

British Sector for the Potsdam Conference, which started on July 
17 and ended on August 2. We arranged with the Russians and the 
British for flight control of our own planes and for the use of our 
own troops for security purposes, 

It was at Potsdam that I had my first experience with Soviet 
security. On a visit to Babels berg to inspect the American residences, 
the Soviet guide had been delighted to show me not only the 
residences prepared for President Truman and his staff but also 
those prepared for Prime Minister Churchill and his staff. Inno
cently I inquired if I might see what had been arranged for Gener
alissimo Stalin. I did not receive a reply. 

Once when I landed at Gatow airport, which was only a few miles 
from Babelsberg, I tried to take a short cut running through the 
British Sector; one block on this route was in the Soviet Zone. I was 
stopped at the entrance to this short block. Innumerable badges, 
passes, and other documentary evidence in Russian which I had 
taken care to obtain had no effect. I had to turn around and go by 
the much longer official route. , 

At the time I was not dissatisfied with the extreme Soviet pre
cautions. The security of the President of the United States is not 
a responsibility to be taken lightly at any time, and certainly not in 
the heart of a defeated country only a few weeks after its surrender. 
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With selected troops from one of our seasoned combat divisions 
providing internal security, the Soviet arrangements for effective 
external security relieved me of much anxiety. 

This was really my first attendance at an international conference 
in which the German problem was discussed. Although I had been 
present with the military staff at the Quebec Conference which 
fixed our occupation areas and our joint policy for Germany with 
the British, we were there to discuss military problems and did not 
even hear of the German discussion. 

I do not know of any reason, other than its relatively central 
location, why Potsdam was chosen as the conference site. But it 
seemed fitting that this conference to determine the fate of Germany 
should be held in the city of the kings of Prussia, where German 
aggression had its origin. I was not . a member of the American 
delegation (I attended only the special discussions, to which I had 
been invited by Secretary of State Byrnes) but I had been given 
the responsibility for making arrangements for the conference with 
the Soviet commander in chief. The details were handled almost 
entirely by Major General Parks in his capacity as Berlin com
mandant. 

Mr. Murphy attended the conference in an advisory capacity. He 
and I had discussed at great length the many problems certain to 
arise. We were both apprehensive that restrictions in the financial 
and economic fields might be imposed, thus preventing the economic 
recovery which even then we believed essential to a healthy Europe. 
We felt it was much too soon to determine Germany's minimum 
needs in industrial production, and we wished to urge that any effort 
to define these minimum needs be in general terms with sufficient 
flexibility to permit intelligent appraisal and decision when more 
detailed information was available. We had heard that some of 
the advisers to the American delegation favored production for 
reparations purposes. It was clear to us that for many months to 
come German production would not suffice to keep the German 
people alive, and that the use of any part of it for reparations would 
mean that once again the United States would be not only support
ing Germany but also paying the bill for reparations. 

Throughout the conference the foreign ministers (Byrnes, Molo
tov, and first Eden and then Bevin) met frequently to resolve many 
differences in viewpoint which otherwise would have had to be 
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discussed in the meetings of the chiefs of state (President Truman, 
Generalissimo Stalin, and first Prime Minister Churchill and then 
Attlee). When as a result of the British general election Attlee and 
Bevin replaced Churchill and Eden on July 28, everyone at the 
conference believed it a remarkable demonstration of the continuity 
of British foreign policy. The diction and the words of debate may 
have changed; their meaning was the same. . 

Almost to the very end of the Potsdam Conference it looked as if 
agreement would prove impossible. The Soviet representatives, with 
frequent reference to Yalta, were endeavoring to have accepted 
their claim for reparations to the value of $10,000,000,000. Time 
after time Secretary Byrnes reminded them that at Yalta it had been 
agreed only to consider this amount in relation to other claims and 
that it was obvious war-damaged Germany could not satisfy all 
claims in full. The British representatives were most anxious to fix 
Germany's eastern boundary so that the country would retain 
enough of its eastern agricultural area to reduce the need for im
porting food to keep its people alive. Already in northwest Germany, 
and particularly in the Ruhr, they were faced \vith a deficit economy 
and saw the burden which occupation would present to the British 
people. 

Last-minute compromises and provisions in general rather than 
specific terms permitted the protocol1 to be signed on August 2, 
1945. For the next four years this was the most important document 
bearing on the German problem. Familiarity with its principal 
provisions is essential to an understanding of our administration in 
Germany and the relationships which developed with our Allies. 
In fact the part pertaining to German affairs was the "rule of law" 
for three of the occupying powers in the months ahead. Unfortu
nately it could not become the rule of law for the Allied Control 
Council. The Council could act only by unanimous consent and one 
of its members, France, was not a party to and never accepted the 
protocol in full. Time and time again, when the Council attempted 
to implement the provisions to which France objected, the French 
member in exercising his veto power reminded us that his govern
ment had not been represented at Potsdam. On several occasions 
my Soviet colleague suggested to me that France was receiving too 
much financial assistance from the United States to maintain such 
strong opposition unless it was with our acquiescence. I doubt if I 
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ever convinced him that our aid was not extended for such purposes. 
On the other hand, my French colleague later remarked that it had 
become obvious that early Soviet willingness to establish central 
administrative agencies was not sincere, and that fortunately the 
French veto had prevented us from creating agencies which would 
have been vehicles for Communist expansion. 

To summarize the Potsdam Protocol is to say that in general it 
reaffirmed and elaborated the Yalta Declaration. Once again it 
pointed out that the occupying powers desired not to destroy or 
enslave the German people but rather to give them the opportunity 
to reconstruct their country and their lives on a democratic and 
peaceful basis. 

It reasserted the supreme authority of the four commanders in 
chief, acting in unanimous consent for the whole of Germany, and 
acting separately in their respective zones of occupation. It required 
that the population of Germany be treated as uniformly as possible 
in all four zones. 

In the interest of security, demilitarization and disarmament were 
to be complete, and industry having major war potential was to be 
eliminated. The Nazi party was to be destroyed, its laws abolished, 
its leaders arrested and interned, and members who were more 
than nominal participants in its activities banned from public office 
and places of prominence in private undertakings. War criminals 
were to be tried and punished. 

In the interest of democratic growth, education was to be con· 
trolled and the judicial system reorganized, The political structure 
was to be decentralized to encourage the development of greater 
local responsibility. The right of free assembly and discussion were 
to be given to democratic political parties to encourage their growth. 
Elective councils were to be established quickly at local levels and 
as soon thereafter as possible at regional, provincial, and state levels. -

However, German government at national level was to be limited 
to the establishment of the essential central administrative agencies 
headed by German state secretaries under the immediate super
vision of the Allied Control Council. It should be noted here that the 
Council never succeeded in establishing these agencies for the 
administration. of Germany as a whole, and hence such agreements 
as it did reach had to be implemented separately and independently 
in each zone by its military governor. 
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Subject only to security requirements, which, however, were not 
further defined, the protocol provided for freedom of speech, press, 
and religion, and for the encouragement of free trade unions. 

In the :field of economics the production of war equipment was 
prohibited and the production from industries which could support 
war production was limited to peacetime needs. Excessive concen
trations of economic power were to be broken up and cartels 
disbanded. Here again a general directive was to develop con
troversy among American officials and among the Allies as to just 
what constituted too large an enterprise. Agricultural production 
and the peaceful domestic industries were to be maximized. Ger
many was to be treated as a single economic unit and common 
policies were to be made applicable in all zones for mining and 
production, agricultural products, wages, prices, and rations; im· 
ports and exports, currency and banking, central taxation and 
customs, reparations, transport, and communications. Allied controls 
were to be exercised to meet the needs of the occupation, to ensure 
an equitable distribution of essential commodities among the sev
eral zones, to develop a balanced economy, and to control scientific 
research. These controls were to be exercised by German adminis
trative agencies established for the purpose. Germany's external 
assets were to be taken into the custody of the Allied Control Coun
cil. Payment of reparations was to leave enough resources to enable 
the Gern1an people to subsist u:'ithout external assistance. An eco
nomic balance was to be worked out with proceeds of exports from 
current production and stock available in the :first place to pay for 
imports. These provisions clearly contemplated the early establish
ment of a single economic life for the whole of Germany which 
would enable it to be self-supporting. This was the :field in which 
we :first began to encounter the Soviet veto and it was our failure 
to obtain a common utilization of German products which led to the 
breal'Up of quadripartite government. 

It should be noted that these provisions in the fields of finance 
and economics negated the provisions of JCS/1067 under wh::ch we 
could exercise no control over :financial and economic matters except 
as required to prevent inflation. Now we were speci:flcally charged 
with the development of a balanced economy which would place 
Germany on a self-sustaining basis. This was a policy change of 
major import which influenced our administration of Germany 
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almost from the start. It was an early appreciation that until Ger
many was able to produce again it not only would require assistance 
from the occupying powers but also would be a drag on recovery 
in Europe. 

In establishing the principles governing reparations, provision 
was made for the Soviet and Polish claims to be met from removals 
in eastern Germany to which were to be added twenty-nve per cent 
of the removals from western Germany. However, payment was to 
be made by the Soviet Government in commodity products for 
three nfths of the equipment made available from west Germany. 
In addition the Soviet Government was to receive German external 
assets in eastern Europe. Other countries were to obtain their 
reparations from western Germany and Germany's remaining ex· 
ternal assets. Any claim to gold captured by SHAEF was waived by 
the Soviet Government. A special commission representing the 
three governments was to divide German naval and merchant ves
sels. Removal of plants to be made available for reparations was 
to be completed within two years, and commodity products in pay· 
ment thereof to be delivered within nve years. Advance deliveries 
of plants selected for the purpose were to be made without waiting 
for nnal agreement on the full list of plants to be removed from 
Germany by the Allied Control Council. 

The protocol also provided for the trial of war criminals, taking 
note of the separate negotiations which were then under way at 
London to establish the International Tribunal. It authorized the 
expulsion of ethnic Germans from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and 
Hungary and their resettlement in Germany providing this transfer 
of persons was orderly and humane. 

This document was to serve as a common directive to three of 
the four members of the Allied Control Council, although its provi
sions were to receive very different interpretations. The events 
which henceforth take place in Germany can always be traced back 
to Potsdam. It is too early to appraise it. Perhaps without the 
French veto we could have created central administrative agencies 
for Germany as a whole within the nrst six months and struggled 
within and through them for a common economic policy. Certainly 
our economic and later our political differences with the Soviet 
Government would have arisen anyway. It might have been more 
difficult for these differences to have split a Germany in which central 
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agencies were directing affairs everywhere. Four-power govern 
ment could not succeed without German administrative agencies 
to carry out its directives. Six months after Potsdam the Soviet 
expansion program was under way. The Communist drive to power 
in the satellite countries was gaining in form and strength; agree
ment in Germany was no longer possible. 

The Potsdam Conference expedited the establishment of the 
Allied Control Council. Moreover, it provided an opportunity for 
those of us who were responsible for military government to discuss 
with the responsible government officials who represented us at the 
conference the problems we had already encountered. I was de
lighted to see Secretary Byrnes again. During my service as his 
deputy I had learned to know and respect his devotion to public 
duty, his deep knowledge of government, and his rare human under
standing. At that time his staff met with him at six o'clock each 
evening to discuss events of the day and these meetings were always 
inspirational to me. I had formed a sincere and lasting affection for 
this great and good American. He had taught me to appreciate a 
special brand of old bourbon which was difficult to obtain in 
Europe. To greet his arrival in Potsdam I managed to obtain four 
bottles which I wrapped up very carefully and handed to an old 
friend and associate, Walter Brown, who was then working with 
Secretary Byrnes. Brown was glad to deliver my package but at the 
same time gave me a package from Byrnes. When I returned home 
and opened mine I found that it contained four bottles of the same 
brand brought all the way from the United States. 

During the conference I was honored to dine once and lunch 
twice with the President and the Secretary of State, and learned 
from their conversations much of the progress of the discussions. I 
also discussed economic problems with Assistant Secretary of State 
William L. Clayton, whom I had come to admire in Washington 
during the war, and with my friend and former associate in Wat 
Mobilization and Reconversion, Benjamin Cohen, counselor of the 
Department of State. I discussed our relations with Soviet repre
sentatives with Averell Harriman, and the reparations problem with 
Edwin Pauley, who was chief of our Reparations Mission, on its 
way to Moscow to negotiate- a reparations agreement with the 
Soviet Government. I was happy to pay my respects again to Gen
eral Marshall and to my old chief, General Somervell. 
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An inspiring occasion during the President's stay in Potsdam was 
his review of the 2d Armored Division, which was then the prin
cipal unit in our Berlin garrison. All the tanks of the division, 
cleaned and oiled to immaculate but warlike appearance, were 
aligned side by side, guns to the front, along the autobahn between 
Potsdam and Berlin, and the battle-seasoned troops stood at atten
tion before them as the President drove slowly down the line. It 
was an impressive demonstration of American military power 
which, I might say, did not go unnoticed by the Russians. I must 
admit that several years later, with two battalions of infantry in 
Berlin, I wondered whether the blockade would have occurred if 
the 2d Armored Division or its equivalent had remained. Obviously 
there is no answer to this type of conjecture which the soldier can 
never avoid. Certainly military strength can and does lead to aggres
sive action when the strength becomes relatively too great. It seems 
equally certain to the soldier that there is a relationship between 
military preparedness and maintenance of peace, and that war is 
most apt to occur at a time when countries have neglected their 
national defense or have permitted it to fall below the demands 
of reality. 
, The presence of President Truman at Potsdam made possible 

another event which became a lasting inspiration to all of us who 
wer€ there. He agreed to attend the official raising of our national 
colors on the staff in front of our Berlin headquarters. The flag 
which we used that day had flown over the Capitol on December 7, 
1941, had been raised over Rome, and now on July 22, 1945, was 
raised over Berlin before being sent to General MacArthur to be 
raised over Tokyo and returned home. We had arranged a simple 
ceremony for this occasion with troops lined up on both sides of 
the short entrance drive which led from the street to the small 
courtyard in front of the headquarters. President Truman, accom
panied by Secretary Byrnes and Secretary of War Stimson, Generals 
Eisenhower, Bradley, Patton, and me, walked down the entrance 
drive between the aligned ranks to stand in front of the flagstaff. 
A special honor guard of troops was on one side of the court and 
the band on the other. Slowly, with the soldiers at Present Arms 
and with the band playing "The Star-Spangled Banner," the flag 
was raised to full mast. President Truman spoke briefly but impres
sively to say that the United States wanted neither material gain 
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nor territorial expansion from victory, that it wanted and would 
work only to secure a world of peace and of mutual understanding. 

While the soldier is schooled against emotion, I have never for
gotten that short ceremony as our flag rose to the staff. When in later 
days anyone suggested the possibility of our departure from Berlin 
before, of our own choice, we left a free Berlin, I could not help 
thinking that no one who pad seen our flag raised by right of victory 
but dedicated to the preservation of freedom and peace could 
possibly see it withdrawn until peace and freedom had been 
established. 

When the Allied Control Council approved its own organization 
on August 10, it had not received officially the Potsdam Protocol of 
August 2. However, the machinery which it established began to 
function quickly. Its secretariat prepared special briefs on all papers 
emanating from the various directorates in three languages-English, 
French, and Russian-to permit their ready discussion. Public 
documents were prepared also in German. The Co-ordinating Com· 
mittee of the deputies met twice in the ten-day intervals between 
meetings of the Control Council. The agenda for each session was 
prepared in time for the experts in the directorates to brief me in 
advance on agreements and disagreements with their colleagues. 
The attendance was limited to principals and a few key assistants. 
The conference table was arranged around a hollow square with 
each delegation seated on one side of the square. Each delegation 
had two interpreters-in my case, one French and one Russian
who translated the remarks of the head of the delegation. All of us 
soon found that long speeches necessarily interpreted twice wasted 
time unduly and thus we learned to economize in words until the 
Council in its closing days became the setting for long and vitriolic 
Soviet propaganda attacks. 

The Allied Control Council quickly became a beehive of activity. 
Each directorate had several committees and these in turn estab
lished additional subcommittees and working parties. At the peak 
of activity directorates, committees, subcommittees, and working 
parties exceeded 175 in number, with perhaps as many as 12 or 
more working on the same day. An Allied mess was run in the 
Control Council building. It was always interesting to watch Rus
sians, British, French, and Americans eating together and talking 
through interpreters, in sign language or in some mutually spoken 
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language (usually German) in which few were fluent. General 
Eisenhower and Marshal Zhukov had established a friendly per
sonal relationship based on mutual respect. Outwardly good will 
and good intent pervaded everywhere. Most of us began. to think 
that perhaps this experiment in international co-operation would 
work. Perhaps it might even lead to the understanding necessary 
to lasting peace. 

The Allied Control Council recognized that many of its actions 
would have the force of law, and agreed to issue those actions 
which affected the German people either as proclamations or ordi
nances, while actions affecting zone commanders only were issued 
as directives.2 The proclamations or ordinances were promulgated 
as separate documents and also published in the German language 
in the official Gazette which was issued periodically.8 

Thus, a short while after the Potsdam Conference had adjourned, 
it looked, at least on the surface, as if the Allied Control Council 
had become an effective functioning body to govern Germany and 
to carry out the provisions of the Potsdam Protocol. The record of 
the next few months indicates the assiduous manner in which the 
United States delegation worked to carry out these provisions with 
some initial but always decreasing success. These successes and 
failures henceforth were reflected in the relationships among the 
four powers in Germany and in the later international conferences 
concerning the German problem. 

General Eisenhower continued to take the lead in the develop
ment of friendly relations among the representatives of the occupy· 
ing powers, and particularly with Soviet representatives. On June 
10 Marshal Zhukov visited Frankfurt as his personal guest. The 
marshal was received at the airport by an escort of honor from an 
airborne division which was at its unexcelled best in appearance, 
and escorted to General Eisenhower's office. in the I. G. Farben 
building in Frankfurt along a highway lined with tanks and 
armored cars. As we were assembling for lunch a review of more 
than 500 .fighter aircraft passed overhead. It was an impressive 
ceremony which had its climax in a formal luncheon for at least 100 
guests. Zhukov made a witty speech in which he said that the 
soldier had done his job, which had become necessary because of 
the failure of the diplomats, and that it was now up to the diplomats 
to try arzain to secure a lasting and worthwhile peace. Vishinsky 



General Clay, who already has established headquarters in Berlin, 
. meets General Eisenhower at Tempelhof Airport upon his arrival 
for the 194 5 _Potsdam Conference. 



One of the first photographs taken of Premier-Stalin and Preside~-t 
Truman just before the Potsdam Conference. To .the .right are Secre
tary_ Byrnes and Mr. Molotov. 

An early visitor to Berlin was Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. With her ate 
Gene~al Clay and members . of a WAC detachment. 
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then said that, speaking for the diplomats, they were prepared to 
accept the challenge of the soldier but that the soldier should not 
be too critical of the diplomat, for if the latter always succeeded 
there would be no further need for the soldier. Montgomery, who 
rose to toast the guest of honor, quite unconsciously, I am sure, 
sounded the only note of discord-or at least it was a note of discord 
to me. He said that it was particularly fitting for him to pay tribute 
to Marshal Zhukov as there had been two decisive battles in the 
war-Stalingrad, where victory was won by Zhukov, and El Alamein, 
where victory was won by Montgomery. However, the British 
political adviser to SHAEF, Sir Yvonne Kirkpatrick, rose quickly 
to the occasion, saying that while he was not a military man and 
hence unable to evaluate specific victories he could understand and 
pay tribute to the genius of the man who with patient understanding 
and skill had welded together all of the Western Allies to form a 
magnificent fighting machine-the Supreme Commander, General 
Eisenhower. 

There was an excellent troupe of Negro entertainers visiting the 
theater at the time and they had volunteered to provide the 
entertainment. By the time lunch was over General Eisenhower, 
who likes to sing, had broken the ice and the party wound up with . 
him and Marshal Zhukov joining with the Negro performers and 
guests in singing, humming, or trying to sing, in whatever language 
one could use, "Old Man River" and other old favorites. 

It had proved to be a successful day and was to be followed 
shortly by General Eisenhower's official trip to Moscow as the 
guest of the Soviet Government. 

This visit was made between August 10 and 15. General Eisen
hower took with him an old friend from our days in Manila, 
Brigadier General T. J. Davis; his son, Lieutenant John Eisenhower; 
and me. Marshal Zhukov accompanied us in General Eisenhower's 
plane to act as his personal escort. Our flight to Moscow was un
eventful except that it was made for much of the distance at an 
elevation of less than a thousand feet as the Soviet navigator who 
had been loaned to us apparently took his bearings by direct obser
vation and not by instrument. General Eisenhower and Marshal 
Zhukov exchanged views on the use of troops and movement of 
supplies in combat. When we arrived at the Moscow airport we 
were met with appropriate honors by Soviet troops and taken 
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directlv to our embassy, where we were to stay during our visit as 
the guests of Ambassador Harriman and his channing hostess 
daughter, Miss Kathleen Harriman. 

I am sure that General Eisenhower's invitation had been timed 
to permit him to see the spectacular annual Sports Parade, in which 
thousands of well-trained athletes of both sexes, from all parts of 
the Soviet Union, pass in review before Generalissimo Stalin and 
other Russian dignitaries and stage in Red Square their superbly 
executed folk dances, acrobatic and gymnastic feats. It is a colorful 
event and the various representatives from the several republics, 
dressed in regional costumes, vie with each other in performances, 
which inevitably end with homage to Stalin. It was at this review 
that Generalissimo Stalin invited General Eisenhower, who took 
along our senior military representative, General John. R. Deane, to 
stand with him on the top of Lenin's tomb as the review passed by. 
Mr. Harriman was amazed at this evidence of good will, although 
I believe he was equally astonished a day later when on our return 
from a trip to both a collective and a state farm Marshal Zhukov 
accepted General Eisenhower's informal invitation to join us in the 
embassy for light refreshments. Harriman told us then that it was 
the first instance of an informal, spur-of-the-moment visit that the 
embassy had received from a high Soviet official during his stay. 
We visited also an art gallery, the truly amazing Moscow subway, 
and attended a championship football game held in a huge stadium 
which was completely filled. The warmth with which General 
Eisenhower was received everywhere was encouraging, particularly 
at the stadium, where the audience gave both him and Marshal 
Zhukov an ovation. We were taken through a Soviet aircraft factory 
and saw one of its planes test-flown by a very competent pilot. 
Later we went through the historic rooms and museum of the 
Kremlin. 

We dined at the Kremlin at a state dinner given in General Eisen· 
bower's honor by Generalissimo Stalin during which Mr. Molotov 
was toastmaster. Stalin wore a finely tailored field uniform with 
natural ease. He was smaller than I had expected but his well
proportioned chest and shoulders gave the appearance of solid 
strength. He was smiling and affable. In the few minutes in which 
his face lost animation, iii repose, somewhat heavy features gave the 
impression of determined will. There was a genuinely friendly 
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atmosphere at this dinner beyond that induced by the drinking of 
many toasts. The Soviet general who sat on my right took compas
sion on me as the number of vodkas increased and showed me how 
I could keep my vodka glass reasonably filled with white wine 
from one of the bottles in front of my plate so that it .could not be 
refilled so often with the vodka which the attendants were pouring 
assiduously. Mter the dinner we adjourned to Stalin's well-appointed 
motion picture lounge, where we saw our friend Marshal Zhukov 
in the Battle of Berlin, as we sat in easy chairs sipping champagne 
or eating the delicious fruit which was placed on tables adjacent 
to our chairs. In spite of language difficulties it was a pleasant 
evening which seemed to reflect a desire by the Soviet Government 
to pay sincere respect to General Eisenhower and to create friendly 
relations. 

Before our departure from Moscow Mr. Harriman gave a large 
buffet supper which was attended by a large number of Soviet 
officials including a number of their high military leaders. During 
this reception Harriman received the cable reporting the uncondi
tional surrender of Japan. Most of us had expected months more of 
fighting and the news was a welcome release from anxiety. The 
party thereupon became very gay, winding up with Russians and 
Americans all trying to sing the authentic "Volga Boat Song" to 
show their mutual desire for friendship between our countries. 
When the party broke up in the early morning both Ambassador 
Harriman and General Deane expressed doubt as to Soviet willing
ness to accept surrender until Soviet forces had completed the 
occupation of Manchuria. Like so many Americans, I was skeptical 
of their views, discounting their experience. I did not make this 
mistake again. 

While our visit to Moscow had increased hopes for the success 
of our relationship in Germany, neither Harriman nor Deane was 
optimistic. They told us of their difficulties in the stress of war in 
trying to offer help to the Soviet Government without arousing new 
suspicions and their failure to develop 'any real co-operation. Mr. 
Pauley, who had been in Moscow for a few weeks to discuss repara
tions, had already concluded that agreement was impossible. On 
the way back we stopped for lunch and a short visit in Leningrad, 
where we were again entertained warmly. On our arrival in Berlin 
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General Eisenhower and I agreed that we had enjoyed our trip and 
that we had found a sincere friend in Marshal Zhukov. 

The Allied Control Council was established, and our friend 
Zhukov was the Soviet representative. We had the Potsdam Protocol, 
agreed to by at least three of the occupying powers, including 
Russia, to serve as the directive for our future actions. There seemed 
to be no further reason why quadripartite government could not be 
made to succeed. General Eisenhower and I determined to do our 
part. 



CHAPTER 4 

Military Government 
Finds Its Place 

THERE was still uncertainty as to the part to be 
played by the United States Group Control Coun· 

cil in administering military government. When it moved to Berlin 
it became our representative in quadripartite government. How· 
ever, our zone was still being administered by the Army Command 
which had taken over the duties of SHAEF on July 14. Thus the 
Group Control Council was like an embassy representing the Army 
Command in its international negotiations. 

It was certain that this would lead to a conflict of responsibilities. 
For instance, at an early meeting I encouraged German party lead
ers to engage in political activities as a first step in the restoration 
of political life. A few days later our director in Munich called me 
to report that Army intelligence agents had raided a party gather· 
ing the preceding night and had arrested several of the Germans 
including two who had heard my talk. It is true this was a left-wing 
gathering, but this only made the arrest more difficult to explain, 
since it was interpreted to mean that our policy of political freedom 
was restricted beyond the exclusion of active Nazis from such 
activities, 

It was evident that there were differences in thinking as to how 
our administration in Germany should be conducted. It was possible 
for the Army to administer our zone through its field commanders 
with supervision in the General Staff. Army headquarters in Frank· 
furt would receive policy instructions from Washington to transmit 
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to Berlin for use in negotiation with the other powers, and to the 
field commanders for execution in our zone. General Bedell Smith 
and most of the General Staff favored this method. 

It was at complete variance with my concept. I had no doubt 
that the Army had the ability to do an effective job o.f administra
tion. However, we were after more than that. We were trying to 
recreate civil government in Germany on a democratic basis. This 
was our principal mission and it did not belong in one of five staff 
divisions at theater headquarters. Moreover, it was our task to build 
a civilian organization· which could be transferred at any time to 
one of the civil departments of government. To accomplish this it 
was imperative that Military Government be organized separately 
from the Army Command under a deputy responsible directly to 
the theater commander. This deputy would have a staff or cabinet 
serving the same purpose for Military Government as the General 
Staff for Army administration. Thus the two organizations would 
complement each other, neither being subordinate and both report
ing to the theater commander. The deputy military governor would 
receive policy instructions direct from Washington. Subject always 
to the approval of the commander, he would be guided in his rela~ 
tionships with the representatives of the other powers by . these 
instructions. He would also be responsible for the execution of these 
policies in our zone, setting up field offices in the states directly 
responsible to him and not to the field commander.>. This organiza
tion would be staffed with civilian experts as rapidly as they could 
be obtained. 

We did not start off this way .. Our zone was divided into two 
military districts: the Eastern District of Bavaria under General 
George Patton,. and the Western District of Wuerttemberg-Baden 
and Hesse under General Geoffrey Keyes. The port of Bremen and 
our sector of Berlin were separate commands reporting directly to 
the theater commander. Each of these four commanders supervised 
military government in his area, utilizing the G-5 Division of his 
staff for the purpose. General policy direction and supervision were 
exercised by the G-5 Division of the theater commanders General 
Staff. 

International agreements, and particularly the Potsdam Protocol, 
placed policy control in the Allied Control Council, thus making 
it clear that policy directions for the United States Zone would 
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emanate from our representation on the Council. At first these 
directions could be transmitted to the field only through the G-5 
Division of the theater General Staff and through the district com
manders. This arrangement was cumbersome and confusing. There 
was also confusion as to the responsibility for the receipt and dis
patch of important cables bearing on occupation policies between 
the Berlin and Frankfurt offices in Germany and between the State 
and War Departments in Washington. . 

It was difficult to convince the General Staff that our civil func
tions would soon become our primary mission in Germany. At the 
moment the redeployment of our forces to the Pacific and the care 
and repatriation of displaced persons were the major administrative 
tasks. Both of these were unquestionably Army problems which 
required the control and use of available transport facilities within 
our zone. 

It was forh:.nate that the G-5 Division of the theater General Staff 
was headed by my lifelong friend, Major General C. L. Adcock, 
who shared my views on organization. He was personable and able, 
and carried out his ~ssignment to satisfy both General Smith and 
me, which under the circumstances was no mean feat as neither of 
us was a negative character. General Adcock made his staff divisior• 
a part of a single Military Government team without creating fric· 
tion and hostility, even though it reported elsewhere. 

I might have made an issue of this problem then as I knew Gen
eral Eisenhower agreed with me that we should build promptly an 
organization which could be transferred bodily to a civil branch of 
government. During the Potsdam Conference we visited President 
Truman together and General Eisenhower told him of our thinking. 
I expressed the view that we could have such an organization by 
July 1946. The President listened attentively and, I felt, sympathet
ically, although he did not express himself except to ask General 
Eisenhower to put his views in writing. This was done in November. 
However, I did not press the issue because there was much to 
General Smith's view that we should break up the existing pattern 
slowly and only as we were certain of the next step, and I had both 
respect and friendship for General Smith. Besides, there were so 
many problems to be solved that it seemed better on the whole to 
move slowly in developing our organization and procedures. 

I was helped far more than I tl1en realized by Secretary Stimson's 
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visit during the Potsdam Conference in the early phases of our efforts 
to organize Military Government. General Eisenhower invited me to 
lunch with Secretary Stimson, after which we sat on the terrace of 
his pleasant Bad Homburg bouse in the warm sunlight of a beautiful 
July day and listened to the Secretary express his philosophy of occu
pation. He had not even thought of military government as part of 
the Army Command. He visualized it as a separate and distinct task 
to be executed by an organization directly under the theater com
mander. He recognized the need for controls, favored adequate 
security measures, and believed that the arrest and trial of the Nazi 
leaders and war criminals were of utmost importance to future peace. 
He would have no part of a policy based on vindictiveness and was 
certain that the American people would in the long run give their 
approval only to an occupation which was decent and humane and 
which was conducted under a rule of law. He could see no purpose 
in the deliberate destruction of the German economy, because he 
was convinced that its reconstruction was essential to create an at
mosphere in which it might be possible to develop a true spirit of 
democracy. He knew that the innate kindliness and decency of the 
American people would lead them to disapprove the exercise of our 
supreme authority in Germany in other than the traditional American 
way. Both General Eisenhower and I were impressed by his talk and 
it had a lasting effect on my conduct of responsibilities. We went to 
the airport to see Secretary Stimson off, and as we stood at salute 
when his plane roared down the runway I felt once again that we 
had been in the presence of a great American whose contributions 
to the public service were beyond measure. 

Military Government officials were also helped in the early organi
zational problems by another visit from Assistant Secretary McCloy 
in August. While we stood in the late afternoon in the courtyard of 
our Berlin headquarters a shot rang out and one of his assistants, 
Colonel Ammi Cutter, who had contributed much to our discussions, 
collapsed. Rushing to him, we found that he had been shot through 
the leg with a .45-caliber bullet. Immediately it was surmised that a 
Nazi die-hard had tried to assassinate Mr. McCloy, but a careful 
investigation determined in a few hours that there was no secret plan 
to do away with the American high command. The shot had been 
fired carelessly from the basement of a nearby building by a young 
officer cleaning his pistol. This, too, taught me a lesson, for we were 
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already considering the steps we should take in reprisal when we 
discovered the truth. Thereafter I was unwilling to accept reports 
of German resistance and defiance until they had been investigated 
and verified. Contemplating such measures as a daylight curfew, I 
couldn't help thinking back to the test question President Roosevelt 
had told Justice Byrnes he would ask me. I am afraid that our young 
officer, who was a regular and a West Pointer, had some difficult 
moments, in spite of his courage in voluntarily acknowledging his 
responsibility. 

At this stage Military Government in the .field consisted of a large 
number of detachments running village, city, and county govern
ments, and reporting directly to the responsible Army commander. 
By September we had created three states in our zone and had es
tablished their state administrations. Bremen and our sector of Berlin 
were kept as separate organizations. Each state office was headed by 
a director of Military Government who also exercised supervision 
over the local governments within the state.1 These directors of state 
Military Governments were: Brigadier General Walter Muller, and 
later former Governor Murray D. Van Wagoner of Michigan, in 
Bavaria; Colonel William Dawson, and later former Congressman 
Charles M. LaFollette, and Major General Charles P. Gross in 
Wuerttemberg-Baden; Dr. James Newman in Hesse; Thomas F. 
Dunn and later Captain Charles R. Jeffs (USN) in Bremen; and 
Colonel Frank Howley in Berlin. They were our field representatives, 
in daily touch with the German authorities and responsible for 
the prompt organization of German local and state administrations. 
Their influence was of inestimable value to the accomplishment of 
our purposes. In September 1945 they were still under the Army 
district commanders although there was a free exchange of informa
tion between their offices and mine. Actually the district commanders 
delegated broad authority to their state directors, who accepted our 
policy instructions so that the divided responsibility which existed 
at the time was not as serious as it looked on paper. 

In October 1945 the G-5 staff divisions were divorced from Mili
tary Government responsibilities and the personnel engaged in these 
responsibilities were placed in the Office of Military Government.2 

There were still two offices of Military Government: Berlin, which 
was under my command; and Frankfurt, which remained a part of 
the General Staff. The Berlin office was designated tl1e Office of 
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Military Government, United States, which was soon called OM GUS. 
It now had full responsibility for representation in the Allied Control 
Council, for the issuance of all policy directives, and for all matters 
pertaining to finance, economics, reparations, restitUtion, and man
power. Since the Army Command felt keenly its responsibility to 
prevent disorders, the Frankfurt office retained control of legal 
matters, administration, public health and welfare, and public safety. 

General Eisenhower promised me that this would be ·a temporary 
arrangement. At one of our regular monthly meetings with the Army 
district commanders he made it clear that it was his purpose to sup
port the development of a Military Government organization which 
could be transferred to civilian control on twenty-four hours' notice 
and that everyone was to understand that our troops were in Ger
many primarily to support Military Government. This eliminated 
further effective opposition to the gradual continued· separation of 
Military Government from the Army Command. · . 

It now seemed. necessary to clarify our relationships with our 
government and with the State Department. Many cables relating 
to Military Government were received in Berlin from the War De
partment, while others were received in Frankfurt. State Department 
cables would sometimes be dispatched to us through the War Depart
ment and at other times to Robert Murphy, who was political adviser 
to both General Eisenhower and me. General Eisenhower agreed 
with me that all communications which dealt with civil functions 
should be sent to Berlin for action, with the understanding, of course, 
that I would take up with him such matters as were sufficiently im
portant to require his decision. This arrangement was accepted im
mediately by the War Department. There thus remained only the 
clarification of our communications with the State Department. 
Murphy had a staff of approximately 140 persons to maintain liaison 
with all of the divisions of Military Government and to attend in 
advisory capacity the quadripartite meetings of the Control Council, 
its Co-ordinating Committee, directorates, committees, and sub
committees. Thus his staff was in immediate possession of all im
portant information to be transmitted directly to the State De· 
partment over its wires. Likewise his staff was receiving directly 
information and suggestions which were difficult for me to evaluate. 
We did not know .from what office in the State Department they had 
been dispatched, or what consideration they had received there and 
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in the War Department. This resulted in some confusion and led me 
.to send a cable on November 17 which I hoped would clarify the 
situation. I pointed out substantially: . 

· : We are getting mixed up here in our channels of instructions. We 
are prepared to receive instructions from either War or State, and we 
fully recognize State Department responsibility. However, we feel 
State Department instruCtions should come to this office. either 
through War Department or direct rather than through State De· 
partment representatives here. Political Affairs Division composed of 
State Department representatives is authorized direct communication 
With State Department 'in latter s code for info1'1114tion exchange, 
which is desirable to permit State Department representatives to be 
sufficiently well informed to give us current advice . .•. However, it 
is to be expected that this is to result in frequent reporting of views 
of subordinates which may not be my views, and instructions based 
on such views may have to be reopened by me. 

I feel Military Governor andfor Deputy are working for State 
Department even though channel is through War. We will lean 
heavily on Political Adviser but. we remain responsible for aU de
cisions and are entitled to receive our instructions direct from gov
ernment . ••• OMGUS is fully prepared to accept that State De
partment orders be sent through War, or if not, direct to OMGUS. 
Military Governor and Deputy regardless of channel should be con
sidered as working for State. There are .no personality clashes in
volved. I have highest respect for Murphy as counselor, and affection 
for him as friend. I do feel strongly that one channel of instruction.~ 
is essential under either Military Governor or High Commissioner 
and that channel should follow chain of responsibility. 

I quote from this cabl~ extensively because an early impress.ion, 
which was never entirely erased, was created that Military Govern-
ment was unwilling to work for the State Department. · 

As a result it was arranged that instructions should always be sent 
through the War Department and that State Department messages 
to the political adviser were to be . considered as suggestions. 
Throughout the occupation we received many of these suggestions 
which were accepted in ·large part. When they were not, Murphy 
was free, if he' thought it important enough, to advise the State De
partment so that those rejected could be repeated as instructions. To 
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me this arrangement seemed simple and satisfactory. In any event I 
am sure that government bas never been better informed than it was 
on our operations in Germany. There was a constant exchange of 
cables between the Office of Military Government and the War De
partment and behveen the State Department and the political ad
viser. In fact between July 1945 and Aprill949 the State Department 
sent 18,970 cable dispatches to Germany and received 17,298 from 
the political adviser. Military Government received 50,000 cables 
and dispatched 23,000 cables to the War Department. In addition to 
these cable exchanges there were frequent teleconferences, the 
monthly report of the military governor, and many special reports 
by mail. 

The teleconference was the most satisfactory medium of exchange 
for important matters since it permitted senior officials to confer 
directly with high officials in Washington. The teleconference is an 
adaptation of teletype in code, and incoming messages are received, 
decoded, and flashed on a screen in the teleconference room. They 
can be answered immediately and flashed on a corresponding screen 
in Washington. Wb~e this system is not as rapid as a telephone con
ference, questions can be answered as quickly as the answers can be 
written and transcribed on the typewriter and the teleconference 
avoids the always possibl~ misunderstandings of telephone conver
sation. 

So that both Murphy and I could be fully informed, be came to 
my office at least twice a day with the major cables be bad received, 
and my daily cable book, which contained the important messages I 
bad received or dispatched, was sent to him each day. Neither of us 
ever kept a cable to his department secret from the other. Thus, daily, 
major messages were discussed and analyzed so that their principles 
could be applied in our negotiations and decisions. The majority of 
cables relating to negotiations which were sent to us from Washing
ton made it clear tl1at their content was informational, leaving me 
considerable discretion. Such was the relationship between Murphy 
and me that I know of no decision taken during the four years in 
which we were in Germany from which he dissented. Nor were we 
ever advised that any decision was at variance with our instructions 
or with the general policy under which we operated. 

This does not mean that as time progressed I failed to develop 
definite views with respect to the German problem which I would 
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present vigorously in the exchange of cables. Usually the War De
partment supported me, which was logical, for I would have been 
replaced if it had lost confidence in my judgment. Differences in 
thinking between War and State Departments were much less 
numerous than appeared to be the case and arose largely from the 
differences in their respective responsibilities to Congress. The State 
Department worked with Congress on occupation policies and 
matters through the congressional committees on foreign relations, 
whereas the Army worked with Congress on these matters through 
the appropriations committees. To obtain funds to support the occu
pation, certain commitments were made to the appropriations com
mittees and sometimes these commitments did not fit in with the 
ways in which the State Department would have liked the funds used 
to support foreign policy. Such an instance was the unwillingness of 
Military Government to use Low Country ports in which port charges 
had to be paid in dollars, while German ports handled cargo destined 
for Germany in Reichsmarks provided by German government. The 
State Department would have liked to see the Low Country ports 
used to restore a more normal transport system and to assist these 
countries, which were badly in need of dollars. However, the Army, 
while willing to use the Low Country ports if dollars were made 
available elsewhere, did not feel that it could use its own appropri· 
ations. There were some who argued that the loans and other 
financial assistance being extended by the United States to western 
Europe justified the use of funds appropriated for Germany for the 
same purpose. I had handled appropriated funds for many years and 
I felt strongly that they must be used zealously only for the purposes 
for which they were voted by Congress. Neither the War Depart
ment nor I could accept any deviation from this principle. 

In November 1945 General McNarney arrived to take General 
Eisenhower's place. Because of my close friendship for the latter 
I was glad to see him go, for it seemed unfair to me that the vic
torious Allied commander should remain in Germany to command a 
small army of occupation and be faced with the almost impossible 
task of governing Germany to satisfy the conflict of public opinion 
at home as to bow the occupation should be conducted. Neverthe
less, I felt his loss keenly. I have known him for many years and as 
a friend for fifteen years. We had served together on General Mac
Arthur's sta.£f in Manila when it was engaged in developing an 
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army for the Philippine Commonwealth. I had for him not only the 
deep and lasting affection of sincere friendship but also admir<ltion 
and respect for his rare abilities and achievements. His companion
ship made working for him a constant pleasure. General Eisenhower 
was keenly interested in military government and on his three visits 
to Berlin each month to attend the meetings of the Control Council 
kept free the preceding evening and morning so that we could have 
a full discussion of the issues which were to arise in the Control 
Council and of other problems. His prestige and personality created 
an early friendly atmosphere in Allied meetings. His concept of our 
mission was clear. He believed that we must execute it with £rm 
justice but this did not mean oppression and starvation. He felt 
strongly, for instance, that the output of the Ruhr must be raised in 
the intP-rests of Europe as a whole. I was to miss his counsel and 
support~ and even more his warmth and genuine kindness. 

I alsv had respect for General Eisenhower's successor, who had 
proved himself a capable administrator. His leadership in the re
organization of the War Department in the early days of the war had 
resulted in a sound and efficient administration. I found quickly that 
be accepted my concept of the relationship between Military. Gov
ernment and the occupation troops and was prepared to support its 
continued implementation; · · 
. Thus we proceeded with further separation from the Army Com-: 

mand. On December 11; 1945, Informat,ion and. Transportation 
Services were transferred from Army hands. By this time the Laen~ 
derrat, the German adrriinistration which we had established for 
our zone, was functioning and a German transport directorate in 
charge of rail traffic was set up under it. Our chief of transport pre
dicted a transport collapse when the Army gave up control. Although 
I had confidence in the ability of our Army Transport Service, I did 
not believe this, because I was certain that German railway tech
nicians were competent to direct their own, rail operations. Jn .the 
first month after the transfer the German directorate removed several 
thousand Nazi employees whom the Army had found indispensable· 
to adequate service and, while doing so, appreciably increased. 
passenger traffic and freight tonnage. · · .. 
. On March 9, 1946, the separation from the Army Command was 

completed.• The Frankfurt Office of Military Government wa.s
abolished. The directors in the several states. were placed directly 
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under tbe Office of Military Government in Berlin. The C-5 Division 
of the General Staff was re-established at theater headquarters in 
Frankfurt to maintain liaison with Military Government. Operational 
responsibility for the care of displaced persons, war trials before 
military tribunals, discharge of German prisoners of war, the destruc
tion of military installations and equipment, and the arrest and 
detention of war criminals. and Germans. considered dangerous to 
the occupation were the sole functions relating to the administration 
of German affairs left in Army hands. They were left because the 
Army was better equipped to complete them. 

A temporary exception was made for telephone and telegraph 
communications, which were kept under the supervision of the chief 
signal officer. Armies are always zealous to control their own com
munications,- which is understandable, although I did believe that 
a much larger proportion of the German network was used for this 
purpose than was necessary.· Later, in September 1947, this activity 
was also transferred and resulted in no real interference with Army 
needs while making a much greater proportion of the network avail
able to the German economy. 

Thus the Army had accepted as its principal mission the support 
of Military Government. We now had a compact organization re
sponsible to a single head which worked with .German officials at the 
state level through our state directors, and with the German Laender
rat4 on matters pertaining to the zone as a whole through our Co
ordinator of Regional Government.' This simple and sound organi
zation continued throughout except as it was modified to provide 
for bizonal administration when the British and American zones were 
joined in economic unity. 

During this period I had no direct military responsibility, nor in 
fact was I to assume any except for the command of our troops in 
Berlin until I succeeded General McNarney in March 1947. Of 
course there was necessarily a close relationship between Military 
Government and the occupation forces, sci that the conditions which 
affected one also affected the other. 

When General McNarney assumed command in November 1945 
there were still more than 1,000,000 troops in the theater. Our re
deployment program was based on a point system designed to supply 
troops for the Paciflc war and at the same time releasing those not 
needed for the Paci£c war who had experienced long or arduous 
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combat service. This had required the breaking up of combat units, 
with the inevitable loss of morale which follows when men and 
officers associated in battle are separated. Moreover, the point system 
resulted in the return of those with longer service and deprived the 
units which remained of their more experienced officers and soldiers. 
When Japan surrendered it was deemed too late to change the 
system. There was no longer the pressure of war to maintain morale. 
Only General Eisenhower's prestige and the high personal regard in 
which he was held kept the command together until his departure. 
General McNarney was not so well known to the troops, and shortly 
after his arrival their demand to be returned home became a clamor. 

While it was announced that the occupation force would be cut to 
300,000 men and the surplus sent home as quickly as transportation 
became available, the men who were to remain were still in the 
Army through induction and many of them did not desire Army 
careers. There were several mass demonstrations, including a march 
of several thousand malcontents to headquarters in Frankfurt. Gen
eral McNarney wisely rode out the storm while maintaining control 
of the rudder, and thus avoided the uglier demonstrations which 
occurred in the Paci.S.c. In late 1945 and early 1946 replacements 
began to arrive but they were principally young inductees who were 
to serve for a year only. 

Elaborate entertainment and sports programs were arranged and 
helped to improve morale. An early order prohibiting fraternization, 
required under our directives,• prevented the normal "boy meets 
girl" process, and the soldier who could not be kept away from the 
opposite sex was forced to meet German girls in dark halls and alleys 
and under cover of darkness. Obviously only the lowest type of girl, 
the tramp, would meet with soldiers under such conditions. Drinking 
and venereal disease increased. Our Allies experienced the same 
problem, and the fraternization rule was lifted by mutual agreement 
in the Allied Control Council in September 1945. Special Services 
then began to invite carefully screened German girls to the clubs 
provided for our soldiers. However, the reputation left by the tramps 
made attracting decent girls a difficult and slow process. Our regu
lations prohibited the serving of food to Germans in our military 
installations and hence the soldiers could offer the German girls 
only liquor. It was some time before clubs were provided where 
soldiers could take girls and obtain food and soft drinks for them. 



General Clay (extreme left) and Ambassador Murphy (f:lr right) 
Fonferred frequently with American labor leaders . Here they are 
ihown with George Harrison and David Dubinsky. 

1\.fter four years of active duty in Berlin General Clay and ~-frs . Clay 
re 'greeted in Washington by Secretary of Defen se Louis Johnson. 



General Clay af!-d Ambassador Murphy meet for one of theii: daily 
exchanges_ of information and · ideas. 

Bop Hope . helped entertain American troops 10 .:_blockaded Berlin·. 
Secretary of the Army Kenneth C. Roy.1ll looks on . while he ch~ts 
with Gen~ral Clay. 
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The black market was rampant. Our Allies used the same Allied 
military marks. The Russians had agreed to use them, as a result of 
negotiation at government level, only if they were provided with a · 
duplicate set of plates to print their . own supply, although they 
obtained these plates by promising a strict accounting for the marks 
they placed in circulation. We never received this accounting, though 
we pressed for it in many meetings of the Control Council. Our 
soldiers were able to buy items in the Post Exchanges which could 
be sold at high profit for Allied military marks, and these marks 
could then be reconverted into dollars. While it was difficult to tell 
the combat soldier that Allied marks in his possession could not be 
reconverted, the problem was of such magnitude that in July 1945 
regulations were issued to the effect that a soldier could convert only 
his pay. Even then, officers, soldiers, and civilians could sell Post 
Exchange items for enough Allied marks to meet all their needs, thus 
retaining their pay intact, In Berlin we introduced an elaborate 
coupon book system in November 1945. The coupon book had to be 
purchased in dollars and only its coupons were acceptable in our 
installations. It was an effective if complex system. At this time our 
personnel in Germany had to carry so many papers for the simplest 
transaction that one wallet proved insufficient. Finally on December 
16, 1946, we obtained military scrip printed in the United States, 
which from then on was used for pay purposes and assured a full 
control of our currency. 

During much of the rampant black market period large sums of 
Allied military marks without dollar backing reached our finance 
offices. Thus we became responsible to our Treasury Department for 
$300,000,000. In payment we could offer only marks, which the 
Treasury Department would not accept. One of the problems I in
herited when I became theater commander was settling this account. 
Through the purchase of these marks to meet dollar obligations in 
Germany which were not properly occupation costs (such as the pay 
of servants, personal services, telephone service, transportation) and 
through their use by our Post Exchanges to have products made in 
Germany and to pay its employees, and to pay German prisoners of 
war, we were able to retire the entire amount without loss to our 
government. 
~~oDuring this period of unavoidable confusion, charges of almost · 

every kind appeared to be a part of the daily fare-loose living by 
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officers, luxurious living, black marketing,. looting, cruelty toward 
the Germans, softness toward the Germans, failure to remove Nazis 
from office. Unfortunately many of them had some basis in fact. A 
victorious army of combat veterans had defeated the enemy in hard 
:6ghting. Released from the discipline of combat, it was not ready to 
accept the more rigorous discipline of garrison and peacetime train
ing. Unpleasant as this condition was, I felt then that it was caused 
by a minority and that the great majority of Americans in Germany 
were living according to their normal standards and pursuing their 
daily tasks with sincerity and ability. I knew also of the administra
tive steps being taken to control the situation and that it would be 
only a matter of time until they became effective. 

It was regrettable that the actions of a small minority in the early 
days of occupation should discredit the efforts of the whole. Certainly 
there was some looting, highlighted by the sensational Kronberg 
Castle jewelry theft. Yet this was the same Army which had found 
and stored in Frankfurt vaults almost $300,000,000 in gold bars and 
additional millions in non-monetary gold, jewels, and securities for 
restoration to their rightful owners or their heirs. This was the Army 
that with utmost diligence uncovered more than 1500 repositories of 
art and cultural objects and with meticulous care returned these 
objects of inestimable value to the nations from which they were 
looted. Moreover, the same assiduous attention was given to German 
works of art placed in the repositories for safekeeping from bomb 
damage. Perhaps never in the history of the world has a conquering 
army sought so little for its own and worked so faithfully to preserve 
the treasures of others. 

Also the natural kindness of the American soldier was becoming 
evident, and more and more he was seen giving candy to German 
children and playing games with them. Here and there others were 
emulating Sergeant Patrick J. Moriarity, who started a club in 
Bremen for German youths to try to give them a chance to play in 
grim, postsurrender Germany. As this movement grew, General 
McNamey adopted it as an Army program in early 1946, and at its 
peak more than 600,000 boys and girls participated in its activities. 
Later M:mhal Sokolovsky charged in the Allied Control Council 
that German boys were being taught baseball to keep alive their 
military spirit. The GYA (German Youth Assistance) program was 
continued. It was not allowed to interfere with the German organiza • . , 
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tions for young people, but under Military Government counsel wa~ 
directed to bring about a close co-operation with German movements 
through their own offices, now established in almost every county. 

General McNarney's program to improve morale and discipline 
faced many difficulties. The size of the occupation force was cut 
again and again, faster than military units which formed the occu
pation army could be reorganized to absorb the cuts. The German 
police were still ineffective and the guard requirements for our 
supplies, internment camps, railway transport, and military installa
tions made training of our soldiers impossible. Hence there was 
established in January 1946, under Major General Ernest Harmon, a 
special Constabulary force of 30,000 men for police and riot duty, 
stationed throughout the zone and linked together with radio and 
telephone equipment. They were provided with enough vehicles to 
be a highly mobile force which could be concentrated quickly if 
nl'reded. No better commander could have been selected for this 
purpose than General Harmon, and from the start the Constabulary 
with its bright yellow scarf, its special uniform, and its important 
mission had high morale, excellent discipline, and soldierly bearing. 
It won the respect and admiration of all, including the German 
population. 

When we had completed the separation of Military Government 
from the Army in April1946, we cut its staff from a peak in Decem
ber 1945 of approximately 12,000 (much less than either the British 
peak, which I understand exceeded 26,000, or even the French peak 
for a much smaller zone of occupation) to 7600 persons. This was 
accomplished largely through attrition, as no effort was made to 
replace Army personnel in the field teams lost through redeployment. 
This reduction in personnel caused some public criticism at the time 
but it was a part of our program to return the responsibility for local 
government to the Germans as quickly as possible. At the same time 
we were gradually replacing military with civilian personnel in our 
headquarters and regional offices. This was accomplished in part by 
retaining as civilians officers and soldiers due for redeployment and 
in part by recruiting civilian specialists from the United States. 

By now we had established German administrations at all levels of 
government so that there were two parallel organizations to carry 
out our directives; one was our Military Government administration 
and the other the German administration. This led to some confusion 
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and overlapping of responsibility. It seemed clear that this could be 
avoided and that we would in fact have more positive control if our 
instructions and directions were sent only to our directors of Mllitary 
Government at the state level for transmission to the German state 
governments, which would then be held responsible for their execu· 
tion by the German administrations. Our personnel in the field work
ing under the director of Military Government for the state would 
then be charged with observing and reporting on German com· 
pliance. This enabled us to reduce our field strength further and 
to .fix on April 1, 1946, our total strength at 6524 persons. Field 
personnel remained officers and enlisted men as there were obvious 
advantages to having the uniform worn by those who associated 
daily with German officials. In all other offices military personnel 
was to be replaced by civilians until the latter represented two thirds 
of our total strength. It was my view that this ratio would provide us 
with a predominantly civilian organization which could be taken 
over by the State Department at any time and that the remaining 
officers and soldiers could be returned to military duties as rapidly 
as desired by my civilian successor. 

Confident that German administration wo~ld improve in efficiency, 
the total strength of Military Government for the forthcoming new 
year starting January 1, 1947, was .fixed at 5000 persons, to be reached 
by normal attrition. We did reduce to this .figure as scheduled. More
over, our civilians made up 50 per cent of our total strength. These 
reductions were continued as German state administrations became 
effective and as the German bizonal organization for the British and 
American zones was established, so that our total strength just prior 
to my departure from Germany in the spring of 1949 was approxi· 
mately 2500 persons, of whom only 94 were officers and enlisted men. 
Corresponding British strength was then about 12,000 and French 
strength about 8000. These reductions in OUr strength were largely 
responsible for the improvement in the efficiency of local German 
government, which was forced to accept responsibility in our zone, 
and no real loss of control resulted in comparison with other zones. 
Our budget for the .fiscal year beginning July 1, 1949, contemplated 
an average strength of 2000 persons for the year ahead, as the de
velopment o£ the West German Government would further lessen 
our responsibilities. This meant we would end the fiscal year with 
less than 1500. 
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I think that in the fall of 1945 and spring of 1946, when we had to 
establish local German administrations and appoint key German 
officials, our major administrative problem was to find reasonably 
competent Germans who had not been affiliated or associated in 
some way with the Nazi regime. The first report to government 
which I had prepared for General Eisenhower to cover our operations 
through July 1945 stressed the perplexing problem which denazifica
tion presented to the Military Government officer, confronted with 
administrative and communal problems of considerable magnitude. 

His mission is to find capable public officials . . . at the same time, 
he must seek out and remove the Nazis. AU too often, it seems that 
the only men with the qualifications . . . are the career civa servants 
. . . a great proportion of whom were more than nominal partici
pants (by our definition) in the activities of the Nazi Party. 

The size of the problem is evident when it is realized that more 
than 300,000 government employees were required in our zone alone, 
not counting replacement of the Nazis who had to be removed in 
schools, churches, hospitals, and places of prominence in private 
enterprise. It was relatively simple to carry out our directives7 to 
locate and intern dangerous Nazis, to repeal Nazi laws, to seize Nazi 
property and block Nazi bank accounts, and to disband Nazi and 
affiliated organizations. There still remained the search for the 
individual German who was more than a nominal participant in Nazi 
activities so that he could be denied access to positions in which he 
could further influence German life. 

On the one hand, it was certain the 12,000,000 or more Germans 
who were identified in varying degree \\-ith Nazi activities could not 
be kept forever from political and economic life. On the other hand, 
it was clearly essential to any hope of a democratic Germany that 
the real Nazis be identified so that they could be excluded from 
positions of leadership until new leaders emerged who would resist 
any effort on the part of former Nazis to exert influence again on 
German thinking. Nazism, under that name, was dead through dis
astrous failure, but those who had helped to create it might raise 
anew false creeds under other names and carefully changed 
phraseologies. I had become convinced that this real task could not 
be accomplished by occupation officials without at some time making 
martyrs out of those we sought to condemn in the eyes of their 
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countrymen, and that the long-range job was one for the Germans 
to undertake. Until there was German administration and legal pro
cedures, we had to perform the task. 

To detect the Nazis we developed elaborate questionnaires or 
Fragebogen to be submitted by applicants for key positions and 
checked by our Public Safety officers, with severe penalties for those 
who falsified or withheld information. The tendency of the Germans 
to keep detailed and accurate records facilitated our check. Early in 
the occupation one of our officers was advised by telephone that 
valuable papers were lying in a Munich paper mill ready to be made 
into new paper. A hurried trip to this plant found a large mass of 
water-soaked documents which on examination proved to be the 
individual records of the members of the Nazi party and its auxil
iaries. These files were transferred to Berlin, sorted, and prepared 
for ready access. Thenceforth it was almost impossible to falsify a 
questionnaire without detection. These records indicated the careful 
Nazi search for evidence of loyalty, including investigation of an
cestry, which was convincing proof that few were forced to join the 
Nazi party; that, in fact, it was difficult to become a member. They 
cleared some who had joined the party in its early days without fully 
realizing its sinister objectives and who had been dropped later 
because of lukewarm support or doubtful loyalty. However, no 
matter how painstaking the search, it was always possible for some 
to escape the screening process and to hold public office for some 
months. 

0£ course there were many weaknesses in the system, particularly 
as the questionnaire had to be answered only by applicants for 
positions. Thus Nazis who had cash in their possession or in the 
hands of their families could escape by remaining idle at a time when 
there was a need for the work of every able-bodied citizen. To extend 
the field, Military Government enacted the widely publicized Law 
No. 88 which made it illegal for private enterprises to be managed or 
owned by those who had not passed the test o£ the Fragebogen. 

Our Public Safety officers had to apply arbitrary definitions to 
determine the degree of participation which would exclude the in
dividual and frequently this led to injustices which punished the 
nominal participant as severely as the active ·one. A story which he· 
came widespread was of two former Berlin bank officials who had 
become street cleaners in the fall of 1945, one employed within the 
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Military Government grounds in Berlin and the other by the borough 
of Zehlendorf in which these grounds were located. One day they 
met while pursuing their street-cleaning acthities and recognized . 
each other. Their mutual question was "What are you doing here?" 
The Military Government employee spoke up proudly: "I was able 
to get work and a hot noon meal here as a street cleaner because of 
my clean record in nev~r having associated with the Nazis." The 
other replied: "Under the law I am required to work too, so I applied 
to the borough office where I was told that since I had belonged to 
the party the only job open to me was to be a street cleaner, so here 
lam.'" 

Whether this story is true or not, there is no question that we were 
excluding former Nazis from even the most menial tasks. Once there 
was a commotion among our people, who had found that one of the 
scrubwomen in our headquarters had belonged to the Nazi organiza
tion for women in a very minor capacity. It seemed to me unneces
sary to discharge her since I could think of no more fitting task to be 
performed by a former Nazi. 

However, our work was not undertaken lightly. I insisted that real 
Nazis be identified and kept from office. At the same time I was 
apprehensive that in our search we would find and condemn many 
who had held membership in affiliated organizations but had not 
otherwise participated in Nazi activities and that this mass con
demnation would fail to receive the support of even tl1ose Germans 
known to have opposed Nazism. By the end of 1945 there were in 
our zone alone more than 100,000 Nazis, classified as dangerous 
under our definitions, in internment camps under guard. There was 
no law to govern their trials and it was against our tradition to hold 
them indefinitely without trial. It was clear that American tribunals 
could not be established, since we had been able to secure competent 
personnel for the smaller Nuremberg and Dachau trials only with 
great difficulty. Our Public Safety officers had received and exan1ined 
more than 1,650,000 Fragebogen and had refused employment to 
more than 300,000 persons in other than common labor. These per
sons had been· excluded by administrative decision without benefit 
of trial. 

I believed it was sensible to develop a German law which would 
require the registration of all adults and would make possible a final 
determination of the Nazis and Nazi associates who should be tried 
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and punished in German tribunals established for this purpose. My 
legal adviser, former Solicitor General of the United States Charles 
Fahy, and my two personal assistants, who were also splendid 
lawyers, Robert Bowie, now professor of law at Harvard University, 
and DonaldS. McLean, now with the legal office of Socony-Vacuum, 
shared my views and worked together with others to draft a model 
law. In the spring of 1946 the Laenderrat, or Council of States, in 
our zone accepted the responsibility for drafting a German law 
which would embody the purpose of our model. They were assisted 
by Lieutenant Colonel Fritz Oppenheimer, who combined under
standing of and loyalty to our objectives with an exceptional know!~ 
edge of the German judicial system. This law9 was enacted in March 
1946 to relieve us from further direct responsibility in denazification 
proceedings, although we maintained our right to observe and super
vise its execution. 

The decision to turn over to the Germans further denazification 
was controversial when it was made. Factual analysis of the adminis
trative problem was sufficient to convince me that there was no other 
solution to this problem. Moreover, it seemed to me of major import 
that German officials had voluntarily assumed the responsibility of 
judging their fellow Germans who had supported the Nazi party 
and enabled it to bring destruction to so much o£ the world and to 
the German people. They were far better able than we to determine 
the real Nazi who had profited from the misdeeds of the Nazi regime. 

A significant event in the spring of 1946 which I believe to have 
been of direct value to our occup&tion was the arrival of our families 
in Germany. The decision to let them come was debated for some 
months. There was some opposition in the theater General Staff, 
which had not entirely discarded the possibility of "werewolf" or 
other resistance movements and believed that dependents would 
have to be placed in carefully guarded areas. I urged General Mc
Narney to recommend favorable action to the War Departxnent, as 
I believed their arrival would bring normal home life to our com
munities. It would be convincing evidence that we were in Germany 
for a long stay. Of course there would be an additional burden on 
the German economy, principally for housing, but this would be 
compensated for by the further reduction in the number o£ occupa
tion troops. Since our dependents would comply with the established 
policy to import all our food and commodity needs, they would not, 
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other than in housing, draw from the meager German supply. Finally, 
I was convinced that Military Government would not obtain quali~ 
fied personnel willing to spend several years in Germany if it meant 
separation from their families. 

I have never regretted my recommendation or General McNarney's 
favorable decision. While we were not permitted to tax limited 
transport facilities in orde~ to welcome our wives and children as 
they landed in Bremen, it was a gala occasion and in each com
munity we waited patiently for the arrival of the fust train. In Berlin 
this proved to be a wait of several hours as locomotive troubles 
delayed the train. In a few months our dependents in Germany 
aggregated about 30,000 persons, scattered in many communities. 
Shortly after their arrival one of our press correspondents in Berlin 
remarked that our life in Germany had become a replica of American 
suburban life. 

Priority to receive relatives was based on length of service . in 
Germany. I did not have sufficient time to my credit to expect Mrs. 
Clay on the fust ship and I was fortunate that she was ready and 
hence was able to make it because others higher on the list were not 
ready. She was accompanied by the wife of our elder son (who had 
a much higher priority than mine). It was an especially happy 
arrival for Mrs. Clay. She had not seen our two sons, who were now 
stationed in Germany, since they had left the United States for 
combat duty in 1942 and 1943. While she had no difficulty in recog~ 
nizing them, they were now experienced veterans of month~ of 
combat, one a major of tanks who had campaigned with the 1st 
Armored Division from Mrica until final surrender in Italy and its 
march into Germany to join the occupation forces, and the other 
a lieutenant colonel in the Air Forces, who had flown more than 
seventy B-26 missions with the Ninth Air Force. Unfortunately her 
hopes for a real family reunion did not materialize, for one was 
stationed in Frankfurt and the other near Munich, both some distance 
from Berlin. We did see them and their families separately from 
time to time in the few months before the demands of the service 
transferred them back to the United States. 

Mrs. Clay busied herself quickly in the founding of the American 
Women's Club of Berlin, which embarked on a community and 
charity program to be paralleled soon in our other communities. The 
good work which such clubs accomplished was remarkabl~ and con-
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tributed much toward making the Germans understand the humane. 
characteristics of the American people. Spending much of my time 
in Berlin, I became more familiar with the work of its club than with 
others, although I appreciated and was grateful for the contribution 
which all made to the accomplishment of our objectives. At one 
Christmas season the Berlin club sponsored a community drive 
which raised more than $40,000 from the relatively small American 
contingent in Berlin and some of our visitors. During the blockade it 
published an Operation Vittles cookbook which earned more than 
$10,000 in its initial publication. This was a collection of recipes 
spiced with the humor of occupation, as for instance the American 
who ordered a dry martini and got three (drei). While these funds 
were used for general charitable purposes, they were applied largely 
to the support of hospitals for the young and to help needy and ailing 
children. Supplies were distributed by members of the club, giving 
a valuable personal touch to its work. Not enough has been said of 
the part played by our American women and children in Germany, 
and too much of what was said was devoted to the few who lived 
lavishly in the midst of poverty. Perhaps as a group we did tend to 
live too much together. If so, this did not prevent our women and 
children from giving freely of their time to work without stint to 
relieve distress. This they did while living in a deficit economy in 
which needed articles had to be ordered from the United States, but 
they brought the touch of home into everyday life. 

The spring of 1946 was significant, too, in that it marked the first. 
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers to consider the German 
problem. Although the Council had held its initial meeting in London 
in September 1945, it had not at that time discussed Germany. 
Murphy and I used the 1945 occasion to report to Secretary Byrnes 
on our program in Germany. I must admit we were more optimistic 
then with respect to the possible success of quadripartite government 
than was warranted by future events. By the spring of 1946 much of 
this optimism had gone. 

Shortly after reporting to Secretary Byrnes with General Eisen· 
hower's approval in October 1945, I had returned to the United 
States to discuss the revision of our policy directive JCS j1067, which 
had been modified to some extent by the Potsdam Protocol. There 
seemed to be no difference in thinking among the representatives of 
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the several departments in Washington charged with its preparation, 
and my own suggestions were received with favorable comment. 
James Riddleberger, of the State Department, headed the drafting 
committee and was confident that the revised directive would be in 
our hands in a few weeks. Actually it had not materialized in the 
spring of 1946, and did not reach us until July 1947.10 

Therefore I believed it 'Yas timely to submit a report on the general 
situation in Germany together with my recommendations to Secre
tary Byrnes and his advisers in the State Department before the first 
Paris meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. My report was in 
letter form and as it apparently did not reach the heads of depart
ments I decided to repeat it, somewhat condensed, by cable. General 
McNarney concurred and authorized me to dispatch this cable, 
which was submitted in May. Since it was my first comprehensive 
review of the German problem, I repeat it almost in full: 11 

Further progress in settlement of German problems requires firm 
definition of economic unity agreed at Potsdam. De-industrialization 
and reparations policies are based on treatment of Germany as an 
economic unit, which has always been interpreted as fully inclusive 
of that part remaining after the allocation af territory to Poland and 
Russia. If a common economic policy is to be fully implemented in 
aU zones of Germany, central administrative agencies are essential. 
If they cannot be obtained andjor the boundaries of Germany are 
to be changed, the present concept of Patsdam becomes meaningless. 

After one year of occupation, zones represent air-tight territories 
with almost no free exchange of commodities, persons, and ideas. 
Germany now consists of four smaU economic units which can deal 
with each other only through treaties, in spite of the fact that no one 
unit can be regarded as self-supporting, although British and Russian 
zones could become so. Economic unity can be obtained only through 
free trade in Germany and a common policy for foreign trade de
signed to serve Germany as a whole. A common financial policy is 
equally essential. Runaway inflation accompanied by economic 
paralysis may develop at any mome~t. Drastic fiscal reforms to 
reduce currency and monetary claims, and to deal with debt struc
ture, are essential at earliest possible date. These can not be obtained 
by independent action of the several zones. Common policies and 
nationwide implementation are equally essential for transportation, 
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communications, food and agriculture, industry and foreign trade, if 
economic recovery is to be made possible. 

Immediate decisions are imperative that the Rhineland and Ruhr 
are to remain within the German political and economic structure 
even if internationalized; that the Saar is or is not to be ceded to 
France; that the indigenous resources of Germany are to be equally 
available throughout Germany and where used for exports proceeds 
are to be available to provide essential imports for all Germany; that. 
zonal boundaries serve only to delineate areas of occupation and 
not as internal barriers for the German people; that central adminis
trative agencies either under a provisional government or to be placed 
under a provisional government, should be established without delay. 
As it now stands, economic integration is becoming less each day, 
with Soviet and French Zones requiring approval for practically 
each item leaving their zones, and with the British and our zones in 
self defense moving in the same direction. 

The post-war level of industry to be left Germany, which serves as 
a basis for reparations, is based on treatment of Germany as an 
economic unit. Its execution under other conditions would be abso
lutely impossible as it would leave economic chaos in Germany. It 
would particularly affect the U.S. Zone which has no raw materials 
and would create a continuing financial liability for the United 
States for many years. In the absence of agreements essential to 
economic unity, we have discontinued the dismantling of reparations 
plants except those approved for advance deliveries, as further dis
mantling would result in disaster if we are unable to obtain economic 
unity. If economic unity proves impossible, only those plants in the 
U. S. Zone which were designed solely for production of war muni
tions should be removed. If economic unity is obtained, there is 
no reason why the reparations plan should not be implemented 
promptly. Much pressure is developing to revise the reparations plan 
in favor of production for reparations. This ignores the real danger 
which Germany would stiU present if restored to fuU industrial 
strength. Much has been u."f'itten relative to importance of German 
industry to the recovery of Europe. It is my considered opinion that 
it will take from three to five years to bring German industry to the 
level now agreed, and that the removal of plants for reparations 
purposes has no ma;or bearing on the extent of economic recovery 
during this period. Unfortunately, the level of industry plan does not 
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make $peclfic provisions for smaJl numbers of miscellaneous peaceful 
industries, and hence such industries can be re17WVed from the east
ern zone without violation of either Potsdam or the level of industry 
plan. Implementation of the reparations plan should also require a 
cessation in the taking of products as reparations until and unless an 
import-export balance is obtained. Finally, it must be recognized that 
any modification in the boundaries of occupied Germany will require 
a revision of the program. The loss of the Saar would not require a 
serious revision. The loss of the Rhineland and the Ruhr would re-
quire complete revision. . 

(Political Structure) It is feasible now to establish concurrently 
(with the administrative agencies agreed at Potsdam) a provisional 
government to which these agencies would report. We would pro-
pose tluzt the initial provisional government would corre$pond 
roughly to the Council of Minister Presidents now established in the 
U.S. Zone. A Council of Minister Presidents of the States of aU four 
zones would be established with the requisite coordinating com
mittees to supervise the approved central agencies and to effect co
ordination on other matters of internal policy. This council would 
be charged with the preliminary draft of a constitution to be placed 
before an elected constitutional convention, which would prepare for 
ratification by the people the future constitution for the German 
state, subject to approval of the Allied Control Authority. We be
lieve the following principles shoold be fundamental: 

a. Germany should be a federal state composed of between 9 and 
15 states, organized either by economic areas or by traditional 
political divisions. Each of these states would be politically 
autonomous, except for the specific functions ceded to the fed
eral government. Bavaria and Gross Hesse in U.S. Zone would 
be ideal states. The present amalgamation of North Wuerttem
berg and North Baden would be discontinued in favor either 
of two states or of a combined Wuerttemherg-Baden state. 
Similar state units luzve been or could be established in the 
other zones. 

b. The constitution must contain the essentials of democracy, to 
wit: All political power must originate with the people and be 
subject to their control; there must be frequent reference of 
program,!/ ond leadership to popular elections; elections must 
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be heid under competitive conditions in which there are at least 
two competing parties; political parties must be democratic in 
character and clearly distinguished from governmental instru
mentalities; the basic rights of the individual must be preserved 
by law; government must be exercised through rule of law; and 
the powers of the federal government must be limited in the 
constitution to those agreed by the several states composing the 
federal government. While the constitutions of individual states 
need not agree, they must be democratic in makeup and must 
provide for some delegation of powers to the county and the 
community level. The constitutions of the several states must 
provide for the exercise of all powers reserved to the states and 
not given to the federal government. 

c. Prior to the writing and adoption of the new constitution, a 
provisional central government of the type previously indicated 
should be established at the earliest possible date, As soon as 
the central administrative. agencies are established they should 
work directly with state organizations, and i.onal organizations 
established by the occupying powers should be dissolved. 

A special paper on the Ruhr has been presented to the Secretary of 
State at his request. It points out that Ruhr coal and steel represent 
Germany's chief assets. Under the present boundary of Germany, 
practically all of its steel and all of its industrial coal come from the 
Ruhr. It would be impossible to obtain a balanced export-import 
program with the removal of the Ruhr. The separation of the Rtihr
Rhineland area would in itself turn the remainder of Germany into 
a pastoral economy. It would particularly affect the U. S. Zone where 
industry is largely of the assembly type and can not exist without 
coal and steel from the Ruhr. If it had to pay for this coal and steel 
in a separate currency, it would have a continuing deficit for many 
years. Politically, the separation of the Ruhr-Rhineland area would 
create permanent political unrest and every patriotic German citizen 
would begin now to plan for such political and military alliances as 
would promise some day to return this area to Germany. It violates 
the principle of self-determination. Facing reality, the United States 
agreed to the transfer of certain areas in Germany to Russia, Poland 
and Czechoslovakia. However, recognizing the impossibility of a 
8UCcessful incorporation of these areas into ths respective countries 
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0$ long 0$ the population WO$ German, it was further agreed to 
remove their entire German popukition, Manife$tly, the large popu
lation in the Ruhr could not be removed. Its removal would cripple 
industry in the area. More over, it is clear that there is no place avail· 
able to which this population could be moved. Hence, it is our view 
that the political or economic separation of the Ruhr-Rhineland 
would be a world disaster. · 

We would propose the establishment of a Ruhr Control Authority 
for only the coal and steel industry in the area. This Authority would 
take over ownership and possession of the properties, issuing Class A 
common stock to those present owners cleared from Nazi associa
tions, which would be the only stock entitled to dividends. Control 
would be exercised through Class B stock in the hands of the Ruhr 
Control Authority composed of such nations as may be agreed. The 
proposed authority would operate under existing quadripartite 
government until a German government is eStablished and its rela· 
tionshipto that government would be specified in the peace treaty. 
The Authority would have complete control over the volume of pro· 
duction and would require such exports as are agreed in. the Allied 
Control Authority or specified in the peace settlement. Under this 
Authority, general management would be left in German hands and 
the Authority itself would operate within the political and economic 
framework of Germany. The creation of the Ruhr and the Rhineland 
as separate states in a federal structure should facilitate the operation 
of the Ruhr Control Authority. 

In concluding, we are of the view that our proposals herein will 
be generally acceptable to the British. In theory, since they accord 
with Potsdam, they should be acceptable to the Russians, although 
in detail many difficulties will arise with the Russian representatives. 
Basically, it is expected that these proposals will be strongly resisted 
by the French. However, if agreement cannot be obtained along 
these broad lines in the immediate future, we face a deteriorating 
German economy which will create a political unrest favorable to 
the development of communism in Germany and a deterrent to its 
democratization. The next winter will be critical under any circum
stances and a failure to obtain economic unity before the next winter 
sets in will make it almost unbearable. The sufferings of the German 
people will be a serious charge against democracy and u.:'ill develop 
a svmpathy which may weU defeat our other objectives in Germany. 
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The British and U. S. Zones together could, within a few years, be
come self-supporting although food would have to be provided 
during this period until industry could be rehabilitated su~iently 
to provide requisite exports to support food imports. Recognizing 
fuUy the political implications of such a merger it is our belief here 
that even these implications would not be as serious as the contin
uation of the present air-tight zones. If French and Russian agree
ment to these basic principles cannot be obtained, we would 
recommend strongly that the British be approached to determine 
their. willingness to combine their zone of occupation with ours. 
If the British are willing for this merger to be accomplished, the 
French and Russian representatives should be advised that it is our 
proposal to effect this merger before winter, even though we would 
much prefer to obtain AUied unity in the treatment of Germany as 
a whole. 

This report contained the first proposal for bizonal merger. I had 
discussed its substance with Secretary Byrnes in Paris in the spring 
of 1946, but the cable itself had somehow been lost in the maze of 
bureaucracy and never reached him. When he returned to Paris 
for the next meeting, in July, I pointed out to him the positive nature 
of Communist propaganda in Germany and the necessity for an 
early public statement of United States policy which would nullify 
the effectiveness of the Communist appeal. Secretary Byrnes, Sena· 
tors Connally and Vandenberg, and Mr. Cohen agreed that a state
ment was needed. Byrnes believed it was an announcement of 
major import which should be delivered by the Secretary of State 
at an appropriate time and place, which pleased me very much. 
When Molotov used two Paris conferences to spread Soviet propa
ganda, Byrnes determined that the appropriate place for his state
ment was in Germany. He discussed this with Connally and Vanden
berg and the latter in particular felt strongly that the Secretary 
should make the statement in the form of a speech and in Germany 
as soon as feasible. As a result September 6 was fixed as the date on 
which Byrnes would address an audience composed largely of 
occupation personnel, but with key German officials included, in 
Stuttgart. 

This was the major development of the occupation so far. Our 
Secretary of State came to Germany to announce a constructive 
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policy which we would follow alone i£ necessary because we be
lieved it in the interest of all Europe. Byrnes came first to Berlin 
by air. His party included Mrs. Byrnes, Senator and Mrs. Connally, 
Senator and Mrs. Vandenberg, Mr. H. Freeman Matthews (later 
our Ambassador to Sweden), Miss Cassie Connor, private secretary 
to Secretary Byrnes and an old friend, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
(Anne O'Hare) McCormick. Mr. Charles E. Bohlen and Mr. Michael 
McDermott of the State Department went directly to Stuttgart to 
check arrangements for the address and for the handling of news 
by the large number of correspondents assembled in that city. 

Byrnes discussed his speech with me in Berlin. I was impressed 
both with its straightforward simplicity and with its constructive 
tone. At the time he was considering the elimination or at least the 
modification of a sentence which read: "As long as an occupation 
force is required in Germany, the Army of the United States will be 
a part of that occupation force." I urged him with all the persuasion 
at my power not to change one word because it would be the most 
welcome part of his speech, not just in Germany but throughout 
Europe. It seemed essential even then to express the determination 
of the United States to remain in Europe until stability came to 
·alleviate the terror which resulted from Communist expansion. 
Byrnes agreed with me but felt that this statement was so important 
that it should be cleared with the President. As he was unable to 
reach Truman by telephone, he cabled the proposed sentence so 
that he could be advised if change was felt desirable. No reply was 
received, and the statement not only bad the desired effect but also 
was the first expression . by a high American official of our fum 
intent to maintain our position in Europe. 

We went from Berlin to Stuttgart on the same evening that Byrnes 
arrived in Berlin, using a private train designed for Hitler's use 
and heavily armor-plated underneath. While the decoration of the 
train was heavy from our point of view, it was luxuriously equipped 
to include sunken black marble bathtubs in the private suites pre
pared for Hitler and his immediate staff. Before we arrived in 
Stuttgart I arranged for the four minister-presidents of the states 
in our zone to call at the train to pay their respects. They remained 
for a brief t~ with Byrnes, Connally, and Vandenberg, during 
which they e~"Pressed their appreciation for American assistance 
and for the co-operation of military government in their effort to 
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re-create German administration. They made an excellent impression 
on this short visit, and both Connally and Vandenberg commented 
favorably on their intelligent replies to questions and their dignified 
bearing. 

The setting for the speech at Stuttgart was dramatic. The streets 
leading to the Opera House where it was delivered were lined with 
immaculate troops from the Constabulary, and with armored cars 
at the intersections. Behind these aligned troops were thousands of 
Germans. It was a friendly gathering. The auditorium was filled 
with officers, soldiers, and civilian officials of Military Government, 
and with the invited German officials who were seated in a reserved 
section in the front orchestra rows. As we entered the rear of the 
Opera House, I left the party to sit immediately in back of those 
Germans so that I could observe their reactions and also obtain 
the full effect of the occasion. The stage contained the podium and 
four chairs, and was decorated only with a few flowers. Our national 
colors and the flag of the Secretary of State stood on either side of 
the chairs. The Secretary, accompanied by the two senators, was 
escorted to the stage by General McNarney while one of our Army 
bands played a patriotic air. McNamey introduced the Secretary of 
State in the simplest possible words: "Ladies and Gentlemen: The 
Secretary of State, the Honorable James F. Byrnes." While all four 
of the minister-presidents were able to read and understand the 
English language to some degree, they had been furnished with 
translations of the speech in German so that they could follow it 
without difficulty. It was interesting to watch the hope which came 
into their eyes as our Secretary of State sounded the Brst construc· 
tive note which had come from the Western occupying powers. 
After the speech, Dr. Karl Geiler, minister-president of Hesse, bad 
tears in his eyes as he expressed his appreciation. 1 

Our Secretary of State had not made a soft speech nor had he· 
mirced words in defining Germany's responsibilities. He reiterated! 
our determination to demilitarize and denazify Germany and to. 
exact reparations. He announced that we would support the French: 
claim to the Saar in international conferences. He reaffirmed our. 
right and our intent to punish war criminals. He recognized the right 
of Poland to annex territory in east Germany in compensation for\ 
the territory ceded by Poland to Russia, but refused to affirm the.: 
boundary claimed by Russia and Poland. 
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On the constructive phases of military government, he pointed 
out that it was timely for the German people to have self-govern
ment and the opportunity to earn their living. He favored retention 
of the Rhineland and the Ruhr within the. German framework sub
·ject to imposition of security controls. In expressing our desire for 
a unified Germany he stated that it would not alter our invitation to 
other zones to join our zone in economic un.i.fication to provide 
greater opportunity for the people in the enlarged area. ·He voiced 
our concern lest Germany should become a pawn between East 
and West, and concluded with the words: "The American people 
want to help the German people to win their way back to an 
honorable place among the free and peace-loving nations of the 
world." While the major requirements of JCS/1067 remained, the 
punitive tone was repla.ced with constructive purpose. The German 
people were promised the opportunity and assistance to rejoin the 
family of nations. 

The band then played "The Star-Spangled Banner" and the au
dience remained standing as Secretary Byrnes and his party with
drew. I walked backstage to meet them in the wings and to con
gratulate him on a speech which I believed would live through the 
years. Senator Vandenberg, whose eyes were moist, as were mine, 
remarked: "And they played 'The Star-Spangled Banner' with the 
same authority as if they were on the steps of the Capitol." The 
speech had reached a large German audience. It had been broad
cast in German with Secretary Byrnes's voice in the background as 
it was delivered. Moreover, the German extras were already reach
ing the streets as we left the auditorium. 

After the speech Mrs. Clay and I gave a buffet luncheon so that 
our visitors could meet the senior army officers and the officials 
of Military Government. We then left by diesel-electric train for 
Murnan, a lovely village at the foot of the Bavarian Alps where we 
were to spend a couple of days which were for Mrs. Clay and me, 
and we hoped for our guests, delightful and memorable. We 
traveled by automobile from Mumau through beautiful Bavarian 
scenery, stopping for lunch at Rimmler's former home, which had 
been converted to an American club, and then up the winding 
mountain road to fabulous Eagle's Nest. We bad to transfer to jeeps 
for the mountain climb because of the steep grades and hairpin 
turns. While security precautions were ample, I was apprehensive 
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that the sudden change in altitude might adversely affect some of 
our guests. Fortunately this proved a needless worry and we were 
soon in the elevator, which carried us through a shaft excavated in 
solid rock to the peak, six hundred feet above. Here was the moun
tain home built by Martin Bormann, at a total cost of several millions 
of dollars, for Hitler to visit only a few times. From the living room 
of this chalet, looking through an enormous picture window, could 
be seen the towering peaks of the Austrian and Bavarian Alps and ' 
between the peaks the broad valleys beyond. As Senator Vanden
berg remarked: "I can understand now how this madman, self
isolated by overwhelming egoism, could look from this peak and in 
his madness say to himself, 'What I see is mine, and why not the 
world?'" We paused briefly on the way down to look at the home 
where Hitler lived on his Berchtesgaden visits, and where he had 
so often summoned his vassals. It was now in ruins. We were en
chanted by the beautiful little town which had nestled in this tiny 
valley through the centuries, surrounded on all sides by towering, 
snow-capped Alpine peaks. Returning to Murnau by train, we passed 
through many small Bavarian villages whose people had gathered at 
the station to watch the passage of the train. 

On the following day we stopped in Munich so that Secretary 
Byrnes and his party could visit the export show, which we bad 
organized to encourage the redevelopment of Bavaria's export trade. 
Then we drove to the airport from which the party left for Paris in 
midaftemoon. While security precautions were taken everywhere, 
there had not been a single indication of hostility. 

To be with Secretary Byrnes is always a pleasure and an inspira· 
tion for me. During this visit I had many opportunities to talk with 
him and also with Senators Connally and Vandenberg at length, 
and to appreciate their deep interest and understanding of the 
German problem. 

In November 1946 Mr. Murphy and I returned to the United 
States to attend the Anglo-American conference in Washington on 
bizonal fusion and also the meeting in New York of the Council 
of Foreign Ministers. I believed we had accomplished the mission 
which General Eisenhower and I had assigned ourselves-to develop 
a military organization staffed largely with civilians, able to stand 
on its own feet-and that our German administration was advanced 
as far as was possible. in our zone until we obtained quadripartite 
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agreement on government for Germany as a whole. I had General 
McNamey's consent in again urging transfer of military government 
to civilian authority. In any event I believed that my mission was 
accomplished and if I was not to be replaced by civilian authority 
I wanted to be replaced by another soldier. 

I found that Secretary Byrnes remained unalterably opposed to 
the transfer. He was convinced that the State Department should 
keep aloof from operating responsibilities which might interfere 
with its policy-making functions. Robert Patterson, who was then 
Secretary of War, urged me to continue in Germany, expressing once 
again his confidence in my work. During the war, while working 
directly under the able and outstanding General Somervell, I had 
also worked closely with and under Patterson, who was the civil 
authority responsible for war procurement. I respected and admired 
his integrity and his single-minded purpose to achieve the maximum 
war production of which he felt America capable. He was not 
satisfied with less than our utmost national effort. His simplicity 
and his loyalty to his subordinates added affection to respect. The 
views of one who had contributed so much to public service could 
not be disregarded and I agreed to remain in Germany until the 
spring of 1947, by which time I felt that bizonal fusion in Germany 
would be a reality under the agreement then being reached in 
Washington. 
. Two or three days later General Eisenhower advised me that Gen
eral McNamey, with his experience in combined arms, was wanted 
as our seni::-r military representative to the United Nations and that 
if he was assigned to this task I would take his place in Germany. 
I accepted subject to McNamey's willingness to accept the United 
Nation's assignment. I returned to Germany in December to dis
cuss the assignments with McNamey, who told me a few days later 
that he would take the appointment provided it became effective 
in March 1947. 

During 1945 and 1946 as we developed our organization for 
military government we were also establishing first appointed and 
then elected German administrations in' our zone. To understand our 
administrative responsibilities, it is desirable to trace this develop
ment, which we hope will have a lasting effect on the growth of a 
democratic spirit in Germany. 



CHAPTER 5 

The Way to Democracy: 
Rebuilding Government 

. in the American Zone 

SUNDAY, January 20, and Sunday, January 27, 1946, 
were important days in our zone. On these two 

days, :first in Wuerttemberg-Baden and then in Hesse and Bavaria, 
the Germans in the smaller towns and villages went to the polls to 
select their local councils, their :first free exercise of the right of ballot 
since Hitler's rise to power. 

I have listened to election returns in the United States many times 
and with eager interest, but never have I waited so anxiously to 
know how many voted as I did that :first Sunday. Dr. James K. 
Pollock, chairman of the Political Science Department of the Uni· 
versity of Michigan, and others of my staff were in the zone driving 
around the country to witness the voting. About noon Dr. Pollock 
called me to say that I could stop worrying. In every town and 
village long lines were waiting at the polling places in schools, 
town halls, and sometimes in the remains of bomb-damaged build
ings, when they opened. Old and young, men and women, the well 
and the sick had turned out in cold winter weather to record their 
votes. Free elections had returned to Germany, and the German 
people had responded. 

These elections were only a part of the program of political recon· 
struction which had started with the establishment of local German 
administrations and the designation of local officials even before our 
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troops had withdrawn from forward areas to our own occupation 
zone. The next steps to be taken were the extension of these admin
istrations beyond the local level to the county and then to the state. 

In July 19451 the Military Government teams in the field had 
restored German county ( Landkreis) and city ( Stadtkreis) admin· 
istrations throughout our zone and had appointed the key German 
officials. They had also established regional ( Regierungsbezirk) 
administrations to supervise several counties. Our Military Govern
ment officials still retained final control but much of the detailed 
work was now in German hands. Local government was recovering 
from the paralysis which followed surrender. 

Before we could move ahead with state governments we had to 
create the states. This was made more difficult by the boundaries 
between the zones. No real consideration was given to the traditional 
pattern or to convenience in administration in fixing the line between 
east and west Germany. It was drawn before we landed in Nor
mandy, when there was a lack of confidence in some quarters as to 
its success. It has been alleged that Mr. Churchill and his associates, 
underestimating the power of the Allied forces, considered this line 
to represent a major diplomatic victory for the Western countries 
which would save western Europe from Soviet domination. It was 
the line which stopped the advance of Communism to the west but 
it was far behind the forward position of our armies. 

Likewise little consideration was given to the maintenance of old 
state lines in delineating the boundaries of the three western zones. 
We had accepted southern Germany as our area of occupation with 
reluctance and then only with the Bremen area2 included under our 
control to provide us with a port of entry. It was separated from our 
zone by the British Zone and depended upon the latter for economic 
support. In carving out an area for the French to occupy, we had 
cut the old states of Wuerttemberg and Baden each into two parts. 
Only in Bavaria did we have a traditional state, although it too had 
suffered from loss of territory to the French Zone. However, it was 
fairly easy to set up a state administration there, since it had main
tained some of its traditional autonomy in administration under the 
Nazi regime. Even Hitler had paid some attention to the Bavarian 
pride which has resulted in many separatist movements. 

Therefore we established the first German state administration' 
in Munich under a cabinet which included ministries for interior, 
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finance, economics, education and religion, and labor. Then we de
cided that neither North Wuerttemberg nor North Baden was large 
enough to make into a state so we combined them into a single 
state, Wuerttemberg-Baden, with its capital in Stuttgart. We faced 
another problem in Hesse, where much of the area had been ad
ministered for years as a province of Prussia. Here our original plans. 
to form the states of Hessen-Nassau, with its capital at Darmstadt, 
and Hesse, with its capital in Marburg, were changed in response 
to many requests from Germans to form the single state of Gross 
Hesse, later called Hesse, with its capital at Wiesbaden. The forma
tion of this state was announced on September 19, 1945. We now had 
three states in our zone under German administrations headed by 
minister-presidents whom we had appointed. 

These three states and the Bremen Enclave moved rapidly to 
form their government structures: In the absence of central govern
ment they were made responsible within their borders for many 
activities formerly conducted by the Reich, such as postal, telephone, 
and telegraph services, rail and highway transport. Of course these 
services should have been nationwide in scope or, since this was 
impossible, at least zone-wide. Thus we felt the need for some form 
of zonal co-ordinating machinery. It was desirable for the German 
states to start working together and preferably in an organization 
which would lead their officials to a better understanding of the 
federal type of government. 

To accomplish this, on October 5, 1945, we established a Council 
of States or Laenderrat, composed of the minister-presidents of the 
three states in our zone (later Bremen was included). We did not 
want to have a capital for the United States Zone as it might lead 
to charges that we were setting up a separate government. Never
theless, to facilitate the working of the Laenderrat, we authorized 
it to have a permanent secretariat in Stuttgart and to form working 
committees of lesser state officials to consider specific problems of 
common interest, such as the resettlement of refugees, the collection 
and distribution of food, and the allocation of transport and commu
nications facilities. Although the Laenderrat was not given executive 
authority, its agreements, when approved by Military Government, 
could be issued as decrees in each state by its minister-president. 

Its organization was worked out between Military Government 
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and the German minister-presidents by a small staff under Dr. Pol
lock. To provide direct liaison, an American representative who re
ported directly to me was designated as Co-ordinator of Regional 
Government and given an office in Stuttgart. Dr. Pollock was the 
logical choice for this important position. He spoke German well, 
was acquainted intimately with its past political history, and was 
an expert in modern political developments. His proved to. be the 
right hand to guide the Laenderrat into a better understanding of 
the principles of democratic responsibility. 

Our state problems were not ended, though, as the Bremen En
clave was in difficulty. A part of the enclave lay. outside the city 
limits and really belonged to the British Zone. The three port cities 
-Bremen, Bremerhaven, and Wesermuende-depended on a hinter
land which was entirely under British control. We worked with 
British Military Government to try to find a solution and finally 
transferred the area outside of the port cities proper back to British 
control. For a while we ran local government in Bremen under the 
policy control of British Military Government in the effort to fit the 
enclave into a higher pattern of political and economic life. 

With the creation of the Laenderrat, by November 1945 we were 
able to report that German administrative machinery was function
ing at village, city, county, and state level and was being co-ordinated 
on a zonal basis by the Laenderrat. Still the German officials were 
appointees of the occupying authority and were neither selected 
by nor responsible to the German people. We had set the stage for 
democratic government but had given it no life. Administration in 
itself was only a means to an end, the creation of responsible Ger
man government. 
· The overthrow of the Nazi regime which had ruled Germany for 
twelve years left a political vacuum. This had to be £lied promptly 
with democratic leadership while we were still there to prevent the 
growth of new totalitarian systems under different names. I was con
vinced that we could neither hesitate nor delay. 

In August we had authorized the formation within the Kreis or 
county of political parties' which subscribed to democratic prin
ciples, and had encouraged them to political activity. Organization 
meetings, which were held immediately, were well attended and 
orderly. This led us in November to extend authority for the political 
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parties to organize on a state-wide basis. It also was timely to take 
the first step in making German administrations responsible to the 
people. 

I was convinced that the soundest way to restore political govern· 
ment was from the ground up rather than from the top down, and 
that elections should be held progressively from the village to the 
state level. While my advisers in the Civil Administration Division 
had advocated elections for some time, they became lukewann when 
I was ready to fix a date. Now it was too cold for the voters to turn 
out and too early in the occupation for them to have developed a 
real political interest which would draw them to the polls. Even 
Dr. Pollock, the foremost advocate of early elections, accepted their 
misgivings. I remember remarking to him that to learn to swim you 
have to get in the water. I think I also enjoyed teasing him a little 
about a liberal professor of political science trying to restrain a 
hard-boiled soldier running a military occupation from promptly 
restoring the ballot to a people who had been deprived of their 
right to vote. 

The first elections were set in January 1946 to allow sufficient time 
for the states to issue electoral laws precluding fanner Nazis from 
becoming candidates and preventing active Nazis from voting. They 
were held in villages ( Gemeinden) with fewer than 20,000 inhab
itants. We took care to see that anned troops were not on duty in 
the election districts and asked occupation personnel to keep off the 
streets as much as possible. Final returns showed that 86 per cent of 
those eligible had voted, an extraordinarily high percentage for 
any local election and almost twice what we would expect at home. 
Thus we were able to give local government, which under the Nazis 
had little if any autonomy and since surrender necessarily had been 
dominated by military government, a base of popular support and 
understanding. 

The next step was elections for county ( Landkreis) councils, and 
council~ in the larger towns ( Gemeinden) having more than 20,000 
inhabitants, held on April .28, 1946. They too were successful, and 
while not so large a percentage of the eligible voters participated, 
more than 71 per cent did, which was a satisfactory turnout. It was 
interesting to find that these elections returned to office a majority 
of the officials we had appointed, indicating that our appointees 
had not been branded as collaborators. In May the elections held 
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for city ( Stadtkrei.s) councils drew more than 80 per cent partic
ipation of the eligible voters. They completed the election cycle to 
return local governmental responsibility to elected public officials. 

We were now ready for the ne11.1 phase of our effort, the return of 
state governments to the German people.· \\'bile the minister-presi
dents had in January 1946 established State Advisory Parliamentary 
Assemblies whose members were selected by political parties and 
other groups, these assemblies were not responsible to the electorate 
nor did they have any real power. Therefore, early in i946 we re
quested the minister-presidents to have preliminary constitutions 
drawn up and to arrange for the election of constitutional assem
blies to consider these drafts. Tentatively the work of the con
stitutional assemblies was to be completed by Septemlier 15 for 
submission to popular referendum not later than November 3. The 
drafting commissions were appointed promptly and had the draft 
constitutions ready for consideration by the constitutional assemblies 
which were elected on June 30. This voting also proceeded smoothly 
and attracted a heavy vote. The assemblies convened on July 15, 
completed their work in October, and submitted their work for our 
approval. While there were many differences of detail in the three 
constitutions,5 all represented a high concept of democracy. Many 
of their clauses were taken word for word from the constitution of 
the Weimar Republic, and others from those adopted by the Ger
man states between 1919 and 1923. They did contain some provisions 
such as proportional representation which we did not favor but 
which could not be considered in violation of democratic principles 
and were therefore accepted as representing the wishes of the elec
torate. The three constitutions established parliamentary forms of 
government and guaranteed independent judiciaries with judicial 
review of the constitutionality of legislation. They contained ex· 
cellent provisions which defined and safeguarded the basic rights 
of the individual. 

In approving these documents it was made clear that Military 
Government maintained the right to intervene and exercise supreme 
authority to accomplish our objectives. Those powers necessary "to 
effectuate the basic policy of the occupation" were reserved. Like
wise it was made clear that under the state constitutions measures 
could not be. taken which would interfere 'vith or make more diffi· 
cult the exercise of national government either by :Military Govern· 
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ment or as· subsequently established in a national constitution. The 
form of letters of approval with their express reservation of authority, 
and with their acceptance of certain provisions under specifically 
defined interpretations of their meaning, was used later by the three 
military governors in approving the Basic Law, or provisional con· 
stitution, for western Germany. 

The constitutions were ratified8 by large majorities. In Wuerttem
berg-Baden more than 72 per cent of the eligible voters took part in 
the voting, on March 24, which at the same time elected members 
of the State Parliament or Landtag. On December 1 the voters in 
Bavaria and Hesse gave overwhelming approval to the constitutions 
and elected their parliaments. We were now· ready to place state 
governments in the hands of elected officials. 

The new parliaments met at once to form these governments. Dr. 
Geiler, our appointee in Hesse, now rector of Heidelberg University, 
was succeeded by Christian Stock of the SPD {Social Democratic 
party), a former trade union official. In Wuerttemberg-Baden Dr. 
Reinhold Maier of the FOP (Free Democratic party) continued to 
head a coalition government, and in Bavaria Dr. Wilhelm Hoegner 
of the SPD was replaced by Dr. Hans Ehard of the CSU (Christian 
Social Union). This represented only a change within the coalition 
cabinet in Bavaria, for Dr. Hoegner became deputy minister-presi· 
dent when Ehard moved over from the Ministry of Justice to take 
his place. 

Thus the three states in our zone entered 1947 with almost full 
self-responsibility for government. To insure their freedom of action 
within our basic policy, a directiver was issued to define clearly the 
powers which Military Government would retain and the relation
ships which we expected between our state offices of Military 
Government and the state governments. So that it would· be clear 
to the Germans in ratifying their constitutions that they were being 
granted real powers, it was published on September 30. It was the 
forerunner of the Occupation Statute which was to be given western 
Gerina:oy by the three Western· occupying powers almost three years 
later. EleCted governments novv existed at all levels in· our zone· and 
these governments had· backgrounds of legal authority subject to· 
challemge in independent <.:ourts if deemed in violation· of consti· 
tutional authority. It was up to iliem to win the respect and con· 
fidence of the German people. 
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When we moved ahead with these steps in the political reconstruc· 

tion of our zone we hoped that parallel action would be .taken in 
other zones so that the Allied Control Cou0cjl would have no diffi
culty in setting up for all Germany the central administrations re· 
quired by the Potsdam Agreement and so that these administrations 
would flnd the structures of state government available to facilitate 
their work. Our example in holding early elections was not followed 
in the other zones until September 1946, when municipal and county 
elections were held, and even then there was little choice left to the 
voters in the Soviet zone, as in many places the SED list of candidates 
was the only one placed before them. 

However, when we started political reconstruction in 1945 we did 
not foresee its importance in the later development of West Ger
many. Soviet plans for expansion were then well concealed and their 
representatives and vassals had not yet succeeded in dominating the 
the states of eastern Europe which were soon to become Soviet 
satellites. When the issue was drawn, the elected German admin
istrations in our zone were steadfast in their opposition to Com
munism and in this way alone proved their value. 

Perhaps the most significant development in western Germany, 
and particularly in our zone and the British Zone, was the healthy 
growth of political parties.8 In November 1945 they were authorized 
to form and work on a state-wide basis. The state parties in our 
zone were shortly co-operating through informal working committees 
which we made legal by approving their formal organization on a 
zone-wide basis. 

The resulting rebirth of old and the formation of new parties is 
perhaps the most concrete outward evidence of political reconstruc
tion. The authorization granted for the resumption of party activities 
was used almost immediately by political leaders first on a state and 
then on a zonal basis. A study of their development is essential to an 
understanding of present-day Germany. 

Under Hitler there was only one party. In the Weimar Republic 
the left had been composed of Social Democrats, Democrats, and 
Communists; the center, of the Catholic Center party and the 
Bavarian People's Party; and the right, of the People's Party, the 
Nationalists, and the National Socialists. In the new Germany after 
Hitler, the rightist groups practically disappeared, the Communists 
were a small and extreme leftist group, and the two great parties 
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were both moderates: the SPD (SOcial Demoeratic.party), slightly 
left of center, and the CDU (Christian Democratic Union), slightly 
right. Smaller parties, also for the most part slightly to the right 
of center, held the balance of power. 

The oldest party, the SPD, derives its basic strength from indus
trial workers. It advocates the socialization of means of production 
and distribution by peaceful and legal methods. It desires that the 
so-called monopolistic industries be taken from private owners and 
turned over to a system of ownership and management on a co
operative basis by the states, trade unions, and co-operatives. It 
opposes nationalization-that is, ownership by central government. 
It supports a strongly centralized government and proportional 
representation, and opposes Church influence in public schools. Its 
leader, Dr. Kurt Schumacher, lives in Hanover in the British Zone. 
However, it had able men in our zone, including the heads of state 
governments in Bremen and Hesse, Dr. Wilhelm Kaisen and 
Christian Stock. Other leaders in our zone were Erwin Schoettle 
in Wuerttemberg-Baden, and Waldemar von Knoeringen in Bavaria. 

The other great party to emerge was the Christian Democratic 
Union. It is a combination of Catholics and Protestants founded 
in the belief that all Christians should band together against the 
rise of Communism. Its strength is derived principally from the rural 
districts. It supports a true federal structure of government. It op
poses socialism but believes that the capitalistic system should be 
modified by having government participate together with private 
capital in the <?wnership of major industries. Other\vise, it favors a 
free economy. It supports the right of parents to determine the sort 
of school their children shall attend, and confessional schools. It 
opposes proportional representation. Of particular interest is the 
support which the CDU gives to a united western Europe and to a 
reconciliation with France~ Its leader, Dr. Konrad Adenauer, became 
president of the Parliamentary Council and was appointed the .first 
Chancellor of the West German Republic in September 1949. 
Leaders in our zone include Dr. Werner Hilpert, Dr. Erich Koehler, 
and Dr. Ludwig Erhard. Dr. Hilpert was Finance Minister in the 
coalition cabinet in Hesse; Dr. Koehler, the able president of the 
Economic Council; and Dr. Erhard, the director of economics for 
the bizonal area. Dr. Erhard is deserving of special mention as his 
advocacy of a free economy became a major issue in the .first general 
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elections held in 1949. He removed· many· rontrols following cur
rency reform, which required moral courage. ·Despite the abilities 
of its leaders, the CDU is not as effectively organized as the SPD, 
nor does it have comparable party discipline. 

The CDU combined with the CSU appears to have been stronger 
than the SPD. The CSU differs little from the CDU. It is more 
predominantly Catholic and exists only in Bavaria. It favors a weak 
federal structure of government. Its leaders are Dr. Hans Ehard, 
Dr. Josef Mueller, who founded this party, and Dr. Alois Hund~ 
hammer. Were it not for typical Bavarian insistence on going it 
alone, the CSU would amalgamate with the CDU. 

In the same Bavarian spirit, two smaller parties have developed 
in that state. One of these, the Bavaria party, led by Joseph Baum
gartner, is rightist and would be nationalist if it did not base its 
principal appeal on the cry "Bavaria for Bavarians." The other, the 
Economic Reconstruction party ( W A V), beaded by Alfred Loritz, 
opposes Bavarian separatism and supports a federal structure of 
government. It advocates a referendum for all important measures 
and government by experts. Its colorful leader, who alternates be
tween palaces and jails, keeps it in the limelight. All in all, Bavarian 
politics, though varied, are never dull. 

The third major party started in Hesse in 1946 as the organization 
of liberals. Other organizations with the same objectives started 
shortly thereafter under other names. Finally they joined together 
to form the FDP, or Free Democratic party. It is politically progres
sive and economically conservative, a true party of free enterprise. I 
suppose it might also be called a party of the "rugged individualists." 
Its leaders include Dr. Theodor Heuss and Dr. Reinbold Maier, 
minister-president of Wuerttemberg-Baden. This party joined the 
CDU to form the first government of West Germany. 

The Communist party ( KPD) bas its main strength in our zone 
in the Mannbeim area. However, its voting strength in the zone is 
just a little over 5 per cent. Its tight party discipline has not helped 
it to expand in the face of rising hatred of Russia. Its principal 
leader, Max Reimann, is in the British Zone. Its leaders in our zone, 
which include Walter Fisch, Oskar Mueller, and Albert Buchmann, 
are largely party hacks. 

Two parties located largely in the British Zone have some ad
herents in our zone. One of these, the Center party (Zentrum), is 
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left of the CDU. So far its strength is limited to North Rhine. 
Westphalia. The other, the German party (DP), is a rightist party 
in which nationalistic elements predominate. It has as yet developed 
little strength in western Germany as a whole, and practically none 
in our zone. 

The growth of these political parties indicates to me that there 
is considerable vigor left in German political life. It is regrettable that 
there are so many. However, they have played their part in restoring 
state governments and in the work of the bizonal administration, 
the Economic Council and the Parliamentary Council at Bonn. Their 
presence and the heavy vote which they have drawn collectively 
in all elections indicate to me that the oft-heard charge of political 
apathy in Germany is difficult to prove. Certainly if the existence 
of well-organized political parties is valid evidence, political recon
struction in Germany has made considerable progress. 

However, the story of political reconstruction within our zone is 
incomplete without a description of the contribution made by the 
Laenderrat.9 While this was a temporary council of the states given 
only limited authority to co-ordinate the activities of the states in our 
zone, it developed a faith in democratic procedures and an expe
rience in limited central authority which paved the way for West 
German Government in a form we could accept. Its members were 
to play active roles in creating the new government. 

For more than a year the Laenderrat was aided in its work only 
by committees composed of state officials. As elections progressed, 
it became increasingly conscious of its lack of a popular base and in 
September 1946 asked permission to add an Advisory Parliamentary 
Council. This request was not approved until after state elections 
were held, and even then direct election of its members were pro
hibited. We still did not want to overemphasize the governmental 
nature of the Laenderrat. The Advisory Council was therefore com
posed of twent1-four representatives from the elected state parlia
ments. Indirectly it provided some measurement of popular support 
for the work of the Laenderrat. 

In March 1947 the president of the Bremen Senate was permitted 
at his request to participate in the deliberations. Bremen10 bad been 
excluded from representation because it operated under British 
policy just as Berlin was excluded because it was under quadri
partite control. Bremen was never satisfied '\\ith this arrangement. 
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It had always maintained strong trade ties with the United States 
and wanted to be under our policy control. The attempt which we 
had made to administer the enclave under British policy had failed. 
Therefore, by mutual consent, we abrogated the earlier agreement 
on October 30, 1946, and made the enclave a state in our zone. Its 
Senate was authorized to prepare its constitution, which was ratified 
by its electorate on October 12, 1947. 

During the two years in which the Laenderrat served .as the co
ordinating agency for our zone I met with it in Stuttgart once each 
month with rare exception. The first meeting turned out to be the 
pattern of future meetings. I arrived in Stuttgart in the early morn
ing and went directly to Dr. Pollock's office. There, in the Villa 
Reitzenstein, he and his staff briefed me on current issues while the 
Laenderrat and its principal staff assistants assembled in one of the 
large drawing rooms. This attractive villa, set in landscaped gardens 
high on a hill overlooking the city, had been the headquarters of the 
Nazi Gauleiter. As soon as the Laenderrat was assembled, Mr. 
Murphy, Dr. Pollock, our state directors, and I walked in to take 
seats on a platform at one end. Mter a welcome by the chairman, 
I spoke informally on the issues raised by Dr. Pollock. Then the 
meeting was adjourned and the minister-presidents joined me in 
Dr. Pollock's office for coffee. This gathering around the coffee table 
provided the opportunity for frank and informal exchange of views. 

Later, when the Advisory Parliamentary Council11 was established, 
its members also attended the meeting at which I spoke to the 
Laenderrat. I agreed to consider questions from the floor. This 
monthly appearance of a military governor of an occupied area to 
answer members of a parliament representing the occupied people 
must have been unique in the annals of occupations. Regardless of 
lack of precedent, it was a democratic procedure which developed 
better understanding of our purposes. It may also have reminded 
German administrators of their responsibility to the elected repre
sentatives of the people. 

Still, our main benefit came from the informal meetings with the 
minister-presidents over coffee. Dr. Pollock and I were usually 
present, and later the minister-presidents were joined by the presi
dent of the Advisory Parliamentary Council and by the secretary 
general. 

The minister-presidents were interesting, able, and intelli~ent. 
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Dr. Hoegner was a Social Democrat who had opposed the· Hitler 
regime until he was forced to escape to Switzerland. Slightly built, 
he had great energy and a real appreciation of sound democratic 
principles. His successor, Dr. Ehard, was a lawyer and jurist of 
repute, with a clear head and a firm belie£ in constitutional proce
dure. Beset by the difficulties of Bavarian politics, he remained a 
staunch defender of the democratic processes. Dr. Maier had been 
a deputy in the Reichstag of the Weimar Republic. Although heavily 
built, his health had suffered in the past years and the exacting 
duties of office were a severe physical strain. His intelligent and 
attractive wife was Jewish, and she had fled with their children to 
England so that our entry into Germany had united the family after 
eight years of separation. He was a kindly, gentle man who loved 
the Swabian inheritance and, through his understanding, contrib
uted much to the harmony of the meetings. Dr. Geiler was dignified 
and impressive. His reputation as an able lawyer was outstanding. 
Perhaps more ambitious than his colleagues, he was less inclined 
to impulsive responses and remarks and always weighed his com
ments carefully. He was succeeded by Christian Stock, largely a 
self-made man, who probably did not have the educational back
ground of his colleagues but was a man of the people, close to their 
thinking. Herr Kaisen from Bremen, a former journalist and civil 
servant, was businesslike at all times. Impatient with dialectics, he 
was practical and realistic, essentially a man of action. 

We were fortunate to have a succession of able men as Co-ordina
tors of Regional Government. When Dr. Pollock returned to his 
university duties he was succeeded by Colonel William Dawson, a 
Cleveland lawyer and member of the staff of Western Reserve 
University. At my request he removed his uniform, as I felt it most 
desirable to have a civilian in this important political task. Colonel 
Dawson was intelligent, democratic to the core, kind, and endowed 
with a homespun philosophy and humor which won the respect 
and affection of all who were associated with him. His influence on 
German thinking and his contribution to a real understanding of 
basic democratic principles were of inestimable value. Mter his 
death on February 11, 1947, American associates raised a fund in 
his honor for a German scholarship at Western Reserve University 
and German admirers established an American scholarship at Hei· 
delber)Z University. He was followed by his deputy, Dr. Charles 
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Winning of the faculty of New York University, who had been ·with 
Military Government from the start and was well qualified to carry 
on the work. 

The informal meeting with the minister-presidents was always 
followed by an informal session with the press on the events of the 
day. It was at Stuttgart _that these meetings were first opened to 
German press representatives. They must also have been the intro
duction to German reporters of the "question and answer" relation
ship which marks the American press conference. It gave them a 
concept of what we meant when speaking of the responsibility of 
public officials to the press. At the initial meeting they could not 
believe they were permitted to question the deputy military gov
ernor. They watched the give-and-take with the Allied press for 
several meetings before they gained enough con£.dence to ask 
questions freely, and on the whole intelligently. Later, German 
reporters attended conferences in Berlin and Frankfurt at which they 
also learned much from Allied press representatives. They were no 
longer overawed by their own officials. They learned to demand that 
their questions receive appropriate consideration and reply. Today, 
editorial condemnation is certain to result for the public official who 
refuses. 

In the early afternoon I met with our state directors to discuss 
current problems and to keep them abreast of policy developments. 

These monthly meetings were used sometimes to express major 
policy and at other times to ask for the assistance of the minister· 
presidents in the accomplishment of our democratic objectives. 
They provided the opportunity to charge the minister-presidents 
with specific responsibilities and to remind them of failures to carry 
out these responsibilities or of deviation from our expressed policies. 
Thus the record of these meetings in many ways reflects the develop· 
ment and execution of American policy. 

In the first meeting the Laenderrat was told: "United States policy 
in Germany is a firm policy. It may seem hard but it has been made 
so to destroy the war potential of Germany. It does not have as its 
purpose the destruction of Germany as an economic unit, nor the 
destruction of the German people. It includes as a primary objective 
complete denazification. Our policy likewise includes complete 
demilitarization. This means not only a breaking up of military 
forces, but also a deindustrialization directed principally_ at heavy 
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industries. Concentration of industrial power will be dispersed and 
will not be permitted to re-form." 

On the other hand, it was told: "We propose to return to you as 
quickly as possible the responsibility for self-government. We pro
pose to return to you a free press and a free radio at the earliest 
possible date. You now have complete freedom of religious worship. 
We also propose to remove any obstacles which we may find placed 
in the way of liberal educational opportunities. We do not wish to 
establish a zonal German capital. Therefore, we propose as an in
terim measure to establish here in Stuttgart a Council of Minister
Presidents. Since you will in fact develop the measures necessary 
for full co-ordination between your units, it must be assumed that 
each of you individually will carry out what you have agreed to 
collectively. I wish to emphasize that, within United States policy, 
yours is the responsibility. We will not dictate to you except as you 
violate expressed policy." . 

General McNarney, who had just assumed command, attended 
the December meeting. It was then that the election codes were 
approved and that the minister-presidents were charged with the 
responsibility for further denazification, including determining the 
extent to which active Nazis would be denied the franchise: 

"VVe have recently received your proposed election codes. We 
have decided to approve those codes which exclude from the fran
chise certain categories of former Nazis as set forth in our directive. 
We do this in full recognition that such exclusion of a large number 
of voters is not a complete fulfillment of the democratic process. 
However, we feel strongly that those Germans who were not affili
ated with the Nazi party must form an elected government. We are 
also most anxious that the minister-presidents prepare a program 
or a plan for continuing and completing denazification." 

In the January 1947 meeting it was informed: 
"It seems to me you have been given now the full measure of self

responsibility which is possible until some form of provisional 
government is established for Germany as a whole. . . . Although 
these constitutions provide for the requisite ceding of state power to 
a national or federal government, the exact powers which will be 
so ceded have not and cannot be formulated untU a constitutional 
convention or congress has developed the nnal form of national 
~ovemmf:'nt." 
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In the absence of a national constitution it would prove difficult 
to distinguish clearly between the legislative responsibility of the 
Laenderrat and the state parliaments. However, Military. Govern
ment policy was "to maintain a high degree of local responsibility 
and to hold national (zonal) legislation to the essential minimum." 
State legislation must be .confined to state matters and thus "must 
be examined prior to formal approval by Military Government to 
make sure that it does not conflict with quadripartite matters either 
enacted or under consideration, or with uniform measures adopted 
in the American Zone." . 

The Laenderrat accepted the responsibility for denazification. In 
March 1946 it completed measures for this purpose and asked to 
present them for approval in Munich. This was the city in which 
Hitler made his first effort to grasp power and the minister-presi· 
dents believed it fitting that it also be the scene of the closing 
chapter. We met in the council chamber of the old Rathaus, a 
mellow, paneled room dating back to the Middle Ages, which re
tained its beauty and dignity although much of the building was 
bomb-damaged. The minister-presidents of Bavaria and Wuerttem
berg-Baden and the Minister of Denazification of Hesse made short 
speeches to indicate their sincerity of purpose. Dr. Hoegner stated:· 

"We are fully conscious of the difficulty of our task. Without a 
thorough purging, no democratic reconstruction and no re-education 
of the German people will be possible." 

The law was signed by the minister-presidents in formal ceremony 
and then presented to me for signature. In signing in General 
McNamey's name, I said: 

"It has been a basic policy and is a basic policy of Military 
Government to eliminate National Socialism and militarism-to that 
we are pledged. It has never been our desire to accomplish that by 
arbitrary methods. The responsibility for self-government of a 
people carries with it the responsibility for determining those who 
would destroy self-government and for taking measures which 
would prevent its ever happening again." 

I then congratulated the minister-presidents on their sincerity 
and courage, and reminded them: "The rights of a people can be 
protected only when there is a leadership that has the vision and 
courage to protect these rights. To live as free men in a society of 
free men l'equires courage and determination." 
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Perhaps s.ome instances of the use of these meetings to express 
our firm intent to accomplish our objectives will add to an under
standing of their value. The November session provided the oppor
tunity to express disappointment over the progress of denazification 
and regret that the political will and determination to punish those 
who deserved punishment had not yet developed. 

When Bavaria protested rulings of the Laenderrat, it was neces
sary to speak sharply: "We are apprehensive that excessive state 
pride is beginning to arise. The Council must demonstrate to Ger
many and to the world its readiness and its capability for self
government." 

On another occasion I was shocked with a German recommenda
tion to lower the ration of displaced persons to the German level. 
It was necessary to remind the Laenderrat that other nations were 
sending in the additional food for the displaced persons and that 
Germany was fortunate not to be forced to assume the entire burden 
of support for these unfortunate people who were there through 
no fault or desire of their own but as a result of ruthless Nazi action. 
I refused to forward to our government a request to reduce the 
number of expellees, pointing out that if there had been no German 
aggression and if the expellees had been loyal to their country of 
residence the problem would not exist. We became distressed over 
the treatment being accorded to the expellees which came in part 
from wishful thinking that their stay in Germany was temporary. 
Therefore, in February 1947, the minister-presidents were advised 
of our concern in the words: 

"These people are with you. They must be absorbed and your 
good citizenship in the future depends on the manner in which you 
absorb them. If it continues as at present, you will be establishing 
a minority group fostering hatred and hostility for years. You should 
know the difficulties that minority groups have caused in the past." 

On several occasions it was necessary to insist on improved food 
collections as a requisite to continued Americim aid. ·· · 

Fortunately it was seldom that meetings had to be devoted to 
admonitions. In December 1945 the Laenderrat was told: 'We shall 
approve with the beginning of January 1 ration period a 1550-calorie 
ration. Hunger and starvation have never been United States ob
jectives. My government has authorized me to say to you that it will 
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support a 1550-calorie ration, the cost of which will be paid by 
Germany when it is ab16 to pay." . 

Later our intent to return further responsibilities to German 
hands was announced: "It is our purpose to return the supervision 
of transportation (from the Army) to the Laender.and its co-ordinaM 
tion to you." . · 

In August 1946 the Laenderrat was informed of a special interest 
we had in the state constitutions: "Something which is always dear 
to the hearts of Americans is the provision which is made in the 
Constitution for the protection of the rights of the individual." 

Also it was asked to support our effort to liberalize the education 
system, and reminded: "The future working people of the world will 
never be satisfied with an educational system that does not offer to 
the poorest child the same opportunity it offers to the most fortunate 
child. • . . Many civilizations which have lived in the past and 
contributed much to the world, because they lived in the past, have 
disappeared." 

The Laenderrat was authorized soon after it was formed to meet 
at any time with the minister-presidents of other zones. It began to 
work with their associates in the British Zone to plan the economic 
merger of the two zones. However, this work was made difficult as 
their British Zone associates had no similar organization but. were 
members only of a large Zonal Advisory Council which General 
Sir Brian Robertson had established. It made one unsuccessful 
effort to hold a conference of the minister-presidents of all four 
zones in Munich in June 1947. The French Zone officials were denied 
permission to attend and the Soviet Zone officials, puppets as they 
were, came only to use the occasion to create confusion and disrup
tion. They attempted to repeat in thin disguise the Soviet charges 
against the Western Powers, but the Western officials refused to 
allow the meeting to be used for such purposes. 

The task given to the Laenderrat was not an easy one. It had to 
undertake measures difficult for a strong government and depend 
upon mutual co-operation for their accomplishment. Some idea of 
the range of its activities may be obtained from a listing of only a 
few of the measures it enacted. They included laws for the redress 
of Nazi wrongs, the revision of civil procedures, the prevention of 
misuse of foreign relief. land resettlement and reform, the extension 
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of social insurance benefits to expellees, the revision of the criminal 
code and court procedures, the placement of labor, and employment 
insurance. 

Its most effective work was accomplished in 1946 and early 1947. 
By then, financial and economic matters were handled by the bizonal 
administration and there was little left for the Laenderrat. Its mem· 
hers sat in the upper house of this organization. Therefore it was 
discontinued on June 1, 1948, and its members joined with their 
British associates in meeting informally each month with General 
Robertson and me. The new group was advisory and had no gov
ernmental responsibility. 

I regretted seeing it disband. Any personal influence which I may 
have exerted through these monthly meetings and the close associa
tion which they developed was reduced substantially. Although 
General Robertson and I saw most things alike, we could not know 
exactly how each would reply to questions raised when we talked 
with the minister-presidents of both zones. Thus our answers were 
less frank and more guarded, so that the meetings never became 
the friendly exchanges of views which had characterized my talks 
with the Laenderrat. Moreover, the forum provided by the monthly 
meeting was gone. 

In our £nal session I praised the democratic character and con
structive nature of the role it had played in the reconstruction of 
our zone, saying: 

"In the more than two years the Laenderrat has been in existence, 
I have found it always striving to represent the interests of the 
German people. I have found the Laenderrat always trying to ac· 
complish its results through democratic processes which they believe 
in and which we believe in. I have found the minister-presidents 
zealous of the rights of the states which they represent, but I think 
always willing to compromise these rights in the interests of the 
common good. It is for that reason that I regret being here for the 
last time." 

In the spring of 1948 a second political cycle was started with the 
election of new local councils. The participation of eligible voters 
continued high in quiet and orderly voting, in which, significantly, 
there was a loss of ground by the Communist party which at no time 
represented more than 7 to 8 per cent of the electorate in our zone. 

It is timely now to return to the work of the Allied Control 
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Council while German administration was being established in the 
four zones. It was in this period when it seemed as if the Allied 
Control Council might work successfully that different types of 
administration developed in each zone,· which made for greater 
difficulty in bringing them together. 



CHAPTER 6 

The Control Council 
Functions 

A V-J PARADE of the troops of the four armies of 
occupation, held in Berlin on September 7, 1945, 

was more symbolic of the relationships which were to develop in 
the Allied Control Council than we realized at the time. This 
parade was arranged by the four Berlin commandants, who believed 
that it would demonstrate to the German people the unanimity of 
purpose and the will to co-operate of the occupying powers. Regard
less of this high intent, it was almost called off at the last minute, 
owing to the insistence of Soviet representatives that it be led by 
their contingent of troops. Normally the details of such a ceremony 
would not have come to my attention. This time General Parks 
called to say that Marshal Zhukov had intervened to support his 
representatives in insisting that Soviet troops lead the parade. I 
approved General Parks's position that we would march anywhere 
provided our position was determined by lot .. 

When we arrived at the reviewing stand near the Brandenberg 
Gate we found that a large number of senior Soviet officers had 
pre-empted the most prominent place in the center of the stand. It 
was obvious that this was planned to hold the place for Marshal 
Zhukov. He was the senior commander present and no one ques
tioned his right to the place of honor had it been taken gracefully. 
As it was, we were vexed. I had invited General Patton to be our 
senior reviewing officer. Marshal Zhukov drove up shortly after our 
arrival. No longer in neld uniform, he presented a dazzling appear-
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ance in the blue dress uniform, decorated in red and gold, of a 
marshal of the Soviet Union. He was wearing all his medals and 
there was barely room on his broad chest to display them. General 
Patton turned to me and said: "Damn it, Lucius, why didn't you 
warn me? I would have worn mine and I would have matched him 
too." General Patton did not need his medals; his immaculate 
appearance and military bearing sufficed. Nevertheless, he wa~ only 
partly joking, because he sensed, as did most of us, that this was 
a deliberate Soviet effort to take sole credit for the capture of 
Berlin and major credit for the defeat of Germany. The Soviet con~ 
tingent had won first place in the lottery and, as !remember, we 
had drawn last place. Throughout the parade the Soviet commander 
and his staff acted as if the review was theirs alone, but when the 
head of our marching column reached the stand General Patton 
whispered to me: "This is wher~ you and I step forward." We then 
stepped a pace forward, where we stood while our troops passed in 
review. I may say, too, we did so with great pride as the soldiers of 
the 82d Airborne Division and the armor of the 2d Armored Divi~ 
sion were magnificent that day. General Pa,tton's action was under
stood by them, and I believe by everyone present. Soviet acts had 
ruined the spirit in which the parade had been arranged and no 
further attempt to hold a combined review was ever made. 

Meanwhile Army General Koenig became the French representa
tive on the Control Council and French commander in chief in 
Germany. He had played a heroic part in the French fighting in 
North Mrica and had won respect as an able military leader. He 
headed the organized French resistance after the Normandy land
ings and was an ardent supporter and admirer of General de Gaulle. 
Koenig had no confidence in our ability to restore a democratic 
German nation. In particular, he was opposed to Berlin's becoming 
the capital of a revived Germany, and during our four years of 
a.~sociation he came to Berlin as infrequently as possible and always 
with reluctance. Even during the blockade, when I disliked leaving 
Berlin, I had to meet him in Frankfurt if we were to transact busi
ness. In our capacities as comman,ders in chief of American and 
French troops, we worked together closely and without friction. 
Otherwise our relations as military governors executing diverg~nt 
policies would have been more difficult. 

Relations among the occupying. powers w~re reflected. in the 
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debates of the Allied Control Council and even more in those or 
the Co-ordinating Committee of deputies, which met much oftener. 
It was customary for the Co-ordinating Committee to send to the 
Council only resolved issues requiring formal approval or issues 
which it could not settle after prolonged debate. The members of 
the Committee became intimately acquainted with each other and 
three of them later became representatives of their countries on the 
Council. 

The original British member, General Weeks, remained in Ger
many only a few weeks because of ill-health and was succeeded by 
General Sir Brian Robertson, son of the distinguished field marshal 
who had been chief of the Imperial General Staff. Robertson had 
been with Montgomery in North Africa and with Alexander in Italy 
in senior administrative capacity and had worked closely with our 
staff and supply representatives. We had something in common as 
he too had started his Army service as an engineer officer. Later 
he served with the League of Nations and had then left the Army 
to follow a successful business career in South Africa. He returned 
for the second World War and had received rapid promotion. In 
appearance he was typical of what we have come to expect from the 
regular British officer-well groomed, poised, and reserved almost 
to the point of stiffness. It was difficult to break through this out
ward reserve, yet I found him sensitive, warm, and friendly. His was 
the intelligence of the educated and disciplined mind. In the later 
days of stress and strain he proved a staunch associate. In our 
bizonal affairs there were many times when we disagreed so vehew 
mently as to threaten our relationship. However, neither of us let 
the day close after such a disagreement without getting in touch 
with the other to repair the damage and to further cement our 
partnership. We learned quickly not to pull punches but to deal 
frankly and openly in all matters. 

General Koeltz, the French representative, was a sincere profes
sional soldier of distinguished military background. He was older 
than the rest of us and handicapped in negotiation by the limited 
authority given him by his government, but his dignified courtesy 
and kindliness endeared him to his associates. Later he was suc
ceeded by the younger General Roger Jean Charles Noiret, who had 
escaped to England with the surrender of France to continue the 
struggle. General Noiret had two sons in the anny and was himself 
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devoted to the military service. He was likewise handicapped by 
limited authority, within which he worked earnestly to maintain 
good will and friendship with his colleagues. Like General Koenig, 
he had little faith in a reformed Germany and would have been 
content with a policy directed to continued occupation and Allied 
control of German government over the years. 

General, later Marshal of the Soviet Union, Sokolovsky was a more 
complex character than Zhukov. Quiet, unassuming, and dignified, 
he was ready in debate, which he flavored with a delightful sense of 
humor and the frequent use of Russian proverbs. I learned to respect 
his ability, and Mrs. Clay and I both developed a genuine friendship 
for him and for Mrs. SokolovsJ.:y. In early charges against the 
Western Allies, he used a manner of presentation which somehow 
drew the sting and indicated that he was carrying out orders. This 
but added to the hurt when I found him without a trace of his former 
warmth and apparently enjoying the situation created in the early 
days of the attempted blockade, when it appeared that it might be 
successful. Still, he was in any circle a man of competence. 

During 1945 the Control Council enacted a substantial number 
of measures.1 Laws were promulgated to terminate and liquidate 
Nazi organizations, to increase taxes, to reorganize the German 
judicial system, to seize the I. G. Farben property, to vest and 
marshal German external assets, and to eliminate and prohibit 
military training. A law to punish persons found guilty of W:ll' 

crimes, crimes against peace, and crimes against humanity was 
based on the principles agreed to in London among the four powers 
and established a uniform legal basis for the prosecution of war 
criminals before tribunals other than the International Tribunal. 
Orders \Vere issued to require the registration of all employables 
and the surrender of arms and ammunition. Directives for uniform 
rationing of gas and electricity, destruction of military installations, 
and limitation and demilitarization of sport activities were to be 
implemented by zone commanders. Nazi additions to the German 
criminal code were repealed. ~ 

However, the principal concern was ·with reparations. Under the 
formula of the l'otsdam Protocol, Germany's productive capacity 
was limited to the industrial requirements which would provide a 
standard of living not greater than the average of the European 
eountrie!l, e::tclnsive nf Ru!sia and the United Kin~dom. P!ants ~n 
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excess of those needed for this productive output were to be made 
available for reparations. It is needless to discuss the complexities of 
this formula except to say that the Economic Directorate's progress 
in determining the level of industry which would result from appli· 
cation of the formula was slow. 

Our experts under the leadership of an outstanding economist, 
Dr. Calvin Hoover of Duke University, had arrived at a steel 
capacity of 7,800,000 tons as essential to a minimum sustaining 
German· economy. The French experts proposed 7,000,000 tons; the 
Russians, 4,500,000 tons based on a per capita allowance which 
when corrected after the population census became 4,900,000 tons; 
and the British, 9,000,000 tons. While we advocated a lower steel 
capacity than did the British, our proposed level of industry did not 
vary materially from their proposal in total productive output be
cause it provided for larger capacities in other industries.11 

Fixing the level of industry was impossible unless we could reach 
an agreement on steel production. I was convinced of the merits of 
the Hoover proposal and was amazed to receive a suggestion from 
the State Department that 3,500,000 tons would be adequate. This 
would have put the United States in favor of a more drastic program 
than any of the other powers. While I did not accept this suggestion, 
it influenced me considerably to propose :Sgures below the 7,800,000 
tons which in the hope of compromise we had settled on as the 
desirable capacity. 

As a result, relations between Soviet and American representa
tives appeared to be friendlier than Soviet and British relations. 
This was only because our position was closer than Britain's to the 
Soviet stand, permitting us to urge the Russian delegation to accept 
a larger capacity and the British to lower their :Sgures. This con
tinued until we moved to stop further deliveries. 

Compromise efforts lasted for weeks and some bitter exchanges 
between British and Soviet representatives developed. During this 
period I frequently visited General Sokolovsky and General Robert• 
son separately, trying to persuade each to make concessions. Toward 
the end of December 1945 a compromise was reached which allowed 
7,500,000 tons of capacity to remain in Germany but restricted 
annual production to 5,800,000 .tons until and unless increased by 
the Allied Control Council. This broke 'the deadlock on the repara-
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tions plan and permitted the experts of the lour powers to proceed 
further with its preparation. . 

In point of fact even the compromise figures drew. some rebuke 
from the State Department, although we were not instructed to 
modify our position. As late as February. 8, 1946, we were advised 
by cable from the State Department to Mr. Murphy that independ
ent experts at home had calculated that from 5,000;000 to 5,500,000 
tons per year would suffice for Germany's needs and that the addi
tional capacity to be retained in Germany was more than was 
needed to sustain the agreed 5,800,000 tons of annual production. 
I bring this out' not in implied criticism but only to show that at 
this time our thinking at home was still very close to a "scorched 
earth" policy. 

The friendly relations which had been established ·between the 
commanders in chief and their deputies extended throughout the 
directorates, committees, and subcommittees. Privately given in
formal luncheons, dinners, and receptions were attended frequently 
by the invited representatives of all four powers and by members of 
the many missions from other countries then in Berlin. On January 
6, 1946, an Allied Grand Ball was held in the Control Council 
building to which the representatives· of each of the four powers 
contributed food, drink, and ·entertainment. In our everyday rela
tions it also looked as though the quadripartite experiment was 
succeeding. 

On the surface the record was promising, but analysis showed 
that the Council had enacted only measures which gave legal status 
in Germany to general international agreements providing for the 
destruction of war potential and the punishment and exclusion from 
office of Nazi leaders. Almost no progress was made toward demo
cratic political reconstruction or the development of economic self
sufficiency with a reasonable standard of living for the German 
people. The real issues at stake were becoming evident. These 
included the establishment of central administrative agencies essen
tial to co-ordination of administration in four zones, free movement 
across zonal boundaries, the determination of reparations, and the 
pooling of German resources. 

On September 22, 1945, our formal proposal for the establishment 
of a central German transport administration8 was ·rejected by 
General Koeltz in the following discussion: · 
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General Koeltz: "The French position has been sufficiently shown 
in the document presented by the Transport Directorate [re
ferring to a minority report by the French member]. The 
French government has made its reservations through diplo
matic channels." 

General Sokolovsky: "Our governments agreed on this point at 
the Potsdam Conference .... We must meet the creation of 
this Transport Department." 

General Clay: "I feel the problem right now is the fundamental 
principle of how we are going to govern Germany. If the Con
trol Council isn't going to establish German administrative 
machinery it might as well fold up as a governing agency and 
become a negotiating agency." 

Again on this subject in the October 12 meeting: 
General Koeltz: "I am perfectly agreed that there should be an 

American, French, British, and Soviet Council [which was in 
fact what the Transport Directorate was] but .I can't agree 
that the Germans should have anything to do with it." 

On October 16 General Sokolovsky replied: 
"The Soviet delegation has always been of the opinion that Ger

man central agencies for transport and communications . . . should 
be created. . . . It is about time in my opinion to start establishing 
these central German agencies." 

On November 23 another attempt was made but General Koeltz 
said once again that his government would not permit him to agree 
to the establishment of any central administrative agency. Badly as 
single control of rail traffic in the four zones was needed, failure to 
obtain this control was even more serious because it signified the 
defeat of our efforts to establish the administrative agencies which 
might have made quadripartite government possible. 
. French determination to decentralize activities in Germany was 
not confined to governmental institutions, and General Koeltz ob
jected to a proposal which would have permitted the federation of 
trade unions throug~out Germany,' saying: 

"The objects of the administration of Germany will be the decen
tralization of political structure and the developing of local respon
sibilities. Thus trade unions are political structures and will be 
clec~ntralized ... 
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The consistency of the French position is illustrated by the refusal 
of French Military Government three years · later, in February 
1949, to permit trade unions in the French Zone to join a federation 
for the three western zones. 

While French opposition prevented progress in setting up Ger
man administrative machinery, discussions in the Co-ordinating 
Committee raised doubts ·as to the sincerity of Soviet support of 
these agencies and German unification. Berlin University was 
located in the Soviet Sector of Berlin. It was not placed under the 
Allied Kommandatura. This gave rise to fear on our part that it 
would have a limited life as a free university, which turned out to 
be the case. In the meeting of October 3, 1945, General Robertson 
and I urged that it be administered by the city government of 
Berlin under the supervision of the Kommandatura, to which Gen
eral Sokolovsky replied: 5 

"The point is that if the University of Berlin is situated in Berlin, 
it doesn't mean that only the people residing in Berlin are to use it. 
• • • This is going to be for the present the one and only university 
in the Soviet Zone." . 

On December 6 General Robertson and I proposed the reopening 
of consulates in Germany,' which would have enabled other nations 
to have observation posts in eastern Germany. General Sokolovsky 
objected, saying: 

"This matter is not a matter .for the authority of the Control 
Council but . • . lies within the authority of our governments. 
Therefore, the commanders of the zones have even less right to 
decide such questions." 

Time and time again we resubmitted this proposal. The four pow
ers had agreed in the Potsdam Protocol to receive in Berlin from the 
sixteen nations allied in the war against Germany missions accred
ited on the Allied Control Council. Soviet representatives would 
never agree to enlarge this list or to authorize consular representa
tives from these and other countries to be stationed in the several 
zones. In 1949 accredited representation, in Berlin was still limited; 
in fact, when Brazil broke diplomatic relations with the Soviet 
Union, Soviet representatives attempted to withdraw· the accred
itization of the Brazilian Mission, a proposal which was rejected by 
the three other powers. Soviet unwillingness to accept consular 
representatives in eastern Germany foreshadowed the erection of 
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the Iron Curtain. In the meantime the three western zones pro
ceeded separately· to receive missions and consulates from other 
countries, more than thirty of which were opened in our zone. 

General Eisenhower had made our zone free to all of the occupy~ 
ing powers in the ·opening meeting of the Control Council. He and 
I hoped this would allay Soviet suspicion and might lead to recipro
cal action by their representatives but over the months this proved 
to be a one-sided arrangement and even those Americans en route 
to Berlin who left the established corridor by accident were detained 
for hours and sometimes for several days while we negotiated with 
Soviet authorities to secure their release. In the meeting of Novem
ber 27 General Robertson opened a discussion on air corridors and 
declared that there was no reason why air travel in Germany should 
be restricted at all except as required for safety. This led to a general 
discussion of travel between the zones.' I had talked over the situa
tion with General McNamey and we agreed that this arrangement 
should be discontinued. Therefore I said: 

"The United States delegation in its zone has been very free in 
the removal of all restrictions. • • • Henceforth; our boundaries will 
be open to all of our colleagues, but only as open as their zones are 
to ours." · 

In the meeting of December 17 General Robertson and I supported 
a proposal to open all zonal boundaries to the passage of Germans. 
General Koeltz objected without explanation. General Sokolovsky 
explained the Soviet viewpoint, using a technique which was later 
applied to many proposals: he agreed in principle since the proposal 
~as in accord with the Potsdam Protocol, but "practical implementa
tion at the present moment is impossible." We were unable to deter
mine why he thought the proposed action was impracticable. 

In the Control Council in November 1945 Marshal Zhukov charged 
the British representative with deliberate failure to break up the 
German General Staff and Army units.8 In reply Field Marshal Mont- · 
gomery stated: 

. 'We do not consider a helpless mass of Germans on an island iD 

. the Baltic as a perpetuation of the Wehrmacht, nor the small ad
.ministrative staffs to do the work of administration a perpetuation of 
the German General. Staff. However, suspicions are detrimental to 
co-operation. We have therefore taken the measures [to break up 
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these staffsl at considerable illconvenience in order that .a complete 
abnosphere of mutual trust can be attained." 

This action by the British commander did not satisfy Soviet pur· 
pose, as was demonstrated in the Paris meeting of the Council of 
Foreign Ministers when Molotov leveled this charge against the 
United Kingdom. It was t~ be repeated again and again in confer
ence and its intent was to keep alive the fears of Germany's neighbors 
to the east who depended largely on Soviet-supplied information for 
their knowledge of conditions in Germany. Soviet representatives 
were working, regardless of fact, to build up the record for their own 
propaganda purposes. 
· When we appeared to be deadlocked in reaching agreement in the 
steel capacity to be retained in Germany, we decided on a token list 
of about 74 plants to be delivered as advance reparations pending 
determination of the final list. We then had to determine how to 
divide this token list between East and West and how to evaluate the 
plants for allocation purposes and. for reciprocal deliveries. While 
evaluation on any common basis was satisfactory for allocation pur· 
poses, it would be used also to determine the value of the reciprocal 
deliveries which the Soviet Government was to make for three fifths 
of the plants it would receive from west Germany. Thus the formula 
determined the bill which the Soviet government would pay and 
General Sokolovsky wanted it to be as low as possible. In discussions 
I had in mind not only the agreement but also the intent of our dele
gation at Potsdam to determine quickly and finally the reparations 
to be made available in the form of capital equipment,.so that these 
plants could be removed to end the problem. On October 22 I 
pointed out that reparations had as its primary purpose the destruc- 1 

tion of Germany's war potential,11 adding: 'We have been here six 
months and have destroyed none." I then recommended that the.74 
plants selected for advance reparations be delivered at once without 
awaiting final agreement in evaluation and allocation: 

"I have in mind particularly that if we actually start moving one 
or two of these plants from Germany to , one or two of the Allies it 
would be really worth while ... a token delivery." 

Generals Sokolovsky and Koeltz accepted, .but General Robertson 
refused, because he believed, with much merit, that no plants should 
be moved until the conditions of removal had been agreed to in 
detail. This led Sokolovsky to place in the minutes: 
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"The British delegation not only does not want to carry out in 
time the decision of the Potsdam Conference but insists categorically 
and handicaps the others in the fulfillment of those decisions." 
· Obviously this was an unfair charge, as Soviet intransigence had 
prevented agreement on an evaluation formula. It was again an 
opportunity to build up the record. 

The surface climate of apparent agreement had not obscured the 
development of issues nor had friendly personal relations fully 
covered an undercurrent of impending difficulties which could be 
felt if not seen and which occasionally broke through the surface in 
minor incidents such as the victory parade. 

On General Eisenhower's return. from Moscow, he had asked the 
War Department to invite Marshal Zhukov to visit the United States 
as its guest. The request was approved and I was with him when he 
extended the invitation. There was no question as to the genuine 
enthusiasm with which it was accepted. We even discussed details 
with Zhukov and he said that he would take along two bodyguards. 
Eisenhower tried to explain that they were unnecessary in our 
country, but Zhukov brushed the explanation away by declaring that 
bodyguards always accompanied a marshal of the Soviet Union. He 
also asked for me to be designated as his escort and for General 
Eisenhower's son, Lieutenant John Eisenhower, to accompany the 
party. I must admit that I wondered about the impression I would 
make if I escorted Marshal Zhukov into an American hotel accom· 
panied by his two armed bodyguards. You cannot disguise Soviet 
bodyguards; they look the part. Still, we believed that the visit would 
be most helpful to the maintenance of good relations and that our 
country would be warm in its greeting to the great military victor. 
On the day prior to the scheduled departure of the aircraft which 
was to take us to the United States, I received word for transmission 
to General Eisenhower that Marshal Zhukov was ill in Moscow and 
would have to postpone his visit. Members of our embassy staff 
thought they had seen him at the ballet that same evening. In any 
case, although we repeated the invitation, it was clear that Zhukov 
was not to be permitted to visit the United States. To avoid possible 
embarrassment to him, we did not press the invitation. 

While conditions in Berlin at this time were conducive to trouble, 
they were kept firmly in hand. Soldiers, just out of combat, carrying 
arms and meeting with the soldiers of three other nations in a con· 
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quered city with a destroyed economy, provide the ingredients for 
an explosive mixture. The four commanders in chief recognized the 
necessity for firm discipline and, when prevention failed, they re
fused to let disorder develop into international incidents. 

As early as 1945 we e~:perienced our first difficulties in the opera
tion of our train service to Berlin, when Soviet soldiers tried to enter 
these trains to check the identities of passengers. I discussed this 
problem in the Control Council without results, so I determined to 
see General Sokolovsl.:y about it. I went to his office and reminded 
him of the discussions relating to our entry into Berlin and said that 
I would have to place armed guards on our trains to prevent access 
by others, if all else failed. Sokolovsky would not waive his claim 
to the right of inspection, which he applied in particular to German 
passengers. I advised him that our military trains would carry only 
such Germans as were employed by us, and all others would apply 
for quadripartite-issued permits.10 I also told him that our use of 
armed guards could create a most unhappy incident for both of us. 
Sokolovsky then suggested, without waiving his claim, that we wocld 
have no further trouble. I replied in the same spirit that a "gentle
man's agreement" was satisfactory to me but that I wanted to make it 
clear that we would not recognize any right on their part to inspect 
our trains. This understanding remained effective until the spring of 
1948. 

We began to receive frequent Soviet protests concerning our air 
flights into our Berlin airport at Tempelhof. They charged violation 
of air safety regulations and digressions from the air corridor to fly 
over Soviet military installations. If there were such flights, they 
were not made by planes engaged on the Berlin run. We were not 
yet running an airlift and the few planes which flew into Berlin each 
day could be checked easily. It was clear that the charges were 
exaggerated in fact and designed to build up a record for later use. 

Another incident, unimportant in itself but characteristic of the 
undercurrent, resulted from our effort in the fall of 1945 to hold an 
international military track meet in Berlin in the interest of good will 
and to increase athletic opportunities available to occupation troops. 
The four commandants in Berlin made the practical IUTangements 
with apparent enthusiasm on the part of all. Soon athletes from the 
four occupying powers and from other European countries were 
seen practicing in Berlin. The stadium Hitler had built for the 
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Olympic championships .was gaily decorated. On the day preceding 
the meet the Soviet commandant advised his colleagues that there 
would be no Soviet participation. Since its teall.l had been practicing 
daily this was difficult to understand. No explanation was ever giv:en 
for the last-minute withdrawal. 

In the spring of 1946 it still looked to the casual observer as if the 
Control Council was functioning successfully. We had reached agree
ment on additional negative measures of occupation, 11 including a 
law to supplant Nazi legislation which prohibited marriage on racial 
and other grounds, a law prohibiting military construction, the repeal 
of a law conferring certain arbitrary powers on the Reich Minister of 
Justice, a directive prohibiting obnoxious supervision and control of 
political activities by the police, a law for the control of scientific re
search, and a directive requiring declaration of Allied property in 
Germany. 

We even agreed on a few relatively simple constructive measures 
which were to be implemented by each zone commander. They in
cluded the re-establishment of international postal service, the re
opening of museums, the better utilization of housing, the establish~ 
ment of labor courts, the restoration of co-operatives, the exchange 
of banking statistics between zones, the establishment of works 
councils, and the opening of interzonal telephone and telegraph 
services. This was an encouraging trend although it was becoming 
apparent that directives from the Control Council were implemented 
by each zone commander as he saw :6.t and all of the zone com
manders did not feel obligated to execute faithfully and fully the 
decisions of the Council. 

We also reached agreement on the evaluation formula,12 which in 
large part was based on the depreciation formula used by our 
Treasury Department for income-tax purposes. Depreciation was to 
be calculated on the 1938 value in Reichsmarks for capital equip
ment, and 1938 commodity values increased by 5 per cent were to 
be used to determine the reciprocal deliveries from the Soviet Gov
ernment. Quadripartite teams were designated to apply. the formula 
to specific plants so that we could proceed with allocations. 

We continued our work to complete the level of industry plan. 
While the deadlock had been broken with the agreement on steel 
capacity, each industry in turn required considerable effort before 
conflicting views could be reconciled. We had some trouble getting 
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a report from the Economic Directorate which would permit us to 
start discussion. Sokolovsky urged that, whatever its shortcomings, 
an immediate report was necessary. Robertson demurred and the 
battle of proverbs was on. Sokolovsky felt that a perfect report would 
be time-consuming and that a quick look on our part might result 
in an agreement. As he said, .. Butter cannot spoil porridge" -that is, 
an exact measure is unnecessary. To this Robertson replied: "If you 
rush your horse to the fence too quickly, you are likely to fall on your 
nose." This in Russian, said Sokolovsky, would be: "If you go slower 
you will come farther from the place you are going to." Perhaps these 
pleasantries did hasten the work of the directorate, for its report13 

was shortly before us. In other industries our position, which had 
been more restrictive with respect to steel capacity than both the 
French and British positions; was now less restrictive. We could not 
but wonder whether military and economic security were not being 
confused. 

For example, at the March 7 meeting of the Co-ordinating Com
mittee, there was the following discussion:. 

General Robertson: VVe do feel very strongly on' this subject of 
synthetic textiles. • • • The manufacture.. . • does have a con~ 
siderable amount of war potential in it." 

General Koeltz: "As regards dyestuffs, the. commercial concentra· 
tions should not be higher than it was before ~e war. Exports 
should be made through the inter-Allied agency. . . . As re.;. 
gards pharmaceutics, • • • we would run the risk of having peo
ple ,;aying the Control Council left Germany with the same 
capacity for chemical production as it had. before the war." 

General Clay: "I cannot understand General Koeltz's objections. 
. . . If we carry out our objectives of breaking down the large 
industries, • • • it seems to me we largely solve the security 
problem. Particularly because of German science and skill these 
products [dyestuffs and pharmaceuticals] are needed through
out the world ..... We have agreed there is a need for a certain 
money value in expo!is. Where. can this be realized which 
represent~ a lesser war potential?" 

Discussing limitation of electric power, I said: 
"I think all of us should agree that we would not want to take any 

hydroelectric power away because it saves coal. . . . I feel strongly 
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that we should increase hydroelectric power because it saves coal." 
These difficulties were finally resolved on March 26. Then accept· 

ance of the whole plan was threatened by disagreement as to the 
fundamental assumptions on which it was based. Robertson and I 
insisted that it must be stated clearly that the plan was based on 
existing German boundaries and could not apply if the Saar or other 
areas were severed from Germany; and that it was based on an 
estimated population which might (and in fact did) prove smaller 
than the actual population. Moreover, the restrictions, except those 
which provided for specific prohibitions, were not to be considered 
as .permanent or binding on all parties except for reparations pur
poses. After considerable discussion these assumptions were accepted 
for incorporation into the final agreement, which was submitted to 
the Control Council and approved in a special meeting on March 26, 
1946. The long-awaited and much-debated level of industry was now 
in existence. There remained the determination of the specific plants 
in each industry to be removed from Germany. Although no one of 
us was entirely satisfied with the plan, we were happy to have 
reached agreement. I remember that at this meeting of the Control 
Council Sokolovsky paid a special compliment to my efforts in bring
ing about compromise, saying in effect that without these efforts 
there would have been no plan. I bring this up to emphasize the 
change in Soviet viewpoint which came two months later when we 
failed to arrange an import-export program to apply to all zones. 

Duririg the early months of 1946, while we were discussing repara
tions, the American delegation made an unsuccessful effort to 
establish more effective quadripartite control of information services 
by replacing a powerless subcommittee with a committee reporting 
directly to the Co-ordinating Committee.14 In March I pointed out 
what was already a trend: 

'We all might as well face the facts, and we lmow now that the 
information given to the Germans indicates certain discords and lack 
of unanimity among the Allies. There have been certain recent 
charges of the German Communist party that the western zones are 
harboring Nazis and Fascists .••• The papers in the western zones 
resist such a charge. Surely that isn't what we are here for." 

The effort failed but it is interesting to note how early in our 
operations the Soviet propaganda mill started to grind. 

Another failure in our attempts at unification occurred in March 
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when the Co-ordinating Committee was unable to agree to let 
political parties function on a national basis.15 · Sokolovsky favored 
the proposal, saying: "It seems to me we should not raise obstacles 
for German democratic parties to form on a national all-German 
basis." 

In reply, I stated: "So l<;>ng as we have separate political parties 
[in each zone] . . . German political leaders will be able to exploit 
and will make every effort to exploit, differences in respect to the 
administration of the several zones." 

Robertson concurred but Koeltz rejected the proposal, referring to 
the French position that such questions must await decisions on 
boundaries and related matters. 

The differences between Soviet expression of a desire for a unified 
Germany and Soviet actions to exclude the Western Allies from east 
Germany were being evidenced with increasing frequency. For 
months we tried to obtain permission for otir Graves Registration 
teams to enter the Soviet Zone to locate and remove our dead. We 
estimated that this task, properly done, could be completed in six 
months. We were never able to secure free entry for this purpose and 
in April I gave up efforts to do so in the Co-ordinating Committee. 
Shortly afterward I made a direct personal appeal to Sokolovsky 
which did result in our teams being permitted to enter the Soviet 
Zone, although under such restrictions as to numbers, locations to 
be visited, and routes to be followed that three years later many of 
our dead still remained buried in the Soviet Zone. 



CHAPTER 1· 

The Control Council 
·Stands Still 

OUR first break with Soviet policy in Germany came 
. . over reparati,ons. The deterrpiriation of the· Soviet 

Governll)ent to exact reparations from productive output in a deficit 
economy was evident by the· end of 1945. In spite of apparent accom
plishments by.the Allied Control Council, the United States and.the 
United Kingdom were pouring food into their zone~ of Germany 
wherea.s the Soviet Government was not only making its zone live on 
its own resources but in addition was withdrawing huge quantities of 
raw materials and finished products. This_ situation could not be per
mitted to continue, as it represented indirect payment for deliveries 
to the Soviet Union by the United States and the United Kingdom. 
Therefore in the spring of 1946, after repeated warnings had failed, I 
stopped delivery from our zone. I had no choice. 

We had carried out the Potsdam Protocol requirement to fix a 
common level of industry for Germany as a whole, but it was mean· 
ingless if the Soviet Government refused to account for capital equip
ment removed from its zone and to discontinue its utilization of east 
Germany's productive capacity to take goods without payment. We 
had failed to establish the German central administrative agencies 
which could administer a single economy. Thus we were faced with 
a major decision which was certain to have lasting effect on our 
relationship with Russia. 

During the meetings of the Co-ordinating Committee I had tried 
repeatedly to have the common utilization of resources considered 
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concurrently,1 although without success. On April 8 I advised the 
Committee that the Soviet representative in the· Economic Directo-: 
rate had expressed the view that the import-export problem would 
have to be considered as a zonal problem until there was a favorable 
trade balance for Germany as a whole and reparations had been met 
in full. This could mean only that the Soviet Government proposed 
to continue to remove Germany's productive output until it had satis
fied on its own valuation its claim for $10,000,000,000. I .stated: "The 
level of industry plan was based on a balanced import-export pro
gram. If there is no such program, then the reparations plan has no 
validity." I felt strongly that we were being placed in the position 
not only of financing reparations to the Soviet Union but also of 
agreeing to strip our own zone (which had insufficient industrial 
capacity for self-support) without getting the benefits which would 
come from the amalgamation of all zones. On April 26 Robertson 
pointed out that if each zone were to be regarded as an economic 
entity it would mean that each· zone was to support itself and any 
deficit would be borne by the occupying power. I stated that the 
boundaries of our zone gave us a great part of the scenic beauty 
of Germany but had been accepted only on the understanding that 
the economic resources of all Germany would be available to Ger
many as a whole. I could not accept the principle of zonal import
export programs, nor did I see how an over-all program could be 
administered without a central agency. General Mikhail I. Dratvin, 
who had now replaced Sokolovsky on the Co-ordinating Committee, 
argued that there was no connection between the questions. I then 
made the following statement, which I quote in full, for this was the 
beginning of the split: 

"I submit that reparations was only one of the bricks that built 
the house. If you pull out any of the bricks the house collapses, and 
it seems to me we have pulled out so many already we are on the 
verge of collapse. I don't believe we can ever reach a solution on any 
one of them without reaching a solution on all of them. Certainly 
the question of the ability to meet the export-import program is tied 
up definitely with the question of reparations. 
· "Smce it has become the practice to quote Potsdam, I would like 
to quote a part of Potsdam which comes before the part quoted by 
my Soviet colleague. Paragraph 14 requires that during the occupa
tion Germany shall be treated as a single economic unit. During the 
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year of occupation up to date, I would not think anyone can claim 
that we have done so. In Paragraph 15 It states that Allied control 
shall be imposed on the German economy only to the extent neces~ 
sary to insure during the term of the Control Council the equitable 
distribution of essential commodities between the several zones, so 
as to produce a balanced economy throughout Germany, and reduce 
the need for imports. We have been here a year, but I do not believe 
that my colleagues would claim that we have accomplished that. And 
Paragraph 16 shows that the writers of this protocol foresaw what 
might happen and required to carry it out the establishment of 
German administrative machinery to proclaim and assume the ad
ministration of these controls. Would my colleagues suggest that we 
have lived up to this part of Potsdam? I claim that to live up to 
Potsdam you live up to it in whole and not in its individual parts." 

Koeltz commented only to say that it was one of many questions 
which his government reserved to be discussed by the four foreign 
ministers. Robertson endorsed my statement, which drew no com~ 
ment from Dratvin. 

On May 3 a final attempt was made to reach agreement. Dratvin 
reaffirmed the Soviet position that there would be no pooling of re
sources until there was a balanced economy: 

"Before the program will be fulfilled, each commander of the zone 
must be responsible for putting into operation all the industrial 
facilities of the zone." 

This position was aggravated by Soviet refusal to give any account
ing of either the plant or productive output removed from eastern 
Germany. So I replied: 

"I think I understand the position of the Soviet delegation putting 
the cart before the horse instead of behind it. I can only say that, 
with the exception of advance reparations plants, all further repara
tions have been stopped in the American Zone. We will be very glad 
to continue preparations, but we have no intention of implementing 
them until the entire question has been resolved. We do not want to 
be put in a position where we are without plants and without an 
agreement." 

The threatening storm had broken, the "friendly" American gen
eral who had worked so hard for a reparations agreement was now, 
in Pravda and in Taegliche Rundschau,2 the "illegal General Clay." 

The Council of Foreign Ministers met in Paris in April and May 
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1946 and again in June and July. These were the first of its meetings 
in which the German problem was discussed at all, and the discus
sions which did take place were of a more preliminary nature than · 
desired by our representatives. 

Secretary Byrnes had planned to have exploratory talks of the 
German problem prior to the close of the May meeting, and a full 
review during the June-July session. Nine months had elapsed since 
the Potsdam Conference, and events and discussions within Germany 
permitted analysis of the results. 

At the time of the Potsdam Conference our strength in Europe was 
at its peak. Our armies were deep in Germany, Austria, and Czecho
slovakia. The extent of our air and armored power was evident every
where. New governments in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary 
had Communist participation, but were not Communist-dominated. 
Even the Balkan States were not under Communist control and 
Generalissimo Stalin was not sure that it could be imposed in these 
countries. Hence, at Potsdam, the Soviet representatives had been 
willing to accept a unified Germany under quadripartite control and 
to depend on open Communist political action to dominate its life, 
since the Communist party in Germany was recognized as a demo
cratic party. Open and underground political activities would be 
undertaken elsewhere to implant Communism throughout Europe. 
Meanwhile the Soviet economy would be restored in part with 
German capital equipment and. the pent-up consumer demand satis
fied as much as possible with German productive output. If Germany 
ended in economic chaos it would be even more susceptible to Com· 
munist indoctrination. 

While Soviet representatives supported in principle the establish
ment of central administrative agencies, they did not intend to permit 
such agencies to break down zonal barriers or to place the resources 
of east Germany into a common pool unless they were assured of a 
large share of the productive output of all Germany without pay
ment. They expected that we would finance the deficit and accept 
continued reparations from production. I do not believe that either 
in Potsdam or in the Paris conference's the Soviet Government had 
a definite, long-range plan in mind. Its policy of Communist world 
domination which had been checked by war was brought out of 
moth balls and clearly formed the basis of their day-to-day planning, 
which was still, however, on an expediency basis. 
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: In the spring of 1946 the situation in Europe had changed materi
ally. Our forces had been withdrawn from Czechoslovakia and were 
contained in .our occupation areas in Germany and Austria. While 
the process of redeployment still left us with a larger force in 
Europe than we were to have later, it was no longer the powerful 
military organization with which we had ended the war. Communist 
control of the eastern European countries was becoming stronger 
each day and its penetration into western Europe was gaining 
momentum, but even with these gains the Soviet position was not yet 
sufficiently entrenched to permit the clanging of the Iron Curtain 
and Molotov was not prepared to have serious discussion of the 
issues within Germany. 

French unwillingness to accept central German administrations 
until the questions of the Saar, the Ruhr, and the future political 
structure of Germany had been resolved seemed of less importance 
as the intransigent Soviet position made it appear unlikely that these 
central agencies could operate successfully. 

The Council of Foreign Ministers by this time recognized that the 
provisions of the Potsdam Protocol providing for a common policy in 
matters relating to German economy could not be implemented by 
the Allied Control Council. The Soviet representatives at Potsdam, 
carried away by the first sight of modern German factories, had be
lieved that their way to economic progress and to industrialization 
lay in dismantling entire plants and factories in Germany for re
erection in Soviet Russia. They began this dismantling process early, 
and soon railroad cars were passing through Berlin laden down with 
equipment. They had not discovered yet that the machinery in a 
plant is a small part of the total investment in buildings, transport 
facllities, access to materials and skilled labor, and "know-how." The 
Soviet Government soon found that it could not reconstruct these 
factories quickly, if at all. Reports veri:.lled by photographs reaching 
our intelligence agencies in Germany showed that almost every 
siding in east Germany, and many in Russia, contained railway cars 
filled with valuable machine tools rusting into ruin. 

Meanwhile the Soviet representatives had placed some of the 
plants remaining in Germany in production and their. output was 
proving an important contribution to a disrupted economy. Hence, 
when we insisted that the Control Council proceed to carry out the 
Potsdam decision to place exports in a common pool, with proceeds 
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to go in the first place toward payment of essential imports, we met 
with objection after objection from the Russians. They did not deny 
the agreement but p:ut up a successful delaying action. Perhaps a 
frank explanation would have led to understanding, as ~ertamly our 
country was. sympathetic to Russian. suffering during the war and 
recognized the need for rapid rehabilitation of the Soviet economy. 

The American delegation at Paris, headed by Secretary Byrnes, 
included Senators Connally and Vandenberg, Mr. Cohen, :Mr. Mat
thews, and Mr. Bohlen. The conference was devoted in large meas
ure to the treaties with the satellite coUntries, and Germany was 
discussed only toward the end. Secretary Byrnes .then sent for Mr. 
Murphy and me. Earlier in this conference he ha~ introduced his 
proposal for a treaty to last for twenty-.S.ve years, which would pledge 
the four powers to keep Germany demilitarized. 3 He hoped that this 
treaty would quiet the fears of Germany's neighbors and permit a 
reduction in. occupation forces advantageous to German economic 
recovery and to the growth of democracy. He told me that he had 
arranged a special meeting· to discuss his proposal directly ·with 
Molotov, but had made no progress in obtaining the latter's support: 
This was surprising as Stalin had appeared sympathetic to such a 
proposal when Byrnes visited Moscow in December 1945. · 

I attended the May 15 meeting in Luxembourg Palace and sat 
with the American delegation at the conference table. On that day 
Foreign Minister Georges Bidault made it clear that the French 
Government required consideration and solution of the problems of 
the Ruhr, the Rhineland, and the Saar in the interest of security 
before it would consent to the establishment 'Of central agencies in 
Germany.• He stated that the Ruhr should be under international 
political and eci>nomic control, the left bank of the Rhine should 
be garrisoned permanently by Allied troops, German territory west 
of the Rhine should be made into a separate province, and the Saar 
territory should be integrated economically but not politically with 
France. · 

Bevin expressed ·willingness to consider the French proposals, 
although he was not favorable to the political severance of the Ruhr 
from Germany. Molotov was noncommittal. Byrnes then proposed 
the immediate appointmentof special deputies toconsider questions 
of urgency before the June 15 meeting of the Council. Molotov 
evaded the issue and charged the British with secrecy in their Ruhr 
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operations. Byrnes suggested that five questions be placed before 
the deputies: · 

1. What is to be done with the Ruhr and the Rhineland? 
2. Are the resources left to Germany to be made available for 

Germany as a whole, and for exports to pay for essential im
ports? 

3. Can agreed procedures be reached to effect economic unity in 
the next ninety days? 

4. Can zonal boundaries be accepted only as delineating occupa
tion areas? 

5. Can tentative agreements be reached on the western boundary? 

After much fruitless discussion in two separate sessions it was 
evident that Molotov was not prepared to appoint special deputies 
to consider these questions or any questions concerning Germany. 
The Council adjourned on May 16 and the German problem was 
carried over to the June meeting. 

While nothing specific had developed, the discussions on Germany 
had proved valuable in indicating why agreement in Berlin to carry 
out the Potsdam Protocol had been so difficult. My attendance at the 
conference had given me the opportunity to explain to Byrnes the 
economic consequences which were already resulting from the 
severance of Germany into four independently operated areas, and 
to discuss these consequences with Connally and Vandenberg. 

When Molotov charged that the Western Powers were not pro
ceeding with the disarmament of Germany, Byrnes wired McNamey 
to introduce in the Allied Control Council a proposal for a quad
ripartite inspection of all the zones to determine the facts. When 
McNarney did so it was referred to the Co-ordinating Committee,6 

which for some time had been attempting to arrange for just such an 
inspection. Again we insisted that the inspection, to be useful, must 
cover all phases of disarmament including the use of German in· 
dustrial production for war purposes. The only kind of inspection to 
which the Soviet delegation would agree was one to determine 
whether any German troops were still maintained in concentrated 
!,ll'Ottps under their own officers. In the meeting of May 23 I chal
lenged a Soviet accusation that German troop bodies existed in our 
zone: 

"The United States Zone has nothing to hide. It has, with reason· 
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able freedom, permitted access of the representatives of all zones. 
. . • There has not been provided like access in all other· zones. . . . . 
The Soviet Government's unwillingness to accept an examination of 
production prevents a comprehensive examination of disarmament 
. . . a partial examination would serve no useful purpose." 

Our efforts to establish a disarmament mission with access to east 
Germany proved vain. The Iron Curtain was being lowered inch by 
inch and day by day. 

The next meeting of the foreign ministers began in Paris on June 
15. The American delegation was again headed by Byrnes and in
cluded Connally and Vandenberg. While this meeting produced 
only limited debate of the German problem, it was nevertheless the 
most important international discussion about Germany since the 
Potsdam Conference. 

Again Murphy and I were summoned to Paris on July 9. Molotov 
read a prepared statement6 directed at Byrnes's proposed treaty for 
the four-power disarmament and demilitarization of Germany. It 
was apparent that this statement was made for propaganda purposes 
in France and to aid the French Communists. It attacked the pro
posal as inadequate and insufficient, but suggested no revision other 
than the necessity for Germany to be kept disarmed for forty years 
rather than twenty-five. Molotov said in part: 

"Study of the draft shows the complete inadequacy of the measures 
it sets forth to safeguard security and to prevent aggression by Ger· 
many in the future." 

He referred to the measures already agreed to in the Potsdam 
Protocol which he believed adequate for this purpose if carried out, 
and then charged: 

"The Soviet Government already proposed that investigation be 
undertaken in all the zones in Germany to see how the disarmament 
of German forces and disbandment of all other military and para
military organizations and establishments have been carried out in 
actual fact. This has not been done to this day. As to the elimination 
of German war and military economic p9tential, the position is en· 
tirely unsatisfactory-up to now no plan for the elimination _of war 
potential of Germany has been adopted." · 

He accused the Allied occupying powers of failing to carry out the 
Potsdam decisions. He implied that since the proposed treaty did not 
repeat the decisions of Potsdam its purpose was to avoid carrying 
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them out. He reiterated the demand for reparations to the Soviet 
Government in the amount of $10,000,000,000 and complained that 
just Soviet requirements were being refused by the cessation of 
deliveries of reparations from the United States Zone and from west
ern Germany as a whole, as allocations could be made from the 
British and French zones only with American consent. 

He employed his usual device of half-truths to present a completely 
distorted picture. It is true that his representatives in Berlin had 
charged British representatives with supporting enemy military 
organizations in Germany' because the British commander had main
tained a German military staff to administer the discharge of German 
prisoners of war, and because he had kept under their own officers 
the Royal Yugoslavian Forces captured with the German Army in 
view of the difficulty involved in their repatriation under conditions 
which then existed in Yugoslavia. We had known that there was no 
military significance in these British actions, which were adminis
tratively helpful. However, we had urged, and the British represent
atives had agreed, that these organizations be broken up to avoid 
any possible basis for Soviet protest. 

On the other hand, intelligence reports had convinced us that 
substantial quantities of war munitions were being produced for the 
Russians in the Soviet Zone, and we had demanded that the Soviet
proposed investigation of disarmament in all four zones include the 
production of war munitions. This idea met a Soviet veto each time 
it was proposed. Moreover, Molotov, in charging the Western Allies 
with failure to deliver reparations, conveniently neglected to mention 
tl1at this resulted from the Soviet refusal to place German resources 
in a common pool and, as a corollary, to account for all exports from 
the Soviet Zone. 8 

Byrnes replied, not without some feeling, that the treaty he pro
posed was not intended to replace previous decisions regarding 
Germany. On the contrary, it was intended to indicate that even 
after these decisions were carried out there remained a need to insure 
continued disarmament and demilitarization. He said the proposal 
proved the United States did not intend to tum its back on the 
problem of controlling Germany, as had been done after World 
War I. He added that he was quite prepared to see the life of the 
treaty extended to forty years. 
. He pointed out that reparations were only a part of the Potsdam 
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ProtocoL which also established the principles of economic unity 
and the utilization of export proceeds to pay for essential imports. 
He reminded Molotov of our readiness to join in an investigation of 
all phases of disarmament in Germany which had met with Soviet 
veto and said he would telephone Berlin from the conference room 
to have this offer renewed. 

The following day Molotov spoke again.9 If his statement on the 
first day was designed to please French Communists, then indeed 
his statement of the second day was designed to give aid and com
fort to the German Communists. He said: 

"It would be incorrect to adopt a course of Germany's annihilation 
as a state-including the annihilation of its main industrial centers. 
. . . Such a course would result in undermining the economy of 
Europe. Our purpose is not to destroy Germany. . . . It is easy to 
understand that without the Ruhr Germany cannot exist as an inde
pendent and viable state •••. If as a result of a plebiscite through
out Germany, the German people express their wish to transform 
Germany into a federal state, or if as a result of a plebiscite in various 
former German states, the desire will be manifested to break away 
from Germany, it goes without saying that there cannot be any 
objection on our part." 

Here Molotov cleverly carried water on both shoulders, since 
the plebiscite would hold out promise to the Germans without alarm
ing the Poles. The Germans in the Polish-administered territory 
claimed by Poland had been expelled and replaced by Poles so that 
the results of a plebiscite in this area were certain. Molotov ex
pressed indignation at unilateral (British) control of the Ruhr, which 
he wanted placed under four-power control. Then he said: 

"We should not put obstacles to the increase in the output of steel, 
coal, and manufactured products .•.. We stand in principle for the 
conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany." 

Thus Molotov on that first day insisted on disarmament, de
militarization, and reparations in terms pleasing to French Com
munists, while charging the Western occupying powers with failure 
to carry out the measures decided on at Potsdam and condemning 
their soft policy. On the second day-and you may be sure his first 
day's statement was not highlighted in the Soviet Zone-he became 
the foremost and first public advocate of Germany's reconstruction 
under a government of German choice and with increased industrial 
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output. He urged a steel production of 10,000,000 tons a year, al~ 
though his representatives in Germany had insisted only a few 
months before on an annual steel production of 4,500,000 tons. 
Certainly that element in America which had been supporting the 
Russians and attacking the leniency of American policy must have 
found it difficult to reconcile its position with this all-out effort made 
by Molotov to win popularity in Germany. 

Bevin spoke briefly in favor of economic unity and his willingness 
to place the Ruhr under Allied control when all German industry 
was so controlled and no sooner.10 

Bidault said that the demand for additional coal for the German 
economy should not be met at the expense of export tonnage, and 
that the Saar should be excluded from the administration of the 
occupied zones.11 

Byrnes suggested that the acceptance of a formula of the nature 
proposed by Bidault might make it possible for France to agree to 
central administrative agencies.12 He urged again the appointment 
of a council of special deputies to meet immediately to prepare a 
peace settlement with Germany and to report progress to the next 
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. While Bevin and 
Bidault appeared willing to accept this proposal, Molotov believed 
further discussion in the Council of Foreign Ministers to be necessary 
before the special deputies were appointed. 

Byrnes was convinced that the Soviet representatives not only did 
not intend to reach an agreement but were deliberately delaying 
discussion in the belie£ that the resulting conditions in Germany 
would be favorable to their expansion program. He agreed with 
me that the continued government of Germany as four separate 
zones could lead only to complete economic collapse and political 
deterioration. He felt that the time had arrived to move forward in 
the consolidation of the zones to the fullest e>..ient possible. Thus he 
made the decision which was to demonstrate clearly Soviet intent to 
include Germany, or at least its zone, in its sphere of influence. It 
was the first evidence that the Western Powers would stand firmly 
to prevent such an accomplishment and to stop further Communist 
expansion westward. In carefully phrased language Byrnes e>..-pressed 
!:he unwillingness of the United States to accept responsibility for 
the chaotic Germany which had resulted from the four separate 
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zones, and invited each or all of the other occupying powers to com
bine their zones of occupation in economic unity with our zone. 

Another vital decision had been taken. It was to affect not only 
our German policy but also our European policy. We said in effect 
that we had tried for many months to pursue a common policy while 
the Soviet Government had pursued deliberately a policy of its own, 
and that we would wait. no longer in the effort to reach agreement 
but would strive alone or with such others as joined with us for the 
attainment of the objectives in Germany to which we had all agreed. 
I think this was clearly understood by all four delegations when this 
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers adjourned on July 12. 

At Byrnes's direction, his invitation was repeated, in the Allied 
Control Council and accepted by the United Kingdom.13 This made 
possible the fusion of the British and American zones which led 
logically and rapidly to a close co-operation· of the two military 
governments in Germany and of the two governments in the formu
lation of policy. 

The June-July meeting of the foreign ministers was also useful 
in making clear the fact that even though France had blocked the 
establishment of central administrative agencies for many months 
the basic differences in policy for the treatment of Germany were 
between the United States and the United Kingdom, on the one 
hand, and Russia on the other. It was obvious that both the United 
States and the United Kingdom desired a policy which France could 
accept. I have stated elsewhere that I believe it would have been 
preferable to· establish the central agencies and try to resolve our 
differences within the framework envisaged at Potsdam. Others do 
not agree. I have heard Mr. Bohlen comment that the French saved 
us by their early veto actions. Some time later I heard Ambassador 
Bedell Smith say that at the time we were too na'ive politically to 
cope with the Russians in such a framework. I realize that if we had 
formed the central administrative agencies our basic differences 
would have remained and the same struggle would have occurred 
within this framework. 

Although we made no progress to~ard economic unification, the 
Allied Control Council appeared to be functioning with some 
effectiveness during the remainder of the year 1946. 

We continued our work to determine what specific plants would 
be made available for reparations as in excess of the agreed level of 
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industry and to evaluate these plants so that they could be placed 
before the Co-ordinating Committee for allocation between East 
and West. When we announced that ·we would make no further 
deliveries until all had agreed to place Gennany's resources in a 
common pool, we stated our readiness to continue preparations. The 
Soviet representatives, who had not felt as yet the effect of this 
decision, were confident, I am sure, that it was a bluff and would not 
be applied when the preparations f9r the delivery of plants were 
completed 

We also were able to agree on additional measures,u largely of a 
negative nature, including increased taxes on tobaeco, alcohol, beer, 
and matches; confiscation and destruction of Nazi literature, and 
liquidation of Nazi memorials; principles concerning the establish
ment of federations of trade unions in each zone; disciplinary meas
ures against institutions guilty of military or Nazi propaganda; 
authorization of elections in Berlin; the employment.of women on 
building and reconstruction work; the authorization of a population 
census; dissolution of the Wehrmacht; providing conciliation and 
arbitration machinery in labor conflicts; procedures for implementa
tion of Nuremberg Tribunal sentences; limitation of characteristics 
of German ships; establishment of administrative courts; repeal of 
Nazi "successions" law; arrest and punishment of war criminals, 
Nazis, and militarists; policy to be followed by German politicians 
and press in public utterances; prohibition of manufacture, import, 
export, transport, and storage of war materials; regulations for gift 
parcel post service; and other miscellaneous and even less important 
measures. 

General Robertson and I were to try many times to obtain agree
ment to central German administrations only to find that there was 
no change in the French position. In one of our .last meetings in 1946 
Robertson made an eloquent plea 16 for progress in this :6.eld, pointing 
out that the gap between us was widening and that it could be 
closed in no other way. Unless it were closed, he felt, we would in
evitably drift so far apart that unification would become impossible. 

On December 21 and 22, 1946, the French military governor, 
though unable to obtain quadripartite approval because of Soviet 
veto, established a customs barrier between the Saar area and the 
rest of Germany. He advised us of his intention only a few hours 
before the Control Council meeting of December 20, ·at which he 
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announced that action would be taken on the following day. My 
instructions, reaffirmed only a few days before this meeting, were 
clear-cut. They required me to support the French request in quad
ripartite negotiations, but to oppose unilateral French action. This 
was the position I took in the Control Council. Shortly thereafter 
Acting Secretary of State Dean G. Acheson announced in a public 
statement that my views did not represent the views of the United 
States Government, which was prepared to recognize the French 
action. This came as a complete surprise to me and I asked to be 
relieved from my post, as I felt that somehow I had lost government 
confidence. I was advised quickly that I had followed my instructions 
but that the State Department had informed the French Government 
a few months previously in a personal letter from Secretary Byrnes 
to Foreign Minister Bidault that while our government would not 
approve such action neither would it oppose it. My instructions to 
the contrary had been sent to me after this statement. What had hap
pened was that the statement had not received full circulation in 
the State Department and had failed to reach those who were 
issuing instructions relative to German affairs. I could understand 
how this had happened and accepted it in good faith. Nevertheless, 
this opposition on my part, taken in full compliance with my instruc
tions, looked as if it had been taken on my own responsibility and 
did much to portray me as anti-French in that country's press. 

Quantitatively, the record of accomplishment of the Control 
Council in 1946 was excellent, largely owing to measures enacted in 
the first six months. A study of these shows that the pattern of 1945 
was repeated. There was no real progress toward a true government 
of Germany. The measures were not important and their implemen
tation after enactment was not on a uniform basis, since this con
tinued to be left to the discretion of the zone commanders. Only in 
the British and American zones was there a tightening of ties as a 
result of the development of common economic objectives. The re
maining zones were drifting further apart. The wide divergence 
between Western democracy and its emphasis on the rights of the 
individual and on human freedoms, and Soviet collectivism, which 
suborns the freedom and rights of the individual to the needs of the 
state, was becoming more evident at each meeting. 

Early in 1946 three of the municipal judges in Berlin disappeared. 
They were said to have refused to render judgments in accord with 
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the expressed views of the Geiman Communist leaders. One resided 
in the Soviet Sector and admittedly was arrested by Soviet repre.; 
sentatives; the other two were residents of the western sectors and 
were arrested in their homes by unknown German police. Of course 
these police were agents of the Soviet Military Administration. When 
this was discussed in the Co~ordinating Committee16 in February 
1946 we could get neither admission nor denial of the arrests by the 
Soviet representative. Robertson, Koeltz, and I protested vigorously, 
but we could get no satisfaction and I stated: 

"I regard the entry into the American Zone by any zonal authority 
for such purposes and without our concurrence as an unfriendly act. 
It is one that will be resisted to the full." 

Finally the Soviet representative agreed to a quadripartite investi
gation, which was never provided with or able to obtain information 
or data of value. It was an early indication of Soviet effort to intimi
date Germans opposed to Communism, which was to lead later to 
many additional arrestS. . 

A marked increase in unfriendly attacks in Soviet and Soviet
controlled papers during 1946 also indicated the trend. In the August 
20 meeting of the Control Council, Marshal Sokolovsky, following 
the usual Soviet tactics of initiating the attack, took offense at an 
article which he deemed critical of his government, published in a 
paper in the British Sector of Berlin.H His complaint was referred 
to the Co-ordinating Committee and gave me the opportunity I had 
been seeking to expose the growing attacks in the Soviet-controlled 
press against the United States. I agreed to an investigation of the 
incident provided the following would also be investigated:18 

A speech by Mr. Grotewohl published in Neues Deutschland 
which discusses the progressive development in the eastern zone (as 
compared with lack of progress in the western zones); the article in 
the same paper of 28 July referring to the illegal General Clay; an 
article in Berliner Zeitung ofl4 August ,which criticizes denazification 
measures in west Germany; an article in Neues Deutschland of 13 
August which places the American press in the hands of a clique of 
monopolists; an article in Taegliche Rundschau of 18 August which 
accuses the American and British press of slander and lies . . . ; an 
article in Berlin Vorwaerts of 22 I une which accuses American M ili
tary Government personnel of having been friends of ·Hitler. 
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The .iiscussion did lead to diminished Soviet propaganda attacks 
and to an agreement to prohibit in each zone malicious criticism of 
the policies of the occupying powers. It was short-lived~ and in the 
September 23 meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee I was forced 
to call attention to a vicious attack in the N eues Deutschland of 
September 18 which charged us with profiteering in German exports. 
I branded the article as !'false and malicious" and expressed the 
view that: "It would be regrettable if we permitted German news
papers to criticize each of the Allied Powers. On the other hand," 
I assured General P. A. Kurochkin, who succeeded General Dratvin 
as deputy on the Co-ordinating Committee for a few months only, 
"the American delegation does not intend to be spattered with 
mud without throwing mud in return. If this continues, we must 
assume quadripartite rules are no longer applicable." 

In the September 26 meeting Kurochkin replied: "I am willing 
and in favor of stopping these calumnies." I believe Kurochkin really 
meant his statement, and it perhaps is one of the reasons why his 
tenure of office was cut short. During this period in the life of the 
Control Council our protests would stop or at least retard propa
ganda attacks for some time. There had not yet developed the inces
sant outpouring which was to prevail later. 

In November 1946 General Robertson brought before the Co
ordinating Committee the matter of the organized movement of 
skilled workers from Berlin to Russia.19 The Soviet representative 
claimed that these workers were being given contracts but refused to 
give us information as to their right to turn down the contracts or as 
to the numbers involved. Our stand in protest did develop an intense 
reaction in Germany which stopped for the time being any further 
deportations from Berlin. Our concepts of individual freedoms were 
never more clearly in contrast. I am sure that General Kurochkin 
was sincere when he explained that these workers were being given 
contracts and that they would be moved by special train with their 
belongings to the Soviet Union just as Soviet workers were moved 
on government orders. The forced acceptance of the contract and 
the forced movement had no special significance to him. The workers 
were needed by the state. 

Outwardly there was no change in the friendly relations between 
the key representatives of the four occupying powers. In November 
1945 General McNarney, who succeeded General Eisenhower, was 
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welcomed by Marshal Zbukov in generous terms. When my son, a 
major of armed forces, was married to the daughter of my old room
mate, in Berlin in January 1946, General Sokolovsky remained after 
the reception to join a gathering of young officers who bad attended 
the wedding and were rounding off the evening singing Army and 
Air Force songs. Later Zhukov invited the three commanders in 
chief, their deputies and political advisers to dinner at his residence 
in Babelsberg. When the dinner ended, cars were brought to the 
front entrance for the British and French parties, but not for us. 
As I was looking for an interpreter to remonstrate, I found that we 
were being led back into the bouse so the party could continue. And 
continue it did, with the entertainers, two young soldier dancers, an 
accomplished Russian Wac singer, and a pianist, joining us in the 
attempt to sing each other's songs. Field Marshal Montgomery gave 
a dinner in which soldiers (from, I believe, the Black Watch) did the 
Highland sword dance to the tune of bagpipes. Our own Washing
ton's Birthday party was attended by a large number of Soviet 
representatives who appeared to have a good time, and equally 
large American contingents partook of Soviet hospitality in Cecilien
bof Palace in Potsdam on Red Army Day on February 23 and 
Revolution Day on November 7. Always at their parties senior 
guests joined Sokolovsky in a private room for special refreshments 
and generous hospitality. 

In November 1945 when Zhukov was recalled to become Minister 
of the Soviet Ground Forces, an apparent promotion, he was suc
ceeded by Sokolovsky. Later it was to look as if Zhukov bad been 
"kicked upstairs" to separate him from the Army, since the military 
leader described by the German generals as the ablest of the Rus
sian generals was sent shortly to an insignificant command in Odessa. 
At the time this transfer made no impression upo~ us, as we were 
all genuinely fond of Sokolovsky. On February 12, 1946, Mont
gomery was replaced by Air Marshal Sir Sholto (later Lord) Doug
las. Thus the triumvirate of the three great field commanders was 
dissolved; the glamour had been replaced by the daily grind. 

Shortly after Mrs. Clay joined me in April 1946 we were invited 
by Marshal and Mrs. Sokolovsky to accompany them to the Leipzig 
Fair. The Semeonovs (Counselor Semeonov was political adviser to 
Sokolovsky), General Robertson, Sir William Strang, and Mr. Murphy 
completed the party. We motored to Leipzig, where we were enter-
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tained at lunch and dinner, \isiting the fair in the afternoon and 
returning by motor in the evening. Although my friend, Marshal 
of the Tank Corps Pavel Rotmistrov, was at my right during lunch 
to challenge my capacity in vodka, Sokolovsl)' turned him loose on 
the diplomats at dinner, so that I could i:ela..,;: and watch Murphy 
meet the challenge, which he did with his usual effectiveness. We 
had a pleasant day with the Sokolovsl-ys, and on our return found 
that they had placed in the car several presents from the fair, includ· 
ing some Meissen china· and figurines. Occasionally the Sokolovsl-ys 
dined with us, and in spite of language difficulties we enjoyed their 
visits. Frequently Sokolo\•sl-y and I would exchange calls to discuss 
matters before the Co-ordinating Committee. Often on these \isits 
I took no one with me, using his interpreter, and he did likewise 
when visiting me. At Christmas 1946 he loaned us a famous naval 
chorus which sang Soviet melodies and danced intricate folk dances 
in our soldiers' and officers' clubs. Our directorate and committee 
representatives reported that they too were getting along well with 
their Soviet colleagues. 

When we had taken over our sector in Berlin in July ·1945, we 
found that substantial numbers of Soviet soldiers, probably absent 
without leave, had remained behind to hide in their German billets 
in daylight and to forage at night fer food and drink. The shortage 
of electricity prevented street lighting and travel at night on foot 
was dangerous. Throughout the night rille and carbine shots could be 
heard frequently. Soldiers and officers carried their arms off duty. 
The 2d Armored Dhision had been replaced by the 82d Airborne, 
ideally fitted for cleanup purposes. It did succeed quickly in restor
ing law and order. Unfortunately some of the Soviet soldiers resisted 
arrest and it was necessary to use force, which resulted in several 
deaths. Soldiers,-guns, and liquor make a combination headed for 
trouble, particularly in night clubs and resorts of dubious character. 
The friendly relations between General Eisenhower and Marshal 
Zhukov overcame these difficulties. When more normal conditions 
prevailed, agreement was reached that guns would be carried only 
by soldiers on duty; night clubs and siinib.r resorts were placed off 
limits for American troops as rapidly as their own clubs could be 
opened. Joint ~lilitary Police patrols were established, and all 
Allied soldiers were welcomed in our American clubs. 

Unfortunately these relationships did not last. Despite the friend-
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ship between the senior representatives of the four countries, there 
\":as no lessening of the tensions beneath. They continued difficult 
to define but more surely present than in 1945. 

In January 1946 Soviet representatives attempted to seize twelve 
locomotives which we were using in the railroad yards in our sector 
of Berlin. In January and February omnibuses operating in our 
sector were held up at gun point by Soviet soldiers. In February 
three Soviet soldiers broke into an American party and. shot one 
American in the hip. In January a Soviet soldier attempted to arrest 
a German employed in an American home in our sector of Berlin. 
In February our Military Police had intercepted a raid by four 
MVD police in our sector and had arrested and returned them. In 
May the police record showed 42 violations of law and order by 
Soviet soldiers in our sector of Berlin. In our zone, Soviet crossings 
of the border in small groups to raid isolated German farmhouses 
became frequent. Americans who left the highway to Berlin were 
arrested and held for hours; two were held for several days. An 
American civilian was killed trying to escape from arrest; however, 
under our quadripartite rules he had every right to be in the Soviet 
Sector and there was no reason for the arrest which led to his death. 

In an effort to improve the situation, early in 1946 I made a gentle
men's agreement with Sokolovsky that, if either of us arrested a 
citizen of the other's country, that citizen would be returned forth
with with statement of charges for trial in the zone in which he 
belonged. I was frequently able to reach oral agreements with the 
Soviet representatives. I am sure this was because they feared to 
make commitments in writing which could not later be denied if 
they drew the displeasure of Moscow. For many months this agree
ment proved effective and it did much to relieve the growing tension 
at the time it was made. Later the arrangement was thought by 
some to have reduced the number of Soviet deserters in that it re
quired their arrest and return to Soviet authorities. This was not 
correct. The agreement required no arrests, only that arrestees be 
returned, and Soviet deserters who entered the United States Zone 
were neit.lter arrested nor returned unless they engaged in criminal 
activities. 

Another incident which reflected the hidden tensions occurred' 
in April1946 when Soviet troops attempted to remove railway track: 
in our sector of Be1·lin on the grounds that it was an authorized 
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reparations item. They rejected our protest and moved armed troops 
into the area to protect their workers, However, the armed troops 
found that our Constabulary tank patrols had arrived first and that 
the workers had quit. The staff report records: 

Although the situation was tense for several days, it was finaUy 
resolved amicably by conference between the two Commanders. No 
track was removed. · 

In the summer of 1946 we learned that discharged prisoners of 
war from the west, returning to their homes in east Germany, were 
being screened and that officers and skilled specialists were being 
detained. 

These are only a few of the many incidents of the year. They 
are cited to show that we never fully attained our effort to develop 
friendly relationships with Soviet personnel. They were made more 
striking because I knew that the British were. having the same diffi
cultielj with Soviet troops, whereas British, French, and Americans 
were serving side by side and if any incidents developed between 
them they were so few and so trivial as never to reach my attention. 

In October 1946 the efforts of British and American representatives 
to obtain an elected city government were realized. When we 
entered Berlin the city officials in office had been selected and ap
pointed by the Soviet authorities. In the October 20 election the 
SED (Socialist Unity party, a combination of the Social Democrats 
and Communists in the Soviet Zone forced by Soviet pressure and 
denounced by the Social Democrats of the western zones}, was 
routed. The Social Democrats had· received 48.7 per cent; the 
Christian Democrats 22 per cent; the Liberal Democrats 9 per cent; 
and the Soviet-sponsored SED, although encouraged in east Berlin 
in every possible way by the Soviet Military Administration, had 
received only 1.9.8 per cent of the votes. This election, carried out 
under the city-wide supervision of quadripartite inspection teams, 
must have stunned the Soviet authorities and made them realize 
that their hope of gaining Germany by normal political methods 
was futile. Unquestionably it changed their tactics in Germany. The 
just right, exercised by the new City Council, to oust Soviet-ap
pointed Communist officials was resisted by Soviet authorities and 
created a growing dissension in the Allied Government of Berlin 
( Kommandatura), 
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Thus when the Council of Foreign Ministers held its next meeting 
in New York in November and December 1946, such change as had 
occurred in the relationships of the occupying powers was for the 
worse. Murphy and I were in Washington to attend the Anglo
American conference on bizonal fusion when the Council convened. 
We proceeded to New York, where we remained for approximately 
two weeks to be available to Secretary Byrnes. 

The setting for this meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers 
was one of the upper floors of the Waldorf Towers. Looking from 
the windows of the conference room, the tall buildings and brilliant 
lights made an impressive picture of the strength and wealth of 
America. It seemed to me a fitting location. During this meeting of 
the Council, Senators Connally and Vandenberg were performing 
double duty, as they were also participating in the work of the 
United Nations General Assembly. Murphy and I called on both, and 
as usual received fresh courage from their friendly and sympathetic 
support. 

My stay in New York gave me an opportunity to lunch with 
former President Hoover, who had done so much to help us obtain 
additional food for Germany and to support and encourage us in 
our efforts to revive German economy. I had the pleasure of having 
tea with Secretary and Mrs. Stimson in their apartment in New 
York. I had called to obtain his advice and counsel, and it was not 
until I left that I realized that by a combination of adroit question
ing and sympathetic interest he had led me into doing almost all of 
the talking, pouring out my perplexing. problems and difficulties. I 
left him, feeling certain of his sympathetic understanding and that 
he recognized that we had tried hard indeed to meet the wise ob
jectives he had expressed to us in Germany in the summer of 1945. 

During our visit to New York, Secretary Byrnes took Maurice 
Couve de Murville, head of the French delegation in Bidault's 
absence, Turner Catledge of the New York Times, Robert Murphy, 
and me to a football game between the New York Giants and the 
Philadelphia Eagles. I was pleased at the warmth with which the 
friendly crowd greeted Byrnes. My pleasure at the game was 
dimmed by tl1e knowledge that we were to driv~.,. hack to the hotel 
the same way we had come-through New York traffic at high speed 
following a New York motorcycle police escort ~s w~;; swung 
through traffic I began to realize bow quiet the German streets 
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seemed, and I could not help but admire the complete nonchalance 
\\ith which Byrnes ignored what seemed to me almost certain 
crashes. · 

While the conference again refused to consider in detail the 
German problem, or perhaps I should say .Molotov refused to permit 
the conference to consider the German problem, it did agree to 
convene the next session_ of the Council of Foreign Ministers to 
consider German and Austrian questions at Moscow on March 10, 
1947. It also agreed~0 to an agenda which included consideration of 
a comprehensive report to be prepared by the Allied Control Coun
cil on its work on demilitarization, denazi£cation, democratization, 
economic problems, reparations, the establishment of central ad
ministrations, and other problems connected with the political, 
economic, and social situation under quadripartite government; 
liquidation of Prussia; consideration of form and scope of pro\isional 
political organization; and preparation of a peace treaty. It further 
agreed to appoint special deputies to hear the \iews of neighboring 
and other Allied states which had participated \\ith their armed 
forces in the common struggle, to consider questions of boundaries, 
of the Ruhr and the Rhineland, the United States-proposed disarma
ment and demilitarization treaty, and the report of the coal experts. 

The Allied Control Council was called upon to submit its report 
not later than February 25, 1947. The deputies were to convene in 
London on January 14.1947, and to submit their report by February 
25. 

The conference adjourned on December 31. This conference was 
the last appearance of Secretary Byrnes at the Council of Foreign 
Ministers, although neither Murphy nor I had any inkling of this 
when we departed from New York. He had given from his high 
intelligence and his broad experience of government his utmost 
effort to allay SO\iet suspicions and to create a world of peace by 
agreement When he had found this impossible he had made clear 
our fum intent to yield no further in our \iews in the hope of 
compromise. 



CHAPTER 8 

The Control Council 
Falters 

OUR main effort now was devoted to preparing for 
Moscow. Murphy was designated by Byrnes to be 

special deputy for the German problem. While we were struggling 
to prepare an agreed report from the Control Council for the 
foreign ministers, 1 he and his colleagues were engaged in a like effort 
in London,2 besides hearing the views of the Allied states, including 
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Byelorussia, Canada, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Poland, the Ukraine, the Union of South Africa, and 
Yugoslavia.8 The views of these nations emphasized once again the 
conflict which had to be resolved before there could be a German 
peace treaty. Eight favored moderate and constructive policies; 
the five "Slav" countries, closing their eyes to Molotov's statement 
designed for German propaganda in the June-July conference, sup
ported heavy reparations, stringent political and economic restraints, 
and prolonged occupation. The 'Western" states favored decen
tralized federal government; the "Slav" states a centralized govern
ment which would be easier to control. Only two favored the 
confederation type of government. No state asked for political sep
aration of the Ruhr; all favored some degree of control. Eleven 
favored reparations from production. Exclusive of the Soviet and 
Polish accessions and of the Saar, claims were made for German 
territory aggregating 1200 square miles with a population of 
17't,ooo. 
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All nations agreed on the necessity for demilitarization and mill· 

tary control. Some were in favor of nationalization . of German 
industry. Some favored, and others were opposed to, excluding Ger· 
many from high-seas navigation. Several governments opposed 
strict controls because if exercised over ·an extended period they 
might incite German resistance, which would injure rather than 
foster material and spiritual reconstruction,' Some wanted special 
guarantees for their property rights in Germany; others wanted 
guarantees against discriminatory measures. The one thing that was 
certain was that there was no concert of opinion among the sixteen 
nations. 

The special deputies devoted many hours to the discussion of 
procedural questions relating to preparation of a peace treaty. They 
could agree on neither the nations to participate in the preparation 
of the treaty, nor those which, while not participating, would be 
consulted in its preparation; nor on other lesser procedural ques· 
tions. Their :field of disagreement was so broad that they were 
unable to agree to a report on their disagreement, and con.flned their 
joint report to summarizing the views of the Allied Nations as pre
sented to them.' 

Concurrently the Allied Control Council was devoting the first 
two months of 1947 to the preparation of its report to the Council 
of Foreign Ministers. Its purpose was to bring out the basic dif. 
ferences which had prevented quadripartite government from 
functioning, and thus narrow the range of issues to be discussed 
at Moscow. 

The many questions to be considered were allocated to the ap
propriate directorates in December 1946, and the Co-ordinating 
Committee spent hours of discussion in January and February in 
the effort to develop agreed recommendations. These efforts were 
futile. The ability of the Control Council to reach such decisions 
had deteriorated so much that it was almost impossible to agree in 
the face of our instructions to the submission of a report sum· 
marizing largely our disagreements.' 

While this report was in preparation,' little else was accomplished 
in the Co-ordinating Committee. An interesting debate did occur 
on February 1947 in connection with the resignation of the Ober
buergermeister of Berlin, Dr. Otto Ostrowsld., a member of the 
Social Democratic party elected by its majority in the city council. 
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He was found by his party to be too amenable to Soviet suggestion 
and was required to resign. Ernst Reuter, who was elected to take 
his place, had been secretary general of the Communist party in 
1921 and before that head of the Volga Republic. He had discovered 
the true aim of the Communist party and had returned to the Social 
Democratic party in 1922 as a bitter opponent of Communism. Thus 
he was regarded as a mortal enemy by Soviet representatives who 
refused to accept him in office. Reuter, who had lived in Turkey 
during the Nazi regime, was an experienced administrator and an 
honest and capable official. While every effort was made by the 
three Western Powers to secure Soviet acceptance, 6 we had finally 
to face the fact that Soviet veto could prevent his exercise of office. 
In the discussion General Robertson said: 

''My views are very simple. If we agree that they [the Germans] 
may choose by elections their representatives to perform such 
duties, then we should not interfere with those elections." 

General Kurochkin replied that the election of Reuter "should 
serve as a warning • • • of the undesirability of hasty abatement 
of control." 

I entered the debate to remark: "This is a basic principle of 
democracy as it stands in America. • . • We will debate at any 
time the question of giving election privileges to the Germans . . • 
or taking away such privileges which they abuse. If we give them 
the right to select their candidates, we ought to accept their choice 
unless removal by cause is agreed unanimously." 

Reuter was not to take office until the Soviet actions had resulted 
in a divided city. Since we could not approve Reuter, we had to 
accept the deputy, Frau Louise Schroeder, as acting. We were un· 
willing to authorize another election, as we held Reuter to be duly 
elected and qualified to serve. Of course we were satisfied with 
Frau Schroeder, a woman of courage and ability, who had opposed 
the Nazi regime and was to stand firm against Communist efforts to 
gain control of the Berlin government. It was difficult to realize the 
strength within this quiet, motherly-appearing woman. 

Perhaps the most important act of the Control Council in this 
period was the liquidation of the state of Prussia.' This was neces· 
sary to legalize the dissolution of the former state to form new states 
·vithin the several zones. 

The report which the Control Cotincil submitted in nine volumi· 
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nous sections reeorded few agreed conclusions. It did record the 
differences in viewpoint both as to what had occurred and what re
mained to be done. It did lay down in black on white clearly and 
succinctly the wide divergencies which had taken place in the 
attempt to administer Germany as a unit by the unanimous consent 
of the representatives of the four occupying powers. 

As even the synopsis of principal differences which accompanied 
the report is a lengthy document it seems desirable to record enough 
of these to emphasize the opposed viewpoints. On demilitarization, 
the Western Powers cited the large numbers of prisoners of war held 
in Soviet Russia, and the unwillingness of the Soviet Military Ad
ministration to permit free inspection of plants by quadripartite 
teams. The Soviet representatives charged the Western Powers with 
failure to destroy war plants and to deliver reparations. On denazi6-
cation, they made a general charge of failure to denazify, while the 
Western Powers charged that statistics proved the opposite, and 
particularly that, in the Soviet Zone, joining the SED erased the 
"Nazism" of the joiner. The Soviet representatives charged the 
Western Powers with failure to agree on a decartelization program, 
and the Western Powers charged them with building up a large con
centration of economic power through their seizure and incorporation 
under Soviet ownership of plants and enterprises in their zone. 
Although the document may have represented a monumental ac
complishment in report making, it could add little to comfort the 
foreign ministers or to help them in solving the· pressing problems 
which would be presented in Moscow. I think that as the report was 
Hnally signed on February 25, even Marshal Sokolovsky felt dis
couraged at the result. 

In its preparation we had tried hard to obtain information on the 
extent of the capital equipment removed from east Germany, the 
value of the productive output exported to Russia, and the number 
of German prisoners of war held in Russia. We were unable to get 
this pertinent data from the Soviet representatives, who promised us 
that it would be made available at the conference by their govern-
ment. The promise was not kept. ' , 

Realizing the import of the Moscow meeting to the German 
problem, meticulous attention was given to advance preparation. In 
addition to the reports of the Allied Control Council and the special 
deputies, Military Government had prepared 31 separate papers on 
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subjects which ranged from provisional government and Gnancial 
reform to aviation and occupation costs, which it submitted to the 
War and State Departments. The State Department, utilizing such 
of the contents of these reports as it accepted, likewise prepared a 
comprehensive set of papers which were returned to us in time for 
our comment. Also Military Government was asked to send, in 
addition to Mr. Murphy, experts in economics under General Draper, 
and in governmental affairs under General Henry Parkman and Dr. 
Edward H. Litchfield. I was to take over the command of the 
theater from General McNarney on March 15, 1947, and asked to 
be excused from attending the conference unless my attendance 
seemed necessary. I had always found it difficult to participate in 
these meetings, which usually lasted several weeks, not only because 
attendance involved long separation from my administrative duties 
but also because I was responsible to the War Department and 
hesitated to make recommendations on major issues which had not 
received its approval. 

The United States delegation arrived in Berlin on March 8, 
prepared to spend two days in discussion with us. General Marshall 
had replaced Secretary Byrnes. The Republican party had gained 
control of Congress. Marshall had been unable to persuade Senators 
Connally and Vandenberg to leave their pressing congressional 
duties. He had brought with him a new member of the American 
delegation, John Foster Dulles. The familiar faces of Ben Cohen, 
"Chip" Bohlen, and Freeman Matthews were present to insure con
tinuity. 

General McNarney joined me in welcoming General Marshall 
and his party at the airport, and in accompanying them to the 
residence on the Wannsee assigned for their stay. We proceeded 
immediately to discuss the pending issues with Marshall and his 
advisers, who questioned our experts at length on conditions and 
relations in Germany. 

While I had known General Marshall for some years, I had had 
very little direct personal association with him. During the war I 
had served directly under General Somervell and Under Secretary 
Patterson. On several occasions I had attended conferences called 
by Marshall. When I left the United States to become deputy mili
tary governor I had called to pay my respects and had been im
pressed with his sympathetic understanding of the difficulties I 
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would face. I held for him the great respect and loyal affection 
which he had won from the whole Army. I had worked more 
intimately with Secretary Byrnes and not only respected his great 
ability but also had come to love him and Mrs. Byrnes as if I were 
a part of their family. I could not have other than deep regret that 
he had felt it necessary to resign his post while, at the same time, I 
recognized that he had been replaced by another great American of 
stature and character. 

The Moscow conference convened on :March 10, 1947. I received 
a cable from Moscow asking me to report at once. I did not know 
who had dispatched this message. I replied, pointing out my imme
diate responsibilities in Germany, and asked once more to be ex
cused unless the Secretary of State personally felt my attendance 
desirable. I received a further message that my attendance was 
desired by the Secretary of State, so I proceeded to :Moscow by air 
on the same day. Bedell Smith met me at the airport in the late 
afternoon and took me directly to the embassy, where I reported 
my arrival to Secretary Marshall's aide, General Marshall Carter. 
I then looked for Cohen to see what task, if any, he had in mind. 

Space in Moscow was at a premium and space combined with 
security of papers and communications was unobtainable. Therefore 
Ambassador Smith had installed the rather large American delega
tion in improvised offices in the embassy residence, Spasso House. 
He had done his best even though the results were a bit on the 
inadequate side. The senior members of the delegation were in
stalled in the billiard room. Here I found Cohen and Dulles, with 
desks in a small alcove, while in the room proper I found :Murphy, 
General Mark Clark, :Matthews, and my own desk. Our secretaries 
were in a narrow corridor leading to , the billiard room. Marshall 
had his office and staff conference room in an upstairs living room 
near which Carter and Bohlen had office space. The experts, files, 
secretaries, clerks, and stenographers were all installed in the ball
room. The windows in this room were kept closed with drawn 
shades as the security officer (with what I thought rather vivid 
imagination and unquestioned zeal) was apprehensive that some 
acute hearing devices and long-distance cameras might otherwise 
record or photograph conversations and papers. Needless to say, 
rumors about security, or rather Soviet efforts to break security, Hew 
thick and fast, including one which I could never verify that the 
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British had found six concealed plastic dictaphones in the walls of 
their office. In any event, we were instructed to discuss no matters 
of substance in our hotel rooms, although frequently some American 
fed up with security restrictions would shout rather. unprintable 
descriptions of our hosts in the hope that they would be permanently 
inscribed in the record. 

We were billeted in the Moskva, newest and proudest of Soviet 
hotels. Murphy and I followed our usual custom of sharing a suite 
with a common living room and bath. While the furnishings were 
somewhat suggestive of our hotels in the late nineties, with less 
modem plumbing, it was clean and comfortable. The lobby, dining 
room, and public rooms were massive and on the whole impressive. 
Food was fair, though service was very slow with the exception of 
room service, which was excellent. 

Normally the senior members of the delegation breakfasted and 
lunched at Spasso House. While in effect this made it seem as if the 
Bedell Smiths were running a hotel, their hospitality never dimin
ished and Mrs. Smith made each of us feel welcome. I had made 
a friend of their principal Chinese cook, who kept a pot of coffee 
always ready for my visits to the kitchen. 

All of us had difficulty in adjusting to Moscow habits of work 
through the night and sleep in the morning. The Council of Foreign 
Ministers met usually at four o'clock in the afternoon in sessions 
which lasted from three to four hours. It amused Murphy and me 
to test vaunted Soviet security in entering the conference building 
for these meetings. I bet him that I could enter without showing my 
official pass. I was in uniform and each day as the guard stretched 
out his hand for my pass, I would draw myself to rigid attention, 
salute him, and move on. Always his hand would snap to the salute 
as I walked on, pass still in pocket. It never failed and it convinced 
me that Soviet soldiers are just as human as those of other countries. 
It might not have seemed so humorous had they stopped me. I had 
formed the habit of carrying a small automatic pistol in my brief 
case, tl1ough I am not sure why as I seldom carried the case. How
ever, I did use it in Moscow and never realized until long after my 
return to Germany that this pistol in a small compartment iri my 
briefcase had accompanied me to all the meetings I attended. I am 
sure that Secretary Marshall would have been most indignant to 
k'llow that he had an armed bodyguard even if the bodyguard did 
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not know he was armed. When the afternoon session was over our 
delegation would have a hurried dinner before it met to discuss the 
agenda and papers for the next session. If this discussion required . 
changes in papers-and it did as a rule-the experts would work far 
into the night so that the documents would be ready for the morning 
conference with Secretary Marshall. · 

Cohen would labor with us to reconcile different views before 
this conference, but frequently the available time would not suffice. 
Thus we would place the several views before Marshall. He had 
little time to familiarize himself with past meetings of the Council 
and the many German and Austrian issues. He was calm and 
patient as he sought to obtain and resolve our divergent stands, in 
the limited time in which he was not either in session with the 
Council or else in separate conference with Bevin or Bidault, even 
though our differences in opinion sometimes led to sharp exchanges. 
In one such exchange Dulles insisted that I make no commitments 
in a four-power working party to which I had been designated with
out approval in advance by the delegation. I felt that in my two 
years of negotiation with the Russians I had learned to know when 
I should obtain approval and that no working party could hope to 
negotiate an agreed report unless its members had some discre
tionary authority. After this exchange we apologized to each other, 
as both of us realized we were making mountains out of molehills. 
I had learned to admire and respect Dulles for his sincerity and 
ability. He was a formidable adversary in argument. While I knew 
that I could not be responsible for the execution of the policy then 
advocated by him, I did not question its sincerity or his right to its 
advocacy. Later I think our viewpoints came closer together and I 
was particularly appreciative of the support he was to give to our 
continued stay in Berlin under the blockade. 

In fact the differences in opinion between Dulles and me were no 
more sharply drawn or frequent than the differences which devel
oped among the members of the delegation. In retrospect it has 
become clear that these differences were in detail and not in prin
ciple. Many were resolved in our discussions at Moscow, and the 
remainder were to disappear before the London conference later 
that year. As an example, a proposal which '\Ve were to present as a 
definition of democratic government resulted in the preparation of 
several papers. Certainly all of us had the same concept of demo-
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cratic government. Nevertheless, we argued for some hours before 
we reconciled our views. It seemed to me then and now that these 
debates served to bring. out the merits and dem~rits of each issue 
and that they could have been developed in no other way. 

Perhaps the major question Secretary Marshall had to resolve 
at Moscow was our position on the utilization of productive output 
for reparations. This had not been specifically prohibited in the 
Potsdam Protocol, although it seemed clear to. us that the require
ment that proceeds from exports should be used in the first place to 
pay for imports did exclude any such use of productive output as 
long as there was an adverse trade balance. I favored developing 
the issue in the effort to obtain a clear-cut definition of Soviet intent. 
Dulles believed that we should not raise the question and that if 
others raised it we should discuss it only to oppose its discussion. 
There was much merit in his view. Marshall decided in favor of a 
compromise which proposed an increase in the level of industry, 
accepted as necessary by all four powers; the plants withdrawn from 
reparations to make this increase possible would be compensated 
for by productive output of corresponding value. Although this 
formula offered considerable flexibility, it was either overlooked by 
the Soviet delegation or else, more probably, the Soviet delegation 
did not desire that any real agreements be reached in this con
ference. 

The conference room . was filled with familiar faces. Bevin was 
accompanied by Strang and Robertson, for German discussions; 
Molotov by Vishinsky and Sokolovsky; and Bidault by Couve de 
Murville and Herve Alphand. 

All delegations introduced papers covering the many issues raised 
in the Control Council report, and each paper presented by repre
sentatives of the Western Powers drew new charges from Molotov. 
In this conference, which had as its great purpose the establishment 
of a common policy for Germany, he charged the British with 
failure to denazify Germany, citing as examples some obscure 
names of persons alleged to be playing "a significant role."8 Yet such 
was the defensive attitude of the Western Powers that cables were 
dispatched to Berlin for immediate investigation so that the charges 
could be answered and refuted. 

In another exchange Molotov accused the United States of seizing 
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for its exclusive use German patents and trade processes.9 Charles 
Kindleberger of the State Department had brought with him, in 
case the occasion should arise, a letter from the Soviet commercial 
representative in Washington to the Secretary of Commerce thank
ing him for the German patent data made available to the Soviet 
Government and asking when additional data would be published. 
I am sure that Marshall enjoyed reading this letter, which caught 
Molotov by surprise and even produced smiles on the customary 
poker faces of his staff .. 

To save time, a co-ordinating committee was designated to report 
the agreements and disagreements contained in the several papers 
presented to the Council on the form and scope of the provisional 
political organization of Germany. I represented the United States 
on this committee, which included Vishinsky, Alphand, and Robert
son. We were in session from late afternoon to early morning and 
recessed then for a few hours to permit the report to be typed for 
presentation to the afternoon session of the Council. 

The report10 proved of little help, as its recital of disagreement 
was by now a familiar story. Again it was clear that the French, 
British, and Americans favored a federal government under a demo
cratic constitution as democracy is understood in the West, whereas 
the Russians favored a strong central government under a provi
sional constitution prepared in an assembly composed of represent
atives of "anti-fascist" organizations. Obviously this would guarantee 
representation from the Communist party and its many front or
ganizations and would: provide a governmental structure lending 
itself to single-party domination. Although the meetings of the 
co-ordinating committee were attended only by the principals and a 
few staff assistants, habit was too strong for Vishinsky to resist mak• 
ing a constant attack on the Western Powers. In one of these attacks 
he made a sarcastic reference to the loyalty of minority groups in 
the United States and stated that no such problem existed in the 
Soviet Union, where the loyalties of all citizens were unquestioned. 
I had to remind him that we had found many thousand Soviet
claimed citizens fighting with the German Anny and even then were 
being pressed to return to Russia thousands more who denied Soviet 
citizenship. 

The Council of Foreign Ministers was likewise unsuccessfnl in its · 
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effort to reconcile the differences recorded in the report of the 
special deputies on the procedures to be followed in the preparation 
of the peace treaty. 

While the foreign ministen met in session after session, they 
were able to reach agreement on only a few matters hardly worth 
listing, since they were all included in the Potsdam understanding 
and were discussed only as a result of charges and countercharges 
as to the effectiveness of their accomplishment. I did not stay for the 
duration of this meeting, as Secretary Marshall had approved my 
request to return to my duties in Germany on March 31. 

While I was going back to Germany because I believed that I 
should not stay away from my administrative responsibilities too 
long, I must admit that I was glad to leave Moscow. There had 
been occasional diversions from the grind of conference. Mr. and 
Mrs. Molotov had entertained the delegation at a formal dinner, 
followed by a reception. Each of the foreign ministers had proposed 
toasts which expressed their hopes for international understanding 
and friendship. Secretary Marshall, to indicate his desire for co
operation, wore the decoration of the Order of Suvorov, awarded to 
him by the Soviet Government for his war contribution, on his 
dinner coat. Molotov also entertained the three other foreign minis
ters, the ambassadors, and the commanders in chief in Germany at a 
ballet performance of Romeo and Juliet, exquisitely staged and 
danced by the incomparable Russian Ballet. Nevertheless, I bad 
found Moscow presenting a dreary appearance, with the winter 
snow which was piled everywhere covered with thick black soot 
from soft-coal .fires. While there were life and movement in the 
streets, there was no lightness evident anywhere, and happy smiling 
faces were rarely seen and then only among the young children. I 
could not estimate how much of this resulted from the long war 
years with their exacting sacrifice and how much of it was the re
flection of the police state. 
•· When I left Moscow the earlier sessions had convinced all of us 
that there would be no real progr.ess. The agreements11 which were 
reached were sent to us subsequently in Berlin. They called for the 
acceleration of destruction of German military materiel and installa
tions; the liquidation of plants suitable only for production of 
munitions; the detern1ination of progress in demilitarization activi
ties by quadripartite inspections; the, acceleraton of denazification 
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.and trials of war criminals; and the encouraging of German authori· 
ties to adopt uniform legislation for completion of denazification; 
the completion of land reform; the establishment of a free exchange 
of information between all zones; affirmation of the right of accred
ited representatives of interested nations. to visit displaced persons 
centers and the prohibition of propaganda campaigns directed from 
these centers; the care and return of deceased United Nations 
nationals; the acceleration of repatriation of displaced persons; a 
restudy of the question of transfers of population into Germany; the 
publication of reparations lists; and the repatriation of German 
prisoners of war by December 31, 1948. The Control Council was 
instructed to study the size of the armed forces of the occupation 
forces in Germany. Since the zone commanders claimed to have met 
the requirements in most of these matters, quadripartite inspections 
throughout Germany were essential to permit comparison in accom
plishment but Soviet acquiescence to such inspections was never 
obtained except under restrictions which de5troyed their value. 

As General Marshall said in his radio talk to the nation on April 
28, 1947: 

"Agreement was made impossible at Moscow because, in our 
view, the Soviet Government insisted upon proposals which would 
have established in Germany a centralized government adapted to 
the seizure of absolute control." 

He had talked to Generalissimo Stalin and still had hope, as the 
latter had said: "These were only the first skirmishes and brushes 
of reconnaissance forces on this question." Nevertheless, Secretary 
Marshall told the American people: "The patient is sinking while 
the doctors deliberate." 

The Moscow conference had significant if not immediately tangi
ble results. The foreign ministers of all four powers had accepted 
the need for a higher level of industxy in Germany. However, the 
principal result was to convince the three foreign ministers repre
senting the Western Powers of the intransigence of the Soviet 
position. This led them to work more closely together in .the future. 
· · I do not believe that our delegation had any illusions as to the 
outcome of the conference. Our difficulties in preparing the rep01t 
of the Allied Control Council had demonstrated Soviet unwilling
ness to seek a settlement. Also, Soviet expansion in Europe was still 
gaining ground and Soviet representatives \vere confident that 
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Germany would be included. While we had not yet embarked on a 
positive program· of assistance to the free countries· of· Europe, I 
believe that it was at Moscow that Secretary Marshall recognized 
the necessity of stopping the Communist advance in Europe before 
the German problem could be settled. 

Mter the Moscow conference the meetings of the Allied Control 
Council continued. They seemed to have lost substance and I, for 
one, felt that we were merely going through meaningless motions. 
Although we had received definite instructions from the Council 
of Foreign Ministers, we could not agree as to how we would carry 
them out. In our meeting of May 31 we discussed the report which 
we were instructed to prepare on the size of the occupation forces. 
The lack of progress is clear from the debate which ensued:13 

Marshal Sokolovsky: "As to the figure of 200,000 men for the Soviet 
Zone, it is simply substantiated. In the center of the Soviet 
Zone of Occupation we have the capital of Germany, the city 
of Berlin, a major political as well as military strategic point. 
The city of Berlin represents a very essential junction of rail
ways, waterways, and highway transport and in order to have 
necessary-for the purpose of security as well as for the purpose 
of fulfilling the task of occupation-the Soviet authorities re· 
quire additional facilities in order to implement the ·tasks of 
occupation. The additionallOO,OOO men are required to be left 
with the Sov1et Zone in order to safeguard against any even
. tualities which might occur in such an important center as Ber
lin. There are no other capitals of Germany in· any other zone. 
We have one capital in Germany. It is located in the Soviet 
Zone. And forthese reasons I see no necessity for an additional 
amount of troops for these zones." 

General Clay: "Mr. Chairnlan, I thought that when we came into 
Berlin we took a quadripartite responsibility for Berlin. If there 
is any question as to the American unwillingness to share that 
responsibility I ain prepared to increase our garrison in Ger· 

· many immediately. I don't think that we have as yet quadri
partitely agreed that Berlin is necessarily the fut].lre capital of 
Germany, but I do want to emphasize that in accepting the 
responsibility for its quadripartite government we also accepted 
the responsibility for its security. If it should be considered that 
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100,000 troops are necessary for security in Berlin I would 
certainly be prepared to . give serious consideration to con
tributing our portion of the share, so that this burden of occu· 
pation can be on an equitable basis among all of us." 

Marshal Douglas: "My conception of the· solution is the same as 
General Clay's, that the security of Berlin is a quadripartite 
responsibility and we are ready to contribute." 

Marshal Sokolovsky: 'The assurances made by General Clay to the 
effect that he is in a position to send any additional ·amount of 
troops to Berlin, a view which was also .supported by the 
French member, in my opinion are unfounded and for the 
following reasons: We all know that there is no place to live 
in Berlin and the Soviet commander is forced not to locate his 
troops within the city on account of the lack of accommodation. 
The scanty survived living space has already been recognized 
by various agencies of the occupation authorities and to find a 
certain additional amount of living space is practically impos
sible." 

Marshal Sokolovsky was charged with having made his figures 
equal the French, British, and American combined total, which he 
denied. I then said: 

"I am not very good at arithmetic, Mr. Chairman, but regardless 
of the principle that I use . . . the figures in this column come out 
the same. I don't think it is logical that all the zones must have the 
same strength. I am not even arguing against the necessity for the 
Soviet forces to aggregate 200,000. However, the principle that 
whatever may be determined to be necessities of the British, French, 
and American zones, the necessary strength in the Soviet Zone is 
100,000 in addition thereto to protect Berlin, does not appear 
logical to me." 

Needless to say, we could reach no agreement. 
We were able to agree on a few more negative measures and some 

rather insignificant constructive measures,18 such as repeal of Nazi 
law providing debt relief caused by total war; repeal of Nazi legis
lature on hereditary farms; termination of German insurance oper
ations abroad; law for disposition of property belonging to Nazi 
organizations; exchange of parcels between Berlin and the zones of 
occul?ation; law to combat venereal disease; law for liquidation of 
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Krupp steelworks; repeal of certain provisions in German criminal 
law; and a law providing for interzonal exchange ofprinted matter 
and films. These results did not prevent me from reporting on 
August 1947: "No substantial progress was obtained toward the 
settlement of major problems before the Allied Control Council." 

We also continued our work to list the plants in excess of the 
agreed level of industry to be made available for reparations and to 
evaluate these plants. Meanwhile, on August 29, 1947, we fixed a 
new level of industry for the bizonal area, a which required General 
Robertson and me to advise our colleagues that the plants to be 
made available for reparations purposes from the British and 
American zones would be reduced in number. We accepted the 
allocation of plants between East and West from a partially com
pleted list so that the Inter-Allied Reparations Agenct5 could pro
ceed with the suballocation made to the West. Deliveries remained 
suspended. Soviet representatives realized at last that there would 
be no further deliveries of plants from the United States Zone until 
economic unity and common utilization of resO\.J.rces were achieved, 
and that plants allocated to the East in the British Zone were not 
being dismantled. . 

We tried to obtain agreement in the Control Council to currency 
reform.16 The Soviet representatives insisted on two sets of plates, 
so that printing could be done from one set in Leipzig in the Soviet 
Zone and from the other in the United States Sector of Berlin. 
Marshal Sokolovsky said: 

"Printing of currency should be done in Berlin and in Leipzig. I 
do not see the necessity . • • that , • , printing will be done under 
quadripartite control." 

In the hope of obtaining agreement, I offered to segregate the 
printing plant in the United States Sector and make it a quadri
partite enclave. We had suffered badly when we made available to 
the Soviet Government a set of plates to print Allied military marks, 
and we had never been able to find out the total value of Soviet 
notes, large amounts of which we had redeemed in dollars. Our 
government did not intend to repeat this mistake, and my instruc-
tions were specific. ., 

In August Air Marshal Douglas and I furnished the Control 
Council ·with the revised "bizonal level of industry." Marshal 
Sokolovsky charged us: 17 
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.. The very appearance of this document is witness to the fact that 
U. S. and British military administrations have taken th~ road of a 
complete breaking away from the decisions of the Potsdam Con
ference. . . . The agreement can only lead to a situation in which 
to the detriment of the German people's interest ... wealth will 
be wrested from her and will be used for . . . foreign monopolies.'' 

I said only: "For two and a half years the American delegation 
has tried desperately to get economic unity. The record speaks for 
itself. We do not propose to let continued and indecisive discussions 
draw the U. S. Zone into a state of economic chaos which would 
retard recovery of Europe as a whole. Our invitation to our col-
leagues to join still stands." · 

It had become obvious that the Allied Control Council had failed 
to function as the governing body for occupied Germany and that 
it was no longer an effective instrument unless the Council of For
eign Ministers could find some unexpected way out of the impasse. 
Even this seemed less likely in view of the deteriorating relation
ship in Germany, where meetings of the Control Council were used 
with increasing frequency by Soviet representatives to launch 
vicious and unfounded attacks on the Western representatives for 
propaganda purposes. An indication of the volume and nature of 
Soviet propaganda is given by a few samples of headlines taken from 
the Soviet and Soviet-controlled press in Germany: 

Neues Deutschland, April 11-American capital is exploiting 
Germany. 

Taegliche Rundschau, April 13-True meaning of American 
democracy illustrated by its treatment of negroes. 

Taegliche Rundschau, Aprill7-China is now an American col
ony. 

Berliner Zeitung, April 24-Munich-New York, Cardinal Faul
haber-Cardinal Spellman axis. 

V orwaerts, May-Pictures showing peaceful labor groups in Rus
sia-Violent strike scenes in United States. 

Berlin Am Mittag, May 10-Clay democracy imperialistic. 
Taegliche Rundschau, June 20-Denounced Acheson's accusations 

against Russia. 
Berliner Zeitung, July 4-Dulles and Schacht in accord. 
Vorwaerts, July 8-Attacl<s Harriman-enveloped in dollar mil-
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lions-son of smart railway king-No. 1 polo player-What is he 
up to now? 

Taegliche Rundschau, August 8-American capitalism calling it
self democracy in South America. 

Day in and day out, in the press and on the radio, we heard the 
continuing chant: Imperialists-Monopolists-Exploiters. Protests 
were useless. During this entire period I had kept our information 
service on a constructive note, pointing out the advantages of West
ern democracy without attacking Communism in principle, or 
indeed in action, as it was even then portraying its ugly reality in 
neighboring countries. On October 25 I authorized Colonel Gordon 
E. Textor (director of Information Control Division, OM GUS) to 
attack Communism in every form wherever it existed and to cite 
each exposed example of its day-to-day work. We still would not 
attack governments or individuals; we would not sling mud, but we 
would no longer refrain from exposing Communist tactics and pur
poses. 

In other fields, relations also deteriorated in 1947. We began to 
hear of the Von Paulus "National Committee for Free Germany." 
In August we found theodolites (for rocket recording) being manu
factured for Soviet Military Administration by the Ascania Works 
in our sector of Berlin, in violation of the agreement prohibiting 
such production. A Soviet corporation was formed to mine uranium 
ores, and stories of forced labor in this work began to reach us. 
Other Soviet corporations were absorbing German industry. 

In October and November we found that newspapers and maga
zines from the United States Zone were being confiscated in the 
Soviet Zone. In March, June, and August kidnapings of Germans 
in the United States Sector by German police from the Soviet Sector 
were reported. Five of these police were captured in the act and 
sentenced to five years by our courts. 

The kidnaping situation became even more serious as Germans 
in the western sectors seemed unable to refuse to answer a sum
mons or to accompany police to the Soviet Sector, so strong was 
their instinct to obey authority. We had to persuade the press to 
publish advice to the Germans in the western sectors to refuse to 
accompany strange callers or to answer in person summons from 
the Soviet Sector, and to cry for help if needed. This simple advice 
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was followed and. effectively reduced, if it did not break up, the 
kidnapings. In 1947 the Soviet Administration gave up its pretense 
that the CDU and LDP (Liberal Democratic party) ·were inde
pendent political parties in the Soviet Zone, and virtually forced the 
removal of Jakob Kaiser, Ernst Lemmer (chairman and deputy 
chairman, respectively, of the CDU in the Soviet Zone), and other 
leaders they could not control; thus following normal Communist 
pattern in the approach to a one-party state. The Soviet representa
tives organized a Soviet-owned bank in Berlin to acquire real estate 
and other properties. 

Throughout 1947 our friendly relationships and social meetings 
gradually lessened. While the change was not immediately noticea
ble, it soon became apparent that fewer Russians were attending 
Allied social functions, and informal meetings between senior repre
sentatives came to a standstill. In May General Koenig invited the 
three military governors, their deputies, and political advisers to 
visit him in Baden-Baden and to accompany him on a visit to Alsace, 
including Strasbourg. It was a delightful trip with noted Alsatian 
hospitality at its best. However, neither the Soviet military governor 
nor his deputy, nor his political adviser accepted, and the Soviet 
representative was a lesser figure. This is a common Soviet way of 
indicating displeasure. A press attack on General Koenig limited 
French attendance at the Soviet party on Revolution Day in October 
to a single minor official. At the end of the year Soviet representa
tives refused to participate in the quadripartite Christmas party 
which had been held the previous two years. 

In the early months of 1947 the Soviet press started rumors of 
Soviet military and air strength in Germany, and their :lighter 
planes were flown over Berlin. So on May 30 I had a :lighter group 
fly over Berlin in a formation making the letters "U.S." It diverted 
somewhat the trend in the war of nerves. On July 2, I ordered 
several of our B-29s over Berlin. This drew a protest from Marshal 
Sokolovsky, to which I replied that in view of the concern that 
Soviet occupation forces be large enough for the safety of Berlin, 
I believed it necessary to determine the effectiveness with which we 
could participate in its security arrangements. 
· During the period of worsening relationships which followed the 
Moscow conference the Communist pattern had become clear and 
the effort to dominate Europe was approaching its peak. In Paris 
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and New York in 1946 their representatives had refused to consider 
the German problem. In Moscow they could refuse to discuss Ger· 
many no longer, but it was clear that they did not seek a solution 
of the problem. They believed time to be on their side. They had 
been startled when President Truman asked Congress to extend aid 
to Greece and Turkey in March. The anti-Communists in Poland 
were forced from government with only a few escaping to safety. 
The coups to throw anti-Communists in Czechoslovakia out of office 
and to drive Michael from Rumania were ready for execution. The 
Communists, under direct control of the Kremlin, dominated most 
of eastern Europe. Their political strength remained strong in 
western Europe. They were to cause a general strike in France in 
December, and they were already organizing to win the forthcoming 
general elections in Italy. 

Then, at Harvard in June, Secretary Marshall offered financial 
assistance to the countries of Europe willing to co-operate in the 
common good. The Soviet Government recognized the threat to the 
further advance of Communism represented by this offer. It did 
not dare to permit our economic missions to enter the satellite 
countries with financial assistance. Therefore, in Paris in July, Mr. 
Molotov rejected our help and shortly under instructions from 
Moscow the satellite countries did likewise. 

Time was required for Marshall aid to materialize. However, time 
was now on our side and there was no further advantage to be 
gained by the Soviet Government from delaying tactics. It was in 
Soviet interest to permit relationships to deteriorate, to wage a war 
of nerves re-creating the fear in Europe which alone could make 
possible the further advance of Communism. The program of the 
Cominform was made public in the fall. Clearly it was directed at 
the domination of Europe but there were two obstacles: the thin 
screen of British and American troops in Germany which could not 
be penetrated without war and which prevented the fear engul£ng 
eastern Europe from spreading into western Europe, and the prom
ise of financial aid which in bringing about a more normal economy 
would restore the will to be free of all of the people of western 
Europe. Therefore the Soviet Government decided that a break in 
Germany was desirable. It might be possible to force us out of Ber· 
lin, thus creating doubt as to our intent to hold our position in 
Europe. 
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There seemed little hope that the Council of Foreign Ministers 
would accomplish much at its November meeting in London. We 
became sure of this in the November 21 meeting of ·the Control 
Council only a few days before the London conference, when Mar· 
s!1al Sokolovsky really "threw the book" at us. 

He charged that demilitarization had not been carried out in the 
western zones; that in the British Zone military formations of the 
Germany Army were being held intact, and in the American Zone 
the sports program for German youth was a cover for military train
ing, and war plants were still in operation. He charged us with 
failure to carry out reparations, with the removal of German equip
ment and manufactured goods, and with deliberately exporting 
German products, paying low prices for these products while selling 
them in world markets at high prices for huge profits. He accused 
us of fostering war propaganda and of using denazification proce· 
dures to rehabilitate criminal elements .. He charged us with an 
tuuawful act in prohibiting the activities of the Socialist Unity party 
in western Germany, and with failure to carry out a land-reform 
program. He then attacked bizonal fusion as an undertaking de· 
liberately designed to break up quadripartite government and to 
split Germany. He argued that we had so run the German economy 
as to transform Germany into a raw materials exporting country, 
which would have to import its equipment from the United 
States. 

His charges, utterly unfounded in fact, were published imme· 
diately in the Soviet-controlled press. They were certainly not de
signed to create an atmosphere in which understanding might be 
possible, I attached great importance to his statement. Sokolovsk]', 
normally witty and pleasant, had read it with utmost gravity and 
I seemed to feel at the time a complete change in his attitude. Of 
course I reported the serious view with which I regarded his state
ment, stating that I believed it foretold the Soviet position in Lon
don. The three Western representatives made no reply to these 
charges. General George Erskine, sitting in General Robertson's 
absence, did remark that he had been .trying to find a reason why 
he had listened to so much invective and that the only reason he 
could find was courtesy and even that was severely taxed. 

Between November 6 and 27 Mr. Murphy was in London, where 
the special deputies were engaged in a futile effort to prepare an 
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agenda for the forthcoming meeting. There too the Soviet repre
sentative was inflexible. 

In contrast, Secretary Marshall delivered a calm and measured 
speech in Chicago on November 19. He brought out the divergencies 
of purpose concerning the future of Europe between the United 
States and Soviet Russia, and his belief that the restoration of 
Europe as a solvent and vigorous community would decide the 
issue. He referred again to our desire for co-operation with every 
nation, pledging a generous effort to the common cause of European 
recovery. He expressed regret over the vituperative attacks of Soviet 
representatives in the United Nations. He stated that German re
covery under adequate security controls was essential to European 
recovery. He fixed United States policy on the Ruhr by expressing 
his belief in the necessity of safeguards to see that the resources of 
the Ruhr should not be exclusively under German control. He ended 
by emphasizing that the United States would enter the London con
ference with open mind and would avoid statements for mere popu
lar or propaganda effect. His restrained, studied words were both 
an invitation to co-operation and a reaffirmation of our determination 
that our efforts in Europe should not be delayed pending further 
failures to reach accord. 

I think we all knew that the Control Council was dead when we 
left Berlin to attend the London conference. Fortunately, however, 
we had not permitted failure in the Control Council and worsening 
relationships with Soviet representatives to slow our efforts to im
prove the economic life of the British and American zones. The 
invitation to other occupying powers to join their zones with our 
zone extended by Secretary Byrnes in Paris in July 1946, and ac
cepted by the United Kingdom, resulted in the development of a 
bizonal German administration under our joint control. The account 
of its progress in this period of quadripartite failure is heartening, 
and shows the feasibility of international co-operation where there 
is mutual good will. 



CHAPTER 9 

'Ve Join the British 

and American Zones 

BYRNES'S economic fusion invitation was accepted 
by the United Kingdom on July 30,1946. It became 

the second of three phases in the political reconstruction of Germany, 
the first being the establishment of zonal political life, and the third, 
\Vest German Government. 

The joint administration of the two zones was started not in the 
interest of political reconstruction but as a practical step toward 
better economic conditions within the area, thus reducing the burden 
of support home by the occupying powers. The situation in the 
British and American zones had worsened with the receipt of over 
7,000,000 expellees from Poland, the Polish-administered territory 
in Germany, Czechoslovalda, and Hungary. Neither of these zones 
had the agricultural resources to support a prewar population of 
approximately 34,000,000. Now their plight was serious. 

Without questioning the justification for this mass movement of 
people (it may be questioned), it gave us an enormous additional 
burden. 

As a result and because the food supply was insufficient to main
tain the productive capacity of the worker, economic recovery in the 
British and American zones was proceeding slowly. This was even 
truer in the British Zone, which included the great Ruhr industrial 
area with its concentration of inhabitants and which had even less 
agricultural resources than did the American Zone. Of course it was 
clear from the beginning of the occupation that the recovery of 
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Germany and of Europe depended on the restoration of coal and 
steel production in the Ruhr. · 

Economically, the British and American zones complemented each 
other to a greater degree than any other two zones. The basic in
dustries of Germany were in the Ruhr while the productive capacity 
in the American Zone was largely devoted to the assembly of finished 
products. The manufacturers in our zone could therefore get back 
into production only when they had received materials and compo
nents from the Ruhr. A minimum food supply for the British Zone 
required larger imports at greater cost than a minimum food supply 
for the American Zone. Without this minimum the Ruhr could not 
produce. So a merger of the two zones was of mutual advantage. 
While the outside support required by the American Zone would be 
less for some years than for the British Zone, in the long run Ger
many's ability to become self-supporting would depend on output 
from the Ruhr. British Military Government was allocating products 
of the Ruhr to our zone but it was not to be expected that this would 
be continued in view of the large deficit in its area being borne by its 
government. 

It had been recognized at Potsdam that only a unified German 
economy could recover rapidly. Our efforts to bring about unification, 
started in the opening sessions of the Control Council, made no 
progress. Instead the administration of economic matters on a zonal 
basis was making the amalgamation of such services as h·ansport and 
communications more difficult. 

A review of the events which led to the economic fusion of the 
British and American zones starts on September 22, 1945, when the 
French representative, General Koeltz, rejected our proposal for a 
central transport administration. He claimed that railroads repre
sented a war potential and that an administration in charge of their 
operation was as dangerous as the German General Staff. In reply 
I pointed out our willingness to unite the railroads in our zone with 
those of any other zone and added that the Control Council could 
govern Germany effectively only if it had German administration 
which it could hold responsible for carrying out its instructions. This 
suggestion was repeated on December 21, 1945, and at other meet
ings in late 1945 and early 1946. 

In the report which I submitted to the War Department on May 
26, 1946, I pointed out the consequences which were developing 
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from the treatment of Germany as four 'small economic units and 
suggested the amalgamation of as large an area as possible into an 
economic unit by mutual agreement among two or more of . the 
occupying powers. Mr. Murphy and I had discussed our views with 
Secretary Byrnes in Paris in April 1946, and had emphasized the 
conditions in Germany which were leading to economic chaos. We 
had told Byrnes that we· believed a merger of our zone with the 
British Zone confined to economic matters would not result in the 
breakdown of the Allied Control Authority. We found ·Byrnes con
vinced that the Soviet Government did not intend to treat Germany 
as an economic unit and he agreed that the fusion of our zone with 
other zones was desirable. He did not wish to take such a step before 
he had extended an invitation to all the occupying powers in a meet
ing of the Council of Foreign Ministers. 

The April meeting did not provide an appropriate occasion. How
ever, when Molotov had used the July conference to attack the West
em Powers, Byrnes believed that Soviet intent was clear and further 
delay in consolidating the western areas of Germany would increase 
economic distress and make political reconstruction impossible. In 
inviting any or all of his colleagues to merge their zones economically 
with our zone, he made it clear that the administration of these zones 
would be limited to economic matters and would not function as a 
government, and that the merger would last only until agreement 
was reached for the treatment of all Germany as an economic unit. 
For these reasons German organizations established in the bizonal 
area were never made responsible to the German people through the 
election process. 

When Byrnes returned to the United States he reported the Paris 
conference in a nationwide broadcast on July 15 which referred not 
only to this invitation but stated also that Mr. Bevin had expressed 
the intent to accept it. He added that no views had been expressed 
by either French or Soviet representatives. On July 18 we were ad
vised by radio dispatch to repeat the invitation in the Allied Control 
Cour.cil: 

Since the zones of Germany are not self-supporting of themselves, 
and since treating two zones or more as an economic unit would 
better this situation in the zones concerned, the US representatives 
in Germany will join with the representatives of any other occupying 
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power or powers in rnea.sures to treat their respective zones as an 
economic. unit, pending four-power agreement to· carry out the 
Potsdam provision regarding the treatment of aU Germany as an 
economic unit a~ the reaching of a balanced economy throughout 
Germany. You should also declare that you are ready to cooperate 
with any or aU of the other three occupying powers in setting up 
appropriate administrative machinery for this purpose. Administra
tive arrangements would seem to be required in such fields as finance, 
transportation, communications, industry and foreign trade to assure 
the economic unification of the zones concerned and they should be 
susceptible, upon the adherence of aU four zones, to become the 
central German administrative departments headed by State Secre~ 
taries called for in the Potsdam Protocol. In offering this proposal 
the U.S. does not intend to divide Germany but to speed up its 
functioning as an economic unit. Whatever is agreed with one 
government will be offered on identical terms to the governments of 
other zones at such time as they become ready to participate. The 
U.S. government is convinced that Germany must not be adminis
tered longer in four airtight compartments without free economic 
exchange between the zones, and further that maintaining present 
conditions wiU lead certainly to economic paralysis in Germany. The 
U.S. government is not prepared to permit this creeping paralysis 
when it may be possible to develop economic cooperation between 
some of the zones as a prelude to the economic unification of all 
Germany. 

In this same message we were instructed: 

If this offer is refused by any of the participating representatives, 
you are instructed and expected to proceed any way to negotiate with 
the representatives of the occupying powers of any zone or zones 
which may accept to agree on arrangements to accomplish these 
principles which wiU make possible the treatment of such zones as 
an economic unit. With respect to the French zone, you are in
structed, in accordance with the statements made by Secretary of 
State in Paris, to arrange details with the French representative in 
the understanding that the Saar territory wiU be excluded in any 
arrangements for economic unity that may be mutuaUy accepted. 

Please advise State and War Departments of course of such 
negotiations and submit for approval here your agreed recommenda-
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tions and plans. For background purposes the following may be 
helpful: The U. S. government has approved OMGUS plan for 
central German agencies. You may use this for basis of the negotia· 
tions you undertake with any other zonal authorities. When the CFM 
met on July 11, Secretary of State stated substantially: U. S. govern· 
ment does not want a peace of vengeance and it is convinced that 
the economic recovery of Germany along peaceful lines is necessary 
to the economic revival of Europe. It desires the denazification of 
Germany which will encourage democratic forces who otherwise 
may feel they cannot assert themselves with a fair chance. The sure 
way to encourage the growth of democratic forces in Germany is to 
refuse in definite terms the conditions of settlement, to fix German 
disarmament measures, and the reparations which it must pay. The 
German people will then realize that the harder they work the sooner 
they will be allowed to share in the benefits of European recovery. 
Germantjs future boundaries should likewise be defined so that the 
German people may know that as long as they adhere to the settle
ment, no interference wiU be given to their reconstruction efforts, 
which wiU help both themselves and all of Europe. While controls 
and security forces must remain for a long time in Germany, mass 
occupation and military government continued over a long period 
could defeat our own purposes. The German people must have the 
opportunity to minimize the certain difficulties and hardships of their 
situation by their own efforts so that they will not learn to blame their 
trials on Allied occupation but rather and properly to the devastating 
war of aggression which their leaders let loose. The Allied duty is to 
set up machinery for the peace settlement and the U. S. Government 
has urged the establishment of special deputies for this purpose. 

Molotov then made a lengthy explanation of the Russian position 
and refused to consider any proposals other than his OU)n. Another 
meeting of the CFM on the German question was subsequently 
arranged to be held immediately after the general assembly of the 
UN. At this state of discussion, Bevin stated that UK government 
would be forced to take steps to protect British taxpayers; it could 
not continue to purchase dollars in order to send food into the 
British zone in Germany from which British were trying to meet the 
requirements of the neighboring countries for coal. The UK govern· 
numt would, however, keep within the limits of the agreed lecel of 
industry agreement in its effort to increase German output. 
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Secretary of State replied that he hoped the situation suggested 
by Bevin could be avoided. The U. S. government still hoped that 
arrangements could be made for the central administrative agencies 
which were necessary for economic unity. It had agreed that Saar 
would be excluded from this area to be administered by the French 
until the frontiers were finally fixed. However, if such agreement 
proved impossible, the U. S. government proposed to foin its zone 
with any other to provide as broad a basis as possible for economic 
recovery. 

The invitation was extended to his colleagues by General Mc
Namey at the Allied Control Council meeting of July 20, 1946.1 At 
the next meeting on July 30, 1946, our proposal was accepted by the 
representative of the United Kingdom. 

Immediately the British and American deputy military governors 
held several informal conferences to arrange for early merger. On 
August 9, 1946, they agreed that they would comprise a Bipartite 
Board to work out details which would ensure a common standard 
of living, a common consumer ration, and a pooling of their re
sources. German authorities in both zones would be charged with 
the execution of a common economic policy subject to direction and 
supervision by the two military governments. 

General Robertson and I were mindful of our instructions and 
determined to avoid any justification for charges by our colleagues 
of political amalgamation. We went to great lengths not to create 
such an impression. We decided against the establishment of a 
common assembly or council, and to put the several agencies which 
we would create in different cities to avoid the appearance of a hi
zonal capital. Any organization founded on such a basis could be 
only partially effective as it was incapable of complete co-ordination 
of economic effort. Nevertheless, this first step represented the extent 
to which we felt we could proceed without jeopardizing our efforts 
to secure quadripartite control. Two further steps were necessary 
before the German administration was given sufficient authority to 
conduct economic affairs effectively. The second step, establishing 
an Economic Council with some legislative authority, was taken in 
May 1947, and the third step, conveying additional legislative au
thority and substantial executive power, in February 1948. 

The military government organizatic;m to which we agreed con-
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sisted of the Anglo-American Bipartite Board, having under it· a 
secretariat, six bipartite panels composed of . our advisers in the 
several economic fields which were to formulate policy guidance, 
and six bipartite control groups which were to be located in the same 
cities as corresponding German administrative agencies. 

German administrative agencies2 headed by executive committees 
were established: for Economics at Minden, for Food and Agricul
ture at Stuttgart, for Transport at Bielefeld, and for Communications, 
Civil Service, and Finance at Frankfurt. Each of the executive com
mittees by agreement between the Laenderrat of the United States 
Zone and the Central (German) Office for Economics of the British 
Zone was composed of one representative from each of the eight 
states of the two zones. They were empowered to elect an additional 
member to serve as chairman of the committee and chief executive 
of the agency. . 

Final arrangements were completed by September 17, 1946. The 
weaknesses of this organization were obvious from the start but the 
several agencies did much to unify the services for which they were 
responsible. While the lack of co-ordinating executive authority and 
of a responsible legislative body did restrict their effectiveness, the 
reasonably competent departments with trained personnel which 
did develop proved of substantial value later when the administra
tion was strengthened. 

Robertson and I were careful to tell the Allied Control Council 
what we were doing and at frequent intervals to invite the Soviet and 
French members to join us. . 

Although he and I had been able to organize and start the agencies 
to work promptly, it proved much more difficult to agree to the 
financial responsibility for the support of the combined zones which 
each of us was to assume. 

In early meetings with Robertson's predecessor, General Weeks, 
prior to the withdrawal of our forces from the Ruhr, we had decided 
to divide between us the SHAEF grain reserve which came largely 
from American sources and likewise to place our export proceeds in 
a common pool. At that time it was clear that coal from the Ruhr 
would form our chief export asset for many months. We wanted to 
be sure how its proceeds were to be utilized before it was trans
ferred to British control, and before we made the grain purchased 
with our funds available for its support In September 1945 Robert· 
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son had confirmed this understanding and our informal arrangement 
was likewise approved by the State Department and the British 
Embassy in Washington. 

When we agreed to economic fusion, neither side had as yet placed 
its export proceeds in the common pool. We had held ours intact but 
the British Government had spent its receipts in partial compensa
tion for the food brought into its zone. Settlement was further com
plicated by a British announcement that the agreement to pool 
export proceeds was ineffective after March 1, 1946. We refused to 
accept this unilateral cancellation of a bilateral agreement. Also we 
could not agree as to the proportion of financial responsibility each 
was to assume. We wished the proportion to be based on population 
in view of the lower population in the American Zone, whereas the 
British insisted on at least an equal arrangement and even urged 
that the United States bear 60 per cent of the burden. 

There were valid arguments on both sides. The United States 
Zone had a greater agricultural production and required fewer im· 
ports per capita than the British Zone. Hence, even in accepting a 
responsibility proportioned on a population basis, the merger would 
result in adding to our financial burden as the per capita requirement 
was increased. On the other hand, the great industrial area in the 
British Zone had to have food to produce the exports which would 
bring both zones to self-sufficiency. As the weeks dragged on with
out agreement, our joint enterprise was operating without capital 
and, naturally, with little progress. This led Mr. Bevin to raise the 
subject with Secretary Byrnes, and on October 14, 1946, I received 
the following letter from Byrnes from Paris: 

Dear Lucius: 

When I confer with Bevin on the subject referred to in the enclosed 
memorandum, I sluul want you to be present. I think, therefore, we 
ought to make it about the 15th of November . . 

Before that time we tvill have an idea as to when the Council of 
Foreil!,n Ministers will meet to discuss the German problem. Recently 
Molotov told Bevin he would prefer to have the discussion as to 
Germany taken up somewhere in Europe. Bevin stated that he would 
have to discuss that with me inasmuch as I had spent so much time 

·in Europe. I tvill not agree to it tml~ss I am satisfied it is .to be a 
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thorough discussion of all phases of the subject which would justify 
my returning to Europe in December. I am going to insist on the 
discussions starting there, and wiU wait to talk with you before they 
start. 

Of course, Mrs. Clay wiU have to come with yoo. 
With best wishes to you both, I am 

Sincerely yours, 
jsj ]ames F. Byrnes 

The attached memorandum listed for discussion the estimated cost 
of financing the Anglo-American zones and the division of these costs 
between the two governments. The discussions were to include the 
determination of our respective procurement responsibilities. They 
were to take place in Washington and in view of their importance the 
British Embassy staff was to be reinforced by experts. Mr. Bevin and 
Secretary Byrnes, who had planned to be present, were in New York 
for the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting but were able to keep 
in touch with the discussions. 

Mr. Murphy and I arrived in Washington with several members of 
our staff in time for the opening conference on November 13, 1946. 

Secretary Patterson had designated me to speak for the War De
partment group. The meeting was opened in plenary session with a 
welcome from Acting Secretary of State Acheson to which Edmund 
Hall-Patch responded for the British. The agenda was approved and 
the plenary session was adjourned to permit smaller groups to meet. 
Our delegation was headed by Assistant Secretary Hilldring. It in
cluded Howard Petersen from the War Department, Murphy, Riddle
berger, and myself as well as representatives from Treasury, Agricul
ture, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. The British had 
indeed reinforced their embassy staff with Mr. Hall-Patch and 
Patrick Henry Dean of the Foreign Office, Sir David Waley of Treas
ury, General Robertson and Sir William Strang from Germany, and 
Sir Mark Turner and Major General Ian Stanley Playfair of the 
British Control Office of Germany. 

The British objectives were to maximize the money to be made 
available for German support including the provision of capital for 
expanded export operations; to minimize their payment of export 
proceeds owed to the common pool, to obtain a joint control of food 
procurement which would prevent invasion of markets being utilized 
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by the British; and to accept as small a proportion of the financial 
liability as possible~ The United States delegation was realistic with 
respect ~o the funds which it might be able to secure from appropria
tions or in loans from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and 
desired that past proceeds of exports from both zones be paid into 
a joint capital account. It believed that financial responsibilities 
should be proportionate to occupation responsibilities. 

Our estimates sh.owed that export proceeds from the American 
Zone came to about $14,500,000 to the end of 1946, and from the 
British Zone to about $155,000,000, mainly from the export of coal. 
Equalizing these receipts would require a cross payment in favor of 
the United States of approximately $70,000,000. The British, of 
course, accepted no liability to make payments for export proceeds 
received after March 1, 1946. 

On the other hand, the greater food r~quirements for the British 
Zone meant an increased annual cost to the United States after 
fusion. Moreover, we had on hand in Germany food stocks desper~ 
ately needed in the British Zone, and the British claimed inability 
to pay for food in dollars or to obtain it otherwise. The United States 
delegation realized the critical dollar position of the British Treasury 
and knew that our government was concurrently considering means 
to provide assistance. · · 

Mter days of discussion an agreemenP was reached and incor
porated in a memorandum which General Robertson and I presented 
to Secretary Byrnes and Mr. Bevin in New York at the Waldorf
Astoria on December 2, 1946. At this meeting Bevin made a further 
plea for the United States to bear 60 per cent of the annual cost, 
basing his stand on the British financial position and the increased 
responsibility resting upon them for the Ruhr industrial area. Byrnes 
insisted on parity and suggested further our readiness to trade occu
pation areas with the British and take over the Ruhr. Bevin assumed 
this to be in the nature of a joke, although I was sure that Byrnes 
was at least partly serious. He remembered earlier American desire 
to occupy the British Zone, which bad been given up at the second 
Quebec Conference only at British insistence. Moreover, be realized 
that control of the Rubr was important to European recovery and 
believed that we were entitled to at least share in this control. With 
fusion, this resulted and gave us a much more influential voice in 
~exman affairs. Bevin. in signing, was a thorough sportsman and 
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wished Robertson and me luck. British payments were to be made 
as needed, to be converted to dollars only when needed supplies 
could not be obtained with pounds sterling. I promised Bevin to take 
as many months as possible for the conversion, and tried in every 
way to do so. 

The agreement provided, in general, that the United States should 
make proceeds from eA-ports in the amount of $14,500,000, together 
with $29,300,000 to be paid to the United States in equalization from 
British Zone export proceeds, available for the capital account of the 
Joint Export-Import Agency. The British would make a correspond
ing amount available either in needed goods from the sterling area 
or in pounds sterling cOnvertible into dollars on demand. Certain 
payments due from Sweden under the agreement of July 18, 1946, 
for the extinguishment of German assets in that country, were like
wise to be placed in the capital account. Thus the Joint Export
Import Agency was provided '"ith a capital fund of about $121,000,-
000, of which about $90,000,000 would be paid in immediately. The 
agreement established a joint supply committee in Washington and 
authorized the opening of foreign exchange accounts with approved 
banks in foreign countries. It was to be reviewed every year. 

The first phase of bizonal fusion was thus completed and Robert
son and I returned to Germany to push vigorously the export pro
gram which we had submitted to the conference. It is interesting to 
note that we promised an el.-port program of $350,000,000 in 1947; 
$675,000,000 in 1948; at1d $900,000,000 in 1949. We actually made 
exports worth $225,000,000 in 1947; $600,000,000 in 1948; and if the 
monthly rate for the first half of the year is sustained, worth more 
than $1,000,000,000 in 1949. In spite of the severe winter of 1946-47 
which retarded our early efforts, we almost fulfilled our promise for 
the full period. 

Our initial fears over the weakness of the bizonal organization 
were confirmed by experience and in the spring of 1947 we knew 
that it had to be strengthened. Even competent executive authority 
could not co-ordinate six agencies located in four widely separated 
cities and we did not have competent authority. State governments 
which were responsible to elected parliaments felt that they repre
sented more nearly the will of the German people and therefore 
accepted the rulings 1f tha bizonal agencies reluctantly and some
times only after they wrre required to do so by Military Government. 
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Robertson and I worked on the problem for some time but 
hesitated to move ahead before the Moscow conference of Foreign 
Ministers in the spring of 1947. This conference convinced Secretary 
Marshall and Mr. Bevin that further delay would serve no purpose. 
Marshall cabled me to be at the airport on his arrival in Berlin from 
Moscow on April 25 and to arrange for a place in which we could 
have a private talk. He, Bohlen, Murphy, and I met for approxi
mately an hour in the airport building at Tempelhof. I was instructed 
to proceed vigorously with the strengthening of the bizonal organiza
tion in conjunction with Robertson, and to expedite the upward 
revision of the level of bizonal industry to ensure the self-sufficiency 
of the area. It seemed possible that a wider economic unity in 
Germany might not take place for years. 

So on May 29 we promulgated an improved and strengthened 
German administration for the bizonal area• as the second step in 
transfer of responsibility to German hands. We still wanted to avoid 
the impression of governmental authority and the. creation of a 
capital for western Germany and our objective remained limited. 

The new organization created an Economic Council to convene 
in Frankfurt, composed of .fifty-two delegates elected by the 
Landtage of the several states on the basis of one delegate to every 
750,000 persons. This Council, subject to approval of its actions by 
the Bipartite Board (Robertson and I continued on the Board when 
we became military governors), was charged with responsibility for 
adopting and promulgating ordinanc£-s in the .fields of economics, 
transport, finance, communications, food and agriculture, and for the 
regulation of its own civil service. 

Its decisions were to be carried out by an Executive Committee 
composed of one representative from each of the states designated 
by state governments. This Committee was empowered to make 
recommendations for legislation to the Econo.mic Council, to issue 
implementing regulations, and to co-ordinate and supervise the 
several administrative agencies. The committees which had hitherto 
headed the administrative agencies were replaced by executive 
directors nominated by the Executive Committee and confl.rmed by 
the Economic Council. 

Since Robertson and I were unable to leave Berlin for extended 
periods, we established a Bipartite Control Office in Frankfurt to 
act as our day-to-day representative with the German administration, 
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The Bipartite Control Office had under it bipartite control groups 
for each of the Gennan administrative agencies. Thus we had a 
legislative body with specific if limited powers, an executive head 
to the extent that a committee can exert executive authority over all 
administrative agencies, and responsible single executive control for . 
each of the administrative agencies. 

The Executive Committee was fonned of an equal number of 
representatives from the several states to ensure observance of their 
rights. Unfortunately the majority of its representatives belonged to 
a different political party ( SPD) than the rna jority (CD U) in the 
Council, in which the more heavily populated states had greater 
representation. Political antagonisms made mutual co-operation 
between Council, Executive Committee, and the administrative 
agencies difficult. Nevertheless, it was a great improvement over the 
initial organization. The administrative agencies were growing in 
experience and ability, and the Council gained practice in debate 
and in the consideration and enactment of legislation. Furthennore, 
the Bizonal Agency was authorized to adopt measures which must 
be accepted by the states or the citizens thereof. For the first time a 
lawmaking power, albeit limited, was entrusted to a German agency 
above state level. 

Air Marshal Douglas and I attended the first meeting held on 
June 25, 1947, in an improvised assembly room in the former Frank
furt stock exchange. We congratulated the Council on the part it 
could now play in exercising broad responsibility for government 
under democratic principles and in the interests of economic re
covery. We had high hopes that we had taken a constructive step in 
political reconstruction, and I on my part have never been disap
pointed in this move. 

Robertson and I recognized that our second step still had not 
established sufficient executive powers for effective co-ordination of 
the German agencies. We reported to our governments that the new 
organization would not be fully effective until it became something 
very close to a government even though it was not called one or 
given any powers of sovereignty. However, we felt it undesirable 
to proceed further or more rapidly pending the outcome of the next 
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers which was to convene 
in London on November 25, 1947. 

The adjournment of this conference without agreement as to 
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when and where the foreign ministers would meet. again led tci' 
another. vital. decision with respect to the German problem, made 
this time by the three Western foreign ministers. Shortly after the 
adjournment of the Council of Foreign Ministers, Secretary Marshall 
and Mr.· Bevin met at Ambassador Douglas' residence, 14 Prince's 
Gate, at a luncheon attended also by Robertson, Frank Roberts of 
the British Foreign Office, Murphy, and me. After luncheon I pre
sented orally, by agreement with Robertson, our joint views on the 
German problem. We pointed out that currency reform was essen· 
tial to economic progress and recommended that one more effort be. 
made immediately to obtain quadripartite approval to put it in 
effect throughout Germany, falling which we would proceed in 
western Germany if France would agree, or in the bizonal area if 
France held back. We further asked for authority to give political 
character to the bizonal. administrative structure without giving it 
the name of government. 'This could be done, we believed, by the 
direct election in the early summer of 1948 of members of the Eco
nomic Connell. We proposed to continue to participate in the Allied 
Control Council unless it was broken up by others. We anticipated 
difficulty in Berlin and recommended that we stay there regardless 
of any Soviet pressures. We urged that our governments make it 
clear to the French Government that it was welcome to join us at any 
time but that no effort be made to bring any pressure on France. 

Marshall and Bevin accepted all of our recommendations and 
specifically instructed us to improve the political organization of the 
bizonal area without delay, leaving the details and procedures to 
Robertson's and my discretion. 

The way was paved to take the :final step in the organization of 
the bizonal area. It is interesting that this step, which completed the 
second phase in the evolution of German administrative responsi· 
bility, was approved at the same time that the third phase, West 
German Government, began. Secretary Marshall told me before 
leaving London that he had talked with Mr. Bidault, who said the 
French Government was now willing to discuss trizonal fusion pro
vided that .the question of the Ruhr and the general question of 
security were considered concurrently. He added that an inter
governmental conference on these matters would probably take 
place in London early in 1948. 

Robertson al'ld I returned to Germany to develop the further 
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measures. deemed necessary to provide a·. sound bizonal German 
administration. This involved considerable discussion between our . 
staffs and with German officials. 

In the meantime the British Government was having trouble in 
fulfilling its obligations under the financial agreement of December 
1946. It had to get its share of the food in the United States, which 
took dollars, and it felt it could not stand this drain on its dollar 
resources. Our State and Treasury Departments were concerned and 
decided to meet with British representatives in Washington to review 
the 1946 agreement. 

The American delegation met to consider our position on October 
8, 1947. It included Assistant Secretary . Charles E. Saltzman, Mr. 
Murphy, Under Secretary of Army William H. Draper, Jr., Assistant 
Secretary of Army Gordon Gray, and me. There were expert advisers 
from State, Army, Treasury and Commerce Departments, and from 
Military Government. Ambassador Douglas reviewed for. us the 
financial situation confronting the British Government. The British 
delegation, headed by Sir William Strang, included Mr. Dean of the 
Foreign Office, General Nevil Charles Dowell Brownjohn of British 
Military Government, D. L. Anderson, Sir Gordon Munro, and other 
experts. 

While the negotiations were quite technical, the questions to be 
resolved were relatively simple. The British Government wished to 
be relieved of all dollar liability, not only for future procurement but 
also for the conversion of pounds sterling held by the Joint Export· 
Import Agency in its capital and operating accounts. The British had 
insisted on the sale of German exports in pounds sterling to those 
countries which wished to pay in this currency, and had promised to 
convert pounds into dollars as they were needed to pay for imports 
which were not available in the sterling area and had to be p3.id for 
in dollars. This had resulted in the accumulation of a large sum in 
pounds sterling which would not have been accepted except for the 
British Government's agreement to convert on demand. 

The United States delegation at the beginning of the conference 
held out for continuation of equal financial responsibility. In view of 
the British dollar position, they knew this to be unrealistic. However, 
they knew that if the British Government did not convert the Ger~ 
many economy would lose the use of almost all of its capital. More
over, the United States delegation believed that they were entitled to 
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a larger voice in Bnancial and economic matters if they agreed to 
accept a heavier share of the flnancial responsibility. 

Some of the Americans urged that the United States should insist 
on a predominant voice in political matters as well. I argued strongly 
against this. By and large, British and American objectives in Ger
many were close, and our success in accomplishing them depended 
on genuine co-operation with the British. To insist on lowering their 
status to that of a junior partner would have made collaboration 
difficult if not impossible. In view of their flnancial position we could 
have forced their acceptance, but damaged British prestige in 
Europe was not really to our interest. This view prevailed. 

Although I served as spokesman for the American delegation 
Murphy and I had to return to Germany on October 23 to prepare 
for the London meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. The 
joint conference continued for some weeks and flnal agreement was 
signed on December 17, 1947, by Acting Secretary of State Robert 
Lovett for the United States and Sir William Strang for the United 
Kingdom.5 

In this agreement the United States accepted almost the full 
flnancial responsibility for the bizonal area except for such specific 
supplies as could be found in the sterling area which could not be 
sold elsewhere to bring in dollar revenue. The British continued 
their pledge to convert pounds sterling held in our capital account 
into dollars except that the requirement to make such conversion 
on demand was limited by a flxed maximum on the amounts to be 
converted in a given period of time. The British agreed to limit the 
sale of German exports for sterling to the sterling area and to furnish 
certain shipping for transport of supplies to Germany. Voting rights 
in matters relating to foreign trade and foreign exchange of the 
bizonal area were proportionate to the flnancial contribution made 
by each of the occupying powers, exclusive of costs of occupation 
forces and personnel. This, in fact, gave us the right of Bnal decision 
in flnancial and economic matters. 
~ General Robertson and I were ready to announce the measures to 
strengthen German administration soon after our return from Lon
don. We were taken by surprise when the French Government made 
a strong protest to our plans in an aide-memoire, presented to our 
government on January 24, 1948. The French contended that the 
bizonal administration prejudiced the structure of future German 
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government. We had advised them in advance of the steps we were 
to take. Their objections to our plans were: failure to have an upper 
house of equal power, granting of limited taxation powers to· the 
bizonal administration, establishment of single heads of administra
tive agencies responsible to the Bizonal Council instead of placing 
these agencies under coiD?rlttees representing the several states, and 
establishment of a Supreme or High Court for the bizonal area. 
These objections were all cited directly or indirectly in the aide
memoire, which endeavored to portray the still weak and limited 
administration which we were establishing as the prelude to a 
powerful centralized government. I stressed this fact in a memoran
dum to Mr. Murphy which I asked him to transmit to the State 
Department: 

I would like to point out that our proposals, acting under our 
instructions, have been presented to the Germans and of course to 
the French. Any substantial change at this late date would be most 
damaging. Moreover, the French concept of a loose confederation 
would not be resolved as it is our understanding that the economic 
and finance setup at Frankfurt is only the prelude to a government, 
at least of the British and American zones, to be made effective at an 
early date if quadripartite agreement for a unified Germany fails to 
materialize. 

We are at a critical position in Germany and we must either move 
forward to give the Germans increased responsibUity in the bizonal 
area to insure their proper contribution to European recovery, or we 
must move backtt'ard to increase our own forces to run a more 
colonial type of government. We have been in Germany three years 
now and have progressed very little beyond the state levels in de
veloping responsihilit!1 upon German officials. I am quite sure that 
most thinking people at home wiU find that our bizonal organization 
does not go far enough in this direction, and its weaknesses largely 
come from our desire to meet what we knew would be French views, 
as much as possible consistent with effective administration. Unless 
we are wiUing to establish a working organization in which the 
Germans are gicen real responsibUity, we would have to expand our 
own organization many times to take care of the additional export 
trade which we fully hope wiU materialize in the coming months. 
Delay now will prove most expensive in the months to come. 
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,. I did not believe that the French protest was really designed t~ 
stop the bizonal reorganization. It was a French custom, and .. an' 
effective one, to state publicly their position prior to attendiJ;ig an 
international conference in order to develop popular support for the 
French stand at that conference. Perhaps they also thought som~ 
favorable world opinion would result. They had grasped this opp9r· 
tunity ·to expound the position they were to ·take initially in the 
London tripartite conference on the political organization of western 
Germany, which was scheduled for the following month. In this con· 
ference they were to refer frequently to the effect" o£ specific pro
posals on French public opinion, an opinion wh:ich had certainly 
been influenced by their protest 

The French aide-memoire did not develop any substantial public 
support in the United States or in the United Kingdom, where the 
major comment was that we were already late in establishing effec
tive German administration in the bizonal area. Our government on 
February 2 answered the. French point by point. and affimied our 
intent to proceed, ~!though it assured them that we were establishing 
a provisional administration not designed in any way to prejudge 
the German constitution. The government of the United Kingdom 
did likewise. 

Thus, on. February 9, 1948, General Robertson and I were able to 
issue Proclamation No. 7,8 which completed the Bnal and third step 
in the establishment of German administration in the bizonal 
area. 

This proclamation had been discussed in conference with the 
German. minister-presidents of the eight states, the chairman and 
vice-president of the Economic Council, and .the chairman and vic~ 
chairman of the Executive Committee, on January 26 and again .on 
January 28. The suggestions of the German officials were· given 
·careful consideration and many were incorporated in the Bnal 
plan. . . · . 

The proclamation enlarged the popular base for the Economic 
Counc.il by increasing its membership to a total of 104. It established 
to protect state interests .an uppe~ house or Laenderrat composed 
of an equal number of representatives (two). from· each state desig
nated by the state governments. The Laenderrat was given the power 
to initiate legislation other than revenue and approEriation bills and 
the right to veto Economic Council legislati?n unless th.e veto was 
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overridden by an absolute majority of the Council The Executive 
Committee was reconstituted to be composed of a chairman and the 
heads of the administrative agencies. · 

This was a realistic political structure of the federal type even 
though it had no sovereign powers, was limited in its authority to 
£seal and economic measures, and its acts were subject to Military 
Government approval. There was a legislature, with bread authority 
in fiscal and economic fields, composed of a lower house whose 
members were elected by the state parliaments and were at least 
indirectly responsible to the people, and an upper house representing 
the states. There was a chairman of the Executive Committee 
(roughly, the chairman corresponded to a Prime Minister and the 
Committee to a Cabinet) responsible to the legislature. Provisions 
were made for a personnel office, a statistical office, and an office of 
legislatiYe counseL Subsequent amendments extended the adminis
trative powers to even broader fields. We had the machinery for 
government, if not a government. 

Concurrently, Proclamation No. ss was issued, establishing a High 
Court which was charged with the interpretation and enforcement 
of legislation and was thus in a position to protect both the rights of 
the indh.idual and of the states within the range of legislative au
thority granted to the Economic Council. This court was made inde
pendent from Executive control and was served by an Office of 
Solicitor General. 

On :March 1 Military Government Law No. 009 was enacted to 
charter the Bank deutscher Laender as the central bank: in a new 
banking system which corresponded in many ways to our own 
Federal Reserve System. This gave the German administration an 
essential tool for effective financial and economic administration of 
the bizonal area. 

Our British-American organization in Frankfurt (the Bipartite 
Control Office) was concurrently changed from a joint to an inte
grated staff except for the deputies to General Robertson and me, 
who served as co-chairmen of the office. 

About this time I decided to transfer gradually my military head
quarters from Frankfurt to Heidelberg. thus making room in Frank
furt for all of the German administrative agencies and for the super
vising Anglo-American staffs. This movement was completed in 
July 1948. It resulted immediately in impro,·ed co-ordination and 
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effectiveness of the German administrations, previously located in 
four cities. 

In addition to the Bipartite Control Office, three joint agencies 
were established in fields in which the German administration had 
not been granted authority to function. These agencies, whose de
velopment and work will be described later, were the Joint Export· 
Import Agency,10 which was in direct control of foreign trade; the 
Joint Foreign Exchange Agency, which was responsible for the 
handling of all foreign exchange transactions; and the Joint Coal 
Control Group11 in Essen. 

From the start of the bizonal German administration, Robertson 
and I left a large part of the work with German officials to our 
deputies: General Sir Gordon Macready and General Adcock. How
ever, we felt it important to maintain some personal touch and there
fore arranged to meet on the middle of each month with the German 
Executive Committee and the chairmen and vice-chairmen of the 
Council and Laenderrat. While these talks never developed the in· 
formal relationship which I had enjoyed with the Laenderrat in our 
zone, they were useful indeed .for exchange of information and as a 
forum where decisions could be explained and discussed. 

Soon the pattern for the Frankfurt meetings of the military gover· 
nors became fixed. Robertson and I would each meet with his own 
staff early in the morning to discuss the agenda of the day. Then we 
would get together in a formal meeting of the Bipartite Board to 
reconcile British and American views on a wide range of problems. 
Robertson and I learned that compromise was the only way to pro
gress in bipartite matters, except in those fiscal and economic matters 
in which the United States had and chose to use the majority voice 
because of its heavier financial contribution. We were usually able 
to reach decisions on a large agenda in a relatively short time. We 
had learned to avoid argument for argument's sake and to proceed 
immediately to the essential points . 
. , In the early afternoon, accompanied by our principal staff direc· 
tors, we would meet with the German officials across the table. We 
would hear their appeals from our decisions and their reports of 
progress. Robertson and I divided the subjects to be discussed. So 
well did we work together that with a few whispered words between 
us each was able to cover his subject from the joint viewpoint. So it 
was seldom necessary to delay or defer discussion to permit us to 
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reconcile our vieV.rs, I think this was really a major reason for prog
ress in bizonal administration. After the official meeting we would 
join the Germans for tea and coffee. 

The next day Robertson and I would talk with the principal staff 
directors of our integrated control staff to hear their reports and 
future plans and to answer when practicable the questions which 
were raised. · · 

Later we were also to meet on the second day with the French 
military governor to discuss problems of trizonal interest. 

On the last two days of each month we would meet again with 
our staffs and then with the minister-presidents of the eight states 
instead of· the officials of the bizonal German administration: The 
meetings with the minister-presidents were less formal and particu
larly informative of actual conditions in Germany as the daily tasks 
of these men kept them keenly aware of local conditions and prob
lems. 

Between the Frankfurt meetings, Robertson and I would meet 
several times in Berlin as members of the Bipartite Board. Our close 
relationship made it frequently possible to reach Board decisions in 
telephone conversations, certainly a welcome change from the frus
trations of the Allied Control Council 

The minister-presidents from the British Zone were interesting 
personalities. Lower Saxony was represented by Heinrich Kopf, a 
courageous, shrewd politician with lionlike head and carriage. North 
Rhine-Westphalia was represented by Karl Arnold, a liberal member 
of the Christian Democratic Union. Arnold was active, intelligent, 
and sincere. Somewhat lacking in a sense of humor, be bad a strong 
religious approach and a deep interest in social problems. Hermann 
Luedemann, the minister-president from Schleswig-Holstein, with 
his pointed beard, could have played the part of Mephistopheles 
without make-up. An old civil servant, he understood the mechanics 
of government well indeed but was inclined to play his part behind 
rather than in front of the scenes. The strongest personality was un
doubtedly Max Brauer from Hamburg. An old trade-unionist, he bad 
fled to America, where be had established himself successfully as an 
American citizen. Distressed by the destruction in Hamburg, imbued 
with democratic understanding and faith, he had returned to Ger
many and resumed his former citizenship to devote his life and 
energy to the reconstruction of democracy in Germany. 
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.. It is difficult for those of us who worked so. closely with the 
.bizonal administration to judge fully its performance in relation to 
democratic development of government. It did develop into a fairly 
efficient administration which welded the bizonal area into au 
economic· whole; and: without its machinery, I doubt if currency 
reform, wage and price controls, allocation procedures, and other 
major :fiscal and economic programs could have been accomplished 
successfully;· 

Even more important, it provided an arena in which political 
parties could express their views and thus develop valuable expe· 
rience for future government. These political battles we;re real and 
continuous, although legislation usually represented a compromise 
of views which both major parties co:uld support. 

When the Parliamentary Council convened to draft a provisional 
constitution for all western Germany some of the members of the 
bizonal administration saw the end of their activities in sight. As 
the drafting progressed, these men became more arid more polit
ical-minded and less willing to ·act promptly in those legislative 
measures which were necessary to a disrupted economy but which 
might not prove popular with the voters. This was a natural reaction 
but it resulted in the early part of 1949 in measures which, while 
·popular, were inflationary in effect. They were adopted in the 
almost certain knowledge that they would receive the disapproval 
of Military Government. Appropriation bills were seldom accom
panied by revenue bills. However, in spite of this tendency in the 
latter stages of its existence, there is no question that the bizonal 
administration made possible major :financial and economic progress 
in the bizonal area and at the same time created effective machinery 
of government and restored the art of politics to a wide area of 
·Germany. 



CHAPTER 10 

Financial and Economic · 
Reconstruction before 
Currency Reform 

MOST of us take for granted the everyday results 
of a modem complex industrial economy with

out thinking of the elaborate financial and business structure which 
makes it possible. We go to our place of work on public transport, 
receive our earnings in the form of a check which is deposited to 
our account in a local bank, order from neighboring stores, or 
perhaps by money order from the nearest post office. We expect 
public utilities and services to be available and if gas or electricity 
fail we resort to the telephone to summon aid. We give little 
thought to the banking structure or to the procedures through which 
raw materials are procured, processed into finished materials, manu
factured into consumer goods, and then placed in the distribution 
stream to be available to our easy access as consumer goods. When 
such a system collapses it breaks into so many pieces that it seems 
almost impossible to find the right piece with which to start to put 
.it together again. 

Prewar Germany had developed a complex, industrialized econ
omy which provided a high standard of living for the German 
people. Always closely controlled either through industrial cartels 
directed by a few financial institutions or in the war years by govern
ment, it had collapsed almost completely when the controls were 
broken by defeat. Transportation and communications were dis· 
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rupted, factories were closed, credit institutions had ceased to func
tion, economic life had apparently come to an end on May 7, 1945, 
when Germany surrendered. 

In this chaotic condition it was perhaps natural that our first 
efforts were directed to the rehabilitation of communications and 
transport facilities. Their difficulties were tangible and physical 
and it was obvious that their restoration was essential to any kind 
of economic life. 

The German communications system was government-owned 
and -operated. Quickly, local offices of the Reichspost, later to be 
called the Deutsche Post, were reopened. By August 1945 post offices 
were receiving and delivering mail locally and conducting the finan
cial transactions necessary to the postal savings· and checking ac
counts. Approximately 40,000 telephones had been released for local 
use. By the fall of 1945 state administrations had been given limited 
jurisdiction over the communications system in each state. With the 
formation of the Laenderrat, it was possible to ·establish a unified 
control of communications throughout the United States Zone early 
in 1946. By that time telephone service was available to 115,000 
subscribers and calls exceeded 900,000 monthly. 

Mail service, restored throughout the United States Zone, was 
handling 70,000,000 pieces of letter mail and 668,000 parcel-post 
packages monthly. In October 1945 agreement1 was reached in the 
Allied Control Authority for interzonal exchange of mail, and in 
February 1946 for interzonal telephone and telegraph services. 
In April 1946 international mail2 limited to business letters up 
to 20 grams was restored except to Japan and Spain. In June 1946 
one-way international parcel post into Germany was reinstated and 
95,000 relief parcels arrived from the United States ·in the first 
shipment. By the end of 1946 there were 440,000 telephones avail
able in the United States Zone and long-distance telephone calls 
exceeded 6,000,000 monthly. 

In March 1947 as a result of bizonal fusion the cominunications 
systems of the United States and United Kingdom zones were 

·merged into a·single system. Also, in the spring of 1947, international 
telephone and telegraph services were resumed and the financial 
services of the postal system were extended throughout the three 
western zones. In May 1947 in the bizonal area more than 600,000 
telephones were in service, handling almost 11,000,000 calls monthly, 
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and monthly telegrams in the area exceeded 1,500,000. A million 
and a half relief parcels were received from the United States and 
distributed through the postal system in that month. It was apparent . 
that communications in the bizonal area were normal and capable 
of sustaining their part in economic life. In fact by the end of 1947 
the mail load in the United States Zone exceeded the prewar load, 
and telephone and telegraph traffic was more than twice the prewar 
volume. Service in the bizonal area had reached almost 1,500,000 
telephones with a monthly volume of 150,000,000 calls, quite a 
growth from the less than 100,000 available for German use in 
July 1945. This resulted in part from inflation. Huge quantities of 
money were in circulation; there was a shortage of goods to purchase 
with this money while communications services under controlled 
rates were available and, in terms of inflated currency, cheap. Fam
ilies had been separated by war and the desire to keep in touch with 
each other was strong. 'When money in circulation was reduced 
through currency reform, and the cost of communication services 
became relatively high, their use decreased substantially. 

In the international field of communications, only a few restric
tions remained, and these were gradually removed. 

The operations of the Deutsche Post were, except for the few 
early months after occupation, conducted at a profit until the cur
rency reform of June 1948. Then the shortage of money which re
duced traffic volume caused some apprehension among Deutsche 
Post officials. This proved only a temporary decline, for the tele
phone and telegraph users returned in part to mail, and the Deutsche 
Post was soon in good financial shape. Furthermore, by April 1949 
its international communications services had earned the bizonal 
economy $15,000,000 in import credits. 

It is a simple story, this redevelopment of the communications 
network in Germany. However, assistance provided by the loan of 
Army equipment, the tireless work of our own personnel in encour
aging German leadership, and the difficult international negotiations 
which made it possible are less simple to describe. General Frank 
Mead, P. J. Schardt, vice-president of the Southern Railway System, · 
and E. H. Merrill were among the many Americans who worked 
assiduously to accomplish our purpose-the earliest possible restora
tion of an adequate communications system under German ad-
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ministration.· Their fulfillment of . this 'Objective · was one. . Df the· 
principal contributions toward economic recovery. · 
. Handin hand with the restoration of the communications system 

went the restoration . o£ transport facilities. Perhaps in no other 
field was. the breakdown so disastrous to the German economy. The 
north German ports..;. Hamburg, Emden, and Bremen (the latter in· 
eluding Bremerhaven and three or four minor Weser River ports)
had been bombed repeatedly. Harbors were filled with sunken craft; 
the Rhine network was closed to navigation because of destroyed 
bridges, locks, and craft sunk in the navigable channels. Rallway 
marshaling yards were badly damaged and 885 railway bridges 
had been destroyed. In the United States Zone, for example, a survey 
found. 393 serviceable barges, 577 afloat but unserviceable, and 754 
sunk. A survey of rallway equipment in the United States Zone 
showed 2632 serviceable locomotives and 108,921 serviceable rail
road cars, whereas there were 5588 locomotives and 41,398 cars so 
badly damaged as to be unusable without extensive repairs. Of the 
main-line railway trackage in our zone, 21.4 per .cent was damaged. 
CQ.nd.itions were comparable in the other zones. 

Immediate step~ were taken to restore local and divisional rail
way operating offices7 In the fall of 1945 these offices were placed 
under ~e state administration and early in 1946 the Laenderrat was 
given general supervision in order that there might be a co-ordinated 
system in the United States Zone. In January 1947, with bizonal 
fusion, the rall lines of the United States and United Kingdom zones 
were merged into a common system. Special attention was given 
to the repair problem, which was hampered by acute shortages of 
materials and, inadequate shop ·facilities, and to the improvement 
of operating efficiency. · · 

By the end of 1945 practically all main-line trackage was restored 
to usage, although the volume of traffic which could be handled was 
substantially reduced by the temporary one-way bridges which had 
been provided to replace those destroyed. The avallability of rolling 
stock had been increased by the transfer of some 25,000 American-· 
owned railway c~rs brought into Germany by the U. S. Army. 
·Strenuous efforts were made to improve port and water transport 

facilities. By July 1945 the Rhine was open to limited navigation 
throughout the United States Zone; by Aprll 1946, it was open 
throughout its entire length. Emergency repairs to tugs and barges 
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had restored a usable Beet Great strides had been made in reopen· 
ing the ports as, for example, in Bremen, which by the end of the 
year was handling 10,000 tons of cargo per day. 

Highway transport was given added impetus in the spring of 
1946 through the sale of 12,500 U. S. Army trucks to the German 
economy on a deferred-charge basis. Destroyed highway bridges 
had been largely replaced· by that time, and emergency repairs had 
been. made to arterial highways rendered impassable by bombing 
and other war damage. 

In spite of all efforts, only 35 per cent of locomotives, 43 per cent 
of passenger cars, and 58 per cent of freight cars were capable of 
even limited service at that time and . neither the limited freight 
services necessary to a stricken industry and to relief efforts nor the 
more substantial passenger demands were being met. Only by use of 
waterborne transport, which in the fall of 1946 reached almost 
600,000 tons monthly, was the distribution of essential food and coal 
possible. That fall the collection of harvests, which were threatened 
with spoilage in the fields, required thirty of our Army truck com
panies to assist in moving grain and potatoes from farm to ware
house, 

The winter of 1946-47 heavily taxed our transport facilities. It 
was the most severe winter Germany had experienced in more than 
fifty years. Waterways (including the Rhine, the Elbe, the We~r. 
and the Danube) were frozen by December, adding another burden 
to the crippled railway system. Many of the poorly maintained 
locomotives froze on tracks or in open and unheated roundhouses, 
and frequently two locomotives were required to do the work done 
in normal weather by one. To avoid general calamity and unbearable 
suffering, freight traffic had to be restricted to the movement of 
food, fuel, military supplies, and international transit shipments. It 
was not until April that relief from subfreezing· temperatures came 
and waterborne traffic was resumed. 

With the advent of spring, conditions began to improve but ad
verse weather had not ended. The severe winter. of 1946-47 was 
followed by one of the driest summers in Germany's history, result
ing in low water levels which in the early fall. stopped practically 
all water traffic and greatly curtailed the production of hydro
electric power, on which not only industry but in some regi{lns 
railways depended for efficient operation .. 
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In 1947 our export proceeds permitted us to contract for rolling· 
stock repairs in Czechoslovakia and in Belgium; German repair 
shops increased their output and new trucks in substantial numbers 
were beginning to be produced for use on the German highways. 
Early in 1948 we were sufficiently satisfied with the repair program 
to authorize the use of steel for new rolling stock to be manufactured 
in Germany and, with the promise of ECA aid, sufficiently well off 
financially to order additional new cars from Austria, Belgium, 
Czechoslovakia, Italy, and one or two other countries. 

When currency reform was effected on June 20, 1948, our trans
portation system was for the first time meeting all essential needs. 
The German seaports had proved their ability to handle 2,500,000 
tons of traffic per month, and arrangements had been made to 
utilize the Low Country ports and for exchange with other countries 
of Rhine shipping services to and from these ports. Waterways in 
the bizonal area, with a rehabilitated fleet of 721 tugs and 4145 
serviceable barges with an aggregate capacity of 2,580;000 tons, were 
able in June 1948 to carry 4,724,300 tons of freight. Coastal vessels 
having a total capacity of nearly 200,000 gross registered tons were in 
operation. The 6000 serviceable German locomotives and the 210,000 
serviceable German railway cars in the bizonal area of occupation in 
July 1945 had increased to 7189 locomotives and 233,730 cars in 
June 1948, and were further increased to 8193 locomotives and 
247,854 cars by the end of 1948. Moreover, tum-around time of 
freight cars had been reduced from more than ten days in 1945 to 
6.2 days in June and to 5.1 days in November 1946 through improved 
operating efficiency. Highway trucks, although old, were adequate 
in number and German manufacture was providing an average of 
over 3000 trucks each month for replacement. 

It was apparent, therefore, that the German transportation system, 
while not fully back to normal, was prepared to meet the needs of 
the German econ~my and that another major contribution to eco
nomic recovery had been made. · 

An unsettled question still disturbing the German railway system 
concerns the exchange of cars with Germany's neighbors. There has 
always been an exchange of railway cars between European nations, 
and without it, transportation across the many European frontiers 
would be retarded. This was a co-operative service until the Ger
mans overran most of Europe, when it came under their control. At 
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Potsdam it was l!lgreed that Germany's external assets should be
come the property of the countries which had participated in the war 
against Hitler. Thus France had a legal basis for claiming German 
railway cars in France as a German external asset. It was my view 
that the exchange of cars was normal and that cars outside of Ger
many were not to be considered as external assets under this agree
ment. France insisted on ~e right to retain these cars and to have 
all of the French cars in Germany returned with a rental payment 
for their use during the occupation. Genn.an transportation did not 
suffice to meet the most urgent needs. It had been bolstered by the 
transfer of our own railway cars, and the return of the French cars 
without receiving an equal number of German cars meant a further 
increase in the cost to the American taxpayer for the support of 
Germany. 

A conference in Paris on March 18, 1948, resulted in an agreement 
to a one-for-one exchange which would return all French cars in 
~rmany and still leave a substantial number of German cars in 
France, since there were more of the latter than the former. At the 
time this conference was held, it was anticipated that the French 
Government might agree to return the remaining cars if a lesser 
number of new cars were made available to France under the Euro
pean Recovery Program. This question had to be left open as ERP 
had not yet become effective. The conference had resulted in better 
understanding of this problem with French representatives. How
ever, when the recovery program did become effective, its funds 
were allocated to the participating countries on planned programs, 
and Germany would have had to finance the railway cars to be sent 
to France from its allocation. Again the United States would in 
effect have been paying the bill for this transfer of cars. The question 
remained open when I left Germany. 

Prior to currency reform, the railway system had more than bal
anced its expenditures with receipts, largely owing to an abnormally 
heavy short-haul passenger traffic. With currency reform, this traffic 
dropped to less than 40 per cent of former volume, and the railway 
system began accumulating a steadily rising deficit. This was not 
unexpected, as currency reform always resUlts immediately in throw· 
ing people out of work, which accounts for unwillingness of political 
leaders to take such an action. Drastic steps were taken to econ
omize, including a reduction of 45,000 employees, and it b hoped 
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that they will lead to a balanced budget and will justify the invest· 
ment of additional funds in the long-range improvements which are 
essential if transport is to continue to meet traffic demands. Never
theless, the early work of General John Adams Appleton, now vice
president of the Pennsylvania Railway, and Colonels John B. 
Hughes, James B. Edmunds, and Hans W. Holmer, together with 
the efforts of Sir Robert Inglis (an able and experienced British 
railway executive who headed our joint transport staff) and General 
Gross, was reflected in the effective German administration which 
eliminated transportation as the bottleneck to recovery which it 
represented in 1945, 1946, and 1947. 

While Germany was prohibited from having its own civil aviation,8 

fifteen international airlines were delivering passengers and air 
cargo to and from Germany by 1949, and in addition several com· 
panies were meeting Germany's internal needs through the operation 
of feeder services to the international terminals. International rail · 
and highway traffic, including transit traffic, was likewise meeting 
all requirements. Germany was no longer isolated except for the 
internal blockade forced by Soviet intransigence. 

Meanwhile, slow but steady progress was being made in restoring 
order to economic life. Price controls, which in the war years covered 
almost the full range of commodities, were continued and within a 
few months local price control offices were functioning satisfactorily. 
By the fall of 1945, economic offices were functioning within state 
administrations and chambers of commerce with limited functions 
were re-established at local levels.' Strict rationing controls were 
also in effect, though the ration coupon for commodities other than 
food was little more than a hunting license. 

Here and there factories fortunate enough to have raw materials 
and coal on hand were returning to limited production and by 
special efforts some manufacture of such essentials as fertilizer, 
pharmaceuticals, and soap had been placed under way. It was al
ready apparent that there were two major bottlenecks-lack of power 
and lack of raw materials. 

'I be fust of these could be solved within Germany but an increase 
in power was possible only through an increase in the production of 
coal. Even in 1945 special provision5 had been made for food for 
the miner but with the food shortage which developed in early 
1946 production of hard coal, which had reached about 180,000 
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tons a day, fell to less than 160,000 tons. During the remainder of 
1946, in spite of minor improvements in the ration and substantial 
increase in the labor force, production climbed very slowly and by. 
the end of the year was still under 200,000 tons per day. 

Moreover, we were obligated to export a substantial proportion 
of this tonnage and the neighboring countries, all short of coal and 
importing at high cost f~;om the United States, were insisting on an 
increase in German exports. Of course any increase would· deprive 
the German economy of the ability to meet many of its chief needs 
and would retard any lasting increase in coal production. Special 
incentives might work. temporarily but any sustained increase de
pended on a general revival of the supporting economy. Transporta
tion, mine equipment, and mine supplies were as essential to coal
mining production as the coal mines, and the workers in the sup· 
porting economy could not be expected to produce as effectively 
as the better-fed and better-clothed coal miners. 

Nevertheless, when the bizonal fusion took place in January 1947 
we had no choice but to use temporary incentive schemes. They 
were based on a system of points earned by the worker who was 
assiduous in attendance at work and by mines which attended 
specified production targets. They led to increased output which in· 
variably fell off when the incentive was earned until new incentives 
were provided. 

In the Paris conference of the Council of Foreign Ministers in the 
spring and early summer of 1946, French, British, and American 
experts met at Mr. Bevin's specific request to consider ways and 
means to increase Ruhr coal production and also to discuss an 
increase in the allocation for export. While the experts agreed that 
increased production was essential to European recovery and under· 
stood the acute need of France and other western European coun
tries for additional coal, they did not agree that it was possible for 
this coal to be made available in the immediate future. At this time 
the output of coal in England was far below normal and western 
Europe was importing coal from the United States at a very high 
transportation cost. . 

Realizing that this was not normal and fully conscious of the 
importance of making Ruhr coal available to Europe, General 
Draper, who represented us at this conference, pointed out our 
conviction that immediate export of more coal from the Ruhr would 
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mean less coal for export in the long run. It was impossible to main
tain a separate coal economy, although there was some advocacy of 
such a program. Mining depends not only on the economic well
being of the miner but also on a steady How of supplies and trans
portation facilities, neither of which could be expected to improve 
much more rapidly than the general economy. If additional coal was 
exported, reducing the supply already inadequate for minimum 
internal needs, there could result only further debilitation of the 
general economy which would drag the coal output down with it. 
Subsequent events proved our viewpoint to be correct. Special and 
costly incentive schemes brought spurts of increased production. A 
sustained increase did not occur until the general economy had im· 
proved materially. 

It was difficult to resist the French appeal, which had strong 
support in France, or to convince the French of the merits of our 
argument. In fact our stand was interpreted deliberately as evidence 
of unwillingness on the part of the United States Military Govern· 
ment to co-operate with and help the countries that had suffered 
at Germany's hands, whereas our position was taken in the sincere 
belief that it was the only sound way to really provide an increased 
supply for all Europe. 

A year later, in March 1947, the question was again discussed 
during the Moscow conference between the three countries. General 
Robertson, Monsieur Alphand, and I, after much debate, did agree 
on a sliding scale for coal exports. Production in the Ruhr had .in• 
creased substantially and the steps we had taken led us to expect 
further increases. This sliding scale6 started at 18 per cent and rose 
to 25 per cent of output as production increased. These quotas were 
reported to the European Coal Organization, which was responsible 
for allocating German coal exports among the claiming nations. 

The French representatives were interested in an arrangement 
which would exclude production in the Saar from the German export 
quotas. Since some of the Saar production Howed normally into the . 
United States Zone, there was also involved a replacement with 
coal from the Ruhr, which would result in loss of foreign exchange 
to the bizonal area. In September 1947 we reached an agreement' 
with the French and the British which provided for the gradual . 
replacement of Saar coal in the German economy with Ruhr coal, 
although this did require a corresponding reduction in the quantities . 
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available for export from the Ruhr. This was an amendment to the 
Moscow agreement which the foreign ministers had signed. It safe
guarded, too, the interests of Germany's neighbors in obtaining coke. 
'"1rile it did not fully meet the French desires, their representatives 
were appreciative of our efforts and thus the understanding marked 
a definite improvement in the relations among the three Western 
Powers. 

As a result of the incentive programs production climbed through
out 1947 and reached a peak of approximately 280,000 tons per day 
in the late fall when an incentive package of Army K and C rations 
and surplus clothing were particularly appealing. But with incentive 
earned, it quickly dropped to less than 260,000 tons per day, again 
proving that the incentive measures offered only a temporary 
solution. 

During this period much progress was made in rehabilitating 
equipment, improving transport facilities, and bettering under
ground working conditions. Harry Collins, an experienced British 
mining expert, and in turn Max Forester, Robert Estill, and later 
William German, all experienced executives from the coal industry 
in the United States, worked hard to develop a sound German 
organization, perhaps in some measure because of my own strong 
belief that German workmen would mine more coal under German 
management. Finally, in December 1947, an organization8 was 
established under Director Heinrich Kost to have full operating 
responsibility for the coal industry. 

Henceforth progress, if not sensational, was steady. When currency 
reform was effected, production had reached over 280,000 tons a 
day and at this rate was keeping up with the increase in industrial 
output. Food was no longer in short supply and the incentive 
schemes were discontinued. in favor of a more substantial ration 
for the coal workers. · 

Following currency reform, coal production increased steadily to 
production in March 1949 of almost 330,000 tons a day, approx
imately 86 per cent of the 1936 daily average. In view of the very 
bad housing conditions in the Ruhr a~d the still incomplete rehabil
itation program for the mines, this was really a remarkable achieve
ment. Coal ceased to be a bottleneck and the shortage was now in 
electric generating capacity. A number of problems in the coal 
industry remain to be solved. Prices are not reconciled with costs, 
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marginal mines are maintained by government subsidies; and capital 
investment is badly needed for new machinery and new underground 
developments. The seizure of the coal mines by British Military 
Government which is being followed by their reorganization9 under 
Law No. 75 makes it difficult to secure investment capital. These 
problems, however, are recognized and under active study both by 
the coal industry management and by the bizonal German organ
ization. They must be solved before the German economic structure 
can be considered sound. 

The next major bottleneck, shortage of raw materials, was the 
most difficult to overcome. I recognized early in 1945 that no real 
export program was possible unless we could obtain raw materials 
unavailable in Germany. We had no foreign exchange with which 
to buy them so we could obtain them only in exchange for German 
production. When in 1945 I asked General Draper to give prime at
tention to building up exports, I told him that all sales would have 
to be in dollars and that purchases must be restricted to essential 
raw materials which after manufacture into finished products in 
Germany would bring many times their cost when exported. This 
policy, which continued in the United States Zone, was accepted by 
the British for the bizonal area when we merged and remained in 
effect until 1948. It was admittedly an effort to pull the German 
economy up by its own bootstraps. I can well remember General 
Draper saying in late 1945 and early 1946, "It cannot be done; we 
must have a billion dollars to finance essential imports other than 
food if we are to succeed." To this my reply was that there was no 
such money available and that we could and must build up our 
own capital until it sufficed to start a real flow of raw materials. 
Actually, until funds became available under the European Recovery 
Program in tl1e fall of 1948, the only appropriations we received 
were those for the prevention of disease and unrest (food, medicine, 
and petroleum products) .. 

Our export policy was not popular in Europe. The European 
countries did not want to sell to Germany products which could be 
sold elsewhere for dollars and they did not want to pay in dollars 
for German products. To have paid the Dutch and Belgian govern
ments in dollars for using the Low Country ports would have taken 
these dollars from the jealously guarded export proceeds, and would 
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have meant less· money for raw materials. Italy wanted to sell us 
fruit in exchange for products which had dollar value; the Dutch 
Government in 1947 resorted to every possible means to force us to · 
purchase surplus vegetables. These were examples of the pressures 
we had to resist from without as well as within, for German officials 
would have approved these purchases. Food was badly needed at 
the time. Fruit and vegetables would have added desirable variety 
if we could have afforded it, but they represented no measurable 
increase in the food supply, whereas the several million dollars they 
would have cost brought in raw materials to keep factories in produc· 
tion for essential needs in Germany or for export We could buy raw 
materials only for dollars. Thus, Sweden would sell to Germany 
Swedish products under trade agreements which accepted German 
products, and while both were evaluated in dollars, it was very 
nearly barter trading. Swedish iron ore, on the other hand, was a 
separate matter and could be purchased only in dollars. In 1948, as 
our export proceeds began to mount, we became less rigid in our 
trade policy and accepted fruit, vegetables, and other items which 
from 1945 to 1948 were luxuries Germany could not afford. 

Another problem which made foreign trade difficult arose from the 
fact that the internal price structure no longer bore any resemblance 
to the pattern of the international market. It would have been most 
upsetting to an already disorganized economy to attempt quickly to 
bring German prices into line with world prices, so it was necessary 
to adopt artificial methods of pricing export in terms of dollars and 
imports in terms of Reichsmarks. An artificial exchange rate of ten 
cents to the mark, established initially for occupation troops, was 
quite inadequate for export pricing purposes. Military Government 
could not let German products be sold below world market prices 
without arousing justified resentment; moreover, it also wanted to 
obtain maximum return for German products in foreign exchange. 
For example, high·grade ceramics, which sold internally for R.M 
1000 or $100, were actually worth $500, so a "'conversion factor" of 
fifty cents to the mark was established for such exports. On the 
other hand, lumber was expensive in Germany, and the conversion 
factor for export was therefore only about fifteen cents. Imported 
raw materials were sold in Reichsmarks in Germany at controlled 
legal prices, which meant that a German manufacturer who was al-
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located such materials got very high value for his mark. In general, 
exports earned premiums in terms of marks and imports were sub
sidized. 

We were also under considerable pressure to release for invest
ment and procurement purposes the funds held in Germany by 
foreign interests. Since the use of these funds would have resulted 
in a substantial increase in foreign investment or in removing from 
the market products which could be sold for foreign exchange, we 
continued to block these accounts except as they were used to 
rehabilitate plants and equipment. Late in 1948, after currency re
form, General Robertson and I believed it timely to free these funds, 
which were particularly needed for capital investment, and jointly 
recommended their release to our governments.16 

Early in 1945 I determined to require that the marks received 
from imports procured witl1 United States appropriated funds be 
paid into a special account. These funds were used to pay the internal 
costs of all exports so that the full foreign exchange· would accrue 
to Military Government for use in Germany. While these funds be
longed to Germany, since our own expenditures were considered 
as an obligation to be repaid by a future German government, the 
surplus which accrued from the excess of imports over exports could 
be used only with the approval of Military Government. Normally 
approval was given only for their use as capital investment. While 
we did not think of the term "counterpart funds," as they were to 
be called under. the European Recovery Program, we had started 
in 1945 to require the establishment of similar funds to be used in 
promoting sound economic recovery. 

Economic order had been restored by the end of 1945 and, in spite 
of severe shortages in every field, business life was being conducted 
through normal channels. The establishment of German state govern
ments had made possible the functioning of price control and alloca
tion offices as a part of t;hese governments and early in 1946 tl1e 
Laenderrat assumed the responsibility for the co-ordination of these 
state agencies for the United States Zone. Even with the return of 
order, tl1e economic picture in our zone at the end of the year was 
certainly not bright. Export proceeds barely exceeded $3,000,000 
and production was estimated at 22 per cent of .the 1936 figure. It 
was apparent that our zone could improve economically only if it 
received, additional coal and steel from the Ruhr. Within the 
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.British Zone recovery lagged somewhat behind, because its prob
lems were more complex. Moreover, its highly industrialized areas 
contained a concentration of population which could not be sup
ported by the agricultural capacity of the zone and the British 
Government was having great difficulty in obtaining food to bring 
into Germany and in making dollars available for payment. Sep
arated, neither zone appeared capable of self-sufficiency; combined, 
their chance was greater. These conditions prompted me,· in the 
spring of 1946, to recommend the economic merger of the two 
zones which subsequently took place. 

Under this merger the E>•port-Import agencies11 of Military 
Government were combined into a Joint Export-Import Agency 
with branches in each state. It was located initially in Minden, where 
the German economic administration had been established in the 
fall of 1946. But the picture at the end of 1946 was still far from 
bright. Production in the United States Zone had increased from the 
22 per cent of the 1936 output at the end of 1945 to 43 per cent. 
Export proceeds from the United States Zone were approximately 
$21,000,000 and from the British Zone $139,000,000, most of the 
latter coming from the sale of coal badly needed in the German 
economy. Our problem continued to be an inadequate flow of raw 
materials. In the fall of 1946 the United States Commodity Cor
poration sold to Military Government en credit cotton valued at 
$33,000,000. This was a high price, as were the interest and service 
rates, and the cotton proved to be of low quality. To obtain this 
credit, a priority claim had to be established on all exports. Even 
so, the arrival of this cotton, which made possible the revival of 
the textile industry, was a psychological help to all industry. In 
December 1946, when the bizonal fusion agreement was completed, 
we had for the first time some capital, of which approximately 
$90,000,000 was paid in, and this to us promised recovery. Except 
in the severe \vinter of 1946-47, which caused a drop in productive 
output, recovery has since been continuous. 

Meanwhile our first joint step toward facilitating foreign trade 
was to reduce existing restrictions so that German firms could con
tract directly with their foreign customers subject to final approval 
of contracts by the Joint Export-Import Agency.12 Later, as ex
change rates were fixed for the mark in various industrial categories, 
contracts no longer required approval, although -copies had to be 
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filed with the Joint Export-Import Agency. Imports remained under 
the jurisdiction of central procurement. Our exports continued to 
increase and by the end of 1947 the bizonal area had concluded 
trade agreements with seventeen nations. As an incentive to export 
production, management was permitted to receive in foreign ex
change 5 per cent of its export proceeds, which it could use for 
plant improvement purchases, and labor was likewise allowed 5 per 
cent for the import of consumer goods and foodstuffs. 

In 1947 our export sales increased to $22,000,000 as compared with 
$160,000,000 in 1946; imports other than food were valued at 
$102,400,000 as compared with $2,772,000 for the United States 
Zone in 1946. 

During the year further steps were taken to increase the effective
ness of German economic administration through the establishment 
of the German Economic Council.19 The first German Administrator 
for Economics had been young and able Dr. Rudolf Mueller, who 
had set up the German organization. While he believed that the 
control powers to be exercised by government should be held to a 
minimum, there were many controls and almost all commodities 
were both rationed and price-fixed when he assumed office. When 
we established the Executive Committee to represent the several 
states in our second phase of organization, the Social Democratic 
party, which controlled a larger number of the states, obtained a 
.najority in the Committee. Dr. Mueller was replaced by a member 
of that party, Dr. Viktor Agartz, who believed in a planned and 
controlled economy. 

When General Robertson and I were arranging this step we 
differed on the extent to which the right to control the economy 
should be placed in German hands. In Moscow Mr. Bevin had con
sulted with Secretary Marshall after my return to Germany in an 
attempt to persuade the latter to accept the British viewpoint. I 
must admit that I felt this rather unfair. Marshall refused to accept 
the British proposal without consulting me and offered to cable me 
to return to Moscow. It was late in the conference so Bevin agreed 
to let the matter be returned to Germany for decision between 
military governments. It was at this time that Robertson and I de
cided we would take no measures prejudicial to the kind of economy 
the German people might wish to establish in the future and that 
they should have their choice between free enterprise and socialism. 
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Subsequently, 'in our final reorganization of the bizonal admin
istration, the German directors of administrative agencies became 
responsible to the Economic Council, in which the Christian 
Democratic Union obtained a majority. Dr. Agartz was then re
placed by Dr. Ludwig Erhard, although as a result the Social 
Democratic party refused to participate further in the ·executive 
work of the administration. Thus the political struggle for control of 
the economic machine between the CDU, which while not mpport
ing full free enterprise wants only limited controls, and the SPD, 
which desires a fully controlled economy, broke into the open. It 
continues to be the main issue in German political life. The selection 
of Dr. Erhard to head the Economic Administration was to be of 
special significance after currency reform. 

A major contribution to German economy was arranged late in 
1947. Several hundred thousand tons of Army and Air Force surplus 
remained in Germany after other countries had bought all they 
wanted. These materials, increased by 40,000 tons of used but 
serviceable clothing from the United States, were transferred to a 
German public corporation formed for the purpose. The terms of 
credit and sale price were identical to those given other European 
countries. These goods are still being sold in Germany. 

Throughout the first two years of military government, I had been 
fortunate in having General Draper as my economic adviser. He had 
been assisted by such able men as Dr. James Boyd, now director 
of the Bureau of Mines, Laird Bell, a distinguished lawyer of 
Chicago; Governor Menc Stephen Szymczak of the Federal Reserve 
Board; and Arthur Barrows, formerly vice-president of Sears, Roe
buck. Draper was more than an economics adviser. He and I had 
worked together for four years and I relied on his ability and judg
ment in all fields. His devotion to public service at much personal 
sacrifice will always represent to me the contribution of a great 
public-spirited citizen. It was a blow to lose him, even though he 
became Under Secretary of the Army. Similarly, I lost Barrows, 
who became Under Secretary of Air just as he was really getting 
the export program under way. However, Draper's assistant, who 
succeeded him, Lawrence Wilkinson, although younger and there
fore less experienced, proved to be of outstanding ability. I learned to 
lean heavily on his capable shoulders and those of his deputy, Phillip 
Hawkins. We were also able to get W. John Logan, a New York 
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bank executive with broad experience, to head the Joint Export· 
Import Agency. 

Nineteen forty-eight started off with promise. Productive output 
increased steadily if slowly, exports rose, and raw materials arrived 
in satisfactory quantities. Public finances were in excellent shape, 
state budgets were in balance, and food supplies were sufficient to 
meet the ration regularly for the first time since the occupation 
began. Nevertheless, the situation was far from satisfactory. For 
three years we had maintained price and wage controls which were 
really effective only for food, fuel, and rent. Price controls on other 
commodities and consumer goods were meaningless. The manu
facturer frequently could not produce the price-controlled consumer 
goods and replace the raw materials used in production at the fixed 
selling price. No one had confidence in the currency and manu
facturer and merchant preferred inventories to cash as a protection 
against inflation and possibly against currency reform. Barter deals 
threatened normal business transactions and perhaps as many goods 
were moving in the black market as in the legitimate market. On the 
whole, however, conditions were favorable to a rapid improvement. 
Additional coal and power were availablei so were labor and raw 
materials. The wheels. of industry should have been turning rapidly 
but it was evident that they would not until currency was given 
real value so that the public would have confidence in it and return 
to normal business procedures. 

We were in the position to handle currency reform efficiently, for 
we had developed a sound banking system. We had recognized from 
the early days of occupation that such a system was. an essential 
part of a healthy financial structure and that it had to be effective 
for currency reform to succeed. 

It had not taken a financial or an economic expert on May 7, 1945, 
to realize that the German fiQancial and economic structure had 
collapsed, While under our initial directive, JCS/1067, we could 
take no remedial measures, since such a collapse was deemed neces· 
sary to bring. home to the German people what had been inflicted 
upon them by Nazi leadership, the provisions of the Potsdam 
Protocol did. permit something to be done.1

' . 

The German banking system was not functioning nor was there 
any intention to restore it as it had previously existed. Head offices 

. of the Reichsbank and of the six majo~.Gen:nan banks, loc~ted in the 
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Soviet Sector of Berlin, were closed and in Soviet hands. Our policy 
did not visualize the re-establishment of either the Reichsbank or the · 
six major commercial banks which had played such an important· 
part in controlling German industry and in directing it to support 
aggressive war. . 

·while we had kept the banks in the United States Zone open, they 
were operating as local baf!.ks. Our Law No. 52 had been necessarily 
broad in blocking the accounts of the Reich, the Nazi party and its 
affiliated organizations, leading Nazis, industrial enterprises deemed 
to have contributed to the war, and cartels. 

Financial paralysis had resulted from the disruption of the bank
ing system and, since we did not intend to permit the highly cen-. 
tralized control of the Reichsbank to return, we had to establish a 
decentralized system. Regardless of Nazi responsibility for the exist
ing conditions, mass starvation was prevented only by American aid, 
which would be needed indefinitely unless some degree of German 
economic life could be restored. 

There were approximately 1300 banks open in the American Zone · 
and by the early part of 1946 deposits were greater than withdrawals, 
indicating a public confidence perhaps not warranted by the facts. 
The currency in circulation exceeded RM 73,500,000,000, many times 
prewar circulation, and the internal public debt of the Gern1an 
Government on which service had been stopped had reached almost 
RM 500,000,000,000, much of which was held by the banks. 

Throughout 1945 and 1946, we depended upon the use of courier 
service between banks to permit exchange of funds. Later a former 
Reichsbank branch in each state was permitted to handle the ex-· 
change of bank accounts through the Giro system and this same 
system was adopted for exchanges between the three western zones. 
The postal savings and check systems of the Deutsche Post had been 
restored promptly. · 

These measures helped to improve conditions but they were no 
substitute for a sound banking system. When Lewis Douglas re
turned home I persuaded Joseph Dodge, president of the Detroit 
National Bank, to take his place. We ,had been associated in war 
production, where he did an outstanding job in charge of contract 
renegotiation for the War Department. I asked him to develop a 
sound, decentralized banking system which I hoped to have adopted 
for all Germany by the Allied Control Council. u In this we were not 
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successful. While French representatives approved the system, they 
were unwilling to establish a principal German bank British repre
sentatives did not approve of the system as they believed a strong. 
central bank with branches throughout Germany essential to a sound 
financial structure. 

In December 1946 United States Military Government, unwilling 
to wait for progress in quadripartite negotiations, moved separately 
to establish the system in the United States Zone through laws· 
promulgated in the several states to be effective on January l,lG 
Under this system a central bank, somewhat comparable to our 
Federal Reserve District Bank, was established in each state under 
nine directors, each of whom were appointed by the state govern
ment and one each selected by commercial banks, savings institu
tions, co-operatives, trade unions, industry, and agriculture. The 
stock, subscribed initially by the state, was to be sold to member 
banks in proportion to their required reserves. The State Central 
Bank was to assume the functions previously performed by the 
Reichsbank and its branches and the assets and liabilities of the 
latter within the state were transferred to the new bank. At the 
same time the branches of the Big Six Banks were made local banks. 
and required to take new names. The state banks were not com
mercial institutions in any sense but were to regulate the circulation 
of currency and the supply of credit, insure the solvency of credit 
institutions and keep available reserves against deposits in such 
institutions, execute cash transactions for the state and other cor
porations created by public law, and grant short-term credits to such 
public agencies in so far as these tasks did not fall to other in
stitutions. 

At least we now had a banking system at the state level. An 
advisory council was created in our zone as a co-ordinating body 
between the several state banks to recommend uniform discount and 
interest rates, minimum reserve requirements, and uniform methods 
for transfers and check transactions. The new system became effec
tive in a surprisingly short time. Both the Soviet and French zones 
adopted systems modeled on the one in our zone, but the British 
Zone continued the Reichsbank on a zonal basis. As a part of the 
bizonal fusion arrangements of the fall of 1946, in September, a 
joint Anglo-American Finance Committee was established in Frank
furt to co-ordinate the financial and banking arrangements of the 

' , 
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two zones. This arrangement still did not co-ordinate the banks of 
the four zones and did not suffice for the international banking 
operations, which were growing in volume. · . . 

Our export sales were in dollars and under our trade and pay· 
ment agreements it was necessary to open dollar accounts in the 
national banks of the countries with which we had such agreements. 
Our account in the United States was handled by the Federal Re· 
serve Bank of New York,'which does not usually undertake normal 
commercial operations. The two military governments handled their 
accounts separately, though funds could be used only for common 
purposes. After the failure of the Moscow conference to make any 
progress toward quadripartite agreement, one of the steps which we 
took to strengthen the bipartite organization was to set up a Joint 
Foreign Exchange Agency on March 31, 1947,17 This agency was to 
hold all international accounts for the bizonal area and be the :fiscal 
agent for the Joint Export-Import Agency .. As the export business 
expanded, it became impossible for the small bipartite agency of 
British and American personnel, assisted by German technicians, to 
cope with the expanding international accounts, which now included 
the issuance of letters of credit in mounting volume. To indicate 
this volume, at the time of its dissolution the Joint Foreign Ex
change Agency had accounts in thirty-five foreign banks aggregating 
$157,914,941.26 and outstanding letters of credit totaling $106,102,-
285.32. 

It became increasingly clear that we could not place a new cur· 
rency in circulation without a bank of issue which could also control 
credit tl-.roughout the bizonal area. British representatives had 
witnessed the effectiveness of the structure in our zone and were 
now prepared to adopt it and to join us in the setting up of a 
co-ordinating bank for both zones. 

After the failure of the London meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers in late 1947, Bidault had agreed to join in tripartite con
ference looking to tripartite government. At the first conference 
held in London in the spring of 1948 the French representatives 
accepted the invitation to join us in currency reform and in a com
mon banking system without waiting for resolution of other princi
ples of trizonal fusion still under discussion. So on February 15, 
1948, we enacted a law19 establishing in Frankfurt the Bank 
deutscher Laender, which was limited to the transaction of business 
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with its member State Central Banks and control banks of other 
states and of foreign conntries. It was made the exclusive bank of 
issue. It was responsible for the development of common policies 
respecting banking and the regulation of credit and including 
interest and discount rates and the credit operations of its member 
State Central Banks. It was also to Bx minimum reserves and arrange 
for the settlement of balances resulting from transfers between the 
states through the member State Central Banks. It was authorized 
to deal in foreign exchange, accept deposits, rediscount bills of 
exchange, and grant loans against obligations of members, treasury 
bills, and other public securities. It was made the fiscal agent of the 
Bizonal Economic Administration and of the Joint Import-Export 
Agency. Its Board of Directors was composed of the president of its 
Board of Managers and the presidents of the member State Central 
Banks, the former being selected by the latter. In general, the rela
tionship of this Board of Directors to the banking system was that · 
of our Federal Reserve Board to our system. 

Simultaneously with the establishment of the baD.k a tripartite 
supervisory body known as the Allied Bank Commission was 
created.19 Thus we had achieved in the three western zones a sound 
banking system which was to prove its worth with currency reform. 
On August 1, 1948, the operation of foreign exchange accounts was 
transferred to the Bank deutscher Laender and the Joint Foreign 
Exchange Agency was abolished, thus placing another major oper
ating responsibility in German hands under Allied supervision. 

There remained a need for special provisions for long-term credits, 
particularly as there was a marginal risk in many such credits be
yond the capacity of commercial banks to absorb and yet vitally 
essential to. the rehabilitation of bomb-damaged and worn-out 
German industry. The Economic Council established for this pur
pose the Reconstruction Loan Corporation in October 1948.20 Its 
function was to supply credit institutions with medium- and long· 
term credits for reconstruction and economic development when
ever these institutions could not finance capital investments in other 
ways. It was authorized to use counterpart funds (arising from the 
proceeds of foreign goods supplied to the combined economic area 
either through appropriated or European Recovery Program funds), 
to borrow from the German Government, and to issue fixed-interest 
bearer bonds. Its directors include the chairma.DJ)r deputy chairman 
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of the Board of Managers appointed by government, a representa
tive from each of the governmental departments of Finance~ 
Economics, and Food, Agriculture and Forestry, three representa
tives of the states experienced in credit matters, one representative 
of the Bank deutscher Laender, one representative of the credit 
institutions and savings banks, one representative of the trade unions, 
and three persons selected. for their special experience in industry, 
agriculture, and £nance. The first loans of the Reconstruction Loan 
Corporation were made to finance the rehabilitation of coal mines 
and power stations. Subsequently, in March 1949, agricultural banks 
and a co-operative agricultural credit association were authorized 
to meet the special credit problems of agriculture, rounding out the 
banking and credit systems. 

Thus the trizonal area has a decentralized but sound financial 
structure which has proved by test to provide adequate banking and 
credit facilities. 



CHAPTER 11 

Financial and Economic 
Reconstruction after 
Currency Reform 

OUR work in restoring physical facilities and in fi. 
nancing a How of raw materials made economic 

recovery possible but we could make little real progress as long as 
we were confronted with the inflationary effect of worthless cur
rency which no longer had public confidence. 

We hesitated to introduce a new currency in the bizonal area 
which would widen the split of Germany caused by Soviet sealing 
of the boundary between east and west Germany. 

We had expected trouble in reaching agreement on the highly 
technical details of currency reform. But it was not the failure to 
agree on these details that prevented action by the four powers. As 
soon as we presented a proposal for currency reform in the Allied 
Control Council the Soviet representatives demanded that two sets 
of plates be made, one to be used for printing new currency at 
Leipzig in their zone. While they promised to put this printing in 
charge of a small Allied staff, there still remained their unquestioned 
intent to have custody of one set of plates. My French and British 
colleagues were willing to run the risk. Theirs was not the financial 
burden for the support of west Germany which we had assumed. 
Moreover, we had had enough of Soviet promise in the printing of 
Allied military currency. We had paid dearly for the set of plates 
we mad(l.available to the Soviet Government in this case. We did 
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not intend to be placed in such a position again and our govern~ 
ment was firm in this view. The currency-printing establishment 
in Berlin was in our sector. To show our good faith we suggested 
that it be turned into an enclave under the direct control of a quadri
partite group. The Soviet representatives did not accept this pro
posal. 

A further delay in currency reform would have halted progress 
in economic recovery. The money in circulation in Germany had 
increased from about 5,000,000,000 to RM 70,000,000,000, bank 
deposits from RM 30,000,000,000 to 150,000,000,000, and the debt 
of the Reich from RM 12,000,000,000 to 400,000,000,000 during the 
Nazi regime. War damage and other claims exceeded 300,000,-
000,000 Reichsmarks. It was evident that a substantial inflation had 
occurred in Germany before its surrender. Perhaps in time of full 
production this would have been less serious but postsurrender 
Germany had lost at least a third of its industry and productive 
capacity through transfer of territory. What remained could produce 
only a fraction of its potential output because of shortages in fuel 
and raw material. 

While it had not required an expert to diagnose the need, it did 
require experts to plan a currency reform which would leave the 
amount of money in circulation and the debt carried by the German 
people proportionate to their productive output. The goods pro
duced in Germany had sold at prices that reflected the actual costs 
of production, and it was essential to fix a foreign exchange rate 
which would bear a realistic relation to world market prices. 

My financial adviser, Mr. Dodge, had started the study of cur· 
rency reform early in 1946, bringing to Germany to assist him two 
able economists, Dr. Raymond M. Goldsmith and Dr. Gerhardt 
Colm. This group spent ten weeks in consultation with British, 
French, and Russian technicians, with leading German financial 
experts, and with Austrian and Czechoslovakian experts who had 
prepared the currency reforms which were introduced in those 
countries. The report, 1 which was presented to me on May 20, 1946, 
contained the elements of the plan put into effect two years later. 
It described the need as urgent. 

A copy of this report was sent to Washington for the approval 
of our government, where it received further study by experts from 
War, State, and Treasury Departments. They had some doubt about 
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equalization measures contained in the plan but it was approved 
as submitted in August 1946. At the time I felt that this delay would 
retard our progress, although the months of futile effort spent in 
trying to obtain quadripartite agreement made it inconsequential. 

The report recommended a new currency and the reduction of 
monetary claims and obligations in the ratio of one to ten, a more 
liberal ratio than actually developed. The existing Reich debt was 
to be canceled and replaced by a new and smaller debt issue 
assumed by the states and allocated to banks and other credit in
stitutions to enable them to meet their obligations. In a currency 
reform, holders of currency and fixed-interest-rate securities suffer 
immediately, whereas landowners and those who hold equities in 
fixed assets suffer little by comparison unless measures are taken to 
equalize the burden. Our program contemplated mortgages on 
real estate, plant equipment, and excess inventories which could 
be paid off over a long period of time, the proceeds being used to 
retire certificates issued to those who had suffered unduly in the 
reform or in war losses, Our government did npt like the similarity 
of this measure to a levy on capital, and it was concerned that war. 
losses would thus be equalized in Germany when they had not been 
equalized in the liberated countries. 

It is difficult to make decisions in far-off capitals affecting the daily 
life of the individual in an occupied country. It may be asked why 
an occupying power is concerned. If we believed in individual rights 
and human freedoms we had to govern Germany in the light of 
these beliefs. There was no other way to democracy. Currency re
form affects the everyday life of the individual as no other measure. 
The lifetime savings of the little man disappear. This is hard for him 
to understand and if he sees around him those who appear to have 
gained rather than lost from a new currency he feels indeed that 
justice has miscarried. In any country and certainly within Germany 
with its trend toward socialism, a currency reform which failed to 
provide some degree of equalization was certain to be politically 
unpopular and to lessen German faith in free enterpri~e. It per
mitted black market operators who had invested their huge gains in 
real estate and plants to escape unscathed. Legitimate holdings of 
physical properties including hoarded inventories were not touched. 

Although our government did (like the British and French gov~ 
ernments) approve the proposed measures, it later directed me to 
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turn over the responsibility for their enachnent to the German 
Economic Council. However, in December 1948 I was required to 
withhold approval of the first measure adopted by the Council. This 
change of front on our part was displeasing to labor and to the 
leaders of the political parties, who regarded it as inconsistent with 
our assertions that the problem was their responsibility. Finally 
we were permitted to approve the measure, amended to permit the 
use of equalization tax revenue for relief purposes only. Further 
equalization measures became a responsibility of the new West 
German Government. Politically, it would have been desirable to 
settle this matter so that the new government would not start out 
having to face this highly controversial issue. 

Our failure to secure a quadripartite currency reform became a 
subject of discussion between . the representatives . of the three 
Western Powers in London when the Council of Foreign Ministers 
adjourned in the late fall of 1947. Mr. Bevin and Secretary Mar
shall instructed General Robertson and me to make a last effort 
in the Allied Control Council to obtain quadripartite agreement, 
and, if this failed, to proceed in the bizonal area. Bidault at this time 
expressed French willingness to accept trizonal fusion and to pro
ceed concurrently with the bizonal area in a common currency 
reform. Our new proposal in the Allied Control Council did not 
meet with direct Soviet refusal but with their usual delaying tactics. 
We were engaged in these negotiations without any real hope of 
success when the Control Council was broken up by the Soviet 
withdrawal. 

Before I visited the United States in October 1947, I had dis
cussed with Robertson the possibility that a new money might be 
introduced in the Soviet Zone at any time. Rumors that this new 
currency was being printed in Leipzig were frequent. Therefore 
I asked State and Treasury Department officials to approve the print
ing of new notes which could be placed in circulation in western 
Germany promptly if this possibility materialized. The full co
operation of the Treasury .Department made it possible for us to 
have this currency printed and dispatched before the end of the 
year. We called it "Operation Bird Dog." Although the story· did 
reach the newspapers in the United States and Germany, delivery 
and storage were conducted with sufficient secrecy so that the fact 
that it had actually been printed was not known in Germany. We 
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were apprehensive that public knowledge of the availability of new 
money would increase the hoarding of goods and inventories. 

Mter the breakup of the Allied Control Council in March 1948 
we had no difficulty in reaching an immediate agreement with 
British representatives on the terms of a currency reform to be 
effective in the bizonal area on June 1. At this time representatives 
of the three Western Powers were conferring in. London to deter
mine the conditions of trizonal fusion and at this conference the 
French representatives stated that they were ready to join the 
bizonal area in currency reform without waiting for full agreement 
on the principles of trizonal fusion. This acceptance by France 
created additional difficulties which made it necessary to postpone 
the date of issue from June 1 to June 20 and almost made the issue 
on that date a bizonal reform only. The French representatives did 
not believe that our plan provided sufficient money for their zone, 
where the occupation costs were an exceptionally high percentage of 
the state budgets. They were insistent on a larger initial distribution 
and on the release later for investment purposes of a larger per
centage of accounts blocked at time of issue. They required what 
we considered a very large quantity of the new money to meet · 
their own needs, because a part of the pay of their troops was met 
in German currency. The amount of money to be placed in cir
culation and the blocking of accounts had already been discussed 
in detail with the leading German officials of the bizonal area; It 
became necessary to reopen these matters although the German 
experts were "in the cage," as we called their secret working place, 
perfecting last-minute details. 

Concurrently we were discussing the tripartite application of ..; 
tax reform measure which we proposed for the bizonal area. Income 
and excise taxes had been raised deliberately to very high figures 
by tl1e Allied Control Council to draw off excess funds in an effort to 
prevent runaway inflation and obviously would prove impossible 
to collect with the reduction in the circulation of money which 
would follow currency reform. The French representatives were 
opposed to tax reductions, which they believed would provide their 
zone with revenues inadequate to meet occupation costs. · · 

We compromised by amending the plan to a degree that had an 
immediate inflationary effect. We thought we had cleared the last 
obstacle to agreement. However, on Jut;~e 15, the French commander 
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in chief, General Koenig, sent us word that we must either accept 
the French tax proposals or he could not join us in the issue of the 
new currency. When we received this message many of the trucks 
were already loaded and en route to the distribution centers. Fur· 
ther delay was impossible. Robertson and I told Koenig's repre· 
sentatives that we deeply regretted the French action but had no 
choice other than to pro.ceed in the bizonal area. I reported my 
decision immediately to the Department of the Army in a telecon
ference in which it was approved, and during which I received word 
that General Noiret, the French deputy, wished to see General 
Robertson and me. We met at my house with our financial experts 
at 11 P.M. There we found that Noiret wished to negotiate but was 
without authority to make specific proposals. 

The London agreements for tripartite fusion and international 
control of the Ruhr were under discussion in the French Parliament 
and the vote in the French Assembly was expected hourly. In our 
fantastic midnight negotiation Noiret would call Koenig, who was at 
his home in Baden, while others of his party were telephoning Paris 
to find out the decision of the Assembly. Finally, in the small hours 
of the morning, when we had made our last concession on the tax 
measure, we learned that the French Assembly had supported its 
government. Koenig accepted our final offer of compromise,2 and 
we were able to proceed trizonally. 

The new currency program was made public in four separate 
measures.• In the first law, provision was made for the deposit of 
old cmency, the exchange by each person on a one-to-one basis of 
sixty Reichsmarks for new Deutschemarks and for a four-day 
moratorium on credit transactions. The second law established the 
Bank deutscher Laendei: as a bank of issue and of credit control and 
fixed the total limit of its right of issue at DM 10,000,000,000. The 
third law permitted the conversion of credit balances on a ten-to
one basis, half to be placed in a free account, and half to be placed 
in a blocked account. The fourth law released 20 per cent of the 
blocked account, authorized 10 per cent for investment in approved 
medium- and long-term securities anc;l extinguished the remaining 
70 per cent. The effect of the third and fourth laws was to make 6.5 
Deutschemarks of new currency available for every 100 tax-clear 
Reichsmarks of old currency on deposit. The third law prohibited 
the conversion, but without prejudice to United Nations claims, of 
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debts of the Reich, the Nazi organizations, the Reichsbank, and 
eertain other war obligations. It permitted United Nations nationals 
to accept or to defer conversion without prejudice until there was 
a general claims settlement. It arranged for state obligations to be 
issued to the banks and credit institutions to replace the non-con
vertible securities which they held to the extent required to cover 
their liabilities. On August 10 the currency reform was followed 
by a tax reform which reduced the anti-inflation income tax and 
certain excise taxes, including those on tobacco and coffee (imitation 
coffee).1 

The need for equalization measures, recognized in the Dodge
Cohn-Goldsmith report, was met by empowering the German Bi
zonal Administration to work out such measures in the bizonal area. 
Our governments felt this was a responsibility which should be left 
to German hands. 

The success of the issue of the new currency and the effectiveness 
of the reform were evidence of the careful, painstaking work of the 
Allied and German experts. When Dodge returned home, he was 
succeeded by Jack Bennett, now governor of the Bank of Ethiopia, 
then on loan to us from the Treasury Department. His leadership 
and ability were primarily responsible for the outstanding resUlts of 
one of the major currency measures recorded in financial history. 
It was only one of the many contributions which he made to Military 
Government. His associate, Sir Eric Coates, received the personal 
appreciation of the British Foreign Office and assurances that he 
would be needed at home when his work in Germany was finished. 
Bennett returned home only to find that he was no longer needed 
in the Treasury Department. Public service in our country is not 
always recognized and appreciated. 

The introduction of currency reform combined with the redevel
opment of a sound banking system created a financial structure 
indispensable to economic recovery. 

The effect on the German economy was electric although it was 
given too much credit for the recovery which followed. At the 
time it took place production, which was then 50 per cent of the 
1936 output, had been increasing each month for more than a year. 
Plants previously closed for lack of raw materials and power were 
running again, coal production had r~ached 7 4 per cent of 1936 
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output, and the Bow of raw materials in the three months preceding 
currency reform and the three months following in the amounts of 
$140,000,000 and $147,000,000 was greater than in any· correspond
ing periods during the occupation. The psychological impact of the 
European Recovery Program was particularly felt in Germany not 
only because of its promise of aid but also because Germany was 
being given the opportunity to participate in an international 
endeavor. While no materials financed with funds from ECA had 
reached Germany at the time of currency reform or were to reach 
Germany for several months, the knowledge that such funds were 
available and that the materials would arrive gave confidence in the 
new currency. The inertia which retarded economic recovery had 
been overcome before ECA aid arrived. 

General Marshall's Harvard speech in June 1947 aroused much 
interest in Germany and both speculation and hope that Germany 
would be included, When the congressional committee studying the 
program visited the country in the late summer of 1947, west Ger
many now felt certain of inclusion, and enthusiasm for the program 
was immediate and sincere. This was due not only to the promise 
of material aid but also, and I think even more so, to the implied 
association with other nations in a common cause. Communist 
efforts to develop labor opposition failed completely and trade 
unions were quick to endorse the purposes of the program. When it 
was learned that Germany would participate initially only through 
the military governors, there had been disappointment but this was 
overcome in part since German technicians were allowed to work 
directly with those of the other participating countries. 

The discussions among the European nations which led to the 
establishment of the Organization for European Economic· Co
operation were held in Paris in the spring of 1948. The tripartite 
conference which was going on concurrently in London had accepted 
the inclusion of the French Zone and of the bizonal . area in the 
program, and the responsibility for urging the other participating 
nations to agree to their inclusion.4 United States Military .Govern
ment did not take part in these early discussions, as it was believed 
most desirable for this organization to be formed by tl1e representa
tives of the European nations without American participation. 
Therefore British delegates represented the bizonal area in, the 
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negotiations leading to the preparation of the charter; General 
Robertson, carrying with him my power of attorney, signed for the 
bizonal area in Paris on April 16, 1948. 

Thus, for the first time since surrender, western Germany was a 
participant in an international undertaking, even if it was repre
sented by Military Government. This was the first concrete evidence 
of the frequently expressed desire of the Western Powers to wel
come the return of a peace-loving democrati~ Germany to the 
comity of nations. Mter the charter was ratified our representatives 
began to participate in the activities of the organization. We set up 
offices in Paris for the bizonal delegation of American and British 
experts headed by an American chairman and assisted by German 
experts. Robert Trier, who had been with us in our Trade and 
Commerce Branch for many months but had left us to take a year's 
rest in Tahiti, returned to head the delegation. Later he was suc· 
ceeded by Malcolm White. 

General Robertson and I signed the bilateral Economic Co-opera
tion Agreement, under which the bizonal area became eligible to 
receive aid, and Mr. Murphy signed it for the United States on 
July 14, 1948. Somehow it seemed out of place for this document to 
be signed by me for the bizonal area and by Murphy for the United 
States, as each of us would necessarily interpret its provisions as our 
government required. Both Robertson and I were disappointed 
because all funds made available thereunder were loans and in
cluded no grants such as were made available to other countries. 
Unlike other participating nations which made counterpart funds 
available to match grants, the bizonal area was required to place in 
special account to be used only as approved by ECA administrator 
Paul G. Hoffman the counterpart funds in marks which accrued 
within Germany from the sale of all products Jinanced with Euro
pean Recovery funds. 

The German bizonal administration established a European Re· 
covery Program group under the president of the Economic Council 
to prepare the program for the two zones and to co-ordinate the 
activities of the German departments involved. A corresponding 
Anglo: American group was ·also established in Frankfurt as a part 
of the Bipartite Control Office, with a joint secretariat responsible 
for the · collection of · information and statistics pertinent to the 
program. 5 Special arrangements were. made for adequate publicity. 
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The major activity of the OEEC following the approval of its 
charter was the division of the first appropriation. Hoffman had 
determined that OEEC itself should divide this appropriation 
among the participating nations. In the first proposed division the 
bizonal area was tentatively allocated only $364,000,000-less than 
the allocation for countries with much smaller populations such as 
the Netherlands and Belgium. Neither Robertson nor I could accept 
this figure. We knew that German recovery lagged far behind 
western Europe and was holding the latter back. The understanda. 
hie feelings of the participating nations toward Germany had 
blinded them to the importance of German recovery to the program 
as a whole. Our general request for funds had been presented to 
our Congress on the basis of an estimated allocation of $500,000,000 
from European Recovery Program funds, and failure to secure an 
amount approaching this figure would mean not only a further delay 
in balancing the German economy but also an increased burden to 
the United States Government in supporting the deficit. We were 
criticized severely because our refusal to accept the proposed allo
cation prevented the unanimous agreement required for approval, 
and it was alleged that our action was contrary to Mr. Hoffman's 
views. In fact our stand had been taken with the knowledge and 
approval of our government, and if there were differences in View· 
point among our governmental departments, we in Germany knew 
nothing of them. If the proposed allocation had been accepted, the 
European Recovery Program would have hurt rather than helped 
German recovery. As I pointed out in a teleconference to the De
partment of the Army on August 30, paraphrased: 

I doubt if you realize full seriousness. We are giving up 275 
million dollars in coal revenue and under the proposed allocation, 
would receive less dollars than we now have. A failure in prompt 
German recovery .will have far reaching effects on European recov
ery. We are again caught in the old squeeze play with representa
tives of the United Kingdom working against the bizonal area in 
OEEC. I k.now my actio11- wiU bring much international criticism 
on me but to accept would be at the ·expense of German recovery 
and extension of German burden to American taxpayer. 

While Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Harriman offered at one time to 
negotiate better terms for the bizonal area, I had refused thei.J: offer. 
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I believed we should fight our own battle in OEEC if our repre
sentation was to have further effectiveness. In subsequent negotia
tions ending on September 10, 1948, the allocation for the bizonal 
area was increased to $414,000,000 although this necessitated a 
granting of drawing rights in the amount of $10,200,000. to other 
participating nations. 

Near the end of June 1948 .Harriman and his deputy, William 
Foster, visited Germany in the company of Under Secretary Draper 
to discuss the role to be played in Germany by the ECA .special 
representative. Harriman proposed that the special representative 
be accredited to the Anglo-American Bipartite Board and have the 
same relationship to it as the special representatives in other coun
tries had with their governments. I felt this to be most unwise. In 
view of our financial support, the bizonal fusion agreement gave us 
a predominant voice in foreign trade and exchange. Under these 
circumstances it did not seem necessary for a special representative 
of ECA to work directly with the British representatives in Germany. 
If he worked with the Americans alone, any differences could be 
reconciled by our government in Washington and placed into effect 
in Germany through the use of our dominant voice if necessary.· 
Harriman, in a discussion which lasted late into the night, did not 
change his position. The next day he graciously agreed with me 
and later became the special representative of ECA to the bizonal 
area with a deputy residing in Germany who would work with the 
American staff. I am not sure that .I persuaded him with logic; I 
think rather he accepted my view because of our mutual support over 
many months of a firm policy to check Communist expansion and 
penetration. Late! the undesirability of separate representation in 
Germany for wl?ch I had stood was recognized by our government 
if not by Mr. Harriman. The responsibility was placed in !he hands 
of my successor, Mr. McCloy. Harriman·~ deputy, Norman H. Collis
son, for whose ability I had real respect, arrived in Germany in 
September 1948. · 

A second and important step taken in OEEC was the Intra
European Payments Agreement, which was signed by the participat
ing nations on October 16, 1948.6 While trade and payments 
agreements were to be executed bilaterally among . the nations 
participating in the recovery program, the Bank for International 
Settlements in Switzerland became the. clearinghouse through which 
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payments were roade, thus maldng it possible for credits and debits 
among countries to be offset against each other. 

The program set up for spending Recovery Program funds en~ . 
visaged reimbursement of expenditures by the participating nations 
on the presentation of proper vouchers. This was not much help. to 
the bizonal area, which had neither dollars nor credit with which 
to finance its dollar proc:urement. So ECA representatives, accom· 
panied by Assistant Secretary of the Army Tracy S. Voorhees; 
visited us in Frankfurt in the fall of 1948 to develop procedures 
applicable to our special conditions. It was agreed that ECA would 
place funds to our account in the New York banks against approved 
programs and that ECA approval of contracts included in these 
programs would provide authorization for the issuance of letters of 
credit against these accounts. All this took time and delayed the 
flow of ECA-financed imports into Germany. This was not undesira· 
ble as a counter to the inflationary trend which followed currency 
reform. The real flow of ECA goods began in December 1948. 

As stated previously, the immediate effect of currency reform 
was startling. As soon as it came into effect Director of Economics 
Erhard had, I think wisely, removed price and rationing controls 
except on food, fuel, steel, rent, essential clothing, and a few other 
very scarce items. Immediately goods and raw materials came out 
of hiding. Shopwindows and shelves filled up with goods and pro· 
duction lines increased overnight as hoarded raw materials were 
rushed to process. Of course an immediate buying spree resulted. 
A consumer-starved population rushed to spend its new marks. 
Except in the controlled fields, prices climbed rapidly. The value 
of the new mark in the Swiss free market fell off sharply, state 
budgets started to show large deficits, labor began to demand 
increased wages or preferably the re-establishment of price and 
rationing controls. My own staff became apprehensive of runaway 
inflation and some of its members recommended drastic measures 
to include a substantial increase in a rediscount rate already at 5 
per cent. I could not believe that the inflation would become serious. 
There was insufficient money in cirqulation, raw materials were 
arriving regularly, production was increasing rapidly, and I was 
certain that with the exhaustion of the initial issue of ·currency the 
buying spree would stop. 

This proved correct and before the end of 1948 lack of money had 
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stopped it, consumer goods had caught up with demand or at least 
with the consumer's purchasing power, and prices began to fall 
substantially. State budgets were balanced and the value of the 
mark in the Swiss market rose sharply but the shortage of money 
did check the building program, and for the first time in months an 
unemployment problem developed, It was evident that the Recon~ 
struction Loan Corporation and other financial agencies had to push 
a long-term investment program to provide capital repairs and new 
construction. Such a program, which is now under way, will be 
facilitated by new tax measures and also by the increase in savings 
which in 1949 were, for the first time since currency reform, exceed
ing withdrawals. 

The picture at the end of 1948 was bright. Total imports for the 
year aggregated $1,400,000,000: $797,000,000 for food and other 
imports financed by direct United States-appropriated funds; $417,-
000,000, B.nanced from export proceeds; and $101,000,000 financed 
from ECA funds. The balance was met by the United Kingdom 
contribution of $70,000,000, and miscellaneous receipts from other 
sources. Exports for the year came to $599,000,000. Our first trade 
agreement, made with the Netherlands in January 1947, had ex-· 
panded into twelve bilateral trade agreements with OEEC countries, 
ten trade agreements with other countries, and eight further con
tracts were in negotiation. Internally the situation had improved 
beyond belief. Food and consumer goods were meeting the demand. 
An Every Man Clothing Program to provide work clothes at rea
sonable prices was successful. There was a new bustle in German 
life, new hope and courage in German faces. 

To facilitate recovery, we took several major steps in 1948 to cut 
red tape and to increase German responsibility. One of them was 
to transfer all foreign exchange accounts to the Bank deutscher 
Laender, which in turn arranged for its member banks to issue 
letters of credit direct to approved importers for accepted import 
programs. Likewise the licensing of exports was transferred to local 
banks and the exporter was free to execute contracts directly with 
customers.1 The multi-exchange rates were replaced by one rate of 
thirty cents to the mark, which represented fair purchasing value in 
Germany. This stopped some exports but proved on the whole to be 
a fair exchange in the world market, In addition, importers could 
apply for credit against an over-all allocation of funds for specific 
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import purposes. and, having· secured this credit, could place their 
orders directly with foreign suppliers. While export controls were 
necessarily maintained on the same items controlled .by our own 
government, there was a major relaxation which helped materially 
to stimulate trade. Of course procurement under directly appro
priated and ECA funds still remained centralized although distribu
tion within Germany followed normal business channels. 

Nearly all black market and barter transactions had ceased but 
they were replaced by another economic threat, the smuggling of 
money and goods. The free market in Switzerland sold marks at a 
lower cost than their purchasing value within Germany. Lack of 
central customs control· made the movement of goods and money 
across the· borders relatively easy and the amounts being moved 
were substantial. We established central control of customs in the 
bizonal area and obtained French assurance of full co-operation.8 

Control was extended to include non-Germans entering and leaving 
Germany. 

In the fall of 1948, between October 25 and November 10, the 
three Western Powers met with the representatives of the Benelux 
countries in Paris to discuss the safeguarding of foreign interests in 
Germany. The American delegation, headed by Assistant Secretary 
of State Willard Thorp, for the first time had no Military Govern
ment representation. Mr. Hawkins, from our Economics Division, 
was invited to attend a few of the early meetings of the delegation 
in an advisory capacity. Questions at issue were vital to the German 
economy, and indirectly to the American taxpayer, who was sup
porting this economy. I felt it our responsibility to point out to the 
delegation those measures which would increase the burden to the 
American taxpayer even though they were desired by Germany's 
neighbors. 

This conference resulted in recommendations9 to the several 
governments for the decontrol of Allied property in Germany, the 
creation of a non-German appeal body to serve as a final judge in 
matters of internal restitution, and the removal of restrictions gov
erning the reinvestment and disposal of foreign property in Ger
many. The first two of these measures were already in effect in our 
zone. General Robertson and I had submitted joint recommendations 
to our governments some time before the meeting of the conference 
to accomplish the third of these measures. Prior to currency reform 
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we had .resisted the reinvestment and disposal of. foreign assets in 
Germany as these assets could be used to obtain control of an undue 
proportion of German industry. After currency reform new foreign 
capital, which .could not be expected until foreign capital in Ger· 
many was released from restriction, was needed to facilitate recov· 
ery. Although our government had urged action for some time, it 
had still not acted on this. when I left Germany. 

Another recommendation of the conference was the delivery 
without further payment of goods ordered in Germany prior to its 
surrender which had been. paid for in whole or in part by other 
countries. I believed that this created a privileged group and I could 
see no reason why their claims. should have greater validity than 
those of people who had paid for . undelivered goods which had 
been destroyed by war. Our financial support of the German 
economy entitled us to utilize goods manufactured in Germany 
which were there when Germany surrendered, to obtain the food 
and other essential imports to keep Germany alive. All claims against 
Germany, in my opinion, should be considered together at the time 
of the peace treaty. I could see no reason why we should spend our 
funds to rebuild a Germany which would pay for war damages and 
claims from its deficit income. Admittedly our policy was a hard one. 
It had to be if it was to reduce the cost to the American taxpayer. 
The acceptance of the conference report would have reversed a 
policy applied over three years. 

The conference also asked for the conversion of Deutschemark 
earnings of foreign powers within Germany, perhaps as a part of 
the Intra-European Payments Agreement among the countries par· 
ticipating in the European Recovery Program. Robertson and I had 
recognized the necessity for an incentive to attract further invest
ments and had recommended that a portion of the income earned by 
such investments be made available in foreign exchange as divi
dends in all cases where the investments resulted in an increase of 
German exports; but free transfer of Deutschemarks into foreign 
exchange, thus reducing the foreign exchange available to procure 
essential imports, seemed unthinkable to me as long as the United 
States was financing the German exchange deficit. It would mean 
that the investments of other countries in Germany would be sup
ported by the United States and not by Germany. 

A suggestion of the conference wh~ch varied with the policy we 
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had followed for . three years was for the exemption of properties 
belonging to members of the United Nations from tax equalization 
measures from war losses and the exemption of foreign-owned 
properties from providing any proportion of equipment made avaU~ 
able from an industry to other plants in compensation for repara~ 
tions losses. Foreign ownership had not exempted plants. We had 
consistently stood for a non-discriminatory policy under which 
foreign-owned investmentS in Germany would receive equal treat
ment under the law with German investments and had opposed 
special privlleges. The conference likewise recommended deviation 
from our non-discriminatory policy to grant special privUeges to 
foreign owners affected by land reform. 

The conference desired a study by experts to fix internal coal 
prices for foreign-owned mines which would insure a profit to the 
owners, which certainly is far from non-discrimination. The fixing 
of internal coal prices in Germany could not be separated from the 
German economic problem and treated as a separate and special 
problem where foreign ownership was involved. 

Our representatives at this conference dissented to its recom
mendations for the protection of foreign creditors against the 
reduction in value of Reichsmarks holdings caused by currency 
reform, the protection of the full rights of creditors when expressed 
in gold marks, and to the resumption of operations by foreign 
insurers without the re-establishment of their legal reserves. When 
I left Germany final governmental action had not been taken on 
the recommendations of this conference which needed to be resolved 
to remove doubt and uncertainty. 

Robertson and I were disappointed that the meeting had faUed 
to establish protection for German patents and trade processes. Our 
efforts to re-establish a patent office and to negotiate for external 
protection were blocked by French opposition. Right after surrender 
we had sought out new German patents and processes which were 
made avaUable for general world use. Hence German manufacturers 
were unwUling to bring out new patents and processes and yet they 
are essential to industrial progress. ~is still unsolved problem 
remains a serious obstacle to recovery. 

During 1949 productive output and foreign trade continued trJ 
increase although at a somewhat lesser rate. We had reached the 
capacity made possible by available coal and power. Long-term 
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programs were under way to increase both, but the increases would 
come slowly over many months. The rise in productive output is 
best illustrated by steel, which more than doubled from 323,000 
tons per . month in May 1948, just prior to currency reform, to 
752,000 tons a month in March 1949. Industrial output in the same 
period went from 47 per cent in 1936 to 89 per cent. Exports aver· 
aged $89,000,000 per month in the first three months of 1949 and 
promised to exceed $1,000,000,000 for the year, a long way from the 
$3,000,000 of exports made with unbelievable effort from the United 
States Zone in the last half of 1945. · 

The German economy is still a deficit economy requiring sub· 
stantial outside assistance and now being provided by the United 
States. In order to stimulate dollar sales, thus reducing the deficit 
being borne by the taxpayers, Military Government held an indus· 
trial exhibit of German products in New York City in April1949. 
It met with some opposition which, although understandable, would 
have harmed the American taxpayer rather than the Germans if the 
exhibit had been closed. · 

When the Occupation Statute comes into effect, West Germany 
is represented directly in OEEC and will negotiate its own bilateral 
agreement with the United States for ECA funds. This is timely. The 
German authorities have now had experience in running their 
economy. They have a sound banking and financial structure, and 
they should be given the responsibility. They have difficult years 
ahead. Nevertheless, with the continuance of the European Recovery 
Program, there is no reason why they cannot balance their economy 
to provide a reasonable standard of living, although it cannot for 
years reach their prewar standard. 

There is no question in my mind that the European Recovery 
Program has saved the free nations of Europe and that our country 
can be proud that its statesmen had the wisdom to foresee its need 
and to provide the funds which made it possible. However, while 
this may not be the appropriate place, I must confess to misgivings 
about some aspects of the program. Perhaps this is a non-constructive 
approach, as I must admit I know of no alternatives which might 
overcome these misgivings. For example, early in the program, we 
acquired from the United States large quantities of tobacco which 
were surplus to our needs and therefore could be obtained at low. 
cost support prices. This purchase was resented by both Greece and 
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Turkey, who protested in OEEC that it was inconsistent with past 
patterns of trade and that, regardless of the much higher price, and 
to conserve dollars, we should have purchased Greek and Turkish 
tobacco, providing manufactured products in exchange. In fact, to 
alleviate their resentment, we did purchase more tobacco than the 
German economy could afford. A similar problem arose with respect 
to dried fruits and more !ire certain to develop in the future when 
surpluses exist in the United States. Bilateral trade agreements and 
the Intra"European Payments Agreement are supposed to provide 
the framework for free trade among the signatory powers. In prac
tice, under each trade agreement, the signatory countries try to 
obtain a close import-export balance, and there is increasing tend
ency for the signatory powers to suggest that high selling prices for 
certain commodities which can be made available for export by one 
of the countries be offset by corresponding high values for selected 
exports from the other. Thus the trade agreements tend to become a 
mechanism for barter transactions which reduce the demand for 
products produced elsewhere at lower cost. This certainly does not 
tend to reopen the market place. As long as the participating coun
tries are utilizing controlled currencies in foreign exchange there 
seems to be no way to carry on trade between two countries except 
under bilateral trade and payment agreements. Today West Germany 
trades freely only with the United States and to a lesser extent with 
Switzerland and this is possible because the dollar deficit in this 
exchange is borne by the United States. Moreover, national and 
international production programs are designed more and more to 
support trade agreements. 

It is now the economist in a government office who with sharpened 
pencil and an over-all trade agreement determines what goods can 
be sold and to whom they can be sold. Frequently the price is related 
neither to the production cost nor to the world market price. No 
longer is there incentive for the manufacturer to develop new 
processes to reduce expenses, to watch production costs closely so 
that his product may sell in the free competition of the open market. 
Certainly some degree of economic plapning is desirable. However, 
it can easily be carried into programing which makes free enterprise 
difficult if not impossible. That to me is the danger which we face in 
the present work of the Organization for European Economic Co
operation. While the planning is now directed toward increasing 
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trade among the participating nations, it may well result in an at
tempt at regimentation certain to fail but which in its failure can 
destroy the advantages of free enterprise. 

In Germany the conflict between a controlled economy and an 
economy of free enterprise cannot be avoided and it may prove to 
be the most difficult problem to be faced by West German Govern
ment. I hope that the issue can be deferred, for the German economic 
machine is just beginning to run and an attempt to change engines 
while it is in motion may reverse the trend to recovery and cause a 
serious economic reverse. Still it is a decision which the German 
people have the right to make. / 

The economic improvement which came about from the fusion of 
the British and American zones under a German Economic Adminis
tration proved to me that much more rapid political progress would 
result from political consolidation, However, prior to the setting up 
of West German Government, political affairs remained in the hands 
of the occupying powers. Since they could not exercise their control 
through the Allied Control Council, it had to be exercised separately 
in each zone by its military governor. Political administration in the 
American Zone continued in our hands during the period in which · 
financial and economic administration was a joint Anglo-American 
responsibility. 



CHAPTER 12 

Administration in the 

United States Zone 

GENERAL EISENHOWER, and later General Mc
Narney, delegated broad authority to me to ad

minister military government. As we met the difficult problems 
involved in restoring law and order, in re-establishing schools, in 
informing the German people of world events, in demilitarization 
and denazification, and in restitution, I was glad that I had no mili
tary responsibilities. A few months before his departure McNarney 
put me in command of our troops in Berlin. Otherwise I was able to 
devote my full time as deputy military governor to the organization 
of military government so that it would represent us in the Allied 
Control Council and also would administer our zone of occupation 
and carry out our unilateral responsibilities. By the spring of 1947 I 
was confident that both military government and the German ad
ministration within our zone were organized effectively for these 
purposes. 

I succeeded McNarney on March 15, 1947, at a small military 
ceremony in Frankfurt, during which he presented me with the 
Distinguished Service Medal and in the simple words of a comrade 
transferred the command to my hands. He had faced the problems of 
redeployment and had begun the re~rganization of the occupation 
forces. A sound administrator, he had established area commands or 
posts in which a single commander was responsible for general ad
ministration and discipline. Prior to this action, a large city might 
contain several tactical units, each reporting to separate commanders 
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elsewhere, which made it difficult if not impossible to .fix responsi
bility. He had adopted and put int<;> effect excellent. programs for 
depots, training schools, and logistical support. He had laid the 
foundation for a .field training program although it could not be 
placed under way in the larger tactical units. They were needed to 
maintain order because the trained German police were not yet pre
pared to assume this responsibility. 

McNarney had given me his full support and confidence in Mili
tary Government affairs, including its separation from the Army 
command. I think the only difference of opinion he and I had was 
that he should establish his principal headquarters with Military 
Government in Berlin rather than at Army Headquarters, then in 
Frankfurt. I could never persuade McNarney to take this step which 
I believed essential to emphasize that our main task in Germany was 
government. However, I believed then as now that, fully recognizing 
this, he did not make the move because of his consideration for my 
position as deputy, which might have lost some significance with the 
military governor present. McNarney contributed much to our occu
pation. In its lasting effects, I believe that his development of the 
Army program for German Youth Assistance (GYA) will prove to 
have been one of our major contributions to a new Germany. 

Immediately after the transfer of command I was summoned to 
Moscow for the meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers and had 
little opportunity to organize my new office. The designation of the 
command had been changed to Commander in Chief, Europe, hence
forth known as CINCEUR. While in Moscow I was promoted to the 
rank of general on March 28, 1947, although I could not advertise the 
promotion for several days as I had no extra stars with me to place on 
my uniform. 

On my return from Moscow, I reorganized my office. While I gave 
a larger measure of responsibility to the competent deputy military 
governor, Major General Frank Keating, I retained direct control of 
Military Government, delegating a still broader authority in military 
command. I thus took the step which I had urged my predecessor to 
take to indicate the importance of our governing responsibility. 

The major commanders in Europe-Lieutenant Generals Clarence 
R. Huebner, Geoffrey Keyes, and Curtis S. LeMay-were able, out
standing soldiers, experienced in combat and in garrison. I desig
nated Huebner as my deputy and c~ef of staff and also as com-
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mauuer of the Ground Forces, thus utilizing his staff for both over-all 
and Ground Force Command. LeMay, later succeeded by the 
equally able Lieutenant General John Kenneth Cannon, who com-. 
manded the Air Forces, and Keyes, who commanded our troops in 
Austria, were given almost complete autonomy. Keyes was also High 
Commissioner for Austria, in which capacity he reported directly to 
our government and no.t through my headquarters. To maintain 
general control, I added to my own staff the director of intelligence, 
the inspector general, and the budget control officer. This arrange
ment, which saved me from the detailed work which goes with a 
large staff, proved fully satisfactory in practice. 

In my first conference with major commanders. and my military 
staff I expressed my confidence in them. I told them I had learned 
long ago that both officers and soldiers, given the opportunity, 
wanted to improve their professional ability; that they would be 
given this opportunity, and that, further,. I did not want to hear 
again the words "poor soldier" as I was sure that we had good 
soldiers who would respond to expressed confidence in their abilities. 

While this is not primarily a record of the Army in Germany, 
military government would not have been possible without the 
Army, which provided not only security but also logistical and 
administrative support. Few know of the problems involved in the 
care of 150,000 Americans in a disrupted economy from which they 
drew only housing, light, and fuel. Food, essential supplies, and 
sundries of all types had to be broughf in and sold in commissary 
and Post Exchange, the latter doing a monthly business of approxi
mately $8,000,000. Recreational facilities had to be provided, and 
since there were no appropriated funds for the purpose expenses for 
recreation and welfare were met from exchange profits. Still we were 
able to have service clubs with American hostesses for our soldiers, 
winter sports in the Bavarian Alps and European tours at low cost, 
dayrooms in barracks, bowling alleys, motion pictures, and all forms 
of competitive athletics. Our radio, Armed Forces Network (AFN), 
supported from our own finances, provides excellent programs free 
from commercials. They have wide popularity ~oughout Europe 
and have done much to further our objectives. Our daily newspaper, 
the Stars and Stripes, publishes factual world and local news. Our 
libraries are supplied with the latest books and periodicals. A com
plete educational system through high school is available for Ameri-
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can children. These are but a few of the widespread activities under 
Army management which made our occupation po$sible. Friction 
between Army and Military Government did exist in the early days 
but long ago became the exception and not the rule. 

Immediately after my return from Moscow I determined to inspect 
personally the military installations in the theater, devoting usually 
at least one full day and often two days a week to this purpose. This 
I continued throughout my command, as knowledge which can be 
obtained only through personal inspection is essential to the exercise 
of command. This direct association with young officers and soldiers 
was inspiring to me, and we were soon able to share our enthusiasms 
in developing and maintaining high standards. 

I told General Huebner that we could now depend on German 
police to maintain law and order and that we must start a tactical 
training program. One combat team of the 1st Division and one 
regiment of Constabulary troops were released from all duty except 
tactical training and sent to the field. When General Bradley visited 
us in August and September 1947, I was proud of the combat team 
which he reviewed. I know of no greater soldier ever produced from 
our Army and to sense his satisfaction with our progress made all of 
us feel that our efforts had proved worth while. Later the highly 
mobile but lightly armed Constabulary was strengthened by chang
ing four of its battalions to artillery units. During 1947 we continued 
the release of the troops from garrison duties, and by the summer of 
1948 the entire 1st Division was placed on a full-time training 
schedule which included five months in the field. In the summer of 
1948 the division in full combat strength and equipment passed in 
review before my colleagues, Generals Robertson and Koenig, and 
made a splendid impression. Then, except for two border patrol 
squadrons, the Constabulary; already well equipped with artillery, 
was relieved of the responsibility for local security and formed into 
three hard-hitting armored cavalry groups. Anti-aircraft units as well 
as supporting service units were organized and trained. Field exer· 
cises became the order of the day. 

When I took command our Negro troops were largely in service 
units. Their disciplinary record was not good and the number of 
incidents involving difficulties with the Germans was excessive. 
Huebner had instituted an educational program which provided 
continuing .academic advancement. This program developed a new 
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sense of pride and proved its worth many times over. In addition I 
directed the transfer of Negro soldiers from service units to form 
three Negro infantry battalions, later incorporated into the Con-. 
stabulary. They became excellent units and we saw the incident rate 
for Negro troops fall below the white rate. The incident rate, which 
records the total number of disciplinary violations that occur in a 
month divided by the number of thousands of troops, is a satisfactory 
index of the state of discipline. It includes many violations of .a minor 
nature which would never be recorded on a police blotter. By 1949 
our rate had become much lower than the police court rates in many 
American cities and the venereal rate had been cut in half. Our sol
diers were sensing their purpose in Germany; they were becoming 
proud representatives of the United States. 

There is much I could write of the Army's role in Germany. I have 
known and loved the Army and respected the American soldier for 
many years. Never did I know it to respond more to the demands of 
its commander than in my two years of command in Germany. Young 
though our soldiers may be, they are performing their duties ad
mirably. Small though our forces may be, they are well trained, 
excellently equipped, and competent for any service they may be 
called on to perform, and even those soldiers with daily administra
tive and supply duties are trained in secondary tactical missions. 
What I have said about our soldiers applies to our airmen, who were 
equally responsive to our training objectives. I pay tribute to their 
work in the Berlin airlift elsewhere. Of course among 100,000 Ameri
cans there will always be a few who cause trouble. In Germany they 
became very few, and I am sure that visiting Americans who saw our 
soldiers in 1948 and 1949 returned home proud of what they had 
seen. 

Another responsibility I assumed with command was the care and 
protection of displaced persons. The Allied armies advancing in 
Germany had uncovered almost 6,500,000 displaced persons, 1 the 
great majority of whom had been brought into Germany for forced 
labor. In an unbelievable operation, by rail, highway, and air, more 
than 4,000,000 had been repatriated2 by July 31, 1945, and of the 
remaining 2,200,000 almost 2,000,000 were collected in assembly 
centers. There were large numbers who did not wish to be repa
triated because of their political beliefs, including the Baltic people 
and the western Ukrainians, whose states had bee-n absorbed by the 
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Soviet Union. In 1945 visitors from the United States, some of them 
members of the Harrison group, were critical of conditions in these 
camps.8 This seemed unfair to the Army, which had exerted every 
effort for their care. It was shocking to Americans used to plenty to 
find conditions inevitable in the movement of more than 2,000,000 
people into assembly centers, but these conditions improved rapidly. 
Never did the Army receive any substantial criticism from the dis
placed persons themselves, who were then, and remained, grateful 
for Army protection. By November 1945 continued repatriation had 
reduced this number in the United States Zone to less than 500,000 
and they were being adequately fed and housed. Repatriation then 
became a dribble and "the haven of refuge .. provided by our zone 
was attracting additional numbers from Poland and later from the 
Balkans. By the end of December the number in our zone had in~ 
creased to more than 500,000. This in.fl.ux continued until April 21, 
1947, when further entry to the assembly centers was denied al~ 
though our borders remained open." Meanwhile continued efforts at 
repatriation, including a gift of rations for-a number of days, resulted 
in further reductions, so that as of April 30, 1947, there remained in 
our zone 354,000 residents in the assembly centers, with perhaps an 
additional156,000 living outside of them. 

In all west Germany at the time the total number in assembly 
centers aggregated 649,000 of whom 165,000 were Baits, 105,000 
Ukrainians, 189,000 Polish, and 138,000 Jews. It was apparent that 
repatriation would not solve the problem and that resettlement was 
the only solution. 

Nineteen forty~seven was a difficult year for the DPs. Resettlement 
was negligible and there seemed little hope of their finding new 
homes and opportunities. Everything possible in a disrupted economy 
was being done to help them. In 1945 UNRRA had been formed and 
became responsible for administering the camps.5 The Army fur
nished supplies to UNRRA centers and protected the camps. Dis
placed persons were subject to Military Government court jurisdic
tion. Camps were largely self-governing. In the face of despair, 
morale in the camps dropped off and there was a consequent break~ 
down in character which led to black market and similar activities. 
Reports concerning the extent of these activities were often exag
gerated, and, considering the conditions under which these people 
lived. their behavior was most creditable. 
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In June 1947 UNRRA was dissolved. This worried us greatly as 
the Army was not prepared to reassume administrative responsi
bilities. While the International Refugee Organization6 which was 
to replace UNRRA had not yet been formed under its charter, a 
Preparatory Commission (PCIRO) was created. On July 9,1947, the 
Army contracted with PCIRO to furnish to the latter's warehouses 
without payment, food from the German economy to the extent that 
Germans received their ·rations from the economy and imported 
food was to be paid for at cost price. PCIRO also received for the 
displaced persons housing, transport, light, and fuel, and such other 
items as were available to the German economy on the same scale 
as the Germans, without payment. This later led to. some arguments 
between PCIRO and Army officials, as my orders prohibited me from 
making available items made from imported raw materials, which 
would have increased the cost of our support. I believe that the 
Department of the Army had promised the Appropriations Com
mittee not to augment the appropriation for IRO by indirect aid from 
the United States. Later, when PCIRO was replaced by IRO, a new 
contract embodying the same principles was executed. Without 
criticizing UNRRA, whose services had been most helpful, we found 
IRO to be a more businesslike organization, which did its work 
effectively and economically. 

The Department of the Army consistently supported legislation 
to permit resettlement in the United States, believing that displaced 
persons would make good citizens. In the fall of 1947 a subcommittee 
of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, with James G. Fulton as 
chairman, visited Germany to study the problem.7 We also presented 
our views to the large number of congressional visitors that summer, 
and to a committee of the American Legion beaded by then National 
Commander Griffith. We were pleased when Congress enacted 
legislation on June 25, 1948 which provided for the entry of 200,000 
DPs over a two-yeat period.8 

The stimulation thus provided to other countries and the creation 
of the new state of Israel brought a substantial increase in resettle
ment in 1948, and perceptible improvement in the morale of dis
placed persons. By March 1949 total resettlement figures by principal 
receiving countries were: United States, 7129; Australia, 2160: 
Canada, 2010; Israel, 8427, and in the United States Zone 231,000. 
The numbers going to the United States increased rapidly as our re· 
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settlement program hit its. stride, and to Israel even more rapidly as 
conditions there became more stable. The newly established govern
ment of Israel, despite most difficult economic problems, coura
geously determined to receive large numbers of the unfortunates still 
remaining in Germany. We are hopeful that new legislation will 
double the authorized entries into the United States, since the 
present limit will only half meet the problem. Even then there will 
remain the aged, the infirm, and the incurables whom no country 
will want. This group of perhaps 35,000 persons constitutes a serious 
long-term problem for which some humane solution must be found. 
We have a new problem in receiving and caring for refugees who 
have fled from the Communist terror in Czechoslovakia. 

Throughout the four years the Army gave priority in employment 
to DPs and used substantial numbers in labor and guard units. Idle
ness was always a problem in the assembly centers. Displaced per
sons were loath to work in the German economy and, furthermore, 
were remote from the labor market. Because of bomb damage their 
assembly centers could not be located in industrial a1:eas. American 
and other relief organizations helped in arranging for self-support 
and handicraft activities. JeWish agencies were particularly success
ful in establishing vocational training. 

The Army was fortunate in its several advisers on Jewish affairs: 
Judge Simon Hirsch Rifkind, Rabbi Philip Sidney Bernstein, Judge 
Louis Edward Levinthal, Professor William Haber, and Harry 
Greenstein. All were able, sincere men who saw the problems of 
both the displaced person and the Army. They proved invaluable in 
maintaining good relations, and I am sure that they would also 
testify to the Army's sincerity of purpose, Jewish relief agencies, 
especially the American Joint Distribution Committee, were also 
most helpful. 

I visited a number of assembly centers informally and met from 
time to time with leaders of the several groups, including the Com
mittee for Liberated Jews. I found them men of ability, reasonable 
in their requests and understanding when some of their requests 
could not be fulfilled. 

The Army can be proud of its role in the care and protection of dis
placed persons and it can be sure of their gratitude. I shall always 
cherish a painting entitled Liberation given me by a Lithuanian 
camp, a small inlaid wooden tray from a Latvian camp, an inscribed 
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Jewish Bible, and a book of pictures with the inscription "Pictures 
of a few of the thousands of Jewish displaced persons who will never 
forget the devotion of General Lucius D. Clay." Just a day or two 
before my departure representatives of the Jewish groups visited me 
in Berlin to say good-by and to leave with me a few souvenirs, one 
of which was a scroll bearing their words of appreciation. I realize 
this was not a personal tr(bute, but a tribute. to the American Ariny 
from a group of courageous unfortunates who saw ahead a new home 
and a new future. 

There will remain in Germany, after the early departure of the 
Jewish displaced persons, Jewish communities which may contain 
about 20,000 persons. Earlier, because of their understandable feel
ing toward the Germans, there was a tendency on the part of other 
Jewish DPs to regard those who wished to remain in Germany as 
unfaithful to the Jewish cause. Fortunately Mr. Greenstein has laid 
the way to ar:cord between these two groups. At my request our 
National Council of Christians and Jews has representatives in Ger· 
many working to prevent the regrowth of anti-Semitism there, and to 
develop a true spirit of tolerance. I think it a great mistake for Jewish 
leaders to advocate the evacuation of all Jews from Germany. They 
should maintain their right to remain and participate in the future 
Germany, helping to mold it to a life in which freedom thrives. 

I visited our cemetery in Luxembourg on Memorial Day, 1947, 
where several thousands of our war dead, including General Patton, 
rest. The people of Luxembourg from their prince to humble farmers 
gathered in large numbers to bring flowers and to pay their simple 
but impressive tribute. On this visit the Grand Duchess of Luxem
bourg honored me with a decoration and the Foreign Minister gave 
us a pleasant luncheon. Our relations with that country, which was 
a popular shopping center for the Americans in Germany, were 
always friendly. 

The summer and fall of 1947 were busy months. My schedule for 
June, for instance, placed me in Frankfurt on the second for an 
Army conference, in Stuttgart on the third to meet with the German 
Laenderrat, in Wuerzburg on the fourtP., in Giessen on the ninth, in 
Bremen on the nineteenth, in Bamberg on the twenty-fifth, in 
Berchtesgaden on the twenty-ninth, and in Marburg on the same day 
to inspect military installations. Mrs. Clay and I visited Strasbourg 
on General Koenig's invitation on June 14 and 15. The rest of the 
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time I was in Berlin, attending. meetings of. the Control Council 
on the tenth, eleventh, and thirtieth .. A filled brief case accompanied 
me on all trips and I was able to answer letters and cables while 
traveling by plane or train. My Berlin office staff, Captain Margaret 
Allen, Miss Edna Shelley, and Captain Edloe Donnan, and Lieuten
ant Colonel George T. Stump who ran the Frankfurt office, cared 
nothing about hours in their efforts to ease my task 
. We received more than eighty-five congressional visitors, includ

ing some of the major committees and subcommittees of both House 
and Senate. The Foreign Affairs, Armed Services, and Appropriations· 
committees of both Senate and House were represented. The full 
Herter Committee, which was studying the proposed European Re
covery Program prior to its consideration by Congress, passed several 
days with us. It left a subcommittee up.der Congressman Francis 
Case to spend several weeks in a study of German and Austrian 
economic problems. We made every effort to facilitate the work of 
these congressmen and planned schedules which always left some 
free time. Later we were charged (unfairly,.! thought) with fixing 
schedules which would permit our congressional visitors to see and 
hear only what Military Government believed they should see and 
hear. Our arrangements were made to conserve their time and I am 
sure that there was no congressiona 1 visitor who did .not feel that he 
had ample opportunity to investigate what he desired and to meet 
those Germans with whom he wished to confer. The Case Com
mittee9 was a hard-working, fact-finding group which made a com
prehensive report on the German situation. Its members showed 
understanding and sympathetic attention to German matters which 
came before Congress. · 
· . All visiting congressmen were interested in our relations with 
Soviet representatives and in the importance of the European Re
covery Program in preserving Western democracy. There was no one 
in Military Government who did 0ot recognize that Germany must 
recover to make possible the growth of a peaceful democratic nation. 
We all believed that German recovery should be fitted into and was 
essential to western European recovery. We were convinced that the 
restoration of a normal economy in Europe would revive the will to 
be free and that it could come about only with our financial assist
ance. The provision of such assistance to the free countries of Europe 
would change our course of. action fr~m a passive defense against 
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Communist penetration along our eastern occupation border to an 
active attack with ideas and economic benefits from a revived west~ 
em Europe. There seemed no alternative. Whether or not we helped 
in presenting the case is difficult to know but we spoke from convic
tion and complete sincerity. 

Some visiting congressmen were attacked on the ground that they 
did not attempt to obtain information on Germany. This was unfair. 
We found them willing to spend long hours to get the facts, intelli
gent in their questioning, and understanding of complex problems. 
In view of the responsibility of Congress, it would have been helpful · 
if every member of the Senate and House bad visited Germany. 

Obviously neither all congressmen nor all committees approved 
the policies being carried out by Military Government. Senator 
Styles Bridges, who went along on most points, did not believe in 
plant removals which reduced economic potential for European 
recovery; Congressman Case and his subcommittee reported that the 
severity of our denazification program interfered with economic 
recovery; and others had contrary views. Nevertheless, they left the 
impression that on the whole Congress was satisfied with the conduct 
of Military Government and with the broad aspects of basic policy. 
Some members of the Senate and House visited us as individuals and 
traveled through our zone to obtain information and to form their 
opinions. Senator William F. Knowland in 1947 and Senator Robert 
Taft later visited us this way. Congressman Everett M. Dirksen spent 
several weeks with us in the summer of 1947, during which .be 
traveled and worked arduously to become familiar with our prob
lems, which he presented with vigor and ability in Congress before 
serious eye trouble led to his departure from government life. I wish 
that space permitted the naming of all congressmen who came to 
Germany, each of whom contributed on his return home to a better 
understanding of the problem. 

On July 15,1947, we received the revised policy directive10 which 
I had been called to Washington to discuss in the fall of 1945, and 
which embodied the principal points made by Secretary Byrnes in 
his 1946 Stuttgart speech. This directive provided, "Your authority as 
Military Governor will be broadly construed and empowers you to 
take action consistent with relevant international agreements, general 
foreign policies of this government and with this directive, appro
priate or desirable to attain your government's objectives in Germany 
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or to meet military exigencies.'' I accepted this statement at its face 
value and it was not modified during my tenure of office. 

The new policy did not alter our objectives to demilitarize and 
denazify Germany. While it still demanded the punishment of war 
criminals, it required the speedy conclusion of trials. Likewise it 
required the early completion of plant removals. It continued to call 
for the breaking up of cartels and excessive concentrations of eco
nomic power. While retaining punitive measures, it emphasized the 
constructive work ahead, including the rapid transfer of govern
mental responsibility to German hands and the encouragement of a 
German government of the federal type. It specifically required 
maximum cultural exchange and the use of our information media to 
present factual information to the German people. In the economic 
and financial field, where under the previous directive we had to let 
events take their course, we were now empowered to undertake 
currency reform and other measures necessary to develop a balanced 
economy based on sound currency and credit. While much of the 
new policy was in effect when received, as a result of amendments 
from time to time in the old directive, it was helpful to have our 
instructions in a single document. 

On October 4, 1947, our Ambassador to Belgium, Alan G. Kirk, 
invited me to join him in Antwerp to pay homage to the first of our 
war dead to be sent home. We were joined by high Belgian state, 
church, and town officials in a dignified ceremony which concluded 
as we stood at attention while the flower-bedecked ship slowly left 
port. 

Soon after my visit to Antwerp, on November 9, 1947, Mr. Murphy 
and I, accompanied by Mrs. Murphy and Mrs. Clay, accepted an 
invitation of the Italian Government to attend an exhibition of old 
masterpieces which we had returned from Germany. While I had 
declined several such invitations, Ambassador James C. Dunn urged 
our acceptance in the interest of good will. Appreciative of his able 
work in Italy, I could not refuse. It proved to be a delightful visit. 
President Enrico de Nicola, Prime Minister Alcide de Gasperi and 
members of his Cabinet attended the exhibition to express their 
appreciation. We were guests at a reception in the ancient Villa 
Taverna, with fountains in unbelievable numbers playing every
where in its beautiful garden. The Minister of Defense and the Chief 
of Staff, General Efisio ~arras, gave us, a formal dinner. A day or two 
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with the Dunns is always an occasion to remember, and Murphy and 
I were both happy to know that Dunn believed our visit had con-
tributed to good will. · 

That fall I returned home to participate in the discussions which 
led to the United States assuming major financial responsibility for 
the bizonal area. Ambassador Smith was in Washington at the time. 
He, Murphy, and I were summoned to appear before the National 
Security Council in the President's cabinet room. President Truman 
and the heads of the major government financial agencies attended 
the meeting. Smith and I reported our views of relations with Russia 
and answered questions as best we could. We both expressed the 
view at that meeting that we must be prepared for Soviet action to 
force our withdrawal from Berlin and that we must remain. 

I was asked by Senator Kenneth S. Wherry to meet informally in 
his office with a group of Republican and Democratic senators to 
report on the German situation and to answer their questions. This 
gathering, which was repeated in subsequent visits, proved helpful 
and stimulating. I have always been grateful for Wherry's interest in 
arranging them. 

In early January 1948 Secretary Marshall announced at a press 
conference that the State Department was ready to take over military 
government in Germany. While this had long been advocated by the 
Department of the Army, the timing of the announcement came as 
a complete surprise both to the Department and to me. Frankly, I 
was upset because the indefinite date at which this was to be accom
plished left me dangling on a limb, a dangerous position for a nego
tiator under the conditions which existed in Germany. 

A few days later I was again called to Washington, this time to 
testify before the Appropriations Committee and to appear also be
fore the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House and the Appropria· 
tions Committee of the Senate: While primarily there to defend the 
appropriation for Germany, I did have the opportunity in replying to 
questions to express my view of the urgent need for assistance to all 
western Europe. While I was in Washington Justice Byrnes asked 
me to meet with him and the two sen,ators from my home state, 

. Walter F. George and Richard B. Russell. Byrnes, with their support, 
urged me to continue in Germany as long as possible. I could not 
promise, as I already had urged the Department of the Army to 
insist that the State Department fix a specific date for the transfer of 
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responsibility which could be announced immediately. I arranged for 
a State Department team of experts to visit Germany to work out the 
details of transfer. I believed that these details could be worked out 
in a few weeks, so I requested that I be returned to the United States 
on April! for retirement. My request was approved by the Depart~ 
ment of the Army. 

On this visit Murphy and I spent an evening with General Eisen~ 
bower at his quarters in Fort Myer. He told us of the letter he was to 
make public the next day declaring his firm intent not to be a presi~ 
dential candidate. The letter was much on his mind and it was 
evident that he was apprehensive that it might be considered a vain~ 
glorious action. 

On my return to Germany, I set up a small committee of Military 
Government and Army representatives to work with the State De
partment group to prepare for the transfer of responsibility to the 
State Department with the Army to continue to provide logistical 
support. At long last it seemed that we could go home, .and Mrs. Clay 
and I sent many of our clothes ahead. 

Then in March came the first Soviet blockade move. On March 23 
I was summoned to a teletype conference with Secretary of A.rr:D.y 
Kenneth C. Royall and General Bradley. Royall advised me that the 
President was releasing a statement that day explaining that in view 
of the existing situation no changes would be made in the adminis~ 
trative arrangements for Germany. He then referred to the inter
national situation and said: "In view of this, I hope, and General 
Bradley joins me in this hope, that you will stay on the job at least 
t:lu'ough the present calendar year. You are urgently needed there." 
I replied: "I am an Army officer as long as the Department feels it 
needs me. I do want to retire as soon as I can, and the Army agrees. 
I owe too much to the Army not to remain with it if it feels I am 
needed. Thank you both for your confidence." This decision was a 
blow to Mrs. Clay, who was anxious to be home where she could see 
our grandchildren from time to time but as always she accepted it 
with outward cheerfulness. 

In June 1948 currency reform in west Germany was followed by 
the attempted blockade of the civilian population, the long but futile 
negotiations with Soviet representatives, and the airlift. In July and 
October I made hurried trips to the United States, the latter one 
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·prim~rily to keep a. promise to Cardinal Spellman to speak at the 
annual dinner of the Allred E. Smith Memorial Foundation. 

In March, when I agreed to remain in Ge~many, !'made it dear 
that I had the calendar year 1948 in mind, In September, when it 
appeared for a short while that the blockade might be lifted, I 
thought this would give me the opportunity to retire just before the 
election. I did not want n;ty retirement to appear to have any political 
significance. As an Army officer, I hold no political affiliation. When 
the negotiations with the Russians broke down I adVised the De
partment of the Army that I would not ask to leave with winter ahead 

. and Berlin dependent on air supply. When Royall visited the theater 
at Christmas I told him that I would like to leave as soon as it was 
clearly established that the airlift had sustained· Berlin through the 
winter. It seemed to me that our initial mission had been accom~ 
plished: sound state political organizations existed in our zone; 
Germany had made splendid progress toward recovery as a member 
of OEEC; and a Basic Law was in preparation for a West German 
Government. 

I had been associated with the restrictive measures of Military 
Government, such as the removal of industrial plants, the transfer 
of gold found in Germany, the liquidation of foreign assets, the de
nazification program, the trial and punishment (in many instances 
by death) of war criminals, and the placing of restrictions on in· 
dustry. I believed that a military governor not associated with these 
events should be in office when the new German Government was 
formed. While Royall was very gracious in urging me to stay, he did 
say that I had earned the right to retire and that the Department of 
the Army would no longer oppose it. He agreed to fix a specific date 
after his return to Washington. 

Shortly thereafter he wrote to President Truman, urging that it 
was timely for the State Department to accept responsibility for 
running Germany. Just at this time Secretary Marshall retired. As a 
result I was again asked to stay on a little longer until Secretary 
Acheson had time to become familiar with the problem. In March 
1949 I asked that the date be fixed and suggested May 15 for my 
departure with retirement on June 1. This would give me two weeks 
in Washington so I could be available to the State and Army Depart
ments for consultation. I had complete confidence that General 
George Hays, who had succeeded General Keating as my deputy, 
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could carry on effectively until my civilian successor arrived. The 
proposal was accepted, so that my plans could be made accordingly. 

In March I lost Mr. Murphy, who had been political adviser flrst 
to SHAEF and then to Military Government. For four years we had 
worked together daily, attended international conferences together, 
and traveled in Germany together. I think Murphy inspected more 
troops and barracks than most generals. During these four years we 
never had a major disagreement and we formed a lasting friendship. 
His knowledge of Europe, his understanding of European and Ger
man political conditions, and his basic faith in the American concepts 
made him a counselor of rare worth. I was fortunate, and so will be 
my successor, that James Riddleberger, a foreign service officer of 
exceptional ability and much German experience, was available to 
succeed Murphy. Murphy's recall to Washington to take full charge 
of the State Department Office for Germany and Austria was a wise 
move. There was no better qualified man for the task. It was to 
lighten my feeling over my own departure, to know that he was in 
charge in Washington of the still complex German problem. 

While it had been agreed that I was to leave Germany on May 15, 
I was not permitted to announce the date until it was released by the 
White House on May 3. That day I was en route to a review of troops 
at our training area in Grafenwoehr, Bavaria, which had been 
scheduled for some weeks as routine, but General Huebner, who 
knew in confidence of my departure, had without my knowledge 
arranged for it to be a farewell review and he was becoming appre
hensive that his plans would be jeopardized if my departure re
mained a secret. Fortunately the announcement came in time. 

The review was presented by approximately 10,000 troops of the 
1st Division and the Constabulary. The troops, their armor and 
equipment made a splendid appearance and were in every way a 
credit to our armed forces. As the ceremony ended the planes of the 
86th Fighter Group, commanded by Colonel Clarence T. Edwinson, 
flew in formation, spelling out my name. This was the group which 
had flown the giant "U.S." formation over Berlin. 

. A farewell review is always an emotional strain to the soldier who 
has devoted most of his life to a military career. It seeemd to me that 
I could sense that the troops recognized my pride in .their accom· 
plishments and my appreciation for their appearance. In a short 
speech I told them that they had inher~ted the tradition of the Allied 
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armies who had. fought their way into Europe and remained to 
ensure that the peace and freedom for which they had fought would 
endure. I also reminded them that the transfer of military govern
ment from military to civilian hands was in accord with our tradi
tions. I expressed my appreciation for their acceptance of the re
sponsibility of occupation, which was bringing added luster to the 
reputation of our armed forces. It was difficult to say good-by and to 
end an association of thirty-four years with the American soldier, 
whom I had learned to love and respect and admire. 

My last ten days in Germany were spent largely in completing 
with my French and British colleagues the negotiations with the 
German representatives of the constitutional assembly, and these led 
to the acceptance of its constitution. I said good-by to the minister
presidents of the American Zone with whom I had been closely asso
ciated for so many months. I also made a special trip to Frankfurt, 
where Dr. Koehler, president of the Economic Council, and Dr. 
Hermann Puender, chairman of the Executive Committee, had ar
ranged an informal farewell party with the officials of the Bizonal 
Administration. This gave me the opportunity to thank them for 
their contribution to the reconstruction of Germany and· to receive 
what I knew to be their sincere appreciation for the assistance ren
dered by the United States. 

On our last Sunday in Berlin a large number of Germans braved 
the inclement weather to be present at the retreat ceremony which 
took place every Sunday in good weather. It was my last official act 
before boarding the plane for the United States. It was evident that 
these Germans, as well as Mayor Reuter, the German officials, and 
other Germans who were at the airport, were sho'\\':ing their appre
ciation for the airlift, which had prevented Communist domination 
of Berlin. As I was leaving innumerable letters from simple, unknown 
Germans came to me to indicate a similar appreciation. A mother of 
three young daughters still far from their teens sent me their photo
graphs with their sentiments inscribed on the backs: "Our good 
wishes and thanks accompany you to your native country."' "' am the 
youngest of three sisters-Father has toJd us how much your country 
has done for us children. We have nothing to offer you but our love ... 
To this, the mother added: "We admire the magnanimous helpful
ness, the moral generosity of your country. We will teach our beloved 
children that they should emulate its shining example and help your 
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country to establish a better world." Another letter said that I had 
often been "harsh and arbitrary" but that the objectives of the United 
States were always clear an·d that "the Germans long for freedom. 
and for the development with American help of an independent life 
with equal justice for all." Perhaps we bad built better than we 
realized. 

During the four years in which I was in Germany, and especially 
during the last two years, international relationships and negotiations 
among the four powers trying to reconcile their views-with the 
United Kingdom to establish the economic fusion of our two zones, 
and between the United Kingdom, France, and the United States 
to establish West German Government-overshadowed the solid 
achievements of administration which resulted from the everyday 
grind. In carrying out administrative responsibilities in our zone we 
believed that we were laying a foundation for the future. A summary 
of the administrative problems which we faced and did our utmost 
to solve within the framework of American policy is essential to the 
story of military government, and to an understanding of the Ger
many of today and what we may expect it to be in the future. 



CHAPTER 13 

The Restoration 

of Law and Order 

THE restoration of law and order and the establish· 
ment of a rule of law were difficult and major 

accomplishments in the administration of our zone. 
The Germany which surrendered on May 7, 1945, had been under 

totalitarian rule for twelve years. While this rule was destroyed, its 
imprint remained. Hitler had recognized that a dictatorship survives 
only if it controls the judiciary and the police and can depend upon 
both to carry out its edicts. Hence he first seized the police and then 
put in office judges at his beck and call. Arbitrary exercise of power 
was common practice. A knock on the door was not to be answered 
quickly to greet a friend, but was a sound of terror; it might mean a 
visit from the Gestapo and a trip to the concentration camp. 

I believed that democratic growth in Germany was possible and I 
determined to make military government a rule of law. This re
quired a codification of Military Government law under which the 
German who violated the law would be tried in our courts. This 
would demonstrate the sincerity of our belief in the basic rights of 
the individual and would be a basic step in the establishment of 
democratic procedures. Further, I wanted to limit Military Govern· 
ment laws to offenses against the occupation and to return the trial 
and punishment of Germans for other offenses to German hands. In 
order to carry out this program Nazi legislation had to be repealed, 
Nazis purged from the judiciary, and a new police force developed 
which would be dedicated to public safety and not to the enforce-
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ment of political rule. If the Nazi purge was to last, it must be accom
plished by German hands. 

A large part of this task fell to the Legal Division. It had to rebuild 
the German judiciary system, heavily tainted with Nazi ideology in 
both the personnel comprising it and the laws which formed its basis. 
It was responsible for the codification of Military Government laws, 
ordinances, and regulations.1 It searched out and abolished all un
desirable Nazi laws and drafted suitable legislation in their place. It 
provided legal advice and opinion to all divisions of Military Govern- · 
ment and reviewed all Military Government court cases. Later, after 
the quadripartite Nuremberg trials, 2 it supervised the trials in our 
zone.8 We were fortunate indeed to have this work in its early stages 
directed by former Solicitor General of the United States Charles 
Fahy, and to have as his deputy and successor the able Judge Joseph 
Warren Madden of our own Court of Claims. Later Madden was 
followed by Alvin Rockwell, who had earned his spurs as counsel 
for the National Labor Relations Board, and by Colonel John Ray
mond. These lawyers believed sincerely in a rule of law even in an 
occupation, and in justice under the law. Their liberal and broad 
viewpoints permeated every phase of our activities and contributed 
materially to our efforts to redevelop true liberalism in German 
thought and spirit. 

As we entered Germany the immediate problem in restoring 
justice and order was to provide the laws and the courts to enforce 
them. There were more than 300 Military Government courts in 
existence when Germany surrendered, primarily engaged in the trial 
of minor offenses against the occupation authorities, and by July 
1945 they had tried more than 15,000 cases. Our summary Military 
Government courts were really only police courts and a large pro
portion of their officers were not lawyers. The intermediate court 
officers were lawyers, when possible with judicial experience, who 
like circuit judges traveled throughout their assigned areas to hear 
and review cases. General courts composed of three or more officers 
were designated to hear major cases. 

Military Government courts had jurisdiction over Germans in 
cases involving the occupation, displaced persons who were un
willing to accept German court jurisdiction, and American depend
ents and visiting American and Allied civilians. While lesser German 
violations of Military Government laws_ were soon passed to German 
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courts, there remained a substantial volume to be tried in our courts. 
At peak, there were 343 summary, intermediate, and general Military 
Government courts. They had tried approximately 385,000 cases be
fore a new Military Government court system was established in · 
August 1948.' 

I was never entirely satisfied with the initial judicial system which 
was adopted as an emergency measure. While all criminal cases were 
reviewed at State Offices- of :Military Government and major cases 
reviewed as well by the Legal Division, OM GUS, the dispensation of 
justice was too dependent upon the capacity and ability of the in
dividual. By and large, humane justice was rendered but uniformity 
was lacking and there were instances of undue punishment. To 
partially remedy these defects I appointed an Administration of 
Justice Review Board in August 1947.5 This Board, headed by the 
director of the Legal Division, conducted periodic examinations of 
the operation of criminal justice in Military Government courts as 
well as in courts-martial. Finally, in January 1948, I secured the 
services of a former federal judge of the Third Circuit Court of 
Appeals, William Clark, to review our system and discover its defi
ciencies. As a result of his recommendations the present system was 
set up under which our zone is divided into eleven judicial districts. 
Each judicial district is provided with magistrates and district judges 
whose jurisdiction is determined by the magnitude of the offense. 
There is a Court of Appeals consisting of six associate judges pre
sided over by Chief Judge Clark. All judges and magistrates are 
lawyers and as many as possible of those selected had previous 
judicial experience. These courts have been given criminal juris
diction over all non-German civilian persons including those serving 
\\ith or accompanying our occupation forces and may try such 
persons for offenses committed against applicable Control Council, 
Military Government, and German law. Civil jurisdiction is largely 
returned to the German courts; our courts maintain jurisdiction in 
damage cases arising out of the operation of motor vehicles not owned 
by the United States Government and for penalties and forfeitures. 
The 4th and 5th Judicial District Co.urts have civil and criminal 
judisdiction as Rhine Navigation Courts. While some objection has 
been directed against the new system for its use of German law in 
criminal cases and because there is no trial by jury, these courts 
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maintain law and order and are organized by and staffed with 
competent judges. 

It was not timely to return displaced persons to German jurisdic
tion, or to give German Courts jurisdiction over occupation person
nel and bona fide foreign visitors to Germany. It was difficult to find 
an applicable federal code, particularly in view of the many nationals 
of various countries under the jurisdiction of the· courts, and it 
therefore appeared logical to apply the German code, purged of its 
Nazi additions. Trial by jury was impossible as there were not 
enough civilians in many areas to supply an adequate jury list. I 
have confidence that the new system· will prove to be a demon
stration of American justice and intent to govern by law. In this 
connection greater availability of American defense counsel may be 
expected as a result of recent authorization for qualified attorneys 
to open offices in our zone and to handle cases before our courts. 
Meanwhile we proceeded to rebuild the German system. 

By August 1945 many denazified local courts were restored and a 
few of the next higher, or district, courts. It was interesting to note 
that in December 1945 a German court tried and sentenced a Nazi 
political murderer who had been ·protected by the Nazi regime, 
and numerous German war crimes trials have been held since that 
time. In order to expedite cases of this nature, the German states in 
our zone enacted uniform laws to lift the bar of the Statute of 
Limitations, to invalidate Nazi pardons and amnesties, and to per
mit the reopening of certain cases. Voluntary associations of at
torneys were permitted to re-form. In October 1945 high courts 
of appeal were authorized in each state6 and as a further process in 
decentralization the authorities formerly exercised by the Reich 
Ministry of Justice were ·transferred to the newly formed state 
Ministries of Justice. In December law faculties were reopened at 
the universities. On September 17,1946, a revision7 of the Admin
istrative Code to remove the Nazi additions. was completed by a 
panel of Ge.rman jurists which had been at work for three months 
in Heidelberg. The several states were thus able to re-establish the 
administrative courts. 
: Military Government laws assured equalitY before the law, due 

process, speedy and public trial, right to be confronted by witnesses, 
and right of trial. Subsequently these rights were guaranteed in the 
state constitutions \Vhich became effective early in 1947, and which 
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established independent constitutional courts to protect the rights 
guaranteed in the. constitution. Labor courts were · established 
March 30, 1946.8 The court system was rounded out by the establish· 
ment of the Bizonal High Court on February 9, 1948," although its · 
functions were restricted to economic, financial, and administrative 
fields. 

In the early days of the occupation the search and seizure 
operations of the occupying army were a handicap to Military 
Government efforts to re-establish a huinane German judicial system. 
It was difficult to oppose searches for arms and to challenge the 
right of intelligence personnel to hunt for and seize persons believed 
to be security risks, particularly in view of the mandatory require
ment in our directive for the arrest of dangerous Nazis. In, January 
1947, however, I was able to persuade the Army Command not to 
undertake searches without previous notice to Military Government 
After some opposition in the General Staff, General McNamey 
approved my recommendation that further .house search, except in 
hot pursuit, would require a warrant from a Military Government 
court. Later the detention of security risks for more than a few 
hours required the appearance of our Army intelligence personnel. 
making the arrest before a Military Government court, to show 
justification for the detention. On January 7, 1948, in a further effort 
to restore normal justice, the right of habeas corpus was extended 
to all persons other than security risks who came under the juris
diction of Military Government courts,9 and in a few months was 
extended to include security arrests. Thus we were trying to make 
our own judicial procedure an example of democratic justice and 
concern for the individual. 

We were also interested in prison conditions. Experienced officials 
on our staff inspected the prisons in Germany and found their ad
ministration as medieval as their buildings. More humane treatment 
of prisoners became the policy. Clemency and parole, long neglected 
in Germany, were exercised through clemency boards, and Christmas 
amnesties for lesser offenders became routine. How long-lived the 
effects of our measures will be remains for time to determine. They · 
reflected our. interest in the individual as a human being, an element. 
frequently lacking in German administration. When large numbers. 
of house searches without warrant occurred in Wuerttemberg-Baden 
under an. "imminent danger" provision in the state constitution, wide-
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spread demand developed for a legal definition of "imminent dan
ger" which would prevent abuse of the term. Arthur Garfield Hays 
and Roger Baldwin of the American Civil Liberties Union visited 
Germany at the request of Military Government and reported that 
it was more zealous of German civil rights than were the Germans. 
If this was true it came primarily from our work in the judicial field. 
It was beginning to appear that certainly slowly, but perhaps surely, 
the German people were attaching importance to their civil rights. 

The Legal Division had a major part to play in the trials of war 
criminals in our zone although neither Military Government nor the 
Army had responsibility. other than to provide administrative and 
housekeeping services for the International Tribunal which tried the 
major Nazi criminals-Goering, Hess, et al, in Nuremberg. In this 
trial, which started on November 20, 1945, and ended on October 1, 
1946, the United States was represented on the court by Judges 
Francis Biddle and John J. Parker, and on the prosecution by 
Associate Justice Robert Jackson of the Supreme Court. Military 
Government was responsible for full publicity in Gemuiny including 
the dissemination of trial proceedings by press, radio, and motion 
picture. It arranged for German press representation and for German · 
jurists and other officials to attend. When the trials were concluded 
it was my duty as a member of the Co-ordinating Committee to 
study the appeals for clemency and to pass on the sentences to the 
Control Council, to arrange for the execution and disposition of 
remains of those sentenced to death, and for the imprisonment at 
Spandau prison in Berlin under rotating Allied guard of those 
sentenced to imprisonment. The members of both the Co-ordinating 
Committee and the Council considered these matters in executive 
sessions and pledged themselves never to disclose the factors taken 
into consideration, the nature of last-minute appeals, the notes of 
the individuals, and the decision taken for the disposition of the 
bodies of those sentenced to death. 

Much has been written· about the Nuremberg trials, their legal 
basis, and their probable status in history~ My comment will be 
limited to the effect of the trials in Germany. They were conducted 
in solemn dignity and with a high sense of justice. The mass of 
evidence, which exposed not only the relentless cruelty of the Nazi 
regime but also the grasping rapacity of its leaders, was convincing 
to the German people. They may have known something of the 
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crimes committed by their own leaders, but they did not know the 
full extent of the mass extermination of helpless human lives, or the 
ruthless cruelty of the concentration camp. The trials completed the 
destruction of Nazism in Germany. Nationalism in some form or· 
other may revive again but not under Nazi leadership, which was 
shown not only to have used murder as an everyday political tool 
but also to have used it as a means of personal enrichment. No one 
in Germany during the trial could fail to witness its effect on the 
German people. • 

Subsequent to the International Trial, much time· was lost in 
determining whether the additional trials should be on an inter
national or a national basis. Soviet participation in the International 
Tribunal had not been received happily in the nations of the world 
where justice prevails, and Soviet dissents in the final judgment of 
the International Tribunal made new international trials undesirable. 
It was resolved that we would proceed in the United States Zone 
under Military Government, and Justice Jackson's able young as
sistant, General Telford Taylor, was persuaded to head the prosecu
tion staff. Great difficulty was experienced in obtaining qualified 
jurists for the courts and our hopes of a substantial representation 
from the federal judiciary were dashed by Chief Justice Fred Vin
son's decision that federal judges could not be granted leave for the 
purpose. It took a considerable period of time to obtain qualified 
jurists from the state judiciary systems to form the six courts. They 
were to try twelve cases, carefully selected to cover the range of 
German political and economic life which had contributed to its 
aggressive policy. . 

These cases included the industrial combines of Flick, Krupp, and 
I. G. Farben; the physicians and surgeons who had used prisoners 
for experimental purposes; the Storm Troop leadership that had 
ordered mass exterminations; the military leaders who had ex
ploited occupied territories; the Justice Ministry, which had violated 
all normal concepts of justice in condoning mass extermination and 
in its application of Nazi laws; and the Foreign Office experts who 
had worked to create the international situation in which aggressive 
war could. be launched with ma.ximum hope for success. It is still 
difficult to appraise the full significance of these trials or their effect 
on German thinking. The trials which dealt with acts of atrocity 
identified the defendants with mass exterminations and added to the 
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German knowledge of the extent of Nazi brutality. In these cases 
there was little sympathy for the prisoners. To prove that the indus·· 
trialists had helped to provoke war was more difficult and the courts 
did not find the evidence submitted sufficient to convict Punish
ment of the industrialists resulted for the most part from their 
use and abuse of slave labor. These trials which failed to convince 
courts likewise failed to convince the German people of. the guilt 
of their industrial leaders in the events which led to war. The trials 
of the military leaders had little elfect on the German people. 

The involved nature of the cases required the use of many docu
ments by both the prosecution and the defense, so that they required 
months for completion. It was difficult to sustain public interest 
over a long period of time as much of the evidence was repetitious, 
and this was true at home as well as in Germany; On the whole, 
though, those of us who were· responsible for the trials feel that the 
full evidence will provide history with an unparalleled record of how 
greed and avarice attract unscrupulous hands to bring misery and 
destruction to the world. Perhaps an analysis of the causes thus 
·exposed may yet reveal the cure. Certainly, in reviewing the cases 
which came before me, I felt no hesitancy in approving the sen- . 
tences; 

I tried to expedite the trials and set July 1, 1948, as the target date 
for completion. In 1947 substantial opposition developed in the 
'United States to their continuance, and the Department of the 
Army desired them to be brought to an early close. In September 
1947, I urged the Department of the Army to permit the Foreign 
Ministry, Military Command, and Krupp cases to be brought to trial 
before the program was discontinued, and to find additional judges 
for the requisite courts. This was approved with the understanding 
that no further cases would be considered. I was unable to meet my 
commitment of July 1948 for completion because defense· counsel 
had to be given as much time as it desired to prepare its evidence. 
The last of the cases was not completed until April1949. 

Concurrently with the Nuremberg h'ials ran the trials of the war 
criminals charged with specific crimes,. such as participation in the 
mtirders and cruelties of the concentration camps, in the murder 
of our airmen who were forced to parachute to supposed safety 
within Germany, and in the murder of unarmed, surrendered 
American· soldiers. While these cases were tried at Dachau by 
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special military tribunals and hence did not come 'Under· Military 
Government, I became responsible for them in March 1947 when 
I took over theater command. It is unfortunate ~at later the 
~falmedy case cast some discredit on these trials as a whole, although · 
improper methods in obtaining evidence were charged only in this 
instance. 

A number of the death sentences in the Dachau trials were 
handed down before I as'sumed comm.and but execution was stayed 
pending the hearing of a petition in the Supreme Court. When the 
petition for review was denied decision rested in my hands. It was 
then that I asked for an independent review which led to the appoint· 
ment of the Simpson Commission by the Department of the Army. 
This commission and my own Administration of Justice Review Board 
found that improper methods had been used to obtain evidence in 
the Malmedy case. Members of the prosecution staff testifl.ed to the 
use of stage settings, stool pigeons, and similar measures to extract 
evidence. Extreme brutalities claimed by the prisoners, in manifest 
self·interest, were denied by the prosecution staff and not borne out 
by other evidence. While any use of improper methods was to be 
deplored, the Army had been shocked beyond measure at the cold
blooded murder of our soldiers at Malmedy. When after months 
of search among German prisoners the members of the Storm Troop 
units responsible were picked up, it was found that they had been 
sworn to silence and this silence was difficult to break. They were 
the tough, hard-bitten fanatics of Nazism, and I could understand, 
if not condone, the treatment they received. Although certain of their 
guilt, I felt that I must disapprove the death penalty unless there 
was evidence other than that of witnesses claiming that their con-
fessions were extorted under force and duress. · 

Altogether the Dachau trials, which were brought to a close on 
December SO, 1947, judged 1672 individuals and acquitted 256. 
I set aside 69 convictions, commuted 119 sentences, and reduced 138, 
leaving 1090 sentences; 426 of the convictions carried the death 
sentence. My responsibility as reviewing officer (there was no court 
of appeal) and as clemency officer was great, and there was no other 
which weighed more heavily on me. 'Early in the review of these 
cases we found that some witnesses; who had been inmates of con
centration camps and who had testifl.ed before several tribunals, re
membered details and events not corroborated by other testimony 
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and covered such a wide range of time and location as to be of 
doubtful credibility. Later a Senate Committee criticized us for 
questioning the credibility of witnesses whose words were accepted 
by the tribunals. Since our review encompassed a larger field, it did 
not seem in the interest of justice to accept fully the credibility of ' 
a witness before one court when it was made doubtful by his testi
mony before another. I felt that evidence leading to the death 
sentence must be indisputable, and therefore commuted 127 to 
life imprisonment. The responsibility for 299 executions rested on 
my final judgment and in every case I pored over the record to 
satisfy my conscience that the sentence was deserved. 

Among the 1672 trials was that of lise Koch, the branded "Bitch 
of Buchenwald," but as I examined the record I could not find her a 
major participant in the crimes of Buchenwald. A sordid, disrepu
table character, she had delighted in flaunting her sex, emphasized 
by tight sweaters and short skirts, before the long-confined male 
prisoners, and had developed their bitter hatred. Nevertheless these 
were not the offenses for which she was being tried and so I reduced 
her sentence, expecting the reaction which came. Perhaps I erred 
in judgment but no one can share the responsibility of a reviewing 
officer. Later the Senate committee which unanimously criticized 
this action heard witnesses who gave testimony not contained in 
the record before me. I could take action only on that record. Un
fortunately a failure in a lower office had resulted in several months' 
delay in publishing my action, which I had intended to be made 
public when it was taken. This was the single slip in making known 
to the public the actions taken in 1672 cases, and it was to be ex
pected that it would lead to accusations of attempted concealment. 
To be charged with deliberate softness in war trials was more diffi
cult to understand, as I had approved the death sentences of more 
than 20J war criminals. 

I have been asked if the lise Koch and Malmedy charges dis
credited our war trials in Germany. It is true that they were prime 
subjects for Communist propaganda. On the other hand, the full 
discussions in our press and radio and the obvious interest of the 
American people in justice and fair play rather impressed the Ger
man population. At least they learned that an official representing 
the United States must exercise his responsibilities in the bright 



Mealtime in the Nuremberg jail. Hermann Goering in his cell eats 

off an Army mess kit and uses a chair for a table. 

A member of a German civilian denazification board takts tcst1mon y 
from a witness. 



German workmen dismande part of a power plant at Gondcirf, 
Germany, for shipment to Russia as reparations :· 
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light of public discussion. This was another and valuable lesson in 
democracy. 

While the Legal Division was re-establishing the German judicial 
system, the Public Safety Branch was rebuilding a decentralized· 
German police force. The German police before the Nazi regime had 
been under the jurisdiction of the states, but after Himmler became 
chief of the German police in 1936 the state forces were gradually 
centralized and infiltrated with Nazis and members of the SS and 
SA. In the final years of the war they were, for all practical purposes, 
completely centraliZed into one force operating as an instrument of 
Himmler and responsible for the continued subjugation of the peo
ple of Germany and the slave laborers who had been brought into 
the country by force. Before the occupation we made elaborate plans 
for disbanding the centralized organization to free it from control 
by the Nazi party and the Nazi paramilitary formations. We found 
on surrender that there was no need to break it up because it did 
not exist. It had collapsed completely, · .its leaders were dead, 
prisoners, or had fled; and the organization was paralyzed. There· 
fore our immediate efforts were directed toward reconstituting 
forces which would accept some responsibility for the preservation 
of law and order under the occupation forces. Police jurisdiction was 
limited to the state level, and local autonomy was assured. Towns 
and cities of over 5000 persons were required to have independent 
police forces. Villages with populations under 5000 were permitted 
to contract for state protection.10 

The police were screened thoroughly to exclude Nazis. The num· 
her of former officers in the armed services who could be used was 
limited. Our denazification directive requked the summary removal 
of any former active Nazi or members of the Nazi party formations. 
As we knew the officer ranks had been dominated by the Hitler ma
chine, all persons who had hdd rank from lieutenant upward were 
also removed. Probably in no other field of German life was the 
purge of Nazis so complete. The result was that the reconstituted 
forces were commanded by former policemen who had held no rank 
or by inexperienced persons who had qualified under the denazifica
tion directive. There was an urgent need to train these new officials 
and for Military Government to advise and assist. Schools were 
established to teach them and to stress that they were to serve and 
not intimidate the public. 
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In July 1945, while some local protection had been restored, con· 
ditions in the United States Zone were far from satisfactory. Wander· 
ing bands of displaced persons, dressed in United States Army 
uniforms given them to replace their rags, engaged in robbery and 
pillage, and their actions brought discredit to the American soldier. 
Since the Constabulary had not yet been formed, increased Military 
Police patrols were established, and the wearing of our uniform by 
displaced persons was declared illegal unless dyed another· color. 
Youth delinquency increased, and the crime rate was high. In 
September 1945 we found it necessary to rearm the German police 
with light weapons and to provide them with limited ammunition.11 

German arms had been destroyed, so American carbines were loaned 
to them. 

Concurrently we proceeded with the organization of state police 
to patrol rural areas and the villages and communities under 5000 
population which elected to contract with the state for this service, 
along lines followed at home. By October 1945 there were 22,000 
German police at work in the United States Zone and the increase 
in crime had been checked. We established a specially trained 
border patrol which by February 1946 was a fairly competent 
force of approximately 2500. At the beginning of the occupation 
1Hlitary Government had issued the so-called "stand fast,. ordera 
which prohibited residents of the United States Zone from crossing 
the zonal boundaries without its approval. This was done largely 
to prevent the escape of wanted persons and to allow for the orderly 
resettlement of the roving populace. Our troops enforced the order 
until 1946, when they were withdrawn gradually and replaced by 
the newly created border patrol. None of our troops remained on 
static duty at the borders by the summer of 1948. 

It was a difficult task to recreate an effective police force. There 
were few uniforms available, pay was small, food was in short 
supply. There was little incentive, and in a disrupted economy every 
temptation for corruption. Not the least of the factors to be overcome 
was our firm policy of depriving the police of the power to punish 
minor offenders directly and to issue enactments having the force 
of law, practices which they had traditionally carried out and which 
had paved the way for the complete Nazi police state.13 Slowly 
obstacles were overcome and by the spring of 1947 the German 
forces were competent, so that the Constabulary could be released 
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from this duty. Our Military Police continued to control the acthities 
of occupational personnel. We also retained full jurisdiction m·er 
DP assembly areas. Our Constabulary and Military Police worked 
closely with the Germans, and the good-natured way our soldiers 
exercised their authority had much to do with the development of 
a better spirit of service. 

Our Public Safety officers in the several states began to withdraw 
from active control and to serve in ai} advisory capacity in 1946. We 
relied on a relatively small staff of American experts stationed at 
headquarters and in the state Military Government offices, which 
was much smaller than the staffs of the other occupying powers. 
Comparative statistics indicate that their work was effective. The 
crime rate in Germany in 1948 could not be considered excessive, 
and in fact did not compare too unfavorably "\\ith prewar rates. 

In 1949 we sent a small number of selected German police officials 
to the United States to study our state and municipal procedures.u 
They were well received and I am sure that they returned convinced 
that the policeman had the responsibility of serving the public and 
that crime prevention is a major objective. These German officials 
were surprised and pleased to find former soldiers who had been 
their combat opponents willing to advise them of the ways of a 
democratic police force. In Madison, Wisconsin, they were intro
duced to the legislature. In Germany, where the respect for author
ity is accompanied by almost subservient awe, this would have been 
impossible and it made a deep impression. In Chicago they were 
given every opportunity to witness the workings of city government. 
At one time they were entertained by German-Americans of the 
rare type who believed Germany could do no wrong and who spoke 
bitterly of the occupation. The German officials were shocked at 
this criticism of American policy from people reluctant to admit the 
full e\il of the Nazi regime. They defended vigorously the exclusion 
of Nazis from office and our efforts to obtain a democratic Germany. 

The way to full police decentralization is not yet entirely clear. 
In some states the control of the Finance Minister over the allocation 
of tax receipts still enables interference in local matters. The resist
ance of the cities to this interference is increasing, and the desire of 
the cities to control their own police will, I believe, lead to a sat
isfactory solution. 

Along with the establishment o£ the new police forces, the f;no-
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fighting services were screened to exclude the real Nazis, and within 
a short time were providing adequate fire protection. Under the 
Nazis these services had been amalgamated with the police. We 
separated them and relegated the small German professional and 
volunteer fire departments to the restricted mission of fighting fires.11 

Our Military Government fire officers found that, owing to climatic 
conditions, types of structures and other conditions, me-fighting 
activities in Germany were not comparable to our activities at home. 

Public Safety offices also were responsible for implementing the 
denazification program, which until late 1948 took a major portion of 
their time. Their work, which restored law enforcement and Bre 
protection under the unvarying application of the principles of de
centralization and development of a spirit of service, was a major 
contribution to the occupation. We had been fortunate in having as 
the head of this branch Colonel Orlando Wilson, professor of crimi· 
nology at the University of California, and on his departure, Theo 
Hall, a young but experienced police official who represented the 
modern school of the well-educated police official who is also an 
expert in public administration. 

While the transfer of denazification to German hands reduced 
the work load, Public Safety officers supervised the Germans in this 
work for many months. When the Laenderrat in the United States 
Zone adopted the "Law for Liberation from National Socialism and 
Militarism" in March 1946, it accepted the responsibility of purging 
major Nazis from positions of leadership. It knew and we knew that 
the task ahead was a major one but I doubt if either recognized its 
magnitude. The purpose of the law was to determine who the real . 
Nazis were so ~at they could be excluded from places of public 
influence while new German leadership was developing. It recog
nized that the great mass of Nazi followers could not be kept forever 
from German economic and public life without creating a cancerous 
growth in the body politic which might wen· destroy democratic 
progress in Germany. Hence the law clearly defined nve classes: 
major offenders, to be punished by as much as ten years' imprison
ment, connscation of property, and permanent exclusion from public 
office; offenders subject to imprisonment, nne, and exclusion from 
public office but entitled to release from restriction on probation; 
followers or nominal Nazis who, although subject to nne, could 
henceforth exercise their rights of citizenship; and those exonerated 
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as a result of the investigation. Neither the German lawmakers nor 
Military Government wished to punish youth subjected to Nazi 
indoctrination in mass, but both desired their registration. 

The magnitude of the task the Germans assumed is indicated 
by the organization required for the implementation of the law, 
which at peak aggregated 545 tribunals with a personnel in excess of 
22,000. The work of these tribunals was supervised by the Public 
Safety Branch of Military Government, which for more than a year 
retained the right to set aside finding's and require new trials. 

Altogether, under the procedure which required aU persons over 
eighteen years of age to register· and submit a questionnaire, there 
were more than 13,000,000 registrants in the United States Zone, of 
which 3,000,000 were chargeable cases under the law. Three fourths 
of the German population were to render judgment on the remain
ing one fourth; and it is fair to estimate that the one fourth had large 
numbers of relatives and close friends among the three fourths. 
Perhaps never before in world history has.such a mass undertaking 
to purge society been attempted. 

It may be too early to judge the success of the denazirication law. 
Certainly it developed from the beginning a controversial public 
opinion between those who believed the German people incapable 
of the task and those who believed that the program was so stringent 
as to retard German recovery. I can remember one visiting congress
man, perhaps an unreconstructed rebel, who refused to sit in a 
meeting with German state officials supporting the denazification 
program, and denounced them as traitors to their countrymen. 

The Case subcommittee of the House Select Committee on 
Foreign Aid, in a unanimous report submitted to Congress in 
February 1948, recommended that proceedings be closed on May 8, 
1948, with full amnesty for lesser offenders and followers. The De
partment of the Army was naturally responsive to the expressed 
views of the committee and raised the question of closure with me on 
several occasions but I believed the program essential and I knew 
that the responsible German officials desired that it be carried to 
conclusion. In March 1948, I stated in a cable to the Department 
of the Army that "each month of trials and release leaves a con
stantly smaller backlog, which, however, contains increasingly the 
really bad actors. A general amnesty would free these bad actors and 
:would really discredit entire program." · 
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Also in March, in a teleconference, the Department of the Army, 
anticipating the Case Report, asked if both denazification and the 
Nuremberg trials could be closed out and suggested sending a 
commission over to study the question to enable it to reply to con
gressional queries. I replied: "I cannot stop denazification except 
by ordering the Germans to stop. If this is an order, please advise 
me." I knew the question was receiving consideration in the Ap
propriations Committee and that the Department of the Army was 
apprehensive that continuance of proceedings might affect our 
ability to secure funds to support Germany. I could only report that 
my views were well known and that I would rather forgo .financial 
support than sacrifice our objectives. While the Department of the 
Army had raised the question in view of the pressures to which it 
was properly sensitive, it continued to approve and support my 
position. 

In August 1946 Military Government issued an amnesty to those 
born after January 1, 1919, except for fanatics occupying places of 
leadership. These young people, only fourteen years old when 
Hitler came into power, had had little chance to know anything but 
Nazi ideology and they could not be excluded from society if they. 
were to be rehabilitated. At Christmas in 1946 amnesties were 
granted to the disabled and to those whose income during the Hitler 
regime was so small as to indicate definitely that they had not 
profited from their affiliation with the Nazi party. Even with these 
amnesties the tribunals tried over 930,000 individuals; 1549 were 
found guilty as major offenders, 21,000 as offenders, 104,000 as 
lesser offenders, and 475,000 as followers. Nine thousand were given 
prison sentences; 30,000 were sentenced to special labor; 22,000 
were found ineligible for public office; 122,000 were restricted in 
employment; 25,000 were subject to confiscation of property in whole 
or in part; and over 500,000 were fined. 

It is easy to generalize in considering the work of the tribunals. 
Since a large part of the population was affected, charges against 
them became widespread. It was common for the German who did 
not like his neighbor to accuse him of Nazism; for the laborer to 
charge the unpopular foreman, and for the civil servant to charge 
the civil servant he wished to replace. It was popular to assume that 
any German who prospered under Nazi rule was a major Nazi. 
Usually, as specific cases were investigated by our Public Safety 
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officers, they found it difficult to prove improper action by the tri· 
bunals. While the law established a prima facie case against per
sons who held certain rank or membership in the Nazi party or its 
aHiliates, the tribunals were loath to convict on this evidence alone 
and tended to require specific evidence of acts which proved the 
extent of the activities of the accused during the Nazi regime to 
support convictions as major offender, offender, or lesser offender. 
We sometimes forgot that the law was intended to identify the 
nominal Nazi who was excluded ftom normal life by arbitrary 
decision of Military Government so that he could be restored to 
normal citizenship and given the opportunity for self-rehabilitation. 

Certainly in no other zone of Germany was a systematic search 
undertaken to find the real Nazi nor were penalties exacted in 
comparable volume. In my view, our program did prevent Nazis of 
any consequence from exerting public in.B.uence during the early, 
formative period of state government. It definitely excluded and 
excludes major Nazi leaders from positions of influence in German 
life. In criticizing German appeal courts for releasing a Schacht who 
had been kept in prison under the law for three years and letting 
a Von Papen off with exclusion from office and a heavy fine, it should 
be remembered that able Allied prosecution had failed to convict 
these men at Nuremberg. While it was common to assume that any 
industrialist who had successfully engaged in business during the 
Hitler regime had been a part of the conspiracy to wage aggressive 
war, the charge was difficult to prove as we found out in the cases 
tried by our tribunals at Nuremberg. 

Looking back, it might have been more effective to have selected 
a rather small number of leading Nazis for trial without attempting 
mass trials. The selection of these Nazis would have required reg
istration procedures. In judging the prison sentences, which appeared 
to be few in number in comparison to the total tried, it must be 
borne in mind that most of the 7 4,000 internees in our custody who 
were transferred to the German denaziB.cation ministries had been 
held under rugged conditions for almost three years when they were 
brought to trial. On the whole German public opinion and partic
ularly the trade unions, although critical of the actions of many 
tribunals, supported the completion of the program as did the Ger
man officials responsible for its execution. 

It takes courage to back a hard program which directly involves 
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over 25 per cent of a population. I am convinced that major Nazi 
leadership was driven from hiding by the law and excluded from 
leadership for years to come. Certainly there was restored to citizen
ship a large group who now have full rights, and yet on the record 
can be charged as having been Nazis. As to the degree of guilt of 
the individual and his contribution to the growth of the Nazi party, 
there will ever be differences of opinion. If the nominal Nazi had 
not been restored to citizenship and given the opportunity to lead a 
normal life, we can be sure that political unrest of a serious nature 
would have developed sooner or later. Moreover, the punitive and 
exclusion measures were administered by tribunals responsible to 
public bodies elected by the German people. They may not have 
cleaned their own houses thoroughly, but they at least removed the 
major dirt, 



CHAPTER 14 

Food and Health 

for the German People 

FOR three years the problem of food was to color 
every administrative action, and to keep the German 

people alive and able to work was our main concern. From the first 
I begged and argued for food because I did not believe that the 
American people wanted starvation and misery to accompany oc
cupation, and I was certain that we could not arouse political in
terest for a democratic government in a hungry, apathetic popula
tion. 

The need to provide food and thus prevent disease and unrest 
in the population behind the battle lines was recognized throughout 
the war, and SHAEF had brought to Germany for this purpose 
600,000 tons of grain. This supply was not to be used lightly, because 
we did not know where and how more could be obtained for the 
forthcoming winter. We were convinced that the prevention of 
disease and unrest was as important to winning peace as it was 
to winning war. Human suffering follows quickly a falling ration, 
and inadequate supply brings about a deterioration in moral qualities 
difficult to overcome. Laws and regulations mean little to those who 
see their loved ones suffering from hunger. 

Thus the provision of an adequate supply was more thar.. a humane 
consideration. It was essential to the p.ccomplishment of our objec
tives. We expected German reserves to be low and to be faced with 
a difficult period, To make the best of the situation we had brought 
seeds into Germany with us, even though we recognized t~at it was 
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late for extensive additional planting. In July 1945 we had deter
mined what supplies were available and found that the ration for 
the normal consumer had to be set at levels varying from 950 to 
1150 calories per day. This allowance was only about half the 
caloric content deemed essential by nutritional experts to support 
a working population, and about one third of that available to the 
American people. Actually only about 950 calories per day were 
distributed. 

The fall planting program was difficult to inaugurate even though 
we had seeds. The shortage of fertilizer and farm implements was 
acute and little could be done to improve the situation immediately. 
We did reopen the large nitrogen fertilizer plant at Trostberg, 
Bavaria, in the United States Zone. Likewise we were able to get 
some of the farm equipment plants in production. 

In August 1945 we fixed the official ration at 1550 calories for 
the normal consumer. We estimated that 4,000,000 tons of imports 
per year would be needed to support the 2000-calorie allowance 
which was our goal. However, we could not meet the lesser ration, 
and our weighing teams operating throughout the zone were finding 
increasing evidence of malnutrition. Germans from every walk of . 
life eagerly sought employment with the occupation forces because 
they were furnished with a hot noon meal. Still, hunger was to be 
seen everywhere and even the refuse pails from our messes, from 
which everything of value had been removed, were gone over time 
and time again in a search for the last scrap of nourishment. 

To improve collections from the farms we charged the German 
regional marketing associations with establishment of farm and 
market quotas. In November we got the farm co-operatives1 going 
again to help in this work. We divided the SHAEF stocks, although 
they had been purchased almost entirely with our funds, keeping 
300,000 tons and sending 250,000 tons to the British and 15,000 tons 
to the French Zone. I agreed to this transfer because Germans in 
the British and French ar.eas were existing on a ration lower than 
in our zone and starving Germans wherever located would delay 
the accomplishment of our objectives. 

We had to have food. By this time the picture was clear. West 
Germany had never been self-supporting. Even Germany as a whole 
could not raise enough to sustain its people. Now their principal 
producing farmlands located in north central and eastern Germany 
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were much smaller because of the severed eastern territory. More
over, their produce was not available to the Western zones. Yet 
the population of these zones had increased by about 4,000,000 and 
was to increase still more. In the highly productive years from 
1935 to 1938 the agricultural output of west Germany would have 
averaged only 1100 calories a day for the normal cons'l.lmer, just 
over half the minimum need. Thus, even with maximized agri
cultural production, it had to export to get money to pay for the 
additional food to keep its people ali-ve. 

I thought that the situation was so serious in November 1945 
that I made a hurried trip home to discuss it with government 
officials and to ask personally for their assistance in increasing the 
food supply. I found that the world shortage in grain resulting from 
war dislocation had placed heavy demands on the United States. 
Everyone was sympathetic but German needs could not be given 
a higher priority than those of the countries allied with us in our 
war effort. 

To maximize our efforts, we proceeded rapidly to rebuild German 
food and agricultural agencies. In the late fall of 1945 we set up a 
zonal food office under the Laenderrat. This office and the tire
less General Hugh Hester, chief of our Food and Agriculture 
Branch, had placed these agencies on a functional basis by February 
1946 and had restored normal distribution channels from ship and 
farm to consumer. Later the zonal food office was headed by a pre
Hitler minister, Dr. Hermann Dietrich. He was an honest, able official 
who held the confidence of the German people. The improved dis
tribution and the new harvest made it possible for the official ration 
of 1550 calories to be met for a few months in the winter of 1945-46. 
But in February 1946 it resumed its downward trend and reached its 
low point in our zone in May-June 1946, about 1180 calories per day 
for the normal consumer. In March the evidence of suffering was real 
and led me to ask General McNarney to cable General Eisenhower 
and personally ask the latter's support in obtaining relief. We had 
assured the Germans that we would bring in enough food to main
tain the approved allowance. In his cable McNamey pointed out that 
the lowered ration could not maintain' the living standard. Sickness 
and malnutrition were certain to result and the population would be 
incapable of sustained work. We could not hope to develop democ-
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racy on a starvation diet. We could not even prevent sickness and 
discontent. . 

The effect in Germany was paralyzing. Workmen could not pro
duce a full day's work. Economic recovery was stopped and the 
population was becoming more apathetic each day. Our appeal 
received support at home and shipments by the end of June per· 
mitted a small increase to approximately 1225 calories a day. At the 
time some believed that this official figure did not fairly represent 
the food consumed by the average German, since it ignored black 
market purchases. Our estimates of total · production indicated 
otherwise. Tha unaccounted-for supply averaged perhaps 200 
calories per person per day. Evenly distributed, this would have 
raised the normal consumer ration to 1425 calories, far below a 
sustaining diet. Of course it was not evenly distributed. Black 
market food benefits only the few who have the means to obtain it 
and not the great masses. No country has ever been able to fully 
prevent the selfish individual who has the means from living better 
than the average. 

I doubt if we would have obtained increased shipments of food 
from the United States had it not been for the support given to our 
requests by former President Hoover. President Truman had asked 
him to visit Europe to survey the food needs of the several European 
countries. When I heard his visit would include Germany I asked 
permission to pay my respects to him on his arrival in Europe. I met 
him and his party at Brussels and found him sympathetic and under
standing but insistent on supporting data. His party included among 
otheJ;s Dennis A. FitzGerald, an expert from our Department of 
Agriculture then serving with the International Emergency Food 
Council of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. 
He was an outstanding expert on world food supplies and needs. 
Shortly they visited us in Berlin, where our agricultural experts sub
mitted the facts. We also brought the chief German official, Dr~ 
Dietrich, and the state ministers of agriculture, to answer questions. 
Hoover's exceptionally analytical mind and his grasp of figures, 
combined with FitzGerald's rich store of information on the world 
food situation, enabled them to detect inconsistencies quickly. When 
our presentation was completed, they congratulated us and told us 
they had here been furnished more convincing evidence of need 
than anywhere else they had been. Their assistance on their return 
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home was invaluable to us not only in the existing emergency but 
also in the months to come. · 

Hoover was convinced that our needs were real and that the 
food shortage in Germany was more acute than elsewere in Europe.· 
He recognized the menace of Communism and the possibility of its 
growth in a desperate Germany. Above all, he believed that there 
was no place for starvation where the American flag was flying 
and that with the raising of that flag we accepted the responsibility 
to maintain human values. • 

His trip to Germany coincided with the visit at War Department 
invitation of a distinguished group of American publishers which 
included General Julius Ochs Adler of the New York Times, Henry 
Luce of Time magazine, Ralph Bellamy of the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, Roy Howard of Scripps-Howard newspapers, Frank Gannett 
of Gannett newspapers of Rochester, New York, and others. These 
publishers witnessed conditions in Germany at first hand. We dined 
together one evening and participated in a joint discussion led by 
Hoover. It seemed the general consensus that Germany must be fed 
and restored to a self-sustaining economic existence. These pub
lishers returned home to give badly needed support to our effort 
to obtain additional food and to improve the German economy. 

The harvest in 1946 provided an average yield and, with imports, 
enabled the American Zone to reach the allowed ration in October. 
While we could have maintained this ration of 1550 calories in our 
zone, it had a short life owing to the fusion of the British and 
American zones in January 1947. This placed our reserves in a com
mon pool and the British had no reserves. Germany experienced 
the most severe winter in many years, with its frozen waterways 
closed to navigation. Short stocks and transport difficulties made 
distribution most difficult. In Washington we were bidding for 
supplies through a joint Anglo-American Committee formed under 
the bizonal fusion agreement. Here we ran into one of those strange 
inconsistencies which ever dogged our way in Germany. Despite 
the fact that reserves from our zone had been used to arrest short
ages in the British Zone, and despite eloquent pleas for aid from 
my British colleague, their representative on the joint committee in 
Washington opposed us until British requirements were met. We 
were concerned because we believed the reserve stocks in the 
United J011gdom could be diminished safely in view of our urgent 
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need. We were not successful and the authorized allowance in the 
bizonal area dropped to 1040 calories2 a day in Aprill947. Weighing 
teams reported malnutrition at what proved to be the worst stage 
in postwar Germany. The apathy of the German people was alarm
ing. 

Again Hoover and FitzGerald came to our rescue. They returned 
in February 1947 to survey the food needs of the bizonal area and 
to study its economic status. Hoover analyzed our records in Berlin 
with his usual care. He visited a number of places in western Ger
many to get on-the-spot information and to verify the data submitted . 
to him in Berlin. He was convinced again of the validity of our 
requirements, which he supported vigorously before the appropria
tions committees of Congress, and he insisted that we be given a 
higher priority in obtaining allocations. Moreover he obtained the 
release of Army 10-in-1 rations and other high-value foods aggre
gating about 40,000 tons for a child feeding program. This was 
placed under way in the schools in April 1947 to provide a noon 
meal of 350 calories for more than 3,500,000 children in the bizonal 
area. It saved the health of German youth. Without this aid in a 
critical period I do not know. what would have happened. Hoover . 
was accompanied by Tracy Voorhees, who returned to Washington 
to take charge of food procurement. His determined and untiring 
efforts contributed materially to the solution of our food supply 
problem and they were continued when he subsequently became 
first Assistant and then Under Secretary of the Army. 

The child feeding program did more to convince the German 
people of our desire to recreate their nation than any other action 
on our part. The expressions of gratitude from parents and children 
were sincere and touching. 

We undertook a land reform program in our zone which was 
designed to provide small farms for the resettlement of refugees and 
expellees. However, it was mainly symbolic of our desire to help, 
since our area, unlike East Prussia and much of eastern Germany, 
was almost entirely one of small holdings. There were only a few 
hundred really large landowners. Our program, which we believed 
ful.6lled our international obligation, started with a 50 per cent re-

: duction of holdings of 300 hectares of agricultural land, and this 
percentage then increased rapidly for larger holdings, following the 
principle of the graduated income tax. Former ~ehrmacht land 
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and conllscated Nazi holdings were included. Much of the program 
was devoted to ·making small garden plots available to many thou
sands. Exceptions were made for large seed and stock farms which 
could not be operated economically in small units. Fair compensa
tion was required for land taken under the law. While much has 
been done toward carrying these measures to completion, the deficit 
in state finances which followed currency reform, and the well
organized resistance of the landowners, have slowed down progress. 
We were to be charged with failure by Soviet authorities who had 
confiscated holdings in excess of 100 hectares for distribution in 
small plots or for creation of collective farms. However, I am con
vinced that a statistical analysis of production will show how badly 
the Soviet system failed to increase production. I believe our system 
sound and consistent with our own views as to property rights, and 
as to the individual's right to enjoy the returns from his own labor. 

In June 1947 we started the ration upward again. In July Secre
tary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson visited us. He was familiar 
with Hoover's report. He too studied our requests and, convinced 
that they were real, promised us the monthly imports we needed to 
sustain the 1550-calorie ration, a promise which he made every 
effort to fulfill. He was accompanied by Secretary of Commerce 
Harriman, who while Ambassador to Russia had always stopped on 
his way through Berlin to exchange information with us. He was one 
of the first to realize Soviet intent in Germany and consistently sup
ported our efforts for economic recovery, which he considered essen
tial to checking Communist expansion. 

In mid-October 1947 General Hester, "'ho had been in charge of 
our Food and Agriculture Branch, left us. His right hand in the 
difficult early days had been Colonel Stanley Andrews, who had 
left us to return to civil life but had responded on his arrival in 
Washington to urgent pleas from Secretary Anderson to help the 
Department of Agriculture with its food supply problem. When the 
emergency was over he returned to his home in Arkansas to publish 
an agricultural paper. At my pressing request and at great personal 
sacrifice he came back to Germany to take General Hester's place. 
Our Food and Agriculture Branch, which at its peak never exceeded 
100 persons, under the inspiring leadership of Hester and Andrews, 
together with its British associates, reorganized German agriculture 
and food c~istribution and saved hundreds of thousands of lives. No 
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words are adequate tribute for their tireless labor and for their 
understanding that our success in Germany depended upon the 
provision of an adequate food supply. · 

Obtaining funds to provide food was facilitated by the support of 
the many congressmen who visited us in 1947. They were touched 
by the conditions they saw and their post exchange rations usually 
found their way into the hands of German: children. Congressman 
John Taber was criticized severely for saying in Berlin immediately 
after his arrival that he had seen no one suffering from hunger. His 
bark was worse than his bite. Gruff, insistent on data and not on 
talk, Taber is a difficult man to convince when the appropriation of. 
federal funds is involved. However, he listened attentiyely to our 
presentation, visited the Ruhr, and was convinced that our needs 
were authentic. He and his companions, Clarence Cannon and 
Richard B. Wigglesworth, returned home to support our program 
to the last penny. 

Just as we thought we were over the worst period, we experienced 
the severest drought in recent German history, following the hard 
1946-47 winter. The total yield was reduced by 20 per cent. How-· 
ever, imports began to pour in to reach 542,000 tons in August 1947 .. · 
As soon as stocks permitted, the ration was increased until the 
official allowance of 1550 calories was met in April 1948. 

Our food problem was over. The harvest of 1948 was unbelieva
bly good. It was a bumper year not only in Germany but elsewhere 
and the critical world shortage was ended. By July 1948 the ration 
was raised to the 1990 calories recommended as a minimum by nutri
tion experts in 1945. We had succeeded in rebuilding the German 
fishing fleet and the daily haul was of great value. Imports had 
continued to increase and in August 1948 reached a peak of 916,000 
tons. Also Europe had some surplus food for. the first time since the 
end of the war and the promise of the European Recovery Program 
had encouraged us to procure some of it. We now started to rebuild 
the livestock population. This had been reduced purposely to divert 
fodder acreage to human food production although it was not 
economically sound in the long run. It was much better for Germany 
to raise high-cost meat products and import cheaper grain products. 
A part of our rebuilding program consisted in contracting with hog 

. producers to use imported com to fatten 1,000,000 hogs in the 
bizonal area. Food was still rationed and the diet was monotonous, 



A black market meal m the Femina night club w Berlin. 

A German child, suffering from starvation and not expected to liYe, 

IS cared for m a Berlin hospital. 



Presents _ are d istril;mted to German children at a Berlin . kindergarten: 
They ·were: d.oriated -by Americans . 

American shoes are given to these chifdren m a _.--Befl!n 'i:n:phanage. · 
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The supply, however, sufficed to maintain a working population. 
The results were restored physical energy and increased output. 

Collecting food in Germany during these years . was difficult. 
Prior to currency :r:eform money was of no real value and the farmer 
could obtain far more for his produce through barter. Almost every 
farmer had relations and friends in the city to whom he diverted a 
portion of his production. Trains from the city were filled with 
passengers carrying precious possessi9ns to the country to exchange 
for food. Police controls could not prevent this. The Bizonal Admin
istration had little positive control over state agricultural administra
tions. The latter, particularly in the agricultural states, were loath 
to invoke controls which might lose the farmer vote. At one stage 
we had to use the Constabulary to find hoarded supplies. After 
currency reform the situation improved but even then price controls 
were continued on farm products, and the new money, while sound, 
did not buy consumer goods, which were high in cost, in the same 
amounts the farmer had obtained through barter. 

We were forced to use sanctions8 and withhold imports from the 
states which failed to meet quotas. We used press and radio so that· 
the non-agricultural population would insist that state officials 
exercise adequate controls. We provided special purchasing rights 
for fertilizer and farm implements for farmers meeting assigned 
quotas, and we fixed grain and potato prices at planting time• to 
encourage the farmers to plant more grain and potatoes. Many at 
home became convinced from these actions that we were furnishing 
American aid to Germans unwilling to do the utmost for themselves. 
This came about because we could not praise the farmer for his 
work; we had to continue to censure and insist on better perform
ance. The truth is that the German farmer saved Germany in the 
period when world food supplies made it impossible to obtain 
adequate imports. Working day in and day out with his entire 
family, utilizing every scrap of manure, ceaselessly tilling the soil, 
he obtained excellent production when consideration was given to 
the many obstacles with which he was confronted, Against quotas 
which left him little for home and stock, he delivered 86 per cent 
in 1946-47; 83 per cent in 1947-48; arid by March 15, 1949, he had 
delivered 25 per cent more than in the corresponding period of the 
preceding year. 

We have also undertaken long-range measures to increase agri-
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· cultural production. 'These include an agricultural credit bank8 to 
provide long-term and a co-operative credit bank to provide short
term credits, authorized by the Bizonal Economic Council in 1949. 
We have encouraged additional agricultural school services. Dr. 
Hans Schlange-Schoeningen, director of the Bizonal Food Office, 
and other German agricultural officials were sent to the United 
States to study the advisory services which we have developed, and 

· they were impressed with these services. 
We were able, after the currency reform in June 1949, to take . 

initial steps toward bringing German farm prices into line with 
world market prices.6 There remains a need for an agency like our 
Commodity Credit Corporation which would purchase farm prod
ucts at harvest time for resale later to the consumer, thus protecting 
the ration supply and at the same time stabilizing prices. For the 
most part, though, the food problem has been returned to German 
hands. 

Food shortages made it more difficult and more important to take 
adequate measures to maintain public health for humanitarian 
reasons and to protect the health of the occupying forces. Bombed 
and partially destroyed cities, damaged water supplies, crowded 
dwellings, and hundreds of thousands of displaced persons, refugees, 
and expellees leaving and arriving daily, created the conditions in 
which epidemics develop. Our Military· Government teams were 
staffed with public health specialists under the able leadership of 
Major General Morrison C. Stayer, and their work was little short of 
miraculous. 

Immediate surveys showed shortages of hospital facilities, linen 
and bandages and medicines. We had to reopen pharmaceutical 
plants, repair hospitals, and allocate materials for hospital linens. 
German public health organizations and the medical profession had 
to be denazified and reorganized. In October 1945 a survey showed 
that the number of hospital beds, though increasing, was only about 
half of what was needed. 

'The contagious diseases like diphtheria, tuberculosis, and typhoid 
fever did increase, but not alarmingly, and they were held in check. 
In areas where diseases which could be prevented by inoculations 
became threatening, mass inoculations were undertaken. Water sys
tems were repaired, chlorination was provided, or else warnings 
were posted .f;o require boiling of all drinking water. 
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The food shortage was followed by greater evidence of malnu
trition. It was n·ecessary for some agency to continuously appraise 
the nutritional state of the population. Military Government had to . 
know when signs of malnutrition appeared, how serious they were, 
how rapidly they progressed, and how they could be most econom
ically corrected. It was not enough to recognize disaster when it was 
at hand. It was necessary to be aware of its approach in order that it 
might be averted. This task was accoJilplished through the. institu
tion of two programs.1 One was the street weighing program which 
was first conducted by American and later by German personnel. 
This required that some 100,000 persons over twenty years of age 
selected at random be weighed each month. From changes in the 
observed weights it was possible to evaluate the broad trends. It 
became apparent by January 1, 1949, that this program was no 
longer necessary and it was discontinued. The second program was 
known as the nutrition team program. This was initially conducted 
by military personnel who formed temporary teams. They func
tioned in those areas where it seemed they were most needed, 
periodically surveying the nutritional status in cities of population 
over 25,000 and in the western sectors of Berlin. Anticipating the 
change-over from an operational to an observational, advisory, and 
reporting phase, Military Government in March 1946 requested the 
minister-presidents of the three states to establish nutritional survey 
teams composed of German personnel. The American teams were 
then withdrawn and these teams left to carry on the work. 

Another problem which directly affected the health of the occupa
tion forces was the rapid increase in venereal disease which resulted 
from thousands of homeless wanderers, lack of sanitary conditions 
and supplies, and lack of curative medicines. 

We coped with these problems with every available resource. In 
January 1946 the reorganized German public health agencies were 
competent to assume local responsibility, and we withdrew our own 
personnel below the state level. 8 Arrangements were made to 
examine all refugees entering the United States Zone, to isolate con
tagious cases, and to apply DDT liberally as a precaution against. the 
spread of typhus fever. In the spring of 1947 we were able to obtain 
enough penicillin from the United States and Great Britain to start 
a vigorous curative campaign for venereal disease, while at the same 
time working out a control program with the German authorities. 
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Control in our zone was helped by the enactment of Control Council 
Directive 52,0 which extended the work throughout Germany. By 
August 1946 the sharp increase had been checked, and thereafter 
it decreased until it ceased to be alarming. This downward trend 
was brought about by the widespread use of penicillin and the set· 
ting up of 96 treatment hospitals. 

Even when the lack of adequate food had brought the German 
population to their lowest physical energy, with indications of 
excessive morbidity, the birth rate remained fairly high. At the. 
minimum it was 16.3 per 1000 population per annum in the fourth 
quarter of 1947, as compared to the United States average of 24.6 
per 1000. The mortality rate at its peak was ·15.4 deaths per 1000 
population as compared to the United States average of 11.1 per 
1000. 

In 1946 General Stayer returned home to retire. I secured as his 
replacement an outstanding public health specialist, Colonel Milford 
T. Kubin, who continued the humane work of his predecessor. 

Toward the end of 1946 our supply of insulin proved inadequate 
to meet the needs of diabetics, and only prompt assistance by 
CRALOG in bringing supplies from the United States prevented the 

'loss of many lives. In the fall of 1947 poliomyelitis developed in 
Berlin. Four American specialists, six respirators, and equipment for 
hot-pack therapy were rushed to Berlin by air by the National 
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (March of Dimes), and this 
humanitarian act was greatly appreciated by the German people. 

Throughout 1947 the German public health organizations con· 
tinued to improve and at the local level were doing excellent work. 
Progress at the state level was less rapid. Still, it seemed as if we 
were just staving off disaster. 

It was not until 1948 that the state public health departments 
were functioning satisfactorily, medicines in adequate supply, hos· 
pitals repaired, and bed capacities beginning to meet the demand. 
TI1e increase in quantity and variety of food overcame the problem 
of malnutrition, and with it, many accompanying problems. The · 
tuberculosis mortality rate had declined until it was about the same 
as in Great Britain and below the prewar rate in France and other 
parts of Europe. Birth and death rates were approaching normal. 
School-fed children were healthy. There no longer appeared a public 
health threat other than that constantly facing a nation, except in 
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Berlin. Even there special arrangements were made to meet medical 
requirements by airlift, and there was no outward evidence of health 
deterioration. We cut our staff to a small advisory group, making 
public health responsibility a German matter. · 

Several unfinished problems still require attention. There is a 
constant threat to the health and economic status of the Germans in 
the United States Zone because 60 per cent of the cattle have 
tuberculosis, and the custom of pooling milk from these infected 
cows is a serious threat to the children through the spread of tuber
culosis. Veterinary experts are working to find a solution, as the 
destruction of the infected cattle would be a serious blow to agri· 
cultural production. The standard of medical education is low. 
Medical schools were isolated from world progress· and the profes
sional standard lowered throughout the Hitler regime. The demands 
of war for young men prevented adequate training. German medical 
skill had lost its high standing. 

The democratization of the Aerztekammer (Chamber of Physi
cians) and paramedical associations must be continued. Modern 
schools for training doctors and nurses in public health are im
portant. International exchange of persons and ideas is essential to 
the accomplishment of these objectives. Recognizing this need, 
Military Government has collaborated extensively \vith international 
health agencies such as the World Health Organization, the Danish 
Red Cross Tuberculosis Mission which arranged for 586,000 German 
children to be tested for tuberculosis and for 208,000 to be vac
cinated to date, and the United Nations International Emergency 
Fund which provides assistance for the care of mothers and children. 
German officials are being brought abreast of modern developments 
in public health through the visits of their representatives to the 
United States for periods of study and observation, and by the visits 
to Germany of our doctors, nurses, and other experts in numerous 
health fields. For instance, Dr. 1Iartha Eliot, chief of the Children's 
Bureau, Department of Agriculture, visited Germany to advise on 
the development of a modem maternal and child health program, 
and Dr. W. W. Bauer of the American Medical Association came to 
plead the value of public health education. The Institute of Public 
Affairs through its :Medical Section is helping to spread democratic 
techniques in health administration as well as up-to-date knowledge 
in medical science. 
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The disrupted economy that resulted from the closing days of 
destructive warfare and the collapse of government turned Germany 
into a land of wanderers and refugees. Families were separated, 
thousands were homeless, and hundreds of thousands of expellees10 

arrived in the four zones. It was imperative to re-establish public 
welfare assistance on the decentralized basis which had existed 
under the Weimar Republic. In the summer of 1945, 20 per cent of 
the German population was receiving some public assistance; child 
welfare bureaus and church welfare agencies were encouraged to 
resume their functions; and a denazified German Red Cross was · 
active and useful in local relief work. By the fall of 1945 youth 
welfare bureaus were functioning on a county basis; the religious 
organizations were maintaining homes and schools for children 
without homes or parents, and the American Army was providing 
educational and recreational programs to combat juvenile restless
ness and delinquency. Still the load increased and in December 1945 
it was estimated that more than 1,000,000 persons were dependent 
in some measure on aid from welfare agencies. 

While German welfare agencies deserved high praise for their 
work in the winter of 1945-46 with meager resources, there was a 
growing consciousness of their need for help from the United States. 
I was convinced that German organizations were competent to 
distribute supplies and that United States aid sent directly to these 
agencies would prove most effective. 

To sin1plify distribution, 15 American welfare agencies at home 
combined to form the Council of Relief Agencies Licensed to Oper
ate in Germany, better known as CRALOG.11 The :first shipment 
of supplies from CRALOG, 962 tons of food and clothing, arrived 
in Bremen in April1946. Soon CRALOG was joined in similar work 
by the International Red Cross12 and Swiss welfare agencies. In 
June 1946 Military Government concluded a contract with the 
Co-operative of American Remittances to. Europe, known as 
CARE, 18 for the movement of individual food packages into Ger
many. Although this non-profit organization desired to set up its own 
distributing agency in Germany, we persuaded its representatives 
that a few persons operating through German relief agencies would 
do a more efficient job than an attempt to establish a new agency. 
CARE had procured a large number of 10-in-1 packages from Arn1y 
surplus, and this highly concentrated and balanced food was ideal 
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for the purpose, As these supplies became exhausted, the program 
was expanded to include not only a standard package of well
balanced food, but packages of baby food, kosher food, lard, 
woolens, blankets, knitting wooL household linens, baby layettes, 
and the like. Later, other agencies helped, but none provided in 
volume the assistance which came from these two organizations. By 
the end of 1948 assistance for the United States Zone alone came to 
almost $15,000,000 from. CARE, and $14,000,000 from CRALOG. 
Both organizations also operated in the other zones of Germany. 
Two Swiss agencies provided approximately $7,000,000 worth of 
supplies during the same period. 

The physical and psychological effects of this aid were immense. 
Much larger quantities of bulk food, largely grain, brought in with 
appropriated funds, lost their ..identity through processing before 
they reached the consumer. He knew something of the huge extent 
of this aid but it remained impersonal. On the other hand, when a 
CARE package arrived the consumer knew it was aid from America 
and that even the bitterness of war had not destroyed our compas
sion for suffering. 

Relief activities reached the individual German in other ways. 
In the summer of 1946, and subsequent summers, children from 
industrial areas were given vacations in Switzerland and in recrea
tion areas in Germany. In August 1946 statistics showed that offi
cially approved guardians had assumed responsibility for more than 
250,000 of the children made homeless by war. Late in 1946 the 
American Friends Service Committee organized settlement centers 
in Darmstadt and Frankfurt, and during 1947 in Berlin, Freiburg, 
Brunswick, and Cologne. These centers were places in which the 
Germans could help themselves. Sewing machines, club, play, and 
warming rooms, workshops, child care, and supervised playgrounds 
and nursery groups were available. Furthermore, they offered hos- · 
pitality and encouraged group participation in projects of common 
interest. The settlement workers lived in the German economy and 
shared to considerable degree the hardships of the German. They 
assisted, too, in training German settlement workers. While the sup
plies which were brought in to these ,centers were helpful, they did 
not compare with the spirit of service which pervaded their work 
and which has made the very name of the organization to me syn
onymous with humility and humanity. 
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During the winter of 1946-47 warming centers were provided in 
the major cities where those who lived in homes without heat could 
stop to warm themselves for a few minutes and to drink a cup of hot 
soup or coffee substitute. 

Early in 1947 Red Cross societies were granted charters on a 
state basis and the state societies co-01·dinated their activities 
through a zonal committee. The Workers' Welfare Organization, 
which had functioned in the Weimar Republic, regained .its old 
position as a leading relief agency, and the Catholic and Protestant 
welfare organizations functioned effectively. Special attention con
tinued to be given to youth problems and a "Boys Town" was estab_. 
lished in Bavaria. Schools for social workers reopened and their 
leaders met for the first time since 1933 in Stuttgart to re-form the 
Association of Schools of Social Work, abolished by the Nazi regime. 

By the end of 1947 the relief load had decreased materially, 
owing to improvements in the German economy, which provided 
greater work opportunities, and to increased social insurance bene
fits. In February 1948 the American Friends Service Committee 
arranged for a German delegate to attend the International Con
ference of Social Work in Atlantic City, the first German participa-. 
tion in such a conference since the beginning of the war. In March 
a friendship train bearing relief supplies from America toured the 
three Western zones and was received everywhere with enthusiasm 
and appreciation. In the fall of 1948 thousands of children and the 
infirm were flown out of Berlin to the greater comforts of western 
Germany. Arrangements were made to pay relief transportation 
costs in Germany from ECA counterpart funds, thus reducing the 
cost to the donor. Almost $200,000 was obtained from the exhibition 
of German art in the United States to help in the youth program. 
The United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund in
cluded German children in its program.u 

American kindness was never more generously e~'Pressed than in 
its aid program for Germany. Innumerable small organizations 
and individuals contributed. Cities like Worthington, Minnesota, 
adopted German cities like Crailsheim, and sent badly needed 
supplies of all kinds. Schools adopted schools. American enterprises 
sent food to their German subsidiaries, American trade unions sent 
food and parcels to German trade union leaders. Within Germany, 
American soldiers, in addition to their annual Christmas parties for 
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hundreds of thousands ·of German children, provided candy and 
food for German youth centers. American women, organized in 
clubs, collected money to help hospitals and other needy projects. 
In my own house it was almost embarrassing, for few ff any of our 
overseas guests escaped without leaving contributions for the Berlin 
Community Drive. For Christmas 1948 packages from Operation 
Santa Claus started by airlift pilots arrived by thousands to be sorted 
and delivered by our women in Berlin. Others helped, too, particu
larly the Swedish Red Cross with children, and the Danish Red 
Cross with tuberculosis vaccinations. However, America, bulging 
with riches, was kind indeed, and in being generous to a defeated 
country wrote another bright page in its history. 

While it is true that without American food, bought with Ameri
can money, loss of life in Germany would have been appalling, the 
major relief burden was carried by the German state governments 
and private welfare organizations. In their own misery they found 
means to help the needy and to organize relief work effectively. I 
think that the realization of Nazi brutality elsewhere had rekindled 
in many German hearts a feeling for the suffering of others, which 
all but died out under Hitler. 

This was accompanied on the part of leading social workers by the 
desire to improve the services of their agencies and to put them on a 
footing with those operating in Western countries. Realizing that 
the modern approach to this problem placed great emphasis on the 
importance of the individual, they turned to us for help in this 
fundamental task of democratization. To meet this need and to 
bridge the gap between the exercise of responsibility by Military 
Government and its resumption by the German Government, and to 
provide a continuing link between the social services in the United 
States, other European countries, and Germany, we co-operated 
with German leaders in the field to place a Social Affairs Center 
within the Institute of Public Affairs to arrange for the international 
exchange of personnel and literatUre. As a beginning, United States 
and continental welfare specialists came to study and consult with 
German officials on measures to improve child welfare practices, 
reduce juvenile delinquency, and raise the level of social work 
training. Also able and promising German social workers were sent 
to the United States for study and observation under the guidance 
of the Federal Security Agency. Outstanding non-German literature 
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on modem social work was made available in substantial quantities. 
German working committees are preparing pamphlet material on 
timely subjects and emphasizing the need for a closer alignment 
with social science faculties in the universities. 

They recognize that security without sacrifice of individual in
dependence must be provided for those who need it and under 
conditions that will foster democratic thinking and action. Hitler 
made the most of the desire of a people for economic security to 
destroy their freedom. That democracy can also promise economic 
security without destroying the initiative of the individual is the · 
lesson which Germany must learn. Its efforts are directed this way. · 



CHAPTER 15 

The Way to Democracy: 
The Appeal 
to the German· Mind 

I N large measure, we knew, the accomplishment of 
our objectives in Germany would depend upon our 

ability to provide the German people with factual objective informa
tion and to acquaint them with the developments in the outside 
world from which they had been cut off by Hitler. We did not 
minimize the difficulties of this task. The 17,000,000 Germans in our 
zone were dazed from the total war which preceded their defeat. 
Hundreds of thousands of families were separated and homeless, 
food and fuel sufficed only to maintain life. These conditions were 
not conducive to the creation of interest in the ways of democracy. 
Moreover, they were a hardened people as far as propaganda was 
concerned, having been subjected to Goebbels' work over the years 
of Nazi domination, and they had seen his promises fail, one by one, 
until they were surrounded by their own ruins. We decided early 
against the use of direct propaganda. On the other hand, we had 
to penetrate the German consciousness to deliver our message. We 
had much advice from those who professed to know the so-called 
German mind. If it did exist, we never found it; German minds 
seemed to us to be remarkably lik-e ~ose elsewhere. This meant we 
had to reach them with hard, convincing facts. Only the truth con
stantly repeated could overcome the ~ynicism of a Goebbels audi
ence. This we determined to do by every aYailable means: 
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informational and educational, the magazines, the press, the radio, 
books, moving pictures, the theater, music, lectures, and town meet
ings; in the meeting halls of trade unions, in the schools, and in the 
churches. The groundwork for this task had been laid by Psycholog
ical Warfare Division of SHAEF, and our Information Control 
Division was headed initially by General Robert McClure, who had 
directed this work. 

When we entered Germany newspapers arid radio stations were 
ordered closed pending the screening of personnel and the rehabil
itation and reconstruction of facilities.1 Shortly after Germany sur· . 
rendered we had re-established in one way or another radio outlets 
in Munich, Stuttgart, and Frankfurt. They were at first relay stations 
for Radio Luxembourg, then under U. S. Army control, and their 
broadcasts were devoted largely to informing the German people of 
developments in the outside world and to transmitting instructions 
and information on restrictions imposed by the occupying powers. 
Within a short time music and other entertainment were added to 
lighten the grim fare, and more constructive programs. were placed 
under way. 

The Psychological Warfare Division had established newspapers 
in the occupied areas during the later stages of the war;2 we took 
most of them over, and by July 14, 1945, there were eight overt papers 
still being published. Two more were started the following month, 
one in Berlin and one in Stuttgart. However, we discontinued them 
as rapidly as we could find newspaper licensees. The overt news
papers were organs of the occupation and announced as such to the 
German people. It was not to be expected that they could take the 
place of a German press for any length of time. On July 31, 1945, 
we licensed the first German newspaper in the United States Zone, 
the Frankfurter Rundschau, with a circulation of 7 41,500, published 
three times a week. Licensees were carefully screened Cermans, 
some refugees from and the majority victims of the Hitler regime. 
We . pushed ahead so that. one year later there were 38 licensed 
German newspapers in our zone. By the end of July 1945, _15 motion 
picture houses were authorized and by September 1945 approxi
mately 100 were in operation, for which 33 American feature films, 
together with documentary films and commercial shorts, had been 
made available. A number of symphony orchestras were screened 
to exclude Nazis and permitted to _resume operation. ·We were 
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particularly careful to remove Nazis from information and enter
tainment media which would exert an increasing influence on· the 
German people, in many instances in ways difficult for an occupying 
power to fathom. · 

By November 1945 more than 200 motion picture theaters had 
been opened. A new radio station was operating in Bremen. A 
United States-sponsored news service, known as DANA,8 was 
established in the United States Zone. Approximately 50 books had 
been published, although shortage of paper limited editions to 5000 
copies. There were 20 German magazines. Our overt newspapers 
had been cut to 3 as German-licensed papers increased, .130 theater 
and music licenses had been granted, and translation rights of 
American authors were made available. A joint weekly newsreel 
sponsored by American and British Military Governments was pro
duced in Munich for distribution in both zones. Moreover, Radio 
Frankfurt had been built up to replace Radio Luxembourg, now 
released by the Army, as the key station in our German network. 
Meanwhile the Department of the Army had organized a news 
service in New York, in close co-operation with the State Depart
ment, to supply material on United States international policies and 
information for both periodicals and radio. The Voice of America, 
and particularly its excellent news reviews for radio, added to this 
program. Our group of political analysts, most of whom were ex
perienced press correspondents, provided a daily local touch. Their 
articles were also used extensively on a voluntary basis by the 
German publications in the United States Zone. 

In October 1945 a public opinion survey unit was created. We 
had much faith in these polls, although it was shattered somewhat 
by the election at home in November 1948. Having failed to obtain 
quadripartite control of Radio Berlin, which was in Soviet hands, 
we made a rather timid venture in the radio field in that city by 
installing a wire service, the Drahtfunk, which could be heard by 
persons who connected their radios to telephone lines. A major 
feature during 1945 was the opening of American libraries of in
formation, as they were then called, in Frankfurt, Berlin, and 
Munich. Later these libraries were named "Amerika Haus" and 

. were increased in number. They were supplied with American books 
and periodicals and became our cultural centers iq Germany. Com
fortable and unpretentious, as was fitting in destroyed Germany, 
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under excellent· American supervisors and with German staffs who 
believed in their work, they were used for lectures by local talent 
and visiting American experts, for documentary moving pictures of 
American life, American art and other activities, exhibits and mu
sical concerts. In fact they made outstanding Americans in many 
fields available to volunteer German audiences and their popularity 
was evidenced by an attendance of 2,693,208 for the month of 
November 1948. 

In October 1946 the news service created by Military Govern
ment, DANA (later renamed DENA), was licensed as a co-operative · 
news service of the German press in the United States Zone and 
modeled along lines of our Associated Press. In April1946 a second 
newspaper' was licensed in Frankfurt, re-establishing a competitive 
press for the first time in any city of our zone. 

Much attention was given over the radio and in both our overt and 
the German press to adequate coverage of the Nuremberg trials. It 
was felt essential to make it difficult for German ears and eyes not 
to hear and see the convincing evidence presented to them. In 
August 1946 Justice Jackson's summation was repeated in full. 
Arrangements were made in Nuremberg for housing German corre
spondents so that they could report to their own people. 

In December 1946 Marjorie Lawrence, courageous in her wheel 
chair, visited Berlin to give a Wagnerian selection accompanied by 
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. It was the first presentation of 
Wagner since Germany's surrender, and she drew an ovation from 
the mixed audience of Allied and German personnel, in which even 
the orchestra joined. Later, other American artists, great and small, 
appeared before German audiences, including Menuhin, Melchior, 
Leonard Bernstein, and Patricia Travers. They brought examples 
of American culture to Germany. 

On June 1, 1947, our radio station in Berlin, RlAS, was equipped 
with a 20-kilowatt set which enabled us to reach the Berlin audience 
on equal terms with the. Soviet propaganda machine. This was a 
major move which proved of great value.5 The listening audience 
increased from a mere 15 per cent of the radio listeners to 80 per 
cent, if polls are to be trusted. In late 1947, when it moved to a 
larger and better-equipped studio, its competent American director, 
William F. Heimlich, invited a few American and German officials 
to a quiet opening which, though not advertised, drew several 
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thousand Germans to express their appreciation. RIAS developed 
an outstanding entertainment program, including the Berlin Phil
harmonic Orchestra, whose members voted against appearing on 
the Soviet Radio Berlin. Its news coverage and commentary pro
gram was broadened to present full and objective reporting of 
developments to counteract the malicious Soviet propaganda cam
paign against the West. The success of the RIAS approach may in 
part be attributed to the. heavy-handedness of Soviet propaganda, 
which was too greatly distorted to be·convincing to German audi
ences, and in part to our change of policy in October 1947, when, 
surfeited with continuous Soviet attack, our radio and press were 
authorized to attack Communism as such and to stress the differences 
between the Communist police state and true democracy. 

From September 4 to 7, 1947, the German publishers in our zone 
met at Coburg to discuss freedom of the press and publishing prob
lems, and were addressed by Eugene Meyer of the Washington Post, 
and Geoffrey Parsons, Jr., editor of the European edition of the 
New York Herald Tribune. We were forging ahead in our efforts to 
establish responsible, free, and independent information media in 
the United States Zone. 

In June 1948 we brought a committee of five publishers from the 
. United States, and their recommendations were helpful to the book
publishing trade which was growing rapidly in our zone and was 
swelled by publishers moving from Leipzig in the Soviet Zone, the 
traditional publishing city in Germany. In July we were able to 
remove restrictions on paper because of currency reform and to 
increase imports, and as a result many German newspapers began 
to publish five times a week. By the end of 1948 there were 56 
German newspapers in our zone, with an average circulation per 
issue of 4,500,000 copies. There were more than 500 German maga
zines and full moving picture theater service which showed a diver
sifl.ed selection of French, British, American, and German pictures. 
Our own documentaries, prepared in Berlin, were popular. The one 
of the Nuremberg trials, released in late 1948 with some doubts as 
to its reception, was well received by large German audiences. In 
1948 Military Government sent six broadcasters to the United States 
to observe American methods. Fifteen editors attended a six weeks' 
course in journalism at Columbia University. 

By the end of 1948 German publishers had put out approximately 
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10,000 titles with a generous sprinkling of American translation::. 
American plays were receiving excellent reception and serious 
American music was being played with increased frequency by 
German orchestras. Our Amerika Haeuser were increased to 24 in 
number with 126 branch libraries, and the monthly attendance in a 
year jumped from 266,000 to almost 2,700,000. Withdrawals from 
the libraries passed the half~million mark monthly, and attendance 
at special group programs reached 25,000 monthly. A special pic
turama, America Today, prepared by Time-Life Incorporated, drew 
large and receptive audiences. While the paper for our overt publica
tions was purchased outside Germany with appropriated funds, as 
it was not deemed fair to cut the limited supply of the German press 
for this purpose, the profits of our publications were carrying the 
internal costs of our overt program and rightly they were not being 
charged as occupation costs. More and more, the Amerika Haeuser 
were carrying the message of America. I can think of no more 
constructive influence exercised by our occupation than these cen
ters and, perhaps on a smaller scale, we should plan now for their 
long-term continuance in the interest of better understanding. 

By the end of 1948 we had a long-range overt press and periodical 
program. This was based largely on our newspaper, the Neue 
Zeitun~ which was printed in Munich with a circulation of 550,000, 
and in Berlin as a daily with a circulation of 140,000. The paper had 
at one time a circulation in the zone of 1,600,000. Following currency 
reform and removal of paper allocation, the German press was able 
to issue dailies. With their access to all news services and their ability 
to give full local coverage, it was difficult for an overt paper to 
compete. So we have made our paper a daily, with separate editions 
published in Frankfurt, Munich, and Berlin. We hope that this will 
develop and maintain a circulation of about 700,000, which will be 
adequate by comparison with the German press. It will be kept as a 
high-standard model effort in journalism, presenting factual news 
and editorials reflecting the American viewpoint. In early 1949 a 
crisis developed over a press campaign of mysterious origin which 
charged with little or no justification that the Neue Zeitung was be
coming a mouthpiece of "German nationalism." This raised the ques
tion of whether the American editors or the German staff were re
!.ponsible for editorial control. This issue was straightened out and 
it was lll:lde clear that the Neue Zeitung was an organ of MHitary 
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Government. Our magazines-Der Monat, of the Atlantic Monthly 
type with a circulation o~ 60,000; Neue Auslese or Neto Selections, 
with a circulation of 25,000; and H eute of the Life type, with a circu
lation of 676,000-~:~.re self-supporting and should be continued as 
long as possible. The Reader's Digest is circulated in a German 
edition, and ECA aid is making other American publications in 
English available to the German people. 

It was the desire of Military Government to restore press and radio 
to German hands as rapidly as. constitutions and laws guaranteed 
their freedom. As early as 1946 the start was made to obtain ade· 
quate legislation. Perhaps in no other field except school reform was 
the German inability truly to understand democratic freedom better 
illustrated. It seemed impossible to secure legislation which would 
not leave the press at the mercy of the government in power. Only 
in Bremen and in Wuerttemberg-Baden have we succeeded in ob
taining laws which provide even an approximation of freedom of the 
press as it is understood in America, and neither of them is entirely 
satisfactory.6 Although the state governments have been informed 
that we are prepared to give up the Military Government licensing 
system when they pass legislation which adequately guarantees 
freedom of the press, their approach has always been to seek methods 
of ~galizing control. In the radio field it was almost as difficult. 
During late 1948 and early 1949legislation7 in Bremen, Bavaria, and 
Hesse established quasi-public corporations with board member
ships representative of enough public organizations to insure a free 
and independent radio. In January 1949, except for time reserved for 
Military Government use, the radio stations in Frankfurt and Munich 
were turned over to the newly formed boards. In April this was done 
in Bremen. Wuerttemberg-Baden adopted an unsatisfactory measure 
but on March 31, when it was apparent that we would not transfer 
the Stuttgart station until satisfactory legislation was produced, a 
revised law was enacted, Its minister-president, Dr. Reinhold Maier, 
was one of the sincere democrats in Germany and yet he was blind 
to the importance of a free press and radio. Earlier he had been 
attacked (he thought unfairly) by Radio Stuttgart and not given the 
time he deemed adequate to reply; he was appalled that there was 
no government remedy at hand. 

Another issue throughout the occupation was that between inde
pendent and party press. From the beginning paper allocations had 
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been made for trade union periodicals, religious pexiodicals, and 
political pamphlets as well as for political party information bulletins, 
but the paper supply before currency reform was never enough to 
meet demands. The political parties desired full-Hedged party news
papers not only for the power such a press would exert but also for 
revenue. While not opposed to party organs, ~ had a deep conviction 
that it was essential to first establish a free and independent press 
which could hold its own competitively. Hence I advised the parties 
that I could not approve their request. In the general election in 
August 1949 the independent press attacked political leaders whQ 
appealed to nationalistic passions in the electorate for their failure 
to present constructive programs. A political party press would have 
had to support the narrow attitude of party leaders. However, we 
were prepared to stop licensing by Military Government if adequate 
press laws were enacted and then the responsibility for approving a 
party press would be in German hands. When I left there were 
neither adequate laws nor party papers in our zone. The inde
pendent German publishers are protected in the use of their publish
ing equipment by five-year leases with three-year ·renewal option 
clauses, and that they can stand on their own feet was shown re
cently when the Wuerttemberg-Baden publishers asked and received 
public support against a state tax on newspapers. The press had 
appealed to us and we had told its representatives that if they could 
not arouse indignation over this tax among their readers they did 
not deserve to survive. I do not believe that this approach had oc
curred to them. After a few days' effort on their part, including the 
collecting of 500,000 signatures to a protest petition, the minister
president of Wuerttemberg-Baden suspended application of the law 
pending decision of its constitutionality by the Wuerttemberg-Baden 
Supreme Court. This was a healthy demonstration of the power of 
the press. 

· There is much to be done to develop a true consciousness in Ger
many of the importance of a free press and radio to the preservation 
of democratic freedoms and institutions. Government officials still 
desire to invoke official authority to silence editorial and radio 
criticism. On the other hand, the independent press and radio have 
found their voices, and it will become increasingly difficult for them 
to be stilled. Meanwhile, our overt papers, magazines, and radio 
programs should continue as long as possible not only to be the voice 
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of America but also to serve as examples of the part to be played by 
press and radio in maintaining the integrity of public institutions. 

In our efforts to reorient the thinking of the German people we 
felt it essential to develop strong and healthy trade unions. While. 
the trade union movement is closely allied to economic development, 
it means so much to future German democracy that it can be dis
cussed more appropriately along with our work to encourage demo
cratic growth. We have made no greater or more important effoi:t in 
the development of a new Germany. than re-establishing a strong 
organized labor movement. Whereas the Soviet Military Administra
tion created the type of organization it desired by first establishing 
Communist leadership, it was our policy to permit the unions to 
develop from the groimd up through democratic processes. We 
wanted them, in forming a federation, to keep some degree of auton
omy and to retain some control of their own finances, thus making it 
more difficult for unscrupulous leadership to use the movement for 
ideological and political purposes. 

We were fortunate to have as the head of our Manpower Division 
General Frank Johnson McSherry, who had gained the confidence of 
labor leadership at home in his several years with the War Manpower 
Commission, and who had to assist him competent men ·like David 
Morse, later Assistant Secretary of Labor, and Leo Werts, present 
director of our Manpower Division. Also I had been able to persuade 
Joe Keenan of the American Federation of Labor, with whom I had 
worked closely on the War Production Board, to be my personal 
adviser on labor matters. Keenan was invaluable in helping the 
development of trade unions in the United States Zone. Later, 
arrangements were made for liaison representatives from the AFL 
and still later from the CIO to work directly with German labor 
leaders. 
· Although our endeavor was to rebuild trade unions from the 

ground up, we did not prohibit state- or zone-wide labor organiza
tions. We insisted only that the membership of local trade unions be 
permitted to decide the type of organization they wished to have 
without having it imposed on them from above. Interest in employee 
representation was evident early in th~ occupation. In October 1945 
elections for shop stewards were held in 3000 plants. Already able 
labor leaders in the United States Zone, such as Marcus Schleicher, 
Willi Richter, Lorenz Hagen, and Gustav Schiefer (later assisted by 
. . . ~ ........ . . . . 
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Fritz Tarnow) were exercising democratic leadership and combating 
Communism in labor ranks. 

By March 1946 trade unions were ready to federate on a state basis. 
At that time it looked as if a tendency was developing to form highly 
centralized federations in which the constituent unions would be 
hardly more than departments. Keenan worked with German labor 
leaders to persuade them of the value of autonomy. As a result, 
centralized local federations disappeared as autonomous state trade 
unions were formed. These unions, varying from 13 to 16 in number, 
later joined together to form federations. By the end of 1946, union · 
membership in the United States Zone had passed the 1,000,000 
mark, about 25 per cent of the estimated organizable labor force. In 
the spring of 1946 shop stewards were replaced by works councils 
elected by secret ballot of employees, both organized and un
organized. These councils were authorized by the Control Council8 

to represent the employees in matters concerning production, un
employment, and grievances in their respective plants. 

Plans for trade unions on a bizonal level covering the United 
States and British zones were initiated by the German labor leaders 
in August 1947. Soon thereafter an informal Bizonal Trade Union 
Council was formed consisting of the senior federation officials in the 
two zones. Simultaneously a Bizonal Trade Union Secretariat was 
established. We told the American Zone labor leaders in a conference 
on September 8, 1947, that consolidation of trade unions with similar 
associations in other zones would be permitted provided certain 
conditions were met. These prerequisites were economic unity, free
dom of movement, and the free exchange of ideas among the zones 
in which interzonal unions were to be formed. On December 7-8, 
1947, the state labor ministers met with bizonal labor leaders and 
agreed to the establishment of a Manpower Department as part of 
the Bizonal Economic Administration.& This was approved by British 
and American Military Government and became effective on August 
16, 1948. 

Meanwhile labor proceeded to re-establish its schools and to de
vote increased attention to youth. The first Germany-wide trade 
union conference held since the Weimar Republic, in Bavaria on 
January 15-17, 1946, represented 1,200,000 union members under 
twenty-five years of age. Another event of significance was the 
participation nf GPrman Jahnr lel\dPr'; in thl!'! internationAl ccmference 
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of trade unions of Marshall Plan countries in London on March 9-10, 
1948.10 German ·trade unions had decisively defeated Communist 
opposition to the plan within their ranks and had earned this recog
nition. The Bizonal Trade Union Council hailed the program as a · 
basis for European rehabilitation, lasting peace, and democracy. 

The growth of the trade unions was steady if not spectacular, and 
by July 31, 1948, they had a total membership of about 5,000,000 
in the three western zones, of whom 1,685,000, or about 35 per cent, 
were in the United States Zone. • 

On November 12, 1948, the trade unions in the British and Ameri
can zones called a twenty-four-hour work stoppage as a protest 
against the economic policies of the Bizonal Economic Council, 
which halted all work in both zones except essential public utilities. 
It was an impressive demonstration of labor solidarity and strength, 
although it was received with mixed emotions by the German popu
lation, many of whom saw in it a deterrent to recovery. It was evi
dence that the unions had recovered their place in German life and 
were prepared to protect it. 

Labor proceeded to form interzonal trade unions to the extent 
permitted by other occupying forces. The Bizonal Railway Union 
was formed on March 23-26, 1948, and was later admitted into the 
International Transport Federation. On January 27-30, 1949, repre
sentatives of public service employees' unions met at Stuttgart and 
formed a trizonal Public Service Union Federation. Unfortunately 
French Military Government refused permission to representatives 
from the French Zone to join, and expressed opposition to such a 
federation. Later it was to appear that this opposition might be with
drawn and that the Federation of Trade Unions of the three Western 
zones would become possible. While American and British Military 
Governments favorer. trizonal union organizations, they were pre
pared to accept bizonal federations if the French Zone unions could 
not participate. 

The influence of the trade unions was helpful to the development 
of democratic processes in Germany. They gave sincere support to 
the denazification program. Prior to currency reform they held to 
modest requests for wage increases, fought hard against the black 
market, and contributed much to the prevention of runaway inflation. 
Currency reform substantially reduced the financial resources of the 
trade unions. While they did request special treatment, which was 
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denied as it was to all others including religious groups,' they were 
much in favor of the reform. They were opposed to the relaxation of 
price controls, which placed consumer goods other than a few 
essentials beyond the reach of the normal consumer in the early 
inflationary period following currency reform, and this led to the 
November work stoppage. Fortunately natural economic laws caused 
a reverse trend in late 1948 and there were reductions in prices in 
almost the full range of consumer goods. Nevertheless, prices re
mained relatively high and a demand for increased wages, if met, 
would have led to an increase in the cost of export items, which· 
would have destroyed the export trade. Labor leaders wisely resisted 
such demands. This required courage and intelligent leadership. It 
was difficult for labor to see consumer goods in shopwindows, badly 
needed but beyond their ability to purchase, and to understand that 
this was in large part due to the fact that the German economy was 
not yet able to support a normal standard of living. It was to th~ 
credit of its leaders that they followed a restrained and conservative 
policy which helped to create and maintain stability, and at the same 
time, in each consecutive election, reduced the number of Commu
nist officials who, in the early organizational work; had secured a~ 
undue proportion of labor offices. The climax came in 1948 when 
August Schmidt, the able and astute leader of the Miners' Union, 
succeeded in preventing the re-election not only of the Communist 
vice-chairman, Willy Agatz, but also of any Communist representa: 
tion on the Executive Council of the union. 

The relations of Military Government with labor leaders of the 
United States Zone were always pleasant even though we did not 
always agree. I met with them from time to time and our meetings 
were friendly and usually led to better understanding among us. One 
of the problems labor was anxious to solve was the return of trade 
union property seized by the Nazi DAF (Deutsche Arbeitsfront-:
German Labor Front). This property was confiscated by DAF in 
1933 when independent labor organizations were suppressed by the 
Nazi regime. Physical property still owned by DAF at the time of its 
dissolution by Military Government was promptly returned. Other 
assets, including property purchased and resold many times, offered 
a difficult legal problem which we believed should be resolved by 
German courts. The labor leaders recognized that progress was more 
rapid in the United States Zone than elsewhere, and our P.ffort to 
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arbitrate a final solution between the state governments for the 
distribution of unidentifiable property was, I believe, while not 
wholly satisfactory, understood and accepted by the unions. 

It was difficult for U. S. Military Government to be as popular 
with the rank and fl.le of union members as British Military Govern
ment, which represented a Labor government. While the German 
trade unions, like our own, were not affiliated with any party, per
haps three fourths of its. members favored the Social Democratic 
party and were in favor of some fornr of socialization of heavy in
dustry. Our own policy was to maintain neutrality between the 
German political parties advocating different patterns of economic 
life, although it was our duty under our directive to point out the 
merits of free enterprise. United States Military Government never 
deviated from its policy of political neutrality. When our zone was 
merged with the British Zone, both Military Governments were in 
full accord that the future economic pattern of Germany should not 
be formed by the occupying authorities but by the German people 
when they had a government of their own. 

Under this policy United States Military Government had to dis
approve state-adopted measures giving works councils a voice in 
management, and British Military Government had to disapprove 

. state socialization in North Rhine-Westphalia. In approving state 
constitutions which authorized public ownership of industry, I made 
it clear that measures in a single state which prejudged future Ger
man government could not be implemented. The German economy 
in the bizonal area could not recover if each state in the area de
veloped and pursued a different economic pattern. While this reason 
alone impelled my disapproval of the works council legislation, there 
was a tendency on the part of German trade unions to have the rights 
of labor enacted into law. This seemed to me unwise and contrary 
to their own interests. Their constitutional rights were clearly estab
lished. To insist that they be further specified in legislative acts im
plied that they could be denied by such acts. Collective bargaining 
gave the trade unions the opportunity to establish the rights of works 
councils and other rights, and Military Government had authorized 
and urged its use by both employee and employer. 

With the establishment of the Bizonal Department of Labor, the 
relationship between Military Government and the unions became 
more and more a joint Anglo-American problem. I learned to know 
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and appreciate the fine qualities of men like Hans Boekler, August 
Schmidt, and other leaders in the British Zone. On February 15, 
1949, General Robertson and I met with employers to urge a better 
labor-management relationship and to approve the establishment 
of an Employers' Association with limited functions which could 
represent management in conference with labor. We outlined to this 
group, and a few days later to the labor leaders of both zones, our 
common policy, and both expressed their full satisfaction. This state
ment of policy follows: 

1. It has been the policy of Military Government since the 
beginning of the occupation to encourage consultation between 
the German Government, trade unions, employers and farmers. 
Military Government has followed the practice of consulting 
these groups in developing policies and programs. 

2. The laws on the organization of the coal and steel indus
tries provided for Military Government consultation with appro
priate German bodies before designating trustees. We shall con
tinue to ensure that the trade unions as well as employing 
interests are consulted in this matter, and we hope that at least 
some of the persons appointed wiU carry trade union support; 

3. During the month of February, Military Government has 
discussed the question of consultation with the Executive Com
mittee of the Economic Council and urged that economic: 
groups such as the workers, employers, and farmers, be con
sulted through their representatives on all decisions which might 
affect them. 

4. It is our desire to see that cooperation firmly established 
between German governmental authorities, employers, trade 
unions, and farmers. 

5. It is right and proper that governments should keep them
selves in the closest possible touch with organizations which 
speak with authoritative voices on behalf of such vitally impor
tant sections of the community as employers, workers, and farm
ers. It is no more than common prudence that governments 
should attach the greatest possible weight to the opinion of those 
bodies before any legislative or administrative action i.s taken 
which affects the large sections they represent in the community. 

G. The occasions on which British and American Military 
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Governments find it necessary to legislate in German affalrs wiU, 
no doubt, steadily decrease. But we give you the assurance that 
when such occasions do arise, we will in all proper cases ascer
tain your views before taking any decision. 

7. Moreover, it almost goes without saying that in matters 
which concern employers and workers jointly, and there are few 
occasions when their interests are separated, the work of gov
ernment wiU be facilitated if the joint voice of employers and 
workers can be heard. We need .hardly stress, therefore, the 
supreme importance which we attach to a body or bodies which 
will enable employers and trade unions to get together, to iron 
out their differences, and concert plans of action not only in 
matters which may be the concem.of governments but in those 
for which the authority and responsibility remain with the part
ners in industry. 

8. Beyond these general observations, we do not propose to 
lo.y down any rules on the relationship between governments, 
employers, and trade unions. You must work them out for your
selves, and that applied to Mitbestimmungsrecht [right of co
determination of works councils in management]. On that 
subject we have said it is not appropriate that fundamental 
legislation of this type should be passed now by Laender govern
ments in anticipation of the constitutional decision concerning 
the division of powers between a federal government and the 
governments of the Laender. 

9. We feel, however, that employers, whose conduct toward 
the work people they employ is governed .by the consideration 
that those work people have a vital interest in. the prosperity of 
the industry and plant in which they are employed, wiU not wait 
upon legislation to discuss this important question frankly with 
them. We have already said that we have no objection to ar
rangements which are arrived at by agreement between the two 
sides. 

10. Socialization. We have said, and we repeat now, that this 
is a question for a duly elected German government which may 
claim beyond question to have the mandate of the German peo
ples. We do not propose, nor do· we desire, to influence that 
decision one way or the other. In the United States great im
portance is placed upon the enterprise and initiative of the 
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private individual. In Great Britain private enterprise operates 
alongside schemes of public ownership and control of industry. 
Labor itself has preferred collective bargaining to legislation in 
establishing its rights. Just as in these countries the people are 
called upon to determine from time to time what suits their 
peculiar .circumstances best, so must you decide here in Ger
many. 

A heartening example of the contributio~s of organiZed labor 
to the development of a democratic Germany was the refusal of labor 
in Berlin to accept Communist domination. When we arrived in the 
city the trade unions had already been organized under Soviet 
leadership into a federation, the FDGB,11 which was under Commu
nist control. Efforts within the organization to break this control 
were unsuccessful in view of the support which it received from 
Soviet authorities and the by-laws under which it had been formed. 
In February 1948 a working committee of independent trade unions 
formed an organized opposition consisting of all non-Communist 
elements. This movement was expedited in May when the results of 
union elections were rejected by the Communist-dominated FDGB 
executive board, and the UGO, 12 or independent trade union feder· 
ation, was established. This union, which soon had a membership of 
about 200,000, resisted Communist attempts to dominate Berlin and 
gave wholehearted support to the airlift. 

Our work with the trade unions was helped materially by the visits 
of labor leaders from the United States. It is impossible to name 
them all but William C. Doherty, David Dubinsky, and George M. 
Harrison, of the American Federation of Labor, and Sidney Hillman, 
James B. Carey, and Michael Ross of the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations were among the many who came. Irving Brown, AFL 
representative in Europe, was also a frequent visitor. While our 
visitors did not always agree with American policy, particularly as 
several felt sincerely that socialization was essential to a democratic 
Germany, I am sure that they did understand and appreciate our 
genuine effort to rebuild democratic German trade unions. 

To some extent a punitive measure which I felt necessary to 
impose in Stuttgart on October 30, 1948, was interpreted as a blow 
at labor, which it was not. Mter a labor rally to protest against 
high prices, unruly members of thtl audience began to break store 
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windows. They soon transferred theil: attention to passing auto
mobUes and stoned American cars, overturning one of them. MUitary 
Police had to assist in restoring order. I was unwUling to accept such 
treatment of our own people engaged in peaceful pursu~t, as accept
ance might well lead to further and more serious incidents in which 
bloodshed could occur. Therefore I asked Mr. LaFollette, the direc
tor of state government, to impose a curfew on the city. He did so 
reluctantly, since he did not share my view that faUure to do so might 
lead to other and similar incidents. Th~ speech of the German labor 
leader had been inflammatory and directed against Military Govern
ment, so I sent for him to advise him that when such speeches were 
followed by disorderly conduct directed against American personnel 
the speaker would have to accept responsibility. I blamed neither 
unions nor labor for the act of the individual but my responsibility 
for the safety of occupation personnel would not permit me to let 
a demonstration turn into acts of force against our personnel with
out warning of the strong measures which would result if there was 
repetition. The officials and people of Stuttgart complied with the 
curfew, which was also accepted by many of our own people, and 
it was not necessary to keep it in force for more than a few days. 

WhUe trade unions were growing, our Manpower Division had 
early taken hold of administrative problems in the labor field. By 
July 1946 it had restored labor courts to their normal functioning in 
labor disputes, and the social insurance offices were again making 
deductions from wages. In August the registration of employables 
was placed under way. By fall all social insurance benefits except 
unemployment insurance had been re-established. German industry 
was stUI halted and unemployment insurance benefits presented a 
burden which avaUable funds could not meet. In 1946 there was a 
sharp uptrend in employment, although it resulted in large part from 
the decreased output of the individual worker, who was receiving an 
inadequate ration. By spring this resulted in a shortage of labor, 
though J;>roduction was only a small percentage of prewar output. 
Absenteeism due to sickness and to the necessity for workmen to 
spend hours in search of food and essentials was excessively high but 
there was to be no unemployment problem untU after currency 
reform in the summer of 1948. · . 

In late 1946 the states fu the American Zone accepted the respoli· 
sibility for the payment of unemployment insurance, thus completing 
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the full restoration of social insurance benefits. In April 1948 an 
increase not to exceed 15 per cent was authorized in wage ceilings, 
with the increase in each industry to be settled by collective bargain
ing. Thus German trade unions had a real issue in which they could 
represent their members in negotiations with employers. Prior to 
1948 wage ceilings were raised by 10-20 per cent in coal and other 
mining fields, building construction, building materials, textiles, 
clothing, manufacturing, railroads, and forestry, which also per
mitted limited opportunity for collective bargaining. 

Labor shortages in the Ruhr continued to hamper coal production 
and a recruiting program was established in the United States Zone 
in 1947 which furnished 50,000 workers to the Ruhr coal mines. The 
employment offices functioned satisfactorily in this placement pro
gram. Steps were also taken to improve relationships between 
German labor and United States Army employment agencies to pro
vide an example of the desirability of satisfactory employer-employee 
relationships. 

In general it could be said that by the end of 1947 the labor ad
ministrative agencies in the bizonal area were adequate in number 
and purpose, social insurance benefits were being met, and collec
tions being made. Labor was dissastisfied with the standard of 
living which it could earn within established wage ceilings and with 
social benefits. The immediate effect of currency reform had been 
to increase the demand for labor. The rise of prices when released 
from control resulted in an inflationary threat that labor recognized 
and resisted. There was insufficient money in circulation to permit 
inflation to continue. Moreover, the increase in labor productivity 
due to better food and to less absenteeism enabled Germany to 
increase its production output by approximately 50 per cent, with a 
decrease in total employment. With the exhaustion of the initial cash 
distribution of new currency, the short supply of money stopped the 
inflationary trend, prices dropped, and for the first time in two years 
west Germany had an unemployment problem. Long-term credits, 
to encourage rehabilitation of plant and the construction of housing, 
stimulated the building trades and provided more employment. 

Currently with the work of our experts in the information field and 
with the trade union sessions we were devoting much time and 
attention to liberalizing the educational structure. The work of the 
Education Branch was under Colonel, now Dr., John Taylor, presi-
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dent of Louisville University. At the start its task seemed hopeless. 
Many German school buildings had been destroyed, others badly 
damaged, and still others were occupied either by troops or by dis
placed persons. Teaching staffs contained many ardent Nazis; in one 
city more than 60 per cent of the staff bad belonged to the party. · 
Textbooks were so impregnated with Nazi ideology that even mathe
matics problems were expressed in military terms and logistics. Ger· 
man youth learned to add and subtract guns and bullets rather than 
apples and oranges. The hope of a new Germany rested in its youth, 
which was roaming the streets. It was essential that it be returned to 
school quickly before it formed lasting habits of indolence or vio
lence. 

Thus our Education Branch bad to direct its immediate efforts 
to the more mechanical processes of education: the restoration and 
return of school buildings, the improvisation of textbooks, the screen
ing of old and the selection of new teachers. The first school was re
opened in the British Zone at Aachen, then under our Military Gov
ernment, on June 4. In our zone we prepared for an October 1 
opening of elementary schools.n We had 5,328,616 textbooks, re
prints of pre-1933 textbooks; Nazis were removed from teaching 
staffs; priority was given to school repair and to the even more diffi
cult task of finding housing for troops and displaced persons so that 

. they would release buildings. With heroic efforts, schools were 
opened beginning October 1, and by the end of the year approxi
mately 1,849,206 children were back in school. The number of schools 
was approximately half that of 1947 and they were crowded. We bad 
screened 20,000 teachers, not more than half the number needed. 
Only a few schools were heated and the pupils bad to sit in heavy 
winter clothing. Still we bad accomplished our purpose. The chil
dren were off the street and juvenile delinquency was under control. 
German committees had been formed in each county to stimulate 
new or to revive pre-Hitler youth groups, and to assist in finding 
homes for the thousands of homeless young boys and girls wandering 
aimlessly over Germany and living on their wits. 
t We were now ready to screen the teaching staff and to open the 

higher schools, a program which was started with the opening of a 
theological faculty and three medical .faculties in Heidelberg, Er
langen, and Marburg, in November.u As rapidly as faculties could 
be screened, other higher schools and universities were opened. By 
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the spring of 1946 most of the higher schools in the United States 
Zone were functioning in badly damaged buildings and with limited 
staffs. Also adult education, popular in Germany in pre~Hitler days, 
was functioning in the larger cities with regularly scheduled lecture 
programs. 15 · 

While new textbooks were being prepared by Germans we found 
that of 1366 submitted to us by January 1946, 163 had required 
amendment and 392 had to be rejected. All of the acceptable text
books could not be printed, ·as there was an acute shortage of paper, 
and they had to share the supply with newspapers, magazines; and 
other publications. In 1946 we were able to print only 901,481 text
books; in 1947, 5,57 4,816; and it was not until 1948, when we had 
paper purchased with funds provided by our Congress and were 
able to print 13,507,224, that the problem was solved. By December 
1948 more than 19,000,000 textbooks had been published in our zone. 
··When Dr. Taylor returned to the United States in 1947, his deputy, 

Dr. Thomas Alexander, acted as head of the Education Branch. 
Alexander, a student and teacher of education, was an expert in 
German school methods. His invaluable experience and work were 
badly needed in the reform program, and he preferred to remain in 
this field. Late in 1947 I was fortunate to secure as educational 
~dviser the president of Indiana ~niversity, Dr. Herman Wells. 

At this time it was my view that the more mechanical processes of 
school rehabilitation had been completed. Schools were repaired; 
teacher staffs recruited; vocational, grade, and high schools and 
universities and colleges were functioning. Henceforth it was our 
mission indirectly to guide and influence these institutions into more 
progressive and democratic educational methods. This required re
awakening the interest of parents in the education of their children 
and, through opportunities for trips abroad, helping German edu~ 
cators recover from the isolation of the Nazi years. The work of the 
Educational Branch was extended to a broad cultural field and it 
was made the Educational and Cultural Affairs Division, 18 reporting 
dii-ectly to the military governor. . 

Education Service centers were established in nine locations where 
German educators could discuss modem teaching measures with 
international experts and obtain the latest textbooks and other data 
required in the preparation of new German textbooks. The exchange 
~rogramu brought in~o Germany by March 31, 1949,. more than llS 
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experts, of whom 90 were from the United States. In this program 
education was interpreted in its broad meaning and government 
specialists, labor leaders, experts in women's organizations and other 
fields of public service were included. In the same period 185 Ger
man experts and 359 German students and youth leaders were sent 
to the United States. Public foundations and universities at home 
aided the exchange, which was financed in part by appropriated 
funds, through the provision of scholarships and other aids .. It 
was the foundation upop. which our reorientation program was 
built. 

Meanwhile we encouraged such efforts as the International Holi
day Courses at Heidelberg, Marburg, and Munich u:i:rlversities, 
which drew 158 Americ:;m, 69 foreign, and 432 German students in 
July 1948; and the two International Youth Conferences at Munich 
in which, in 1948, 800 foreign students joined with 2000 German 
youths in studying current problems. Citizens' school committees, 
akin to our Parent-Teachers Associations, began to take an active 
part in current educational problems. Their voices were heard in 
German political circles. The restoration of· adult night schools in 
Germany was likewise encouraged, and by 1948 there were more 
than 200 in operation. 

We gave particular attention to the use of the radio and motion 
. picture in German school life. We were able not only to place motion 
picture machines in Amerika Haeuser but also to give them to our 
field offices for loan to schools to show documentary films. We 
purchased over 1000 radio sets to augment German sets in the 
schools and brought experts on radio instruction methods from the 
United States to meet with German experts~ Each radio station 
devotes several hours each week to these programs, which have done 
much to inform German youth of the outside world. Educational 
radio is now a part of normal German life. 

In May 1948 Dr. Wells, having to return to Indiana University, 
was able to persuade an experienced and able educator, Dr. Alonzo 
Grace, then commissioner of education in Connecticut, to take his 
place. Dr. Grace has continued with this expanding program. The 
interest of American educational circles in our work increased sub
stantially when a committee of experts. from the American Council 
ori Education visited us in July 1946. This committee, under the 
ch~anship of Dr. George F. Zook, maintained its interest in the 
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problem after its return home, and its members helped to build the 
exchange program. 

School reform is still a major objective in our program but such 
reform obtained by order of the occupying authorities is not likely 
to be lasting and our hope is that it can be brought about by the 
German people. The state constitutions in our zone contain 'adequate 
provisions to guarantee equal educational opportunities to all chil
dren. Standard German practice was to require four years of com
pulsory education in the free public schools corresponding to our 
grammar schools. Secondary schools had. tuition charges which ex
cluded children from the poorer families, and only a small portion of 
the secondary school graduates entered higher schools. Thus after 
four years it was necessary to determine the educational future of 
each child. It is true that vocational schools were available for 
those who did not choose the secondary schools and that they were 
excellent technically although they needed to place much more 
emphasis on additional academic instruction. It is our desire to have 
a twelve-year public school course available for all children. Some 
success has been achieved, and free textbooks and tuition are now 
provided in the United States Zone. Experiniental twelve-year pro
grams are being carried out in all states; Berlin and Bremen have 
adopted the twelve-year program, and legislation adopting it in part 
is before the legislatures of Hesse and Wuerttemberg-Baden with 
cabinet approval. 

Foundations in the United States are providing exchange pro
fessorships and the University of Chicago maintains a group at the 
University of Frankfurt. · 

In Berlin earnest and sincere advocates of a free educational 
system broke away from the Communist-dominated University of 
Berlin to establish with great courage in the United States Sector a 
new univeristy dedicated to academic freedom; it already has 140 
teachers and an enrolled student body in excess of 3000. 
, The Educational and Cultural Affairs Division devoted special 

effort to encouraging youth and women's activities. German youth 
groups have been helped in many ways. Particular attention was 
given to summer camp programs, and the Army-sponsored German 
youth program developed competitive sports and other recreational 
programs designed to keep alive in German children a sense of play. 
Likewise, recognizing the importance of women, now greatly out· 
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numbering men in Germany, a special group has been available to 
advise and assist. them in organizing and playing their part through 
organizations in Germany's daily life. Outstanding women, includ
ing Mrs. Roosevelt and Congresswoman Woodhouse, were willing · 
to visit Germany to talk to these organizations. Their representatives 
have also been sent to the United States and to European countries 
to confer with the leaders in women's activities. 

The results of an educational program are intangible and almost 
impossible to evaluate immediately but they will record the 8uccess 
or failure of our occupation. It is difficult to produce evidence con
vincing to those who appropriate funds of the importance of ex
change programs and the dissemination in Germany of examples of 
our own cultural life. I have a deep conviction that our work in the 
field of education is taking hold and that it may indeed succeed in 
creating a people more conscious of their rights and freedoms. For 
example, our town meetings may not become a lasting part of Ger
man life but they have already made the citizen conscious of his 
right to question his public officials, and the latter realize that they 
too can learn from the citizen the failures and successes of their 
administration. It is because of my belief in the value of this program 
that the personnel engaged in our educational activities formed the 

. only group not being reduced in number when I left Germany. I 
hope that it will continue in its friendly advisory role as long as 
occupation continues and that even then arrangements will be made 
to continue Amerika Haeuser and the exchange program. 

We hoped that the liberalization of the educational structure 
would be facilitated by a revived and invigorated religious life in 
Germany, although I did not believe that Military Government 
should take an active part in religious life. The purpose of our Reli
gious Affairs Branch was to· encourage German church leaders by 
helping them solve their immediate problems. We had guaranteed 
with the arrival of our armies full freedom of worship. 

Church leaders in Germany were quick to take advantage of their 
opportunities, and as early as August 1945 both Catholic and Evan
gelical church leaders had met and expressed willingness to co
operate with Military Government. 

German church leaders were the first to be permitted to attend 
meetings outside Germany to renew contact with the religious 
leaders of other countries. Early in 1946 Bishop Theophil Wurm, 
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the head of the Evangelical Council, and the vice-president of the 
Council, Pastor Martin Niemoeller, attended the Geneva conference 
of the World Council of Churches. Michael Cardinal von Faulhaber 
from Bavaria, and Cardinals-elect Konrad von Preysing, Josef Frings, 
and Clemens August von Galen attended the Consistory at the 
Vatican. Leading clergymen from other countries, including our own, 
were encouraged to visit Germany, and religious groups at home 
helped with relief packages and other aid. 

In early 1946, to be sure that our Religious Affairs Branch would 
not interfere in religious matters, I arranged for each of three faiths; 
Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish, to designate representatives from 
home to work directly with German religious leaders and to be our 
liaison representatives. 

Theological seminaries were reopened in 1945. Jewish community 
life began to· re-establish itself in the principal German cities and 
to open new synagogues and prayer rooms. 

When the old problem of confessional schools arose, we insisted 
that this was a German problem to be settled between German 
officials and German church leaders. 

The first international religious conference held in Germany was 
the Central Methodist conference in Frankfurt in November 1946, 
attended by Methodist leaders from Sweden and Switzerland as well 
as from Germany. It was the forerunner of several such conferences. 

We helped the churches to resume publication of religious papers 
through the allocation of newsprint, although never until 1948 in 
adequate supply. The American Bible Society made some Bibles 
available, and enough cellulose was brought into Germany to print 
400,000 Bibles in 194.7. In that summer we scheduled time for each 
of the principal religious faiths to broadcast on religious subjects 
from each of the German broadcasting stations in the United States 
Zone. 

Ecclesiastical leaders are playing an active role in German life, 
and the return to religion is marked. In general the co-operation of 
church leaders with Military Government has been genuine and 
helpful. Bishop Wurm and later Bishop Otto Dibelius, who suc
ceeded Bishop Wurm as president of the Council of the Evangelical 
Church, frequently and publicly expressed their appreciation of 
American aid. The conference of Catholic bishops did likewise and 
also expressed appreciation for the new freedom which made pos-
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sible the growth of Catholic youth groups. Perhaps our only major 
difference with church leaders came about from the open opposition 
of some of the leaders in the Evangelical Church to our denazifica
tion program and to the exclusion of Nazi clergymen from further · 
pastoral activities. We were forced to carry out our program without 
the co-operation which we should have received from them. 

The rebirth of the Jewish communities also led Military Govern
ment to request the aid of the International Council of Christians 
and Jews, and representatives of this Council were assigned to Ger
many to help develop a new spirit of tolerance. This led to the estab
lishment of a German Council in Munich which may lead to others 
and to a new tolerance .. 

Lasting reform in Germany must come from within. It must be 
spiritual and moral. While Military Government has not interfered 
in the internal affairs of the church in keeping with our own national 
policy, it has recognized that religious institutions are major ele
ments in the German social structure which must participate in any 
program directed to the building of a peaceful and democratic Ger
many if it is to have hope of success, 

There is as yet little tangible evidence of a new spiritual growth in 
Germany. The freedom now accorded to its religious leaders, in
.creased attendances in churches, and growing membership in reli
gious youth groups do indicate that there is a revived interest in 
religious worship and teaching which may develop into a spiritual 
movement of deep significance in the future. 



CHAPTER 16 

Restitution 

RMOVING Nazis from public life and providing 
factual informatioH to fill the void left by twelve 

years of hearing and reading what a totalitarian government wanted 
the German people to believe were important to our objectives. They 
were not enough. Justice demanded that we correct as much as pos· 
sible the misdeeds of the Hitler government. 

Never had a nation pursued such a systematic program of loot and 
plunder as Germany under its gangster Nazi leaders. In the declara
tion of London of January 5, 1943, the Allied Nations had served 
warning to the German people1 that they reserved their rights to 
declare transfers of plunder invalid whether they had occurred by 
open looting and plunder or had been covered with apparent legality. 
When Germany surrendered, it became necessary to develop practi
cal procedures to carry out the London declaration and this was no 
simple task. It was not until January 1946 that the Allied Control 
Council was able to agree on a "Definition of Restitution."2 The 
French had insisted not only on the return of cultural objects but 
also on the replacement of those that could not be found by similar 
objects of like value. This seemed impracticable for more than one 
reason. It was almost impossible to prove that a cultural item of 
value which could not be located was brought into and lost in Ger
many. If a loss was established, it was still impossible to determine 
what item of similar value should be offered in replacement. To have 
tried to do so would have meant either increasing tho burden of 
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receiving and evaluating claims or else a wholesale transfer of 
German cultural objects which might prevent the creation of demo
cratic government. We could not expect the German people to 
understand a course that deprived them of cultural background and 
was akin to the Hitler policy which we condemned, We did reach a 
compromise which provided for replacement of lost items in special 
and extraordinary cases although as yet rio one knows exactly what 
it means. 

France insisted also that all items t11ken into Germany from the 
countries which it occupied be returned even if these items had not 
been removed by force or duress, but the London declaration had 
not made this mandatory. Soviet representatives opposed the French, 
arguing with vehemence that the transfer of these items to Germany 
had contributed to German war strength and that there was no 
equity in their return (which reduced availabilities for reparations), 
since the Soviet Government, whose people had suffered most from 
war, had no claim of this kind, having destroyed under its scorched 
earth policy everything in advance of the· German armies which 
might be of help to them. After sustained argument we agreed that 
property in existence at the time of occupation should be presumed 
to have been acquired by force or duress and should be returned 
unless proved otherwise. Property manufactured during occupation 
and removed to Germany was to be entitled to consideration for 
return. Of course all cultural objects were to be sent back. 

This decision seemed satisfactory to me. It was difficult to establish 
force or duress for many items purchased by Germany during occu
pation. Even if these articles had been charged as occupation costs, 
their procurement had helped to maintain .a going economy in the 
occupied countries and frequently Germany had supplied the ma
terials. I was influenced in my views by the financial burden which 
Germany represented to us and which could well have been sub
stantially increased unless restitution procedures were based on 
sound legal concept including identification. In practice, claims 
which we rejected were seldom appealed and to most claimant 
nations our procedures proved satisfactory, judging from their letters 
of appreciation. 

· The search for, identification and return of cultural objects were 
made possible by the Monuments and Fine Arts teams of experts 
assembled to accompany the Allied armies entering Germany, some 
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of whom remained with Military Government to complete the task. 
These cultural objects were found in huge lots, of which the Goering 
collection was one of the largest, and in many places: in salt mines 
where they were placed for safekeeping; and in old castles through 
south Germany. Our zone, the area in which the majority of the 
holdings had been placed, contained some 1500 repositories. We 
established collecting centers to which cultural objects could be 
brought for care, identification, and return, and the art experts of the 
looted nations were invited to participate in the work of identifica
tion. All cultural objects are of value to aU the peoples of the world 
and equal care and attention were given as well to the safekeeping 
of German masterpieces. 

In September 1945 we were able to make initial shipments ·to 
Belgium, France, and the Netherlands. The importance of restitution 
cannot be overstated. Returned masterpieces included the famous 
Veit Stoss altarpiece to Poland, Rembrandts, Rubens, Tintorettos, El 
Grecos, rare books, statues, and folklore collections. While some cui~ 
tural objects were still being found in 1949, .the vast majority, esti
mated at more than 2,000,000 in number, had been returned to 
fourteen nations. Their monetary value is difficult to estimate but 
was conservatively in the hundreds of millions of dollars. · · · 

Restitution in other fields was undertaken systematically and 
steadily. Germans were required by law to submit knowri or sus~ 
pected loot and !'flOre than 25,000 declarations were filed. The nations 
entitled to restitution had missions in the United States Zone to pre
sent formal claims af:ld to prove identi:6.cation.8 Apf4 30, 1948, was 
fixed as the deadline on claims' other than cultural objects, and by 
that time 20,600 claims had been received. More than 42 per cent of 
them have been satisfied and the items identified and returned. Their 
variety is indicated by some of the items: household furniture, two 
oil cracking plants, race horses, machine tools, silver fox: furs, auto
mobiles, resin, wax, gold, silver, currency, and securities. Exclusive 
of cultural objects and of gold, silver, and securities, many thousand 
items, valued at $87,000,000 were returned: Unidentifiable monetary 
gold valued a:t $263,678,000 was placed a:t the disposal of the nations 
entitled to participate in its distribution (Norway, Yugoslavia, ·:AI~ 
bania, Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, France, Greece, Luxem
bourg, Czechoslovakia, the United States, and the United Kingdom 
and British Dominions). Non-monetary gold, including that taken 
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trom the helpless \ictims of Nazi torture in the concentration camps, 
valued in excess of $900,000, was given to the IRQ and its predeces
sors to aid in the resettlement of those persecuted by the Nazi 
regime. Identifiable gold and silver valued at $34,765,000 was given . 
back to Hungary and small amounts to other nations to which it be
longed. This gold and silver bad been captured in Germany by our 
Army. I suggested through the Department of the Army to the State 
Department that it not be_returned to Hungary, because I was appre
hensi\'e that we were contributing to the Communist treasure chest 
and strengthening its hand for heavier attacks against Western 
democracy. 

Currencies of Allied countries, in most instances valueless because 
of the issue of new money, were given back. Likewise several 
million securities of foreign governments and enterprises are in 
the process of being returned. 

At the same time German cultural objects which had been taken 
to safe places during the war were restored first to German custody 
and then, where possible, to their former locations. Almost all of 
the really valuable German works of art had been removed. For 
example the famous collection of the Kaiser Friedrich Gallery in 
Berlin was found in the salt mines uncovered by General Patton 
and the Third Army. Disturbed by the possible future of Berlin and 
not wishing to return these masterpieces under such conditions, I 
sent them to the United States for safekeeping in the face of severe 
attack from various art groups who charged Military Government 
with the looting tactics of the Nazi regime. Two years later when 
I asked for them America was loath to give .them up and did so only 
after sending them on tour in an exhibition which raised $180,000 
to aid German children. These pictures were shown in our zone on 
their return and drew large German crowds who bad never been 
able to visit Berlin to see them. Early in the occupation, art galleries 
and museums were opened to permit the German people to see their 
national treasures and to indicate our deep interest in· maintaining 
cultural traditions and standards. Also we catalogued the most 
famous of Germany's national monuments, palaces, cathedrals, 
ancient houses, and famous homes. Our experts encouraged imme
diate measures to protect those that were damaged but capable of 
restoration and assisted in obtaining materials for this work. 

Another task was the control of property, exercised by a Property 
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Control Group which in the headquarters offices and in the field 
never exceeded 300 American personnel. Under our directives we 
were required to seize all assets of the Nazi party, its affiliated 
organizations, and prominent Nazis, and to block their accounts.5 

Reich properties were also taken under control except for certain 
ones which we permitted the states to use. We took charge of the 
properties of citizens of the United and Neutral Nations and of all 
duress property;6 that is, property acquired in the Nazi regime from 
persecutees of its rule. We were aided in this work by the fact that 
the German office corresponding to our Office of the Alien Property 
Custodian had maintained excellent records of United Nations
owned property which came into our possession. 

The magnitude of this operation was surprising to us as it grew 
from 2600 properties in July 1945 to more than 107,000 at peak, 
valued at more than RM 11,500,000,000. Of the total, 14,600 belonged 
to citizens of United and Neutral Nations, 31,500 to Nazi victims, 
and the remainder to the Reich or to Nazis. At one time or another 
over 150,000 properties came under control. Included in this number 
was the property of the German Labor Front, which had started 
with the assets of trade unions and co-operatives seized by the Nazis 
and which had become a Nazi-financed empire that included the 
People's Car Plant, a retail food chain with over 12,000 outlets, a 
labor bank, an insurance holding company with 10 subsidiaries, 
36 industrial enterprises, and substantial realty holdings in all four 
zones. An idea of the size and scope of the organization may be 
gained by noting that it is understood to have owned outright or 
controlled approximately 15 per cent of the German economy. 

In March 1946 we called upon the Laenderrat to submit a plan 
for assuming custody of much of the property, which we had con
trolled until that time. Implementation presented a difficult personnel 
problem, because it was necessary to designate German custodians, 
and qualified officials free from Nazi affiliation were difficult to find. 
In joint conferences it was arranged for the several state governments 
to assume responsibility for all controlled property but, in order to 
give protection to United Nations and neutral owners, acts of 
custodians dealing with these properties required Military Govern
ment approval in all cases outside of the ordinary course of business. 
Otherwise, German custodians operated under broad directives 
issued by ·Military Government7 and were subject only to general 
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supervision. The transfer to state control began in May 1946 and was 
completed for all practical purposes in September 1946. A spot 
audit in August 1946 indicated that only a few of the properties were 
operating at a loss. 

In April1947 the Control Council enacted legislation which made · 
possible the return of identifiable property taken by the Nazis 
from trade unions and co-operatives.8 Physical assets taken directly 
and held in the Nazi Labor Front were identified easily and returned 
promptly. · • 

In June 1947 foreign owners were authorized to de:>ignate their 
own agents. Their interests included such major enterprises as the 
Opel Motor Plant (General Motors), Standard Oil of New Jersey, 
National Cash Register, Kodak, Lever Brothers, and others. As there 
was little response, in October 1947 foreign owners were informed 
that they would be given until March 1948 to name their agents, 
after which Military Government would tum the remaining prop
erties over to the German State Property Control Agencies and 
retain only general jurisdiction. This plan was carried out. 

In November 1947, after months of fruitless effort to obtain a 
quadripartite law and also a bipartite law, United States Military 
Government enacted for the United States Zone a law which pro· 
vided for the restitution of identifiable property taken in Germany 

· by duress, with right of appeal in contested cases through German 
courts and with final right of appeal to a board of review composed 
of American lawyers.9 Claims which had to be filed by December 31, 
1948, exceeded 215,000, over 90 per cent of which were fl.led in the 
last month. To ensure that the property of the Jewish people who 
were killed in Germany and left no heirs would not benefit German 
holders, a Jewish successor agency, formed by recognized world 
Jewish organizations, was authorized to claim and receive their 
property, including valuable cultural property. Thus the legal course 
to internal restitution was established and is now in process. Approx
imately 1000 cases were disposed of before I left Germany, which 
is an indication of excellent progress. 

In January 1948 the states were authorized to take title to and 
dispose of property confiscated in denazification proceedings, and 
tO return property tO OwnerS cleared ID these prOceedings.10 

In June 1948 captured German equipment which had been de· 
militarized or was not suited to military usage was transferred to a 
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German State Corporation for sale in the German econoiny.11 This 
equipment, valued at RM 340,000,000, was badly needed to facilitate 
recovery. · 
. In March 1949 a Military Government law was prepared to trans
fer title of Reich properties to the German states in which they 
were located, subject, however, to the retransfer of some of the 
properties to a future central German government under provisions 
which might be enacted 'by the West German Government.U 
Promulgation of the law was withheld until April 20, 1949, pending 
negotiations with the British and French military governors in the 
hope that they would issue parallel legislation simultaneously. 

By March 1949 our staff had reduced the number of properties 
under control from 150,000 to 54,539, of which 30,761 were duress 
properties; 7131 were properties of persons still subject to de
nazification proceedings; 4591 were Reich-owned; and 8815 be
longed to citizens of United and Neutral Nations. Most of the last 
group are valued at less than DM 10,000. The owners have been 
advised of their imminent release from control. Plans now call for 
the complete release of all properties, except duress properties, 
which must remain under control until settlement of restitution 
cases, and those belonging to suspected Nazi offenders, which must 
remain under· control until their cases have been heard by the 
denazification authorities. The dissolution of the Property Division, 
except for the maintenance of the central records and a small policy 
staff, was scheduled to be completed by July 1, 1949. Supervision 
and custody of remaining duress and individual Nazi properties will 
thereafter be the sole responsibility of a German committee func
tioning under Military Government observation. 

The work of the Property Division in protecting foreign properties 
and in helping to formulate a just internal restitution program 
under a rule of law has received much quiet commendation. Its 
prompt and vigilant action prevented concealed transfers of title 
with consequent loss of ~uch Nazi property. Th~ statistics speak for. 
the volume of its work. 
. All of our administrative problems were made more . difBcult 

because of the increase in popUlation which took place so rapidly. 
When economic and political life were almost at a standstill and 
the redeployment of troops and repatriation of displaced persons 
were taxing transport facilities to the utmost, \ve were faced with 
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the necessity of receiving and caring for the German refugees and 
e~:pellees of German origin from the liberated countries. Little has 
)Jeen written of this problem, which is a continuing major threat to 
stability in Germany and in central Europe. While it may not be con
sidered restitution, it resulted from German exploitation of these · 
people to create unrest. 

The advance of Allied forces in Ge~inany and the bombing of 
cities had changed the normal pattern of life before surrender. The 
United States Zone contained an ~stimated 1,500,000 refugees~ . 
mostly in the smaller cities of Bavaria, large numbers of whom had 
fled before the advancing Red Army. Far fewer refugees from the 
cities in our zone were living in other zones. We tried to perstiade 
other zone commanders to exchange these refugees but when we 
succeeded in September 1945 it was on a one-for-one basis between 
zones, which was of little help to us. 

When the Allied Control Council proceeded to implement the 
Yalta and Potsdam agreements to receive the citizens of German 
origin from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Austria, it was 
estimated that these expellees would exceed 3,000,000.13 It was not 
contemplated that this number would be greatly increased by the 
e1-pulsion of the Germans in the Polish-administered territories. 
However, it soon became clear that Poland did intend to expel them 
and regardless of agreement they soon began to arrive by tl1e 
thousands and hundreds of thousands. 

Under the Control Council understanding, our zone was to receive 
all expellees from Hungary and approximately 70 per cent of those 
from the Sudetenland. The balance of. the Sudeten Germans were 
to go to the Soviet Zone and Polish expellees were to be divided be
tween the British and Soviet zones. The French Zone was to take 
the expellees from Austria. Transfers were to be humane and 
orderly under agreements to be worked out with the responsible 
governments. 

In my first meeting. with the Laenderrat in the United State~> 
Zone, I. charged it with and it accepted the responsibility for· the 
J;eceipt. and distribution of these. people. They were es~rni~ed to 
number 1~ 750,000 from Czechoslovakia and 500,000 from Hungary. 
The movement started in January 1946. The first trainload from 
Hungary was a pitiful sight. The expellees had been assembled 
without a full allowance of food and personal baggage, and arrived 
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hungry and destitute. As a result of representations repeated many 
times, arrangements were made to permit a small baggage allowance 
and to provide each expellee with RM 500.14 Difficulties were like
wise experienced with the Czechs, not only in the withholding of 
personal possessions but also in withholding young, able workers 
while sending to us the aged, the women, and small children. Only 
after halting the· movement temporarily could we remedy these 
conditions by negotiations. Arrivals during the early months of 1946 
exceeded 125,000 monthly and their care and reception were major 
problems to the inexperienced state governments. Somehow hous· 
ing was found and German relief agencies provided food and cloth~ 
ing which were inadequate in every respect but sufficient to maintain 
life. As the winter of 1946 approached I stopped further movements. 
It was impossible to transport and receive these refugees in the 
winter months "in an orderly and humane manner." By this time 
more than 1,500,000 were in the United States Zone. 

In January 1947 the Laenderrat enacted for the United States 
Zone a '1aw concerning the reception and integration of German 
e:q>ellees"15 which guaranteed their political rights and equal op
portunities for welfare assistance and employment. They became 
citizens with full rights in German economic and political life. State 
legislative bodies set up advisory boards for refugees with half their 
members expellees. 

I did not again open the door to expellees, except to permit the 
reunion of families, because it was impossible to receive large 
additional numbers under humane conditions. Later, after Danish 
pressure on our government, we accepted some of the Germans 
who had fled to Denmark toward the end of the war, although these 
refugees were principally from east Germany and did not belong 
in our zone. Altogether the United States Zone received 1,330,000 
expellees from the Sudetenland and 168,000 from Hungary, a total of 
1,498,000 which, added to an estimated 2,091,000 refugees, had in
creased our population by 3,589,000 persons or 20.3 per cent. The 
effect of this increase is obvious. If it had not taken place the United 
States Zone would have approached self-sufficiency. Our problem 
was l.!ttle greater than that of the British Zone, which had received 
4,288,000 expellees and refugees or an increase of 18.2 per cent. 
Thus the bizonal area assumed the social and economic responsibility 
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for 7,877,000 added persons, an increase of 23.6 per cent over the 
normal population of 33,383,500. 

The same problem did not develop in the Soviet and French zones. 
In the Soviet Zone large numbers of expellees were .offset by the 
refugees who fled and continued to flee to the West from Communist· 
terrorism. In the French Zone, owing partly to their interpretation 
of the four-power agreement and partly to Austrian forbearance, 
the additional burden proved to be small and its population in 1948 
was actually 0.2 per cerit less than ~fore· the war. Both General 
Robertson and I made repeated efforts to persuade the French to 
accept a fair share, particularly after its zone was included in the 
European Recovery Program and in our joint import-export program, 
but in March 1949 negotiations were still under way. 

I do not wish to comment on the merits of the expulsion agree
ment. It is clear that it was an effort to prevent the continuance of 
old, or the formation of new, unassimiliated minority groups which 
had contributed to the undermining of their governments when 
Hitler moved against his eastern neighbors. It was a tragic move
ment of peoples from their homes, in many instances of a hundred 
years, to a new and unpromising environment without any resources 
with which to start anew. It was a cruel and heart-rending sight to 
witness their arrival with a handful of belongings in a country where 
they were not welcomed, where the available housing had been 
drastically reduced by bomb and artillery damage, where the food 
supply was inadequate prior to their arrival and where opportunities 
for employment in a disrupted .economy were few and far between. 
In the early days German authorities did much to alleviate suffering. 
As the expellees arrived in overcrowded cities and villages and in 
overburdened homes their presence became an aggravation. Sep· 
arated from Germany through many generations, the expellee even 
spoke in a different tongue. He no longer shared common customs 
and traditions nor did he think of Germany as home. He could not 
persuade himself that he was forever exiled; his eyes and thoughts 
and hopes turned homeward. 

While some have been absorbed, many have· not. Four hundred 
thousand are still in refugee camps in the bizonal area, living on 
minimum charity, without work and' without hope. Already they 
have formed political groups, largely reactionary and certainly plan
ning to go back home. In an overcrowded land where there is limited 
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~n9q1ic opportunity they.may .indeed prove to be ·a. cause {o~; 
increasing dissension. Certainly German authorities have failed to 
cope adequately with this problem and to develop a long-range 
program for its solution. They face many difficulties with limited 
resources. In my opinion there can be no hope for a solution unless, 
after the displaced persons are resettled, these expellees are gnirlted 
the opportunity to migrate to other parts of the world where there 
is some economic opportunity. We must neither forget the problem 
nor pass it off lightly as a German problem. Its solution is necessary 
to a stable and peaceful Europe. 



CHAPTER 17 

Security 

SECURITY is both abstract and relative. The desire 
for it is shared by all peace-loving nations and by 

the vast majority of all peoples. In its absence, political and economic 
unrest are to be expected. When the armies of Hitler and the Nazi 
regime surrendered on :May 7, 1945, the victorious nations were 
determined that a Germany which mice within a quarter of a cen
tury had embarked on wars of conquest should never again be 
capable of similar action. With the Allies and the neutrals already 
pledged to the organization of the United Nations/ it then seemed 
that lasting peace could be attained if the known aggressive power 
of modem times could be reduced in strength so that it would no 
longer present a potential threat to the world. 

This led logically and naturally to the adoption of security meas
ures against Germany which are fully adequate as long as the 
responsible nations intend to enforce them. No measures are of 
greater value than this intent, which is essential to their accomplish
ment. 

These measures within Germany came about first from the total 
defeat of Germany's armed forces and the unconditional surrender 
of the German Government. Its armies were disbanded completely, 
its military and paramilitary organizations dissolved, and their 
records destroyed. As a process of surrender, all warships, aircraft, 
armored equipment-in fact, all materiel of a military nature-came 
into the possession of the victorious Allies and were removed from 
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Germany or smashed. With a few exceptions to meet occupying 
and civil needs, airports were brought back under the plow to 
produce badly needed agricultural products. War plants were de
stroyed or removed. Fortifications and military installations not 
needed by the occupying forces were blown up. This included the 
destruction of mine fields, seacoast and inland fortifications, notably 
the works of the vaunted Siegfried Line, air raid shelters, bunkers, 
and ammunition storage depots. Hundreds of thousands of tons of 
war equipment, thousands of tanks and armored cars and airplanes, 
thousands of tons of ammunition were systematically destroyed or 
rendered worthless for military usage by conversion to peaceful 
purposes. Germany was rendered as defenseless as a nation can 
be, except for its manpower, trained and skilled in combat but 
useless for war unless equipped by others. 

Manpower alone is of little value in modern warfare. There must 
be a supporting economy to provide the tremendous quantities of 
materiel needed to array it in formidable fighting units. To reduce 
the economic ability of Germany to support a modern fighting 
machine, it was deprived of much agricultural land in the east and 
also of the substantial industrial and coal-bearing areas in Silesia 
and the Saar. Its territory was decreased by 43,500 square miles, its 
industrial potential by a substantial amount. Within the reduced 
area which remains to Germany there was an officially estimated 
population as of January 1, 1949, of 67,900,000 persons to be sup
ported, almost as many as lived in the original area. It may be argued 
that this concentration of population, which means a reduced 
standard of living, will result in permanent unrest, in itself a threat 
to security. Perhaps that would be true if such unrest were fomented 
by outside forces prepared to provide economic support to make it 
a hazard to peace. Otherwise, there can be no surplus of production 
which could be set aside for war except at the expense of export, 
which will be difficult indeed to provide in sufficient volume to meet 
the essential impmt needs of food and raw materials, and a diversion 
of any substantial proportions of this production to other purposes 
would result in immediate and severe suffering to the German 
people. 

In addition to these general measures, specific measures have 
been devised to reduce Germany's war potential and agencies have 
been established to see that they are carried out. These steps include 
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the removal of war and industrial plant and of gold as reparations, 
the placing of prohibitions and restrictions on industries readily 
adaptable to war·production, the breaking up of cartels and excessive 
concentrations of power, and the liquidation of Germa,ny's external 
assets. The Occupation Statute enables the ·High Commission and · 
the two principal security agencies-the Ruhr Authority2 and the 
Military Security Board8-to enforce the agreed measures. 

The reparations program went through many changes before it 
took final form. It started at Yalta, w~ere Russia first expressed its 
claim for $10,000,000,000. It continued at Potsdam, where it was 
decided that the German level of industry would be reduced so that 
its excess plant could be made available for reparations. 

Even before the Potsdam decisions were made, an Allied com
mittee on reparations• was appointed to develop a detailed program. 
Our representative was Ambassador Edwin Pauley, who was accom
panied to Moscow, where the committee met, by economic and 
industrial experts. When the Potsdam Protocol was signed we could 
make little progress in developing a program in the Allied Control 
Council while we waited to hear from this committee. After several 
weeks of useless effort Pauley and his staff returned to Berlin, where 
they hoped to meet again in an atmosphere more conducive to 
agreement. Their hopes did not materialize and by the end of 1945 

· the Allied Reparations Committee had faded out of existence 
and the responsibility for the program rested with the Control 
Council. 

Meanwhile the countries which were to receive reparations from 
western Germany, excluding Russia, whic;:h was to receive 25 per 
cent for itself and Poland, held a conference in Paris in the fall of 
1945. Our delegation was headed by James Waterhouse Angell. The 
conference reached a formal agreement, which was signed on 
January 14, 1946, on our behalf by Ambassador Caffery. The eight
een participating countries had divided reparations payments into 
industrial equipment and all other payments and had fixed the 
percentage each would receive.5 They set up a permanent Inter
Allied Reparations Agency at Brussels and arranged for the liquida
tion and distribution of Germany's assets in the participating coun
tries. The conference also left the disposal of German assets in 
neutral Western countries to be negotiated by the governments of 
the United States, United Kingdom, and France. It provided for 
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non-monetary gold found in Germany to be allocated ~o the support 
of non-repatriable displaced persons. · · 

Monetary gold was pooled for proportionate return to the coun
tries presenting gold claims. Earlier I had tried to borrow some of 
this gold to finance the import of raw materials. The loan could have 
been repaid long before the gold was delivered and its use would 
have reduced the need for American assistance. However, feelings 
at the time were too emotional for logic to prevail and even my 
motive to lower American· costs was questioned, as I was charged 
with the desire to rebuild Germany at the expense of its neighbors. 

The participating countries accepted their shares of reparations 
as covering all their claims and those of their nationals arising out 
of war, which we hoped would bring the reparations program to 
an early conclusion. Unfortunately this was agreed to only with 
the understanding that such acceptance would not prejudice the 
determination of the total account, including political and territorial 
demands, claims arising from prewar or pre-German occupation, 
social insurance claims, and bank notes of the Reich in Rentenbank. 
Thus a wide and vaguely defined field of still unsettled claims re
mains. 

The Paris conference did not directly affect our work in Berlin. 
Although we reached agreement on the level of industry in the Allied 
Control Council, it became meaningless as a result of Soviet ex
ploitation of eastern Germany. We were forced to suspend deliveries 
to Russia. This led to bitter altercation in the Control Council and 
in the meetings of the foreign ministers and was a major contributing 
factor to the breakup of quadripartite government. 

When the foreign ministers failed to progress in Moscow in 1947, 
General Robertson and I were instructed to raise the level of in
dustry in the bizonal area to insure its self-sufficiency. When we 
announced the new level of industry in August 19476 we were con
fronted with an immediate and vehement protest from the French 
Government, which delayed its being made effective until we hai 
met in tripartite conference. 

This we did in London.from August 22 to 27, 1947. Ambassadors 
Douglas and Murphy and I represented the United States; Ambas
sador Massigli, Monsieur Couve de Murville and Monsieur Alphand 
the French; and Sir Thomas Gilmour Jenkins, Air Marshal Douglas, 
and Sir CecU Weir the British. Our instructions called for us to give 
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the French representatives full opportunity to express. their views 
on the new level of industry, but to make it clear that until the 
French Zone had joined the bizonal area the United States and 
Great Britain would take final decision in matters affecting it. 
· While this conference was in progress Washington requested my 

comment on reparations and on control of the Ruhr. In my reply, 
cabled from London on August 25, I urged immediate publication 
of the new level of industry for the bizonal area so that excess plants 
could be removed pro~ptly to help the claimant countries and so 
that German management would knew what plants were to remain 
and could place them in order. I recommended no further deliveries 
to Russia until Germany was treated as a whole. I said that I saw 
"no objection in principle to the establishment of an international 
body for the allocation of coal from the Ruhr but that the functions 
of the allocating body should be clearly defined to interfere to the 
minimum with such sovereign powers as are restored to Germany, 
as otherwise the political effects would be damaging and cumula
tive." I suggested that the Board be entitled to full reports on the 
production and use of coal in Germany and to intervene to require 
additional export if justified. I favored the establishment of public 
trusteeships for Ruhr properties and not an early vote on public 
ownership which would develop a bitter political controversy that 
would be exploited in every possible way by the Communist party. 
. The London talks developed French apprehension that the in
creased level of industry would keep more coal in Germany and 
reduce the quantity available for export. Their representatives ac
cepted the new level of industry subject to a satisfactory export 
guarantee being worked out by our coal experts in Berlin. This 
really was a tacit acceptance of the new level of industry upon the 
assurance of British and American representatives that the limitation 
on steel production would remain in effect during the period of oc
cupation. On the whole the talks improved relationships among the 
representatives of the three countries. On our return to Germany, 
Air Marshal Douglas and I published the revised level of industry. 

It provided for a productive output roughly equivalent to that 
of 1936, which represented a 2.1) per cent increase in the industrial 
capacity contemplated in the four-power plan. This capacity had to 
meet the needs of a population larger by about 8,000,000 people 
than iu 19·'36 and thus was on a per capita basis only 7!S per cent 
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of the 1936 basis. We believed 12,000,000 tons of steel were required 
each year to make the bizonal area self-sustaining but accepted in 
compromise with the British view an annual production of 10,700,000 
ingot tons from a retained capacity of 13,000,000 tons. 

Meanwhile public opinion at home had changed materially. The 
European Recovery Program was designed to increase production, 
and a rehabilitated Germany could contribute to European recovery. 
Strong opposition developed in Congress to any further dismantlings 
and our government instructed Ambassador Douglas to ask Bevin 
to join us in suspending them until the program could be resurveyed, 
taking into consideration the plan for European recovery as a whole. 
A mission headed by Norman H. Collisson,' later ECA representa· · 
tive in Germany, arrived in the spring of 1948 to report to our 
Cabinet the plants which it felt should be left in Germany. Its 
recommendation for the retention of 332 plants listed to go had not 
been acted on when Congress charged the ECA administrator, 
Paul Hoffman, with a similar survey and report. Another mission 
of top American industrialists, headed by George M. Humphreys 
of Cleveland, Ohio, came for this survey. Humphrey, accompanied 
by Averell Harriman, visited me in Berlin in October to arrange 
for the entry of the mission. I. told Humphrey that the annual steel . 
production of 10,700,000 tons had been fixed for the period of the 
occupation and was the basis for a series of other tripartite agree
ments which might collapse if it were changed. It was a limitation 
which our Allies regarded as an important security measure. I did 
not believe that the limitations in other industries had such serious 
implications but I ex-pressed the hope that the committee would 
consider French and British views before submitting its report. This 
was done before the report was completed. It recommended that 
167 plants slated to go should stay. It was transmitted to Ambassador 
Douglas, who reached an understanding with French and British 
representatives in time for it to be incorporated in the agreement 
of the three foreign ministers of april 8, 1949. In the United States 
Zone the number of plants was small in comparison with the great 
industrial area in the British Zone. We had completed dismantling 
in large part prior to the start of the European Recovery Program. 
More than 75 per cent of these plants were back ·at work in un
restricted industrial fields. 

Thus I am convinced that the prohibitions and restrictions placed 
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ou German industry are more important for security. Plants become 
obsolete, produ~tion processes change; German production methods 
may even improve as a result of the removal of plants depreciated in 
value by several years of heavy war produCtion. Prohibitions and 
restrictions on annual industrial output will not only be the measure 
of security but will also, in the long run, determine whether the 
industrial capacity left to Germany permits it to become self-
supporting. . 

The tripartite conferences which ended in London on June 1, 1948, 
required the French, British, and American military governors to 
set up a working party to determine the prohibitions and restrictions 
to be placed on industry. After months of negotiation it was ap
parent that this determination could not be made by the military 
governors. We had reconciled many differences but we could not 
agree on the kind and amount of shipbuilding, the plants to be 
removed to insure that synthetic oil and rubber could not be pro
duced, the extent that machine tool production should be licensed, 
the types of radio tubes which could be produced, and a number 
of lesser items. In general we favored fewer prohibitions and restric
tions than either British or French representatives, though the latter 
were now less restrictive than the British. Somehow it seemed 
illogical to be insisting on the one hand that more than 150 indus
trial plants remain in Germany to facilitate European recovery, and 
on the other hand accepting prohibitions and restrictions which 
would reduce productive output. To me, even from a security view
point, one lot seemed to have as much war potential as the other. 
Germany would have to import rubber and oil to replace synthetic 
production, but so did Germany· have to import iron ore for its 
steel production and almost every raw material it needed to sustain 
its industrial life. 

Real security against Germany's industrial power being utilized 
for war lies in a very few major prohibitions, rigidly enforced. 
There will be a constant temptation to evade prohibitions and 
restrictions which are too numerous or too petty. When our oc
cupation forces are removed public opinion may not support repres
sive measures for infractions of petty ,requirements. Prohibitions and 
restrictions must be simple to enforce and their violation must con
stitute so flagrant a breach of security as to warrant use of force if 
required. Stopping the production of war material of all kinds, 
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of aircraft, and of atomic materials seemed to me to represent the 
needed range. Certainly limitations imposed on industrial output 
in the guise of military security which prove to be wanted for 
economic security will not hold the support of public opinion essen
tial to their enforcement. 

During the final days of the conference I visited Ambassador 
Douglas in London on March 22, 1949, at his request, to discuss 
its progress and to give him my views. He was trying to obtain 
consent at the same time to retaining in Germany the Humphrey list 
of plants, and while he was determined not to accept prohibitions 
and restrictions on industry to gain consent to further plants re
maining in Germany, he had a difficult negotiation to conclude. He 
was able to obtain some major concessions from both the British 
and French representatives. 

In the agreement as concluded, 159 of the 167 plants recommended 
for retention by the Humphrey Committee were accepted. The 
prohibitions9 to be imposed on German industry in the interest of 
security included: no production of primary magnesium and beryl
lium, no synthetic rubber or butadiene, and . no synthetic oil by 
either the Fischer-Tropsch or Bergius processes. The restrictions 
placed production of radioactive materials under special legislation 
and limited the maximum size of electronic tubes and of certain 
machine tools. They limited the production of aluminum to 85,000 
tons per year and steel to 11,100,000 ingot tons per year; ships 
built in German yards were not to exceed deadweight tonnage of 
10,800 tons and maximum speed of 12 knots. Capacity limitations 
were imposed on steel, electric steel, aluminum, shipyards, ball 
and roller bearings, synthetic ammonia, chlorine and styrene. All 
weapons, including atomic weapons, and machines designed ·to 
produce weapons, were prohibited, and electronic tubes and large 
machine tools were placed under licenses to be granted by the 
Military Security Board. All forms of aircraft were prohibited. The 
military governors were charged with the issuance of the requisite 
legislation, and enforcement was placed under the Military Security 
Board. · 

The plants to be removed from the western zones of Germany 
under the quadripartite agreed level of industry totaled 1546 in 
number, of which 336 were war plants, with an aggregate value of 
RM 1,980,000,000 ( $600,000,000-30-cent mark). With the revision 
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of this plan for the bizonal area in 1947, 636 plants wer~ removed 
from the list. A revision of the level of industry in the French Zone 
led to a further removal of 51 plants. The London Agreement of 
April 1949 provided for a further reduction of 140 plants and por
tions of 19 other plants. Thus the total number of plants to be 
removed as excess to the required level of industry is 719. These 
plants have an estimated reparations value of RM 912,000,000 
( $270,000,000-30-cent .mark). Four hundred and forty-six of these 
plants have already been delivered.or dismantled for storage and 
possible future delivery to the Soviet Government, leaving 273 
plants still to be removed, of which only 16 are in the United States 
Zone. The prohibitions and restrictions on industry also included 
in the London Agreement will add an estimated 25 plants to the 
number to be removed from Germany. 

The reparations program, when completed, will have resulted 
in the removal of 744 plants from Germany. Since these plants were 
largely in the heavy industrial or basic. chemical categories, they 
have reduced appreciably the German industrial potential for the 
immediate future, and to a considerable degree for as long as the 
limitations are maintained. In addition one must consider not only 
the industrial capacity lost through transfer of territory but also 
the large, if unknown, removals from eastern Germany. Certainly 
there is not in Germany today industrial capacity beyond that neces· 
sary to its daily sustenance, and a diversion of this capacity to war 
production would bring great want to the German people. It is a far 
different picture from that presented at the close of World War I. 

A third specific measure which the occupying powers considered 
necessary for security against Germany was the breaking up of 
cartels and excessive concentrations of economic power/0 popularly 
known as decartelization· and deconcentration of industry. It is 
perhaps unfortunate that these really separate measures were as
sociated. Frequently Military Government was charged with failure 
to break up cartels, when it developed that the complaint was really 
against the failure to break up a particular enterprise. Certainly the 
law issued by Military Government making cartels illegal was CODI

prehensive and, I believe the record .will show, effective. 
Acting under our directives,.we early prepared a law to break u~, 

cartels and excessive concentrations of power, and submitted it to 
the Allied Control Council. In this draft we had established as the 
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definition of an excessive concentration of power an enterprise 
which employed more than 3000 persons, represented more than 
25 per cent of the total production in its field, or had an annual 
turnover of more than RM 25,000,000. Any enterp:dse coming within 
this definition was required to show cause why it should not be 
broken up. These were rigorous terms. British representatives were 
unwilling to accept them or in fact to impose any mandatory require
ments. On the other hand, Soviet representatives, although at the 
same time forming large Soviet-owned industrial combinations in 
their zone, were unwilling to accept any compromise, and in fact 
welcomed the British position, which enabled Soviet propagandists 
again and again to attack the alleged British support of German 
monopolists and industrialists. The highly industrialized British 
Zone contained the majority of the large enterprises. 

When after our failure to obtain a unified German economy we 
created the bizonal area, we had a common responsibility with the 
British for these matters. After considerable negotiation we reached 
agreement on substantially identical laws to be issued by each zone 
commander, the law in our zone being issued on February 12, 1947, 
as Law No. 56.11 

This law had as its announced purpose the reorganization of the 
German economy to eliminate cartels, syndicates, trusts, combines, 
and other types of restrictive and monopolistic arrangements which 
could bi used by Germany as instruments of political and economic 
aggression. It required that all economic enterprises with their 
headquarters in the United States Zone and employing more than 
10,000 persons in the bizone be examined as a prima facie case of 
excessive concentration. It provided that any firm having its head
quarters and 10,000 employees located in the United States Zone 
should be deconcentrated unless specifically approved by Military 
Government. It prohibited German participation in international 
cartels and the formation within Germany of. cartels or other com
binations in restraint of trade, which engaged in fixing of prices, 
allocation of market, allo'cation of products, the supervision of tech
nology, the limitation of production, and other measures of the same 
purport. 

The law enacted concurrently in the British Zone differed from 
the American law in two principal respects. It did not have the 
mandatory clause concerning firms with more than 10,000 employees 
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in a single zone, and it exempted iron, steel, and coal firms from 
the reporting procedure provided in Regulation No. !'issued under 
the law. The British did not wish to subject these enterprises to 
German administrative machinery while they were still being. 
operated by British Military Government. They are being decon
centrated separately under the administrative procedure established 
under Military Government Law No. 75.12 As will be readily appre
ciated, no exact definition is possible of what constitutes an "exces
sive concentration of eco'nomic power." Even with the larger firms, 
a careful study of the facts must be made and a decision reached 
after weighing all factors. The State Department realized this before 
the laws were passed, for it advised us in a teleconference of Octo
ber 28, 1946, that it did not believe mandatory requirements should 
take the place of application of a rule of reason. 

It is important to examine the situation which existed at the time 
the law was enacted, as even then two major measures had been 
taken to destroy excessive combinations of power. The first of these 
had been the seizure of the RM 8,000,000,000 I. G. Farbenindustrie. 
The assets of the huge concern in the United States Zone had been 
seized in July 1945. At the end of November 1945 the Allied Control 
Council took over throughout Germany and directed dispersion of 
ownership and assets.18 The size of this enterprise is reflected in the 
43 manufacturing plants and over 100 additional establishments 
taken under control in the United States Zone, although this prop
erty was estimated at only 15 per cent of the total Farben industry in 
Germany. These properties have been reorganized into 52 inde
pendent operating units each under a trustee, and steps are now 
under way for their sale as.independent enterprises. Their sale prior 
to currency reform was deemed inadvisable in view of the lack of 
value of money in the inflated condition which prevailed. Similar 
measures are being taken in the French and British zones to com
plete the liquidation of this, Germany's largest (and one of the 
world's largest) industrial combination. 

Another measure of perhaps even more important consequence 
was the dissolution of the so-called Big Six Banks and the restriction 
of individual banking enterprises to . a single state. The Big Six 
Banks included the Deutsche, Dresdner, and Commerz banks, the 
Reichskreditgesellschaft, the Berlin Handelsgesellschaft, and the 
Bank der deutsche Arbeit. Their functions and powers far exceeded 
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those of. our -own banks and included commercial and investment 
banking closely integrated with industry and the ·stock exchange. 
The assets of these six banks represented 55 per cent of the total 
assets of Germany's 653 commercial banks. Their trade in securities 
over the counter was larger than that carried on by the German 
stock exchanges. Through interlocking directorates, voting control 
of stocks, and management of new financing, they wielded unbe
lievable power throughout the industrial field. To a considerable de
gree they had profited under the Nazi regime, and they had not 
hesitated before the war began to acquire Jewish banking and 
financial enterprises at sacrifice value nor afterward to extend their 
holdings into the countries occupied by Germany. Their dissolution 
was essential to decentralization of financial and economic power in 
Germany and perhaps the major step to this end. 

Other measures had also done much to break up excessive con
centrations of power within German industry. The seizing of ex
ternal assets had removed the foreign-owned subsidiaries of German 
corporations. Bomb damage had reduced holdings in Germany. 
Reparations were to reduce them still further. Prohibitions and 
restrictions in German industry were not only to cut down assets 
but for many enterprises to fix maximum productive output. The 
splitting of Germany into east and west further restricted the size 
of the enterprises with plants in both east and west Germany. 
Hence it is obvious that the powerful German industrial combina
tions no longer exist to present the same formidable picture as at the 
height of German power; the real task lies in preventing their 
re-establishment. 

Although U. S. Military Government Law No. 56 formally ter
minates every cartel in the United States Zone by making cartel 
agreements illegal and unenforceable, it was considered desirable 
to provide by regulation that all those subject to the law should 
notify the other parties that they were terminated. Military Gov
ernment has received copies of more than 1100 such notices. Many 
other contracts have been renegotiated to remove any provisions 
which under the law are in restraint of trade. Legal proceedings are 
also under way against certain enterprises which continue to follow 
restrictive practices, claiming that the law is not applicable to their 
particular arrangements. Trade associations, . co-operatives, even 
chambers of commerce are watched closely to see that they are not 
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used to conceal undesirable trade practices. A Military Government 
order outlaws the old German system by which local vested inter
ests prevent competition by denying applicants a license to open a 
new business on the grounds that they do not have the necessary 
"quali:£cations."14 Of course, under any ·anti-trust or anti-cartel law, 
violations will always be found and no one can say that cartels no 
longer exist in Germany. The large number broken up and the 
inability of any which may remain to operate in the open make it 
appear certain that few exist today and that cartels no longer control 
the German market. 

In addition to the Big Six Banks and I. G. Farben, which were 
dissolved prior to the enactment of the law, other German firms, 
including Bosch, have been ordered to divest themselves of certain 
of their holdings. Action is being prepared which will require 
Degussa and Metallgesellschaft to sever their interconnecting own
ership. Deconcentration actions are also . being instituted against 
Siemens & Halske, the largest remaining German electrical concern. 

The main task ahead lies in the reorganization of the great coal 
and steel enterprises, largely concentrated in the Ruhr, so that they 
will not again be dangerous concentrations of economic power but 
at the same time will have a chance to survive in fair competition 
when there are no longer shortages of steel and coal. 

In view of the major importance of these industries, their reor
ganization is provided for in the separate law, No, 75. According to 

. this law, all coal and steel enterprises are placed under the general 
supervision of tripartite coal and steel groups. Each of these groups 
supervises a German organization which will recommend the re
groupings of assets into new companies. The assets not absorbed 
into these new coal or steel companies will be released into the 
custody of a German liquidator placed in charge of the residual 
assets of the combines which are considered to be excessive con-· 
centrations. Each newly formed company will be placed under a 
board of trustees which henceforth will be responsible for its man
agement until it is disposed of by sale or otherwise. Proceeds will 
be used for the liquidation of the original parent enterprise and for 
eventual disposition among the recognized creditors and stock· 
holders. The reorganized companies will be permitted such vertical 
integration as deemed necessary to economic survival. They will be 
kept within reasonable size so that free competition is assured. The 
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enterprises to be formed under the reorganization must be held in 
trusteeship until a freely elected (west) German government has 
determined the economic pattern of ownership for these industries. 

The extent of this reorganization is indicated by the number of 
companies which are deemed excessive concentrations of power. 
The law lists 26 companies as requiring liquidation.16 About half 
of them have extensive holdings in both coal and steel and also 
many subsidiaries in related and unrelated fields. The remainder are 
coal-distributing syndicates whose liquidation had already been 
ordered by previous British Military Government action. The new 
steel companies formed out of this reorganization will be permitted 
only such coal holdings as are necessary to their steel-making 
activities. Neither the new coal nor the new steel companies will be 
permitted to hold subsidiaries in unrelated fields. Thus out of these 
26 companies will be formed a much larger though not yet deter
mined number of enterprises. It is one of the major reorganizations 
in world economic history. Technically the plan for development 
of the smaller but economically sound steel enterprises was facili
tated by the studies and report16 of a group of steel experts from 
the United States headed by George W. Wolf, loaned to us by the 
United States Steel Corporation. 

Unfortunately the accomplishments in this field have been some
what obscured by the controversial nature of the problem which 
resulted in disagreements and disloyalties within Military Govern· 
ment that have arisen in no other field of endeavor. A part of this 

. came from my own decisions not to accept the recommendations of 
the decartelization group to dissolve Henschel & Sohn ( manufac
turers of machines) and VKF (Vereinigte Kugellager Fabriken, a 
ball-bearing concern). Henschel & Sohn is not a huge enterprise in 
comparison to some American corporations, but it does produce a 
large percentage of the locomotives built in Germany for which its 
principal customer is the state-owned railway system. I did not 
believe it in the interest of the emergent locomotive repair program 
to place this enterprise in reorganization proceedings. VKF, a 
Swedish-owned ball-bearing plant, was one of two large bearing 
plants which accounted for almost all of Germany's production. This 
was initially a prohibited industry and VKF was continued in in· 
terim production only, while the other enterprise, Kugelfischer, was 
delivered for reparations. Therefor~ the dissolution of VKF seemed 
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unnecessary. Machinery had to be transferred to Kugelfischer to 
keep both plants 'in limited production. Subsequently annual bearing 
production in Germany was limited to 33,000,000 units per year, 
and the production will be divided between the two plants. · 

Some of the decartelization group were outraged at my decision, 
which was contrary to their recommendations, and one member 
resigned. For many months there had been constant charges from 
the group and letters from some of i~ members to Congress, alleg
ing that their efforts were being blocked by my economic advisers. 
The decartelization group was composed of extremists, sincere but 
determined to break up German industry into small units regard
less of their economic sufficiency. I did not consider their viewpoint 
unhealthy; since they were the prosecuting staff, but I found that 
some of the group wanted also to be judge and jury, and this I could 
not accept. I welcomed the difference in views between the very 
liberal Wallace supporter, James Martin, who headed the decarteli
zation group, and the more conservative~minded Democrats and 
Republicans who composed the staff of my economic adviser. I 
expected, however, to make the major decisions when these views 
conflicted. Later one member of this group challenged the integrity 
and good faith of his superiors before an investigating committee. 
I attempted to discharge him and was immediately confronted with 
the accusation that this was in violation of his civil rights and free
dom of speech. I find it hard to follow this reasoning. Any employee 
in an organization has the right to constructive criticism, but it 
seems to me that the right to accuse his superior of dishonesty can 
be exercised only if the employee has resigned. No organization 
can survive without some discipline, and if every employee has 
the right to openly attack any other employee, then indeed a dis
ciplined organization is impossible. 

Unfortunately, too, the reorganization of Ruhr industry suffered 
from the controversy. It was charged that the law was designed to 
return this industry to former Nazi ownership, which was so con
trary to its provisions as to be preposterous to those who had read it. 
Later, when five German organizations recommended twelve names 
each as trustees, it was charged that former Nazis had been returned 
to responsible positions in these enterprises. Actually we had made 
no move to select the trustees other than to receive nominations from 
the Germans. 
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The publication of the law for the·· reorganization of the Ruhr 
industries aroused unexpectedly. vehement French protest, directed 
in large part at the provision which left the pattern of future owner~ 
ship in German hands. This was difficult to understand, as Anglo~ 
American policy in this respect had been known for many months. 
The law had not been enacted when it became public at a· meeting 
held with German representatives of the bizonal area in Frankfurt 
to explain its provisions . 
. We had discussed it with our French colleague in Germany and 

with representatives of the Benelux countries. The French repre~ 
sentative knew that we did not particularly favor the inclusion. of 
the provision relative to future ownership but that we could not 
logically oppose British insistence on its inclusion, since it was in 
accord with expressed Anglo~American policy. 

Several discussions with General Koenig failed to change his 
opposition, so he was advised that we would have to proceed with 
the promulgation of the law. We allowed ample time for the French 
Government to protest our decision to our governments. This was 
done. The British Government rejected the French protest in writ
ing. In my hurried trip to Washington on October 20, 1948, I had 
discussed the law with Under Secretary of State Lovett and had 
advised him that I had no objection to the withdrawal of the par~ 
ticular provision if the British consented. He authorized me to 
attempt to obtain General Robertson's agreement to deletion of 
the provision, and if I failed to proceed with promulgation. I re
ported to the State Department that I was unable to secure Robert· 
son's consent and I understood that the State Department advised 
the French Ambassador that the French protest had been rejected. 

When the law was made public French officials and press at
tacked us vigorously for undertaking such a measure without 
discussion with the French Government. They attacked the law on 
two contradictory terms: on the one hand it was returning the 
mines and steel properties to the old Nazi owners; on the other it 
was nationalizing the mines and steel mills, giving a German gov
ernment power which could easily be used for aggressive purposes. 
Particularly surprising was the direction of the French attack 
against the United States, although French representatives knew 
full well that the provision was inserted at British insistence. 

When I visited Secretary Marshall in Paris at his request on 
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November 19, 1948, to discuss the Berlin situation, I found that he 
had recei~ed a visit from Monsieur Schuman, the French Foreign 
Minister, who expressed hurt that the Ruhr reoganization had been 
announced without discussion with French representatives. I . 
learned that Marshall had not been informed of the discussions 
with the French in Germany and in London and Washington, and 
had not been able to tell Schuman that he was mistaken. Subse
quently, I understand, he did notify Schuman, who investigated the 
matter more closely and admitted frankly to Marshall that·he had 
not been advised of the extensive discussions which had taken place. 
Schuman made a public statement that his government had been 
kept fully informed, but by that time the damage was done. 

This was another instance hi which the British and American 
representatives acted in secrecy even in consultation with French 
representatives to avoid wounding French feelings. I have always 
felt that frank public discussion of a measure of this kind while it 
was in preparation would have resulted in a well-informed public 
and would have avoided much of the misunderstanding which 
resulted from the French attack. 

Marshall understood Schuman's position and wished to help him 
in any way possible. For some time British and American coal and 

. steel groups had jointly supervised the Ruhr industries. The French 
had long wanted to join these groups. We had refused, because the 
coal and steel resources were essential to the bizonal economy and 
French participation in their management preceding trizonal fusion 
would have created obvious administrative difficulties. However, I 
felt that in spite of these difficulties it was now timely to extend an 
invitation to the French to join these groups as a gesture of good 
will. Secretary Marshall adopted my suggestion, which after dis
cussion with the British he· passed on to Schuman, who accepted 
promptly. While I must admit that neither Robertson nor I was 
happy over this outcome, which gave the French a measure of con
trol in bizonal affairs while they were still unwilling to completely 
merge their zone with the bizonal area, we both hoped that it would 
lead to better relations in the problems still confronting us in effect
ing trizonal fusion.U 
. In the spring of 1949 we brought over a· group of American 

experts under the chairmanship of James W. Parker of the Detroit 
Edison Company to work with a group of British experts in a study 
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of the Gennan power industry. Our group recommended the dis
solution of large holding companies and the maintenance of the 
operating companies as they now exist.18 It recommended the setting 
up of public regulatory commissions at both federal and state levels. 
The recommendations of this group were embodied in a proposal 
which we submitted to the tripartite machinery for negotiation. 

The extent to which large business enterprises should be broken 
up into smaller enterprises is always a question of judgment, and 
no decision will receive unanimous approval. In the United States 
procedures under the anti-trust laws are re-enforced by court deci~ 
sions rendered over a period of years. Many Americans will believe 
that we have carried the process in Gennany too far, while others 
will believe that we have hardly moved at all. Actually cartels are 
now illegal; hundreds have been broken up and any which exist 
will be broken up as they appear. The processes of war damage, 
reparations, prohibitions and restrictions on industry, and the 
separation of east and west Gennany have reduced the magnitude 
and power of almost all of the large Gennan corporations. The Big 
Six Banks, the I. G. Farben empire, and the twenty-six large coal 
and steel enterprises are in dissolution, and have been or are being 
reorganized into a much larger number of smaller enterprises. The 
power holding companies are to be dissolved and certain other 
companies are being divested of some of their holdings. There has 
never before been a like effort to reduce concentration of economic 
power. Personally,, I think the process has been carried to about the 
right point, and that to carry it any further would result in inability 
to compete in world markets, with an inevitable increase in the 
burden o£ support by the United States. Our right in this field 
remains a reserved power in the Occupation Statute, so that other 
measures may be taken i£ desired by the occupation authorities. 

Willie not properly a part of the breakup of excessive concentra
tion of power, the liquidation of Gennany's external assets con
tributed much to this program as a fourth step taken to assure 
security against Gennany. Although initially this responsibility was 
placed in a German External Property Commission under the Allied 
Control Council, the necessity for diplomatic negotiations with the 
various governments made the work of this Commission impractica
ble. As a result the so-called "Safe Haven" project was undertaken 
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through diplomatic channels in those countries in which German 
assets were earmarked for the benefit of the Western Powers. It is 
interesting that Sweden, in agreeing with the United. States, Great 
Britain, and France to seize Germany's assets in that country, in- · 
sisted that 150,000,000 honer realized from these assets be placed 
in deposit in Sweden for gradual use to pay for exports from Sweden 
to Germany, thus facilitating German recovery. 

Military Government ·maintained an investigating staff and in 
addition required reports from Germans to disclose their holdings 
abroad. Although it is impossible at this time to estimate accurately 
the total amount of such assets, work of these investigators alone 
led to evidence of these holdings in the value of at least $75,000,000. 
While many of these assets belonged to individuals, others were 
represented by the foreign subsidiaries of German enterprises, some 
of which had been I. G. Farben-controlled, although I. G. Chemie, 
incorporated in Switzerland, claimed to own them. Certainly the 
seizure of these German-owned subsidiaries has gone a long way 
toward total elimination of those prewar operations in foreign 
countries which were directed toward improving the capacity of 
Germany to produce for war. 

A Department of the Army investigating committee subsequently 
voiced some disapproval of our failure to carry out deconcentration 
measures vigorously. One member of the three-man committee 
particularly recommended that my economics adviser, his deputy, 
and the chief of the decartelization group have no longer connection 
with decartelization and deconcentration measures. I do not propose 
to reply to ill-founded charges which mayhave had political value 
at home but which were difficult for American representatives 
abroad, striving in full conscience to carry out our policy in inter
national negotiation in the full light of publicity, to accept with 
equanimity. In this field as in all others Military Government must 
stand on the record. 

The role to be played by the Ruhr Authority in maintaining 
security will be determined in part by the way in which it operates. 
Its creation was first discussed tripartitely in the London confer
enceu that started on February 23, 1948, shortly after the Council 
of Foreign 11inisters broke up. It was at this time that the three 
powers first planned German government. This conference, which 
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adjourned on March 5, had accepted in principle the control of the 
products of the Ruhr through their allocation for export by an 
authority composed of representatives of the three occupying 
powers and of the Benelux countries. It had agreed to incorporate 
this principle into an agreement in its next session, to be held in 
London on April20. It was recognized that difficulty would develop 
in effecting the agreement because of the French desire for a much 
stronger control of the Ruhr than we believed necessary. The fact 
that the French representatives no longer advocated separation of 
the Ruhr or foreign ownership of its industry was a step forward .. 

When the second session adjourned on May 31 it had agreed on 
the establishment of the Ruhr Authority,20 which would control the 
allocation of coal and steel for export purposes, provided that in 
the period of occupation during which the United States provided 
financial assistance to Germany these allocations could be disap· 
proved by the American representative in Gern1any if they added 
to our financial burden. The Ruhr Authority was given the right to 
certain inspections, access to production information, and enforce
ment powers for security measures not made a direct responsibility 
of other agencies. A further meeting was planned to prepare the 
details of its charter. 

During this session British representatives proposed a direct 
relationship between the Ruhr Authority and the OEEC. I believed 
that this would prevent our exercise of the predominant voice in 
financial matters which we had required as a condition to our 
financial support of the bizonal area. In any event it would have 
impaired the ability of our representative in Germany to advance 
economic recovery. Mr. Douglas did not share my views and our 
arguments on this point were frequent and at times almost bitter. 
His instructions required him to obtain my agreement or to refer 
our disagreements to our government. With the aid of government, 
the features to which I objected were softened so that our relation
ship became one of mutual co-operation. In spite of this difference 
of opinion, he and I agreed on all other points under consideration. 
It was impossible for arguments to destroy our friendship. In fact it 
is impossible to stay angry with Douglas, whose infinite and gracious 
charm would soothe feelings far more hurt than mine. We were 
both pleased with the outcome of the conference, which we believed 
paved the way for the three countries to carry out a common policy 
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in western Germany in the same friendly way that the British and 
ourselves had worked in bizonal fusion. Neither of us was prepared 
for the violent opposition to this agreement which developed in 
France and which led to approval of \Vest German Government 
by the French Assembly by a narrow majority only after the French 
Government reserved the right to reopen the Ruhr question. 

A final conference to perfect details was opened in London on 
November 11, 1948. The French prot;st over Anglo-American plans 
for reorganizing Ruhr industry was made concurrently in order to 
create an atmosphere favorable to the more rigid control which 
the French Government desired. Douglas was faced with almost 
the same British and French teams who had participated in the 
earlier conference. I thought it unfortunate that neither Mr. Saltz
man, Mr. Wisner, nor Mr. Martin, who had attended the earlier 
conferences, could be present and that the State Department had 
to send Mr. Jackson and Mr. Brown in their places. While I did not 
doubt their competence in any way, they were new to the issue and 
had not participated in the earlier discussions. I was relieved to find 
that Fritz Oppenheimer was to return to State Department service 
to advise Douglas. He had left Germany when Hitler came to power 
and gone to London, where he was accepted as a barrister, and then 
to New York, where he was admitted to the bar and had established 
a successful practice. When war came, though in his middle forties, 
he enlisted as a private, won his commission in Officers Candidate 
School, and finished his military career as a lieutenant colonel in 
Military Government. At one time, when accompanying Field Mar
shal Wilhelm Keitel (then in our custody) on a trip, the latter had 
commented that the American schools must do an outstanding job 
in teaching the German language, to which Mr. Oppenheimer 
merely smiled in reply. After leaving Military Government because 
he felt he must return to his law practice, he had been drafted by 
the State Department and had resigned only a short time before 
the conference. At Douglas' specific request he had returned for 
the Ruhr talks. Although his stay in America had been short, I know 
no better American than Fritz Oppenheimer, and his knowledge 
of German language and law proved invaluable to us time and 
again. My economics adviser, Lawrence Wilkinson, and one of his 
assistants, F. S. Hannemann, represented Military Government in 
the discussions. 
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It was clear from the outset that the French were not satisfled 
with control of allocations. They wanted control over management. 
We had thought this question settled in the basic Ruhr agreement, 
although the French Government had reserved its right to raise the 
issue again. I was opposed to control of management. I believed 
that the control of allocations, the limiting of productive capacity, 
and the inspection and enforcement powers to be vested in the 
Military Security Board provided ample security. Foreign control 
of management would be galling to German pride over the years. It 
would be charged that its purpose was to secure industrial informa
tion and to prevent German competition in world markets. It might 
. become the cancerous sore which would lead to passive or even 
active resistance, and would prevent any real rapprochement be
tween Germany and the western European countries. Proposals by 
Ambassador Douglas to extend such controls to other western Euro-
pean nations did not receive favorable consideration. The French 
position was adamant. 

Our desires for immediate trizonal fusion, for western European 
co-operation, and for a common German policy were sincere. With
out a Ruhr agreement, they seemed impossible to achieve. Douglas 
reported: "The real dilemma in this situation is how to avoid taking 
action which would have depressing effect on German production 
and prevent German cooperation, while at the same time preventing 
so strong a French reaction as to upset French political situation and 
prejudice French going along with the many other important Ger
man decisions in which Three-Power cooperation is essential." I 
too was worried by German reaction because the first Ruhr statute 
had been published and a hardening of the terms would be difficult 
to explain. 

Douglas was in frequent touch with me during the conference. 
I did not feel free to make speciflc recommendations directly to him, 
which I know made him think I was "jurisdictionally minded," but 
I had no mandate from the Department of the Army, which was 
directly interested in the problem, and felt that my recommenda
tions had to go first to it for approval. 

Pressures continued to rise and Douglas was confronted with the 
desire both in London and Washington for an early settlement. 
Knowing this, I submitted a specific recommendation to the Depart
ment of the Army on December 5: 
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It seems to follow that if the French insist on the Ruhr paper to 
effect Western German Government, then they are insisting on fuU 
adherence to the London Agreement and would logically have to 
accept the Ruhr Authority under the terms of the London Agree- · 
ment. If this if the French stand, however, it would be my sugges--

. tion that the following alternative would leave the question part 
way open at least, while not committing us at this time to further 
controls. Following is my alternative proposal: 

"During the control period (continuance of military govern
ment) security is assured by Military Government acting through 
the MUita'!l Security Board and the Coal and Steel Control 
Groups. Prior to the relinquishment of 'Military Government 
responsibilities which include the Coal and Steel Control Groups, 
the Military Security Board wiU study and recommend to their 
Governments the control responsibilities now exercised by the 
Steel and Coal Control Groups which should be transferred to 
the Ruhr Authority."' 

The above would bring the Security Board into the picture, and 
would recognize the possibility of the Ruhr Authority being given 
additional controls, but at the same time avoids commitments on 
management and OtL'fl.ership. In particular the Steel and Coal 
Groups are charged with preventing the return of management and 
ownership to former Nazis and with preventing cartelization of 
industries. They actually have no other control over ownership and 
their supervision of management is policy·wise at top leveL It might 
save the situation for aU if this alternative could be adopted. 

With one change-the study I had proposed was to be made by 
the governments concerned instead of by the Military Security 
Board-this formula was accepted by all parties and formed the 
basis for the agreement which was concluded on December 19 and 
submitted for approval by governments. Though I had proposed 
it as a compromise, I was not too happy with a formula which pro. 
longed the settlement of the issue, thus making it difficult if not 
impossible to obtain the investment of new capital required to re
habilitate Ruhr industry. But time has a way of developing solutions 
to the most perplexing problems and there was no other immediate 
means, by which French acquiescence to trizonal fusion could be 
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obtained. This agreement was approved formally by the three 
foreign ministers in Washington on April 8, 1949. 

The Authority is to be established before West German Govern
ment is formed. It will have its headquarters in the Ruhr and will 
be composed ofrepresentatives of the six signatory governments and 
of Germany. Each government participating (Benelux countries for 
this purpose having each one vote) is to have three votes. The 
Authority will divide coal, coke, and steel from the Ruhr between 
German consumption and e:x-port. It must give due consideration 
to the minimum needs of a self-sustaining Germany and to the 
objectives and programs of the Organization for European Eco
nomic Co-operation. It has the power to prevent artificial or dis
criminatory trade practices. It is charged with the protection of 
foreign interests in Ruhr enterprises. It may subsequently take on 
responsibilities for security measures which are now the responsibil
ity of the occupying authorities. This is the still undefined area of 
responsibility. 

At present the breaking up of the powedul Ruhr industrial com
binations and the supervision of production and management are 
vested in the tripartite coal and steel groups which report to the 
occupation authorities. If and as these groups cease to function, then 
such of their responsibilties as the occupying governments may 
determine will be given to the Ruhr Authority. This possible as
sumption of responsibility in the fields of production and manage
ment may make it difficult to obtain badly needed capital investment 
in the coal and steel industries. There is another danger. The 
control of allocation of coal and steel in a period of shortages is of 
value to European recovery in all countries now dependent on 
German coal. The end of world shortages in these commodities is 
in sight and, normally, German products would find their way into 
world markets to the extent that their costs of production could 
meet competition. When this develops, the countries participating 
in the Ruhr Authority will be tempted to hold down German pro
duction for exports, thus preventing free competition. The Ruhr 
Authority must never be permitted to use its power for this purpose, 
which would almost surely destroy its value as a security agency. 

The London tripartite conference which ended on June 1, 1948, 
also called upon the military governors to establish a Military 
Security Board with broad responsibilities for the maintenance of 
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security measures. Agreement among the military governors was 
reached on December 17, 1948. The Board's responsibilities cover 
the whole field of demilitarization and disarmament, including the 
prevention or revival of military or paramilitary organizations, the 
enforcement of prohibitions and restrictions on industry, the super
vision of scientific research to the extent necessary to limit it to 
peaceful purposes, and the licensing of certain specified machine 
tool production. Its three divisions, Military, Industrial and Scien
tific Research, will be aided by inspection groups with access to 
German plants and records as may be necessary to ascertain com
pliance with security directives. 

The powers reserved. to the occupying authorities in the Occupa
tion Statute protect the rights of the Ruhr Authority and of the 
Military Security Board. It must be pointed out, however, that 
provisions in an occupation statute or in a later peace treaty mean 
no more than the intent of the signatory powers to enforce the 
agreed terms. 

Certainly Germany's neighbors have the right to demand security 
against the nation which has caused them so much destruction and 
grief. Their concern and their unwillingness to accept German 
economic and political recovery until adequate security arrange
ments had been made were understandable. Prior to the adoption 
of the Atlantic Pact, security was guaranteed by the troops of the 
occupying powers. The participation of the United States was as
sured by the presence of its forces in Germany. With the formation 
of Western European Military Union, on March 17, 1948, in Brus
sels, some of the fears of a revived Germany were dissipated. But 
it was not until the Atlantic Pact was signed in Washington on 
April 8, 1949, that western Europe felt assured of United States 
participation in a common· defense against possible future German 
aggression and that the atmosphere was finally created which per
mitted the foreign ministers of France and the United Kingdom and 
our Secretary of State to quickly agree on a common German policy. 

There can be no question that the security measures proposed 
against Germany, combined with the broad guarantees of the 
Atlantic Pact, suffice, as long as they are enforced, to prevent Ger
many alone from again becoming an aggressor nation. However, 
as I observed earlier, security is a relative term and its provision 
against Germany alone no longer means security against aggression. 
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Other aggressive forces have risen to threaten the peace of the 
world. Germany is not included in the Atlantic Pact. It is defense
less against aggression from the east except as it is protected by the 
forces of the United States and western Europe now in occupation. 
These observations raise still unresolved questions to which I do 
not propose the answers, although answered they must be by the 
responsible statesmen. 

Here are the broader questions of security to which I refer: 
Can Germany be left defenseless, subject to conquest and ex

ploitation by others who would use its manpower and its skills for 
world aggression? 

Are we prepared to maintain armed f~rces in Germany indefi
nitely to prevent its easy conquest by others, or are the Atlantic 
Pact signatory powers prepared to guarantee the defense of Ger- · 
many indefinitely? 

If the security of Germany is to be assured by the signatory 
powers to the Atlantic Pact, will Germany be expected to contribute 
to the common security? 

These are not questions to be decided hastily, nor are they to be 
avoided because of animosities and apprehensions. Unless peace 
and stability can be achieved through a United Nations Organiza
tion with adequate strength to maintain them, then we must recog
nize that peace and stability remain only so long as there is a 
balance of powers which makes the chance of success of aggressive 
war unlikely. The part that Germany is to play in such a balance 
of power could well tip the scales one way or the other, and the 
wisdom of Western statesmen must be applied to find a solution 
which, through the years, makes it a contribution to the maintenance 
of peace. 

Security against Germany is important indeed, but only to the 
extent to which it contributes to world security. 



CHAPTER 18 

The Control Council 
Breaks Up 

l"X THEN we started the new year of 1948 in the 
l' l' Arued Control Council we no longer had hope 

for success. It was soon evident indeed that the "wraps were ofF' 
and that there was "heavy going" ahead. 

During the period in which General Robertson and I worked to 
organize our two zones as· an economic unit and proceeded to 
execute our unilateral responsibilites we never stopped our efforts to 
obtain effective government by the Allied Control Council, although 
they became increasingly futile. When Marshal Sokolovsky used 
the Control Council just before the meeting in London of the Coun
cil of Foreign Ministers to make his most severe attack on the three 
powers it was apparent that the Control Council continued in form 
only and that its work was ended. 

I think that the outcome of the London session in December 
1947 was forecast by preceding events. Mter the Moscow confer· 
ence in the spring of that year Secretary of State Marshall proposed 
the European Recovery Program. Molotov refused to participate 
and forced the satellite countries to stay out. Churchill's "Iron 
Curtain" had become an iron curtain in fact as Molotov announced 
publicly the intent of the Soviet Government to create an . eastern 
European economic program, which meant really a continuation 
of Soviet domination of the economic life of eastern Europe. 

The United States, in its offer of the Marshall Plan and its d;:;ter
mination to proceed with the free countries of Europe when it was 
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rejected by the Soviet Government and its satellites, had made its 
major postwar decision in foreign policy. It had determined that 
positive steps were necessary to stop the eastward movement of 
Communism in Europe and to rekindle the flame of freedom. In 
doing so it recognized that the thin screen of American and British 
soldiers in Germany symbolized the united will of two great nations 
that this far the threat of the Red Army would reach and no farther. 
Behind this screen economic progress could be achieved free from 
fear of the Red Army. 

The Soviet Government could not risk the establishment of a free 
Germany under quadripartite supervision which would permit the 
message of freedom and economic security to reach the borders of its 
satellite countries. Molotov was not interested in any settlement of 
the German problem unless it insured Communist control of Ger
man government and the continued supremacy of the Soviet com
mander in eastern Germany. The record of the London conference 
is convincing proof of the validity of our views as to what would 
take place. 

I reported to Secretary Marshall in London on November 23, 
1947, and met immediately with his staff experts to discuss the 
papers they had prepared. Few changes were required in those 
which had been used at the Moscow conference. The American 
delegation contained many of the men who were at Moscow. I 
missed Ben Cohen, who was no longer with the State Department. 
I was glad, however, to find Ambassador Douglas added to the 
American delegation, .!lS he was keenly interested in the German 
problem and able to participate actively in our discussions. . 

Our offices were at 5 Grosvenor Square, . overlooking the park 
in which the erection of the memorial to President Roosevelt was 
under way. The conferences were held in Lancaster House. 

The routine in London followed somewhat the pattern evolved 
in the Moscow conference. We met each morning with Marshall 
in his office to examine the preceding day's discussions in the 
council. Marshall was in top form and measured his decisions an~ 
moves in the light of the speech which he had made in Chicago to 
define American policy. It was evident that he enjoyed developing 
any divergencies in· viewpoint within the delegation so that they 
could be weighed in reaching his decisions. I found these meetings 
invigorating and helpful. It was interesting to note the techniqu~ 
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used by Marshall, who held open staff meetings and listened to 
conflicting views, as compared with that of Byrnes, who had pre· 
£erred to discuss special issues with the several experts separately 
before making up his mind. 

The delegations of the other powers were also composed of the 
same key personnel who had been present in Moscow. Vishinsky 
arrived a few days late, coming from New York, where he had 
attended the General Assembly of the United Nations. 

There were pleasant interludes duiing the London meet:i:Og which 
somewhat eased the tenseness always present in the Council meet
ings. Dinners were given for the American delegation by the French 
Ambassador at his embassy residence, and by Ambassador Douglas 
for the other delegations. The King and Queen held a reception for 
all of the delegations at Buckingham Palace, which was attended by 
leading British statesmen including Winston Churchill. During the 
reception Robertson and I were escorted jointly to King George for 
a short conversation in which he showed a deep interest in German 
questions and expressed his satisfaction in the close Anglo-American 
co-operation which had developed in Germany. Bevin joined us and 
in his good-humored way counseled the King to give Robertson and 
me "the devil" so that we would not bother our governments so 
much. I had grown very fond. of Bevin and understood his friendly 
intention. 

I learned more of the gracious ways of the King and Queen, which 
perhaps explain to some extent the deep affection in which they are 
held by the British people. Mrs. Clay had flown over that day to 
attend the reception, but London fog had forced her plane to land 
some hours away and she did not arrive in time. When I was escorted 
to Queen Elizabeth, I remarked quite casually that I was so sorry 
bad weather had kept Mrs. Clay from being present. The next 
morning as she was sitting in our apartment a messenger arrived 
from our embassy with an invitation for tea with the Queen in the 
afternoon. We did appreciate this thoughtfulness and Mrs. Clay en· 
joyed her quiet talk with Queen Elizabeth even more than she would 
have enjoyed the reception. 
· During the London conference Murphy and I had managed to 
obtain use of an apartment in No. 3 Grosvenor Square, an apartment 
house next to our embassy, acquired in payment for Lend-Lease. 
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There we met informally with our friends both in the American and 
other delegations whenever time permitted. 

While we did not have much time for relaxation, we enjoyed a day 
with General Sir Brian Robertson and Lady Robertson, driving 
through the country to have a pleasant luncheon with Lord and 
Lady Astor at beautiful Cliveden. After lunch we visited Charter
house School, which had been Robertson's public school and where 
his son was now a student. We had a visit with the headmaster and 
then went through the school, wondering again at the rugged exist
ence of the British public school boy as compared with the American 
preparatory school boy. We remained for Sunday evening services in 
the stately chapel to listen to readings by the senior students and to 
the excellent singing of the boys. Robertson's son was a likable young 
man, doing well in the school, and the parental pride which shone 
in the eyes of his father and mother as they looked at him made Mrs. 
Clay and me homesick: the war and after-war years had separated 
us so much from our own two sons and their families. 

While the London conference was not as long as the Moscow con
ference, there were seventeen meetings before it was concluded. It 
soon became apparent that the Soviet representatives had no inten· 
tion of yielding in the least the positions which they had taken in 
Moscow. On the other hand, they were prepared to go on indefinitely 
and they were skillful in using the meetings for propaganda to be 
released in some instances in Russia and in other instances in Ger
many. The Western Powers had been patient in Moscow, seeking a 
way to agreement. They all appeared to feel that a similar perform· 
ance in London would be undignified and harmful to their prestige. 
I am sure that Marshall was determined that the London conference 
should cease when it became evident that progress was impossible, 
although he was willing to remain patient under almost daily attack 
as long as there was hope of even partial agreement. 

At least two of the seventeen meetings1 were taken up in settling 
the agenda. This resulted in some measure from the efforts. of the 
three Western Powers to have the Austrian peace treaty considered 
first, in the belief that agreement could be rea~hed on this question 
mor~ .readily than on the German question. The French representa
tives also wished to complete the economic amalgamation of the Saar 
with France, which had been before the Council of Foreign Ministers 
for some time, before proceeding to other German matters. 
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Molotov used the second meeting to compare the Soviet position, 

which he claimed would lead to a democratic peace, with the posi
tions of other countries desiring an imperialistic peace. Marshall re· 
fused to engage in this debate, remarking that Molotov was. too· 
intelligent really to believe the allegations he had made. When 
Molotov, in another meeting, referred to press and radio statements 
that the Western Powers would proceed to form a West German 
Government as purposin-g to divide Germany, and urged that the 
Council of Foreign Ministers agree tliat such a government would 
not be established, Marshall replied that "to talk about unity is not 
enough" for the United States any longer, and that the way to unity 
was in taking practical measures such as the union of other zones 
with the bizonal area. The peacemaking procedures which had been 
discussed in Moscow became the subject of further discussion, and 
again the foreign ministers could reach no agreement other than to 
have their deputies study the question further, even though two 
previous meetings of the deputies had failed even to agree on a 
report. 

Marshall had replied to Molotov's charge that the Western Powers 
were failing to carry out the Yalta and Potsdam agreements by 
stating that he saw no purpose in "rehashing" these old charges and 
that it would be to better purpose if the Council of Foreign Ministers 
would profit from the "tragic delays of the past two years to eliminate 
misunderstandings." 

Molotov charged that the financial assistance being given Austria 
by the United 'States was for the purpose of economically enslaving 
the Austrian people, which gave Marshall the opportunity to com· 
pare our assistance with the "munificent purposes" evidenced by the 
Soviet Government in creating tension in Austria and elsewhere. 

The Soviet representatives continued to insist on huge reparations 
from German production and to refuse to place the resources of east 
Germany in a common pool with those of west Germany until their 
reparations demands were met. The economic discussions ended 
when Marshall proposed that "the economic decision of immediate 
vital significance which I must press Mr. Molotov to answer .. be to 
disoontinue the removal of production. output from Germany except 
in return for a fair payment until the German economy should be 
self-sustaining. 

As the conference progressed Molotov resorted more and more to 
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invective and charged that the British and other intermediaries had 
made huge profits from Ruhr coal. Bevin expressed his indignation 
at "these insults, insinuations, and accusations." Molotov, paying no 
attention to Bevin, then accused us of the acquisition of valuable 
plants in Germany. The atmosphere of the meeting had become 
chilly and tense. It was in this atmosphere that Molotov plunged into 
reading a long prepared statement which was practically a duplicate 
of the one made to the Allied Control Council by Sokolovsky. It 
leveled almost every conceivable charge against the administrative 
policies of the Western Powers in Germany; . 

Those of us who were sitting at the conference table were busy 
drafting suggested replies to pass to Marshall. He hardly gave them 
a glance as with superb and quiet dignity he told Molotov that it 
was evident his charges were designed for another audience and 
another purpose, and that such procedures in the Council of Foreign 
Ministers made it rather difficult to inspire respect for the dignity 
of the Soviet Government. This was the only time I ever saw Molotov 
wince perceptibly. I believe the Russian attack convinced the three 
Western Powers that the conference should end. Marshall took the 
initiative in a paper to which he added verbally: 

"I proposed the adjournment, Mr. Chairman. I therefore do not 
think I have to express myself again. When we meet again, I hope 
that it will be in an atmosphere more conducive to the settlement 
of our diHerences." 

No time or place was suggested for the next meeting. The Council 
· of Foreign Ministers had broken up. It was not to meet again until 

May 1949. 
I am sure that all of us present in London recognized that, with 

the Council adjourned, we were now engaged in a competitive 
struggle, not with arms but with economic resources, with ideas and 
with ideals. It was a struggle in which we desired no territory but 
were determined that others should not acquire further territory 
through the use of oppressive power, fear to dull the hearts, and dis· 
torted information to capture the minds of peoples powerless to 
resist. There could be no escape from the struggle. We could hope 
with some assurance that it would not lead to physical force. We 
knew not how long it would last or what turn it would take. 

To those of us who had started quadripartite government in Ger
many with determination to make it work, who had believed for a 
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few months that it might work, and who had tried to make it work 
in the 1'ace of daily obstruction and frustration, there was a special 
significance in the results of the London conference. While I recog· 
nized the inevitability of the course we had to follow, it was not with · 
exhilaration but with sadness over the failure of a "noble experi
ment" that I left Lancaster House when the final meeting adjourned. 

Nevertheless, an immediate and beneficial outcome of the London 
talks was the expedition of measures for the economic rehabilitation 
of the bizonal area and the transfer offurther political responsibility 
within the area to German agencies. A more significant result came 
from French recognition that quadripartite relations no longer per
mitted France to remain alone in Germany and that it was timely to 
consider the fusion of the French Zone with the bizonal area. Thus 
the London conference paved the way for another vital decision in 
German affairs-the decision to establish West German Government. 

The London conference had also provided Murphy and me with 
an opportunity to discuss German problems with Marshall and his 
staff, and for Robertson and me to discuss them with Marshall and 
Bevin. At the same time, it gave Douglas background information 
necessary to the active role he was to play in German affairs. 

When we returned to Berlin we knew that the end of Control 
Council government was in sight. In the next three months we did 
manage to agree to two laws,2 one controlling dangerous Germans 
and the other repealing certain Nazi laws affecting the churches. 
The discussions in this period were many and clearly indicated crisis 
ahead. 

In the meeting of January 20, in the debate on the control of dan
gerous Germans, Sokolovsky insisted on di:astic limitation by fixed 
percentage in the employment of former officers in specified types 
of employment.3 I replied to his suggestions: 

"I believe we are defeating our own purpose when we try to fix 
arbitrary limitations. . . . I doubt if we are going to create any anti
militaristic spirit in Germany by treating as outcasts all officers. • • . 
The result will almost certainly drive them to conspiracy and sabo
tage." 

I had agreed that specific types of employment should be subject 
to periodic quadripartite inspections to determine whether a danger
ous situation threatened to develop through an undue use of former 
officers, so that corrective measures could be taken. 
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In this meeting Sokolovsky refused to implement a directive of the 
Council of Foreign Ministers calling on us to plan for the repatriation 
of all prisoners of war' which we had been instructed to prepare by 
the Council of Foreign Ministers. 

"The Soviet Government," he said, "has determined its deadline
S! December 1948. This deadline will be met." 

Then he attempted to brand the voluntary employment of pris
oners of war in France and Great Britain as slave labor: 

"The most important thing is that all of them will return . . . by 
the end of 1948. And the Soviet Union never attempted to recruit 
labor for the Soviet Union, and never will do that as some of the 
Western Powers have done." 

It is interesting to note that the Soviet Government did not accom
plish "the most important thing" and had to acknowledge its failure 
to complete repatriation by the end of 1948. Also thousands of re
turned German prisoners, emaciated and broken, could testify to 
their labor in the Soviet Union. 

Robertson and I advised Sokolovsky and Koenig at .this time of the 
steps we were taking to strengthen the Bizonal German Administra-
tion. 5 The Soviet commander's reply was a bitter attack: . . 

"Under pretense of reorganizing the bizonal economic agency, the 
U. S. and British authorities . . • have commenced establishing a 
separatist government. • . • It is well known that Generals Clay and 
Robertson invited only those who support the partition . . • ad
herents of Adenauer, Kaiser, Schumacher. On the other hand, the 
supporters of the unity of a democratic Germany are being perse
cuted." 

Both Robertson and I answered. I confined my remarks to express
ing regret that Sokolovsky had spoken before he received and studied 
the basic papers, and my belief that on examining these papers he 
would find that his statement was not factual. The Council then went 
into an executive session at my request so that I could present a pro
posal for currency reform,8 which was designed to meet previous 
Soviet objections to the fullest extent we believed feasible. This was 
our l2.st effort to obtain four-power agreement to this measure, essen
tial to German and to European recovery. 

Another stormy meeting took place on February 11. Robertson 
had replied to a Soviet paper' on demilitarization which charged the 
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Western governments with deliberate failure to carry out agree
ments: 

"I may as well make it clear that the U. K. delegation is not pre
pared to discuss any paper which commences with a string of un
justified allegations against its government and . . . its citizens." 

Sokolovsky chose to ignore this statement and proceeded again to 
attack the Bizonal German Administratioil,8 trying hard at the same 
time to pose as the champion of the German people: 

"In these documents, there is not o_ne word of the rights of the 
German people, nor of the democratization of the political order. 
• . • We have now a deformed anti-democratic German constitution 
enforced . . . through the intermediary of a small group of Ger
mans. There is being prepared the inclusion of western Germany in 
a military and political Western bloc. This is a dangerous course. 
. . . These actions can only be explained by a fear of democracy and 
by a dread of the rebirth of .•. a competitor." 

The Soviet Administration in Berlin had barred Western repre
sentatives from attending a political meeting in the Soviet Sector to 
which they were invited by the Germans. When we protested this 
action Sokolovsky claimed Berlin as a part of the Soviet Zone- and 
accused the Western Powers of using "their position to prejudice 
their right to remain in Berlin."9 The attempt to build a record to 
justify blockade was under way. 

In the March 10 meeting Sokolovsky assailed the Western Powers 
for their refusal to recognize the SED party in the western zones.10 

Robertson and I pointed out that the SED was not admitted because 
it was not a voluntary amalgamation of Social Democrats and 
Communists, and had been rejected as such by the Social Democrats 
of western Germany.U 

"However," I remarked, '~the Communist party is permitted ... 
and is being treated with great patience. It has engaged in many ex
cesses . . . which would warrant its restriction. We have patience, 
but our patience is not inexhaustible." 

To this Sokolovsky replied angrily: "The facts of life prove the 
opposite ... prove that they [Americans and British] are intolerant 
to genuine democracy .... The most forward party, the Commu
nist party, together with the best representatives of the Social Demo
crats, of the genuine democrats-of course not the kind of Schu
macher-those people still live and are developing their ideas ...• 
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Those attempts, these crusades, we can see beforehand that they will 
be unsuccessful just as Hitler's regime was unsuccessful when it 
tried by prisons. . . . General Robertson once more spoke of the 
iron curtain; he spoke of the Marshall Plan that is in his opinion the 
Star of Bethlehem for Germany. But, that the Marshall Plan is the 
Star of Bethlehem for the American monopolists but not in any way 
for the working class of Germany. It might be useful to ask the work
ing class itself if the Marshall Plan is acceptable or unacceptable to 
them. The German working class most certainly does not wish to be 
a slave to its own monopolists. The working class knows perfectly 
well that it is directed to lead them to slavery. It is directed towards 
the creation of an imperialist block in which the monopolists wish 
to include western Germany. It is directed against the common 
democracy in general, not only in Germany, but for a new war. 
General Robertson has even gone so far as to quote the party of the 
worlcing class a party of slavery. But who can be fooled by that; 
how can a worker himself preach suppression when in a capitalistic 
state he is a slave himself. The working class of Germany is itself a 
slave belonging to the landowners in Germany whose land, with the 
help of General Robertson, has not yet been confiscated. They are 
slaves of capitalistic monopolists in Germany, not only of the 
monopolistic capitalists in Germany but those who stretch their 
hands very far and wide in the branch of German industry. Yes, it is 
true that we have many arrests in our zone. But we know quite well 
that hundreds and thousands of people were arrested also in the 
British Zone and I regret to say that those people were not war 
criminals but very frequently honest democrats who express their 
democratic views towards making Germany peace-loving . . . and 
those people are now in concentration camps in the British Zone of 
Germany and also in other western zones of Germany. It is perfectly 
evident that if General Clay has declared a Hitler Communist 
crusade that he will not permit a party like the SED. From the state
ments made by General Robertson and General Clay and also from 
General Noiret's statement, it is quite evident that it is absolutely 
useless to continue the discussion . . . since they have very clearly 
expressed themselves as being against the creation of democratic 
working parties in their zones. That is all I have to say." 

General Clay: "Mr. Chairman, I too hate to prolong a discussion 
that is so fruitless and that we have been over so many times before, 
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but I have one observation. My government too dislikes monopolies, 
but it includes the political in its dislike for monopolies, and it be
lieves that in many parts of the world where workmen can freely 
express their views they will also express a dislike for the political 
monopoly as well as other forms of monopoly. I have no further 
comment." 

The Soviet charges became more vitriolic in each meeting and the 
same day, in some fo~ or other, they would appear in their con~ 
trolled press and radio. Russian statements from which I have quoted 
short extracts were growing lengthier while the Western replies were 
becoming shorter and sharper. In such an atmosphere there was no 
further hope for quadripartite government, or for our poposal for 
currency reform. 

It was not the events which took place in the Allied Control 
Council alone which indicated the deteriorating relationships be
tween the Western occupying powers and Soviet Military Adminis
tration. The differences between West and East came to the surface 
almost daily during the early months of 1948. 

In January and February repeated repmts reached me of the 
confiscation in Berlin and in the Soviet Zone of literature originating 
in western Germany. This was contrary to our agreement for free 
interchange.12 On February 17 and 18 the Soviet police in Berlin 
seized copies of Speaking Frankly by former Secretary of State 
Byrnes, which had been printed in our zone. In March the trade 
union papers from our zone were confiscated at the Berlin news
stands in the Soviet Sector. There was also widespread burning of 
our periodicals in the cities of the Soviet Zone. This was a prelude to 
the organization in the same month of the news distribution agencies 
in the Soviet Zone into limited stock companies licensed to distribute 
the publications approved by the Soviet authorities. It was an effec
tive tool to prevent Western literature from entering east Germany. 
Protest after protest presented to the Soviet authorities received 
courteous acknowledgment but proved completely ineffective. 

Concurrently the Soviet propaganda attack against the Western 
Powers and particularly against the United States increased in 
volume and vituperation, and included the absurd charge published 
in New Times13 on March 3, 194~, that our State Department was 
subsidizing the activities of Mosley and his British Black Shirts. 

Meanwhile transport difficulties between Berlin and west Ger-
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many began to develop and we were convinced that these difficulties 
were intended as a threat or else that the pattern was already being 
cut. In January Soviet inspectors boarded our military trains and 
insisted that they had the right to check the identity of individual 
passengers. We had to issue orders to our train commanders and 
place guards on the military trains to prevent the entry of these in
spectors. Attempts to board our trains were continued in February 
and March and frequently trains would be held on a siding for 
hours because of the refusal of their commanders to permit the entry 
of the inspectors. 

Throughout my stay in Germany I had scoffed at the possibility of 
war with Russia and had been one of the principal supporters of the 
viewpoint that war, if not impossible, was most unlikely. Perhaps the 
situation in the Control Council and the incidents which occurred 
in the early months of 1948 did influence me. Nevertheless, it was 
not these events which led me to make a special report to the Chief 
of Staff early in March. Somehow I felt instinctively that a definite 
change in the attitude of the Russians in Berlin had occurred and 
that something was about to happen. From Sokolovsky down there 
was a new attitude, faintly contemptuous, slightly arrogant, and 
certainly assured. The intelligence reports which came to my desk 
contained nothing to arouse suspicion, and therefore it was with 
considerable reluctance that I determined to express my concern. In 
making my report to General Bradley, I pointed out that I had no 
confirming intelligence of a positive nature, but that I did sense a 
change in the Soviet position which I was certain portended some 
Soviet action in Germany. I did not predict what course this action 
would take, though I did state that I was no longer adhering to my 
previous position that war was impossible and felt that we could no 
longer preclude such a possibility. 

A report of this type must be shown to a number of senior officials, 
which results sometimes in distorted rumors of its content. This 
report did lead to a speed-up in our preparations for defense. Some 
time later it was to be called an alarmist report which had built up 
the possibility of war without justification. Having used carefully 
restrained language in which there was no prediction of military . 
action, I did not consider it alarmist and I knew that Bradley felt 
likewise. Neither he nor I wanted Pearl Harbor in Berlin. The report 
anticipated the blockade by a few weeks and it seemed to me that 
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its imposition had in itself justified the report. Immediately after it 
took place I was convinced that this was the action I had anticipated 
and that military action was not likely. I reported these views 
promptly to the Department of the Army, even though the instance 
and events which accompanied the imposition of the blockade 
could have created war if they had bee1;1 permitted to do so. 

The last meeting of the Control Council took place on March 20, 
1948. Sokolovsky had inj:roduced in the Control Council the declara
tion14 of the Prague conference of the-foreign ministers of Czechoslo
vakia, Yugoslavia, and Poland a Soviet-inspired attack on the policies 
of the Western Powers in Germany. At the time the representatives 
of the three Western Powers advised Sokolovsky that this declaration 
had been addressed to the governments of the occupying powers and 
hence was not a proper subject for discussions in the Control Council. 
At this meeting I advised Sokolovsky that our government had stated 
publicly that it could see no useful purpose in considering resolu
tions which were based on misstatements and distortions of fact. 
Sokolovsky had his instructions and stated: 

"If there is no desire to discuss here the declaration of the govern
ments of the three countries that are the neighbors of Germany and 
which are those countries who have suffered most of all from the 
Hitler aggression, this proves once more that the British, French, 
and United States representatives do not consider the Control Coun
cil the organ of quadripartite administration of occupied Germany. 
They regard the Control Council merely as a suitable screen behind 
which they can hide the unilateral actions taken in western Germany 
and which are directed both against the interests of the peaceful 
countries and peace-loving Germans who are interested in the 
peaceful unity and democratization of their country. Will the mem
bers of the Control Council have any comments or observations to 
make on this?" 

I replied: "As I have already stated, I do not care to discuss this 
resolution here at all. Marshal Sokolovsky has chosen this as an 
occasion to make very serious charges against his colleagues and the 
governments which they represent. A mere casual examination of 
that record shows when and where t:Pe work of the Control Council 
has been blocked in its effort to govern Germany. I think it is par· 
ticularly interesting that Marshal Sokolovsky has brought up the sug
gestion of a screen to hide unilateral activities. If such a screen exists, 
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and I think it does, it is not on the western side of the border be
tween the American and the Soviet zones. Marshal Sokolovsky has 
charged that what we are doing is not in the best interests of the 
German people. I make no claim to know the German people or to be 
able to speak of what their best interests are. However, in my own 
mind, I have no doubts that increasing numbers of them do know 
what their best interests are." 

Suddenly Sokolovsky demanded to be advised of all agreements 
on western Germany reached by the three15 Western Powers in 
London in February and March. He was informed that this con
ference had been held between governments and its report had been 
submitted for the approval of these governments. We considered his 
request to be reasonable but we could not provide him with the 
information he desired until we had heard from our governments. I 
reminded him, too, of the exchange of notes in which the United 
States had rejected the Soviet protest against the conference. 
Sokolovsky expected our answer and barely waited for its translation 
by the interpreters before reading a long statement which repeated 
all of the old charges against the Western Powers in more aggravat
ing language. The British representative started to reply as the inter
preter completed the translation of the Soviet charge. Rudely inter
rupting and without explanation, the Soviet delegation,16 following 
what must have been a prearranged plan, rose as one as Sokolovsky 
declared: "I see no sense in continuing this meeting, and I declare it 
adjourned." Without further word the Soviet delegation turned on its 
heels and walked out of the conference room. 

No chairman had ever attempted to adjourn a meeting without 
the approval of his colleagues. !'fo chairman had ever adjourned a 
meeting without arranging for the date of the next meeting. And, 
significantly, no chairman had hitherto left a meeting without invit
ing his colleagues to join him for coffee and light refreshments. We 
know of course that this was no spur-of-the-moment action. It was a 
last attempt to sb·ike doubt in Western minds as to the advisability 
of proceeding with the program for western Germany. 

The three Western military governors remained in their seats to 
invalidate the adjournment, to select a chairman, to continue the 
meeting, and then to formally adjourn. The Allied Control Council 
was dead. An international undertaking which, if successful, might 
have contributed to lasting peace, had failed. We knew that day as 
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we left the conference room that quadripartite government had 
broken up and that the split in Germany which in view of So\iet 
intransigence had seemed ine,itable for some months had taken 
~~ . 

Sokolovsl>·, under the rules of the Control Council, was the chair
man for the ~onth of March and normally would have called another 
meeting for March 30. He had failed to propose this date when he 
left the conference room, so the three Western military governors 
waited for him to do so during the remainder of the month: He did 
not issue such a call. The result was that my French colleague was in 
favor of the \Vestern representatives asking for another meeting. He 
suggested to me several times during the next month when I was in 
the chair that I take the step. I refused to do this unless officially 
requested to do so by one of my colleagues so that the meeting could 
be called in his name. As each of the three Western military gover: 
nors became chairman for the month, he circulated prior to the 
normal date a note stating that there was no agenda and that the 
meeting would be held only if it 'vas desired by one of the members 
of the Council. No request was made and it soon became apparent 
that further meetings would not take place. The stage had been set 
for the imposition of the So\iet blockade against Berlin. 



CHAPTER 19 

Berlin Is Blockaded 
by Land and Water 

ON the day before the blockade the Department of 
the Army, disturbed over the transport incidents 

and difficulties which we were reporting daily, summoned me to a 
teleconference to obtain my views on stopping further dependents 
from going to Germany and on gradually withdrawing families 
from Berlin and our zone. I replied that these were logical moves 
from a strictly military viewpoint but that we were engaged in a 
struggle of a political nature and these views would be disastrous 
politically. I said: 

Withdrawal of dependents from Berlin would create hysteria 
accompanied by rush of Germans to Communism for safety. This 
condition would spread in Europe and would increase Communist 
political strength everywhere, and particularly in Italy [the Italian 
elections being only a few days off]. 

On the following day, March 31, 1948, the Soviet Military Admin· 
istration issued an order which prevented the movement of military 
passenger trains across the border en route to .Berlin unless baggage 
and passengers were checked by their personnel,t This was a direct 
violation of our right to be in Berlin and of the oral agreement with 
Marshal Zhukov in which it had been specified that our personnel 
would be subject to neither customs nor border controls. If these 
controls were accepted American personnel would be subject to 
seizure by Soviet police, and rough handling of our people might 
result. 
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The following day, in implementation of this order, Soviet repre
sentatives decreed that no freight could leave Berlin by rail unless 
permission had been granted by the Russian Kommandatura. This 
put the Soviet authorities in Berlin in full control oUts trade~ We. 
could not accept this principle. As a result our incoming traffic was 
limited to civil and military freight, while trains returning from 
Berlin were empty. . 

The Soviet deputy military governor, General Dratvin, wrote to 
my deputy, General Hays, to announce the details of their search 
procedure. I reported this letter and my proposed reply at once in 
a teleconference with the Department of the Army. I suggested that 
we accept a compromise measure under which the train commanders 
would furnish certified passenger lists and documentation to Soviet 
inspectors. I added: 

We cannot permit our military trains to be entered [for such 
purposes] by representatives of other powers, and to do so would be 
inconsistent with the free and unrestricted. right of access in Berlin 
which was the condition precedent to our evacuation of Saxony and 
Thuringia. 

This reply was approved and dispatched to General Dratvin. It was 
rejected by Soviet representatives. 

I also reported my intent to send a test train with a few armed 
guards on board across the border to see if the Russians would actu
ally stop it by force or by sidetracking. The train progressed some 
distance into the Soviet Zone but was finally shunted off the main 
line by electrical switching to a siding, where it remained for a few 
days until it withdrew rather ignominiously. It was clear the Rus
sians meant business. 

During this teleconference I thought I detected some apprehen
sion on the part of Secretary Royall and his advisers that a fum 
stand on our part might develop incidents involving force which 
would lead to war. Therefore I expressed my opinion that weakness 
on our part would cost important prestige and that if war were 
desired by the Soviet Government it would not be averted by weak
ness. I added: 

I do not believe this means war. . . . Please understand we are 
not carrying a chip on our shoulder and will shoot only for self
protection. I do not believe we will have to do so. 
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Because of the six hours' diHerence in time between Berlin and 
Washington these telecons usually took place in the late evening, as 
four o'clock in the afternoon in Washington was ten o'clock at night 
in Berlin. To go to this telecon I had excused myself from dinner in 
my home with my French and British colleagues. We had been dis
cussing our course of action, and I rushed home to continue this 
discussion. General Bradley had ended the telecon with: 

Thanks muchly. This has been an arduous day and we appreciate 
your co-operation. 

I could admit that it had been already, though the discussion with 
my colleagues lasted for several additional hours. We agreed not 
to accept the Soviet restrictions and to maintain a common front. 

On April 2 the Department of the Army again requested a tele
conference in which it stated that pressures were rising at home for 
the withdrawal of our families and that many responsible persons 
believed it unthinkable that they should stay in Berlin. I reported 
that we could support the Americans in Berlin inde:S.nitely with a 
very small airlift and that we should not evacuate our dependents~ 
Just prior to a meeting with my staff a few days before, I had been 
told that a number of applications had been received from our 
officers and officials in Berlin requesting permission for their families 
to be returned to the United States. I took the opportunity afforded 
by the staff meeting to state that it was unbecoming to an American 
to show any signs of nervousness. If there were those who felt uneasy 
I would be glad to arrange for their return home and a request to 
this effect would not discredit the applicant. On the other hand, I 
wanted no one with me in Berlin who had sent his family home, and 
therefore a request to go home would apply to all members of the 
family. While I had expected some increase in applications, there
sult of my statement was the opposite and almost all of the applica
tions previously receive~ were withdrawn. Therefore I felt that I 
could say accurately in my reply to the Department of the Army: 

Evacuation in face of the Italian elections and European sittuztion 
is to me almost unthinkable. Our women and children can take it, 
and they appreciate import. There are few here who have any 
thought of leaving unless required to do so. 
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The next move of the Soviet representatives to extend the block
ade was to stop outgoing passenger trains, including the inter
national train, the Nord Express. This led to another teleconference 
with the Department of the Army on AprillO in which Royall stated 
that while there was no change in the Department's position that we 
should remain in Berlin, the question was under constant discussion 
in Washington and he wanted to have my views once more. In my 
reply I stated that we sh.ould not leave Berlin unless driven out by 
force. I thought that the extension of. the blockade to cut food off 
from the German population in Berlin might succeed in forcing us 
out but I doubted if the Russians would be so foolish as to make a 
move which would alienate the German population completely. I 
continued: 

We have lost Czechoslovakia. Norway is threatened. We retreat 
from Berlin. When Berlin falls, western Germany wiU be next. If we 
mean . . . to hold Europe against Communism, we must not budge. 
We can take humiliation and pressure short of war in Berlin without 
losing face. If we withdraw, our position in Europe is threatened. If 
America does not understand this now, does not know that the issue 
is cast, then it never will and communism wiU run rampant. I be
lieve the future of democracy requires us to stay. . . . This is not 
heroic pose because there wiU be nothing heroic in having to take 
humiliation without retaliation. 

So we remained in Berlin. Many British and French dependents 
were evacuated to their zones. While we had planned a substantial 
transfer in view of increased work in Frankfurt resulting from hi
zonal fusion, we slowed it down to avoid misunderstanding. In point 
of fact the international exCitement which had resulted from the 
imposition of the blockade against Allied personnel and supplies did 
not last long. Our remaining in Berlin, dependent on air supply and 
cut off from the rest of the world by land and water, was soon taken 
for granted. The small airlift we started to meet our needs did not 
have the dramatic appeal of the great airlift that later supplied all 
the civilian population of western Berljn. 

In April the Russians expelled our Signal Corps teams, which 
were stationed in the Soviet Zone to maintain repeater stations 
through which communication lines passed from Berlin to our zone. 
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They had been there since the 1945 agreement covering our entry 
into Berlin. 

We were soon convinced that it was only a question of time until 
the blockade was extended against the German civilian population. 
In May the Soviet representatives established new and impossible 
documentation requirements for the movement of military and 
civilian freight into Berlin. In June our civil supply trains were held 
up on various pretexts, and occasionally cars were cut off from 
civilian freight and mail trains and disappeared. On June 10 Soviet 
representatives tried to remove switching locomotives and railroad 
cars from our sector of Berlin, and we had to stop them with armed 
guards. On June 18 they began to stop at the border a large per
centage of the cars which carried freight for Berlin on the grounds 
of"bad order." Finally, on June 24, all rail traffic between the west
em zones and Berlin was stopped by the Soviet Military Administra
tion. Technical difficulties were the alleged reason. These "technical 
difficulties" soon extended to canal and highway, and by August 4 
the blockade by land and water was complete. 

Later the Soviet representatives claimed that the blockade had 
been imposed to prevent the currency reform undertaken in western 
Germany from having an adverse effect on the economy of the Soviet 
Zone. We had endeavored to obtain quadripartite agreement on 
currency refoi:'m up to and including the last meeting of the Allied 
Control Council. When the Council broke up we proceeded with 
our plans on a tripartite basis and the law instituting the currency 
reform was promulgated in the three western zones on June 18 to 
become effective on June 20. It is important to remember that at this 
time all outgoing rail traffic from Berlin had been stopped by Soviet 
action except for the return of empty cars. Barge traffic had been 
stopped. Passenger traffic by rail in and out of Berlin had been 
stopped, and it continued on the autobahn only for those passengers 
who were willing to subject themselves to Soviet check. Therefore, 
on the day of currency. reform there remained by land and water 
only the one-way movement of food and supplies for the civilian 
population of Berlin, and this movement could not in any way affect 
the transfer of funds by exchange of commodities between the west
em zones and Berlin. 

When the three military governors agreed to introduce Western 
currency in our zones, we had decided against its introduction in 
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Berlin because we appreciated fully the difficulties which would 
develop in the use of separate currencies in the city. Our own govern
ment had expressed some doubt to me as to the advisability of con
tinuing the use of the Reichsmark in Berlin and I had replied that in . 
my opinion there would be less difficulty than would result from 
separate currencies. The Berlin situation became more difficult on 
June 16 when Soviet representatives followed up their withdrawal 
from the Allied Control Council by walking out of the Kommanda
tura, which was the quadripartite body responsible for the govern
ment of the city. The continuance of a common currency was possible 
under quadripartite control but it was difficult to understand how it 
could be maintained without such control. 

Regardless of the conditons created by the breakup of the Kom
mandatura, the three Western military governors separately advised 
Sokolovsl:y2 on June 18 that currency reform was to be placed into 
effect in their zones in view of our failure to obtain quadripartite 
agreement, but that the measure would not apply to Berlin. We 
expressed the hope that existing trade arrangements could be con
tinued with the Soviet Zone, and that it would still be possible to 
arrange for a uniform currency for all of Germany. Sokolovsky re
plied on June 20, charging that we were splitting Germany and that 

. our action had forced him to undertake urgent and necessary meas
ures to safeguard the Soviet Zone. He expressed satisfaction that the 
Western currency was not to be introduced in Berlin and agreed that 
continued trade between west and east Germany was desirable. 

'Vhen we received his letter we suggested that a meeting of the 
quadripartite .finance and economic experts be held3 in the Allied 
Control Council building on the morning of June 22 to discuss the 
Berlin currency situation and the continuation of trade. When our 
e~'Perts arrived at this conference they were informed by the Soviet 
representatives that a new currency would be introduced in their 
zone and in Berlin. This of course made impossible a separate cur
rency for Berlin only. 

Still hoping to avoid two currencies, our e~'Perts e~'Pressed willing
ness to accept the new Soviet mark provided our interests and the 
interests of the Germans in our sectors of Berlin were protected ade
quately. We asked for guarantees of equitable treatment of all 
Germans. Allied access to the new currency paid in by Berlin resi
dents for the food and other imports which we brought into the city, 
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and a trade agreement which would not place the industry of Berlin 
under Soviet domination. The experts met in a four-hour session and 
then adjourned for two hours to report to the military governors. 
They met again until eleven-thirty that night, when the representa
tives of the Western Powers were convinced that the new Soviet 
mark would be under complete Soviet control and that if we ac· 
cepted it in the western sectors we would henceforth be guests in 
Berlin. In view of this situation the meeting broke up. The following 
morning Sokolovsky sent us letters;'' which quite evidently had been 
written while the experts were still in session, advising us of the 
Soviet currency reform and the issue of the new mark in Berlin. 

I was in constant communication with the Department of the 
Army during the period in which currency reform was being con
sidered both tripartitely and quadripartitely. I had been advised on 
April 29 that if we failed to obtain agreement for the use of a com
mon currency in Berlin, separate from that used either in west or east 
Germany, our government did not view the use of the Soviet cur· 
rency as acceptable politically. Our acceptance would mean a recog
nition of Soviet sovereignty in Berlin. However, final decision was 
left to my discretion and I yielded to the arguments of my French 
and British colleagues to accept the Soviet currency in Berlin if we 
could participate in its control. Since Sokolovsky offered no such 
participation, I knew his proposal was unacceptable to our govern· 
ment. 

Therefore I replied immediatelyG to Sokolovsky that we could not 
accept his proposal and that I would join with my colleagues in 
placing West marks in circulation in the western sectors of Berlin. 
Robertson had agreed with me fully. Our French associate, Koenig•s 
deputy in Berlin, Noiret, would not agree. Koenig was not in Berlin 
and Robertson and I were apprehensive that the French would 
refuse to join us in this move. They did join us at the last moment 
with reluctance and advised us in writing that there was no other 
choice left to them but they did not wish to be associated with us 
in the responsibility for taking this decision. 

The Soviet currency measures6 went into effect on June 23. We 
made the West mark legal currency in Berlin on June 24 and 
arranged for the people of Berlin to exchange their old money be
tween June 25 and 27. In taking this step we were still hopeful of a 
later agreement and therefore permitted the Soviet or Ostmark (East 
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mark) to have equal status as legal currency with the Western cur
rency or Deutschemark. Thus either one of the currencies could be 
used in the western sectors to pay for food, rent, taxes, electricity, 
and coal · 

When the order of the Soviet Military Administration to close all 
raU traffic from the western zones went into effect at 6:00A.M. on 
the morning of June 24, 1948, the three western sectors of Berlin, 
with a civilian population of about 2,500,000 people, became de
pendent on reserve stocks and airlift replacements. It was one of 
the most ruthless efforts in modem times to use mass starvation for 
political coercion. Our food stocks on hand were sufficient to last 
for thirty-six days and our coal stocks for forty-five. These stocks 
had been buUt up with considerable difficulty as our transportation 
into Berlin was never adequate. We had foreseen the Soviet action 
for some months. We could sustain a minimum economy with an 
average daUy airlift of 4000 tons for the German population and 500 
tons for the Allied occupation forces. This minimum would not 
maintain industrial output or provide for domestic heating and 
normal consumer requirements, and even if coal could be brought 
into Berlin in unlimited quantities, the electrical generating capac
ity in the western sectors was limited because the Russians had 
removed the equipment of its most modem plant before we entered 

· the city. Electricity from the Soviet Zone was cut off when the 
blockade was imposed. The capacity which remained could provide 
electricity for essential purposes only a few hours each day, and even 
these hours of use had to be staggered for the various parts of 
western Berlin. Despite these conditions, we had confidence that 
its people were prepared to face severe physical suffering rather than 
live again under totalitarian government, that they would endure 
much hardship to r,etain their freedom. 

The resources which we had within the theater to defeat the 
blockade were limited. Our transport and troop carrier ,planes, al
though more than 100 in number, were C-47s, twin-engine planes 
of about two and a half tons cargo capacity, and many of them 
had seen hard war service. The British resources were even more 
limited. There were no French transport planes to be made avail· 
able. ' 

Nevertheless, I felt that £ull use of our avaUable C-47s would 
prove that the job could be done. I called General LeMay on the 
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telephone on the morning of June 24 and asked him to drop all 
other uses of our transport aircraft so that his entire fleet of C-47s 
could be placed on the Berlin run. With air commanders of the 
stature of General LeMay and his successor, General Cannon, you 
have only to state what is wanted to know that their full resources 
will be applied to the effort. At the same time arrangements were 
made for the movement of food to our airports and on the morning 
of June 25 the first C-47s arrived in Berlin with food for its people. 

On that same day the Department of the Army called for another 
teleconference and suggested that the introduction of Western 
currency in Berlin should be slowed down if there was any pos
sibility that it might bring armed conflict but it was too late then. 
I pointed out in my reply that the difficulties to be expected had 
been reported in full and that we had been instructed to proceed 
with the issue of the western zone mark unless agreement was ob
tained to a separate Berlin currency. I added: 

We do not expect armed conflict. • • . Principal danger is from 
Russian-planned German Communist groups . . , . Conditions are 
tense. . . . Our troops and British are in hand and can be trusted. 
we both realize desire of our governments to avoid armed conflict. 
Nevertheless, we cannot be run over and a firm position always 
induces some risk. 

I also pointed out that the amazingly courageous resistance of the 
Berlin population would drive the Soviet Administration to extreme 
measures and that Sokolovsky had issued a proclamation on the 
preceding day declaring the end of four-power government. His 
purpose was to frighten the Berlin population so that they would 
not exchange their old currency for Western currency. I stated: 

Every German leader, except SED leaders, and thousands of 
Germans have courageously expressed their opposition to Com
munism. We must not destroy their confidence by any indication 
of departure from Berlin. I stiU do not believe that our dependents 
should be evact~ated. Once again we have to weat it out, come what 
may. If Soviets want war, it wiU not be because of Berlin currency 
issue but because they believe this the right time. I t·egard the prob
ability as remote, although it cannot be disregarded entirely. Cer
tainly we are not trying to provoke war. We are taking a lot of 
punches on the chin without striking back. 
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On the next day, June 26, the airlift became an organized operation. 
A separate exchange of letters between Marshal Sokolovsky and 

General Robertson gave the latter the. opportunity to suggest a 
meeting of the military governors to discuss the lifting of the block
ade and the acceptance of the Eastern. German currency in Berlin. 
I did not favor this move, because it seemed to me an indication of 
apprehension on our p~rt. This time General Koenig agreed with 
me. While our government did not particularly desire the meeting, 
it was urged by the British Government to instruct me to participate. 
The British appeared to want agreement so badly that they believed 
it possible of . attainment. The decision was left in my hands, and 
with some reluctance I agreed to attend. 

On July 3 the three Western military governors proceeded sep
arately to Sokolovsky's headquarters near Potsdam, picking up 
Soviet escort officers as we left the Berlin city limits. We were taken 
directly to Sokolovsky's anteroom and then into his office, where he 
greeted us politely but coldly. He had with him three attendants, 
none of whom we had seen before. Robertson expressed concern 
over the deterioration of our relationship which had culminated in 
the blockade and told him of our desire to reach an agreement on 
currency which would restore the situation. Sokolovsky interrupted 
to state blandly that the technical difficulties would continue until 
we had abandoned our plans for West German Government. This 
was the first admission of the real reason for the blockade. He did 
not even discuss the currency issue which was later given as the 
reason for the blockade by his government. It was evident that he 
was confident we would be forced to leave Berlin and that he was 
enjoying the situation. We were not. We had nothing further to gain 
from the conference7 so we left after a very brief discussion, and 
our farewell was as cold as our reception. My British and French 
colleagues returned with me to my office where we prepared a 
report. 

We believed this would be helpful to our governments because 
they were £nding it difficult to agree as to their next step. Washing
ton wished to advise the Russians that unless the blockade was 
lifted at once the issue would be pl~~d before the United Nations. 
The British and French governments wanted to make a further 
effort to negotiate either among the military governors or through 
normal diplomatic channels. My own view, which I expressed to our 
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government, was that further negotiations in Berlin would serve no 
useful purpose unless basic principles were resolved among govern
ments. 

The co-ordination of American thinking and the exchange of 
infonnation during these somewhat trying days were superb. Our 
officials in Berlin, London, and Washington were in daily com
munication through the use of the teleconference, and each move 
was discussed in detail with Secretary Royall, Under Secretary 
Lovett, and Ambassador Douglas. While Ambassador Smith was 
not in the teleconference circuit, he was kept infonned so that he 
could transmit his opinion by cable. It was more difficult to reconcile 
our views with those of the British and French governments, which 
was largely Douglas' assignment in London. The necessity for the 
co-ordination of three positions prior to each move and the time 
required for their reconciliation proved a major handicap to the 
progress of the discussions. Almost a month was to pass before the 
three ambassadors in Moscow received their instructions to protest. 
Thereafter they were delayed frequently for the same reason. 

During this crisis Murphy and I were summoned to Washington 
to report to the National Security Council where, some months 
before, both Ambassador Smith and I had predicted trouble in 
Berlin. On July 20, I reported the existing situation in a meeting 
attended by President Truman, Secretaries Marshall, Forrestal, 
Royall, Symington, Sullivan, Under Secretary Lovett, and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. I asserted my confidence that, given the planes, 
we could remain in Berlin indefinitely without war and that our 
departure would be a serious if not disastrous blow to the mainte
nance of freedom in Europe. I asked for 160 C-54s, a plane which 
would carry ten tons of cargo as compared to the two and a half 
tons carried by the C-47. Symington and General Hoyt Vandenberg 
of the Air Forces said they could deliver these planes in a relatively 
short time. There was .no dissent to my recommendations, which 
were approved by the National Security Council. When the Council 
adjourned, President Truman honored me by asking me to remain 
with him for further discussion, during which I told him I was sure 
that the Berlin population would stand fast through the coming 
winter if it proved necessary. I left his office inspired by the under
standing and confidence I received from him. 
· We returned to Berlin immediately, accompanied by Mr. Bohlen, 
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and arrangements were made for Ambassador Smith to join us in 
London for a full exchange of views and information. I developed 
an intensely painful attack of lumbago on the return air trip so this 
conference held its initial meeting in Berlin on Sunday, July 25. 
Smith and Bohlen proceeded to London with Douglas, who on 
July 28 concluded an agreement with British and French repre
sentatives for a simultaneous protest to be presented to the Soviet 
Government in Moscow by our ambassadors. In Berlin we had 
agreed that this was the procedure to be followed, although none 
of us was optimistic as to its results. 

The three representatives of the Western Powers in Moscow 
presented our protests against the imposition of the blockade but 
while insisting on our equal rights with the Soviet Union to be in 
Berlin and to participate in its government, they e}.-pressed a willing
ness to negotiate a settlement of the currency problem. The discus
sion which followed lasted for almost a month and included two 
visits by the Western spokesmen to Generalissimo Stalin. These 
two visits had the usual result. Stalin made proposals in general 
terms which seemed acceptable but they were quite different when 
translated into speci£c terms by the Soviet Foreign Office. However, 
a directive8 was agreed to on August 30, which returned the dis
cussions to the military governors in Berlin. 

I had urged in a radiogram that the negotiations he completed in 
Moscow as I could see no reason to hope that the military governors 
would be able to succeed in view of their previous failure. During 
the Moscow discussions Soviet representatives expressed clearly 
their desire to have another meeting of the Council of Foreign 
:Ministers and to stop the progress of West German Government. 
Stalin raised this question himself, pointing out that while he could 
understand the economic necessity for bizonal fusion he could not 
understand the political amalgamation of the western zones. Of 
course his expression of understanding as to the necessity for bizonal 
fusion was much at variance with Soviet propaganda attacks which 
had taken place consistently against this move. 

The most signi£cant comment he made was that, without reserva
tion, he did not object to four-power control of the German Bank of 
Emission (the bank of issue in the Soviet Zone and responsible for 
the issue of East marks). Stalin's comment was not incorporated in 
the written directive despite utmost effort by the representatives of 
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the Western Powers. Our insistence in Berlin that the final agree
ment reflect this comment led in large part to the breakdown of 
negotiations. 

The directive was somewhat ambiguous in its wording and unless 
interpreted in the light of Stalin's remark contained little to assure 
participation of the Western Powers in the control of Berlin cur
rency. In my cables during the Moscow meeting I had reported that 
the omission of the comment in the Moscow directive would make 
agreement in Berlin unlikely. I felt certain that the Soviet Foreign 
Office had no intention of really permitting quadripartite control 
of this bank for any purpose, and that our acceptance of ambiguous 
wording just to obtain an agreed directive would lead nowhere. 
Robertson was optimistic and continued to be so throughout the 
period of our negotiations. Neither my French colleague nor I 
could understand the basis for his optimism. 

The directive from our governments provided that all of the 
restrictions recently imposed on transport between .Berlin and the 
western zones would be removed and that the East mark would be 
accepted as the sole currency for Berlin. The military governors 
were instructed to arrange the necessary details to insure that there 
should be no discrimination against holders of West marks; that 
equal treatment should be given to currency, banking, and credit 
facilities throughout Berlin, foreign countries, and the western zones; 
that currency should be provided to meet Allied needs in Berlin; and 
that the regulation of circulation of currency should rest with the 
Soviet German Bank of Emission in Berlin. A finance commission 
consisting of representatives of the four occupying powers was to 
be established to supervise and control the carrying out of the 
agreement. 

On the surface it appeared to be a workable document. The four 
military governors met in the Allied Control Council building on 
August 31, our first formal meeting since Sokolovsky had walked 
out of the Council in March, to establish subcommittees to study the 
various aspects of the problem. At this meeting it became apparent 
that Soviet representatives were in no hurry to reach conclusions, 
were determined not to yield an inch on the demands which they 
had presented before the Moscow discussions, and were even 
slightly contemptuous of the proceeedings. The airlift had not yet 
proved .itself, and the Russians remained confident that it would be 
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physically impossible for the Western Allies to maintain their po
sition in Berlin:. 

The discussions to implement the directive were technical. We 
offered to accept the East mark as the sole Berlin. currency pro
vided the city banking system was placed under quadripartite 
control. We insisted that we have access to reasonable amounts of 
East marks, which would be derived from the sale of food we 
brought into the city, and also the opportunity to export from the 
western sectors finished products to pay for the raw materials we 
would bring into the industrial plants. Sokolovsky rejected these 
proposals and brought up a point which had not previously been 
discussed in suggesting restrictions on the movement of commercial 
aircraft into Berlin. We made it very clear that we would not discuss 
any restrictions on the only transport facility which remained under 
our control. The seventh and last session of these meetings adjourned 
on September 7, the date on which our report had to be submitted 
to governments. We had spent many hours in discussions during 
which agreement had been reached only on technical details in
volved in the proposed currency change-over. The basic principles 
which appeared to have been solved in the Moscow directive re
mained unsolved and our efforts to obtain agreement had failed. 

The three Western military governors submitted a joint report 
which said in part: 

We can sum up the over-all position by reporting that after some 
days of little progress, Marshal Sokolovsky has given ground on 
most of the subsidiary issues. . . . There remain three main points 
of disagreement. We see no sign of an intention on the part of 
Soviet representatives to yield on these three points and we see 
no chance of real progress here until action has been taken on a 
governmental level. 

These three points of disagreement were: Soviet rejection of a 
four-power :finance committee with supervisory power over the 
issue of East marks by the German Bank of Emission; their insistence 
on complete control of trade with Berlin; and their demand for 

. restrictions in civil air traffic. 
In the period between the imposition of the blockade against 

Allied personnel and its extension against the civil population, the 
conditions in Berlin were more tense than at any other time. The 
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arrests of our personnel who entered the Soviet Sector became in
creasingly frequent. Altogether there were 93 detained in the first 
half of 1948. Few if any of these arrests had any real justification 
and in many instances the Americans were held for hours under 
humiliating conditions in cells with German criminals. Occasionally 
they were required to clean floors and walls. I would not order the 
Americans in Berlin to refrain from entering the Soviet Sector 
since we had the right to visit any place in Berlin without hindrance. 
I did remind them of the situation which existed and requested 
their support in voluntarily staying out of the Soviet Sector. On th~ 
other hand I was not willing for the Soviet authorities to succeed 
in their attempt to intimidate American personnel and to push them 
about before German eyes. Therefore I decided to counter these 
measures so that both our own people and the Germans would know 
that we were not afraid. 

Many Russians passed through our sector daily en route from 
their homes in Potsdam to their sector of Berlin. They drove with 
high speed and abandon in the German cars which had been con
fiscated for their use. I ordered the enforcement of a traffic safety 
program, knowing it would mean the arrest of a substantial number 
of speeding Russian drivers. I also placed road blocks on the 
Potsdam highway from time to time where Soviet cars would he 
required to stop for identification of passengers. 

An amusing incident occurred when a sergeant and a private in 
a Milita1y Police patrol jeep stopped a speeding Soviet officer who 
locked the windows of his car and refused to open them. We had 
instructed our non-commissioned officers to avoid using force and, 
if circumstances indicated force to be required, to call for an officer. 
The sergeant instructed the soldier. to guard the vehicle while he 
went for an officer. The soldier looked at the sergeant in disgust 
and remarked: "Going to get an officer to get this guy out of the 
car? We don't need any officer. Let me get him out. What kind of 
an Army have I joined anyhow?" This was typical of the spirit of 
the American soldier in Berlin. He had no fears or worries of Soviet 
mperiority in numbers. 

On the twenty-sixth day of June our speed traps caught Soko
lovsky, who had refused to stop for a jeep patrol which had then 
arranged by radio for the speeding car to be intercepted by one of 
our patrolling armored cars. When his car was stopped, armed 
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bodyguards who were following him in another car mad~ the mis~ 
take of jumping out with guns in hand. Our patrol quickly put a gun 
in the pit of Sokolovsky's stomach and his bodyguards calmed 
down. He was held for almost an hour before an American officer 
arrived to identify and release him. . . 

At the time I felt bad about this incident. While there was no 
question that Sokolovsky' s car was speeding, he and I had once been 
friends. Therefore I cal_led on him the same day to express my per
sonal regrets. I expected him to treat the matter in his usual humor
ous way. This did not prove to be the case and our meeting was 
strained. The marshal was cold and indignant and charged that the 
arrest had been made as a plan to humiliate him. In view of these 
charges I did not try to convince him otherwise and said merely 
that I had not come to apologize officially for an act which was 
justified but only to explain as an old friend why it had happened. 

During this same period we found that Soviet armed guards had 
been placed in a building in our sector which we had permitted the 
German railroad administration of the Soviet Zone to use.9 We had 
not authorized this use of guards and under our agreement armed 
soldiers of other nations were not permitted in our sector. The 
Soviet Military Administration refused to remove its men and we 
found it necessary to throw a cordon of Military Police around the 
building to deny further entry into the premises except to carry 
food and water to those inside. In a few days the guards departe~ 

I know that these measures have the appearance of opera bouffe 
and that it does not seem possible that they could take place between 
the representatives of great nations. However, surrounded in Berlin 
and subjected to continued and deliberate annoyances, there was 
no other recourse. The countermeasures were effective, and Soviet
created incidents were always reduced when we retaliated. 

The tension in Berlin which had existed prior to the e~1:ension of 
the blockade to the German civil population on June 24 relaxed 
surprisingly, and few incidents occurred between Western Allies 
and Russians until after the Moscow discussions. This came about 
in part from the firmness with which the Western Powers met Soviet 
and Communist attempts to create disturbances and in part because 

· the Soviet representatives seemed dismayed at their own actions and 
not at all sure as to what we would do in return. Frequent Soviet 
warnings of aerial gunnery practice and formation flying in the air 
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corridors did not materialize in threatening form. Still I had little 
hope of a settlement by negotiation, and some hope that a prompt 
move on our part would break the blockade. If such a move were 
not made quickly we would have to prepare for a long and patient 
political struggle of months if not of years. 

The care with which the Russians avoided measures which would 
have been resisted with force had convinced me that the Soviet 
Government did not want war although it believed that the Western 
Allies would yield much of their position rather than risk war. On 
July 10, I reported this conviction to our government, suggesting 
that we advise the Soviet representatives in Germany that under 
our rights to be in Berlin we proposed on a specific date to move 
in an armed convoy which would be equipped with the engineering 
material to overcome the technical difficulties which the Soviet 
representatives appeared unable to solve. I made it clear that I 
understood fully the risk and its implications and that this was 
a decision which could be made only by government. No armed 
convoy could cross the border without the possibility of trouble. 
In my view the chances of such a convoy being met by force 
with subsequent developments of hostilities were small. I was con-. 
fldent that it would get through to Berlin and that the highway 
blockade would be ended. When our government turned down my 
suggestion, I understood its desire to avoid this risk of armed con
flict until the issue had been placed before the United Nations. I 
shall always believe that the convoy would have reached Berlin. 

On July 19, I repeated these views in a cable which, paraphrased 
iri part, said: 

I feel that the world is now facing the rMst vital issue that has 
developed since Hitler placed his political aggression under way. 
In fact the Soviet government has a greater strength under its im
mediate control than Hitler had to carry out his purpose. Under the 
circumstances which exist today, only we can assert world leader
ship. Only we have the strength to halt this aggressive policy here 
and now. It may be too late the next time. I am sure that determined 
action will bring it to a halt now without war. It can be stopped 
only if we a.ssume some risk. 

Following the report on the failure of the Berlin negotiations, the 
three Western governments developed their next step through 
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nmmal diplomatic channels. The diplomatic representatives agreed 
on an aide-memoire, presented on September 14 to the Soviet Gov
ernment, stating that the talks in Berlin had failed because Marshal 
Sokolovsky had refused to comply with the terms of the Moscow 
directive. The Soviet Government replied on September 18, placing 
the blame for failure on the three Western governments. This note 
reiterated the demand first made during the Berlin negotiations by 
Sokolovsky that Soviet .control of transport facilities be extended 
over civil air transport. This was. a clear indication that the Russians 
did not seek a real agreement. · 

A few days later, on September 24, the Soviet Government issued 
a public statement which embodied its reply to the aide-memoire. 
This statement was the usual combination of half-truths, distorted 
facts, and malicious charges. 

Secretary Marshall was in Paris for the meeting of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations and he summoned Ambassadors 
Smith, Douglas, Murphy, and me so that we could exchange views 
and provide him with the latest information. He was discussing our 
next course of action with the British and French foreign ministers. 
We accompanied him to a meeting of September 25 at which the 
three Western Powers decided to dispatch a note informing the 
Soviet Government that the Berlin issue would be placed before 
the Security Council of the United Nations. Dr. Philip C. Jessup, 
our representative on the Security Council, was designated to pre
sent the position of the United States and he began immediate 
preparation for his task. · 

While we were in Paris we had two long discussions with Marshall, 
one of which, as I remember, was attended by our Ambassador to 
France, Jefferson Caffery, Assistant Secretary Willard Thorp, Mr. 
Bohlen, Dr. Jessup, and Mr. Murphy; and the other by Smith, 
Douglas, Caffery, Murphy, and Bohlen. Specific questions were not 
raised in these talks, the purpose of which was a full and frank ex
change of views among our officials who, under Marshall's leader
ship, had most to do with relations with the Soviet Government. 

Marshall directed the discussions so that they would develop 
fully our viewpoints, which coincided in principle, though at vari
ance in detail. All of us were convinced that the Western Powers 
must remain in Berlin to preserve the courage and faith of all of 
those who wanted freedom, and especially to offer hope and courage 
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to the eastern European countries in which Communist domination 
had concealed but had not destroyed the desires of the populations 
to be free. I reported my conviction that we could stay in Berlin by 
airlift indefinitely and that this airlift could be built up to maintain 
a reasonable standard of living. 

At the meeting with Bevin and Robert Schuman, Bevin had ex· 
pressed a concern at the slow build-up of the airlift and some doubt 
as to the maximum capacity it could reach. I handed Marshall a 
penciled memorandum stating that we had airplanes en route which 
would deliver 8000 tons of cargo per day in Berlin and that this was 
double the tonnage being obtained at the time. 

In the conference of the American officials with Marshall, I ex
pressed the view that the initial progress of the European Recovery 
Program offered hope that we would have an economically healthy 
western Europe and western Germany which would be able to 
assert rather than absorb pressure, and that this power when it 
developed would bring the Berlin blockade to an end. During this 
period, which might take many months, we must be prepared to 
continue indefinitely and to increase the airlift. I had no fear of 
physical aggression by Soviet forces and I was certain that Com
munism had lost any opportunity it may have had to capture Get
many if we held our ground. 

Smith agreed with my views in large measure and he too dis
counted any likelihood of immediate physical aggression by Soviet 
forces. On the other hand, while he recognized the need to remain 
in Berlin as a temporary measure, he was inclined to believe that it 
was a liability to be disposed of at the first auspicious moment. I 
was sure that no such moment could arise, as Berlin had become a 
symbol of the firmness of the free countries of the world to retreat 
no further in the face of Communist expansion. 

Douglas felt as strongly as I did that we had to remain in Berlin 
up to the point of war if we were to accomplish our objectives in 
Europe. However, he f~lt that war must be avoided at all costs as 
a Soviet holocaust would destroy the remaining liberal thought in 
Europe. To me it did not seem practical to determine the point at 
which only our departure from Berlin would avoid war, and I was 
less apprehensive of a Soviet holocaust than my associates. It seemed 
to me a discounting of our real strength. I pointed out once again 
that I did not anticipate war, that a "cold war" always involves the 
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risk that it may become "hot," and that this risk has to be assumed. 
While these discussions were directed to long-range aspects of the 

situation, there was unanimous agreement that the airlift would be 
increased and that we should continue in Berlin for the present. 
Marshall approved this position and communicated it to the National 
Security Council with a recommendation for the release of addi
tional transport aircraft. 

This was to be my last official conference with Secretary Marshall. 
I did not realize that his retirement·was at hand although he had 
told us that in the near future he would have to undergo an op
eration. 

When the negotiatiOns were returned from Moscow to Berlin, 
it appeared to be a signal for the resumption of annoying tactics 
by the Soviet authorities. We had anticipated that their next move 
would be through their German Communist vassals. Since the city 
offices were located in their sector, which was under the control of 
Communist-dominated German police, there was little we could 
do to protect them from terroristic tactics. 1n early September Com
mB.nist-led organized gangs besieged the city hall, keeping members 
of the city assembly from meeting, while the police looked idly on. 
For this reason the city assembly sat for the last time in the city hall 
on September 6 and met on September 10 in the British Sector. 
The Soviet-dominated SED minority group in the assembly refused 
to attend this session, which it declared to be illegal. In doing so it 
started the split of the German city government. 

These terroristic tactics failed in their purpose to inspire fear. 
The leaders of the democratic German parties called a protest rally 
on September 9 in the Reichstag Square located in the British 
Sector just across the line from the Soviet Sector. It was attended 
by 300,000 people who, iii the face of inclement weather and with 
only meager transport facilities available, had responded to the call 
of their leaders to show their desire for freedom. Ernst Reuter and 
other political leaders addressed the gathered throng. On the whole 
the demonstration was orderly, although as it broke up a small 
group of German youth rushed to the Brandenberg Gate. One of 
them climbed it to remove the Soviet flag flying from its top. Soviet 
Zone police and Soviet soldiers then opened fire on the participants. 
While I do not like mass demonstrations, which can easily become 
disorderly and dangerous, there was no longer any question as to 
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the choice made by the people of Berlin. The Communists attempted 
to stage a rival demonstration on Unter den Linden three days later. 
Attendance was compulsory for factory workers and school children, 
which explained the presence of approximately 100,000 people. The 
demonstration was lethargic and noticeably lacking in enthusiasm. It 
failed in its purpose. 

The city assembly was required under the quadripartite-approved 
city constitution to arrange for the election of a new assembly in 
1948, and it fixed December 5 as the date on which the election 
would be held. In October Soviet representatives refused to approve 
it. The three Western military governors would not intervene be~ 
cause the constitution placed this matter in German hands. The 
German officials proceeded with their plans. This led to further dis
turbances in city government. The assembly discharged the head of 
the city labor department, Waldemar Schmidt, who refused to leave 
office and was maintained in his position in the east sector of Berlin 
by Soviet support. On November SO, when it was evident that the 
election would take place and would result in overwhelming defeat 
for the Communist-dominated SED party, Soviet-sponsored groups 
set up a rump "city Magistrat" under Fritz Ebert, Jr., the worthless 
son of a worthy father who had been the first president of the 
Weimar Republic. Soviet action had split the city of Berlin. 

On December 5 the people of west Berlin voted for the new 
assembly. Residents of east Berlin were not permitted to participate 
in the election by Soviet command, and members of the SED party 
in the western sectors were ordered to refrain from voting. The 
democratic parties had avoided partisan issues in the election so 
that its results would indicate the real attitude of the people of 
Berlin toward arrogant Soviet threats. Of those who were eligible 
86.3 per cent cast their votes for a new assembly and for freedom. 

The election was a sight worth recording. Before polling places 
in bombed-out basements in the shadow of the ruins of the city of 
Berlin were long lines of. German voters. The old and the crippled 
were brought to the polls by their families and friends. They knew 
the meaning of their vote. The people of Berlin had learned the 
power of the ballot. Communist efforts to interfere through "strong
arm" measures were negated by prompt action of the members 
of the democratic parties, who had determined to meet fire with 
fire and had their own assembled groups ready to cope with any 
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aggressive move which might develop. Their method was effective 
and the electim:is were quiet and orderly. 

Ernst Reuter, who had been elected mayor after the first Berlin 
elections but had been kept out of office by Soviet veto, now became 
the mayor. Rugged, intelligent, and courageous, he held the affection 
of the people of Berlin and was their logical leader in this crisis. 
He had succeeded the brave but ailing Frau Louise Schroeder. 
Their determination to ·maintain fre~dom was matched by that of 
other political leaders, such as Dr. Otto Suhr (SPD), Dr. Ferdinand 
Friedensberg (CDU), Carl Hubert Schwennicke (LDP), Franz 
Neumann (SPD), and Jakob Kaiser (CDU). When the year 1948 
ended Berlin was two cities in one, each with a separate government. 

While these events were taking place the situation was under 
discussion in the United Nations in Paris. At the very time when 
Soviet-sponsored Communists were besieging the city hall and 
forcing the division of the city, Vishinsky and Dimitri Manuilsky, 
Foreign Minister of the Ukraine, were attacking the Western Powers 
before the United Nations and charging them with responsibility 
for the Berlin crisis. On October 19 Dr. Jessup placed our case 
before the Security Council in a precise, logical presentation and in 
calm and measured tones rejected the Soviet charges. The Soviet 
representatives refused to recognize the jurisdiction of the Security 
Council. This action had been anticipated and it was expected as a 
result that the issue would go before the General Assembly. Neutral 
members of the Security Council believed it possible, however, to 
£nd a solution without settling the quesj:ion of jurisdiction. This led 
to the designation of a committee of neutral experts to attempt to 
£nd a technical way out of the currency problem. 

Although the deliberations of this committee continued for many 
weeks it seemed to me that they had no reality from the day it was 
established. The broken parts of the split city could no longer be 
cemented by a technical solution. Even if the currency problem were 
solved, there would remain the question of political jurisdiction in 
Berlin, and it was certain that the elected government would not be 
recognized by the Soviet authorities. This is why the report of the 
committee of experts which was submitted in March 1949 had to be 
rejected by the Western Powers. The currency problem could not be 
resolved unless quadripartite government was restored in Berlin, 
and it was difficult to see how this restoration could take place unless 
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the Russians backed down or unless we sacrificed the German 
political leaders who had chosen to stand for freedom. 

Throughout the discussions among governments and in the United 
Nations, Soviet propaganda continued its attacks on the Western 
Powers and on the political leaders of western Berlin and western 
Germany. More and more it reflected the Cominform manifesto 
adopted by the European Communist parties at Warsaw on Octo· 
her 5, 1948. As a popular appeal to German opinion, this manifesto 
had advocated the unification of Germany accompanied by the 
withdrawal of the occupying armies to the periphery. To me, such a 
withdrawal by the Western Powers would have been a catastrophe, 
as fear would have marched in when the Allied armies marched 
out. Many Germans, in spite of their dislike for occupation, wanted 
the Allies to remain and it was too late for this Soviet propaganda 
to win support from people who had seen at close range the oppres· 
sian of freedom in east Germany and the ruthless exploitation of its 
economy by the Soviet authorities. . 

In March 1949 the Communists of east Germany were called to 
a self-styled "People's Councif' in Berlin which was to climax their 
political activity during the year of the blockade and represent an 
additional effort to win German support. It met to approve a con
stitution for all Germany which had been drafted in October 1948 
by party-designated members and which, with the approval of the 
People's Council, was to be submitted to the people for ratification 
at some future date. Thus the Soviet representatives had ready a 
constitution for all Germany to bring forth in opposition to the 
western German constitution, and they believed that the appeal for 
German unity would render the latter constitution unpopular. This 
sordid attempt to block progress in west Germany was completely 
ineffective. 



CHAPTER 20 

The Airlift 
Breaks the Blockade 

BERLIN under blockade was like a besieged city 
with only one supply line linking it to the Western 

world, the airlift bringing food, clothing, coal, raw materials, and 
medicines to the 2,500,000 men, women, and children in its western 
sectors. Operation Vittles, as the pilots designated the airlift, grew 
steadily from the few outmoded planes we had in Germany to the 
Beet of giant Hying transports which on the record day delivered 
almost 13,000 tons to our three airports. 

At the start our G-47s had llown the clock around; pilots, plane 
and ground crews worked far beyond normal hours to achieve a 
ma.ximurn effort. This effort showed ~e high number of landings 
which could be made, thus demonstrating that with larger planes 
we could sustain the Berlin population. It was a welcome sight to 
the pilots of the C-47s when the first C-54s began to arrive on 
June 30, 1943, from Alaska, Panama, and Hawaii. It was impressive 
to see these planes with their insignia indicating the parts of the 
world from which they had come to participate in the airlift. 

In July \vhen I visited Washington I had been promised more 
planes to give us a total of 160 C-5-!s, and as they came in squadron 
by squadron, our freight to Berlin increased consistently. We proved 
on Air Force Day our ability with planes on hand to bring in 6987.7 
tons, and the replacement of C-47s still in operation would have 
given us the 8000 tons which was essential to a sustaining economy 
in Berlin. We believed that in good weather we had to be able to 
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carry twice the minimum quota of 4000 tons, although this provided 
a substantial safety factor. . 

By December our daily average exceeded 4500 tons. In January 
and February it had climbed to 5500 tons. We were over the min
imum quota of 4000 tons a day by a substantial margin. This 
minimum provided no fuel for either domestic heating or industrial 
production. It did supply coal to maintain the available electric 
generating facilities in the western sectors. 

The airlift was no makeshift operation. From the beginning it was 
a carefully planned split-second operation. It started with the deter~ 

. mination of priority requirements in Berlin. The next steps were the 
requisition of supplies by the Bizonal Administration in Frankflllt, 
then the co-ordinated movement of these supplies by ship, rail, and 
truck to the planes at the five airports in the western zones, the 
airlift delivery to the three Berlin airports, and the transfer of 
cargo from these airports to the German authorities. 

Latest radar techniques made landings possible under almost 
unbelievable weather conditions and with a remarkable safety 
record. Two systems of radar were used, one to track the plane in 
the air corridor and as it left the corridor to enter the approach 
pattern to the airport, and the other to pick up the plane in the 
approach pattern and bring it safely to ground. The first system 
was operated from the tower, the second from the ground. The latter 
system, known as GCA or Ground Control Approach, had always 
been liked by our Air Forces but was not used very much in civil 
aviation as the pilots preferred another system in which they re
mained in control instead of having to take instructions from the 
ground. The success of GCA in Germany did much to change 
the view and GCA is becoming more widely used in commercial 
flight. 

To provide experience, pilots en route to Germany were given 
four-engine flight training in Montana, where a duplicate of the 
air corridor and approach paths was set up with navigation aids 
exactly like those in Germany. Moreover, pilots in the airlift flew 
the same pattern in good weather and bad. 

I became well acquainted with the type and kind of weather 
under which our pilots operated the· airlift, as it was necessary for 
me to visit our zone frequently. On one of these trips, just before 

. the Berlin municipal election, we had run into several days of im-
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possible flying weather. While perhaps it was vanity on ~y part, 
I felt that I must be in Berlin on the day preceding the election, 
rather than risk my absence having any possible deterrent effect. 
I was in Frankfurt and General Cannon promised to let me know 
when there was any momentary break in the weather. The break 
came at two o'clock in the morning. Mrs. Clay and I, accompanied 
by .Murphy, Riddleberger, Wilkinson, and Donnan, arrived at the 
Rhine Main airport, which was closed to operations. Guided by a 
jeep, we penetrated the· fog to find Qlle of the airlift planes having 
ice scraped from its wings by its crew. We climbed into the plane 
and took off to Berlin. The pilots were kind enough to permit Mrs. 
Clay to ride in the cabin, while the rest of us sat on bucket seats 
in the cargo plane. I dozed off as best I could, while listening to the 
repartee taking place between Murphy and Wilkinson, who were 
playing a violent game of gin rummy. When we arrived over Berlin, 
both Tempelhof and Gatow airports reported equally unfavorable 
conditions so our pilot determined to make a pass at Tempelhof. 
Thanks to the effectiveness of GCA and its well-trained operators, 
we landed without accident but with our brakes hot. When the 
tower directed us to the taxiway we found the visibility so poor that 
we did not dare move farther down the runway. We were unable 
to follow the jeep that was sent to guide us and finally reached the 
unloading ramp guided by an airman under each wing signaling 
with flashlights. This was not unlike hundreds of landings made 
under adverse weather conditions except that ours was a lightly 
loaded plane and did not require the careful handling necessary 
for one carrying ten tons of cargo. 

Immediately after the imposition of the blockade we had con
structed two new and heavier runways at Tempelhof and one at 
Gatow in the British Sector. In September we had determined that 
an additional modem, well-equipped airport was necessary and had 
selected a site at Tegel in the French sector. My engineers reported 
that the new airport would be completed in .March, and I found 
it necessary to tell them that it would be completed in December. 
I had visited China in 1943 on an inspection trip and to negotiate 
for payment of the construction costs of the airports built there for 
our use in bombing Japan. I had seen the work that could be done 
with hand labor. I knew that workers were available in Berlin and 
was confident that they would respond to our call. While we used 
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the largest of our Army transports to bring in essential construction 
equipment such as rock crushers, which were cut into parts for the 
flight and welded back together on their arrival in Berlin, even with 
this equipment the construction of Tegel airport was largely a hand 
job, accomplished by more than 20,000 Berlin men and women work
ing three shifts a day. They completed the airport on schedule. 

A hazard at Tegel airport was the radio transmitting tower for 
Radio Berlin located only a short distance from the runway. Al
though the tower was in the French Sector, the transmitting station 
was under Soviet control. The French Commandant, General Jean 
Ganeval, called upon the German officials of Radio Berlin to remove 
it, which they refused to do. While there had been some reluctance 
on the part of French representatives to the strong position we had 
taken in Berlin, that reluctance did not apply to Ganeval. He sent 
out his demolition experts and blew up the tower despite a Soviet 
threat. As usual, nothing materialized from this threat and Tegel 
airport, operated by French personnel, carried a substantial part 
of the airlift burden. 

The airports in western Germany were also enlarged, and to 
shorten the air travel distance many of our aircraft were based at 
British airports, where the ground operations were conducted by the 
Royal Air Forces. Later, to obtain maximum efficiency, General 
Robertson agreed to place British air transport in an integrated 
command headed by our General William H .. Tunner. 

Maintenance was difficult because of the coal haulage. To prevent 
combustion hazard, the coal had to be wet down. This made clean
ing the plane a problem. At first we used the soldiers' duffel bags 
to carry coal but when the several million on hand were exhausted 
we made hemp bags in Germany and finally strong waterproofed 
paper bags. Always it was the coal load which gave the planes the 
heavy beating and which found us seeking better methods of 
packaging and loading. 

Murphy and I visited the United States in October 1948. In view 
of the Berlin situation,'.our stay was limited to twenty-four hours. 
On my arrival in Washington I reported to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and secured their approval to request the National Security Council 
to provide us with 64 more C-54s, which would enable us to with
draw the C-47s from the airlift. This would give us 224 C-54s for the 
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American lift, and with the British contribution would successfully 
carry us through the winter. It was in the interests of safety to 
replace the slower-Hying C-47s with C-54s to eliminate the possibllty 
of the faster aircraft overtaking and crashing into slower aircraft 
The National Security Council approved my recommendation and 
shortly after the meeting, when I reported to President Truman, he 
advised me directly that the additional planes would be .forth
coming. This made it a very happy visit for me. 

Modern radio and radar equipment, traffic control in eiperienced 
hands, well-organized maintenance and inspection, helped to make 
the airlift but all of these could not have done the work had it not 
been for the American and British personnel who Hew the planes. 
The men who were responsible for the airlift in all of its phases
Air Force, Army, Navy, civilian, American, British, French, and 
German-deserve the highest praise. They had their hearts in the 
job. The pilots and crews who flew in all kinds of weather still 
bore the greatest burden; they knew the import of their mission. 
Airmen like Lieutenant Carl S. Halverson, who, with his crew chief 
and with their own funds, organized the dropping of candy by 
parachute to the children of Berlin and thus started Operation Little 
Vittles, which received enthusiastic support from home; airmen who 
developed Operation Santa Claus, which brought thousands of pack
ages from home to meet the needs of Berlin-these men proved that 
theirs was not a mechanical task. It was inspiring and somewhat 
heart-rending to witness the spontaneous visits of the women and 
children of Berlin to Tempelhof airport to show their appreciation 
of the airlift, bringing with them some precious last possession as a 
token of their gratitude to the members of the air crews. Twenty
eight Americans gave their lives to the airlift; two of these were 
ground personnel caught in a collision between plane and truck. 
Considering the Hight conditions, this was a remarkable safety. rec
ord by comparison with normal Air Force and commercial flying. 
Nevertheless, it was not the loss of life but the constant nerve strain 
resulting from the handling of heavy planes under instrument con
ditions that was the test met by the airlift pilots. 

Perhaps it had still other values w·hich cannot yet be measured. 
·For example parachuted candy once dropped into the yard of a 
German who refused to admit the children to recover it. His neigh-
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bars came around to see that it was opened. Germans were begin
ning to understand that this was a co-operative effort, something 
new in Germany, where the failure of neighbors to work together 
had always been a major contributing factor to the rise of dictator
ship. 

When spring came in 1949, with our British colleagues we achieved 
a daily average of 8000 tons, which was as much as we had been 
able to bring into Berlin by rail and water prior to the blockade. 
Obviously, given the larger planes now coming off the production 
.lines, this tonnage could be doubled, or, if maintained at the same 
figure, delivered in Berlin at from 25 to 35 per cent less cost. We 
were gaining invaluable experience in the use of air transport to 
support military operations and for civil use. The cost of the airlift 
could well be justified in its contribution to national defense. 

Volumes can be written, and perhaps will be written, to cover 
in detail the work of the airlift, though I doubt if they will do it 
justice. Mechanically, it proved the efficiency of the Western Powers 
in the air in a way that the Soviet Government could understand. 
Morally-and spiritually, it was the reply of Western civilization to 
the challenge of totalitarianism which was willing to destroy through 
starvation thousands of men, women, and children in the effort to 
control their souls and minds. 

During the life of the blockade the number of American depend
ents in Berlin had been gradually reduced by the transfer of per
sonnel no longer needed in quadripartite activities to Frankfurt and 
elsewhere in our zone where they could perform their duties more 
effectively. There remained approximately 1000 dependents among 
the 7000 Americans in Berlin. I do not believe that our families were 
ever as content as during the blockade when they felt themselves 
a part of the effort of the Western democracies. Faced with limited 
electricity which resulted in a number of hours of darkness each day, 
with difficult b·ansportation owing to a very limited gasoline ration, 
and with constant shortages in the items available for their needs, 
they accepted gladly what they could get. There was no nervousness 
or tenseness evidenced by any of the Americans in Berlin. 

During the blockade we received a number of distinguished Amer
ican visitors. In October Dr. Jessup came to Berlin shortly after he 
had presented our case in the United Nations and used the occasion 
to speak to the Germans over the German radio network in con· 
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vincing words of our determination to remain in Berlin as a matter 
of right. John Foster Dulles also came that fall just before the presi
dential election, intending, I am sure, to show the solidarity of 
American purpose. He too voiced his confidence in ·the airlift and 
expressed our determination to stay in Berlin. 

We had as Christmas guests in Berlin Vice-President-elect Alben 
Barkley, Secretary of the Army and Mrs. Royall, Secretary of the 
Air Force Symington, Generals James H. Doolittle and Cannon, the 
Bob Hopes, the Irving Berlins, and the Tex McCrarys. They had all 
come to Germany to demonstrate their faith in our effort and to 
entertain the airlift personnel. The Hopes, Berlins, and McCrarys, 
with the members of their teams, performed repeatedly for our air
men and soldiers and it seemed to me that they were doing more 
than was really physically possible. As we were sitting down in our 
home to Christmas dinner, Ambassador and Mrs. Bedell Smith came 
in from Moscow on their way back to the United States. Their ar
rival added to the interesting day which started for Mrs. Clay and 
me with Christmas carols played by the Army band on our lawn, 
followed by a choral group from our Negro honor guard, and singing 
by the crippled children from the hospital which Mrs. Clay and the 
American women in Berlin had done much to help. Royall and I 
visited our soldiers' messes at noon and a few of the parties at which 
our soldiers were entertaining needy German children in gay Christ
mas parties. That night we joined our soldiers in listening to a 
splendid show put on by Bob Hope, Irving Berlin, and Jinx Falken
berg, after which a number of our Berlin friends joined a party for 
our guests. We wound up the evening around a large Christmas 
tree in the living room with everyone singing Irving Berlin's songs 
to the accompaniment of a small Hungarian orchestra. All in all, Mrs. 
Clay and I had an unusual and merry Christmas which we hoped 
our guests enjoyed too. 

Berlin had kept its courage. \Ve had been able to increase the 
food ration a little above the level which had prevailed prior to the 
blockade. We had not been able to continue industry at the same 
level, and unemployment had risen. The city administration had 
started work projects to tear down the ruins of bombed buildings 
and clean up the rubble. A neater city was to be observed every
where. Still, it was a rough winter for the population. They had 
almost no coal for domestic heating. The woodcutting program of 
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the city administration, which provided for the cutting of alternate 
trees along the streets, did not suffice to replace the coal. Electricity 
was available for only a few hours a day for cooking, in some parts 
of the city for only two hours, and the limited generating capacity 
made it necessary to stagger these hours throughout the city. We had 
been able to provide coal to heat schools, hospitals, and warming 
centers located in various parts of western Berlin. 

The determination of the people did not falter. They were proud 
to carry their burden as the price of their freedom, and though the 
price was high it had brought them something in return that had 
become dear. They had earned their right to freedom; they had 
atoned for their failure to repudiate Hitler when such repudiation 
on their part might have stopped his rise to power. 

On March 20, 1949, the three Western military governors took a 
step which had been requested by the German officials for many 
months, in making West marks the only legal tender in west Berlin. 
This step did not prohibit the circulation of East marks in west Ber
lin but they were no longer acceptable as payment.for food, rent, 
taxes, fuel, and the like; nor would they be accepted at parity with 
the West marks. In the black market four to five East marks were 
required to purchase one West mark. For months our West marks 
had been flowing into the east sector and substantial amounts un
doubtedly found their way into Soviet or Communist hands to pur
chase goods to be smuggled from or to finance Communist party 
activities in west Germany. 

West Berlin could not balance its budget. The drop in industrial 
output and the loss in employment reduced income sharply while 
relief expenditures mounted. To make matters worse, tax payments 
could be made in East marks whereas city employees had to be 
paid in part in West marks. Labor received only one fourth of its 
pay in the more highly valued West marks. These factors contributed 
to a deteriorating financial situation in Berlin and by November 
1948 we were convinced and were trying to persuade our British 
and French colleagues tl1at a change-over to West marks as the sole 
legal tender in west Berlin was essential to its economy. 

When the Soviet blockade was imposed on our traffic in Berlin 
I immediately placed a counterblockade on the movement of goods 
from west Germany into east Germany. I was joined in this move 
by my British colleague and we extended it to rail and water ship-
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ments from all western Europe to the Soviet Zone. This led to protest 
by some of the. governments of western Europe, which appeared 
more anxious to continue trade than to create the conditions that 
would break up the blockade of Berlin. I doubt, however, whether. 
these protests were expected to bring results in the American Zone, 
as they were not pushed vigorously. They did result in preventing 
my British colleague from applying the blockade to the trucks from 
western Europe traveling along the roads of the British Zone. 

It was certain that our counterbloekade would be more harmful 
to east Germany than to west Germany. East Germany lacked cok
ing coal and steel and could not obtain these materials from behind 
the iron curtain, where. the available quantities did not suffice. West 
Germany, included in the Marshall Plan, had access to the much 
greater industrial production of the Western world. I expected that 
a revived western economy would eventually force the lifting of 
the blockade. We were certain in the spring of 1949 that this pres
sure was being felt. While .we could not obtain accurate statistical 
information, we did know that the economy of eastern Germany was 
at a standstill during a period in which the productive output of 
west Germany was increasing at a more rapid rate than anywhere 
else in Europe. The consistent attempt to purchase goods in west 
Germany to be smuggled into. east Germany was in itself proof of 
the need. We had every reason to believe that if economic life in 
east Germany was not deteriorating it had ceased to progress. In the 
spring of 1949 there were many rumors that economic conditions 
there would result in early lifting of the blockade. 

In April the People's Council of the Soviet Zone, which had ap
proved the so-called eastern constitution, tried to arrange a meeting 
with west German officials. to be held in Brunswick. This meeting 
was rejected. However, German officials from east Germany had 
met with some of the leading officials of west Germany in an effort 
to develop a common program for German unity which would stop 
the progress of West German Government. In these negotiations 
two Germans of some stature-Dr. Rudolf Nadolny, a former am
bassador to Moscow, and Dr. Andreas Hermes, a pre-Hitler min
ister, led in this effort. Whether o~ not Nadolny, who lived in 
east Germany, was an agent of the Soviet Military Administration 
as some believed, the views he presented. would have been an aid 
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and comfort to the Communist program had they received any real 
reception in western Germany. 

These efforts on the part of eastern Germans in the political field 
were perhaps a cover for the efforts of their economic officials to 
effect a resumption of trade with west Germany. 

At this time informal conversations were taking place in New 
York between Dr. Jessup and Jacob Malik, Soviet representative to 
the Security Council. I knew nothing of these conversations and on 
the day preceding the press report of the discussions I had stated 
in a press conference in Berlin that I knew of no talks looking to 
the lifting of the blockade. Mr. Murphy, who had returned frotn 
Washington to Berlin to help me in the negotiations for the approval 
of the constitution of western Germany, had not felt free to tell me 
what he knew, I :first learned of these discussions from the news
papers and subsequently from General Robertson after Dr. Jessup 
had included French and British representatives in the discussions. 
While I understood the necessity for keeping these conversations 
secret and the difficulties of maintaining secrecy when information 
passes through many hands, I was somewhat chagrined to hear the 
story this way. · 

On May 4 it was announced that the four occupying powers had 
agreed to lift the Berlin blockade, with trade conditions to be re
stored to the pre-blockade arrangements, on May 12, and that the 
foreign ministers would meet in Paris on May 23. I cabled to the 
Department of the Army immediately that we should continue the 
airlift until Berlin had adequate reserves of coal and food to carry 
it through another winter if the blockade should be resumed. This 
recommendation was approved and I announced it publicly in Ger
many on May 6. 

At midnight on May 11-12 our trains and trucks crossed the 
borders en route to Berlin, without incident. Large numbers of 
correspondents from home and from other. countries crossed the 
border in automobiles and as passengers in the first train. In Berlin 
it was a day of relaxation for the population with some evidence of 
a holiday spirit. However, the roar of the airlift still reminded them 
of their long siege. The blockade was lifted but the struggle for 
freedom was not yet over. The people had met a major test and 
were happy in the pride of accomplishment and determined to meet 
any further test in the same way. I did not meet the first incoming 
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train, for though it represented a great victory, it was but one step 
forward in the .fight for freedom. 

Some restrictions on transport, communications, and trade had 
been in effect since March 1, 1948. The airlift had become a part 
of our daily lives. At its peak planes were arriving and departing 
at intervals of thirty seconds. My home .in Berlin was directly under 
the approach to Tempelhof and I learned to sleep well under the 
steady drone overhead,. waking only when there were no planes in 
the air to wonder at the cause. During this period, almost eleven 
months, the population of the western sectors of Berlin, including 
the Allied personnel, had been kept alive by the British-American 
airlift which, by the day the blockade was raised, had brought 1,402,-
644 metric tons of food, coal, and other essential supplies into Berlin. 
Following the lifting of the blockade, gas and electricity were re
stored at once to twenty-four-hour service, and life in Berlin became 
more nearly normal. 

I was to leave Berlin on May 15 to re.turn to the United States. 
I asked General Howley to arrange for me to call on Mayor Reuter 
to say good-by and to express my appreciation for his courageous 
leadership of the people in Berlin. Reuter had returned only a short 
time before from a visit to the United States at the invitation of our 
Council of Mayors. He had made an excellent impression and had 
come back convinced of the sincerity of our purpose in supporting 
the cause of freedom throughout the world. Howley arranged the 
meeting for the morning of May 14. Shortly before I left the office 
I found that Reuter had arranged for me to appear before the city 
assembly, which was meeting to receive a report of a delegation 
from the constitutional assembly at Bonn. My British and French 
colleagues were invited to attend. Reuter, in saying good-by, ex
pressed the appreciation of the Berlin people for the aid and support 
which they had received from the United States during the blockade. 
It was at this meeting that the resolution was adopted to change 
the name of the public square in front of the main Tempelhof build
ing to Luftbruecke Platz (Air Bridge Square). It was announced 
that a memorial plaque would be placed in this square as a tribute 
to the airmen who had given their lives to the airlift. In my reply, 
which was improvised, I expressed my admiration for the courage 
of the people of Berlin and stated that it had regained for them the 
respect of the free people of the world. 
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'The lifting of the blockade was regarded everywhere as a victory 
for the forces of freedom. Certainly the use of the airlift to sustain 
the city bad proved the firmness of intent of the Western Powers 
and had given fresh courage to those who believe in freedom every
where. 



CHAPTER 21 

Paving the \V ay to 

West German Government 

THE establishment of a government for western 
Germany was one of the great political develop

ments in postwar Europe. It came about because the United States, 
the United Kingdom, and France could not agree with the Soviet 
Union on the form and scope of a government for all Germany, and 
were unwilling to delay further the return of self-responsibility to 
the German people. It completed the cycle of political reconstruction 
which gave the procedures of democratic government to western 
Germany as an initial step in its return to the family of free nations. 
The cycle had started in the separate zones and then moved to the 
fusion of the American and British zones .. 

The restoration of responsible German government from the village 
to the state within the United States Zone was a systematic, planned, 
and to a large extent scheduled-in-advance program to carry out our 
objectives. Since the agreement which established quadripartite gov
ernment left zonal administration in the hands of the zone com· 
mander, it was a program which could be executed unilaterally. 

The second phase, the return to German hands of responsibility 
for the bizonal area, had been more difficult to accomplish. It was 
now bilateral, which meant that each step had to be discussed be
tween British and American representatives to reconcile any differ
ences in Anglo-American thinking. Moreover, the two zones had 
developed politically and economically along different lines. In the 
British Zone the states had received less responsibility (when the 
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Basic Law for western Germany was approved, the states in the 
British Zone were still without constitutions), 1 and more central 
machinery had been established than in the American Zone. Further
more, the fusion was limited to the creation of a larger economic 
entity. The appearances of political unity and establishment of gov
ernment had to be avoided in view of possible effect on four-power 
relations. We still hoped at that time to obtain a true quadripartite 
government of Germany as a whole, 

Although the slow inch-by-inch progress was sometimes exasperat
ing, it was continuous. The Soviet attitude in the Council of Foreign 
Ministers in London in late 1947 shattered any remaining hopes for 
a true quadripartite government, and in doing so permitted us to 
move more rapidly and certainly to a really effective German ad
ministrative machine for the bizonal area. It also convinced the 
French representatives that it was time to participate in the estab
lishment of trizonal fusion and West German Government. 

It was apparent that this would be a more difficult task than the 
establishment of bizonal fusion. It is always harder to reconcile three 
points of view than two. Moreover, British and American objectives 
and viewpoints had been brought together in the many months of 
bizonal fusion. 

Bidault agreed in London to early three-power discussions which 
would lead to the formation of West German Government. On Jan
uary 20, 1948, it was announced that a conference would be convened 
in London on February 23 to discuss German affairs of mutual in
terest to the French, British, and United States governments. Also, 
for the first time, the Benelux countries because of their direct interest 
in the German problem were invited to participate in those items on 
the agenda not directly concerned with the administration of military 
government. This announcement drew a sharp protest from the Soviet 
Government on February 14 which made the usual charge that the 
Western occupying powers were attempting to split Germany. Each 
of the governments concerned formally rejected the Soviet protest 
and the conference met as scheduled in India House in London. 

Our delegation, which was headed by Ambassador Douglas, in
cluded Assistant Secretary of State Saltzman, Samuel Reber, Murphy, 
and me, with a number of experts to assist in our work. These experts 
included several able men associated with or from Military Govern
ment, among whom were Riddleberger, E. H. Litchfield, and Donald 
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H. Humphrey. The British delegation was headed by Sir William 
Strang, captain of the British team for many conferences on Germany, 
Sir Yvonne Kirkpatrick, Patrick H. Dean, General R<_>bertson, and 
C. E. Steel. The French delegation was headed by Ambassador Rene · 
Massigli and included Maurice Couve de Murville, Monsieur AI
phand, and Ambassador Tarbe de St. Hardouin. General Koenig 
attended from time to time. The Benelux delegation included Am
bassador Jonkheer E. S.M. J. Michiels yan Verduynen for the Nether
lands, Ambassador Vicomte Obert de Thieusies for Belgium, and the 
Luxembourg Minister, Andre Clasen. 

The French Government was unwilling to discuss the formation of 
a West German Government unless economic and security measures 
were discussed and settled concurrently. So the agenda2 included the 
relationship of western Germany to the European Recovery Program, 
the role of its economy in the European economy and control of the 
Ruhr, security against Gerinany, reparations, and provisional terri
torial arrangements, in addition to the evolution of the political and 
economic organization for the three zones and a closer association 
with Benelux countries in policy matters. Only one of these items, 
the evolution of political and economic organization, pertained di
rectly to the formation of West German Government. 

It was not expected that this conference would produce a definitive 
agreement. Rather it was a preliminary exchange to develop basic 
principles and differences for consideration by governments and for 
approval in more detailed form in a subsequent conference. I at
tended most but not all of the meetings as the increasing tension 
in Berlin made me unwilling to be absent for more than a few days 
at a time. 

Douglas had received his. instructions on February 20, 1948. Our 
policy now recognized that the economy of east Germany was being 
reoriented to fit into the eastern European economic system, which 
left the Western Powers no choice but to undertake to integrate 
the economic and political life of west Germany with western Eu
rope. We had not abandoned hope of eventually establishing 
economic and political unity in Germany. Although we would seek 
to avoid steps which might preclude its establishment, we were 
ready to move forward with the economic rehabilitation of western 
Germany under a democratic German political administration. We 
believed that the concept of western European unity which had 
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been proposed publicly by Mr. Bevin had a place for such a Ger
many. We believed that necessary restrictions in German control 
of the Ruhr, which might be incorporated into an international 
agreement, would be more acceptable to the Germans if it embodied 
a contribution on their part to a large western European union to 
which other western European countries would also contribute. 

The conference succeeded in eliminating many petty disagree
ments and in developing the principal differences in viewpoint.3 

All of the participating governments supported the establishment 
of a federal structure of government. It was clear that the British 
representatives wanted the federal government to have strong cen
tral powers; we favored a federal government with sufficient powers 
to maintain economic and political unity provided these powers 
were specifically defined; the French representatives desired a fed
eral structure which was more nearly a confederation of loosely knit 
states with very limited powers vested in the central government. It 
was agreed in principle that "a federal form of government, ade
quately protecting the rights of the respective states but at the same 
time providing for adequate central authority, is best adapted for 
the eventual re-establishment of German unity, at present dis
rupted." 

The conference decided against economic fusion of the bizonal 
area with the French Zone prior to political fusion, but agreed that 
there should be a closer co-ordination of economic matters in the 
bizonal area and the French Zone. It likewise accepted the associa
tion of both areas in the European Recovery Program and hoped 
that these measures would suffice to prevent divergent trends in 
foreign trade, customs, and related matters. Goods and persons were 
to move freely between the zones. It was also accepted in principle 
that there should be a closer association in matters of policy with 
the Benelux countries. 

The final session of the conference was held on March 5, as Am
bassador Douglas had to return to the United States to testify before 
the congressional committees holding hearings on the European 
Recovery Program. It issued a communique which could not be a 
report of agreement but expressed optimism over the progress 
achieved in preliminary exchanges. The delegates were to convene 
in April after their governments had studied their differences in 
viewpoint. · 
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The conference called upon the military governors to study its 
discussions and· to recommend to its second session arrangements 
for their close association with the Benelux countries and for the 
co-ordination of economic affairs in west Germany, the future politi
cal organization of western Germany, and the measures necessary 
to safeguard foreign interests. It also requested an inventory of 
machine tools. 

As soon as the conference recessed the three military governors 
appointed a tripartite working party fo further consider the political 
structure for west Germany.' This committee was able.to make little 
progress on basic principles to be required in the constitution, or 
on the time this government was to be established. It went into 
such detail that it seemed to be writing the constitution itself rather 
than the broad principles which would be given to the German 
Assembly as the condition of Allied approval. Discussions among 
the three military governors failed to resolve the differences within 
the committee, though they did show that the American and British 
views could be resolved quickly in compromise. On the other hand, 
French representatives still insisted on provisions which would have 
made the German government a loose confederation. All of us were 
concerned with our inability to progress, which could only be re
garded as an ill omen to the success of tripartite fusion. 

While our talks were taking place Marshal Sokolovsky and the 
Soviet delegation walked out of the Allied Control Council. This 
had a profound effect on French representatives, who, I think, were 
convinced for the fust time of the futility of further effort to obtain 
quadripartite agreement. They no longer believed that France could 
be the agent to bring East and West together, and they recognized 
the necessity for the economic and political rehabilitation of west 
Germany as a whole as an alternative to running the French Zone 
alone. They knew that we were ready to proceed in the three zones 
but otherwise were determined to go ahead in two. We were no 
longer willing to have a political and economic void in central 
Europe which would interfere with the recovery of the European 
countries participating in the Marshall Plan. 

I received word informally that Couve de Murville of. the French 
Foreign Office was interested in visiting me in Berlin to discuss our 
differences informally, and I grasped this suggestion at once. Couve 
de Murville had been a member of the French delegation at all the 
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international conferences on the German problem in which the 
French Government had participated. Young, personable, and able, 
he spoke English fluently. He had won the regard of the Americans 
who had worked with him. I found that he was vacationing on the 
Riviera, where I sent my plane to pick him up. He arrived in Berlin 
on April 6, 1948, for a three-day visit in whicP, he divided his stay 
between General Koenig and me. 

Our discussions disclosed that basically the French Government, 
like ours, was interested in principles which would avoid the crea
tion of powerful central control. When some of our detailed differ
ences were raised, Couve de Murville would toss them aside as 
detail and irrelevant to our real purpose. 

This convinced me that we should make a new. approach to the 
problem, avoiding discussion of many details which might not neces
sarily develop in the German draft. We should. concentrate on 
establishing the broad principles to be given to the German assembly 
for its guidance and also the principles which would be given to 
the military governors to guide them in determining whether the 
constitution conformed to these broad conditions. 

With this thought in mind, on the last day of his visit I rushed 
to the office and dictated a simple memorandum which I felt sure 
my British colleague would accept. When Couve de Murville ar
rived later in the morning I showed it to him. He liked it and agreed 
to discuss it with Koenig. Later in the day he expressed the belief 
that it might indeed be a basis for agreement. I then stated that 
I would present it to the military governors and recommend that it 
be embodied in our report to the conference. The memorandum 
follows: 

The Commanders in Chief of the three western zones of Germany 
submit herewith a paper to serve as a basis of discussion on political 
evolution and tri-fusion economic coordination: 

1. The several states will be advised that a constituent assembly 
will be held not later than 1 September 1948 to prepare a con
stitution for ratification by the several states. 

2. The delegates to this constituent assembly will be elected by 
the people of the several states under the electoral procedures 
and regulations adopted by the several states. 

8. The number of delegates from each state will be in the pro-
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portion that its population is to the total population of the 
participating states. The total number of delegates will be de
termined by dividing the total population from the last census 
by 750,000. . 

4. The constituent assembly will be instructed as foUows: 
It will draft a democratic constitution which will establish a 
federal type governmental structure for the participating states 
which tvill protect·the rights of the participating states and 
which will contain guarantees o(individual rights and freedom. 
It wiU determine the boundaries of the several states which 
wiU form the federal government, recognizing traditional. pat
terns and avoiding to the extent feasible the creation of states 
which are either too large or too small in comparison with the 
other states composing the federal structure . 

.5. The constitution as prepared by the constituent assembl!j wiU 
be examined by the occupying powers to determine its com
pliance with the broad objectives outlined herein. If the 
constitution as prepared by the constituent assembly does 
meet these broad objectives, it wiU be submitted for ratification 
by the several states under such rules and procedures as these 
states may adopt. When the constitution has been ratified by 
two-thirds of the participating states, it wiU become the con
stitution for and binding upon aU of the participating states. 
Thereafter, any amendment to the constitution must be ratified 
by a like majority of the states. 

6. The constituent assembly wiU design~te an electoral procedure 
committee consisting of one represen;tative from each of the 
proposed states which in cooperation .with the state govern
ments u:>i.ll arrange for. the elections provided for in the con
stitution to be held concurrent with the ratification of the 
constitution. The government so elected wiU take office thirty 
days after ratification by the requisite number of states. This 
government wi.U then be charged with the responsibility for 
government of the participating states as provided in the con
stitution except to the extent its foreign relations are necessarily 
handled by the occupying powers pending the establishment 
of a peace treaty. 

7. Except in the field of foreign relations and there only to the 
extent required by existing circumstances, AUied supervision 
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and control wiU be directed to require adherence to the con
stitution as ratified by the several states and to exercise such 
other control of the war potential as may have been deter
mined. 

8. Prior to the establishment of trizonal German government it 
is impracticable to establish trizonal Allied control. However, 
in the interim period certain steps have or will be taken to 
insure full economic coordination of the trizonal area and the 
French Zone of Occupation. The steps which have already 
been taken are: ]oint banking policy under a tripartite Allied 
Banking Commission; agreement in principle to currency re
form in the trizonal area. The remaining steps which should 
be taken as soon as details can be agreed by the Commanders 
in Chief are: A common export-import policy under a tri
partite Allied export-import agency, and a common customs 
policy. Further steps are deemed impractical until the three 
zones have been joined under German government. 

The military governors agreed to send this memorandum, slightly 
modified, to the London conference to serve as a possible basis of 
discussion. It was in fact the basis on which agreement was reached. 
The military governors were also able to agree among themselves 
and with Benelux representatives on procedures for closer associa
tion in policy matters. 

When the London conference reconvened, Saltzman was replaced 
by his deputy, Frank Wisner. Otherwise the delegations were the 
same. The meetings were held in India House, which, with the estab
lishment of India as a member of the Commonwealth, had been 
taken over by the British Government. The room where plenary 
sessions met was heated by a coal fire in a huge fireplace, which kept 
the delegations seated on that side of the room very warm while the 
rest of us shivered. The walls were dominated by a portrait of Lord 
Cornwallis. Halls and conference rooms contained other portraits of 
early British governors and soldiers who had gained India for the 
British Empire. I could not but wonder at their comments if the 
paintings had come to life and had witnessed British representatives 
arguing for a progressive relinquishment of their authority and the 
early establishment of popular government in Germany. 

Murphy and I shared a suite in the Dorchester Hotel where we 
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could meet frequently with members of our delegation and with 
some of the members of the other delegations. I found it necessary 
to fly back and forth from Berlin frequently and as a result had a 
double birthday. I received in the morning a magnificent birthday 
cake from Mrs. Douglas in London, and in the evening on my return 
to Berlin found that Mrs. Clay had a birthday cake ready and our 
house filled with old friends and associates. During these flights be
tween Germany and England I helped to contribute substantially 
to Murphy's support, as I was unabfe to win a single game of gin 
rummy from him in the entire period of the conference. 

While in London I accepted an invitation to address a meet:i:fig of 
the members of the British Parliament belonging to the Parliamen
tary Union in one of the chambers of the House of Commons. After 
dining with a small group in the House of Commons dining room, I 
spoke of our joint policy in Germany and our conviction that we 
could stop Communist expansion without war. I also expressed grati
fication that the representatives of the United States and Great 
Britain were able to pursue a common policy in Germany because 
we had learned that we did not differ in principle and that com
promise on detail was the essence of democratic government. I was 
grateful for the kind and gracious reception I received from this 
group of experts in debate and speech. I was honored also with a 
luncheon given for me by Mr. Bevin in his home. I knew that it was 
an expression of satisfaction over the harmonious way in which 
General Robertson and I had worked in the direction of bizonal 
affairs. 

The initial meeting of the conference on April 20 agreed quickly 
to an agenda.5 The arrangements proposed by the military governors 
for a closer association with the Benelux countries were accepted. It 
was determined that the safeguarding of foreign interests and the 
fixing of the western German frontier required special study and that 
the governments concerned would be requested to refer these ques
tions to experts. This left three items for the real work of the dele
gates: the evolution of political and economic organization, the role 
of German economy in European economy and control of the Ruhr, 
and security against Germany. 

Agreements were reached on control of the Ruhr and security 
against Germany and are discussed elsewhere. The French repre~ 
sentatives would not have accepted the establishment of any kind of · 
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western German government if these two points had not been settled 
concurrently. 

We knew that the real stumbling block would prove to be French 
reluctance to give the new government sufficient powers for it to be 
effective. As the discussions progressed this was demonstrated in 
their opposition to the central government's having any powers of 
taxation or any real police jurisdiction. They favored a national legis
lature in which both houses would be composed of representatives 
of the states, elected preferably by state legislatures. They wished to 
restore the traditional state boundaries although not at the expense 
of transfer of jurisdiction over any area under French occupationiU 
control. 

In principle there was little difference in British and American 
viewpoints, though in degree there was much. We were both in favor 
of the central government's having a power of taxation limited to the 
raising of revenue required to carry out its tasks. We differed as to 
the powers to be entrusted to the central government, the British 
representatives supporting a wider range of functions than we be
lieved necessary. We both favored giving the central government 
limited and clearly defined police powers. We desired a legislature 
in which the upper house was composed of members representing 
the several states and chosen as the states might determine, and the 
lower house of members elected on a national basis. The Americans 
were more inclined to support the French on the restoration of 
traditional state boundaries, provided that all areas in occupation be 
placed under tripartite supervision, than the British, who wished to 
maintain some degree of unilateral control in their zone. They did 
not want to give up their hold over the powerful industrial state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia. Further differences were to develop as to 
the degree of control to be retained in the Occupation Statute and 
as to how the military governors should reach decisions. Here we 
were insistent on majority rule, having experienced the frustration of 
a veto power wielded by any one of the four representatives on the 
l\llied Control Council. 

Although the conference had agreed quickly to refer the fixing of 
western German boundaries to a committee of experts, I had opposed 
such a move. The claims submitted by the neighboring countries 
were far from minor and in some instances involved territory con
taining substantial coal and oil reserves. While the representatives of 
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the United States and United Kingdom had both stated that all 
decisions must await the peace treaty, and moreover must be limited 
to minor rectifications to correct anomalies, I felt that any changes 
would seriously affect the accomplishment of our objectives. We had 
argued that the eastern boundary of Germany could not be fixed 
until there was a peace treaty. Perhaps this made our legal position 
authorizing temporary changes in the western frontier consistent, 
but it certainly did not· strengthen o.ur moral position that further 
consideration would have to be given to the final delineation of the 
eastern boundary. Moreover, the western boundaries of Germany 
had been established for many years. It is true that in some instances 
these boundaries made the control of rivers for navigation and power 
development difficult. Occasionally railroads and highways of one 
of the neighboring countries passed through short stretches of Ger
many, but custom and tradition had solved or softened these prob
lems over the years. 

My main concern was that we were subjecting a patient who was 
still under shock from amputation to pinpricks which were of little 
real value to the claimants but extremely painful to him. Gern1any 
had already lost East Prussia, undetermined but large parts of east 
Germany including Silesia, and the Saar. These major amputations 
had severed 110,000 square kilometers of rich territory which had 
supported a prewar population of almost 10,000,000 inhabitants. 

We were giving substantial aid to Germany in the interests of 
European recovery and with a view to its eventual integration into a 
union of western European nations. Ther.efore it seemed to me that 
Germany's neighbors had a stake in rapprochement with Germany 
and that the return they would obtain from small accessions of terri· 
tory would not be worth the wounded feelings they would cause. 

Postwar sentiment and the pressure of Germany's neighbors over
ruled my arguments. However, it was interesting that in 1949, after 
the experts had approved changes in the western boundaries, public 
opinion in Belgium and Luxembourg was such that both of these 
countries renounced the territory they had been granted and negoti
ated with German officials for small alterations which could be made 
without risking continued dissatisfaction and hatred. France like
wise made a number of concessions in the interest of better under
standing with Germany. 

The discussions of West German Government were long and in-
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volved. They were noteworthy in portraying clearly the different 
conceptions of government which can exist even among countries 
with long democratic traditions. Free-enterprise America, Socialist 
Britain, and divided France were trying to agree on the principles of 
a constitution. Ambassador Douglas, with much experience in gov
ernment and a liberal philosophy of human rights, was well fitted to 
head the American delegation and his persuasive powers led to com
promises which, although they left many problems to be resolved in 
Germany, did enable agreement on paper authorizing the military 
governors to go ahead with the program. 

When the report of the conference was approved by the three gov~ 
ernments, a final decision had been made to establish an econom
ically self-sustaining western Germany under a government of its 
own, to be drawn into close co-operation with the free countries of 
western Europe. This decision formulated for the three countries the 
common policy which had been advocated by our government for 
many months. There is no question that this was the most important 
conference for Germany since Potsdam. The report was completed 
for submission to governments on June 1, 1948. 'l.'hree of its annexes
F, H, and I-determined the .future course of West German Govern~ 
ment. 

Annex F6 called upon the three military governors to arrange a 
meeting of the minister-presidents of the several states not later than 
June 15, 1948. The minister-presidents were to be authorized to 
recommend such modification of state boundaries as they believed 
desirable as long as they conformed to traditional patterns and did 
not create states either too large or too small. Their recommenda
tions, if approved by the military governments, would be submitted 
for ratification to the people of the affected areas. The minister
presidents were authorized to convene a constitutional assembly not 
later than September 1 to prepare a constitution for ratification by 
the participating states; the delegates to the assembly were to be 
selected in each state as it might determine, on the basis of one 
delegate to 750,000 persons, or some similar figure agreed on by the 
minister-presidents. The minister-presidents were to be advised that 
they would be responsible for the arrangements in any new states 
which might be formed, that the institutions established by the 
constitution would come into effect thirty days after its ratification, 
and that prior to the convening of the elected assembly the powers 
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to be retained by the occupying powers would be defined and made 
public. Annex F also contained a statement of principle to guide the 
German constitutional assembly, which read: 

The Constituent Assembly wiU draft a democratic constitution 
which will establish for the participating states a governmental 
structure of federal type which is best adapted to the eventual re
establishment of Germar:t unity at present disrupted, and which u:ill 
protect the rights of the participaMng states, provide adequate 
central· authority, and contain guarantees of individual rights and 
freedom. If the constitution as prepared by the constituent assembly 
does not confiict with these general principles, the Military Gover
nors wiU authorize its submission for ratification by the participating 
states. Ratification by two-thirds of the states is binding on all. 

Annex H7 was a "Letter of Advice to the Military Governors" fixing 
the considerations they would examine to determine the compliance 
of the constitution with the broad principles which it had to meet. 
This "Letter of Advice" recognized that there were a number of ways 
to set up a federal government, so that the constitution had to be 
examined in its whole to determine its nature. Certain features were 
established as desirable in whole or in part. A bicameral legislature 
in which one house represented the states, executive powers defl
nitely prescribed by the constitution and with any emergency powers 
subject to broad legislative and court review were considered major 
tests of federal structure. All powers of the federal government were 
to be limited to those specified in the c_onstitution and should not 
include education, cultural and religious affairs, local government, or 
public health (except when essential to safeguard the health of the 
people of the several states). The power of the federal government 
in the field of public welfare was to be limited to the co-ordination 
of social security measures. In the financial field it was to be limited 
to taxation measures necessary to raise the revenue for authorized 
federal government purposes, except that it might have the power to 
secure uniformity in other taxes provided their collection and utiliza
tion were left to the states. The power of the federal government in 
the pollee field was to be limited to measures specifically approved 
by the occupying powers and subsequent international agreements. 

The constitution was to provide for an independent judiciary to 
review legislation, to review the exercise of executive power, to 
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resolve conflict between federal government and the states or be
tween the states, and to protect civil rights and individual freedoms. 
The federal government was to be authorized under the constitution 
to establish agencies only under circumstances which clearly in
dicated that state agencies would be ineffective. 

The "Letter of Advice" adjured the military governors to examine 
the constitution in the light of all of these conditions, bearing in mind 
that it was the structure as a whole and not a deviation from .any one 
of these conditions which would determine whether it provided for 
a federal type of government. 

Annex J8 established the principles which would govern the formu
lation of powers to be reserved by the occupying authorities and 
incorporated into an Occupation Statute which would be published 
prior to the formation of West German Government and would pro
vide a guaranteed rule of law. It required the military governments 
to continue to conduct foreign relations but to exercise only those 
controls in foreign trade and in internal economic policies which 
affected foreign trade necessary to insure wise use of the financial 
assistance being provided to the German economy. It required the 
military governors to exercise agreed security controls or to arrange 
for the exercise of such controls, as for example by the Ruhr Author~ 
ity; to enforce the fulfillment of reparations, the maintenance of the 
established level of industry, and decartelization, disarmament, and 
demilitarization measures. It required a control of scientific study to 
prevent war research, and a retention of the right to take such 
measures as were necessary to protect the prestige and insure the 
security of the occupation forces, to meet the physical needs of these 
forces, to insure observance of the constitution, and to resume full 
powers in case of emergency. 

This Annex provided that amendments to the constitution would 
require approval of the military governors, but laws and regulations 
of the German Government which were not within the reserved field 
would become effective,, unless disapproved by majority vote of the 
military governors, within twenty-one days. There was to be no re
striction of German competence in German political life, social rela
tions, and education, and Military Government was limited in these 
matters to observation and counsel to the German officials. Minister
presidents and the constitutional assembly were to be advised of 
these principles to guide them in their work, so that they would 
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lmow in advance of the nature of the Occupation Statute, which 
would be pro~ulgated concurrently with the approval of the con
stitution and preceding its submission to the states for ratification. 
Thus the constitution would be ratified in full knowledge of the 
provisions of the Occupation Statute. 

During the conference it had been agreed9 that the British and 
American military governors would consult with the French military 
governor on major mea~es taken in the bizonal area which might 
later affect its fusion with the French Zone. This had an unforeseen 
development The understanding did not provide that such measures 
were to be held up in the bizonal area pending agreement. It did 
give the French Government the opportunity to appeal to our gov
ernment and to the British Government when it opposed such deci
sions and to suggest conferences "at governmental level" to resolve 
the differences. In the past all conferences held outside of Germany 
had concerned broad policy questions, and internal German prob
lems were left for settlement by the military governors. General 
Robertson and I always managed to get together. Now neither of us 
was able to resolve these internal problems with French representa
tives, who had found that if we could not accept their views on 
Germany, or were willing to accept them only in part,· they would 
almost certainly obtain acceptance or further compromise at govern
mental level. Moreover, we did not have the same right with respect 
to the French Zone, since its actions were taken by the separate 
state administrations. 

Sometimes a negotiation would be transferred from the military 
governors to a committee designated to .represent the three govern
ments, and I must admit that it was difficult for me to understand 
how such a move could be considered as a transfer to governmental 
level. The result was that negotiations in Germany with French 
representatives on measures to be introduced only in the British and 
American zones would fail. Operating decisions had to be made if 
the daily tasks of government were to be executed orderly and 
promptly. While I did not care where negotiations occurred, I was 
convinced that under no circumstances should they be held on the 
same subject in two places. Nor should each subject at issue be con
sidered as an isolated problem out of context with the German 
picture as a whole. 

Thus, in the period following the agreement with the French for 
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trizonal fusion, Robertson and I had the greatest difficulty in under
taking measures in the bizonal area to facilitate the economic re
covery to which we believed ourselves obligated by our inclusion in 
the European Recovery Program. As we tried to reach a solution we 
would make offer after offer of concession to receive little in return, 
and then the question at issue would be transferred elsewhere for 
negotiation, with the Anglo-American position starting from its last 
offer in Germany rather than from its original position. I discussed 
this situation with Secretary Royall on his visit to Germany in 
December 1948 to find that he shared my apprehensions. The record 
of meetings which followed the London conference will indicate the 
difficulties we faced. 

The conference report was approved promptly by the governments 
of the United States and the United Kingdom. It did not receive 
public support in France, in part because the French Government 
had made no effort to present and to emphasize the many conces
sions it had won. Its defense of the report was limited to describing 
it as the best compromise that representatives had been able to 
obtain. Primarily the unfavorable reaction was directed toward the 
Ruhr agreement, and the French Government refused to accept it 
as final. Some members of the French delegation which had accepted 
the report even opposed its approval. Some of the opposition to the 
formation of a western German government expressed apprehension 
that it would offend the Soviet Government. This provided an oppor
tunity exploited by French Communists to the full. These fears then 
spread to Germany and created some doubt in German minds as to 
the real determination of the three Western Powers to carry the pro
gram to completion. We ran into these doubts when we placed in 
the hands of the minister-presidents the responsibility of carrying 
out the London decisions. 

When General Marshall announced the acceptance of the con
ference report by our government on June 9 he renewed the invita
tion to the Soviet GoverJ:?.ment for its zone to join the three western 
zones. He did not receive a reply. The report was accepted by the 
British Government on the same day. The approval of the French 
National Assembly was not secured until June 18, when the govern ... 
ment position was supported by a majority of six votes only. 

In spite of the lack of full support for its results, the agreement 
when approved by the three governments provided the military 
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governors with the framework of a joint policy for setting up West 
German Government. We were to find that, while we had a common 
framework, we differed widely on what we wanted for the siding 
and the trim and the roof. 

The delay in French ratification prevented the three military gov
ernors from meeting with the minister-presidents until July 1. Mean
while rumors of the agreement, revealed in part by French opposi
tion, had not created a favorable atmosphere. Before the meeting in 
Frankfurt we had prepared four docoments10 based on the London 
understanding to be presented verbally to the eleven minister-presi
dents, and then handed to them. The presentation was divided 
among us. In it we authorized the convocation of the constituent 
assembly and the modification of state boundaries. We informed 
them that the powers reserved to the occupying authorities would 
be el'Pressed in an Occupation Statute which would be made avail
able as soon as it was ready. We also appointed liaison officers who 
would be ready to assist them at all times. Dr. Reinhold Maier of 
Wuerttemberg-Baden replied for them and thanked us in the name 
of the German people. He then requested adjournment to allow 
time for our proposals to be studied until July 20. We approved his 
request. 

The minister-presidents met in Coblentz from July 8 to 10 and 
then wrote us a letter which summed up their observations.U This 
letter expressed their conviction that the critical difficulties faced by 
the German people could be overcome only if they were enabled to 
administer their affairs on the broadest territorial basis possible at 
any time, and their willingness to accept the principle of trizonal 
fusion in this spirit. It expressed apprehension, however, at giving 
the character of a state to the organization for this purpose, which 
might widen the rift between East and West, and opposed a referen
dum which would give the weight of a national constitution to what 
they preferred to call a basic law. 

The minister-presidents accepted the responsibility of recommend
ing changes in state boundaries and expressed satisfaction that there 
was to be an Occupation Statute. They did not want Ruhr control 
placed in this statute, which they hoped would mark the end of a 
state of war. Specifically, they asked for the removal of all restric
tions on foreign trade. The letter concluded with appreciation to the 
military governors for widening the possibilities for democratic 
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political development and a declaration of their readiness to serve 
the peace of the world and to create a free and democratic Germany. 

Unfortunately that part of the letter expressing doubt as to the 
advisability of calling the new organization a government was widely 
interpreted as an evidence of their unwillingness to accept respon
sibility for a separate western government. They were uncertain of 
German public sentiment toward the establishment of a government 
which would imply recognition of a divided Germany. Further, 
French opposition left them in doubt as to our firm intent and they 
thought they might be confronted with having set up a government 
which would never govern because of Soviet opposition. However, 
their letter had not refused to accept responsibility and I was confi
dent that they would go ahead. I knew from talks with them that the 
minister-presidents from our zone were eager to do so. 

Some of the German officials alleged that French representatives 
were saying that a more limited administration than contemplated 
in the London Agreement would lessen Soviet opposition and 
avoid the appearance that Germany was split into two parts. I did 
not investigate these allegations, as I had no desire to be involved 
in determining the facts in exchanges between French representa
tives and German officials. I was convinced that our formal approach 
to the minister-presidents in the first meeting had not given them 
confidence in our intent and I was determined that future meetings 
should be of the informal type to which General Robertson and I 
were accustomed. Such meetings would encourage the minister
presidents to go ahead rapidly. 

The military governors had difficulty in agreeing on the reply to 
be made to this letter at the meeting of July 20, as General Koenig 
wanted to accept their proposal for a more limited government struc
ture than we had intended. However, Robertson and I held him to 
the London Agreement. 

When we met with the minister-presidents. we again shared the 
presentation of our reply.12 Robertson presided and kept the meeting 
on as informal a basis as possible. We told them that the London 
decisions were governmental and that marked deviations might re
quire further governmental consideration, which would delay the 
whole program, and that they would have to accept responsibility 
for failure to return government to German hands promptly. We 
stressed our desire that the Germans voluntarily accept the responsi-
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bilities of government being turned over to them. We affirmed our 
interest in ratification by the states and preferably by referendum in 
each state, and expressed doubt as to the term "Basic Law" being 
adequate to describe the document which would establish German 
government We again emphasized the need for a decision on state 
boundaries. We promised consideration of their views on the content 
of the occupation statute. 

Minister-President Stpck of Hesse, German spokesman at this 
meeting, requested adjournment so they could consider our reply. 
Minister-President Kaisen, disappointed at further delay, interrupted 
to express his anxiety at the failure to progress. Buergermeister 
Brauer of Hamburg supported Kaisen and suggested that the words 
"Provisional Constitution,. might prove a satisfactory alternative to 
the words "Basic Law." After a recess of an hour the minister-presi
dents wanted still more time and asked for another meeting on July 
26. 

\\1llle the discussions at the July 26 meeting were long and in
volved, there was no longer any question of the willingness of the 
minister-presidents to accept responsibility. Between the two meet· 
ings I had made a hurried trip home and returned with lumbago. 
\vhich may be why the discussions seemed so long. We agreed to 
call the group which would prepare the constitution the "Parliamen
tary Council" rather than the "Constituent Assembly,'" and the docu
ment which it would prepare the "Basic Law" followed in paren· 
theses by the words ''Provisional Constitution." We promised to ask 
our governments to consider its ratification by vote of the state 
parliaments in view of the minister-presidents' belief that a general 
ballot would be untimely under the existing political and economic 
situation. 

There were no further obstacles in the way of the minister-presi
dents, who arranged in August for the state parliaments in the west
em zones to elect representatives to the Parliamentary Council, 
which would hold its sessions in Bonn. In the hope that it would 
facilitate the work of the Council, constitutional e:\'Perts from the 
three major political parties were assembled at Herrenchiemsee to 
prepare a draft document. 

On September 1 the delegates to the Parliamentary Council 
assembled formally in the old university city. High Allied officials 
were invited to the opening ceremony, which was simple, consistent 
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with a disrupted economy, and yet dignified and impressive. Its 
sixty~five members came from six political parties of which the 
Christian Democratic Union and the Social Democratic party were 
the two major groups. Dr. Konrad Adenauer of the CDU was elected 
president and committees were designated to carry out the detailed 
work. 

Dr. Adenauer is an interesting personality whose activity and 
energy belie his seventy~three years. Having spent a long life in the 
political field, during which he achieved the leadership of the 
Christian Democratic Union, he is a capable politician. His extensive 
knowledge of government and of parliamentary procedure combirie 
with ability and intelligence to make an effective leader. His shrewd
ness enables him to create conditions favorable to his party and he is 
not above using criticism of others to further party interests. He is 
conservative in thought and supports free enterprise. When he rises 
above party politics he has the intelligence and character to act as a 
statesman. He exhibited this quality of statesmanship at critical 
periods in the life of the Council. 

The other major party, the SPD, did not have its leader, Dr. 
Schumacher, in the Council but it did not lack able leadership in. 
Professor Carlo Schmid and others. In view of the almost equal 
strength of the two parties, it was certain that the provisional con
stitution would come about only from compromises reached in pro
longed debate. 

When the Parliamentary Council had settled to its task, the West~ 
em military governors had time to consider the fusion measures 
which we had to work out. Committees had been appointed to pre
pare the Occupation Statute/8 to work out the details of Allied 
fusion, including the composition, functions, and size of the joint 
staffs, the supervision of state governments in the three zones, and 
the harmonization of Military Government legislation in the reserved 
fields which would be uniform in the three zones after the establish
ment of West German Government. In this latter field, I was fortu
nate to have as our representative the exceptionally able and expe~ 
rienced Joseph Panuch, who had come to Germany to be my special 
adviser for major problems. 

Progress in drafting the Occupation Statute was slow because of 
French insistence on reserving powers which the British and Ameri
can representatives believed must be granted to the German Govern-
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ment if it was to be other than a sham. We did not believ~ that the 
French positiOI;t was consistent with the London decisions. 

However, I found that our government at this time desired a more 
restrictive statute than I felt advisable. On August 19, I cabled the 
Department of the Army, "The Occupation Statute should be as 
brief as possible if the provisions of the German constitution are 
fully satisfactory." I recommended that it contain a short preamble, 
setting forth its purpos~ to make possible a lasting and just peace 
based on free political institutions, and a general definition of the 
powers which the occupying powers had agreed to reserve until 
there was a peace treaty. I felt a long and detailed statute would 
make the Germans doubt our intention of returning responsibility 
for internal affairs to their hands, and would be difficult to enforce 
in practice. I also recommended the establishment of a High Court 
composed of representatives of the occupying powers and German 
jurists to which the German Government could appeal decisions of 
the military governors which they believed contrary to the occupa· 
tion statute. 

On August 29, I received the reply from the Department of the 
Armya which, while it agreed in principle with my observations, 
listed the restrictions it desired incorporated in the statute. They 
would have made it a very lengthy and legalistic document. I did not 
like to present it because I was sure that any proposal which we sub· 
mitted would be added to in tripartite negotiations. Fortunately I 
was given sufficient discretion so that I was able to submit a less 
restrictive proposal. I was confident, too, that our government would 
accept any document which satisfied the French representatives, 

It is of little interest to describe in detail the long hours of negotia
tion, the arguments and counterarguments which followed. French 
representatives were unyielding and were also expressing alarm at 
what they believed to be a trend to dangerous centralization in the 
work of the Parliamentary Council, General Koenig in an irnpas· 
sioned speech had expressed French unwillingness to proceed 
further until the Parliamentary Council was reminded of the limita
tions in its authority. 

Again I believed the French position to be inconsistent with the 
London Agreement. Although Monsieur Schuman had endorsed this 
program and promised to support it, I felt that the French adminis
tration in Germany did not share his views and was determined to 
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delay if not to thwart the establishment of We&t German Govern
ment. It seemed to me that a common tripartite policy was essential 
but that it could be obtained only at govemment:ll level. So, on 
November 22, I reported by cable: 

Koeni[fs stand in recent meeting is that French may not accept 
western German government as they dislike the present climate. . . • 
The Ruhr question by itself is not the disturbing factor; it is rather 
German economic recovery as a whole. 

Although the French government has officially accepted German 
recovery as necessary to European recovery, many of the actiari8 
taken by its representatives in Germany have been to delay recovery. 

While international ownership of the Ruhr could lead to the neces
sity for forced operation of Ruhr industries, it is my view that it 
would be less disruptive than foreign control of management which 
would prevent the responsibility of ownership being exercised in a 
normal way. 

There is some validity in French argument that government 
ownership of Ruhr industries would provide too great a centraliza
tion of power in Germany. However, we can not be sure that sociali
zation will result, as at least for the present non-socialist parties in 
Germany have a slight majority. If our established policy to permit 
the German people to resolve their own economic pattern is to be 
continued, any form of national ownership should be at the federal 
level as it is certainly unworkable to permit a single state within the 
federal government to own the industries which control and domi
nate German economic life. 

The French government's comments concerning the prevention of 
establishment of dangerous and excessive economic concentration 
in the Ruhr and return of management of Nazi owners indicate 
misunderstanding of the law establishing the trusteeship arrange
ment. The full intent of the law is to accomplish a reorganization 
which will stop excessive and dangerous economic concentration 
and eliminate the Nazi influence in ownership. 

I am even more concerned with the French comment that the 
participation of the representatives of Berlin at Bonn is threatening 
the political reconstruction of western Germany. We have told the 
French that if quadripartite government exists in Berlin at the time 
that the constitution is approved, we will have to disapprot>e Berlin 
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participation in western German government. On the other hand, if 
Berlin is then a split city, it must be supported by western Germany. 
Careful attention must be given under the conditions which exist 
when the constitution is approved to including Ber.lin in western 
German government. The French do not really want a united Ger
many with Berlin as the capital. Our policy caUs for a united 
Germany. Any act on our part which would indicate that we oppose 
a united Germany would lessen greatly our infiuence in western 
~~~ . . . 

The French say that there are evidences of a tendency to make 
Germany the strongest economic power in Europe and the center of 
the continental economy. Unquestionably this comes about from the 
present upturn in the ~rman economy which has made its recovery 
real and no longer academic. More than 40 million people in western 
Germany having to bring in almost half of their food requirements 
can live only with a large industry having a surplus available for 
export. A self-sustaining Germany is impossible otherwise. Ob
viously, any such industry has some war potential and security must 
be provided by rigidly enforced disarmament agreements rather than 
by suppression of industry which can only cause a deficit economy, 
which would be borne for many years by the United States or 
would in itself become a greater war hazard than a self-sustaining 
economy. 

I have sympathy with the French position on reparations and 
regret our continued inability to conclude an agreement for the 
period of occupation on prohibited and restricted industries. I sup
port the level of industry agreed for the bizonal area because the 
limitation of 10,700,000 tons of steel was a commitment made to the 
French at London . . 

I found in Paris that I was charged with the authorship of the 
plan to raise the steel capacity and to retain additional plants in 
Germany. While this is not true, I have in all my conferences with 
the French taken the position of our government that upward 
changes would have to be made as found to be necessartj in the 
interest of European recovery. We here can make no agreements 
on prohibited and restricted industries until Mr. Hoffman has made 
his decision as to ·what is to remain in Germany and the negotia
tions for its acceptance have been undertaken with the French and 
British governments. 
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I note that the French government desires a joint re-examination 
by governments of the general policy in Germany. This is not a ques
tion on which my comment is pertinent. I do wish to point out that 
there is an increasing conflict between American and French policy 
which leads to almost daily disagreements in our operations in Ger. 
many. We propose to re-establish a self-S'Ustaining Germany at the 
earliest possible date as we believe such a Germany essential to a 
sound European economy and also to stop the continued need for 
financial support from the United States. Whae our efforts to this 
purpose have been most encouraging since currency reform, we are 
still far from a self-sustaining Germany and the United States will be 
requested for at least two more years and perhaps longer to support 
the annual deficit in Germany" s trade. Our efforts to make this period 
a minimum are in direct conflict with French desires to'retard Ger
man recovery. If we accept the French view, we are adding to our 
own financial liability in Germany, perhaps so much that our invest
ment to date would be lost in its effectiveness to develop a self
sustaining responsible German government. As German economy 
recovers, we will be subfect to further attack from French politicians 
reflecting both the real and imaginary fears of the French people and 
of the French government. This confiict of policy is at a critical stage. 
Each compromise retards our efforts for German recovery. Without 
compromise, we will be faced with an intensive French opposition 
which may develop a real anti-American sentiment in France. 

There is no ready solution of this problem. I am convinced that 
German recovery is necessary to European recovery and to any real 
stability in Europe which makes for peace. If this recovery can only 
come about with the loss of French support, then stability would 
not result either. It does seem clear to me that it is difficult indeed 
to justify our continued financial support of Germany if it is not 
directed to developing self-sufficiency and responsible government 
which will require no further financial support as soon as possible. 

A secu.rity pact will do much to allay French fears. However, the 
French fears are not entirely directed at physical aggression but 
also come at least in part from the competition promised by a re
covered German economy. 

I am trying to point up the problem. I recognize that recommenda
tions for its solution are beyond my competence. It is a problem 
which must be resolved soon. · 
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I received no reply to this cable. We continued our negotiations 
until Decemb~r 17, when we agreed that the military governors 
could do no more to resolve the remaining differences and would 
have to submit them to their governments for resolution. Since our 
report was not utilized in the final agreement reached by the foreign 
ministers, it is not worth consideration except to indicate the diver-
gencies in the viewpoints of the three military governors. . 

'The basic disagreem.ents15 came from French insistence that Ger
man authorities not be permitted to legislate in the reserved fields, 
including finance and economics, without the prior approval in each 
instance of the occupying powers, and the British and American 
view that the German authorities must have concurrent legislative 
rights with the occupying authorities in these fields if their govern
ment was to function effectively. The French also insisted that occu
pation costs be distributed among and borne by the several states, 
while the British and Americans wanted these costs to be included 
in the federal budget. The French did not want the High Court to 
have other than advisory powers, nor to h1we German participation. 
'The French and the Americans were together in insisting that the 
protection and care of displaced persons be provided for in the 
Occupation Statute, whereas the British wanted such protection and 
care limited to executing existing agreements with the International 
Refugee Organization. We united in urging our governments to give 
earnest and prompt consideration to our report so that the occupa
tion statute could be delivered as quickly as possible to German 
hands. 

'The military governors still had to ·agree on the principles to 
govern trizonal fusion. Here, too, little progress had been made. 
'The Department of the Army was unwilling to have the Occupation 
Statute considered at governmental level unless agreement was 
reached at the same time on these principles.16 It was particularly 
concerned that our right to a major voice in matters affecting for
eign trade and exchange be recognized in view of the financial aid 
we were providing for all three zones, and that food and agriculture 
and other interests which affected the extent of our aid be under tri
partite rather than zonal inspection and supervision. I did not feel 
that our negotiations in Germany had gone far enough to develop 
basic differences. Moreover, I did not believe it possible for these 
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differences to be resolved in London or elsewhere except by the for
eign ministers themselves. 

The three governments agreed to a conference to open in London 
on January 17, 1949, to consider these differences. Further progress 
toward West German Government thus rested with the Parliamen
tary Council on the one hand, and with the three governments on the 
other hand. 



CHAPTER 22 

The Way to 

West German Government 

I HAD expressed my anxiety over the French position 
to our government on November 22, 1948. In an effort 

to allay General Koenig's apprehension that the Parliamentary 
Council favored a highly centralized government, I had joined 
General Robertson in agreeing to send an aide-memoire1 to the 
Council. It was dispatched on the same day as my cable home. It 
gave the Council the conditions which the military governors would 
examine carefully in determining whether the constitution provided 
for a federal structure of government. 

After receiving this letter the Parliamentary Council asked for a 
meeting of its representatives with the three military governors on 
December 17, 1948,3 to discuss its proVisions. At this meeting Dr. 
Adenauer raised the points discussed in our letter. However, little 
agreement resulted and it was apparent there was no common 
German viewpoint. In point of fact SPD members charged that 
Adenauer had raised these points in anticipation of a ruling from us 
in support of the CDU position, which favored a federal government 
of limited power. Since decentralization was the purport of our letter, 
there seemed to be little reason for this meeting. We could offer no 
encouragement to the SPD in its desire for centralized government. 

Meanwhile little progress had been made in London. Minister 
Julius C. Holmes headed the American delegation, which did not 
include Military Government representation. The British and French 
delegations were composed of the same persons who had attended 
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previous conferences. The Department of the Axmy' s insistence that 
the conference discuss the principles of bizonal fusion led to a 
broadening of the agenda to include consideration· of the French 
request to retain control and use of the port of Kehl across the Rhine 
River from Strasbourg. The French also proposed that a government 
dissenting from a majority decision of the military governors should 
have the right to appeal to the other governments and the decision 
should not become effective until this appeal was heard .. In my 
opinion this was almost as bad as the veto power in the Allied Con
trol Council which had destroyed quadripartite government. I hoped 
that our government would refuse to participate in any further 
international agreements which authorized this power of veto. In 
any event acceptance of the French proposal would have resulted 
in interminable delays, thus defeating the orderly day-to-day con
duct of government. 

When Secretary Royall visited Germany in late December 1948, I 
urged him to ask the Secretary of State to defer further considera
tion of all outstanding questions until the three foreign ministers 
could meet to discuss them in their relationship to each other and 
reach a "package" solution. The continued disagreements and bitter 
arguments among the Western occupying powers were playing iDto 
Communist hands as well as into the hands of the less scrupulous 
German politicians, who tried to make the most of every Allied dis
pute. Secretary of State Acheson agreed with the desirability of such 
a conference but was unwilling to discontinue the talks in London. 
He did promise to discuss German aHairs with Bevin and Schuman 
when they canre to Washington to sign the Atlantic Pact. By that 
time the several months of negotiation in London had not led to 
agreement on either the Occupation Statute or the principles of 
trizonal fusion. 

Moreover the Parliamentary Council was having di.fficulty in 
reaching final agreement on the Basic Law. The charge of the SPD 
that the CDU had tried. to use the meeting of the representatives of 
the Council with the military governors on December 17 to its own 
political advantage did not help. We no longer hoped that the 
constitution would be approved for ratification by the end of the 
year. Since we were unable to resolve our differences to give them 
the terms of the Occupation Statute, we could not urge greater 
speed. Fortunately German political leaders in the Council recog-
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nized the danger of delay and advised us in late December that it 
would proceed to complete the Basic Law without waiting for the 
Occupation Statute. A draft' was completed in the Main Committee 
in early January 1949 for submission to a plenary session, and copies 
were made available to our liaison representatives. 

This draft was considered by the ·three military governors in 
Frankfurt on February 16.• In general we were satisfied that the 
Basic Law embodied the fundamental principles and safeguardS of 
democracy. It guaranteed individual.rights and freedoms and limited 
the powers of the executive. It established a parliamentary form of 
government and an independent judiciary which included a con
stitutional High Court. The upper house in a bicameral legislature 
represented the several states. The Basic Law had some new and 
interesting provisions. The federal chancellor was subject to removal 
on a vote of no confidence only if it was accompanied by simultane
ous selection of his successor. The federal government could transfer 
sovereign powers to an ·international authority and incorporate 
federal territory into a system of mutual security. The general rules 
of international law were made a part of the federal law. Despite the 
excellent provisions for the protection of democratic rights and 
processes, the Basic Law showed the effect of frequent compromise 
between conflicting political. views, particularly in establishing an 
administrative structure which might prove less than adequate for 
the purpose. 

Our principal concern with the Basic Law came from our belief 
that it not only provided for too much centralization of authority but 
also failed to clearly distinguish between the responsibilities to be 
retained by the individual states and the responsibilities to be as
sumed by the federal government. We therefore requested the 
leaders of the Parliamentary Council to defer placing it before the 
Plenary Session until we could comment in detail. 

We asked our political advisers5 to study the document carefully 
and report any deviations from the provisions of the London Agree
ment. Their comment, which was not unanimous, pointed out that 
the powers granted to the federal government were excessive, par
ticularly in the fields of public health, public welfare, labor, and the 
press, which had been specifically excluded from federal control in 
the London Agreement. They found that the revenue-raising and 
tax-collection powers given the federal government were also exces-
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sive to its needs and destroyed the independence of the states. Broad 
concurrent legislative powers were given to both federal govern~ 
ment and states, which would prove confusing in practice unless 
exercised by the federal government, and this exercise of legislative 
rights would weaken the authority of the individual states unneces~ 
sarily. They were disturbed with the provision for the civil service 
which seemed to perpetuate the traditional, and certainly undemo
cratic, German code which we thought we had destroyed. The in
clusion of Berlin as one of the federal states was inconsistent with 
our legal position that Berlin was under quadripartite control by 
international agreement. 

The meeting6 of the military governors to consider this report 
proved difficult. Robertson wished to accept the Basic Law as pre~ 
sented, except for the civil service and Berlin provisions, whereas 
both Koenig and I felt we could not agree to the centralization of 
authority which it provided. My own views in this respect were less 
in conflict with the British than were the French views. While we 
agreed quickly with respect to the modification of the provisions 
relating to civil service and to Berlin, there was prolonged debate on 
the financial and legislative powers granted to the federal govern
ment. Finally I suggested and obtained agreement on compromise 
proposals which, while leaving the federal government a wide range 
of tax powers, also left sufficient tax powers to the individual states 
to assure these states of financial independence. They did not 
abrogate the right of the federal government to legislate in the many 
fields specified in the Basic Law, but limited it to those matters 
which clearly affected two or more states. 

We met with a subcommittee of the Parliamentary Council's Main 
Committee on March 2 to express our views.' In this meeting we 
emphasized that we were asking not for the acceptance of our word
ing but for amendments which would meet the spirit of our com
ments. Robertson presided at this meeting and acted as spokesman. 
There was little discussion across the table. After the meeting I 
talked to Carlo Schmid, leading SPD member of the subcommittee, 
who told me that he had expected a more rigid position from the 
military governors and hoped that the Parliamentary Council would 
be able to take action quickly on our comments. 

At this meeting we had also advised the subcommittee that pro
visions in the Basic Law permitting changes in state boundaries 
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could become effective only with the unanimous consent of the mili
tary governors,. and that the responsibility for preparation of the 
initial electoral law belonged to the minister-presidents and not to 
the Council. 

The provision relating to changes in state boundaries would have 
been of little importance if the military governors had been able to 
approve the recommendations the minister-presidents8 had sub
mitted at our request. Their early deliberations had showed that the 
existing states had developed strong loyalties which, combined with 
political rivalries, made major modifications unlikely. Therefore they 
were advised that state boundaries formed before the ratification of 
the Basic Law would be regarded as fixed until the conclusion of the 
peace treaty. On October 1, 1948, the minister-presidents recom
mended to the military governors that a plebiscite be held on the 
merger of Wuerttemberg, Hohenzollem, and Baden into a single 
state, or if s~ch a proposal were rejected by the voters that the old 
states of Wuerttemberg (including Hohenzollern) and Baden be 
re-formed. I favored the plebiscite and, if the proposal were de
feated, the re-establishment of the old states provided the problem of 
occupation responsibility could be solved. 

When the French were included in the occupation of Germany 
they had been given a territory carved from both the original British 
and American zones. South Wuerttemberg and South Baden were 
included in this territory. This had led to our creation of the new 
state of Wuerttemberg-Baden, which had become popular with a 
large portion of the inhabitants. I offered to place Wuerttemberg
Hohenzollern-Baden as a single state or as two separate states under 
tripartite commission government. Failirig British acquiescence, I 
suggested bipartite Franco-American commission government with 
occupation personnel below the state level remaining unchanged. 

The French were unwilling to accept this solution and demanded 
that North Baden be transferred to their jurisdiction so that the 
whole state of Baden would be under French control, while South 
Wuerttemberg would be transferred to us so that the whole state 
of Wuerttemberg would be under our control. This I could not 
accept. Our military headquarters and main communications center 
were centered at Heidelberg in North Baden at great expense when 
we made Franldurt available for jaint military government and 
German government operations. In four years of occupation we had 
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established in North Baden suitable quarters for our military per
sonnel which were not available elsewhere. The· transfer of North 
Baden would also have cut our lines of communication and hence 
was unsound for military reasons. The French were willing for our 
troops to remain under their Military Government, but this, I knew, 
would lead to inevitable friction. For security purposes our troops 
were available on call from Military Government and I doubted 
whether American commanders had the legal right to place their 
men under the orders of French Military Government. Furthermore, 
North Baden was a substantial industrial area where we had gained 
considerable prestige and influence which would be lost under the 
transfer. 

I thought I had displayed a full desire to co-operate in offering to 
accept either a single merged state or the re-establishment of the 
traditional two states under tri- or bipartite control. The French 
representatives rejected my proposal and their government appealed 
to Washington for the acceptance of their proposal. While our 
financial support of western Germany, including the French Zone, 
was never on a quid pro quo basis, it was sometimes hard to under
stand why we were also expected to make the major concessions in 
effecting compromise. · · 

Meanwhile the Parliamentary Council continued work on the' 
Basic Law. Our comments of March 2led to the informal presenta
tion to our liaison officers of a new draft. 9 Actually the amendments 
did little to decrease the centralization of finance and legislative 
powers to which we had objected. In fact in the financial field the 
amended Basic Law authorized the federal government to transfer 
revenue from the more prosperous to the less prosperous states, a 
power which would almost certainly have destroyed the financial 
independence of the individual states. Our liaison officers were in
structed to advise the Parliamentary Council in early April that its 
amendments did not meet our suggestions in spirit, that we hoped 
the Main Committee would proceed promptly with their reconsider
ation, and that we would be glad to meet with the Main Committee 
to discuss any further proposals prior to their submission in Plenary 
Session. 

The trouble still was that the SPD had refused to yield its original 
position. It now insisted that the new proposal be submitted to a 
Plenary Session of the Parliamentary Council for approval regardless 
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of our comment. The CDU would not agree and declared that com· 
promise was es~ential and that refusal of the SPD to yield would 
delay the establishment of West German Government. The balance 
of power was held by the FDP, which was mclined to support the. 
SPD. Rumors were flying about. One was that Bevin would be able 
to secure the support of the three foreign ministers in Washington 
for the SPD position. Meanwhile Communists and nationalists were 
making every effort to e~loit the political_ situation to prevent the 
formation of West German Government. 

Thus progress toward t:I:izonal fusion and West German Govern· 
ment was at a standstill when the foreign ministers met in Washing· 
ton in April.10 Some positive steps had been taken which would 
facilitate trizonal fusion. In June 1948 the French had joined us in 
currency reform and in setting up the Bank deutscher Laender so 
that there were common financial and banking systems in the three 
zones. On October 18, 1948, they had joined us in the Joint Export· 
Import Agency which insur~d a common foreign trade policy in the 
three zones. Moreover, starting in October 1948, the three military 
governors met twice each month to consider mutual problems and to 
secure as much uniformity as possible in administration pending 
final fusion. These meetings had not helped the bizonal area, as 
General Koenig objected to many measures which General Robert· 
son and I deemed essential to economic recovery, and his objections 
frequently resulted in appeals to government. We were convinced 
from these informal meetings that tripartite government would prove 
impossible unless decisions were made in Germany by majority 
vote. 

Just before the meeting of the foreign ministers I was invited to 
visit Foreign Minister Schuman, who had expressed the view in
formally that our thinking on Germany was not unlike. As the State 
Department wanted me to do so, I accepted the invitation and went 
to Paris quietly in civilian clothes on March 20 to lunch with 
Schuman. Ambassador Caffery and Riddle berger were with me. We 
had a pleasant, friendly conversation in his apartment at the Quai 
d'Orsay, which is perhaps best described in a paraphrase of my 
cabled report: 

Our conference took about one hour before and another lwur after 
_lunch. Mr. Schuman requested that I speak fully and frankly. I told 
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him I wa.s sure we had the common purpose to re-establish a peace
fu~ self-sufficient ,west Germany which would be attracted to 
western Europe and included some day in a western European 
Union; that neither of us would want a western Germany which, 
unable to live otherwise, looked to the east. Mr. Schuman agreed, 
remarking that the use of force had not worked after World War I 
and that we must try inducements this time. 

I said my country is financing western Germany to achieve this 
ob;ective but is retarded in its efforts by three-power disagreements. 
I added that the failure of the three Western powers to reach ac
cord in the face of Soviet pressure in Germany was proving dis
astrous and that, having supposedly reached a full understanding 
in London in June 1948, nine months later we remained wide apart 
in interpreting our agreement. Mr. Schuman agreed this was proving 
disastrous and that we must reach early agreement. 

I told him that present tripartite meetings were like the quadri
partite meetings in the Allied Control Council-all talk and no 
decisions. It was urgent to have a tripartite policy under which 
decisions could be made in Germany without frequent appeals to 
government. He agreed in principle although he felt an appeal right 
necessary in such matters as Ruhr control and amendments to federal 
and land constitutions, giving as his reason for right of appeal on 
latter the French interest in educational provisions. I pointed out 
that the powers reserved for security purposes always gave govern
ments the right to have military governors legislate to correct any 
decisions unhappy to governments. The requirement that Land 
constitutions had to conform to principles of federal constitution wa.s 
a safeguard which seemed to me to obviate necessity for other safe
guards than the disapproving action of Military Government. Mr. 
Schuman again expressed concurrence in principle and promised 
French position would be re-examined with a view to minimize the 
fields in which appeals would be permitted . . 

I expressed my apprehension over too many restrictions on in
dustry, stating that effective controls must be few and major so 
that we would move in force if required to enforce them and that 
I doubted that when we left Germany any of us would return in 
force because Germany was building a bevel gear an inch or more 
oversize. Mr. Schuman agreed heartily and said there will be no 
trouble with France here; there may be with the United Kingdom. 
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I referred to Wuerttemberg-Baden situation, the military· reasons 
why we wished to stay in North Baden, and our readiness to have 
a single combined state if desired by the voters, or the two restored 
states, placed under tri- or bipartite control. He asked. if we would 
be willing to tell the Germans before they voted on fusion that if it 
failed the two states would be restored. I said yes if we have agreed 
on control, otherwise it would be most unfair to Germans. He agreed 
to this and to tri- or bipartite control in principle. I told him we 
favored tripartite commission of militq,ry governors at federal level 
with appropriate committees, and integrated staffs only for foreign 
trade, coal and steel controls. We also desired tripartite commissions 
at the state level. These would have small staffs and would not have 
authority over unilateral measures such as information services, 
restitution, et al. Below the state leve~ observers in each zone would 
be representatives of the power occupying the zone. Mr. Schuman 
believed this proposal satisfactory. 

In discussing occupation statute, Mr. Schuman said it was too long 
and involved. I agreed. He asked if it could be changed now. I ex
pressed some doubt in view of time required for change but sug
gested if it were not revised now we should tell the Germans on its 
issue that revision would be started concurrently with their formation 
of government to place less restrictions on the government as rapidly 

· as it proved its capacity. Mr. Schuman agreed to this. 
We discussed port of Kehl. I suggested removal of this question 

from present negotiation in understanding three military governors 
would try to set up a port authority with reasonable German partic
ipation as one of the details of trizonal fusion. I made it clear that 
I did not know my government's views on this proposal but believed 
it would be sympathetically considered. He reminded me of Stras
bourgs objection to Genruin participation. However, he thought 
my idea sound and would discuss it with French cabinet. 

I repeated that French lead in rapprochement of West to western 
Germany was most desirable; that we could not hope to attract 
Germans to the west if each time they turned westward we "kicked 
them in the face."' He agreed . 

. Meeting was most friendly and cordial. I hope Mr. Schuman will 
carry out his views. His subordinates in France and Germany may 
be expected to try to defeat his efforts. 
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Caffery reported that the meeting bad been worth while as a con
tribution to better relations. 
· Cognizant of the situation in Germany, the foreign ministers acted 

quickly in Washington to send a message to the Parliamentary 
Council through the military governors. They told it that they would 
discuss the establishment of West German Government in their 
meeting and that they hoped it would resolve its political differences 
and adopt a Basic Law in the spirit of the London agreements. Their 
message was delivered promptly. It resulted in another effort by the 
CDU, joined this time by the FDP,. to compromise with the SPD. 
The latter was still unwilling to yield, though its leaders in the 
Parliamentary Council felt otherwise. 

On April 8 in the atmosphere resulting from the signing of the 
Atlantic Pact, the foreign ministers concluded their deliberations on 
Germany and arrived at a common policy. Their success was a pleas
ing contrast to the frustrating conferences of the four powers during 
the preceding four years. The policy to which they agreed was al
most the one advocated and followed by the United States for many 
months. · 

The military governors were instructed to transmit a letter from 
the foreign ministers to the Parliamentary Council. It gave German 
authorities liberty of action in administrative and legislative matters. 
except in certain reserved fields. It advised the Council that Military 
Government would be replaced by a High Commission with a small 
staff at the time West German Government was formed. Again the 
foreign ministers urged prompt action by the Parliamentary Council 
in view of the major objective of the three Allied governments to 
"encourage and facilitate the closest integration on a mutually 
beneficial basi:: of the German people under a democratic federal 
state within the framework of a European association." 

Likewise an Occupation Statute reduced to two and one half pages 
was approved by the foreign ministers and transmitted to the Parlia
mentary Council. I was particularly pleased with this short docu
ment. It conveyed full legislative, executive, and judicial powers 
to the federal state and the participating states except in the fields 
of disarmament and demilitarization; international controls such as 
the Rubr Authority; foreign affairs; displaced persons; protection, 
prestige, and security of Allied forces; respect for the Basic Law; 
control over foreign exchange and over internal actions which would 
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increase external financial assistance; and control of prisoners con-
fined by the occupying authorities. The statute specified that amend
ments to the Basic Law required unanimous approval of the occupy
ing authorities; that, subject only to requirements of. security, the 
basic rights of the individual would be respected by the occupying· 
authorities; that inconsistent legislation of the occupying powers 
would be repealed and retained legislation would be codified; and 
that the statute would be reviewed and made even less restrictive 
within eighteen months at most. . · 

The foreign ministers announced their intent to permit the new 
government to negotiate a bilateral agreement with the United 
States for ECA aid and to support its becoming a member in its own 
right in the OEEC. This was the most attractive immediate offer to 
the German authorities. · 

The foreign ministers agreed concurrently on broad principles of 
trizonal fusion which provided a High Commission with a small 
staff. The predominant voice of the United States in financial matters 
was recognized. Actions were to be taken by majority vote in the 
High Commission except when decisions were involved which would 
alter intergovernmental agreements. In such cases a dissenting com
missioner had the right of appeal through his government to govern
ments. Amendments to the Basic Law would require unanimity for 

. approvaL Each state was to be under the supervision of a state 
commissioner whose nationality would be that of the occupying 
power in that state but who would be responsible for the execution 
of tripartite policies to the High Commission. 

This latter decision made it difficult to agree to a change of state 
boundaries in Wuerttemberg and Baden and the question was de
ferred. The Parliamentary Council and the minister-presidents were 
advised that delay in the ratification of the Basic Law would result 
from the creation of new states and therefore it was advisable to 
defer their further consideration until the new government was 
formed. At that time it would be sympathetically considered. Like
wise final decision with respect to Kehl was deferred until the peace 
settlement with the understanding that the city itself would be 
gradually returned to German administration. While the inclusion 
of Berlin in West German Government was not approved, its city 
administration was promised increased freedom of action. 

The message of the foreign ministers and the Occupation Statute 
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were dispatched immediately to the Parliamentary Council. A sub
committee of its Main Committee asked to meet with us on April14 
to discuss the Basic Law and the Occupation Statute, furnishing us 
in advance with the subjects to be considered. · 

'The three military governors met on the morning of April 14 to 
consider papers11 on these subjects prepared by liaison representa
tives. As was to be expected, these papers were cold, limited state
ments not conducive to better understanding. I proposed that our 
spokesman use them for guidance in replying informally to questions 
which the committee would raise, and was surprised at General 
Robertson's insistence that they be read as written. Mter some argu-
ment my view was accepted. · 

In the afternoon we met with the German committee, which was 
composed of representatives of the major political factions under 
the chairmanship of Dr. Adenauer. In replying to questions, as 
spokesman for the military governors, I stressed that much detail 
had been expressly omitted from the Occupation Statute, including 
provision for a High Court, because it was to be regarded as a living 
document approved by our governments in the intent of the foreign 
ministers to draw western Germany into a closer association with 
the free nations of Europe. I emphasized the advantages which 
would result from membership in OEEC and from a bilateral agree
ment with the United States for ECA aid; the dangers of delay in 
the face of unsettled world conditions. Professor Carlo Schmid, a 
recognized world authority on international law, was present repre
senting the SPD and I suggested that even in his vast knowledge he 
could cite no precedent for three military governors trying so hard to 
divest themselves of authority and with so little success. I inquired 
as to the progress of the Basic Law and in the ensuing discussion was 
able to state that, although their last proposal was not a promising 
basis for discussion between us, we would welcome a new proposal 
which would permit us to negotiate an agreement across the table. 

We agreed on two helpful decisions at· this meeting with the 
representatives of the. Parliamentary Council. Although we had 
thought in London that the electoral law should be the responsibility 
of the minister-presidents, the latter had advised us that they would 
prefer to have the Parliamentary Council establish a uniform elec
toral law. 'This recommendation of the minister-presidents was ap
proved by the military governors. I therefore advised the representa-
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tives of the CouncU that it would have the power to adopt ·a unifonn 
law which would fix the number of deputies in the central govel."D
ment, apportion the seats between the various states, and determine 
the electoral system to be used. The electoral machinery would re
main within the competence of the state, Candidates at large would 
·have t<? be selected from a list presented in each state to its electorate. 
Thus candidates at large could try for· only one seat, and defeated 
candidates in one state could be placed in the Parliament only from 
that state. · • 

The military governors had also agreed on the definition of 
federal police powers and therefore I was able to advise the German 
representatives that federal police agencies could be established to 
control frontier crossirigs, to collect and disseminate police informa
tion including information on subversive activities, to instigate the 
mvestigation of federal law violations, and to carry out limited 
mtemal police responsibilities, largely through the maintenance o£ 
a central office for criminal records. 

The committee, after a brief recess, returned to thank us for the 
tone and conduct of the meeting and to request a further meeting o:a 
April 25. Professor Schmid did not believe that an earlier meeting 
could be arranged because there was a congress of the SPD 
scheduled for AprU 20. 

This congress had a major bearmg on the future of German 
government. Dr. Schumacher, in firm control of the party, had 
publicly announced his intent to resist the changes in the Basic Law 
urged by the military governors and to force its adoption without 
amendment. He believed that financial .control had to be centered 
:in the federal government if socialization-measures were to follow. 
Fanatical, strong-minded and of integrity, Schumacher's opposition 
was serious. He bad lost an arm in World War I and had just lost 
a leg through amputation and was confined to his home most of the 
time, though this did not appear to mterfere with his political 
leadership. On this occasion he attended the meeting and his appear
ance was dramatic. He was playing for big stakes. If he and his party 
could defy the occupying powers and get away with it, they could 
go to the polls triumphantly proclaiming their success as defenders 
of the German poople against the Allies. 

This resulted in disagreement among the military governors on 
the delivery of a second letter from the foreign ministers. Their first 
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letter had called upon the Parliamentary Council to resolve its 
difiiculties in the spirit of the London decisions. The second letter, 
which was sent to the military governors for delivery when they 
believed it timely, did not change this position. It did suggest that 
financial measures designed to equalize relief burdens among the 
states, thus permitting the federal government to supplement its 
own revenues from revenues levied and collected by the states to 
make funds available for grants for education and welfare purposes, 
would be approved. I was unwilling to present this letter in view 
of Schumacher's position that he was opposed to any changes in the 
Basic Law necessary to meet the views of the occupying powers. 
Our position of political neutrality had not changed. However, in 
this instance the CDU favored federal government, which was also 
tripartite policy. The letter was certain to be interpreted by the SPD 
as a moral victory. My British colleague, under instructions from 
his government, pressed hard for its delivery. General Koenig stood 
with me. 

To my surprise, I received a cable from Washington instructing 
me to deliver the message. I reminded the Department of the Army 
that the timing was left to my discretion and that delivery was im
possible until discussions had resumed in the Parliamentary Coun
cil. I predicted that it would lead Schumacher to conduct the SPD 
campaign in the first general election on an anti-Western occupying 
powers platform. My protest had no effect and I was advised that 
our Secretary of State had promised Mr. Bevin that the discretionary 
rights given to the military governors would apply for only a few 
days. Fortunately these few days included April 20. While Schu
macher had received an overwhelming personal endorsement in the 
party congress held on that date, its representatives in the Parlia
mentary Council won the right to discuss and negotiate amendments 
to the Basic Law. Thus the two parties were again at work in the 
Parliamentary Council when we delivered the letter on April 23. 
Since the parties were negotiating again, neither could use the. letter 
to support its position and it had lost much of its political signif
icance. 

The committee representing the Council was thus ready to meet 
with the military governors as planned on April 25. Prior to this 
meeting I tried to ascertain how determined our government was to 
maintain a high degree of decentralization in the new government. 
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It was impossible to secure deBnitive instructions. Murphy; who had 
returned to the United States to be in charge of occupation matters 
in the State Department, returned to Germany accompanied by 
Goldthwaite Dorr, representing the Departrrient of the Army, to ad~ 
vise me in the April 25 negotiations. In my discussions with them I 
found that they were also without instructions. Murphy said full 
discretionary powers rested in me and he felt that our government 
desired the prompt formation of a western German government, 
and it was hoped this ·could be accomplished with little sacrifice 
of the federalized structure. I did not understand why our govern
ment was in such a hurry because I did not know of the Jessup
Malik negotiation which was shortly to agree to the lifting of the 
blockade and the May 23 meeting of the Council of Foreign Min
isters in Paris. I wanted the Parliamentary Council to complete its 
work quickly as I believed further delay would help the Com
munist cause. 

As it was, the meeting of April 25 was of major import to the 
future of Germany and to the position of the three Western govern
ments in the Paris conference. The three military governors met in 
Frankfurt in the morning to consider the position we would take. 
In the afternoon we met across the table from the German repre
sentatives in the conference room of our headquarters in Frankfurt. 
Representatives from Berlin attended as observers and not as partic
ipating members of the German committee. The proposals in the 
field of legislation and finance were no different than the ones that 
had been disapproved by our liaison officers. 

As chairman for the military governors, I welcomed the German 
representatives and told them that we were now guided not only 
by the London Agreement but also by the foreign ministers· agree
ment, reached in Washington. The foreign ministers knew of the 
constitutional proposals which had been placed before us, and their 
comment had been made in the light of these proposals. We still 
objected to the broad provisions of authority granted to the federal 
government to secure uniformity in legal and economic fields. We 
also objected to the broad authority given to the federal government 
to provide financial equity among the states for all pmposes. The 
military governors then withdrew so that the German representatives 
could consult among themselves. 

On our return we found the German representatives still unwilling 
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to make further changes. By this time General RobertSon wall urging 
acceptance of the German viewpoint. While General Koenig did 
not like the German proposals, he was willing to settle for whatever 
was satisfactory to the American delegation. This placed me in a 
difficult position as the extent of federalization rested in my hands, 
and if my decision was one which could not be accepted by the 

· Germans I would be responsible for delaying the formation of 
West German Government. · 

I again pointed out to the German representatives that the military 
governors were operating under instructions from the foreign min
isters, but that we were trying hard to meet the German viewpoint, 
and that unless a solution was found within our instructions we 
would have to go back to governments. Robertson supported my 
·statement. · 

Dr. Adenauer, after a few minutes of discussion among the Ger
man representatives, suggested that they return to Bonn to recon
sider the issue. I replied that we had arranged this meeting in the 
understanding that the German delegation and the military gover
nors would negotiate across the table to reach agreement. We were 
here for that purpose. Adenauer yielded, and we proceeded. 

I then suggested that the federal legislature be authorized to 
establish taxes to raise funds for education, health, and welfare and 
to make grantS to those states unable to take care of these responsi-
bilities with their own funds. My exact wording was: ' 

... and may derive the requisite revenues from the Land taxes 
which it may specify and in the proportion which it may specify. 
With the approval of the Bunderat, revenues would then be trans
ferred in the amounts thus granted to the Laender to whom granted. 

As it seemed doubtful that the German representatives fully under
"Stood the technical translation, I went over to them to explain per
:sonally what we had in mind. In a few minutes they agreed to this 
proposal and then accepted a suggestion from Robertson which 
clarified the legislative ·rights of the federal government to obtain 
legal and economic uniformity. Thus we had resolved our major 
differences on the constitution. 

We knew that the two major political parties remained wide apart 
on the provisions of the constitution in the educational field and 
particularly on the support of parochial schools. We were apprehen-
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sive that this issue might prevent agreement in the Parliamentary 
Council. I told the German delegation that I might be "rushing in 
where angels fear to tread." It seemed to me, though, that the 
military governors, representing the three occupying powers, had 
been able to compromise. It· would be a shame, therefore, if dif
ferences remaining among the Germans delayed final understanding. 
Obviously this was not an issue in which the military governors 
would take any part except to urge that the German delegation 
settled the question before we left the conference room. 

The Germans requested a recess which lasted for approximately 
and hour and a half, and when the meeting reopened Adenauer told 
us that they had reached agreement and that he expected the passage 
of the Basic .Law by a large majority in the Parliamentary Council. 
He thanked us for our understanding and wished us to know that 
the manner in which we had sought to reach agreement with them, 
combined with the contribution from the foreign ministers, had 
brought their work to a happy conclusion. He expected the. com· 
pletion of the constitution before May 15. 

I replied for my colleagues and myself that this meeting had been 
a happy occasion for the military governors, who believed that it 
would also mark a happy occasion for the German people and 
would lead to their closer association with the free nations of 
Europe. Sacrifices in viewpoint had been made by all, but the fact 
that agreement had been reached was a good omen. 

I also advised the German representatives that, while Berlin 
could not be included in West German Government, steps were 
being taken to give it the same status with respect to Allied admin
istration as the new German Government had under the Occupation 
Statute. 

We adjourned at eight-fifteen in the evening, after more than six 
hours of conference. After the meeting several German representa
tives came to me personally to thank me for the efforts made to 
bring about agreement and to express the view that we had insured 
a democratic structure for western Germany by our work that day. 

It had been an interesting and difficult meeting, as each proposal 
from the German side required consultation among the party repre
sentatives before if was made, and each reply and proposal on our 
side required consultation among the military governors. In spite of 
such an obstacle we were able to make prompt decisions and I 
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think that most of us felt as we left the conference room that we had 
accomplished something of lasting value. 

The Parliamentary Council completed its work and adopted the 
constitution on May 8. This constitution or Basic Law established 
a parliamentary government of the federal type. As stated in the 
Preamble: 

conscious of its responsibility before God and mankind, fiUed 
with resolve to preserve its national and political unity and. to serve 
world peace as an equal partner in a united Europe, 

it guarantees the basic rights and freedoms, and is in every sen.se 
a foundation for democratic government. 

From our viewpoint, the 146 articles which it contains makes it 
a lengthier and more detailed document than we would desire. We 
forget that our short Constitution has been interpreted throughout 
its life by the decisions of the Supreme Court and that these 
decisions have kept it a living document and have safeguarded and 
prevented its abuse. The Germans do not have a tradition of judicial 
interpretation and many years would be required for a short con
stitution to be interpreted by judicial decision. Therefore it was 
logical that they should include many detailed provisions which 
would prevent misinterpretation and misapplication. 

Several of the German leaders in the Parliamentary Council told 
our liaison officer that the Council had expedited completion of the 
constitution so that it could be presented for the approval of the 
military governors while I was still in Germany. I must admit that 
I was grateful for this gesture and that I did desire to participate in 
its approval. 

This we did in Frankfurt on May 12, 1949, the same day that the 
blockade of Berlin was lifted. In this meeting we handed Dr. 
Adenauer a formal letter approving the constitution and saying that 
in our opinion, "It happily combines German democratic traditions 
with the concept of representative government and a rule of law 
which the world has come to recognize as requisite to the life of 
a free people." 

We then advised the German representatives of the several reser
vations we had had to make in approving the constitution. These 
reservations were: that the powers vested in the federal government 
by the basic law were subject to the provisions of the Occupation 
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Statute transmitted to them and promulgated as of May 12; that 
the police powers could be exercised only with the specific approval 
of the occupyirig authorities; that Berlin could not be a voting mem
ber of the federation although a small number of its J"epresentatives 
could attend meetings of its legislative bodies. We reminded them 
that the reorganization of state boundaries would require the unan
imous approval of the High Commissioners and that the legislative 
right of the federal government in taking measures for legal and 
economic unity would have to be ex~rcised in such a way as not to 
lead to excessive concentration of authority. We thanked the Parlia
mentary Council for their successful completion of a difficult task 
performed under trying circumstances. We also advised them that 
we were authorizing the minister-presidents by separate letter to 
submit the Basic Law for ratification by the Landtage in the eleven 
participating states. 

The Basic Law had become official. There remained its ratification, 
which took place quickly, and the election of the new government 
Then West German Government would become a reality and we 
would have lived up to our expressed policy to return self-responsi
bility to the Germans, and to our belief that democracy can grow 
only when government is in the hands of the people governed. 

After the meeting adjourned we joined the German representa
tives in a toast to the success of the new government. The structure 
of West German Government was thus established prior to the 
May 23 conference of the four foreign ministers in Paris. It served 
notice that the three Western Powers would no longer be thwarted 
in their efforts to reconstruct a democratic Germany and that this 
was the end of Communist expansion. · 

An Occupation Statute for Berlin was promulgated by our com
mandants on May 14. 

A basis for popular government had been created. Perhaps the 
Basic Law did not fully satisfy anyone. It represented compromise 
among the German parties and between them and the occupying 
powers, and compromise is a principal ingredient in making a 
democracy. The new government is responsible to the people. The 
two houses in the assembly do not have equal power, but the upper 
house, representing the several states, has important veto powers, 
which will delay hasty or ill-conceived measures enacted by the 
lower house, and its veto cannot be overridden in certain major 
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measures such as transfer of revenue between the states. The federal 
government may have too many powers to please the advocates of a 
weak central government. Still, its powers are defined and limited 
and certainly not as broad as the powers of our own government. 
Proportional representation still remains, but is applicable only in 
part and there is a direct election for a large proportion of the 
members of the assembly. An independent constitutional court is 
established to protect the constitution and to safeguard states and 
individuals from encroachment on their rights by the central govern
ment. The lengthy document and the compromises in administrative 
structure which it represents do not promise the most efficient 
government which might have resulted. Nevertheless, it does pro
vide a satisfactory basis for the kind of government which we be
lieved essential to the growth of democracy. 

This government was established under Military Government and 
it was timely that our remaining task in Germany be transferred to 
civil authority. An occupying army had taken the lead in restoring 
self-responsibility to the German people and in encouraging the 
formation of democratic government. It was something of which the 
Army could be proud and which might well set a valuable historical 
precedent. · 

During my last few days in Germany I was in frequent touch with 
the Department of the Army to comment on the papers being pre
pared for the Paris conference of the four foreign ministers. I was 
dismayed with a plan which proposed that all occupying forces with
draw to the German periphery, leaving the German people to form 
a government for all Germany. This would have meant abandoning 
our efforts to set up a western German government. The plan did not 
consider the relationship of western Germany to the European Re
covery Program or to western Europe. I believed strongly that fear 
would move in as our troops moved out, and Communism thrives 
on fear. The German people do not like their country to be occupied. 
Neither do they wish to be left defenseless. The people of western 
Germany want to unite with the people of eastern Germany, but not 
under circumstances in which Russia would participate in its control. 
We were dealing with the lives and destinies of 45,000,000 persons 
in western Germany. We could not change plans and policies to 
meet theoretical conditions. These people wanted and had been 
promised a government of their own. They did not want to be re-
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turned to four-power control and they were ready to forgo ·unifica
tion until conditions were more favorable to the creation of a Ger
man government which would be representative of the people. 

Mr. Murphy, who had just returned to Washington, cabled me 
quickly that this plan was not in accord with the offidal State .De
partment view and that Secretary of State Acheson was convinced 
that West German Government must go ahead and that our troops 
would remain until European stability was assured. 

When I returned to Wa5hington I had two long talks with Acheson 
and found him not only fully informed'of conditions in Germany but 
also determined to reach no agreement with Soviet representatives 
which would lose the position we had attained in Europe. I believed 
that the Paris conference would affirm that the blockade was ended 
and would develop negotiations for trade exchange between east and 
west Germany. I was apprehensive that Soviet representatives would 
accept the establishment of an all-German government on our terms 
so that they could work from within to destroy it, and I was glad that 
this did not take place. When the free countries of Europe are able 
to defend themselves, then a stable Europe will make possible a 
unified Germany. Acheson had displayed the same high ability in 
Paris which had brought about tripartite agreement in Washington 
in April. 

I also talked with my successor, John McCloy, on several occa
sions. I had learned to like and admire him when he was Assistant 
Secretary of the Army and thus I was not surprised to Bnd him well 
informed on German matters and understanding of their import to 
Europe as a whole. American responsibility in Germany was in 
competent hands. · 

The first general elections have been held and West German Gov
ernment is a reality. The new government faces many problems. 
Politically, the continued division of Germany will develop national
ism. The desire for unification is natural and to be expected from 
every German who loves his country. However, political leaders will 
appeal to the emotions of the German people as long as they are 
separated by promising that unification can be regained by force or 
by bargaining between east and west. Even in the first election, 
political leaders lacking constructive programs attacked the Allied 
occupying powers, hoping thus to arouse the sympathy of the Ger
man people and to obtain their vote. The results of the election do 
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not indicate that these attacks were effective, and the democratic 
middle-of-the-road parties obtained a large majority~ 

The rapid economic recovery which followed currency reform and 
German participation in the European Recovery· Program cannot 
continue. Increasing competition in world markets will require better 
and cheaper production in Germany. Economic distress can and 
must be avoided if Germany is not to return to political apathy. 

There remains the granting of further sovereignty to the new gov
ernment and its return to the family of nations. Wisely we do not 
push for such a return until the free countries of Europe are ready. 
Churchill has already urged the inclusion of West Germany in the 
Council of Europe. A West Germany accepted in the Council. of 
Europe and restored to economic self-sufficiency will bring about 
unification. Sixty-:Sve million people cannot be kept separated over 
the years against their will. 

We cannot and should not forget the destruction Hitler brought 
to the world, nor the potential cruelty which led to concentration 
camps and mass exterminations. We cannot forgive the German 
people for permitting such things to happen. However, we must 
remember that the people in a police state have little to say and their 
moral and spiritua.l qualities deteriorate rapidly. Their faith in. just 
government cannot be restored overnight, or by force. The people 
of Germany are industrious and able to contribute to the well-being 
of Europe. They are enjoying freedoms now which they have not 
possessed in many years. Their understanding of democracy will 
grow under democratic procedures if they are helped by those who 
know and love freedom. West German Government cannot endure 
over the years unless it is taken back into the family of European 
nations who believe that the rights of the individual are too precious 
to be submerged in the state. 



Chronology 

April 17 

May 7 

May 14 

June 5 

July 1-4 

July 7 

July 13 

July 17 to 

1945 

August 2 

July 30 

July 31 

August 

September 11 to 
October 2 

General Clay appointed deputy to General 
Eisenhower for Military Government 

Germany surrenders 

JCS/1067 issued 

First meeting of members of Allied Control 
Council in Berlin 

U. S. and British troops move into Berlin 

Kommandatura established 

SHAEF dissolved 

Potsdam Conference issues Potsdam Protocol 

Allied Control Council opened 

First German newspaper in U.S. Zone licensed 

Formation of political parties authorized 

London meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers 
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October 5 Council of States (Laenderrat) formed in U.S. 

November20 

1946 

January 20 

March 

March 22 

April and May, 
June and July 

September 6 

November 

November 4 to 
December 31 

December2 

1947 

January 

February 27 

March 10 

Zone 

Nuremberg trial begins 
General McNarney succeeds General Eisen
hower as military governor 

First free German elections since 1933 held in 
U. S.Zone 

Denazification proceedings turned over to Ger
mans 

Level of industry plan established . 

Paris meetings of the Council of Foreign Min
isters 

Byrnes speech at Stuttgart outlines American 
policy for governing Germany 

Anglo-American Conference in Washington on 
bizonal fusion 

New York meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers 

U.S.-British zonal merger pact signed 

Cold wave causes industrial shutdown, fuel 
shortage 

Hoover report on food situation 

Moscow meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers 



March 15 

May 29 

June 5 

August 29 

November 25 to 
December 15 

December 17 

1948 

February 6 

February 9 

March 1 

March 17 

March 20 

March 31 

April3 

April16 

June 7 

June 20 

June 25 

July 

August 4 

September 1 

Chronology 443 
General Clay succeeds General McNarriey as 
military governor 

Economic Coun~il formed for bizonal area 

Secretary Marshall offers Europe financial · 
assistance in speech at Harvard 

Plan to raise level of industry announced . 

London meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers 

U.S.-British accord fixing control over bizonal 
economy in proportion to share of cost signed 

. . 
Bizonal Economic Administration proclaimed 

Bizonal High Court established 

Bank deutscher Laender established 

Western European Military Union formed 

Last meeting of Allied Control Council 

Blockade begins 

ERP bill signed 

OEEC established 

London Agreement for administering Ruhr 
signed 

Western Allies adopt Deutsche mark 

Airlift inaugurated 

German food ration raised 

Blockade is completed 

Parliamentary Council assembles at Bonn to 
draft constitution for West German Govt 
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October 16 Intra-European Payments Agreement signed 

December 17 Military Security Board established 

March 

April 8 

April 

May8 

May 12 

May 15 

1949 

Reparations Agreement signed 

Atlantic Security Pact signed 

Washington meeting of Council of :Forefgn 
Ministers 

Constitution 'for West German· Government 
adopted 

Blockage lifted 
Occupation Statute transmitted to German 
representatives 

General Clay leaves Germany 



AFL 

AFN 

CARE 

CDU 

CFM 

CINCEUR 

CIO 

CRALOG 

csu 
DAF 

DANA 

DENA 

DM 

DP 

ECA 

Abbreviations 

American Federation of Labor 

Armed Forces Network 

Co-operative for American Remittances to Europe 

Christian Democratic Union 

Council of Foreign Ministers 

Commander in Chief, Europe 

Congress of Industrial Organizations 

Council of Religious Agencies Licensed to Operate 
in Germany · 

Christian Social Union 

Deutsche kbeitsfront (German Labor Front) 

Deutsche Allgemeine Nachrichten Agentur ( Ger
man General News Agency) 

Deutsche Allgemeine Agentur 

Deutschemarks 

Displaced Person; German Party 

Economic Co-operation Administration 
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ERP 

FDGB 

FDP 

GCA 

CYA 

lARA 

IRO 

JCS 

KPD 

LDP 

OEEC 

OM GUS 

PCIRO 

RFC 

BIAS 

RM 

SA 

SED 

SHAEF 

SPD 

ss 
TVA 

UGO 

Decision in Germany 

European Recovery Plan 
I 

Freier Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (Free Ger
man Federation of Trade Unions) 

Free Democratic party 

Ground Control Approach 

German Youth Assistance 

Inter-Allied Reparations Agency 

International Refugee Organization 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Communist party 

Liberal Democratic party 

Organization for European Economic Co-operation 

Office of Military Government, United States 

Preparatory Commission, International Refugee Or
ganization 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

Rundfunk im Amerikanischen Sektor (Radio in 
American Sector) 

Reichsmarks 

Sturmabteilung (Storm Trooperb) 

Socialist Unity Party 

Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force 

Social Democratic party 

Schutzstaffel, Hitler's Elite Guard 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Unabhaengige Gewerkschaft Opposition (Inde
pendent Trade Union Opposition) 



UNICEF 

UNRRA 

Abbreviations 447 

United Nations International Children's Emergency 
Fund 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis
tration 

W A V Economic Reconstruction party 



Footnotes 

CHAPTER 1 

SUBJECT DATE liEFERENCE 

1. Separate Zones in Germany 2/3 to Yalta Conference statement by the 
2/11/45 Prime Minister of Great Britain, 

President of the United States, 
and Chainnan of the Council of 
Peo~e's Commissars of the USSR 
on e result of the Crimea Con-
ference, Par. 2, 2 

Central Control Commis-
sion Par. 2, 2 

French Participation Par. 2, 3 

Purpose of the Occupation Par. 2, 4 

Poland Par. 6, 4 

Reparation by Germany Par. 3 

Intention toward the Ger- Par. 2, 5 
man People 

2. Decision on Expulsion of 8!2!45 Potsdam Agreement, Section XIII 
the Germans from Poland 

3. Three Documents Issued Tripartite (US/UK/USSR) docu-
by the European Advisory ments serving as a basis for the 
Commission "Declaration on Defeat of Ger-

many and the Assumption of Su-
preme Authority, Control Ma-
chinery in Germany, and the 
Zones of Occupation in Gem1any" 
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SVBJECT DATE 

4. Assumption of Supreme 6/5/45 
Authority 

Unconditional Surrender 

Absence of Competent Au
thority 

Boundaries 

Disposal of War Potential 

Labor and Services 

Information and Records 

Transport Facilities 

United Nations Prisoners of 
War and Nationals and 
Political Persecutees 

Nazi Leaders and War 
Criminals 

German Officers 

Information on Mines and 
Mine Fields 

Property, Records, and Ar
chives 

Demilitarization of Ger
many 

Additional Requirements 

Requirements of Allied 
Representatives 

5. Control Machinery in Ger. 6/5!45 
many 

Control Council 

Co-ordinating Committee 
and Control Staff 

REFERENCE 

"Declaration regarding the De
feat of Germany and the As
sumption of Supreme Authority 
with respect to Germany by the 
Governments of the UK, the USA, 
the USSR, and the Provisional 
Government of the French Re
public", Preamble, Par. 5 

Preamble, Par. 1 

Preamble, Par. 2 

Preamble, Par. 6 

Article 2 

Article 5, I 

Article 5, II 

Article 5 ( c) 

Article 6 ( a) 

Articlell 

Article 6 ( c) 

Article 7 (b) 

Article 8 

Article 13 (a) 

Article 13 (b) 

Article 13 (b) 

Statement by the Governments 
of the UK, the USA,· the USSR 
and the Provisional Government 
of the French Republic on Con
trol Machinery in Germany, Pars. 
1-8 

Par. 3 

Par. 3 



SUBJECl' DATE 

Liaison with UN Govern-
ments 

Administration o£ Greater 
Berlin Area 

Period of Operation of 
Agreement 

6. Zones of Occupation in 6/5/45 
Germany 

Feur Zones of Cennany 

Greater Berlin 

7. Policy to Apply in Postwar 5/14/45 
Period 

US Representative to Urge 
Adoption of Principles on 
Control Council 

Assumption of Supreme 
Authority 

Decentralization of Cer· 
many, Political and Ad
ministrative Structure, and 
Severance of Ties to Aus
tria 

Attitude toward Defeated 
Germany 

Economic Controls 

Dissolution of the Nazi 
Party, RE"peal of Nazi taws 
and Regulations 

Nominal Nazis and Party 
Property and Records 

Demilitarization 

Lists of CatE"gories of Se
curity Arrests 

Political Activities and Pro
hibition of Parades 

Footnotes 451 

Par. 5 

Par.7 

Par. 8 

Statement by the Governments 
of the UK, the USA, the USSR, 
and the Pro'l-isional Government 
of the French Republic on Zones 
of Occupation in Gt"rmany, Pars. 
1, 2 

Par. 1 

Par. 2 

JCS/1067 /6 as an1ended by 
JCS/1067 /8, Par. 1 

Par. 1 

Part I, Pars. 2 (a), 3 (a) 

Part I, Pars. 3 (c) and (g) 

Part I, Par. 4 (b) 

Part I, Par. 5 

Part I, Par. 6 (a) and (b) 

Part I, Par. 6 (c) and (d) 

Part I, Par. 6 (a), (b), and (c) 

Part I, Par. 8 (b), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

Part I, Par. 9 (a) and (c) 
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SUBJECT 

Freedom of Speech, Press, 
and Religious Worship 

Educational Institutions 

Non-Rehabilitation and 
Maintenance of German 
Economy 

Agricultural Production 
and Land Reform 

Trade Unions, Social In
surance, and Poor Relief 

Patents and Trade Proc
esses 

War Plants and Their Re
moval for Reparations 

Types of Prohibited Pro
duction 

Types of Production to Be 
Encouraged 

Concentration of Economic 
Power to Be Broken Up 

Dissolution of Cartels 

CHAPTER 2 

DATE REFERENCE 

Part I, Par. 9 (d) 

Part I, Par. 14 (a) and (c) 

Part II, Par. 16 (a) and (b) 

Part II, Pars. 27, 28 

Part II, Pars. 23, 25 

Part II, Par. 29 

Part II, Par. 30, (c), 1, 2, 3 

Part II, Par. 32 

Part II, Pars. 33, 34 (c) 

Part II, Par. 37 

Part II, Par. 36 

1. US Proposals for Activa- 7/30/45 CONL/P(45)1 
tion of Control Council 
Machinery in Germany 

2. Schedule for Control Coun- 7/30/45 CONL/M ( 45) 1, Min. 3 (a), p. 1 
cil Meetings 

Chairmanship of Control 
Council 

Meetings of the Co-ordi
nating Committee 

General Eisenhower's Invi· 
tation to the Other Occu
pying Powers to Visit the 
Area of His Command 

3. Activation of Control 7/S0/45 
Council Machinery 

Min. 3 (b) (i), p. 1 

Min. 8 (a) and (b), p. 2 

Min.12, p. 3 

CONL/P(45)7 and CONL/M 
(45)2, Min. 15, p. 1 



CHAPTER 3 

SVBJECT 

1. Provisions Relating to Ger-
many 

Veto Powers 

Implementation of ·Yalta 
Declaration on Germany 

Allied Intentions toward 
Germany 

Supreme Authority in Ger-
many 

Uniformity of Treatment 
of German Population 

Disarmament and Demili-
tarization 

Destruction of NSDAP 

Abolition of Nazi Laws 

War Criminals and Nazi 
Leaders 

More than Nominal Nazis· 

Control of German Edu-
cation 

Reorganization of German 
Judicial System 

Decentralization of Politi-
oo Structure 

Freedom of Press, Speech, 
Religion, and Formation of 
Free Trade Unions 

Prohibition of War Equip-
ment Production, and Lim-
itation of War Industries 

Decentralization of Econ-
omy 

Development of Agricul-
ture 

DATE 

8/2/45 

Footnotes 453 

liEFERENCE 

Potsdam Agreement, Section lii 

Part A, Par. 1 

Preamble, Par. 3 

Prean1ble, Par. 4 

Part A, Par. 1 

Part A, Par. 2 

Part A, Par. 3 (1) (a) and (b) 

Part A, Par. 3 (iii) 

Part A, Par. 4 

Part A, Par. 5 

Part A, Par. 6 

Part A, Par. 7 

Part A, Par. 8 

Part A, Par. 9 (i), ,ii), (iii), (iv) 

Part A, Par. 10 

Part B, Par. 11 

Part B, Par. 12 

Part B, Par. 13 
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S'UBJECI' 

Germany as a Single Eco
nomic Unit 

Allied Controls of German 
Economy 

German Administrative 
Machinery 

German-owned External 
Assets 

Payment of Reparations to 
Leave Germany Able to 
Subsist without External 
Assistance 

Reparations from Germany 

USSR and Polish Repara
tions Claims 

Additional Reparations to 
the USSR 

UK, USA, and Other Rep
arations Claims 

USSR-Renounced Claims 
on Captured Gold 

Disposal of the German 
Navy and Merchant Ma
rine 

Time Limit on Removals 
and Payment in Commod
ities 

Advance Deliveries 

War Criminals 

Orderly Transfer of Ger
man Populations 

DATE 

2. Legislative Action of the 9/20/45 
Control Council 

3. Official Languages and 9/20/45 
Publication of Legislation 

REFERENCE 

Part B, Par. 14 

Part B, Par. 15 

Part B, Par. 16 

Part B, Par. 18 

Part B, Par. 19 

Section IV 

Pars. 1, 2 

Par. 4 (a) and (b) 

Par. 3 

Par. 10 

Section V 

Section IV, Par. 6 

Par. 7 

Section VII 

Section XIII 

CONL/M(45)6, Min. 56, p. 1 
( CONL/P ( 45) 36 dated 18 Sep 
'45) 

CONL/M(45)6 
( CONL/P( 45)35 dated 18 Sep 
'45) 



CHAPTER 4 

SUBJECT DATE 

1. Establishment of Govern- 5/28/45 
ment in the German States 
( Laender) of US Zone 

6/24/45 

6/24/45 

6/24/45 

2. Abolition of G-5 Stalfs and 10/8/45 
Creation of Office of Mili-
tary Government 

3. Administrative Changes in . 3/9/46 
Military Government 

·Footnotes 455 

JIEFERENCE 

a. Bavaria: Letter, Hq Det ElF 
. 3 COF, 3rd ECA Reg. AG 

230.3 

b. Wu.erttemberg-Baden: Direc
tive, USFET, G-5 Div. 

c. HeJ~se-Nassau: ·Directive, US
FET, G-5 Div. 

d. HeJ~se: Directive, USFET, G-5 
Div. 

General Order 283, Hq, USFET 

General Order 61, Hq, USFET 

4. German Laenderrat: Co- 10/5/45 Letter, Hq, USFET AG 014,1, 
ordination of German Land GEC-AGO 
Governments and Special 
Administrative Services 
( Sondervexwaltungen) in 
the US Zone 

5. Regional Co-ordinating Of- ll/2/45 Letter, Hq, USFET, AG 322, 
fice GEC-AGO (Another letter dated 

20 December 1945) 

6. Prohibition of Fratemiza- 5/14/45 JC.S/1067 /6 as amended by 
tion JCS/1067/8, Part I, Par. 4 (b) 

7, Dangerous Nazis to Be Lo-. a. Ibid., Part I, Par. 8 (a) and 
cated (b) 

Repealing of Nazi Laws 

b. SHAEF Handbook for Mili
tary Government in Gernumy, 
Chapter II, "Eradication of 
Nazism," Par. 277 

9/20/45 Control Council Law No. 
( CONL!P( 45)40) 

Providing for Terlnination 10/10/45 Control Council Law No. 2 
and Liquidation of Nazi (CONL/P(45)44) 
Organizations 
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SUBJECT DATE 

Disposition of Property 4/29/47 
Having Belonged to Or-
ganizations. Listed in Con-
trol Council Proclamation 
No. 2 and Control Council 
Law No.2 

Removal from Office and 1/12/46 
from Positions of Resdon-
sibility of Nazis an of 
Persons Hostile to Allied 
Purposes 

8. Prohibition of Employment 3/5/41? 
of Members of the Nazi 
Party in Positions Other 
than Ordinary Labor and 
for Other Purposes 

9. Law for Liberation from 3j5j46 
National Socialism and 
Militarism 

10. Directive on US Objectives 
and Basic Policies in Ger-

7/15/47 

many 

11. General Clay's Review of 
the German Situation 

5/26/46 

CHAPTER 5 

1. Administration of Military 7/7/45 
Government in US Zone 
of Germany 

:REFERENCE 

Control Council Directive No. 50 
( CORC/P( 46 )281 Final) 

CONL/P(45)64 (Final) 

Military Government Law No. 8 

German law 

Reissued as OMGUS Directive 
18 July 1947; AG-201-Gen Clay 

Cable CC-5797 

Letter, Hq, USFET AG 014.1 
GEC-AGO 

2. Bremen Enclave 9/12/44 Protocol between Governments 
of US, UK, and USSR 

11/14/44 Amended. See Minutes of EAC 
( 44) 12th Meeting 

3. Establishment of State 5/28/45 
Government in Bava.J,ia 

Establishment of State 6/24/45 
Government in Wuerttem
berg-Baden 

Establishment of State 
Government in Hessen· 
Nassau 

Letter, Hq, Det. ElF 3, Co. F, 
3rd ECA Reg. AG File 230.2 

Directive, USFET, G-5 Div. 

Ibid. 



Footnotes 457 
SUBJECT DATE REFEliENCE 

Establishment of State Ibid. 
Government in Hesse 

Organization of Western 8!7 /45 Ibid. 
US Military District for 
Military Government Pur-
poses 

Joining of Land Hesse and 9/11/45 Ibid. 
Province Hessen-Nassau 

Proclamation No. 2, Con- 9/19/45 .Signed by General Eisenhower 
stituting Administrative 
Areas within the US Zone · 
of Occupation 

4. Political Parties Author- Hq, USFET, Directives AG 
ized in the US Zone: 014.1 GEC-AGO 

a. On Kreis Level 
b. On Land Level 
c. On Zonal Level 

5. Approval of Laender Con
stitutions: 

8!21!45 
11/23/45 
2!28!46 

a. General Clay's Letter of 10/21/46 
Approval of the Wuert
temberg-Baden Consti-
tution 

"Constitutions of the German 
Laender," publication of OM GUS, 
CAD Division, January 1947 

b. General Clay's Letter of 10/24/46 Ibid. 
Approval of the Ba
varian Constitution 

c. General Clay's Letter of 10/29/46 Ibid. 
Approval of the Greater 
Hesse Constitution 

6. Ratilication of Land Con
stitutions: 

a. Statistics of Elections in 
Germany, 1946 

b. Popular Ratilication of 9/17/46 
Land Constitutions and 
Landtage Elections 

7, Relationships between Mil- 9/30/46 
itary and Civil Covern-
ment (US Zone) Subse-
quent to Adoption of Land 
Constitutions 

Special Report of the Military 
Governor, 15 March 1947 

Directive, OMGUS AG 000.1 
(CA) 

Directive, OMGUS AG 010.1 
(CA) 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

8. Fonnation of Political Par- 8/27/45 Directive, USFET AG 014.1, 
ties, Administration of GEC-AGO 
Military Government in 
the US Zone 

Organization o£ Political ll/23/45 Ibid. 
Parties on State Level 

9. Laenderrat: 10/5/45 Letter, USFET AG 014.1 GEC-
Co-ordination of Gennan AGO 
Laender Governments and 
Special Administrative 
Services ( ::;onderverwal-
tungen) in the US Zone 

10. Chronology of Agreements 
on Bremen: 

a. Protocol among the 9/12/44 
Governments of the 
US, UK, and USSR, 
amended November 14, 
1944 

European Advisory Commission 
Documents, London, 1944. See 
Minutes EAC, 12th Meeting 

b. US/UK Agreement on 
Bremen Modifying EAC 
Agreement, Entitled 
"Agreement on Military 
Government Responsi-

12/10/45 Signed by General Whieley and 
General Clay 

bilities in the Bremen 
Enclave" 

c. Clay-Robertson Agree
ment on Enlargement 
of the Bremen Enclave, 

10/80/46 Signed in Berlin 

Prior to Creation of 
Land Bremen, to Be-
come Effective January 
1, 1947 

d. Proclamation No. 8, 1/22/47 
Constituting Land Bre-
men 

11. Composition of Advisory 
Parliamentary Council: 

a. Membership: 

24 Members divided by 
states as follows: 

Bavaria, Wuerttem
berg-Baden, and 

Signed by General McNarney, 
Military Governor, US Zone 



SUBJECT 

Hesse-7 members 
each 
Bremen-3 members 

b. Political Composition: 

SPD-9 
CDU-5 
CSU-3 
KPD-2 
LDP-1 
FDP-1 
WAV-1 
DVP-1 
BDV-1 

CHAPTER 6 

Footnotes 459 
DATE REFERENCE 

1. Control Council Law No. 10/10/45 CONL/P( 45)48 
2: Termination and Liqui-
dation of Nazi Organiza-
tions 

Control Council Law No. 10/20/45 CONL/P(45)49 
3: Increase in the Rates o£ 
Taxation 

Control Council Law No, 10/30/45 CONL/P( 45)50 
4: Reorganization of the 
German Judicial System 

Control Council Law No. 
9: Seizure of Property 
Owned by the I. G. Far
benindustrie and the Con-
trol Thereof 

11/30/45 CONL/P( 45)62, amended by 
CONL/M(45)13 

Control Council Law No. 10/30/45 CONL/P( 45)39 {Revise) 
5: Vesting and Marshaling 
of German External Assets 

Control Council Law No. 11/30/45 CONL/P( 45)60, amended by 
8: Elimination and Pro- CONL/M( 45)13 
hibition of Military Train-
ing 

Control Council Law No. 12/20/45 CONL/P(45)5S 
10: Punishment of Persons 
Guilty of War Crimes, 
Crimes against Peace and 
against Humanity 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Control Council Order No. 1/17/46 CORC/P( 45)59 (Final) 
3: Registration of the Pop~ 
ulation of Employable Age, 
Registration of the Unem~ 
ployed and Their Place~ 
ment at Work 

Control Council Order No. 1/7/46 CORC/P(45)178 (Filial) 
2: Confiscation and Sur-
render of Arms and Am-
munition 

Control Council Drrective ll/30/45 CONL/P(45)61 
No. 11: Rationing of 
Electricity and Gas 

Control Council Directive 12/6/45 CORC/P(45)179 (Final) 
No. 22: Clearance of Mine 
Fields and Destruction of 
Military Installations in 
Germany 

Control Council Directive 12/17/45 CORC/P(45)180 (Final) 
No. 23: Limitation and 
Demilitarization of Sport 
in Germany 

2. Level of German Steel In- 12/13/45 DECO/P( 45) 120 
dustry 

3. Proposal for Establishment 9/22/45 Reflected in CORC/M(45)9, 
of Central German Trans- Min. 122, p. 9 
port Department-Positions 
of French, USSR, and 
USA 

10/12/45 CORC/M(45)13, Min, 183, p. 6 
(see verbatim record) 

10/16/45 CORC/M(45)14, Min. 193, p. 7 
(see verbatim record) 

11/23/45 CORC/M(45)22, Min. 291, p. 2 

4. French Position on Trade 10/26/45 CORC/M(45)16, Min. 212, p. 2 
Unions in Germany (see verbatim record) 

5. Higher Education in Berlin 10/3/45 CORC/M(45)11, Min. 148, p. 4 

6. Establishment by Four Oc-
cupying Powers of Con-
sular Offices throughout 
Germany 

12/6/45 CORC/M(45)25, Min. 337, p. 1 



SUBJECT DATE 

Reception of Allied Mill- 10/3/45 
tary Missions Accredited to 
the Allied Control Council 

Footnotes 461 
REFERENCE 

CORC/M ( 45) 11, ·Conclusion, 
Min. 149, p. 6 

Awtralla 
Belgium 
Brazil 

·Canada 
China 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Greece 

India 
Luxembourg 
The Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Poland 
South Africa: 
Yugoslavia 

7. Zonal Boundaries 11/27/45 CORC/M(45)23, Min. 309, p. 3 

Interzonal Travel o£ Ger- 12/17/45 CORC/M(45)27, Min. 363, pp. 
man Civilians 1, 2 

B. Memorandum of Soviet 11/26/45 CONL/P( 45)59 
Member on the Presence · 
of Organized Units of the 
Former German Army in 
the British Zone of Occu-
pation 

UK Reply to Soviet Memo- 11/30/45 CONL/M( 45)13, Min. 109, p. 2, 
randum and Appendix ''A" thereto 

Molotov's Statement on 7/9/46 
Existence in British Zone 
of Organized Units of the 
Former German Army 

Paris Peace Conference ( 15 June 
to 12 July 1946) 
Minutes of CFM Meeting 9 July 

9. Advanced Deliveries on 10/23/45 Reflected in CORC/M(45)15 
Account of Reparations- (Part I), Min. 196, p. 1 
US Statement 

10. Quadripartite-issued Per- 9/13/46 CORC/P ( 46) 286 (Final) 
mits Establishment of ACA Interzonal 

Facilities Bureau 

11. Control Council Law No. 2/20/46 CONL/P(46)13 (Final) 
16: Marriage Law 

Control Council Law No. 4/10/46 CONL/P(46)26 (Final) 
23: Prohibition of Military 
Construction in Germany 

Control Council Law No. 1/30/46 CORC/P(46)33 
11: Repealing Certain Pro-
visions of German Crimi-
nal Law 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Control Council Law No. 7/1/46 CONL/P(46)47 (Final) 
31: Police BurealL• . and 
Agencies of a Political 
Nature 

Control Council Law No. 4/29/46 CONL/t?(46)29 (Final) 
25: Control of Scientific 
Research 

Allied Control Council 9/20/45 CONL/P(45)36 (initially con-
Proclamation No.2: Agree- tained in Par. 19(c) of Proclama-
ment on Certain Additional tion) 
Requirements to Be Im-
posed on Germany 

Approved Paper: Draft 6/14/46 CORC/P( 46 )208 
Regulatioas for lnterna-
tional Postal Service in 
Germany 

Approved Paper: Policy 2/16/46 CORC/P(46)61 
concerning the Reopening 
of Museums in Germany 

Control Council Law No. 3/8/46 CQNL/P( 46)18 (Final) 
18: Housing Law 

Control Council Law No. 3/30/46 CONL/P(46)33 (Final) 
21: Law concerning Ger-
man Labor Courts 

Approved Paper: German 3/18/46 CORC/P( 46 )94 
Agricultural Co-operatives 

Approved Paper: Uniform 3/18/46 CORC/P( 46 )96 
Banking Statistics in Ger-
many 

Control Council Law No. 4/10/46 CONL/P( 46)25 (Final) 
22: Works Councils 

Approved Paper: Organi- 12/12/45 CORC/P( 46) 161 (Revised) 
zation of Interurban Tele-
phone and Telegraph 
Services between the Vari-
ous Zones of Occupation 
in Germany 

12. Evaluation Formula: Prin- 2/26/46 CORC/P(46)8 (Final) 
ciales of Evaluation of 
A vanced Deliveries on 
Account of Reparations 

]3. Level of German Steel In- 12/13/45 DECO/P(45)120 
dustry 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Level of Industry Plan Per- 3/7/46 CORC/M(46)13; Min. 142, pp. 
taining to Other Industries 3, 4, 5 

Level of Industry Plan and 3/20/46 CORC/M(46)16, Min. 173, pp. 
Assumptions on Which It 1, 4 
Is Based 

Approval of Level of 'In- 3/26/46 • CONL/M( 46)9 (Extraordinary 
dustry Plan by Control Meeting) Min. 45, Conclusion 
Council 

14. Proposal for Creation of an 3/18/46 CORC/P(46)101, and 
Information Committee CORC/M(46)15, Min. 167, p. 6 

15. Draft Directive concerning 3/14/46 CORC/P( 46) 111 
National Political Parties 

Position of USSR, US, UK, 3/26/46 CORC/M(46)18, Min. 186, pp. 
and French 7, 8, 9 

CHAPTER 7 

1. lmport-E~ort Program: 4/8/46 CORC/M ( 46 )20, Min. 215, p. 12 
General Cay's Statement 

UK Statement 4/26/46 Appendix "A" to CORC/M{46) 
22 

US and USSR Statements, CORC/M(46)22, Min. 229, pp. 
and French Position 5, 6, 7 

USSR and US Statements 5/3/46 CORC/M(46)23, Min •. 243, p. 2 

2. Taegliche Rundschau Overt Paper of Soviet Army in 
Germany 

.3. Draft Treaty on Disarma- 4/29/46 CFM/46/21, 
ment and Demilitarization Preamble and Articles I-V 
of Germany Submitted by 
Secretary Byrnes to CFM, 
Paris 

4. French Statement on 4/25/46 CFM/46/1 
Rhineland 

5. US Pr~osal for Appoint- 5/13/46 CORC/M( 46)27, Min. 287, p. 9 
ment o Quadripartite Dis-
armament Commission 

US and USSR Positions 5/22/46 CORC/P(46)186 

General Clay's Statement 5/23/46 CORC/M(46)27, Min. 310, p.ll 
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SUBJECT DATE 

6. Molotov's Statement on 7/9/46 
Byrnes's Draft Treaty for 
Germany 

Byrnes's Reply and His 
Proposal to Extend Treaty 
to Forty Years 

REFEBENCE 

Paris Peace Conference, 
Minutes of 9 July CFM Meeting 

Ibid. 

7. Soviet Charges of Exist- 11/20/45 CONL/M(45)12, Min.104 
ence in British Zone of Or-
ganized Units of the Ger-
man Army 

8. Common Pool for German 4/5146 
Resources 

9. Molotov's Second State- 7/10/46 
ment on Germany 

10. Bevin's Statement on Eco- 7 /ll/46 
nomic Unity of Germany 

11. Bidault's Statement on 
Coal for German Economy 
and Exclusion of Saar from 
the Administration of the 
Occupied Zones 

12. Byrnes's Statement on the 
Possibility of French Sup
port for Administrative 
Agencies 

Byrnes's Proposal to Ap· 
point Deputies for Prep
aration of a Peace Treaty 

13. Measures to Insure Eco- 7/20/46 
nomic Unity of Germany 
Statement by US Member 
ofACC 

7/30/46 

14. Control Council Law No. 5/10/46 
26: Tax on Tobacco 

Control Council Law No. 5/10/46 
27: Tax on Alcohol 

Control Council Law No. 5/10/46 
28: Tax on Beer and 
Matches 

DECO/M(46)22, Min. 223 
(DECO/P(46)105, dated 10 
March 1946) 

Paris Peace Conference 
Minutes of 10 July CFM Meeting 

Paris Peace Conference 
CFM/46/224 and Minutes of 11 
July CFM Meeting 

Minutes of 11 July CFM Meeting 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

CONL/M( 46)19, Min. 82, and 
Appendix "A" thereto 

CONL/M(46)20, Min. 87 

CONL/P(46)35 (Final) 

CONL/P( 46)36 (Final) 

CONL/P(46)37 (Final) 
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SUBJEcr DATE ll.EFF.RENCE 

Control Council Order No. 5/14/46 CORC/P( 46)130 (Final) 
4: Confiscation of Litera-
ture and Material of a 
Nazi and Militarist Nature 

a. Amendment to Order 8/10/46 CONL/P(46)55 (Final) 
No.4 

Control Council Directive 5/13/46 CORC/P(46)161· (Final) 
No. 30: Liquidation of 
German Military and Nazi 
Memorials and Museums 

a. Revision of Article IV 7/12/46 CORC/P(46)226 (Final) 
of CONL Directive No. 
30 

Co-ordinating Committee 6/3/46 CORC/P(46)193 (Final) 
Directive No. 31: Princi-
ples concerning the Estab-
lishment of Federations of 
Trade Unions 

Co-ordinating Committee 6/26/46 CORCtP( 46)216 (Final) 
Directive No. 32: 
Disciplinary Measures 
against Managing and Ad
ministrative Staffs of 
Educational Institutions, 
Teaching Staffs, and Stu
dents Guilty of Militaristic 
Nazi or Anti-Democratic 
Propaganda 

Approved Paper: · Berlin 6/3/46 
Elections 

CORC/P( 46)197 

Control Council Law No. 7/10/46 CONL/P(46)49 (Final) 
32: 
Employment of Women on 
Building and Reconstruc
tion Work 

Control Council Law No. 7/20/46 CONL/P(46)50 (Final) 
33: 
Census of the German 
Population 

Control Council Law No. · 8/20/46 CONL/P(46)56 (Final) 
34: 
Dissolution of the Wehr
macht 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Control Council Law No, 8/20/46 CONL/P( 46)57 (Final) 
35: 
Conciliation and Arbitra-
tion Machinery in Labor 
Corrllicts 

Control Council Directive 9/7/46 CORC/P( 46)284 (Final) 
No. 35: 
Sentences of the Intema-
tiona! Military Tribunal 

Control Council Directive 8/16;46 CORC/P(46)246 (Final) 
No. 33: 
Limitation of Character-
istics of Ships Left at the 
Disposal of Germany 

Control Council Directive 9;26/46 CORC/P(46)306 (Final) 
No. 37: 
Limitation of Character-
istics of Ships Other than 
Fishing and Pleasure Craft 
Left to the Peace Economy 
of Germany · 

Control Council Law No. 10/10/46 CONL/P( 46)67 (Final) 
36: 
Administrative Courts 

Control Council Law No. 10/30/46 CONL/P( 46)71 (Final) 
37: 
Repeal of Certain Statu-
tory Provisions Relating to 
Successions 

Control Council Directive 10/12/46 CORC;P(46)301 (Final) 
No.38: 
Arrest and Punishment of 
War Criminals, Nazis, and 
Militarists and the Intern-
ment, Control, and Sur-
veillance of Potentially 
Dangerous Germans 

Control Council Directive 10/12/46 CORC/P( 46)315 (Final) 
No. 40: 
Policy to Be Followed by 
German Politicians and the 
German Press 

Control Council Law No. 12/20/46 CONL/P(46)82 (Final) 
43: 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Prohibition of the Manu-
facture, Imrort, Export, 
Transport, and Storage of 
War Materials 

Co-ordinating Committee 12/19/46 CORC/P(46)398 
Draft Regulation on Gift 
Parcel Post Service ·into 
Germany 

15. General Robertson's State- 10/21/46 CONL/M(46)29, Min. 135, p. 2 
ment on Central German 
Administrations 

16. Arrest of Judges in the 2/26/46 CORC/M ( 46) 11, Min. 125, pp. 
Various Sectors of Berlin, 8,12 
US and USSR Statements 

17. Anti-Soviet Propaganda in 8/20/46 CONL/M(46)22, Min. 96, p. 7 
the British Sector of Berlin 

18. Anti-United States Propa- 8/22/46 CORC/M(46)43, Min. 96, p. 7 
ganda in the Soviet Sector 
of Berlin, US Statement 

Otto Grotewohl Co-Chairman of Communist So-
cialist Unity Party (SED) 

N eues Deutschland Official Organ of SED 

Berliner Zeitung and V or- Soviet-licensed newspapers 
waerts 

Article in Neue.s Deutsch- 9/23/46 CORC/M(46)50, Min. 537, p.IO 
land, September 18, 1946 
US Statement 

USSR Statement 9/26/46 CORC/M(46)51, Min. 543, p . .( 

19. Declaration of UK Mem- 10/31/46 CORC/M(46)57, Min. 631, p. 
her concerning Alleged 13, and Appendix "A" thereto 
Removal of Skilled Ger-
man Workers from the 
Soviet Zone of Germany to 
the USSR 

USSR Position 11/4/46 CORC/M(46)58, Min. 644, p. 9 

20. Agenda for the Fourth 12/12/46 Ministers' Decisions, 
Session of Council of For- CFM/46/NY/74 
eign Ministers, Moscow 

Appointment of Deputies Ibid. 
for Germany to Hear AI-
lied States 
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SUBJECT DATE 

Deputies for Germany to 
Consider Questions on 
Boundaries, Ruhr, and 
Rhineland, the US Draft 
Treaty, and Report of the 
Coal Experts 

Allied Control Council Re
port to Council of Foreign 
Ministers 

Deputies for Germany Re
port to Council of Foreign 
Ministers 

CHAPTER 8 

1. Preparation of Allied Con-
trol Council Report to the 
Council of Foreign Min-
isters 

2. Meetings of D:auties for 
Germany in Lon on 
D~uties: 

ir William Strang, UK 
Robert Murphy, US 
Maurice Couve de Mur-
ville,· France 
F. T. Gusev, USSR 

8. Statements of Allied States 
. , to Deputies for Germany 

4. Summary of Views of the 
Allied States on the Prin-
cipal As~cts of the ~r-
man Pro !em 

5, Allied Control Council Re-
port to the Council of For-
eign Ministers 

6. Elected Members of the 
Berlin Magistrat 

Election of Oberbuerger· 
meister of Berlin 

12/21/46 
to 

2/27/47 

l/14 tn 
29/47 

1/14 to 
29/47 

2/25!47 

2/25/47 

2/5/47 

7/10/47 

REFERENCE 

Ibid., Par. IV (a) 

Ministers' Decisions, 
CFM/46/NY/74 

Ibid., Par. IV (c) 

CONL/M(46)35 (CONL/P(46) 
83) 

CONL/M(47}5 (ASEC(47}154) 

Annex I to "Report by Deputies 
for Germany to the Council of 
Foreign Ministers," ( CFM ( D} 
(47)G, Serials 1-X."\XVIII) 

"R~ort by D~uties for Germany 
to e Coun · of Foreign Min-
isters," Part II, A 

ASEC(47}154 

CORC/M(47)6, Min. 66, pp. 4, 7 

CONL/M(47)16, Min. 74, p. 3 
and CONL/P( 47 )40 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

7. Control Council Law No. 2/25/47 CONL/P(47)10 (Final) 
46: 
Abolition of the State of 
Prussia 

8. Statement by Molotov on 3/13/47 CFM/47/M/9 
Denazification and De-
mocratization of Germany 

Statement by Bevin on De- 3/29/47 CFM/47 /M/84 
nazification · 

9. Molotov's Statement on 3/18/47 USDEL( 47)M, 8th Meeting, p. 3, 
US Possession of German Par. 3 
Patents 

10. Report of CFM Co-ordi- 4/11/47 
nating Committee on 
Form and Scope of Pro-
visional Political Organiza-. 
tion for Germany 

11. Acceleration of Destruc- 4/23/47 
tion of German Military 
Materiel and Installations 

Liquidation of Plants Suit
able Only for Production 
of War Materials 

Quadripartite Inspection 
Teams 

Acceleration of Denazifi
cation 

Trial of War Criminals 

German Denazification 
Legislation 

Land Reform 

Free Exchange of Informa· 
tion 

Access to DP Ce~ters 

Propaganda in DP Camps 

Repatriation of Deceased 
UN Nationals 

CFM/47 /M/121 
(includes CFM/47/M/101 dated 
4 April1947) 

Report of Deputies for Germany 
to Council of Foreign Ministers, 
Approved 
CFM/47 /M/148, 
Part I, Par. (I), I 

Part I, Par. (2), I 

Part I, Par. ( 4), I 

Part I, Par. (1), II 

Part I, Par. (4), II 

Part I, Par. (5), II 

Part I, Par. ( 1 )1 3, I 

Part I, Par. (2), 3, I 

Part I, Par. (a), ( 1), 4, I 

Part I, Par. (b), (1), 4, I 

Part I, Par. ( 1 ), 4, I 
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SUBJECT DATE 1'\EFERENCE 

Acceleration of Repatria- Part I, Par. (c), (2), 4, I 
tion of DPs 

Restudy of Transfer of Parti,Par. (d), (2),4,1 
Population to Germany 

Publication of Reparations Part II, A, II 
Lists 

Repatriation of German 4/23/47 CFM/47/M/153, Par. (1); and 
POWs by December 31, CFM/47/M/42d Meeting 
1948 

Limitation of Occupation 5/Iv/47 CFM/47 /M/158, and 
Forces in Germany CFM/47 /M/43d Meeting (24 

April) 

12. Report to the Council of 5/31/47 CONL/M(47)12, Min. 55, p. 1 
Foreign Ministers on the (CONL/P(47)32) 
Strength of the Occupation 
Forces 

I:;. Control Council Law No. 1/10/47 CONL/P( 47)1 (Final) 
44: 
Repeal of the Ordinance of 
October 11, 1944, concern-
ing "Extraordinary Meas-
ures on Leases, Agricul-
tural Management and 
Debtor Relief caused by 
Total War" 

Control Council Law No. 2/20/47 CONL/P( 47)4 (Final) 
45: 
Repeal of Legislation on 
Hereditary Farms and En-
actment of Other Pro-
visions Regulating Agrl-
cultural Forest Lands 

Control Council Law No. 3/10/47 CONL/P( 47) 18 (Final) 
47: 
Termination of German In-
surance Operations Abroad 

Control Council Law No. 8/30/47 CONL/P(47)45 (Final) 
48: 
Supblement to AT:ndix 
to ontrol Counc' Law 
No. 2 Providing for Termi-
nation and Liquidation of 
Nazi Organizations 
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SUBJECT DATE JIEFERENCE 

Co-ordinating 
Paper: 

Committee 4/29/47 CORC/P{47)84/1 

Exchange of Parcels be-
tween Berlin and the 
Zones of Occupation 

Control Council Directive 5/7/47 CORC/P(47)20 (Final) 
No. 52: 
Combating Venereal Dis-
ease 

Control Council Directive 
No. 47: 

3/27/47 CORC/P(47)77 (Final) 

Liquidation of German 
War . Research Establish-
ments 

Control Council Law No. 6/20/47 CONL/P( 47 )35 
55: 
Repeal of Certain Provi-
sions of Criminal Legisla-
tion 

Control Coancil Directive 6!2:5/41 CORC/P(47)42 (Final) 
No. 55: 
Interzonal Exchange of 
Printed Matter and Films 

14. Revised Plan for Level of 8/29/47 Bffi/P{ 47)89/1 
Industry for the US/UK 
Zones of Germany 

15. Inter-Allied Reparations 1945 a. Establishment of lARA agreed 
Agency at Reparations Conference in 

· Paris, 9 November-21 Decem-
ber 1945 

1/14/46 b. lARA Agreement signed 

16. Report of the Co-ordinat-
ing Committee on Cur-
rency Reform 

9/4/47 CONL/M ( 47) 19, Extraordinary 
Meeting. Appendix "A:' SECRET . 

17. Statement by Marshal 8/30/47 CONL/M(47)19, Min. 93, p. 6, 
Sokolovsky on Memoran· and Appendix "B" thereto 
durn from General Clay 
and Marshal Douglas re-
garding the Revised Bi-
zonal Level of Industry 

General Clay's Reply to 8/30/47 CONL/M(47)19, Min. 93, p. 6 
Marshal Sokolovsky · 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUBJECT DATE 

1. Statement by the US 7/20/46 
Member on Measures to 
Insure the Economic Unity 
of Germany . 

7/30/46 

2. Preliminary Agreement on 9/5/46 
the Establishment of a 
German Economic Ad
ministration 

3. Bizonal Fusion Agreement 12/2/46 

4. a. Agreement for Reor- 5/29/47 
ganization of Bizonal 
Economic Agencies 

b. Economic Council 6/10/47 

REFERENCE 

CONL/M ( 46) 19, Min. 82, and 
Appendix "A" thereto 

CONL/M(46)20, Min. 87 

BIB/P(46)5 (Re~se) 

Byrnes-Be~ Agreement 
(State Department Document) 

Appendix "A'' to Proclamation 
No.5 

Proclamation No. 5, 
Military Government for Ger· 
many, US Area of Control 

5. Agreement between Gov
ernments of UK and USA 
Amending Certain Terms 

12/17/47 Lovett-Strang Amendment to the 
Byrnes-Be~n Agreement 

of the Bizonal Fusion 
Agreement 

6. Bizonal Economil') Admin- 2/9/48 
istration 

1. a. Order No. 1 Pursuant 8/6/48 
to Article III ( 5) of 
Military Government 
Proclamation No. 7 

b. Order No. 2 Pursuant 9/1/48 
to Article III ( 5) of 
Military Government 
Proclamation No. 7 

( State Department Document) 

Proclamation No. 7, 
Military Government for Ger
many, US Area of Control 

Military Government Order, 
AG 010 (LD) 

Military Government Order, 
AG 010.6 ( LD) 

c. Order No. 3 Pursuant 12/12/48 Ibid. 
to Article III ( 5) of 
Military Government 
Proclamation No. 7 



SUBJECT 

d. Order No. 4 Pursuant 
to Article III ( 5) of 
Military Government 
Proclamation No.7 

Footnotes 473 
DATE REFERENCE 

11/29/48 Ibid. 

8. Establishment of a Ger- 2/9/48 
man High Court for Com- · 
bined Bizonal Area . 

Proclamation No. 8, 
Military Government for Ger
many, US Area of Control 

9. Establishment of a Bank 
deutscher Laender 

10. Charter of Joint Export
Import Agency 

11. Directive to the US/UK 
Coal Control Group from 
the Bipartite Board Pur-
suant to Military Govern-
ment Law No. 75 

CHAPTER 10 

1. Initiation of Interzonal Ex-
change of Mail 

Initiation of Interzonal 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Services 

a. Telegraph 

b. Telephone 

2. Opening of International 
Mail 

Opening of One-way In-
ternational Gift Parcel. 
Post 

3. Prohibition of German 
Civil Aviation 

4. Establishment of Eco-
nomic Offices 

Re-establishment of Local 
Chambers of Commerce 

5. Beginning of Miners' In-
centive Scheme 

2/15/48 • Military Government Law No 60 

1/15/48 BIB/P( 48 )8 

11/10/48 BIB/P(48)187 

10/24/45 DIAC/ ACPC/PSC/P( 45 )7, a~ 
proved in DIAC/ ACPC/M ( 45 6 

2/8/46 CORC/P(45)161 (Revise) 

2/25/46 DIAC/ACPC/M(46)8 

4/l/46 DIAC/ACPC/PSC/P(47)74, 6th 
Revision 

6/1/46 Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 12, p. 13 

8/2/45 Potsdam Agreement, III, A, 3, 
(1)(b) 

7/45 Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 1,' p. 2 

Ibid. 

8/12/45 Cable from USFET, S-17079, 
authorized miners' rations and 
clothing to be supklemented from 
military stocks ( C ss X) if neces-
sary 
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SUBJECT DATE 

6. Moscow Sliding Scale 4/17/47 
"Coal Agreement" 

7. Replacement of Saar Coal 
in German Economy by 
Ruhr Coal 

8. Establishment of Deutsche 
Kohlenbergbau-Leitung 
(DKBL) 

9. Military Government Law 
No. 75: 
"Reorganization of Ger
man Coal and Iron and 
Steel Industries" 

9/10/47 

11/18/47 
(effective 
date) 

ll/10/48 

10. Joint US/UK Recom- 10/ll/48 
mendation, Release of For-
eign Funds for Investment 

11. Establishment of JEIA: 

REFERENCE 

See Tripartite Agreement 
(TT/Berlin/47/P/2, 10 Septem
ber 1947) 

Tripartite Talks on German Coal 
and Coke Distribution 
( TT /Berlin/ 47 /P /2) 

BIB/M(47)14, Decision 251, 
11 November 1947 
(BIB/P(47)124, dated 17 No
vember 1947, contains British MG 
Ordinance No. 112 and US MG 
Ordinance No. 19) 

BIB/P(48)186 and 187, and 
BIB/M(48)21, Min. 576(iv), 
dated 15 November 1948 

BIB/P ( 48) 122/3 
(This paper incorporated in 
BIB/P(49)2 (Appendix A) 
dated 4 January 1949, and ap
proved in BIB/M ( 49) 1, Min. 619, 
42d Meeting held on 14 Janu
ary 1949, and forwarded to 
US/UK/French and Benelux gov
ernments for approval) 

a. Provisional Agreement 12/30/46 BIB/P( 46)25 dated 27 December 
1946, BIB/M(46)4, Min. 46 

b. Final Agreement 2/3/47 BIB/M(47)2, Min. 80 
( BIB/P( 46 )25, 1st Revision dated 
28 January 1947, amended by 
BIB /P ( 46) 25, 2nd Revision dated 
6 February 1947) 

12. German Firms Contracting 2/3/47 Ibid. 
with Foreign Buyers Sub-
ject to JEIA Approval . 

TElA Approval for Exports 4/8/47 JEIA Instruction No. 1 
Required for Only a Few 
Items 

13. Establishment of German 5/29/47 BIB/M( 47)7, Min. 158 
Economic Council 

6/10/47 Military Government Proclama· 
(effective tion No. 5 
date) 



SUB JEer DATE 

14. Policy Regarding German 4/28/45 
Finance 

Finance Measures under 8/2/45 
Potsdam Agreement 

Footnotes 475 
liEFERENCE 

JCS/1067 17 as amended by 
JCS/1067 /8 dated 10 May 1945 

Potsdam Agreement, 
Section III, 3, Par. 10, Part B 

15. Proposal for Central Bank 10/10/46 CONL/P( 46 )69 

16. German State Legislatioa 1/1/47 • a. Law No. 50 of Land Govern-
for Creation of State Cen- ment of Bavaria, 27 Novem-
tral Banks (Superseded by her 1946 
MG Law No, 66) 

b. Law No. 55 of Land Govern
ment of Wuerttemberg-Badoo, 
7 December 1946 

c. Law concerning establishment 
of State Central Bank in Hesse, 
7 December 1946 

d. I..aw concerning establishmeot 
of State Central Bank in Bre
men, 6 March 1947 

17. Establishment of Joint 2/3/47 BIB/P( 47)4 
Foreign Exchange Agency 

18. Establishment of Bank 3/1/48 Military Government Law No. 60 
deutscher Laender 

19. Establishment of Allied 2/24/48 BIB/P( 48)22 
Bank Commission BIB/M(48)4, Min. 312 

20. Establishment of Recon- 10/29/48 Economic Council Ordinance No. 
struction Loan Corporation 54 · 

CHAPTER 11 

1. A P1an for the Liquidation 5/20/46 Calm-Dodge-Goldsmith Report 
of War Finance, and the 
Financial Rehabilitation of 
Germany 

2. Provisional Revision of 1/20/48 Military Government Law No. 64 
Tax Legislation 

3. First Law for Monetary 1/20/48 Military Government Law No. 61 
Reform . 

Second Law for Monetary 1/20/48 Military Government Law No. 62 
Reform 
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SUBJECT DATE 

Third Law for Monetary 6/27/48 
Reform 

Fourth Law for Monetary 10/4/48 
Reform 

4. Western Zones of Germany 6/7/48 
to Participate in ERP 

5. Creation of ERP Group in 3/12/48 
BICO 

REFERENCE 

Military Government Law No. 63 

Military Government Law No. 65 

Final Communique from Three
power Talks on Germany, Lon
don 
Part II, (a) 

Cable, COBIB 39 

6. Participation in Inter- 10/29/48 BISEC/Memo( 48 )62 
European Payments Agree-
ment 

7. Decentralized Export-1m- ll/2/48 
port Procedures 

BIB/P( 48) 183/1 
BIB/M(48)21, Min. 576 C, 
Meeting held 30 October 1948 

8. Customs Control Law for 3/30/49 
Bizonal Economic Area 

Economic Council Ordinances 
No. 70 and 97 

Frontier Control 

9. Decontrol of Property 

Appeal Body 

Reinvestments and Dis
posal of Property 

Prepaid Contracts for 
Goods 

Transfer of Deutschemarks 

Exemption from 
Equalization 

Tax 

Reparations Losses 

Land Reform 

Coal Prices 

Protection of Reichsmark 
Holdings 

Gold Marks 

Foreign Insurers 

4/15/49 Military Government Law No. 
17, Regulation 1 

ll/10/48 Report of the Intergovernmental 
Working Party on Safeguarding 
Allied Interests in Germany 
(Paris), Section I, Par. 2 

Section I, Par. 3 

Section I, Par. 5 

Section I, Par. 4 

Section V, Par, 3 

Section VII, Par. 4 

Section II, Par. 5 

Section III, Par. 2 

Section IV, Pars. 2, 3 

Section V, Par. 4(a) and (b) 

Section VI, Par. 5 

Section VII, Par. 6 



CHAPTER 12 

SUBJECT DATE 

1. Total DPs Uncovered by 7/6/45 
Allied Forces 

2. Early Repatriation of DPs 8/2/45 

3. Visitors from the United 1945 
States to Inspect Assembly 
Centers 

4. Closing Assembly Centers 4/21/47 
to New Admissions 

Footnotes 477 

REFERENCE 

Situation Report No, 26, 
G-5 Division, SHAEF 

Situation Report No. 33, 
Combined Displaced Persons 
Executive, in care of G-5 Div., 
USFET 

Report of Earl G. Harrison Mis
sion to Europe to Inquire into the 
Condition and Needs of those 
among the DPs in the Liberated 
Countries of Western Europe and 
in the SHAEF Area of Germany, 
with particular reference to the 
Jewish refugees who may possibly 
be stateless or non-repatriable 

Cable WX-96142 from Depart
ment of Army to EUCOM and 
USFA, dated 15 April1947 

5. UNRRA Assistance to the 11/29/44 SHAEF/UNRRA Agreement 
Army in Caring for DPs 

2/19/46 USFET/UNRRA Agreement 

6. Establishment of PCIRO 12/15/46 Constitution of the International 
and IRO Refugee Organization and Agree

ment on Interim Measures 
adopted by resolution of the Gen
eral Assembly of the United 
Nations 

Agreement Reached be· 7/9/47 
tween PCIRO ( IRO) and 
Occupation Authorities 

Revised Agreement 7/28/48 
Reached between IRO and 
Occupation Authorities 

7. Subcommittee of the 11/47 
House Committee on For-
eign Affairs Visit to Ge(-
many to Study DP Prob-
lem: 
James G. Fulton, Chairman 

IRO/CINCEUR Agreement 

Revised IRO/CINCEUR Agree
ment 

Report of Special Subcommittee 
of House Foreign Affairs Com
mittee 
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SUBJECT DATE 

Jacob K. Javits 
Joseph L. Pfeifer 
Frank L. Chelf 

8. Enactment of Displaced 6/25/48 Public Law 774, 80th Congress 
Persons Act of 1948 

9. Case Committee: 
Francis S. Case 
John M. Vorys 
Charles W. Vursell 

9/23 to 
25/47 

10. Directive on US Objectives 7/15/47 
and Basic Policies in Ger-
many 

Military Government Au
thority 

Demilitarization and De
nazification 

War Criminals 

Speedy Accomplishment of 
Objectives 

Plant Removals 

Cartels and Concentrations 
of Economic Power 

German Self-government 

Cultural Exchange 

Public Information 

Finance 

CHAPTER 13 

1. Codifl.cation of Military 7/14/45 
Government Laws, Ordi-
nances, and Regulations 

2. Trial of the Major War 11/20/45 
Criminals before the In- to 
ternational Military Tri- 10/1/46 
bunal (Nuremberg) 

Reissued as OMGUS Directive, 
18 July, 
AG 201-General Clay 

Par. 2 a 

Pars. 4, 9 

Par. 10 

Pars.4,9,10 

Par. 16 b 

Par. 21 a 

Par. 6 a, b, c 

Pars. 22,27 

Par. 26, a, b, c 

Par. 19, a, b, c, d 

Military Government Law No. 4 
and Military Government Gazette, 
14 July 1945 

"Trial of the Major War Crim
inals before the International 
Military Tribunal," published at 
Nuremberg, 1947, pursuant to 
the direction of the International 
Military Tribunal by the Secre
tariat, Vot I, pp. 172, 365 



SUBJECT DATE 

3. Trial of War Criminals by 12/9/46 
US Military Tribunals to 

4/13/49 

4. US Military Government 8/18/48 
Courts for Germany 

5. Administration of Justice 8/18/47 
Review Board 

Footnotes 479 

llEFERENCE 

a. Military Government Ordi~ 
nance No. 7, "Organization 
and Powers of Certain Military 
Tribunals," dated 18 October 
1946, as amended by MG Or
dinance No. 11, 17 Feb 1947 

b. Regulation No. 1 _to above, 
dated 11 April1947 

c. Judgment Military Tribunal 
IV, Case 11, 13 April1949 

Military Government Ordinance 
No. 31, "United States Military 
Government Courts for Germany" 

EUCOM General Order No. 90: 
"Administration of Justice Re
view Board" 

6. Control Council Law No. 10/3C/45 CONL/P( 45 )50 
4: 
Reorganization of the 
German Judicial System 
(High Courts of Appeal) 

7. Administrative Code 9/17/46 Military Government Regulations, 
Title 4, Part 7 
(MGR 4-7200) 

8. Control Council Law No. 3/30/46 CONL/P(46)23 (Final) 
21: 
Law concerning German 
Labor Courts 

9. Habeas Corpus l/7/48 

10. Level of Police Jurisdiction 2/1/46 

11. Control Council Directive ll/6/45 
No. 16: 
Arming of the German Po
lice 

12. Stand Fast Order · 3;7/45 

13. Penal Powers of the Police 2/l/46 

Military Government Ordinance 
No. 23, "Relief from Unlawful 
Restraints of Personal Liberty" 

Military Government Regulations, 
Title 9, Par. 2, Section A 

CONL/P(45)48 

SHAEF Law No. 161 
(Military Government Regula
tions 23-361) 

Military Government Regulations, 
Title 9 
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SUBJECT DATE 

14. Cultural Exchange Pro- 12/20/48 
gram for Police Officials 

REFERENCE 

OMGUS Publication, Civil Ad
ministration Division, "The Gov
ernmental Affairs Cultural Ex
change Program" 

15. German Fire Services 2/17 I 46 Military Government Regulations, 
Title 9, Part VII 

CHAPTER 14 

1. Measures concerning the 12/4/45 
Reorganization and De
velopment of Agricultural 
Co-operatives Based on 
Democratic Principles 

2. Food Availability for Issue 4/47 
Averaging 1040 Calories 
per Day 

ACA Document, Food and Agri
culture Committee, 
FACO/M(45)10, Min. 106 

Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 23, p. 16 

3. Sanctions Imposed in the 12/14/48 BICO/Memo( 48)99 
Form of Import Withhold-
ings for Failure to Meet 
Delivery Quotas 

4. Fixing of Grain Prices at 10/7/48 
Planting Time 

Fixing of Potato Prices at 5/4/48 
Planting Time 

5. Bipartite Board Ordinance 3/8/49 
Establishment of an Agri-
cultural Credit Bank 

6. Bringing German Farm 1/20/49 
Prices in Line with World 
Market Prices 

7. Nutrition Committee· Re- 8/13/45 
ports 

BICO/Sec( 48)588, 
Decisions adopted by Economic 
Council at its 22d Meeting 

BICO/Sec( 48)296, 
"Increase in Price of Potatoes" 

BIB/P(49)37 

BICO/Memo( 49 )4, 
"Deutsche Mark Payments for 
Imported Food, Seeds, Fertilizer 
and Medical Supplies" 

Combined Nutrition Survey of 
Settled Areas in British, French, 
and US Zones of Germany made 
during period 30 July-8 August 
1945, in accordance with decision 
of deputy military governors 
( US/Br/Fr) at their fifth meet
ing, 13 July 1945, and announced 
in Minutes of that meeting 
(CDMG/M(45)5) 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

11/5/45 October 25-November 3, 1945 · 
2/20/46 February 10-19, 1946 · 
5/22/46 May 12-22, 1946 
8/23/46 August 12-23, 1946 
12/12/46 December 1-12, 1946 
4/26/47 April 12-24, 1947 
10/25/47 October 12-23, 1947 

Report of the Special Com- 5/27/48 
mission Appointed by Sec· 
retary of the Army Royall 
to Study Nutrition in Bi-
zonal Germany 

8. Reorganization of German 4/1/46 Military Government Regulations, 
Public Health Organiza- Title 6 
tions 

9. Control Council Directive 5/7/47 CORC/P(47)20 (Final) 
No. 52: 
Combating Venereal Dis-
ease 

10. Number of Expellees to 11/21/45 CONL/P(45)57 
Be Received Estimated at 
3,000,000 (Not Including 
Polish Territory Expellees) 

11. Council of Relief Agencies 2/19/46 
to Operate in Germany 
(CRALOG) 

President Truman announced the 
formation of CRALOG, to in
clude the following organizations: 

American Friends Service Com-
'mittee, Inc. 

Brethren Service Committee, Inc. 
Church World Service, Inc. 
Committee on Christian Science 

Wartime Activities of the 
Mother Church 

Congregational Christian Service 
Committee 

International Migration Service, 
Inc. · 

International Rescue and Reliel 
Committee 

Labor League for Human Rights, 
A F of L 

Lutheran World Relief, Inc. 
Mennonite Central Committee, 

Inc.· 
National CIO Community Serv

ices Committee 
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SUBJECT DATE 

12. International Committee of 3/46 
the Red Cross (ICRC) 

13. Co-operative for Amer- 6/5/46 
ican Remittances to Eu-
rope (CARE) : 

American Aid to France, 
Inc. 

American Baptist Relief 
American Friends Service 

Committee, Inc. 
American Relief to Austria, 

Inc. 
American Relief for Po

land, Inc. 
American Relief for 

Czechoslovakia, Inc. 
:Brethren Service Commit

tee 
Church World Service, Inc. 

. . . . Congregational Christian 
Service Committee 

.. . . Committee on Christian 
. Science Wartime Activ

ities of the Mother 
Church 

Co-operative League of 
the USA 

General Conference of 
Seventh-Day Adventists 

Greek War Relief Asso
ciation, Inc. 

International Rescue and 
Relief Committee, Inc. 

Labor League for Human 
Rights, A F of L 

Mennonite Central Com
mittee 

REFERENCE 

Russian Children's Welfare So-
ciety 

Tolstoy Foundation, Inc. 
Unitarian Service Committee 
War Relief Services-National 

Catholic Welfare Conference, 
Inc. 

International Committee of the 
Red ·Cross designated as channel 
for non-American agencies and 
agencies outside CRALOG and 
CARE distributing bulk relief 
supplies in Germany 

Agreement establishing CARE 
signed 5 July 1946 



8UBJECI' 

National CIO Community 
Services Committee 

Paderewsk:i Testimonial 
Fund, Inc. 

Save the Children Feder
ation, Inc. 

Tolstoy Foundation, Inc. 
Unitarian Service Conimit

tee 
United Lithuanian Relief 

Fund of America 
United Ukranian American 

Relief Committee · 
United Yugoslav Relief 

Fund of America 
War Relief Services-Na

tional Catholic Welfare 
Conference 

Y.W.C.A.-World Emer
gency and War VictimS 
Fund 

DATE 

14. United Nations Intema- 4/2/49 
tiona} 

Children's Emergency 
Fund 

(UNICEF) Includes Ger
man Children in Its 
Program 

CHAPTER 15 

1. Closing of Newspapers and 1/18/45 
Radio Stations · 

2. Establishment of Overt 4/16/45 
Newspapers 

US Overt Newspapers Still 7/14/45 
Being Published as of July 
14, 1945: 

Footnotes 483 
REFERENCE 

UNICEF /OM GUS Agreement 

SHAEF Law No. 191, 
"Suspension of Press, Radio and 
Entertainment, and Prohibition 
of Activities of the Reichsminis
terium fuer Volksaufklaerung und 
Propaganda" 

Annex "C" of SHAEF order en
titled "Directive for Psychological 
Warfare and Control of German 
Information Services" 

lCD History for 1945-46, and 
Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 1, "Information 
Control" 
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SUBJECT DATE IIEFERENCE 

Augsburger 
Augsburg 

Anzeiger, 

Bayerischer 
berg 

Tag, Bam-

W eser Bote, Bremen 
Frankfurter Presse, Frank-
furt 
Suedckutsche Mitteilun-
gen, Heidelberg 
Hessische Post, Kassel 
Muenchener Zeitung, Mu-
nich 
Regensburger Post, Strau-
bing 

Additional us Overt 8/16/45 lCD History for 1945-46, and 
Newspapers: Monthly Report of the Military 
Allgemeine Zeitung, Berlin Governor No. 2, "Information 
Stuttgart Stimme, Stuttgart Controf' 

3. Establishment of US-Spon- 6/29/45 Information Control Monthly Re-
sored News Service port 
( DANA-Deutsche Allge-
meine Nachrichten Agen-
tur [German General News 
Agency], later changed to 
DENA [Deutsche AUge-
meine Agentur] ) 

4. Re-establishment of Com- 4/15/46 Monthly Report of the Military 
rtitive Press in Frankfurt Governor No. 10 

Frankfurter Neue Presse) 

5. Growth of RIAS Audience Opinion Surveys Report No. 135 
( Rundfunlc im Amerikan- dated 13 September 1948 
lschen Sektor, Radio in 
the American Sector) 

6. Laender Press Legislation: 

a. Land Bremen 12/16/48 Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor Nos. 42 and 44 

b. Wuerttemberg-Baden 3/24/49 Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 45 

7. Laender Radio Legislation: 

a. Land Bremen 11/18/48 Monthly Summary, Bremen In-
formation Services Division, No-
vember 1948 

b. Land Bavaria 7/29/48 Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 37 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

c. Land Hesse 9/22/48 Land Hesse Military Governor 
Report, September 1948 . . · 

Revision of Unsatisfac- 8/31/49 
tory Wuerttemberg-Baden 
Radio Legislation 

8. Control Council Law No. 4/10/46 
22: Works Councils 

9. British and American Mili- 8/30/48 
tary Government Approval 
of Economic Council Or-
dinance No. 44, "Ordi-
nance concerning the Es
tablishment of a Man-
power Department for the 
Combined Economic Area" 

10. Participation by German 8/9 to 
Trade Unions of Three· 10/48 
Western Zones in Interna-
tional Conference of Trade 
Unions of Marshall Plan 
Countries 

Military Government Report No. 
lll, April1949 

CONL/P( 46 )25 (Final) 

Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 38, p. 88 · 

BIB/M( 48)16, Min. 502(i) dated 
6 September 1948 

Monthly Reports of the Military 
Governor No. 33, p. 116 

11. Establishment of FDGB 7 to 8/45 Soviet-sponsored trade union 
(Freier Deutscher Ge-
werkschaftsbund-Free 
German Federation of 
Trade Unions) 

12. Establishment of UGO 5/26/48 
( Unabhaengige Cewerk-
schafts Opposition-Inde-
pendent Trade Union Op-
position) 

13. Plans for Opening of Ele- 7/7/45 
mentary Schools in US 
Zone 

Monthly Report of the Military 
Governor No. 85, p. 17 

Directive, Hq, USFET, 
"Administration of Military Gov
ernment in the US Zone," Section 
VII, Part I, Pars. 5 (2) 

14. Opening of Universities 
and Institutions of Higher 
Learning in the US Zone 

11/21/45 Letter to Commanding General, 
USFET, from OMCUS I A & C 
Division 

15. Reactivation of Adult 
Education 

7/46 

16. Establishment of Educa~ 2/18/48 
tion and Cultural Affairs 
Division 

Weekly Information Bulletia, 
OMCUS, Nos. 48 and 52 

OMCUS General Order No. 6, 
"Reorganization of OMGUS 
Functions" 
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SUBJECT DATE 

17. Cultural Exchange Pro- 7/18/47 
gram 

CHAPTER 16 

1. London Declaration of l/5/43 
January 5, 1943 

2. Dellnition of the Term 1!21/46 
"Restitution" 

3. Provision for Restitution 4/15/46 
Missions in US Zone 

4/17/46 

REFERENCE 

OMGUS Directive on US Ob
jectives and Basic Policies in Ger
many, Section VI 

Department of State Bulletin VIII, 
p. 21, or Military Government 
Regulations 23-50 

Appendix "A" to CONL/P(46)3, 
Revised 

Military Government Regulations 
19-201 

CORC/P( 46)143 

4. Announcement of Termi
nation Date for Filing 
Claims in US Zone 

10/16/47 CORC/M( 47)44, Min, 493, p. 1 

5. Authority Requiring Tak
ing Property of Nazi Party, 
Its Affiliated Organizations, 
and Nazi Party Members 

7/14/45 a. Military Government Law No. 
52 

10/10/45 b. Control Council Law No. 2: 

3/5/46 

6. Authority for Taking Con- 7/14/45 
trol of United Nations and 
Neutral and Duress Prop-
erty 

7. Property Control 5/46 

8. Control Council Directive 4/29/47 
No. 50: Disposition of 
Property Having Belonged 
to Organizations Listed in 
Control Council ·Proclama-
tion No. 2 and Control 
Council Law No. 2 

Providing for Termination and 
Liquidation of Nazi Organiza
tions ( CONL/P( 45)44) 

c. Law for Liberation from Na
tional Socialism and Militarism 
(German Law) 

Military Government Law No. 52 

Military Government Regulations, 
Title 17 (and subsequent revi
sions) 

CORC/P(46)281 (Final) 

9. Restitution of Identillable ll/10/47 Military Government Law No. 59 
Property 
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SUBJECT DATE JIEFER.ENCE 

10. Control Council Directive l/15/48 CORCIP( 47)226 (Final) 
No. 57: Disposition of 
Property Conllscated under 
Control Council Law No. 
~0. or Legislation Issued 
Pursuant to Control Coun- -
cil Directive No. 38 

11. Transfer to German State 1947 
Corporation for Sale in the 
German Economy of Cap-
tured German Equipment 

• Military Government Regulations 
11-422 

12. Disposing of Properties in 4/20/49 Military Government Law No. 19 
the US Zone of Occupation 
and the US Sector of Ber-
lin Having Belonged to the 
Former German Reich and 
to the Former German 
States, Laender, or Prov-. 
inces (Including the State 
of Prussia) 

13. Number of Persons to Be 11/20/45 
Expelled 

14. Personal Belongings to Ac- 12/45 
company Expellees from 
Hungary 

Remedy of Inhuman Con- 4/9 to 
ditions Prevailing in Trans- 10/46 
fer of Sudetens from 
Czechoslovakia 

Termination of Expellee 11/6/46 
Movements from Czecho-
slovakia and Hungary 

Directorate of Prisoners of War 
and Displaced Persons "Plan for 
the Transfer of the German Popu
lation to be moved from Austria, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and 
Poland into the four Occupied 
Zones of Germany," 
CONL/P( 45 )57, approved in 
Conclusion 102 of CONL/M(45) 
12 

OMGUS Cables CC-19914 (5 
December) and CC-20818 (22 
December) 

"Agreement on the Subject of the 
Movement of Sudeten-Germans 
from Czechoslovakia to the US 
Zone of Germany" 

OMGUS Cable,. CC-10164, sus
pending movements as of 1 De
cember 1946 

15. Expellee Law 1/24/47 Letter, OMGUS, AG 010 (CA), 
"Laenderrat Draft Law concern
ing the Reception and Integration 
of German Expellees" 
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CHAPTER 17 

SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

1. Pledge to Establish United 2/3to Yalta Conference Communique, 
Nations Organization 11/45 Par. 4 

2. Ruhr Authority 12/19/48 Ruhr Conference Paper, London, 
RC/21, Final 

3. Draft Directive on Or- 1217/48. TMS/P(48)1/3 
ganization of Military Se-
curity Board 

12/17/48 TRIB/P( 49)17 

4. Commission for the Com- 2/ll/45 Yalta Conference ~..;ommumque, 

pensation of Damage Par. 3 

5. Reparations from Western 1/14/46 "Agreement on Reparations from 
Germany Germany, on the Establishment 

of an Inter-Allied Reparations 
Agency, and on"the Restitution of 
Monetary Gold," 
Part I, Article I 

Inter-Allied 
Agency 

Reparations Part II 

German Exte.rnal Assets Part I, Article 6 

Non-Monetary Gold Found 
in Germany 

Part I, Article 7, Par. A 

Restitution of Monetary Part III 
Gold 

Settlement of Claims Part I, Article 2, Pars. A, B, C 
against Germany 

6. Revised Plan for Level of 8/29/47 BIB/P(47)81/l 
Industry in UK/US Zones 
of Germany 

7. Collisson Commission: · 4/12 to 
Norman H. Collisson, 5/ll/48 

Chairman ( later Chief 
of ERP Mission to 
Germany) 

Frank J. Baurnis 
Julius E. Graf 
Edward Falck 
Commander Julius C. C. 

Edelstein, USN, Ret. 



SUBJECT DATE 

They were later joined 
by Robert Myers and 
Thomas E. Hibbin 

Report of Collisson Com- 7/12/48 
mission 

8. Humphrey Commission: 10/24/48 
George M. Humphrey, 

Chairman 
Fredrich V. Geier 
John L. McCaffrey 
Gwilyn A. Price 
Charles E. Wilson 

Report of Humphrey Com- l/8/49 
mission 

9. Agreement concerning 4/19/49 
Prohibited and Limited 
Industries 

10. Elimination of Excessive 8/2/45 
Concentration of Eco-
nomic Power 

11. Prohibition of Excessive . 2/12/47 
Concentration of German 
Economic Power 

Discussion in Control 8/17/45 
Council of Draft Law to to 
Prevent Excessive Concen- 10/9/47 
tration of German Eco-
nomic Power 

Footnotes 489 
REFERENCE 

"Final Report on Dismantlement 
of Industrial Plants Located in 
the Three Western Zones of· Oc
cupation of Germany," submitted 
by the Cabinet Technical Com
mission to the Secretary of the 
Interior, the Secretary of Agri
culture, and the Secretary of 
Commerce. SECRET 

''Report on Plants Scheduled for 
Removal as Reparations from the 
Three Western Zones of Ger
many," submitted by Industrial 
Advisory Committee, Economic 
Co-operation Administration. 
SECRET 

TRISEC/Memo ( 49) 8 

Potsdam Agreement, Section Ill, 
Part B, Par. 12 

Military Government Law No. 56 
MGR 23-335 

Original Submission: 
CORC/P(45)6 discussed in 
CORC/M(45)2,. Min. 16 (17 
August 1945) 

Refe"ed to DECO: 
CORC/M( 47)29, Min. 308 ( 17 
June 1947) 

Withdrawn from Agen.M: 
DECO;M(47)38, Min. 314 (9 
October 1947) 
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SUBJECT DATE 

Economic Enterprises Em- 2/12/47 
ploying over 10,000 Per-
sons to Be Examined 

Provisions for Deconcen-
tration of Large Enter-
prises Not Specifically Ap-
proved by Military Gov-
ernment 

Participation in Interna
tional Cartels 

Formation of Cartels 
within Germany 

REFERENCE 

Military Goveniment Law No. 56, 
Article I, Par. 3 · 

Ibid. 

· ArtiCle II 

Article I, Par. 2 

12. Reorganization of German 11/10/48 Military Government Law No. 75 
Coal Iron and Steel In-
dustry 

13. Control Council Law No. 
9: Providing for the Sei
zure of Property Owned 
by the I. G. Farbenindus
trie and the Control · 
Thereof 

11/30/45 CONL/P( 45)62, amended by 
CONL/M(45)13 

14. Licensing Law 11/29/48 a. "Licensing" of New Business, 
Letter, OMGUS, AG 010 
(PD) 

3/28/49 

15. Companies to Be Liqui- 11/10/48 
dated 

16. Plan for Development of 9/10/48 
Steel Enterprises 

17. Official Admittance ' of 12/9/48 
French Members to Coal 
Control Groups 

18. Dissolution of Large Hold- 4/9/49 
ing Companies and Main-
tenance of the Operating 
Companies 

b. "Licensing," 
Letter, OMGUS, AG 680.44 
(EH) 

Schedule "A" to Military Govern
ment Law No. 75 

Report, "Recoffimendations for 
Increasing Steel Production in 
Bizonia" 

Letter to General Koenig, 
BISEC/Sec( 48 )251 

"Report of the US Power Con
sultant to General Lucius D. Clay 
and to General Sir Brian H. Rob
ertson on the Organization of 
Companies on Schedule 'B', Mili
tary Government Law 75" 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

19. First Ruhr Agreement 5/26/48 International Control of the Ruhr, 
Annex c to London Report,· 
TRI/16 Final, and 
Annex D to London Report, 
TRI/23 Final 

20. Detailed Examination of 5/26/48 Annex c to London Report, 
Ruhr Problem TRI/16, Final, Par. 12 

CHAPTER 18 

1. Final Agenda for 5th Ses- 11/28/47 CFM/47/L/11 
sion of the Council of For-
eign Ministers, London 

French Statement on 

a. Concentration of Popu- 11/27/47 USDEL( 47)(L), Srd Meeting, 
lation p. 1. Par. 2 

b. Saar Question Ibid., p. 2, Par, 1, and 
CFM/47/L/10 

Molotov's Statement on 11/26/47 
Differences between Poli-
cies of USSR and Western 
Countries, and US Reply 

USDEL(47)(L), 2d Meeting, 
p. 1, Par. 3; and p. 4, Par. 1 

USSR Proposal for Clarifi
cation of Views on Forma
tion of Democratic Gov-

11/28/47 USDEL(47)(L), 4th Meeting, 
pp. 5, 8, Par. 1 

ernment for Germany as a 
Whole 

US Statement on USSR 12/3/47 
and US Interpretation of 
Yalta and Potsdam Agree-
ments 

USSR Charge of Economic 12/4/47 
Enslavement of Austria, 
and US Reply 

Reparations from German 
Production, US Position 

USSR Charge of British 
and US Profit from Ruhr 
Coal 

12/10/47 

12/12/47 

USDEL( 47)(L), 8th Meeting, 
pp. 4, 5, Par. 2 

USDEL(47)(L), 9th Meeting, 
pp. 4, 5, Par. 2 

USDEL(47)(L), 14th Meeting, 
p. 5, Par. 2 · 

USDEL(47)(L), 16th Meeting, 
p. 2, Par. 2 

USSR Charges against 
British and US Policies 
and Administration in Ger-

12/12/47 CFM/47 /L/31, and 
USDEL(47)(L), 16th Meeting, 
p. 9, Par. 3 

many, and US Reply 
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SUBJECT DATE REFERENCE 

Secretary Marshall's Clos- 12/15/47 USDEL(47)(L), 17th Meeting, 
ing Statement p. 4, Par. 5, and Annex "B" 

thereto 

2. Control Council Directive 1/15/48 CORC/P(47)239 (Final) 
No. 58: 
Measures Relating to the 
Restriction and Control of 
Potentially Dangerous Per-
sonnel of the Former Ger-
man Armed Forces 

Control Council Law No. 2/20/48 CORC/P(47)226 (Final) 
62: 
ReSealing Certain Laws, 
Or inances, and Decrees 
Promulgated by the Nazi 
Government concerning 
Churches 

3. Study of Measures Relat-
ing to the Restriction and 
Control of Potentially 
Dangerous Personnel of 
the Former German Armed 

12/30/47 CONL/P( 47 )66 

Forces, 
USSR Proposals 

US Position 1/20/48 CONL/M(48)1, Min. 2, p. 2 

4. Report from the Co-ordi- 1/20/48 CONL/M(48)1, Min. 4, p. 8 
nating Committee on the (CONL/P(47)65 dated 30 De-
Preparation of a Plan for cember 1947) 
the Repatriation of All 
Prisoners of War to Ger-
many 

5. US Statement on a Meet- 1/20/48 CONL/M(48)1, Min. 6, pp. 15-
ing between General Rob- 18 
ertson and General Clay 
with Representatives of 
Bizonal Economic Council 
and Minister-presidents of 
the British and US Zones 

6. Monetary Reform 2/11/48 CONL/M(48)3, Extraordinary 
Meeting, Appendix "A" SECRET 

7. Soviet Memorandum on a 1/29/48 CONL/P(48)3 
Plan for Disarmament, De-
militarization, and Dis· 
bandment of the Armed 
Forces and Liquidation of 
Germany's War Industrial 
Potential 



SUBJECT 

UK Position 

8. Statement by Marshal 
Sokolovsky regarding the 
Promulgation in the US 
and British Zones of Proc- . 
lamations Nos. 7 and 8 

1:' ootnotes 493 

DATE REFERENCE 

2/11/48 CONL/M(48)3,Min. 19, p. 9 

Ibid., Min. 22, p. 15 

9. Incident Involving British 1/31/48 • CONL/M( 48)2, Min. ·14, p. 8 
Officers at a CDU Meeting 

10. Statement of the Soviet l/23/48 CONL/P( 48) 12 
Delegate on the Subject of 
a Letter from the Chair-
man of the Joint Commit-
tee, SED-KPD 

UK Position 3/10/48 CONL/M(48)5, Min. 30, p. 1 

11. US Statement on Political Ibid., Min. 30, p. 9 
Monopolies 

12. Control Council Directive 6/25/47 CORC/P(47)42 (Final) 
No. 55: 
Interzonal Exchange of 
Printed Matter and Films 

13. NBW Times A Soviet weekly published in 
Moscow, in Russian, English, 
German, and French 

14. Soviet Memorandum on 3/20/48 
the Resolution of the 
Prague Conference of the 
Foreign Ministers of 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
and Yugoslavia; and US 
Statement 

15. Soviet Charge that US, 
UK, and French Govern
ments use Allied Control 
Council as Screen for 
Unilateral Action 

US Reply 

US, UK, and French Re-
ply to Soviet Questions on 
London Conference 

16. Final Soviet Statement in 
the Control Council 

CONL/M(48)6, Min. 36, pp. 1, 
2 (Una greed Minutes) 

Ibid., p. 3 

P.4 

Pp. 6-11 

Ibid., p. 12 
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SUBJECT 

Soviet Withdrawal from 
the Control Council 

CHAPTER 19 

DATE 

1. "Certain Supplementary 3/30/48 
Regulations Governing 
Traffic between Berlin and 
Western Zones" 

2. Western Zone Currency 6/18/48 
Reform, 
General Clay's Letter to 
Marshal Sokolovsky 

Marshal Sokolovsky's 6/20/48 
Reply 

3. Currency Reform, 6/21/48 
General Clay's Suggestion 
for Quadripartite Confer-
ence 

Quadripartite Conference 6/22/48 
on Currency Reform 

4. Soviet Currency Reform 6/22/48 
and Its Application to 
Berlin, 
Marshal Sokolovsky's Let

.· ter to General Clay 

5. Western Zone Currency 6/23/48 
Reform and Its Applica-
tion to Berlin, 
General Clay's Letter 

6. Accomplishment of Cur- 6/23/48 
rency Reform in Soviet 
Zone (and Berlin) 

7. Interview of the Three 7/3/48 
Western Military Gov-
ernors with Soviet Military 
Governor, Babelsberg 

B. Berlin Question Returned 8/30/48 
to the Military Governors 
for Discussion 

REFERENCE 

P. 13 

Letter from Deputy Commander 
in Chief, Soviet Military Adminis
tration in Germany (No. 446-A) 

Letter from US Military Gov
ernor to Commander in Chief of 
the Soviet Military Administration 
in Germany 

Letter from the Commander in 
Chief of the . Soviet Military Ad
ministration in Germany to the 
US Military Governor 

Letter from US Military Gov· 
ernor to Commander in Chief of 
the Soviet Military Administra-
tion in Germany · 

See Allied Control Authority Min
utes, "Meeting of the Finance 
Directorate, 22 June" 

Letter from the Commander in 
Chief of the Soviet Military Ad
ministration in Germany to the 
US Military Governor 

Letter from US Military Gov
ernor to Commander in Chief of 
the Soviet Military Administra
tion in Germany 

Soviet Military Administration 
Order No. 111 

See stenographic minutes issued 
by French Headquarters 
(Letter No. 217 /CAB/LE/US, 
Berlin, dated 6 July 1948) 

See text of draft directive drawn 
up at meeting in Moscow 
(State Department Document) 
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Soviet Guards in the 
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CHAPTER 21 
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ence 

3. Agreed Report of the 3/4/48 
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(Evolution of the Political 
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First Session of London 
Talks 

Request to Military Gov. 3/6/48 
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Request to Military Gov- 3/4/48 
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ordination of Economic 3/5/48 
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Request to Military Gov
ernors on the Future Po
litical Organizatio~ of Ger
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Request to Military Gov- 3/4/48 
ernors on Safeguarding of' 
Rights of Foreign Powers 
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London Conference Paper TRI/4 

London Conference Paper TRI/9 
(Final) 

Reply of US, UK, and French 
Delegations to Benelux, approved 
at 11th Meeting of Six Power 
Conference, London 

a. TRI/4, Par. 2 (b) 
b. USDEL Min. (L)(G)/48/10, 

pp.2,3 
c. TRI/8, Record of Decisions 

Ibid., a, b, c 

USDEL Min. (L)(G)48/9, pp. 
4,5 
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Final Report of Working 4/9/48 
Party No.5 

REFERENCE 

Military Governors Conference, 
MGC/P(48)1, Berlin 
Par. 5, "Terms of Reference of 
Working Parties set up in Berlin 
in accordance with decisions of 
London Conference" 

Military Governors Conference, 
MGC/P(48)8, Berlin 

5. Agenda of Second Session 4/20/48 ·London Conference Paper TRI/12 
of Three-power Talks on 
Germany 

Association of Benelux 4/16/48 
Countries in Policy regard-
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Committee of Experts to 4/16/48 
Consider Reparations 

·Germany's Western 5/26/48 
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6. Annex F to London Report 5/31/48 
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Modification of State 
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Elections in Any New 
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Coming into Effect of In
stitutions Established by 
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Powers Retained· by the 
Occupying Powers 

Basic Principles of the 
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a. Annex B to London Report 
TRI/11 

b. USDEL Min. (L)(G)48/14, 
Conclusion 7 

USDEL/Min. ( L) 48, Prelim. 4 

Annex K to London Report 
TRI/20 . (Final), ''Provisional 
Territorial Arrangements" 

Talks on Germany (Resumed 
Session), Final Report of the 
Drafting Committee of the US, 
French, and UK Delegations as 
amended, 
TRI/13, Final (London) 

Par. 2 (See · also Annex G, 
TRI/19) 

Par. 3 

Par. 8 

Par. 9 
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Par. 6. 
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5/12/48 Talks on Germany (Resumed Ses
sion), TRI/15, Final (London) 

ing German Constitution · 

8. Annex I to London Repbrt, 
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Relation of Western and 
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Final Report on Three-Power 
Talks on Germany, London, 
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Meetings of Military Governors 
and Minister-Presidents of the 
Western Zones on Future German 
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MGMP/P(48)1 (Frankfurt) 

MGMP/P(48)2 

MGMP/P(48)3 

Minutes of 1st Meeting, 
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Par. 5 
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Par. 6 
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War 
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German Determination to 
Create a Free and Demo.
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Opening Statement of 
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Assembly) 
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1\EFERENCB 

Pars. 7, 8, 9 

Par. 10 

Par. 13 

Par. 15 

Par. 12 

Par. 17 

Meetings of the military gov
ernors and minister-presidents of 
the western zones on future Ger
man political organization, 
MGMP/M(48)2 (Frankfurt) 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

P. 7, Subpar. 5 

P. 7, Subpar. 6 

P. 9, Subpar. 5(1) 

P. 9, Subpar. 5(2) 
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13. Committee on the Occupa- 9/9/48 
tion Statute: 
Dr. E. H. LitchBeld, US 
Mr. Chaput de Saintonge, 

UK 
M. Sabatier, France 
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Mr. J. A. Panuch, US 
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14. Department of Army's Re- . 8/29/48 
ply to General Clay's 
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15. Basic Disagreements re- 12/17/48 
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German Legislative Au
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Occupation Costs 

Appeal Court 

Protection and Care of 
Displaced Persons 

16. Occupation Statute and l/13/49 
Trizonal Agreement 

CHAPTER 22 

Tripartite Committee on Allied 
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TOS/M(48)1 

Cable from CSCAD, Department 
of Army, Reference No. WX-
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Report of the military governors 
to governments, 
TRIB;P( 48) 14/1 (Frankfurt) 
TOS/P( 48) l/6, 
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Par. 3( c) 

Par, 3(£) 
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Par. 3(b) 
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of Army, Reference No. W-82656 
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President of the Parlia
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regarding Criteria for Ap
proval of Basic Law by 
Military Governors 

ll/22/48 Documents on Military Gover
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ings, Bonn 
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M. Sabatier, France 
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Agreed by the Military Delegation in Frankfurt 
Governors 
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Draft Basic Law by Mili- furt 
tary Governors 

7. Meeting of Three Military S/2/49 TIUB/USDEL/M ( 49 )3, Frank-
Governors with Parliamen- furt 
tary Council Delegation to 
Transmit Views on the 
Draft Basic Law 
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Delegation in Frankfurt, 
p. 5, Par. 9 

Military Governors' Posi- 3/2/49 Statements made by military gov-
tion on the Electoral Law ernors to Parliamentary Council 

Delegation 
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Minister-Presidents of the 
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State Boundaries 

9. Counterproposals to. the 3/10/49 
"Memorandum on the 
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and France in Washington 
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Ministers of the US, UK. 
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in Washington 

Shortened Occupation · 4/8/49 
Statute 

Principles of Trizonal 4/8/49 
Fusion 

Wuerttemberg-Baden 4/8/49 
Boundary Changes 
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by the Minister Presidents at a 
_conference held in Jagdschloss 
Niederwald" 
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"Committee of Seven" on the 
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lated by "Committee of 
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"Occupation Statute defining the 
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Paper *4 of the Washington 
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"Agreement as to Tripartite Con
trols" (Final Text), 
Paper *5 of the Washington 
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berg-Baden Plebiscite," 
Paper *7 of the Washington 
Agreements 
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Paper '1/: 8 of the Washington 
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''Afeed Minute respecting Ber
lin' (Final Text), 
Paper '1/:9 of the Washington 
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Bell, Laird, 201 
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meeting of Western Allies with, 
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British Control Council, 9; see also 

Allied Control Council 
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meeting of Council of Foreign Min· 
isters, 123, 125-31; at Potsdam 
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Carey, James B., visit of, 296 
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Foreign Ministers 
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bizonal administration, 182-83 

Military governors of Germany, U. S.: 
General Clay, 84-440; General 
Eisenhower, 4-60; General McNar-
ney, 60-83 . 

Military police, functions of, 256-57 
Military scrip used by occupation 

forces, 63 
Military Security Board, 319, ~40-41 
Miners' Union, 292 
Mining of coa~ 193-96 
Minister-presidents, of American Zone, 

79-80, 86, 89-90, 95-97; of Anglo
American Zone, 183; in West Ger
man Government, 404-11 

Molotov, V. M., 78, 343-44; accusa
tions against Western Powers, 113, 
126, 127-28, 150-51, 347-48; at 
London meeting of Council of 
Foreign Ministers, 344-48; at Mos
cow meeting of Council of Foreign 
Ministers, 150-52; at New York 
meeting of Council of Foreign 
Ministers, 141; at Paris meeting of 
Council of Foreign Ministers, 125-
30; at Potsdam Conference,· 38-39 

Monat, Der, American magazine, 287 
Money used by occupation forces, 63; 

see also Currency · 
Montgomery, Field Marshal Sir Ber

nard, 20-23, 47; in Allied Control 
Council, 33, 112-13, 136 

Monuments and Fine Arts teams, 307-
8 

Morale program for occupation troops, 
' 62 
Morgenthau, Henry, Jr., Secretary of 

the Treasury, 11 · 
Moriarity, Sergeant Patrick J., youth 

club organized by, 64 

Index 515 
Morse, David, 289 
Moscow, meeting oJ Council of For

eign Ministers, 145-54; visit of 
General Eisenhower to, 47-50 · · 

Motion picture houses, 282-83, 285 
Mueller, Dr. Josef, 93 
Mueller, Oskar, 93 
Mueller, Dr. Rudolf, 200 
Muller,. General Walter, 55 
Munich, denazification law signed in, 

99; export show at, 82 
Munro, Sir Gordon, 177 
Murnau, visit to, 81 
Murphy, Robert D., as political ad

viser to military governor, 2, 13, 
15, 20, 24, 27, 30, 33, 38, 56-58, 
72, 82, 95, 125, 127, 136-37, 140, 
171, 174, 176-79, 216, 238-40, 242, 
320, 349, 368, 375, 383, 384, 390, 
394, 400-1, 433, 439; as special 
deputy for German problem at 
meetings of Council of Foreign 
Ministers, 142, 146-48, 162-63 

Museums, reopening of, 309 
Music, presentation of,. 282-83, 284-

86 

Nadolny, Dr. Rudolf, 389-90 
Nationalist party, under Weimar Re

public, 91 
National Security Council, United 

States, appearance of General Clay 
before, 239; meeting during block
ade., 368 

Naval and merchant vessels, German, 
dispo~ition of, 42 

Navigation, condition immediately 
after war, 16, 188; restoration of, 
188-89; Soviet blockade of, see 
Blockade 

Nazi party, seizure of assets, 310 
Nazis, five classes defined by denazi

fication law, 258-59; screening for 
civilian employment, 67-70 

Nazism, Allied purpose to destroy, 12, 
17, 40 

Negro troops on occupation duty, 230-
31 

Neue Auslese, American magazine, 
287 

Neues Deutschland, Soviet propaganda 
attacks in, 134-35, 157-58 
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Neue Zeitung, American occupation 

newspaper, 286-87 
Neumann, Franz, 379 
Newman, Dr. James, 55 
Newspapers, 282-89 
New York, Council of Foreign Minis

ters meeting in, 82, 140-41 
Nicola, Enrico de, President of Italy, 

238 
Niemoeller, Pastor Martin, 304 
Noiret, General Roger Jean Charles, 

French deputy military governor, 
106-7, 213, 364 

Nuremberg trials of war criminals, 
250-52; news coverage for German 
people, 284 

Nutrition, work in, 273 

Occupation areas, as defined by Euro
pean Advisory Commission, 13, 15; 
as defined by Quebec Conference, 
11; as defined by Yalta Conference, 
11-12 

Occupation philosophy of Secretary 
Stimson, 53-54 

Occupation policy, as expressed to 
Laenderrat, 97-99; views of Allied 
nations on, 142-43; see also Policy 
directive for American Zone 

Occupation Statute, 90, 224, 319, 406, 
412-18, 420, 428-29, 437 

Occupation troops, Negro, 230-31; in 
·1945, 61-64; in 1947, 154-55; 
recreational facilities for, 229; tacti
cal training for, 230; withdrawal to 
prescribed areas, 23, 25-27, 30-31 

OEEC (Organization for European 
Economic Co-operation), 215-19, 
224-26 

OM GUS (Office of Military Govern
ment, United States), Berlin, 55-56; 
relation to State Department, 56-
58; relation to War Department, 56 

Operation Little Vittles, 385 
Operation Santa Claus, 279, 385 
Operation Vittles. See Airlift 
Operation Vittles, cookbook published 

by American Women's Club of 
Berlin, 72 

Oppenheimer, Lieutenant Colonel 
Fritz, 70, 337 

Orchestras, 282, 284-85, 286 

Ordnance problems of final assault, 3 
Organizations to be disbanded under 

U.S. policy directive, 17 
Ostrowski, Dr. ·Otto, Oberbuerger

meister of Berlin, resignation of, 
143-44 

Pacific Theater, redeployment of troops 
for, 8, 15, 53, 61-62 

Panuch, Joseph, 412 
Paper allocations, conflict between 

independent and party press over, 
287-88 . 

Paris, Council of Foreign Ministers 
meeting, 122-23, 125-31 

Parker, James W., 333 
Parker, John J., 250 
Parkman, General Henry, 146 
Parks, Major General Floyd, 24, 21, 

30-33, 37, 104 ' 
Parliamentary Council for West Ger

man Government, 184, 411-12, 419-
25,428-37 

Parliamentary government established 
in states, 89-90 

Parsons, Geoffrey, Jr., 285 
Patents and trade processes, protec

tion for, 223 
Patterson, Robert, as Secretary of War, 

83, 171; as Under Secretary of 
War,2 

Patton, General George, 44, 52, 104-
5,235 

Pauley, Edwin, chief of U. S. Repara
tions Mission, 43, 49, 319 

PCIRO (Preparatory Commission, In
ternational Refugee Organization), 
233 

Peace treaty for Germany, preparation 
of, 143 

People's party, under Weimar Repub
lic, 91 

Periodicals from American Zone con
fiscated in Soviet Zone, 158 

Petersen, Howard, 111 
Planting program inaugurated by 

American occupation forces, 264 
Playfair, Major General Ian Stanley, 

111 
Poland, annexation of territory in east 

Germany, U.S. support of, 80; east
ern frontier as fixed at Yalta Con-



ference, 12; GennaR expellees from, 
16, 42, 313; reparations to, 42 

Police force, as rebuilt by Public 
Safety Branch, OMGUS, 2.55-57 

Policy, of Military Government on 
labor-management relations, 294-
96; occupation, see Occupation 
policy; Soviet, 123-24, 159-60 

Policy directive for American Zone, 
derivation of 10-19; revision of, 72-
73,237-38 

Polish-Gennan boundary, non-accept
ance by Western governments of, 
12,80 

Political freedom, 51 
Political parties, in American Zone, 

88-89, 90-94; attempted national
ization of, 118-19; in Berlin, 139; 
in Soviet Zone, 159 

Political party press, efforts to obtain, 
287-88 

Political structure, of Anglo-American 
Zone, 168-69, 173-77, 180-84; 
under Potsdam Protocol, 40; pro
posed by General Clay after year 
of occupation, 75-76 

Pollock, Dr. James K., 84, 87, 88, 
95-96 

Population of Gennany, 1949, 318 
Port facilities, considerations govern-

ing use of, 59 
Post Exchange, 229 
Post offices, 186-87 
Potsdam Conference, 27, 37-45; ab

sence of French representation at, 
30, 39-40; Communist strength in 
Europe at time of, 123 

Potsdam Protocol, 35-36, 89-45. 
Pravda, quoted, 122 
Press, Soviet attacks on Western Allies 

i~ 122, 134-85, 157-58 
Press conferences with Gennan re

porters, 97 
J>ress freedo~ Gennan inability to 

understand, 287; under Potsdam 
Protocol, 41; under U. S. policy 
directive, 18 · 

J>reysing, Cardinal-elect Konrad von, 
304 

J>rice controls and rationing, con
tinuation of, 192, 202; removal of, 
219-20 
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Prison conditions, improvements in, 

249 
Prisoners of war, Gennan, 15, 2.5; 

detention by Soviets, 139 . 
Proclamation No. 7, concerning Ger

man administration in bizonal area, 
180-81 

Proclamation No. 8, establishing High 
Court in Anglo-American Zone, 181 

Production, capacity essential to mini-
• mum sustaining Gennan economy, 
108-9; immediately following sur
render, 16; in 1949, 223; .under 
Potsdam Protocol, 41; restoration 
of, 192-96; in Ruhr, importance 
of, 164; status at time of Potsdam 
Conference, 38; status after year 
of occupation, 74-75; at time of 
currency refonn, 214-15; under 
U. S. policy directive, 18 

Propaganda, U. S. decision aga.in.!t, 
281; see also Soviet propaganda 
attacks 

Property, foreign-owned, 311; unlaw
ful, disposal of, 311-12 

Property Control Group, 309-10 
Property custodians designated, 310.. 

11 
Prussia, liquidation of state of, by 

Allied Control Council, 144 
Psychological Warfare Divisio~ 281-

82 
Public Affairs, Institute of, Medical 

Section, 275 
Public· health, problems of, 272-75 
Public officials, screening of, 67-70 
Public opinion surveys, 283 
Public Safety Branch, OMGUS, de

nazification under, 2.58-62; police 
force rebuilt by, 255-57 

Public Service Union Federatio~ tri-
zonal, 291 

Public welfare assistance, 276-80 
Puender, Dr. Hennann, 243 

Qnadripartite documents concerning 
Gennany, 13-15; signing of, 2Q-23 

Quadripartite government, of Berli~ 
preliminary arrangements for, 2.5-
80; central administrative agencies, 
problem of, 40, 42-43, 109-11, 
118-19, 182; establishment of, 82-
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36; see also Allied Control Council; 
Council of Foreign Ministers; Kom
mandatura 

Quadripartite occupation as defined at 
Yalta Conference, 12 

Quebec Conference, 11 
Questionnaires for detecting Nazis in 

employment screening, 68 

Radio Berlin, under Soviet control, 
283, 285 

Radio broadcasting, 282-83, 284-85, 
287 

Radio Frankfurt, 283 
Radio Luxembourg, 282-83 
Rail traffic, Soviet blockade of. See 

Blockade 
Railway cars, exchange with neigh

boring countries, 190-91 
Railway equipment, condition im

mediately after war, 188-89; im
provements in, 190 

Railway traffic, volume and financial 
status, 191-92 

Railway Union, Bizonal, 291 
Raw materials, shortage of, 196 
Raymond, Colonel John, 246 
Reader's Digest, German. edition, 287 
Reber, Samuel, 394 
Reconstruction Loan Corporation, 

206-7, 220 
Recreational facilities for American 

occupation troops, 229 
Red Cross societies, 276, 278 
Re-education of German people, 281-

305 
Refugees. See Displaced persons; 

Expellees 
Regional administrations ( Regierungs

bezi1'k), establishment of, 85 
Reich properties, disposal of, 312 
Reichsbank, condition following sur

render, 202-3; under occupation 
governments, 204 

Reichspost, reopening of local offices, 
186; see also Deutsche Post 

Reimann, Max, 93 
Relations between four powers, during 

early occupation, 104-9, 135-38; 
following Moscow conference, 159 

Relief agencies and activities, 276-
80 

Religion, 303-5 
Religious Affairs Branch, OMGUS, 

303-4 
Religious freedom, under Potsdam 

Protocol, 41; under U. S. policy 
directive, 18 

Removal of capital equipment from 
Soviet Zone, 120-24 

Reparations, 31!}..25; Allied. purpose 
to exact formulated, 12; conflict be
tween Western Allies and Soviet 
policy, .120-22, 131-32; disagree
.ments concerning, 133-34, 156; dis
cussed at Moscow meeting of 
Council of Foreign Ministers, 150; 
discussed at Paris . meeting of 
Council of Foreign Ministers, 128-
29; under Potsdam Protocol, 41-42, 
107-9; Soviet claims for, 12, 39, 
128 

Reparations Mission, United States, 43 
Repatriation of displaced persons, 

231-32 
Report of Allied Con~ol Council 

prepared for Moscow meeting of 
Council of Foreign Ministers, 141-
45 

Report on German situation by General 
Clay before first Paris meeting of 
Council of Foreign Ministers, 78-78 

Resettlement, of displaced persons, 
232-34; of ethnic Germans from 
other countries, agreement concern
ing, 12, 42 

Restitution, 306-16; law controlling, 
311 

Retirement, request of General Clay 
for, 240-41 · 

Reuter, Ernst, Oberbuergermeister of 
Berlin, 144, 243, 377, 379, 391 

Rhine River system, condition of 
navigation after war, 188-89 

RIAS, American radio station in Berlin, 
284-85 

Richter, Willi, 289 
Riddleberger, James, 171, 242, 383, 

394, 425 
Rifkind, Simon Hirsch, 234 
Roberts, Frank, 276 
Robertson, General Sii Brian, British 

deputy military governor, 101-2, 
150-51, 168-83, 194, 200, 211-23, 



294, 320, 333,, 345-46, 367, 370, 
395, 410, 422, 434; in Allied 
Control Council, 1<>6-13, 117-19, 
121, 132-35, 144, 156, 350-51. 

Rocket-recording equipment manu
factured in American Sector of 
Berlin for Soviet Military Adminis-
tration, 158 · 

Rockwell, Alvin, 246 
Roosevelt, Mrs. Eleanor, 303 
Roosevelt, Franklin D., interview with, 

4-5; role in international agreements 
about Germany, 11 

Ross, Michael, visit of, 296 
Rotmistrov, Marshal of the Tank Corps 

Pavel, 137 
Royall, Kenneth C., Secretary of Army, 

240, 241, 359-61, 368, 387, 408, 
420 

Ruhr, coal for Berlin to be provided 
from, 28-29; considerations in tri
zonal fusion, 406, 408, 414; deficit 
economy of early occupation period, 
39; production, importance of, 164; 
see akio Coal production 

Ruhr Authority, 77, 319, 335-40 
Ruhr industries, deconcentration of, 

327,329-30,332-33 
Ruhr-Rhineland area, General Clay's 

'\<iew of separation of, 76-77; dis
cussed at Paris meeting of Council 
of Foreign Ministers, 125-26, 129-
30; U. S. position on, 81 

Russell, Senator Richard B., 239 
Russia. See Soviet Union 

Saar, customs barriers established by 
French, 132-33; discussed at Paris 
meeting of Council of Foreign 
Ministers, 125, 130; U, S. support of 
French claim to, 80 · 

Saltzman, Charles E., 177, 337, 394 
Sanitary conditions in Berlin following 

surrender, 32 
Saxony, withdrawal of Western Powers 

from, 23, 25 
Schardt, P. J., 187 · 
Schiefer, Gustav, 289 
Schlange-Schoeningen, Dr. Hans, 272 
Schleicher, Marcus, 289 · 
Schmid, Carlo, 412, 422, 430-31 
Schmidt, August, 292, 294, 378 
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Schoettle, Erwin, 92 
School reform program, 302 
Schools, 299-300, 302 
Schroeder, Louise, 144, 379 
Schumacher, Dr. Kurt, 92, 412, 431-

32 
Schuman, Robert, 333, 376, 413, 425-

27 
Schwennicke, Carl Hubert, 379 
S<;,reening processes for . detecting 

Nazis, 67-70 
Search and seizure operations, modi-

fication of, 249-50 · 
2d Armored Division, 27, 44, 105, 137 
Security measures against Germany, 

317-42 
SED (Socialist Unity party), 91, 139 
Semeonov, V. S., 22, 136 
Settlement work, 277-78 
SHAEF, Army Command as successor 

to, 51; grain reserve, 169-70, 263; 
role in Allied occupation, 10 

Shelley, Edna, 236 
Signature ceremony between four 

powers in Berlin, 20-23 
Silesia, coal for Berlin from, 28-29 
Simpson Commission for review of 

death sentences in war criminals 
trials, 253 

Smith, Alfred E., Memorial Foundation 
dinner, 241 

Smith, General Walter Bedell, 7, 9-10, 
52-53, 131, 147-48, 239, 368-69, 
375,.387 

Smuggling, as economic threat, 221 
Sobolev, Arkady, 24, 33 
Social Democratic party ( SPD), 90, 

92-93, 139, 200-1, 412; under 
Weimar Republic, 91 

Social insurance benefits, 298 
Socialist Unity party (SED), 91, 139 
Sokolovsl:y, General of Army Vassily, 

24, 136-37, 150, 159, 363-64, 367, 
371-73; in Allied Control Council, 
33, 64, 107-14, 117-19, 134, 145, 
154-56, 161, 343, 349-57; early 
agreement concerning access to 
Berlin, 115 

Somervell, General Brehon B., 2, 4, 
43, 83 

Soviet aggressive actions in American 
Sector of Berlin, 138-39 
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Soviet blockade of W estero Allies. 

See Blockade 
Soviet propaganda attacks, 134-35, 

157-58, 161 
Soviet Union, deportation of German 

skilled workers to, 135; early 
suspicion of formation of "Western 
bloc," 10; policy at time of Potsdam 
Conference, 123 

Soviet Zone, confiscation of western 
German literature, 353; elections in, 
91; expellees and refugees, 314-15; 
minister-presidents at interzonal 
meeting, 101; new currency in, 211; 
printing of military marks, 63; re
moval of capital equipment and 
utilization of productive capacity 
without payment, 120-24; security 
measures, 37-38 

SPD (Social Democratic party), 90, 
92-93,139,200-1,412 

Speaking Frankly, book by }an1es F. 
Byrnes, 353 

Spellman, Francis Cardinal, 241 
StadtkreLs, city administrations, estab

lishment of, 85, 88-89 
Stalin, Joseph, 153, 369; at Potsdam 

Conference, 39; during visit of 
Allied officers to Moscow, 48-49; 
at Yalta Conference, 11 

Stars and Stripes, Anny newspaper, 
229 

State Advisory Parliamentary Assem
blies, established by minister-presi
dents, 89 

State Central Bank, 204-6 
State constitutions drafted and ratified, 

89-90 
State Department, differences with 

War Department on German oc
cupation, 59; plans to take over 
1nilitary government, 239-40; rela
tion of OMGUS to, 56-58 

State Parlian1ent (Landtag), establish· 
ment of, 90 

States in American Zone of Occupa
tion, 55, 85-86; first elections in, 
84, 88-89 

Stayer, Major General Morrison C., 
272-74 

Steel, C. E., 395 

Steel production, capacity essential 
to minimum sustaining German 
economy, 108-9, 322 

Stimson, Henry L., 2, 4, 6, 44, 140; 
philosophy of occupation, 53-54 

Stock, Christian, minister-president of 
Hesse, 90, 92, 96, 411 

Strang, Sir William, 13, 24, 33, 136, 
150, 171, 177-78, 395 

Stump, Lieutenant Colonel George T., 
236 

Stuttgart, riot in, 296-97; speech of 
.Secretary Byrnes in, 8, 78-82 

Suhr, Dr. Otto, 379 
Sullivan, John L., Secretary of Navy, 

368 . 
Surrender of Germany, 9; signing of, 

20-21 
Swedish Red Cross, 279 
Swiss public welfare agencies operat

ing in Germany, 276-77 
Symington, William Stuart, Secretary 

of Air Force, 368, 387 
Szymczak, Menc Stephel}., 201 

Taber, Rep. John, 270 · 
Tactical training program for American 

occupation troops, 230 
Taegliche Rundschau, Soviet propa-

ganda attacks in, 122, 157-58 
Taft, Senator Robert, 237 
Tarbe de St. Hardouin, Jacques, 395 
Tarnow, Fritz, 290 
Tax-exemption policy for members of 

United Nations, 222-23 
Tax-reform measure under trizonal 

government, 212-13, 214 . 
Taylor, Dr. John, 298-300 
Taylor, General Telford, 251 
Tegel airport, construction of, 383-

84 
Teleconference as medium of ex

change, 58 
Telephone service, restoration of, 186-

87 
Te.nbooks, 299-.'300 
Textor, Colonel Gordon E., 158 
Theater licenses, 283 
Thieusies, Vicomte Obert de, 395 
Thorp, Willard, Assistant Secretary of 

State, 221, 375 



Thuringia, withd.I:awal of Western 
Allies from, 23, 25 

Track meet, Soviet withdrawal from, 
115-16 

Trade agreements under OEEC, 225 
Trade-unionism, 289-97; centraliza

tion blocked by French, ll0-11, 
291; under Potsdam Protocol, 41; 
under U.S. policy directive, 18 

Transport, German administrative 
agency under bizonal government,· 
169 

Transport administration, central, pro
posal for, 109-10, 164 

Transportation, quadripartite agree
ment concerning, 29 

Transportation right of way to Berlin, 
difficulties concerning, 115, 353-54, 
358-62; lack of provision for, 15, 
25-27; see also Blockade 

Transport directorate under Lae.nder
rat established, 60 

Transport facilities, restoration of, 
188-90; after surrender, 16 

Travel between zones, 112 
Travers, Patricia, concert of, 284 
Trials, denazification, 259-62; of war 

criminals, 246-55 
Trier, Robert, 216 
Tripartite action among Western 

Allies. See Western Allies 
Tripartite occupation of Germany, 7; 

as defined at Yalta Conference, ll-
12 

Trizonal fusion, preliminaries to, 176, 
205-7, 211-12, 393-430; see also 
West German Government 

Truman, Harry S., 16, 239, 368, 385; 
at Potsdam Conference, 37-45, 53 

Tunner, General William H., 384 
Turner, Sir Mark, 171 

UGO, independent trade union federa
tion in Berlin, 296 

Unanimous agreement of zone com
manders in chief, requirement of, 
14 

Unemployment insurance, 297-98 
Unification, Soviet resistance to, 42-

43, 109-11, 118-19 
Unions. See Trade-unionism 
U.S.S.R. See Soviet Union 
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United Nations International· Emer

gency Food Council, 266 
United Nations International Emer

gency Fund, for care of mothers and 
children, 275 

United Nations Security Council, 375, 
37g:_go 

United States, aid to Greece and 
Turkey, 160; resettlement of dis
placed persons in, 233; visit of 
German police officials to, 257; visit 
of German students and youth 
leaders to, 301; visits of German 
broadcasters and editors to, 285 

United States Department of State. 
See State Department 

United States Group Control Council. 
See Group Control Council 

United States Sector, Berlin: establish
ment of, 31; as separate command, 
52, 55; status under military govern
ment, 55 

United States Zone of Occupation, ad
ministration, 227-62; merger with 
British Zone, 1, 77-78, 82-83, 130-
31, 163-73; military divisions of, 
52; policy guide for, 7, 10-19, 72,-
73, 237-38; productive capacity, 
factors in, 163-64; see also Anglo
American Zone of Occupation; Tri
zonal fusion 

Universities, Berlin, 302 
UNRRA, care of displaced persons by, 

232 . 
Uranium, Soviet corporation formed to 

mine, 158 

Vandenberg, Senator Arthur, 78-82, 
125-27, 140 

Vandenberg, General Hoyt, 368 
Van Wagoner, Murray D., 55 
Vinson, Chief Justice Fred, 251 
Vishinsky, Andrei, 22 .. 33, 46-47, 150, 

345, 379 
V-J parade, Berlin, 104-5 
Voice of America, 283 
Von Paulus "National Committee for 

Free Germany," 158 
Voorhees, Tracy S., Assistant Secretary 

of Army, 219, 268 
V orwaerts, Soviet propaganda attacks 

in, 157-58 
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. Waley, Sir David, 171 

War criminals, 12, 40, 42; tria1s of, 
a46-55 

War dead, return to America of, 2S8 
War Department, dilferences with 

State Department on Gennan oc
cupation, 58-59; relation of OM GUS 
to, 56 

War loot, German: Inter-Allied Dec
laration concerning, 11; restitution 
for, 306-7; search for and return of, 
307-9 

War material, disposal in Germany 
following surrender, 12, 16 

War Mobilization and Reconversion, 
office of, General Clay as deputy to. 
2,8-4 

War potential, German, elimination of, 
12, 40, 318-19 

Washington, Anglo-American confer
ences on bizonal merger, 82-83, 
171-73, 177-78; meeting of Council 
of Foreign Ministers, 425-30 

Water traffic. See Navigation 
WAV (Economic Reconstruction 

party), 93 . 
Weeks~ Lieutenant General Sir Ron-

Md,24-28,33,106,169 
Weimar Republic, as model for state 

constitutions, 89; political parties of, 
91 

Weir, Sir Cecil, 320 
Wells, Dr. Herman, 800-1 
Werts, Leo, 289 
Western Allies, banking system estab

lished by, 205-7; bfockade by So
viet Zone against, 1, 240-41, 362-
92; currency reform, discussions on, 
211-1S; tax-reform measure, discus
sions on, 212.-13; trizonal fusion, 
176, 205-7, 211-12, 393-430; 868 
tilso West Ce:nnan. Government 

"'Western bloc," early Soviet· suspicion 
of, 10 

Western District of American Zone, 52 
Westem European Military Union, 

841 . 
Western Reserve University, German 

scholarship in honor of WiWam . 
Dawson, 96 

West German Government, as cause of 
Soviet blockade, .367; constitution, 
1ft Basic Law; constitution planned, 
404-7; establishment of, 437-40; 
tripartite discussions on, 40S-SO; see 
also Trizonal fusion 

W'!aenr· Senator Kenneth S., 2S9 
White, Malcolm, 216 
Whiteley, General J. F. M., SS 
Wickersham, Brigadier General Cor-

nelius, 8 · 
Wigglesworth, Richard B., 270 
VVi~on,Lawrence,201,3S7,38S 
Wilson, Colonel Orlando, 258 
Winant, John G., 13, 15 
VVinning, Dr. Charles, 96-97 
Wisner, Frank, 337, 400 
Wolf, George W., 330 
Woodhouse, Rep. Chase Going, 303 
Workers, Gennan, removal to Russia, 

135 . 
Workers' Welfare 01.-ganization, 278 
World Health Organization, 275 
VVorthington,. Minnesota, Crailsheim 

adopted by, .278 . 
Wuerttemberg, division between oc

cupation zones of, 13, 85, 423-24 
Wuerttemberg-Baden, state in Ameri

can Zone, 55, 86 
Wuerttemberg-Baden and Hesse. as 

Western District of American Zone, 
~ 

Wurm, Bishop Theopbil, SOS-4 

Yalta Conference, 11-13, 40 
Youth Conferences, International, 301 
Youth program initiated by Americans, 

64-65 

Zentrum (Center party), 93-94 
Zhukov, Marshal CrigOri, 2()..30, 104-

5 136; in Allled Control Council, 
sS, 46, 49, 112; as host to Allied 
officers in Moscow, 47-50; invita
tion to visit United States, 114 

Zone commanders in chief designated 
as supreme authorities, 14-15 

Zook, Dr. Ceorge F., 1301 
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